CHAPTER 46
AL-AḤQĀF

(Revealed before Hijra)

General Remarks

This is the seventh and last Sūra of the Ḥā Mim group. Like other Sūrās of this group it was revealed at Mecca towards the middle of the Prophet's ministry before Hijra, at a time when opposition to the new Message had become bitter, persistent and organized. Noldeke places the revelation of the Sūra immediately after Chapter 7. It seems to resemble its sister Sūrās of the Ḥā Mim group in tone and tenor. The Sūra has 36 verses including Bismillah and takes its title from v. 22.

The preceding Sūra had ended on the solemn declaration that "God is the Lord of the heavens and the earth, His is the Majesty, and He is the Mighty, the Wise." In the present Sūra the claim made in these words is justified. The Qur'ān has been revealed by the Wise and Mighty God. God is Wise in the sense that the Quranic teaching is based on sound and solid foundations, and is supported by reason, common-sense and accumulated human experience; and He is Mighty in the sense that by living up to its ideals and principles the Muslims will gain ascendancy and predominance over their opponents. The Sūra deals primarily with the subjects of prophethood and Divine revelation, with special reference to the revelation of the Qur'ān, and with Unity of God, and life after death, in regard to which fulfilment of prophecies made in the Qur'ān is adduced as an argument.

Subject-Matter

Like its six predecessors of the Ḥā Mim group, the Sūra opens with the subject of the Quranic revelation and Divine Unity which constitutes its main theme, and gives the following few arguments in refutation of idolatry:

(a) Only that Being can command and demand of us that we should adore and worship Him Who, besides being our Creator and Sustainer, is Almighty and All-Powerful and can therefore compel obedience to His laws and commandments; but the false gods of idolaters are not only not creators but are themselves created. (b) Idolatry finds no support in any revealed Scripture. (c) Human knowledge, reason, and experience repel it and revolt against it. (d) A deity which cannot, and does not, answer our prayer is of no use, and the so-called gods of idolaters not only are incapable of responding to the prayers of their votaries, they are even unconscious of having been called upon by them.

The Sūra then proceeds to say that by laying claim to prophethood the Holy Prophet has not brought forward any innovation. Divine Messengers have been appearing at all times and among
all peoples to teach them Unity of God and their duty to their fellow-beings, and the revelation vouchsafed to the Holy Prophet contains the essentials of all those revealed teachings. The Sūra further says that the truth of the Quranic revelation is supported not only by the intrinsic worth of its teaching but also by the prophecies which Moses, the greatest Israelite Prophet, centuries ago, had made about it.

The Sūra then dismisses as foolish and unfounded the disbelievers’ plea which, in their conceit and ignorance, they put forward as an excuse for rejecting the Divine Revelation, viz., “If there had been any good in the revelation presented to us, we, being better informed and better placed in life, would have been the first to accept it.” The Sūra further says that whereas disbelievers, proud of their great material resources and social status, reject the Divine Message, others who are endowed with faith and spiritual wealth, accept it, and stick to it under the severest trials and tribulations, till they are comforted with the Divine assurance, viz., “no fear shall come upon them, nor shall they grieve. These are the fortunate ones from whom God shall accept their good works and overlook their ill deeds.”

The Sūra then cites the fate of ‘Ād — a people who had flourished in the neighbourhood of the Meccans—to show that disbelief never prospers and is sure to come to grief in the long run. The Adites were so completely destroyed that not a vestige of their great and glorious civilization remained behind.

Towards its end the Sūra sounds a note of warning to the people of the Holy Prophet. They are told that they should not be misled by their wealth and prosperity and by the poverty and weakness of Muslims, and that if they persisted in rejecting the Divine Message, their present prosperity itself would prove to be their ruin, because rejection of Truth never goes unpunished.

The Sūra ends with an exhortation to the Holy Prophet and his followers, calling upon them, as brave votaries of Truth, to bear with patience and fortitude, all the suffering and persecution to which they were being subjected, as the time was fast approaching when the cause of Truth would triumph and their persecutors would stand before them in utter disgrace and humiliation, begging for forgiveness and mercy.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.\textsuperscript{3757}

2. \textit{Há Mim.}\textsuperscript{3758}

3. "The revelation of this Book is from Allah, the Mighty, the Wise.\textsuperscript{3759}

4. "We have not created the heavens and the earth, and all that is between them, but with truth, and for an appointed term; but those who disbelieve turn away from that of which they have been warned.\textsuperscript{3760}

\textsuperscript{3757} See 1:1. \textsuperscript{3758} 40:2; 41:2; 42:2; 43:2; 44:2; 45:2. \textsuperscript{3759} 20:5; 32:3; 36:6; 40:3; 45:3.

\textsuperscript{3758} See 1:1.

\textsuperscript{3759} For general treatment of abbreviated letters see 2:2 & 19:2. Verses 40:2, 42:2 & 45:2, however, deal particularly with the letters \textit{Há Mim}, which, as in the preceding six Chapters, are placed at the beginning of the present \textit{Sûra}. These letters may be taken as standing for one of the following pairs of Divine attributes, i.e., حم (Praiseworthy, and Lord of honour), حم (Living, Self-Subsisting and All-Sustaining), حم (Guardian of the Book and Reveal of the Book). These Divine attributes, as also others that are represented by these abbreviated letters, have a strong bearing on the subject-matter of the \textit{Sûra}. Unity of God, refutation and denunciation of idolatry, Divine revelation, with special reference to the revelation of the Qur'ân, life after death and the triumph of truth over falsehood are some of the important topics dealt with in the seven \textit{Sûrâs} of the \textit{Há Mim} group, as Divine attributes represented by these abbreviated letters indicate.

\textsuperscript{3760} The verse signifies that the Message of this Book—the Qur'ân—is bound to succeed as it has been revealed by God Who is Mighty. And because its Revealer is the Wise God, it contains the quintessence of the accumulated wisdom of saints and seers of the past ages and is also the compendium of the imperishable teachings of all revealed Scriptures.

\textsuperscript{3760} The verse means to say that the creation of heavens and earth is intended to serve an eternal purpose which is to serve man who is, God's noblest handiwork, and the aim and object of whose life is to develop in himself Divine attributes. For the attainment by man of this grand and sublime object, God raised His Messengers in all times and among all peoples.
5. Say, "Do you know what it is you call on besides Allah? Show me what they have created of the earth. Or have they a share in the creation of the heavens? Bring me a Book revealed before this or some vestige of knowledge in your support, if you indeed speak the truth."

6. And who is in greater error than those who, instead of Allah, pray unto such as will not answer them till the Day of Resurrection, and they are even unaware of their prayer?

To these Messengers He revealed Himself, and to them He gave His teaching. The greatest and noblest of these Divine Messengers was the Holy Prophet Muhammad, and the last and most complete and perfect code of Divine Laws is the Qur'an.

The creation of the heavens and the earth also establishes the eternal truth that there is only One Designer, Creator and Controller of the universe. It constitutes an unassailable argument against idolatry.

The words "for an appointed time" signify that the universe had a beginning and will also have an end. It is to this great truth that the verses, "All that is on it will pass away. And there will remain only the Person of thy Lord, Master of Glory and Honour" (55:27-28), refer.

3761. Important Words:

أثرة (vestige) is inf. noun from أثر and means, a remain or relic of a thing; a trace; sign or mark; vestige or track; a footprint; impression or mark made by the foot of a man upon the ground (Lane & Aqrap).

Commentary:
With this verse begins a systematic refutation and condemnation of شرك i.e. idolatry.

It means to say that only that Being can command adoration and is fit to be worshipped Who as the Architect and Creator of the universe controls our destinies. But the false gods of idolaters not only have not created anything but are themselves created. They do not even possess any power to harm or benefit themselves, nor have they any power over death, life or Resurrection (25:4). Then what title or right have they to man's worship of them? The verse further says that in reality no authority except that of a revealed Scripture can form the basis for determining whether a certain belief is right or wrong. The words "Or some vestige of knowledge in your support" signify that human science and reason as well lend no support to idolatrous beliefs or practices. Thus this little verse embodies three very strong and cogent arguments to repudiate and demolish polytheistic and idolatrous doctrines.

3762. Commentary:

The verse embodies yet another very convincing argument against idol-worship. Islam presents a Living God Who listens to the prayers of His devotees and has given proof of this fact in every age. He reveals Himself to
7. aAnd when mankind are gathered together, they (false deities) will be enemies to them (their worshippers) and will deny their worship.3763

8. bAnd when Our clear Signs are recited unto them, those who disbelieve say of the truth when it comes to them, 'This is manifest sorcery.'

9. Do they say, 'He has forged it'? Say, 'If I have forged it, you cannot avail me aught against Allah. He knows best what idle talk you indulge in. Sufficient is He for a Witness between me and you. And He is the Most Forgiving, the Merciful.'3764

His true votaries by accepting their prayers and consoles them in hour of distress by speaking to them words of comfort. How encouraging and hope-raising are the Quranic words: "And when My servants ask thee about Me, say, I am near. I answer the prayer of the supplicant when he prays to Me" (2: 187). Other religions hold out no such promise to their followers. Let them cry hoarse, the Qur'an says, their false gods will never answer their prayer because they do not possess any u-h power. Of what use, then, is that deity which is deaf and dumb and hears and answers not the agonised cries of its votaries?

3763. Commentary:

In this verse the votaries of false gods are told that not only will their gods not answer their prayers unto the Day of Resurrection, but will disown them on that awful Day when they (the idolaters) will be made to face the consequences of their idolatrous beliefs and practices.

3764. Commentary:

After effectively refuting Sharek (idolatry) in the preceding few verses, the Sura, in the present verse, proceeds to deal with the next important topic—Divine revelation. It purports to say that forging lies about God, being a fatal poison, is bound to bring about the spiritual death and destruction of the forger. This is the significance of the words: "You cannot avail me aught against Allah." The words, "Sufficient is He for a Witness between me and you," signify that "if I am a forger of lies against God, He would not let me go unpunished, but if you reject the Message of truth, you too will have to suffer the evil consequences of your rejection."

The expression من الله means: (a) in opposition to Allah; (b) from the punishment of Allah.
10. Say, 'I am not a novelty among the Messengers, nor do I know what will be done with me or with you in this life. "I do but follow what is revealed to me; and I am but a plain Warner.'

11. Say, 'Tell me, if this is from Allah and you disbelieve therein, and a witness from among the Children of Israel bears witness to the advent of one like him, and he believed, but you are too proud to believe, how should you fare?' Verily, Allah guides not the wrong-doing people.

3765. Important Words:

بدع (new) is derived from بدأ which means, he originated a thing or brought it into existence for the first time, the thing not having existed before, and not after the similitude of anything pre-existing. They say بدأ فلان في هذا الأمر i.e., such a one is the first person to do this thing. بدأ means, first; new; a first doer of a thing; novel; a thing existing for the first time; an innovator (Lane & Aqrab). See also 2 : 118.

Commentary:

The Holy Prophet is here enjoined to tell his people that his being raised as a Divine Messenger was not a new thing. He was no innovator. They were already conversant with the phenomenon of prophethood. God had been raising His Messengers during the ages when people forsook the path of righteousness. He had raised Prophets in their neighbourhood, and, now, He had selected them for the bestowal of this great gift. They should, therefore, judge the Holy Prophet by the criteria by which the former Prophets were judged. The Holy Prophet is further asked to tell them that though there was no doubt that ultimately his cause would triumph, he was not vouchsafed the knowledge of the vicissitudes of circumstances through which he himself would have to pass during the intervening period, nor did he know how God would treat his opponents. His mission was confined to delivering the Divine Message to them and to warn them that if they did not behave they would come to grief.

3766. Commentary:

The witness from among the Children of Israel is Moses. It is to his prophecy concerning the advent of the Holy Prophet that reference has been made in this verse. The prophecy is to this effect:

I will raise them up a Prophet from among their brethren like unto thee, and will put My words in his mouth; and he shall speak unto them all that I shall command him. And it shall come to pass that whosoever will not hearken unto My words which he shall speak in My name, I will require it of him (Deut. 18 : 18-19).

See also 11 : 18.
12. And those who disbelieve say of those who believe: "If it were any good, they could not have been ahead of us in attaining it." And since they have not been guided thereby, they will say, "This is an old lie."

13. And before it there was the Book of Moses, a guide and a mercy; and this is a Book in the Arabic language fulfilling previous prophecies, that it may warn those who do wrong; and as glad tidings to those who do good.

The reference in the words 'a witness from among the Children of Israel' could not be, as generally misunderstood, to 'Abdullah bin Sallām, a learned Jew, because 'Abdullah had accepted Islam in Medina while this Sūra was revealed at Mecca.

Commentary:

One of the great impediments that stand in the way of truth being accepted by disbelievers is conceit and arrogance. Since it is the poor people and those not high placed in life and generally not conversant with current material sciences, who first accept the Divine Message, the so-called learned and wealthy people regard it beneath their dignity to associate themselves with the humble and lowly believers. It is to this proud attitude of disbelievers that the verse refers. It depicts conceit and arrogant disbelievers as saying to believers, that if there had been any good in the new Teaching, they (disbelievers), who were better placed in life and possessed better knowledge, could not have been outstripped by the former in accepting it, and that, as it was an old, old lie, they could not accept it.

Verse 11 above referred to the appearance of a Prophet among the Ishmaelites. The present verse refers to Arabia as the scene of the advent of the Prophet who was to be the like of Moses and to the Book (the Qur'ān) which was to fulfil the prophecies contained in the Book of Moses and which also was to supersede it. The relevant prophecy is as follows:

The burden upon Arabia. In the forest in Arabia shall ye lodge, O ye travelling companies of Dedanim. The inhabitants of the land of Tema brought water to him that was thirsty, they presented with their bread him that fled (Isaiah 21: 13-15). See also 26 : 198.
14. "Verily, those who say, 'Our Lord is Allah', and then are steadfast—no fear shall come upon them, nor shall they grieve."

15. These are the dwellers of the Garden; they shall abide therein—a recompense for what they did.

16. And We have enjoined on man to be good to his parents. His mother bears him with pain, and brings him forth with pain, and the bearing of him and his weaning takes thirty months, till, when he attains his full maturity and reaches the age of forty years, he says, "My Lord, grant me that I may be grateful for Thy favour which Thou hast bestowed upon me and upon my parents, and I may do such good works as may please Thee. And establish righteousness among my progeny for me. I do turn to Thee; and, truly, I am of those who submit to Thee."

3769. Commentary:
What fear or grief, even under the severest trial, can possibly disturb the equanimity and mental poise of a true believer, who possesses an invincible faith that Allah, the Creator and Lord of the whole universe, is at his back? It is this certain faith that has caused the Faithful in all ages to lay down their lives smilingly in the cause of Truth. Such believers have been called محسنين (doers of good) in verse 13 above. They abide in the Garden of heavenly bliss and bask in the sun of God's love. See also 41 : 31.

3770. Important Words:
-  شد (full maturity) is derived from شد. They say شد الشتى i.e. he made the thing hard, firm, compact, strong, or he bound it fast. شد (ashudd) means, physical and intellectual and also spiritual maturity as gives evidence of rectitude of conduct or course of life; firmness or soundness of judgment produced by experience. (Lane)

Commentary:
The word seems to have been used in the sense of spiritual maturity in the present verse and in 12 : 23; and in the sense of intellectual and physical maturity in 6 : 153 and 18 : 83. Generally, Divine Messengers are invested with their Divine mission at the age of forty. The belief that Jesus was made a Prophet at the age of 33 seems to be an historical anachronism, as recent research into Christian history has proved his birth to have taken place about six years earlier.
17. These are they from whom We accept their good works and overlook their ill deeds. They shall be among the inmates of the Garden, in fulfilment of "the true promise which was made to them."

18. But the one who says to his parents, 'Fie on you both; do you threaten me that I shall be brought forth again, when generations have already passed away before me?' And they both cry unto Allah for help and say to him: 'Woe unto thee! believe; for the promise of Allah is true.' But he says, 'This is nothing but the fables of the ancients.'

than generally understood (Enc. Brit. under "Chronicle").

(We shall overlook) is derived from جاز. They say جاز العنان أو جاز العنان i.e., he passed along the place and left it behind. جاز العنان means, he exceeded the proper limit or bound; he was or became extravagant or exorbitant. جاز العنان means, he overlooked or connived at his sin; he forgave him. (Lane)

Commentary:

In verse 13 above a brief reference has been made to منبسن (doers of good). The present verse enjoins a believer to do good (احسان) to all his fellow-beings, irrespective of caste, colour or clime, starting, however, with his parents, the mother having secured a special mention, as also in 31:15, because "she bears him with pain, and brings him forth with pain."

In 31:15, it was stated that the weaning of a child takes two years, but in the verse under comment the combined period of pregnancy and suckling is given as thirty months which leaves six months as the period of gestation, and that seems to be the period during which a pregnant woman feels the burden of pregnancy, the fourth month being the time when she begins to have such a feeling.

3771. Important Words:

تجاز (We shall overlook) is derived from جاز. They say جاز العنان أو جاز العنان i.e., he passed along the place and left it behind. جاز العنان means, he exceeded the proper limit or bound; he was or became extravagant or exorbitant. جاز العنان means, he overlooked or connived at his sin; he forgave him. (Lane)

3772. Commentary:

In verse 16, reference was made to a class of men who spend their God-given gifts in the service of noble causes in order to win the pleasure of God, and who are anxious that they might be succeeded by a generation who should carry on their noble work. The verse under comment speaks of those unfortunate people who are born of good and righteous parents and are brought up in very healthy environments and yet lead a life of disbelief and sin.
19. These are they against whom the sentence of punishment became due, along with the communities of the Jinn and mankind that had gone before them. Indeed, they were the losers.

20. And for all are degrees of rank according to what they did, and that Allah may fully repay them for their deeds; and they shall not be wronged.

21. And on the day when those who disbelieve will be brought before the Fire, it will be said to them, 'You exhausted your good things in the life of the world, and you fully enjoyed them. Now this day you shall be requited with ignominious punishment because you were arrogant in the earth without justification, and because you acted rebelliously.'

3773. Commentary:

The verse purports to say that all the works, good or evil, of the two classes of men mentioned in vv. 16 and 18 above, will be properly judged and weighed, and, while being requited, their motives and intentions and all relevant circumstances, will be taken into consideration, as the Divine law of compensation works in this way that whereas the reward of a good deed is many times greater than the deed itself, the punishment of the evil deed is proportionate to the deed committed.

3774. Commentary:

When confronted with the consequences of their evil deeds, the disbelievers will be told on the Day of Reckoning that as they had fully exploited and drained to dregs the material gifts that God had bestowed upon them and had used them not in the service of good causes but to further their own sordid ends, they should be prepared to suffer disgrace and ignominy as a fit requital for their misdeeds.
3 22. And make mention of "the brother of 'Ad, when he warned his people among the sand-hills — and Warners there have been before him and after him — saying, 'Worship none but Allah. I fear for you the punishment of a great day.'"[3775]

23. They said, 'Hast thou come to us to turn us away from our gods? Bring us then that with which thou dost threaten us, if indeed thou art of the truthful.' b[3776]

24. He said, 'The knowledge thereof is only with Allah.' And I convey to you what I have been sent with, but I see you to be a very ignorant people.'[3777]

3775. **Commentary:**

'Ad was not the name of one tribe but of a group of tribes. The tribe has been called 'Adi Irám in the Qur'án (89 : 8). They were a highly powerful and cultured people and had specialized in architecture. They ruled over rich and fertile territories in Yemen. As a result of their rejection of the Prophet Hud, and their wicked and immoral deeds, they were destroyed by a violent wind which continued to lash them for seven consecutive days, burying their chief cities under heaps of sand and dust. For detailed notes on 'Ad see 11 : 51 and 26 : 124.

3776. **Important Words:**

أفتك (afaka) means, he changed his or its condition or manner of being; he turned him or it away or back from a thing by lying; he perverted his judgment; he deceived or beguiled him; he lied or said what was untrue (Lane & Aqrab). Almost all these meanings are applicable here.

3777. **Commentary:**

When tauntingly asked by his people, when and how they would be punished for rejecting him, Hud pleaded ignorance of the time and manner of the Divine punishment. But he warned them at the same time that Divine punishment was sure to overtake them and that if they had some wisdom left with them they should have read the writing on the wall because the rejection of Divine Message never goes unpunished. This is the significance of the words "but I see you to be a very ignorant people."
25. Then, when they saw it coming towards their valleys as a cloud, they said, 'This is a cloud which will give us rain.' 'Nay, but it is that which you sought to hasten—a wind wherein is a grievous punishment.'

26. 'It will destroy everything by the command of its Lord,' And they became such that there was naught to be seen, except their dwellings. Thus do We requite the guilty people.

27. And 'We had established them in that wherein We have not established you; and We gave them ears and eyes and hearts. But their ears and their eyes and their hearts availed them naught, since they denied the Signs of Allah; and that at which they used to mock encompassed them.'

\[\text{Important Words:}\]

- عَرَض (cloud) is act. part. from عَرَض. They say عَرَض الشَّيْئِ i.e., he showed, manifested, presented the thing. عَرَض means, anything showing its breadth or side, hence appearing; a collection of clouds extending sideways in the horizon or a collection of clouds that come over in the sky unexpectedly or appear like a mountain; a gift appearing from a person (Lane & Aqrab).

Whereas the word رُيح (wind) has been used in the Qur'ān both in a good and a bad sense, its plural always is used in a good sense.

3779. Commentary:

As mentioned above, the Adites were specially advanced in architecture. They built monuments on high places and erected palatial buildings. They had their summer residences, their factories and mechanical works. But they were so completely destroyed that it seemed that they had never existed and only the ruined remnants of their once lofty and strongly-built dwellings could be seen.

\[\text{Important Words:}\]

- أُنْفَاد (hearts) is the plural of نَؤْد which is derived from قَدَّم. They say قَدَّم i.e., he or it hit, struck, smote or hurt his N outward. نَؤْد means, he roasted the flesh-meat in the fire. N is synonymous with قَلِب both meaning heart, mind or intellect. In the Qur'ān, too, both these words have been used synonymously. In 28:11 both the words...
And We did destroy townships round about you; and We have varied the Signs, that they might turn to Us.\(^{3781}\)

Why, then, did not those help them whom they had taken for gods beside Allah, seeking His nearness through them? Nay, they were lost to them. That was the result of their lie, and of what they fabricated.\(^{3782}\)

have been used together, signifying the heart. It is the context which determines where any of these words is used in the sense of mind or heart. Some authors, however, make a distinction between قلب and قلب; the latter is said to have a more special signification than the former which is said to be the غشاه or the وعاء of the قلب or the middle or the interior thereof. They say طار فؤاد i.e., his mind or intellect or courage fled (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

This verse also shows that the Adites were a very powerful and prosperous people. Their dominions extended over vast areas.

3781. **Commentary:**

The reference in the words "We did destroy townships round about you" is to the destruction of the once very powerful and prosperous people of ‘Ad and of Tubba’ who held sway over vast territories in the south of Arabia. To the north-west the complete ruin of the Thamūd tribe held out a severe warning and on the shores of the Dead Sea were situated the towns of Sodom and Gomorrah which were turned upside down on account of the unnatural vice indulged in by them. The destruction of all these places constituted an eye-opener to the Meccans. If they did not eschew their evil ways and continued to reject the Divine Message, they would meet with no better fate. As the Qur’an, the final Law for all mankind, was revealed at Mecca, the words ما حولكم من القرآن may also signify the whole world.

The Qur’an reverts again and again to the fundamental problems of faith, morals and other kindred subjects, and deals with them from different angles and points of view in order to satisfy doubts and misgivings of men of varied attitudes, mental make-up or outlook on life. People of shallow thinking and prejudiced minds may call it a repetition, but in fact it is the right approach to different human problems.

3782. **Important Words:**

قربان (seeking nearness) is infinitive noun from قرب. They say قرب إليه و منه i.e., he was or became near to him or it. قرب تن د قربان (qarraba): he made an offering to God. قربان means, an offering or oblation; a sacrifice; anything by means of which one seeks nearness to God; a near or favourite associate or companion (Lane & Aqrab). The word has been used in the latter sense in 39 : 4.
30. And remember when "We turned towards thee a party of the Jinn who wished to hear the Qur'ān and, when they were present at its recitation, they said to one another, 'Be silent, and listen' and, when it was finished, they went back to their people, warning them."3783

31. They said, 'O our people, we have heard a Book, which has been sent down after Moses, fulfilling that which is before it; it guides to the truth, and to the right path."3784

32. 'O our people, respond to Allah's Summoner and believe in Him. "He will forgive you your sins, and protect you from a painful punishment."3785

Commentary:

The verse contains a very challenging argument against idolatry and drives home to polytheists the futility of their idolatrous beliefs and practices, saying that their false gods can never help them in time of need while the True Almighty God comes to the rescue of His servants when they are in distress and call for His help.

3783. Important Words:

نفر (nafra) which means, he ran away at random; he broke loose and went hither and thither; he became separated and returned to a distance. نفر (nafarun) means, a number of men from three to ten or less than ten; a man's people or tribe consisting of his near relations (Lane).

Commentary:

The party of men referred to in the verse were the Jews of Naṣībīn or, as some say, from Mauṣal or Nineveh in Iraq. Being apprehensive of the Meccans' opposition they met the Holy Prophet at night and after listening to the Qur'ān and to the Holy Prophet's discourse, they became converted to Islam and carried the new Message to their people who also readily accepted it. The next verse leaves no doubt that they were Jews and seemed to be the leaders of their people (Bayān, vol. 8). See also 72:2. 3784. Commentary:

This verse clearly shows that the party of men mentioned in the previous verse were Jews because they spoke of the Qur'ān as "the Book which has been sent down after Moses."

3785. Commentary:

This and the next verse contain some basic arguments which establish the truth of the claims of a Divine Reformer. First, people are cleansed of sins and impurities and become a model of virtue and righteousness through the Teaching revealed to him and by his own ennobling example.

2420
33. "And whoso does not respond to Allah's Summoner, he cannot escape Him in the earth, nor can he have any protector beside Him. Such are in manifest error." 3786

34. Have they not seen that Allah, Who created the heavens and the earth and was not wearied by their creation, has the power to give life to the dead? Yea, verily, He has power over all things. 3787

35. And on the day when those who disbelieve will be brought before the Fire, 'it will be said to them, 'Is not this the truth?' They will say, 'Aye, by our Lord.' He will say, 'Then taste the punishment, because you disbelieved.'

3786. Commentary:
Secondly, the Divine Reformer does eventually succeed in his mission as it is God's unalterable decree and law that Truth must prevail and falsehood must come to an evil end. The disbelievers cannot alter this Divine decree, try as they might. The gods which they adore leave them in the lurch when they are confronted with the consequences of their wicked deeds.

3787. Important Words:
لَم يُعمِّل (was not wearied). أَعِيَّ بِأَمْرِهِ means, he lacked power, strength or ability for, or was unable to perform or execute, his affair thoroughly. أَعِيَّ means, he was or became disabled or incapacitated; he was or became fatigued, tired, wearied. أَعِيَّ is weakness and fatigue which is the result of doing a thing (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:
The verse means to say that the process of the creation of new heavens and earth has not ceased. Neither is it an empty and unsubstantiated claim. With the coming of a great Divine Reformer the old order dies and a new one takes its place. This signifies the coming into being of a new heaven and a new earth.
36. Have patience, then, as the Messengers possessed of high resolve had patience; and be in no haste about them. On the day when they see that with which they are threatened, it will appear to them as though they had not tarried save for an hour of a day. This warning has been conveyed; and none but the disobedient people shall be destroyed.  

3787A. Commentary:  
In this verse the Holy Prophet is told that with his advent a new heaven and a new earth would be born. The old decrepit order would die and a new and better one would emerge from its ruins. But before that great and glorious day his own mettle and that of his followers would be put to a severe test. They will have to bear, with patience and fortitude, like great Prophets of God, very great hardships and privations, and it is after they will come out of the ordeal triumphantly and unscathed that their cause will prevail. That would be a glorious day for believers; and for the disbelievers a time of heart-burning and gnashing of teeth. So severe and swift and overwhelming would be God's punishment that compared to it a whole life spent in comfort and ease would seem but an "hour."
CHAPTER 47
MUḤAMMAD

(Revealed after Hijra)

Title, Date of Revelation, and Context

The Sūra takes its title from its third verse. It is also known as ғالب (war) because it devotes a large portion of its text to the subject of war—its causes, ethics and consequences. The fact that the Sūra deals mainly with the fighting which took place after the Holy Prophet had emigrated to Medina and that it makes repeated mention of the Hypocrites with whom the Muslims came in contact at that place, lends powerful support to the view held by Baidāwī, Zamakhsharī, Sayūṭī, and others that the Sūra was revealed after the Hijra—a large part of it having been revealed probably before the Battle of Badr, in the early days of the life at Medina.

Towards the end of the previous Sūra it was unambiguously and emphatically stated that opposition to the Divine Message, however powerful, organized, and persistent, can never succeed and that Truth must prevail. The subject assumes a certain definiteness in this Sūra, and disbelievers are told that in conformity with the unalterable Divine Law that Truth must ultimately triumph over falsehood, the Holy Prophet and his followers, though in a weak state in the beginning and though their cause seemingly hopeless, will, after overcoming all difficulties and impediments, succeed in the long run, their weakness progressively giving place to strength.

Subject-Matter of the Sūra

The Sūra opens with the challenging statement that all the efforts of disbelievers to retard and arrest the progress of Islam will come to naught and the condition of the Prophet’s followers will improve day by day. It then proceeds to say that since disbelievers have drawn the sword against the Prophet they shall perish by the sword. After holding out to Muslims a definite promise of success against their enemies, it briefly lays down important rules of war, as, for instance, prisoners can be taken only after regular fighting in which the enemy is decisively beaten (v. 5), but after the war is over, they are to be set free either as an act of favour, or, after taking proper ransom. Thus the Sūra, in a little verse, strikes effectively at the evil practice of slavery.

It is further stated that falsehood, though in a position of strength and power against Truth in the beginning, eventually must suffer defeat. This is a lesson writ large on the pages of history, and the evil fate of peoples nearer home such as ‘Ad, Thamūd, Midian and the people of Lot should open the eyes of the Meccans. Next, the Sūra says a few words of comfort and good cheer to the Holy Prophet, telling him that though he is being hounded out of his native place, friendless and apparently helpless, to seek refuge in a distant place among alien people, yet this
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very fact will lay the foundation of a great future for his Faith and his followers. His opponents seem to be very powerful but "there have been towns, more powerful than the town which has driven thee out," and yet God destroyed them and so will He destroy the enemies of the Prophet. They are satisfied with having driven him out of Mecca and seem to have a false sense of complacency that thereby they have nipped the tender plant of Islam in the bud, but in fact they have laid the foundation of their own ruin if they could but read the writing on the wall.

Next, the Sūra briefly mentions the aims and objects of war according to Islam. Since it requires very sincere and honest adherence to a cause to imperil one's life, honour, or property for it, war, which puts to test one's sincerity or true adherence to a cause, was enjoined upon Muslims in self-defence so that true and sincere believers might be distinguished from the Hypocrites and those weak of faith. Whereas, says the Sūra, the believers welcome a revelation enjoining them to fight in the way of Allah, for it is in fighting that the real mettle of a man is tested, the disbelievers, and the Hypocrites feel as if they are being driven to death. Thus true believers are separated and sifted out from those who are insincere or false in the profession of their faith. The Sūra closes with a further exhortation to Muslims to be prepared to spend whatever they possess for the cause they hold so dear, because to be stingy and niggardly when the cause requires its votaries to spend with both hands, is calculated not only to injure the cause but also the individual himself.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.\textsuperscript{3788} 

2. Those who disbelieve and hinder men from the way of Allah—He renders their works vain.\textsuperscript{3789} 

3. But as for those who believe and do good works and believe in that which has been revealed to Muhammed—and it is the truth from their Lord—He removes from them their sins and sets right their affairs.\textsuperscript{3790} 

\textsuperscript{3788} See 1 : 1. \textsuperscript{3789} 4 : 168; 16 : 89. \textsuperscript{3790} 13 : 20; 22 : 55; 34 : 7.

\textbf{Commentary:} 
See 1 : 1.

\textbf{Commentary:} 
Works of disbelievers are rendered vain in that their efforts to arrest the progress of the cause of Truth produce no results. The cause of Truth triumphs and prevails.

\textbf{Important Words:} 
- بالله (their affairs) is substantive noun from بال (bāla) which means, it (fat) melted or dissolved. بال means, a state, condition or case (12 : 51). هو التي البال means: (1) he is in ample and easy circumstances or condition. (2) A thing or affair to which one devotes his special care. They say ليس هذا من بالي i.e., this is not of the things for which I care. (3) The heart or mind. خطر بالي means, it occurred to me. (4) Attention. An Arab would say أعطني بالك i.e. give me thy attention (Lane & Aqrab).
- الحق (truth) means, an established fact which is undeniable; a right, equity or justice; a thing that is decreed; a thing suitable to the requirements of justice; truth; wisdom; what is binding; obligatory, just, proper; right; genuine, authentic, real; prudence (Lane, Aqrab & Mufradāt).

\textbf{Commentary:} 
Because belief in the Holy Prophet, as in all Divine Messengers, is included in the words “those who believe and do good works,” the expression “and believe in what has been revealed to Muhammed” seems to be redundant. But nothing in the Qur‘ān is redundant or superfluous. The expression serves a definite purpose. It removes a possible misconception, that belief in God and belief in life after death alone are the two fundamental articles of Faith (2 : 63). The verse leaves no doubt about the indispensability of belief in the Holy Prophet by saying that what has been revealed to him is الحق i.e., it is the whole truth and nothing but the truth; it agrees with the requirements of justice, truth and wisdom, and fully meets the exigencies and circumstances of time and the varying human needs, and by it moral lapses of those who believe in him are obliterated, their difficulties removed and their condition progressively bettered.
4. That is because those who disbelieve follow falsehood while those who believe follow the truth from their Lord. Thus does Allah set forth for men their similitudes.

5. And "when you meet in regular battle those who disbelieve, smite their necks; and, when you have overcome them, bind fast the fetters—then afterwards either release them as a favour or by taking ransom—until the war lays down its burdens. That is the ordinance. And if Allah had so pleased, He could have punished them Himself, but He has willed that He may try some of you by others. And those who are killed in the way of Allah—He will never render their works vain.\(^{3791}\)

\(^{3791}\) Important Words:

أُخْنَحُوهُم (you have overcome them). أُخْنَحُ (thakhuna) or *thakhana* is transitive from *أَخْنَح* which means, it was or became thick or coarse. أُخْنَح means, he rendered him heavy or languid or enervated; or he overcame him after inflicting many wounds on him. أُخْنَح in the *العَدَو* means, he made a great slaughter among the enemy or inflicted heavy wounds upon him. أُخْنَح في الأَرْض means, he caused much slaughter in the land; or he fought vehemently in the land (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

The verse, in a nutshell, lays down some important rules about the ethics of war and its conduct and incidentally deals a death blow to slavery. Briefly these are: (a) When they are engaged in regular battle in the defence of their faith, honour, lives or property, the Muslims are enjoined to fight bravely and relentlessly, giving no quarter, and expecting none from the enemy; and not to flee from the field of battle under lame or weak excuses. They must either win or die. “He who turns his back to the enemy”, says the Qur’ān, “draws upon himself the wrath of Allah” (8:13-17). (b) When war is once started, it should continue till peace is established and freedom of conscience secured...
6. He will guide them and improve their condition. 

7. And “admit them into the Garden which He has made known to them.”

(8:40). (c). Prisoners are to be taken from the enemy, only after regular and pitched battle has been fought, and the enemy is decisively and positively beaten. Thus regular war is declared to be the only reason for taking prisoners; for no other cause free men are to be deprived of their liberty. (d). When war is over, prisoners should be released, either as an act of favour, or on taking ransom or by negotiating mutual exchange. They should not be held permanently in captivity or treated as slaves. The Holy Prophet carried this Divine Commandment into actual practice by setting at liberty about a hundred families of Bani Muṣṭaliq and several thousand prisoners of Hawāzin after both these tribes had been decisively beaten in battle. It was after the Battle of Badr that ransom was accepted for the prisoners who were set free. This was perhaps, because Islam was then in a very weak state. But, on this occasion too, those of them who could not pay their ransom in money but were literate, were required to teach reading and writing to some of the Muslims. The verse thus has struck very effectively at the roots of slavery, abolishing it completely and for ever. (Muir, Zurqānī & Hishām).

The words “And if Allah had so pleased, he could have punished them Himself, but He has willed that He may try some of you by others,” signify that God possessed the power to punish the enemies of Truth without the instrumentality of Muslims but He got the latter engaged in fighting with disbelievers so that on the one hand their own good qualities of character should have an opportunity to come into play and on the other the bad qualities of disbelievers should become exposed. Perhaps in no other aspect of life was the moral superiority of the Companions of the Holy Prophet so clearly demonstrated as in their treatment of their fallen foes.

The words “And those who are killed in the way of Allah—He will never render their works vain,” mean that the sacrifice of Muslims slain in the field of battle would not be wasted. It was their sacrifice that firmly laid the foundation of a bright future for Islam.

3792. Commentary:

Since one of the meanings of هداية is to follow the right path till one reaches one’s destination and achieves the object of one’s quest (Lane), the verse purports to say that the martyred Muslims have achieved, by their death, the object for which they gave their lives which was to attain God’s pleasure and to make Islam secure and strong.

3793. Important Words:

عرف (made known) is transitive verb from أعرف (‘arafa) which means, he knew it or became acquainted with it; he knew it by means of one of the senses and also by mental perception. أعرفه الأمر (‘arafa) means, he acquainted
8. O ye who believe! if you help the cause of Allah, He will help you and will make your steps firm.

9. But as far those who disbelieve, perdition is their lot; and He will make their works vain. 3794

10. That is because they hate what Allah has revealed; so He has made their works futile. 3795

Commentary:

The verse means that the Muslims slain in the way of Allah will be admitted into gardens of Paradise of which they had a foretaste in the present life. They had a foretaste of them in the sense that they enjoyed in their physical form all those spiritual blessings and favours which are mentioned in the Qur'ān as having been promised to them in the next world. Or the verse may signify that Muslims had a spiritual foretaste of “the Garden” because they saw with their own eyes promises, made to them in the Qur'ān about Paradise, being fulfilled in this very life.

3794. Important Words:

تعصا (perdition) is inf. noun from تعص (ta'sa) which means, he stumbled and fell upon his face; he missed his proof in litigation and the object of his search in seeking; he became far-removed; he became degraded. تعص (ta'sa) also means, God destroyed him; degraded him; made him fall on his face. تعص (ta'sa) means, may he fall never to rise; may he perish; may ruin cleave to him or may he be degraded. تعص (ta'sa) means, ruin, degradation, mischief, evil (Lane & Aqrab).

3795. Commentary:

Three times in the few verses that have gone before is it stated that “God has made the works of disbelievers vain.” This signifies that disbelievers had bent all their energies, of mind and body, to the achievement of one supreme desire — to see Islam fail and come to nought. But Islam triumphed. It progressed and prospered and the disbelievers failed to have their desire fulfilled.
11. "Have they not travelled in the earth and seen what was the end of those who were before them? Allah utterly destroyed them, and for the disbelievers there will be the like thereof. 3796

12. That is because 3 Allah is the Protector of those who believe, and as for the disbelievers, there is no protector for them.

13. Verily, Allah will make those who believe and do good works enter the Gardens underneath which rivers flow; 6 while those who disbelieve enjoy themselves and eat even as the cattle eat, and the Fire will be their resort. 3797

14. And how many a township, more powerful than thy town which has driven thee out, have We destroyed, and they had no helper. 3798

---

3796. Commentary:
As many as fifteen times, the disbelievers of the Holy Prophet have been warned in the Qur'an to travel in the earth and see the dreadful end to which the disbelievers of former Prophets have come. How can they, the verse warns them, expect to escape a similar fate? The expression مَسَّنَا مِن كُرْبَىٰ أَسْتَدْ قُوَّةً مِن كُرْبَىٰ أَسْتَدْ shows that Divine punishment will overtake disbelievers in various forms and shapes.

3797. Commentary:
The believers make use of the things of the world and eat and drink as do the disbelievers, but whereas the former eat to live in order to serve God and man, the latter live to eat, drink, and be merry, and have no nobler objects to pursue. They do not rise above the level of animals as their whole concept of life is materialistic.

3798. Commentary:
The verse constitutes a mighty prophecy. According to the majority of scholarly opinion it was revealed while the Holy Prophet was on his way from Mecca to Medina, having been driven
15. Then, "is he who takes his stand upon a clear proof from his Lord like those to whom the evil of their deeds is made to look beautiful and who follow their evil inclinations?"

16. A description of the Garden promised to the righteous: Therein are rivers of water which corrupts not; and rivers of milk of which the taste changes not; and rivers of wine, a delight to those who drink; and rivers of clarified honey. And in it will they have all kinds of fruit, and forgiveness from their Lord. Can those who enjoy such bliss be like those who abide in the Fire and who are given boiling water to drink so that it tears their bowels?

3799. Commentary:

The preceding verse promised a bright future for Islam and the ultimate destruction of disbelief, at a time when the Prophet's cause seemed quite hopeless. The verse under comment continues the theme and says that the outcome could not possibly be otherwise as the claim of the Holy Prophet was reinforced and substantiated by incontestible heavenly Signs while disbelievers had nothing to their credit but wicked deeds and evil desires.

3800. Important Words:

(أئهار) rivers is the plural of نهر which is inf. noun from نهار (nahara) which means, it flowed or flowed with force. نهر means, a river, a brook, a stream. The word also means, amplitude, or light and amplitude (Lane).

(عسل) (honey) is inf. noun from عسل (asala). عسل الطعام means, he prepared the food with honey. They say عمل i.e., he made him an object of eulogy; he made him an object of love to men. عمل means, honey; flowers or blossoms because honey is made therefrom; a good or righteous deed, the eulogy for which a person is deemed sweet (Lane).

Commentary:

The verse mentions four kinds of favours and blessings promised to believers in this and the
17. And among them are some who listen to thee till, when they go forth from thy presence, they say to those who have been given knowledge, 'What has he been talking about just now?' *Those are they whose hearts Allah has sealed, and who follow their own evil inclinations.*

_Ahâr_ which has been used four times in the verse, besides other senses, signifies light and amplitude; and عسل, among other things, means a good or righteous deed which wins for the doer the love and esteem of men. In view of the signification of these two words the verse may mean that the four things mentioned will be given to the righteous in plenty: viz., water which is the source of all life (21: 31); milk which, besides giving health and vigour to the body, stands for spiritual knowledge; wine which gives pleasant sensations and forgetfulness of worries; and honey, being the means of curing many a disease, represents good and righteous deeds which make the believers beloved of men. Taken in the physical sense, *i.e.*, pertaining to the present life, the verse would signify that in the present life the believers will have in plenty all those things which make life pleasant, delightful and useful; and taken symbolically and in a spiritual sense, it would mean that believers will have a full life, they will be endowed with spiritual knowledge, will drink the wine of God's love and will do deeds that will win for them love and esteem of men.

3801. **Commentary:**

As the principal subject of the _Sûra_ is war, it naturally deals with three categories of men, viz., true believers, firm disbelievers and the Hypocrites who vacillate between faith and disbelief. The verse under comment deals with the third category of men.

The expression ما ذا قال آنا has a two-fold meaning. A hypocrite being a double-faced person generally uses language susceptible of double meaning. This he does in order to extricate himself from an awkward position, wherein, should one construction of his speech land him in trouble, he might be able to avoid that consequence by putting quite a different construction on it. The above expression is an appropriate instance of the equivocal language used by the Hypocrites of Medina. If one of them, after a meeting with the Prophet, happened to meet a Muslim, he would say "What was it that he said just now," meaning, what beautiful and highly useful things had the Prophet said. But if he chanced to meet a hypocrite like himself he would use the same expression but meaning "what nonsense talk had the Prophet indulged in."
18. But as for those who follow guidance, He adds to their guidance, and bestows on them righteousness suited to their condition.3802

19. They wait not but for the Hour, that it should come upon them suddenly. The signs thereof have already come. But of what avail will their admonition be to them when it has actually come upon them.3803

20. Know, therefore, that there is no God other than Allah, and ask protection for thy frailties, and for believing men and believing women. And Allah knows the place where you move about and the place where you stay.3804

3802. Commentary:

The expression آتاآم تقواهم may mean: (a) God made them righteous; (b) He disclosed to them the ways and means by employing which they could attain تؤو (c) Allah bestowed upon believers favours and blessings which are the result of a life of righteousness.

3803. Important Words:

(1) أثراء (signs) is the plural of شرط. They say شرط عليه بكذا i.e. he imposed upon him such a condition. أثراء نفسه بكذا means, he marked himself for such an affair. شرط means, a sign, token or mark. أثراء الناس means, the best or meanest of men (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

Disbelievers are so obstinate in rejecting the Divine Message that they would not listen to any argument but would continue to insist that the threatened punishment should come soon. But, the verse purports to say, the signs of their destruction have already appeared if they but read them. When, however, punishment would actually arrive, their repentance would be of no avail. Why don't they then take heed before it is too late? The reference in the word أثراء (signs) seems to be to the Holy Prophet's flight from Mecca which proved to be the prelude to the appearance of many Signs.

3804. Commentary:

For the meaning and significance of the expression استغفر لذنيك see a detailed note on 40: 56 & 48: 3. The words مطلكم ومتواكم may mean, when you move about transacting your affairs and when you take rest, or متواكم may apply to this world and متواكم to the next.
21. And those who believe say, "Why is not a Sûra revealed?" But when a decisive Sûra is revealed and fighting is mentioned therein, thou seest those in whose hearts is a disease, looking towards thee with the look of one in a death-faint. So ruin seize them.  

22. Obedience and "reasonable speech is proper for them. And when the matter is determined upon, it is good for them if they were true to Allah.  

23. Would you then, if you are placed in authority, create disorder in the land and sever your ties of kinship? means, he fought well; he gave a good account of himself in the fight. means, he was firm in fight. means, the dawn shone clearly. means, he fulfilled, or he was true to his promise with me. The Quranic expression means, they were true to their covenant with Allah and fulfilled it (Lane & Aqrab).

The verse means to say that whereas true believers avidly wait for a verse to be revealed which should embody a Divine commandment directing them to fight in the way of Allah, "those in whose heart is a disease," shudder at the very idea of being invited to fight.

3806. Important Words:

صدوقا الله (were true to Allah). صدق في الحديث means, he told or spoke the truth. صدق في التكافل means, he gave a good account of himself in the fight. صدق الصباح means, he was firm in fight. صدق الصبح means, the dawn shone clearly. صدق وعدل means, he fulfilled, or he was true to his promise with me. The Quranic expression (33:24) means, they were true to their covenant with Allah and fulfilled it (Lane & Aqrab).

The verse signifies that believers have been allowed to fight because if the power of disbelievers had not been broken, they would have created disorder in the land and would have severed all ties of kinship and trampled under foot all rightful claims. The verse also signifies that if believers refused to fight the disbelievers now, Arabia would continue to suffer from disruption and disintegration and forces of evil would stalk the land.
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24. It is these whom Allah curses so that He makes them deaf and makes their eyes blind.

25. "Will they not, then, ponder over the Qur'an, or is it that on the hearts are their locks?"

26. Surely, those who turn their backs after guidance has become manifest to them, Satan has seduced them, and holds out false hopes to them.

27. That is because they said to those who hate what Allah has revealed, 'We will obey you in some matters', and Allah knows their secrets.

28. But how will they fare when the angels will cause them to die, smiting their faces and their backs?

\[\text{Commentary:}\]

This verse constitutes an enlargement of the one preceding it. It purports to say that it is because disbelievers do not ponder over the Qur'an and do not try to understand and realise the real purpose of Islamic wars that they lose their spiritual sight and hearing and begin to find fault with the Quranic commandments about war.

\[\text{Commentary:}\]

The reference in the words, "those who hate what Allah has revealed," is to disbelievers who "never liked that any good should be sent down to the Faithful from their Lord" (2:106). The Hypocrites would not side with disbelievers openly and unreservedly. A hypocrite is too wily a person to burn his boats. He faces both ways. But, says the verse, God would expose their double-facedness. This is the significance of the words "Allah knows their secrets."
29. That is because they followed that which displeased Allah, and disliked the seeking of His pleasure. So he rendered their works vain.

30. Do those in whose hearts is a disease suppose that Allah will not bring to light their malice? 

31. And if We pleased, We could show them to thee so that thou shouldst know them by their marks. And thou shalt surely recognize them by the tone of their speech. And Allah knows your deeds.

32. And We will surely try you until We distinguish those among you who strive for the cause of God and those who are steadfast. And We will make known the facts about you.

3810. Important Words:

أضلاعهم (their malice) is the plural of ضن (qaghana) which is inf. noun from ضن عليه (dagha). ضن means, he was or became affected with rancour, malice or spite against him. ضن means, rancour, malice, spite; violent hatred, enmity; desire or yearning or longing of the soul, etc. (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

A hypocrite faces both ways. He never talks straight and always indulges in ambiguous and equivocal speech so that it conveys one sense to one person and quite another sense to another person. It is to this crooked manner of speech of the Hypocrites that reference has also been made in 2:105.

3811. Important Words:

لحن (tone) is inf. noun from لحن (lahana). They say لحن له i.e., he said to him something which he (the latter) understood but which was unintelligible to others; he intimated to him something which he alone understood; he spoke obliquely or ambiguously. لحن means, the meaning of speech; its intended sense or import; its intent (it is direct and also indirect); an oblique or ambiguous mode of speech; an inclining of speech to obliqueness, or ambiguity, and equivocal allusion (Lane & Aqrab).

3812. Important Words:

علم (We distinguish). علم means; he knew it; he became acquainted with it. It is syn. with علم. علم (ilm) is wider and more general in signification than علم and means, he knew it intuitively and inferentially (i.e. تيقن) . They say لعلم عبد الله من عمر i.e., that I may
33. Those who disbelieve and hinder men from the way of Allah and oppose the Messenger after guidance has become manifest to them, shall not harm Allah in the least; and He will make their works fruitless.

34. O ye who believe! obey Allah and obey the Messenger and let not your works go vain.

35. Verily, those who disbelieve and hinder men from the way of Allah, and then die while they are disbelievers—Allah certainly will not forgive them.

\[a8:14; 59:5. \]  
\[b3:92; 4:19. \]

distinguish `Abdullah from `Umar. The root meaning of علم (ilm) is that of a mark or sign by which one thing is distinguished from another (Lane & Aqrab). See also 2:144 and 3:141.

بلا (make known) is derived from بلاه أبله or بلاه أبله i.e., He (God) tested him with good or evil; he knew it or became acquainted with it; he informed him or acquainted him with it; he manifested it; he revealed it (Lane & Aqrab).

أخباركم (facts about you), أخبركم is the plural of خبر which means, a piece of information; an announcement; an account; a man's case or state, etc. The difference between خبر and نبأ is that while the former word means, an ordinary news, the latter signifies a news or announcement or information of great import and significance (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

Taking into consideration the root-meanings of the words بلا and خبر and علم, the verse would signify that God makes believers pass through travails, trials and tribulations and He has enjoined fighting on them that sincere believers may become distinguished from the Hypocrites and that the qualities of head and heart of believers and also the results of their steadfastness and fortitude amidst hardships and privations may have an opportunity to come into actual play.

It may also be noted that knowledge (علم) is of two kinds: (a) knowledge about a thing before its occurrence; and (b) knowledge about it after it has actually happened. Knowledge referred to in the verse under comment belongs to the latter category.
36. So "be not slack and sue not for peace; for you will certainly have the upper hand. And Allah is with you, and He will not deprive you of the reward of your actions.\(^{3813}\)

37. The life of this world is but a sport and a pastime, and if you believe and be righteous, He will give you your rewards, and will not ask of you your possessions.\(^{3814}\)

38. If He ask them of you, and press you, you would be niggardly, and He would bring to light your malice.\(^{3815}\)

---

\(^{3813}\) Important Words:

\(\text{ليتر} \) (will not deprive you). \(\text{ليتر} \) is derived from \(\text{ور} \) i.e., he made him to suffer loss or detriment in respect of his right; or he deprived him or defrauded him of it partially or wholly (Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

As the Sūra primarily deals with the subject of war, the Muslims are enjoined here that when once the fighting has started, they are not to sue for peace, whatever form or shape the fortunes of war may take. They are to win either victory or martyrdom. The verse, besides laying this heavy responsibility on Muslims, makes to them an unequivocal promise of victory in the words "You will certainly have the upper hand as Allah is with you." But whereas, on the one hand, Muslims are not to sue for peace under any circumstances, on the other, they are not to reject overtures of peace made by the enemy even if by doing so he seeks to deceive Muslims or to gain time (8 : 62). Islam is a religion of peace. It has certainly permitted its followers to take up arms in self-defence, or, when refusal to fight means sure destruction. But it has also enjoined them to cease fighting, whatever the circumstances, when an offer of peace is made by the opposite side.

\(^{3814}\) Commentary:

The verse purports to say that as Muslims have been enjoined to fight in the cause of God, they will have to bear the expenses of war and for this purpose they will have to make sacrifices of life and money. But God does not need their money. It is for their own benefit that sacrifices of life and money are demanded of them because no success is possible without such sacrifices. True believers must understand and realise this supreme lesson.

\(^{3815}\) Commentary:

The verse applies to Hypocrites. Though professing to be Muslims, they will not spend their money in the cause of Islam, however pressing its need might be, because their hearts are full of rancour, malice and spite against it. But whatever they may or may not do, Islam will be victorious and their rancour and malevolence would be exposed.
39. Behold, you are those who are called upon to spend in the way of Allah; but of you there are some who are niggardly. And whoso is niggardly, is niggardly only against his own soul. And Allah is Self-Sufficient, and it is you that are needy. And if you turn your backs, He will bring in your stead a people other than you, then they will not be like you.  

$a$35 : 16. $b$5 : 55.

3816. **Commentary:**

The address in this verse is of general application. Miserliness is a deadly moral disease that eats into the vitals of man's moral and spiritual well-being. Elsewhere the Qur'an has used very strong language about misers or niggardly people (9 : 35). When the Holy Prophet was once asked as to whom the words, "He will bring instead a people other than you," referred, he is reported to have said, "If Faith were to go up to the Pleiads, a man of Persian descent will bring it back to the earth" (Rūḥ al-Ma'āni).
CHAPTER 48
AL-FATH
(Revealed after Hijra)

Title, Date of Revelation, and Context

According to consensus of scholarly opinion the Sūra was revealed when, after signing the Treaty of Ḥudaybiyya, the Holy Prophet was on his way back to Medina, in the 6th year of Hijra in the month of Dhu’l-Qa’dah (Bukhārī). The Treaty being an epoch-making event, all incidents connected with it have been carefully preserved in Islamic history. So complete agreement exists concerning the date and place of the revelation of this Sūra. The Sūra is entitled Al-Fath (the Victory). The title is appropriate in that a seemingly diplomatic defeat eventually proved to be a master-stroke of strategy and led to the fall of Mecca, and consequently the conquest of the whole of Arabia. The Sūra further, referring by implication to the fall of the Roman and Persian Empires, embodies a prophecy about the eventual triumph of Islam over all the religions of the world.

Towards the close of the preceding Sūra, believers were given definite promise of victory over their opponents. The present Sūra declares in clear and unequivocal terms that the promised victory is not a thing of some indefinite distant future, but is near at hand. It is so near that it may be said to have actually arrived, and it will be so decisive and overwhelming that even the most sceptic will find it hard to deny.

Subject-Matter

The Sūra opens with a firm and unequivocal declaration that the promised victory has actually arrived and that it would be clear, definite, and overwhelming. The Holy Prophet is told that as a result of it people will join the fold of Islam in such large numbers that it would prove a formidable task for him adequately to train and educate the new converts in the tenets and principles of Islam. He should therefore implore God’s assistance in the discharge of his onerous duty, and ask for His forgiveness and mercy lest, due to human limitations, some defects should remain in its full execution.

The Sūra proceeds to say that because of lack of proper realization of the import of the Treaty of Ḥudaybiyya the believers were downcast, God would send down solace and tranquillity on them and their faith would increase, while the false satisfaction and delight of disbelievers would be short-lived. The believers are further told that they should not have doubted the wisdom of the Prophet’s action in signing the Treaty since he was God’s Messenger and all his actions were done under His direction and guidance. Their duty was “to believe in him, help him, and honour him”.

2439
Further, the Sūra says that believers earned the pleasure of God when they swore allegiance to the Prophet under “the tree” that they would stand by him through thick and thin, even unto death. It was God’s own plan that fighting did not take place because in Mecca there lived true and sincere Muslims whom believers did not know, and some of whom would have unwittingly been killed, though disbelievers also would certainly have suffered a crushing defeat, since it is God’s unalterable law that disbelief should suffer defeat when it is face to face with belief.

Next, the Hypocrites and the laggers-behind receive a severe rebuke and their hypocrisy is exposed. Whenever they are invited to fight in the cause of God, the Sūra says, they invent false excuses to justify their tarrying behind, but by their foolish subterfuges they deceive no one but themselves, and their false excuses would not save them from Divine punishment that is in store for them.

Towards the close, the Sūra reverts to the subject that not only would the Treaty of Ḥudaibiya prove a great victory but other victories would also follow in its wake, and the neighbouring countries would fall to the victorious arms of Muslims, because it is decreed in heavens that Islam, being the last Divine Message, should prevail over all religions and mankind should worship one God and follow one Prophet.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful."

2. Verily, We have granted thee a clear victory.

---

The Holy Prophet had seen a vision that he was making a circuit of the Ka'ba along with a party of his followers. In fulfilment of his vision the Prophet started for Mecca with about 1500 Muslims to perform the Lesser Pilgrimage in 6 A.H., in the month of Dhu'l Qa'dah, one of the four sacred months in which, according to Arab tradition and usage, fighting was forbidden, even before Islam. When he reached 'Usfān, a place a few miles distant from Mecca, he was informed by an advance party whom he had sent under the command of 'Abbād bin Bishar that the Quraish were bent upon barring his entry into Mecca. In order to avoid armed clash the Prophet changed his route and "after a fatiguing march through devious and rugged pathways reached Ḫudaiya," where he encamped. The Prophet had declared t'at he would accept all the demands of the Quraish for the honour of the Holy Place (Hishām), but the Quraish were firmly resolved not to allow him to enter Mecca, whatever he might say or do. Messages were exchanged in an attempt to find a solution of the impasse. After heated and protracted parleys in which the Holy Prophet left no stone unturned, even at the cost of his prestige, to arrive at a reasonable compromise with the Quraish, a treaty was signed of which the terms were:

---

See 1:1.
3. That Allah may cover up for thee thy shortcomings, past and future, and that He may complete His favour upon thee, and may guide thee on a right path:3818

War shall be suspended for ten years. Whosoever would like to join the Holy Prophet or enter into treaty with him, shall have liberty to do so, and likewise whosoever would like to join the Quraish or enter into treaty with them. If a believing man goes over to the Prophet from Mecca without the permission of his guardian, he shall be sent back to his guardian; but should any of the followers of the Prophet return to the Quraish, they shall not be sent back. The Prophet shall retire this year without entering the city. Next year he and his Companions may visit Mecca only for three days to perform عَمْرَة (Lesser Pilgrimage), but they shall carry no arms save sheathed swords (Bukhari, Hisham & Muir).

The terms of the Treaty were demonstrably very humiliating. The Muslims were greatly upset. No words could adequately describe their grief, and sense of humiliation and injured pride. The third term was particularly galling. But the Holy Prophet was quite calm and tranquil. Being convinced of the moral force of Islam, he knew that “a believer who had once tasted the sweetness of faith would prefer to be cast into fire than to revert to disbelief” (Bukhari), and that he would be a source of strength to his religion and other believers wherever he might happen to be. The case of Abū Baṣīr, and that of Abū Jandal and their associates fully justified his conviction. He wanted to have a peaceful atmosphere. He knew that a peaceful soil was most congenial for the spread of Islam, and Islam did spread very rapidly after the signing of the Treaty of Ḥudaibiyah. When as a result of violation by the Quraish of the terms of the Treaty, the Prophet marched on Mecca two years later, ten thousand faithful Companions were under his command, instead of the paltry 1500 who were with him on the occasion of the signing of the Treaty. Thus the Treaty and its aftermath gave in advance the direct lie to the false and foolish propaganda, that was to be conducted by Christian Missionaries in our own time, that Islam was propagated by the sword.

One immediate effect of the Treaty was that the tribes of Banū Khuzā‘ah entered into an alliance with the Holy Prophet, while the Banū Bakar sided with the Quraish, an incident which later on led to the march on Mecca. The Treaty did indeed prove to be “a clear victory.” The Companions of the Holy Prophet were rightly proud of being present on the occasion, and quite justified in regarding the signing of the Treaty, and not the conquest of Mecca as “the victory referred to in the present verse” (Bukhari). According to them no victory was greater and more far-reaching in its results and effects than this Treaty (Hisham). And the Holy Prophet himself called it a victory (Baihaqī as quoted by Zurqānī).

3818. Important Words:

ليغفر (that He may cover up). They say غفرturtle i.e., he put the goods into the bag and covered and protected them. غفران and غفرturtle both infinitive nouns mean, protection and preservation. غفر means, helmet and غفرturtle means, cloth worn beneath the veil to keep it clean (Lane, Mufradât & Aqrab). See also 2 : 59; 14 : 42 & 40 : 56.

ذنبيك (thy shortcomings). ذنب means, he followed his trail, not quitting his track. ذنب
therefore, signifies such natural failings or frailties as adhere to human nature. ذلٍب means, he committed a sin, a crime, a misdemeanour, fault, etc. According to Imām Rāghib ذلٍب means, such errors and mistakes as bring about a harmful result. It differs from ذلٍب in being either intentional or committed through inadvertence while ذلٍب is peculiarly intentional (Lane). See also 3 : 17.

Commentary:

The verse has been deliberately misrepresented, or, through lack of knowledge of Arabic idiom and phrase, misinterpreted, by Christian Missionaries as signifying that the Holy Prophet was guilty of some moral lapses. But it bears no such construction. It is an article of faith with Muslims, as enjoined by the Qurʾān, that God’s Prophets are born sinless and they remain sinless throughout their lives. They are incapable of saying or doing anything contrary to Divine commandments (21 : 28). As they are commissioned by God to purge men of sins, they cannot themselves commit sins. And of Divine Messengers the Holy Prophet was the noblest and the purest. The Qurʾān abounds in verses which speak in glowing terms of the purity and spotlessness of his life. Here are a few of them:

(a) Say, ‘If you love Allah, follow me; then will Allah love you (3 : 32). (b) Verily, Allah has conferred a favour on the believers by raising among them a Messenger from among themselves, who recites to them His Signs, and purifies them and teaches them the Book and wisdom (3 : 165). (c) Say, my Prayer and my sacrifice and my life and my death are all for Allah, the Lord of all the worlds (6 : 163). (d) Those who follow the Messenger, the Prophet, the Immaculate (sinless) One . . . (7 : 158). (e) O ye who believe! respond to Allah, and the Messenger when he (the Messenger) calls you that he may give you life (8 : 25). (f) Verily, you have in the Prophet of Allah an excellent model (33 : 22). (g) Verily, those who swear allegiance to thee, indeed, swear allegiance to Allah (48 : 11). (h) Your Companion has neither erred, nor has he gone astray, nor does he speak out of his own desire (53 : 3-4). (i) And thou dost surely possess very high moral excellences (68 : 5). (j) A noble Messenger, possessor of power, established in the presence of the Lord of the Throne, one who should be obeyed and who is faithful to his trust (81 : 20-22).

A man of such high moral stature, as the Holy Prophet, who raised a whole people, sunk into the lowest depths of moral turpitude, to the highest pinnacles of spiritual eminence, could not possibly be guilty of such moral lapses as his detractors seek to impute to him.

A quite simple and harmless word — ذلٍب — is taken advantage of to malign him. The word, among other things, signifies such failings as adhere to human nature, and errors as are calculated to bring about harmful results. In this sense of the word the verse signifies that God would protect the Holy Prophet from the harmful results that would follow in the wake of the promised victory referred to in the preceding verse, inasmuch as, large masses of people would enter the fold of Islam, and naturally their moral and spiritual training and upbringing would not be of the desired standard. That is why wherever in the Qurʾān success and victories are promised to the Holy Prophet, he is enjoined to seek protection of God from his ذلٍب i.e., human weakness which might stand in the way of the realization of his great mission which is the spread and expansion of Islam and the creation of a disciplined community of high morals. The fact that of the four words ذلٍب and جنح and جرم and ذلٍب, which possess almost similar connotation,
4. And that Allah may help thee with a mighty help.  

5. He it is Who sent down tranquillity into the hearts of the believers that they might add faith to their faith—and to Allah belong the hosts of the heavens and the earth, and Allah is All-Knowing, Wise—

The first three have not been used in the Qur'an with regard to Prophets of God, shows that it does not possess the sinister meaning which the other three words possess. Besides, according to the Quranic idiom, the expression, if at all, does not signify sins, but the sins committed against thee. Elsewhere in the Qur'an (5:30), a similar expression آئثني (my sin) means, the sins committed against me. Thus the verse under comment means that as a result of the great victory i.e., the Treaty of Hudaibiya, all the sins and crimes and faults which his enemies imputed to the Holy Prophet, viz., that he was a cheat, an impostor or forger of lies against God and man, etc., would prove to be false, inasmuch as all sorts of people by coming into contact with Muslims would find out the truth about him. Moreover, the context also supports this meaning because grant of a clear victory and the completion of Divine favour upon the Holy Prophet, referred to in this and the preceding verse do not seem to possess any relevance to the forgiveness of sins, if at all be taken to mean a sin. And the expression لتك may also mean “for thy sake.”

The words “past and present” signify that the charges that have been levelled against the Holy Prophet in the past by the Quraish and those that will be levelled against him in future by his enemies, will all be dispelled and he will stand completely vindicated. The words seem to embody a great prophecy that in some future time the Holy Prophet will be misrepresented and misunderstood but that all misunderstandings will eventually be dissipated and Islam will shine forth in full glory, and its superiority will be established over all rival Faiths.

3819. Commentary:

Allah’s help came in the form of the rapid spread of Islam in Arabia after the signing of the Treaty of Hudaibiya, and the Holy Prophet was acknowledged as the Head of an independent sovereign State.

3820. Commentary:

Twice, in this Sura has the statement been made that “God sent down tranquillity upon the believers” (see v. 27) and twice the declaration that “to Allah belong the hosts of the heavens and the earth.” These expressions show that though, due to a misunderstanding about the terms of the Treaty of Hudaibiya, the believers were temporarily perturbed, they never lost peace of mind so far as fighting in the cause of Allah was concerned, and were fully convinced that Divine hosts were with them. That is why when a false news reached Hudaibiya that ‘Uthman, the Prophet’s envoy to the Meccans, had been killed, and the Prophet invited Muslims to take a solemn oath at his hand that they would avenge
6. That He may make the believing men and the believing women enter the Gardens beneath which streams flow, wherein they will abide, and that He may remove their evils from them—and that, in the sight of Allah, is the supreme triumph—

7. And that He may punish the hypocritical men and the hypocritical women⁹, and the idolatrous men and the idolatrous women, who entertain evil thoughts concerning Allah. On them shall fall an evil calamity; and the wrath of Allah is upon them. And He has cursed them, and has prepared Hell for them. And that indeed is an evil destination.³⁸²¹

8. And to Allah belong the hosts of the heavens and the earth; and Allah is Mighty, Wise.³⁸²²

³⁸²¹ Important Words:

 دائرة (calamity) is derived from دار which means, it (an event) came about. دار الدھر means, the time took a turn; it changed. دار بينهم الكأس means, the wine-cup went round them. دائر means, the circuit of a thing; an evil turn of fortune; calamity; defeat; rout; slaughter; death. دارت عليهم الدواير means, calamities befell them (Lane & Aqrab).

³⁸²² Commentary:

The verse warns disbelievers and Hypocrites that all their evil thoughts and designs against believers would do the latter no harm, because Allah is with them and His hosts are at their back.
9. We have sent thee as a witness and a bearer of glad tidings and a Warner.\textsuperscript{3822A}

10. That you should believe in Allah and His Messenger, and may help him, and honour him, and that you may glorify Him morning and evening.

11. Verily, those who swear allegiance to thee indeed swear allegiance to Allah. The hand of Allah is over their hands. So whoever breaks his oath, breaks it to his own loss; and whoever fulfils the covenant that he has made with Allah, He will surely give him a great reward.\textsuperscript{3823}

R. 2 12. Those of the desert Arabs, who contrived to be left behind, will say to thee, "Our possessions and our families kept us occupied, so ask forgiveness for us." They say with their tongues which is not in their hearts. Say, "Who can avail you aught against Allah, if He intends you some harm, or if He intends you some benefit? Nay, Allah is Well-Aware of what you do.\textsuperscript{3824}

\textsuperscript{3822A. Commentary :}

The verse refers to three attributes of the Holy Prophet. He was \textit{shahid} \textit{i.e.}, his whole life constituted a standing testimony to the existence of the Almighty God Who gave him success against very heavy odds. He was \textit{misr} because he gave believers the glad tidings of bliss and benediction in this life as well as in the life to come, and he was \textit{nazir} (Warner) for those who rejected his Message.

\textsuperscript{3823. Commentary :}

The reference in the verse is to the oath taken by the believers at the hands of the Holy Prophet under a tree at Hudaybiyya when a rumour reached him that ‘Uthmān, his special envoy, had been killed by the Meccans. The believers were asked to declare on solemn oath that they would stand by the Holy Prophet at all costs and would fight under his banner to the bitter end.

\textsuperscript{3824. Commentary :}

Reference in this verse is to those Bedouin tribes around Medina who apparently had
13. ‘Nay, you thought that the Messenger and the believers would never come back to their families, and that was made to appear pleasing to your hearts, and you thought an evil thought, and you were a ruined people.\footnote{3825}

14. And as for those who believe not in Allah and His Messenger—\footnote{8}We have surely prepared for the disbelievers a blazing fire.

15. ‘And to Allah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. ‘He forgives whom He pleases, and punishes whom He please. And Allah is Most Forgiving, Merciful.

\footnote{a18 : 103 ; 29 : 69 ; 33 : 9 ; 76 : 5. b40 : 17. c3 : 130 ; 5 : 19.}

friendly relations with the Muslims. These tribes were also invited to join the party of 1500 Muslims who were going to Mecca to perform the Lesser Pilgrimage (\textit{Umrah}). Though the Prophet was going on a mission of peace, these desert tribes thought that the Quraish would not allow his entry into Mecca and that in all likelihood there would be a clash of arms and Muslims not being properly armed would be defeated, and therefore going with the Holy Prophet was tantamount to marching into the jaws of death (Muir, Hishām & Kathir). The verse may equally apply to those tribes who had remained behind in the expedition to Tabūk because analogous words have been used in \textit{Sūra Al-Tauba} about them.

3825. \textbf{Commentary:}

Wish being father to the thought, the Hypocrites, whenever invited by the Prophet to join him in an expedition, entertained the fond hope that Muslims being very weak would never come back safe to their families. Therefore, on one pretext or another, they requested to be excused. But their wishful thinking, says the verse, always ended in frustration and severe disappointment, and the Muslims returned successful from almost every expedition.
16. Those who contrived to be left behind will say, when you go forth to the spoils to take them, 'Let us follow you.' They seek to change the decree of Allah. Say, 'You shall not follow us. Thus has Allah said beforehand.' Then they will say, 'Nay, but you envy us.' Not so; in fact they understand not except a little.  

17. Say to the desert Arabs who contrived to be left behind, 'You shall be called to fight against a people of mighty valour: you shall fight them until they surrender. Then, if you obey, Allah will give you a good reward, but if you turn your backs, as you turned your backs before, He will punish you with a painful punishment.'

3826. Commentary:

The reference in the words, "When you go forth to the spoils that you take them," is to the booty which fell into the hands of Muslims in the Khaibar expedition. The Sūra under comment was revealed to the Prophet when he was on his way back from Ḥudaiya. In v. 20, the Muslims have been promised great spoils. It is to these spoils that the present verse refers. Having returned from Ḥudaiya, the Prophet, after a short stay at Medina, marched against the Jews of Khaibar to punish them for their repeated acts of treachery. Those Bedouin tribes who had contrived to remain behind when the Prophet went to Mecca for the Lesser Pilgrimage, finding that his cause had prospered and that they would have a good share of the booty if they joined the expedition to Khaibar, requested the Prophet to be allowed to accompany the Muslim army. They were told that they could not do so as the promise of booty was made only to those sincere Muslims who were with the Holy Prophet at Ḥudaiya.

3827. Commentary:

The words "a people of mighty valour," may refer to the mighty forces of the Byzantine and Iranian Empires which were far superior in means, material and numbers than any other enemy the Muslims had met so far. The verse constituted a warning that the Muslims would come into conflict with those mighty foes and would have to wage prolonged wars with them till the latter were broken and brought to their knees. The laggards are thus told that though they cannot be allowed to march against the Jews of Khaibar and partake of the booty, yet in the near future they would be
18. "There is no blame on the blind, nor is there blame on the lame, nor is there blame on the sick, if they go not forth to fight. And whoso obeys Allah and His Messenger, He will make him enter the Gardens beneath which streams flow; but whoso turns his back, him will He punish with a grievous punishment." 3827A

3827-A. *Commentary:*

The disbelievers have repeatedly been threatened with "a grievous and burning punishment," in the Sūra. This is to warn them that the terms of the Treaty of Ḥudaybiyya over which they and their fellows had gloated, would prove for them an abiding source of ignominious heart-burning.

3828. *Commentary:*

The swearing of allegiance referred to in the verse took place at Ḥudaybiyya under an acacia tree after a report had reached the Holy Prophet that in breach of ambassadorial usage or etiquette his envoy, 'Uthmān, had been killed at Mecca. It was, perhaps, not so much the reported murder of 'Uthmān as the violation of a sacred and time-honoured custom that exhausted the Prophet's patience. He invited his followers to take a solemn oath at his hand that they would fight the Quraish to the last breath of their lives. The oath came to be known as ḥa'ī'at al-Riḍwān, which signified that those lucky people who had taken the oath had obtained God's pleasure.

The words, "He knew what was in their hearts," mean that God was well conversant with the state of their minds, viz., that they were quite honest and sincere in their oaths and were anxious to vindicate their sincerity with their blood.

What greater proof could there be that "God sent down tranquillity on Muslims," than that, being only about 1500 in number and being far away from home, friendless and surrounded by hostile tribes and faced by a powerful enemy who was entrenched in his citadel, the Muslims were prepared to fight rather than agree to the proposed terms of the Treaty. The expression, "He rewarded them with a victory near at hand" refers to the victory of Khaibar. On his return from Ḥudaybiyya the Prophet led an expedition called upon to fight against a much more powerful foe and, if they then responded to the call, they would receive a good reward. The verse also signifies that wars with the Byzantine and Iranian Empires would be fierce and long.
20. And great spoils that they will take. Allah is Mighty, Wise. 3829

21. Allah has promised you great spoils that you will take, and He has given you this in advance, and has "restrained the hands of men from you, that it may be a Sign for the believers, and that He may guide you on a right path." 3830

against the Jews of Khaibar (a great hot-bed of Jewish intrigue and conspiracy) with those Muslims who were with him at Ḥudaybiyya. Judged by worldly standards of political strategy, and in view of the apparently humiliating terms of the Treaty and of the feeling of frustration that some of the Companions felt at those terms, the Holy Prophet should have been a beaten and embittered man, yet God has styled the Treaty "a clear victory" (v. 2), "a grand achievement" (v. 6); "a mighty reward" (v. 11); and "the completion and perfection of His favour on the Prophet" (v. 3). What was it that made this "humiliating" Treaty such a significant event in the annals of Islam? The answer is: Because it opened the flood-gates of spiritual and political conquests for Islam. The signing of the Treaty of Ḥudaybiyya was immediately followed by the conquest of Khaibar, a Jewish stronghold and a source of great danger and anxiety for Muslims. Besides, the Islamic Republic at Medina came to be recognized as an independent sovereign State, and within the brief space of three or four years the whole of Arabia was at the feet of the Holy Prophet, followed by a chain of victories which culminated in the defeat and destruction of the great and powerful Byzantine and Iranian Empires.

3829. Commentary:

"Great Spoils" may refer to the great gains which the Muslims got as a result of the "near victory" promised in the preceding verse.

The repeated mention in the Sūra of the Divine attributes "Mighty," "Wise" and "Powerful over all things" seems to signify that the seemingly humiliating Treaty of Ḥudaybiyya proved a source of great power for Muslims, as it had been signed by the Prophet in obedience to God's command Who is Mighty, Wise and Powerful.

3830. Commentary:

"Great Spoils" mentioned here may refer to the great booty which fell into the hands of Muslims in the conquests which followed the victory at Khaibar, in the rest of Arabia and the neighbouring countries, but the words "He has given you this in advance." evidently refer to the spoils gained at Khaibar. The words فعَلَ لَكُمْ هَذِهِ لَآيَةٌ "may also signify the good things of the present life. The words, "has restrained the hands of men from you", mean that the Treaty of Ḥudaybiyya had ushered in a period of peace for Muslims.
22. And He has promised you another victory, which you have not yet achieved, but Allah has surely compassed it. And Allah has power over all things.  

23. And if those who disbelieve should fight you, they would certainly turn their backs; then they would find neither protector nor helper.

24. "Such has ever been the law of Allah; and thou shalt not find any change in the law of Allah.

25. And He it is Who withheld their hands from you and your hands from them in the valley of Mecca, after He had given you victory over them. And Allah sees all that you do.

3831. Commentary:
The verse embodies a prophecy that Muslims will achieve other great victories after the victory of Khaibar.

3832. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that wherever true believers will stand facing disbelievers in battle array, the disbelievers would suffer defeat. The verse may also mean that if fighting had broken out at Ḥudaybiya the disbelievers would certainly have suffered defeat.

3833. Commentary:
The verse means that it has always been the law of God that truth must ultimately triumph and falsehood suffer defeat; and God's law knows no change. This fact is writ large on the face of human history.

3834. Commentary:
The words "after He had given you victory over them," may signify that in view of the circumstances in which the Muslims were then placed and of the far-reaching results it produced, the Treaty of Ḥudaybiya was tantamount to a great victory. The words may also refer to the victories that God had granted to Muslims before they came to Ḥudaybiya—the victory at Badr, the safe return of Muslims and the Holy Prophet to Medina from Uhud after they had been placed in a very dangerous and delicate situation, and the complete frustration of the Meccans in their evil designs to destroy Islam in the Battle of the Ditch when they were repulsed with severe loss, etc. In a sense these were all victories of believers over disbelievers.
26. It is they who disbelieved and hindered you from the Sacred Mosque and the offering which was prevented from reaching its place of sacrifice. And had it not been for some believing men and believing women whom you knew not and whom you might have trampled down unwittingly, so that blame might have attached to you on their account, He would have permitted you to fight but He withheld you that He might admit into His mercy whom He will. If they had been separated from the disbelievers, we would have surely punished those of them who disbelieved with a grievous punishment.3385

3385. Important Words :

ًءَرَةً (blame) is derived from أَرَةً (‘arra). They say أَرُةُ الأَبْلِلِ (i.e., the camels were or became mangy or scabby). أَرَةً means, he did to him an abominable thing; he did to him what he disliked; he disgraced him. أَرَةً بِأَشْرٍ means, he aspersed him or charged or upbraided him with evil, or he wronged him. مَعَرَةً (blame) is a cause of reviling or being reviled; a crime or sin that is noxious like mange or scab; a foul or abominable thing; a cause of grief or vexation; disgrace; annoyance, hurt, harm or injury (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary :

The verse means that though the Meccans gloated over the terms of the Treaty of Ḥudaiya which, in their ignorance, they thought were very advantageous to them and humiliating for Muslims, and though the latter feeling that the terms were being forcibly wrung from them were crest-fallen and did not know that in reality the terms had laid the foundations of a very prosperous and bright future for Islam, yet God had His own design in not permitting the fight to take place. There was a nucleus of Muslims in Mecca and if the fight had taken place, Muslim army would have unknowingly killed their own brethren in Faith, thereby causing great injury to their own cause, and earning obloquy and opprobrium for themselves. In fact, from whatever angle the Treaty of Ḥudaiya may be viewed it was indeed a great victory.
27. When those who disbelieved harboured in their hearts prideful indignation, the indignation of the Days of Ignorance, "Allah sent down His tranquillity on His Messenger and on the believers, and made them adhere firmly to the principle of righteousness, and they were better entitled to it and more worthy of it. And Allah knows everything full well.\textsuperscript{3836}

28. Surely, has Allah fulfilled for His Messenger the vision. You shall certainly enter the Sacred Mosque, if Allah will, in security, some having their heads shaven and others having their hair cut short, and you will have no fear. But He knew what you knew not. He has, in fact, ordained for you, besides that, a victory near at hand.\textsuperscript{3837}

\textsuperscript{3836} Important Words:

حمية (prideful indignation) is inf. noun from حمي which means, he refused to bear or endure or tolerate wrongful treatment. They say حمي عنه or منه i.e., he was ashamed, and he disdained or scorned to do it. حمي عليه means, he was angry with him. حمية (syn. أئفة and غيرها) means, disdain, scorn or indignation; jealousy; indignation which is the result of a feeling of pride (Lane & Aqраб).

Commentary:

The verse means that against their own tradition and usage that access to, and the circuit of, the Ka'ba was not to be prevented in the four Sacred Months, the pagans of Mecca, from a false sense of dignity and national pride, had made it a point of honour with them not to allow Muslims to enter Mecca and perform the Lesser Pilgrimage (عمرة). But "Allah sent His tranquillity" upon the Muslims and though they were greatly upset over the seemingly humiliating terms of the Treaty, yet in deference to the command of their noble Master they bore it all with becoming restraint and patience and did not abandon the path of rectitude and righteousness under the most severe provocation. The Companions of the Holy Prophet alone were capable of setting such a noble example.

\textsuperscript{3837} Commentary:

The Holy Prophet had seen a vision that he was performing the circuit of the Ka'ba with his Companions (Bukhārī). The Prophet set out for Mecca with about 1500 of his Companions to perform the Lesser Pilgrimage. It is to this "vision" that the verse under comment refers. The Prophet was not allowed access
29. "He it is Who has sent His Messenger, with guidance and the Religion of truth, that He may make it prevail over all other religions. And sufficient is Allah as a Witness."

3838. Commentary:

In the preceding verse reference was made to the vision of the Holy Prophet which had brought about the Treaty of Hudaibiya which in turn led to the very rapid expansion of Islam in Arabia and to its consolidation, and ultimately to the fall of Mecca and the submission of the whole of Arabia to the Holy Prophet. The present verse makes a very bold prophecy to the effect that not only would Islam prevail in Arabia but would also eventually triumph over all other religions. The signs of the fulfilment of this prophecy are already in evidence.

to the Ka'ba by the Quraish. On the contrary, he had to sign a treaty of which the terms as mentioned above seemed to be very humiliating and hurtful to the Muslims' self-respect. They were highly upset, the illustrious 'Umar, more than anyone else, not only at the terms, but also at the fact that the vision as he understood it had not been fulfilled, could not understand how the Prophet's journey had served its purpose. He was not quite satisfied with the explanation that the vision did not signify that the Pilgrimage would be performed that year. He was in this frame of mind when, on the way back to Medina, this Sūra was revealed and the Prophet called for him and recited it to him. The Sūra was clear and emphatic that the Prophet's vision was true and that the Muslims would most certainly enter the Ka'ba and perform the ceremonies of the Lesser Pilgrimage. The Prophet's journey, besides serving other useful purposes to which reference is already made, established an important precedent that sometimes even great Prophets of God are liable to place seemingly erroneous interpretations on their visions.

3838. Commentary:
30. Muḥammad is the Messenger of Allah. And those who are with him are "hard against the disbelievers and tender among themselves. Thou seest them bowing and prostrating themselves in Prayer, seeking Allah's grace and pleasure. Their mark is upon their faces, being the traces of prostrations. This is their description in the Torah. And their description in the Gospel is like unto a seed-produce that sends forth its sprout, then makes it strong; it then becomes thick, and stands firm on its stem, delighting the sowers—that He may cause the disbelievers to burn with rage at the sight of them. Allah has promised, unto those of them who believe and do good works, forgiveness and a great reward. 3839

3839. Important Words:

- أشداء (hard) is the plural of شديد (which is derived from شد which means, he was or became strong. شد وتعود) means, firm or firm of heart; strong; compact; powerful; robust; courageous; brave; keen or tenacious; niggardly; avaricious; exalted (Lane & Aqrab).

- سِمَاء (mark) is derived from سَوَمَ (sawwama). They say سوهم الفرس i.e. he put a mark upon the horse; he put the mark with iron such as is used for branding or with something whereby he should be known. سوته or سوته means, a mark, sign or token or badge by which a thing is known or by which the good is known from the bad (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The preceding verse had made a great prophecy about the eventual triumph of Islam over all other religious systems. The verse under comment signifies that the foundations of the grand and glorious future of Islam have already been laid by "Muḥammad, the Messenger of Allah and those who are with him," and mentions some of the noble qualities of good and sincere believers, through whose selfless efforts this consummation will be brought about. They are brave, firm and courageous and not susceptible to the evil influences of bad persons and environment; on the contrary, they are loving and kind towards each other. These are the two essential characteristics of a progressive and rising people who seek to leave their mark on the course of world events. Elsewhere in the Qur'ān (5:55) the true and good Muslims have been described as أذلة على المؤمنين أعزه على الكافرين i.e. kind and humble towards believers and hard and firm against disbelievers.

The words, "this is their description in the Torah," may refer to the Biblical description,
viz., "he shined forth from mount Paran and he came with ten thousands of saints" (Deut. 33:2). And the expression, "and their description in the Gospel is like unto a seed-produce" may refer to another Biblical parable, viz., "Behold, a sower went forth to sow; and when he sowed seeds some fell into good ground, and brought forth fruit, some an hundredfold, some sixtyfold, some thirtyfold" (Matt. 13:3—8). The former description seems to apply to the Companions of the Holy Prophet and the latter parable to the followers of Jesus's counterpart, the Promised Messiah, who, from very small and insignificant beginning, are destined to develop into a mighty organization and gradually but progressively to carry the Message of Islam to the ends of the earth till it will prevail and triumph over all religions, and its opponents will wonder at, and be jealous of, its power and prestige.
CHAPTER 49
AL-ḤUJURĀT
(Revealed before Hijra)

Title, Context, and Date of Revelation

By common consent this is a Medinite Sūra. It was revealed in the 9th year of Hijra, after the fall of Mecca. The Sūra takes its title from its 5th verse in which calling out to the Holy Prophet from behind the Ḥujurāt (private compartments) has been strongly condemned, since shouting out to him is bad manners and is also likely to intrude upon his privacy and precious time.

As with the fall of Mecca Islam had become a great political power, and large masses of people had entered its fold, the Sūra was revealed to teach good manners and morals to the newly-initiated people. The Sūra also deals with some social evils which find their way into a materially-advanced and wealthy society (the Muslims had become such a society after the conquest of Arabia), and speaks of the accession to Islam of great political power and material wealth. Naturally, the Sūra also embodies regulations for the settlement of international disputes.

Summary of Subject-Matter

The Sūra opens with strict injunctions to Muslims to show full regard and respect to the Holy Prophet which befits his station as a Divine Messenger. They are also enjoined not to anticipate his decisions but to give unquestioning obedience to his commands. They are further enjoined not to raise their voices above his voice; this not only constitutes bad manners but also shows lack of proper respect which is calculated to undermine discipline in the Muslim Community.

The Sūra then warns Muslims to be on their guard against giving credence to false rumours, as such rumours, if readily accepted as true, without being subjected to sifting and searching examination, are calculated to land Muslims into very awkward situations. It further lays down, in brief words, rules, on which, if carried out with sincere intent and honest motives, a League of Nations or a United Nations Organisation can be built on sound and solid foundations. Next, the Sūra, mentions some social evils which, if not effectively checked in time, eat into the vitals of a community and undermine its whole social structure. Of these social evils the common ones are suspicion, false accusation, spying, back-biting, and the most pronounced and far-reaching in its evil consequences, viz., conceit and pride born of a false sense of racial superiority. The Qur’ān recognizes no basis of superiority save that of piety and righteous conduct.

The Sūra ends on the note that true and sincere belief is a Divine favour and the test of a true believer lies in the fact that if once he has given his allegiance to a noble cause, he strives with his whole being to promote it.

2457
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful."

2. O ye who believe! be not forward in the presence of Allah and His Messenger, but fear Allah. Verily, Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.

3. O ye who believe! raise not your voices above the voice of the Prophet, nor speak aloud to him, as you speak aloud to one another, lest your works become vain while you perceive not.

See 1:1.

3840. Commentary:

See 1:1.

3841. Commentary:

Mecca had fallen. The whole of Arabia lay prostrate at the Prophet’s feet. Life had become quite safe and secure for Muslims and wealth and great riches had come into their possession. A life of ease and comfort generally follows in the wake of riches, resulting in lack of discipline and other very serious social evils. Therefore rules of conduct have been revealed in this Sura to safeguard the Muslim Community against these evils. They are told to show proper respect and regard for the Holy Prophet and to give him unqualified obedience and not to anticipate his commands or to prefer their own wishes to his.

3842. Commentary:

The verse lays great stress on observing an attitude of utmost respectfulness towards the Holy Prophet. The Muslims should not talk loudly in his presence or address him aloud. This is not only bad manners but is calculated to do moral injury to one so rude as not to show respect due to the Leader.
4. Verily, those who lower their voices in the presence of the Messenger of Allah—those are they whose hearts Allah has purified for righteousness. For them is forgiveness and a great reward.  

5. Those who shout out to thee from without thy private apartments—most of them lack understanding.

6. And if they had waited patiently until thou came out to them it would be better for them. But Allah is Most Forgiving, Merciful.

7. O ye who believe! if an unrighteous person brings you any news, "investigate it fully, lest you harm a people in ignorance, and then be repentant for what you have done."

---

3843. **Important Words:**

عَن فَلاَنَا ِمَنْ فَلاَنَا ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ فَلاَنَا ِمَنْ فَلاَنَا ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ أَحْكَمَانَ ِمَنْ َلِمْ يَكُونْ A.M. 3843

3844. **Commentary:**

To speak in low tones in the presence of the Prophet is indicative of respect for him and of one's own humility of heart which is a good moral quality; while unnecessarily raising of voice smacks of conceit and arrogance.

3845. **Commentary:**

Though after the fall of Mecca, at the time when this Sūra was revealed, almost the whole of Arabia had entered the fold of Islam, some tribes still refused to accept the new order of things and were determined upon fighting the Muslims to the bitter end. Moreover, the neighbouring Byzantine and Persian Empires were awakening to a realization of the challenge to their power which they thought had arisen in Arabia, and war with Islam seemed
8. And know that among you is the Messenger of Allah; if he were to comply with your wishes in most matters, you would surely come to trouble; but Allah has endeared the faith to you and "has made it look beautiful to your hearts, and He has made disbelief, wickedness and disobedience hateful to you. Such indeed are those who follow the right course."

9. Through the grace and favour of Allah. And Allah is All-Knowing, Wise.

10. And if two parties of believers fight each other, make peace between them; then if after that one of them transgresses against the other, fight the party that transgresses until it returns to the command of Allah. Then if it returns, make peace between them with equity, and act justly. Verily, Allah loves the just.

---

Commentary:

The verse continues the general theme of the Sūra, the immediately preceding verse constituting a necessary parenthesis. In the earlier verses the Muslims were enjoined to give unquestioning obedience to the Holy Prophet and to show respect to him which befitted his station as God’s great Prophet. In this verse they are told that the Prophet would seek their counsel in matters concerning them but he should not be expected to follow their advice as he received guidance from on high and because also his was the final responsibility, and their judgment, at best, might be defective. It was enough for them that God, through His Grace, "has endeared faith to you."

---
11. Surely all believers are brothers. So make peace between your brothers, and fear Allah that mercy may be shown to you.\textsuperscript{3848}

some detail. Some of these rules have been mentioned in the preceding verses, others follow in the verses that come later. A great danger to the security and solidarity of the Muslim State or Community are the disputes and quarrels that haply might arise between different Muslim groups or parties. The verse under comment provides a most effective remedy to compose these quarrels. Primarily, the verse deals with the settlement of disputes between Muslim parties, but it equally embodies a sound basis on which a really effective "League of Nations" or a "United Nations Organization" can be built. The verse lays down the following principles for the maintenance of international peace.

As soon as there are indications of disagreement between two nations, the other nations, instead of taking sides with one or the other, should at once serve notice upon them, calling upon them to submit their differences for settlement to a "League of Nations" or "United Nations Organization," as the case may be. If they agree, the dispute will be amicably settled. But if one of them refuses to submit to the "League," or having submitted refuses to accept the award of the "League," and prepares to make war, the other nations should all fight it. It is evident that one nation, however strong, cannot withstand the united might of all other nations and is bound to make a speedy submission. In that event, terms of peace should be settled between the two original parties to the dispute. The other nations should act merely as mediators and not as parties to the dispute, and should not put forward new claims arising out of the conflict with the refractory nation, for that would lay the foundation of fresh disputes and quarrels. The terms of peace should be just and equitable with reference to the merits of the dispute; they should be confined to the original dispute between the parties and should not be allowed to travel beyond it.

It is only such a "League" or "Organization" which can safely be entrusted with the maintenance of international peace, not a League or Organization whose very existence is dependent upon the goodwill of others.

3848. Commentary:

The verse lays special stress on Islamic Brotherhood. Islam tolerates no discord or dissensions between brothers. If there happens to arise a quarrel or dispute between two Muslim individuals or groups, other Muslims are bound at once to bring about reconciliation between the quarrelling parties. Islam's real strength lies in this ideal of brotherhood which transcends all barriers of caste, colour or clime.
12. O ye who believe! let not one people deride another people, haply they may be better than they, nor let women deride other women, haply they may be better than they. And defame not your own people, nor call one another by nick-names. Bad indeed is evil reputation after the profession of belief; and those who repent not, such are the wrong-doers.

13. O ye who believe! avoid much suspicion; for suspicion in some cases is a sin. And spy not, neither back-bite one another. Would any of you like to eat the flesh of his brother who is dead? Certainly you would loathe it. And fear Allah, surely, Allah is Oft-Returning with compassion and is Merciful.

---

3849. Important Words:

لا تَنَزَّوا (defame not) is derived from لَنَزْوَى (laqaba), mostly signifying, he called him by a name of reproach or an opprobrious appellation. It also signifies, he upbraided or reproached him; or the like, being syn. with لَنَزْوَى (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

See next verse.

3850. Commentary:

As stated above the principal theme of the Sūra is the establishment of concord, amity and goodwill between Muslim individuals and groups and therefore it has mentioned some of those social evils which cause discord, dissensions and differences, and corrode, corrupt and conta-
14. O mankind, We have created you from a male and a female; and We have made you into tribes and sub-tribes that you may know one another. Verily, the most honourable among you, in the sight of Allah, is he who is the most righteous among you. Surely, Allah is All-Knowing, All-Aware.\(^{3851}\)

minate a society, eating into its vitals, and enjoins Muslims to be on their guard against them. Ridiculing and taunting others, spying, and calling by nick-names, and suspicion and back-biting are some of these social evils. Women have been particularly mentioned here in that they are more prone to fall a victim to these evils. The main cause, which lies at the root of these evils, is conceit and a false sense of superiority, which the next verse expressly deals with. By removing the basic causes of disharmony and disagreement among Muslims the Sūra has laid the foundation of a firm and solid Brotherhood of Islam.

3851. Important Words:

شُعْبٌ (tribes) is the plural of شُعْبَة (sha'ba) which means, he collected, brought together or united; or he separated, put asunder; divided or separated. شعب means, a great tribe; the parent of the tribes called قبائل, to which they refer their origin and which comprises them; a nation; a people; a cleft or crack (Lane & Aqrab).

قَبَائل (sub-tribes) is the plural of قَبِيلَة which is derived from قَبِيل which means, he accepted; he took or received willingly. قبيلة means, a tribe; a sub-tribe; a family; a body of men from one father or mother (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

From the subject of Islamic Brotherhood to which reference has been made in the preceding two verses, the Sūra proceeds to lay down, in the verse under comment, the basis of an all-comprehensive, all pervading brotherhood of man. The verse, in fact, constitutes the Magna Carta of human fraternity and equality. It has firmly laid the axe at the false and foolish notions of superiority, born of racial arrogance or national conceit. All men having been “created from a male and a female” as human beings have been declared equal in the sight of God. The worth of a man is not to be judged by the pigment of his skin, the amount of wealth he possesses or by his rank or social status, descent or pedigree, but by his moral greatness and the way in which he discharges his obligations to God and man. The whole human race is but one family. Division into tribes, nations, and races is meant to give them a better knowledge of one another, in order that they might benefit from one another’s national characteristics and good qualities. This, according to Islam, is the criterion of a person’s greatness and this is the only true and real criterion. The Holy Prophet explained the beautiful idea of the brotherhood of man inculcated in this verse in his own inimitable way on the occasion of the Last Pilgrimage at Mecca, a short time before his death. Addressing a vast concourse of Muslims the Prophet said, “O ye men! Your God is One and your ancestor is one. An Arab possesses no superiority over a non-Arab, nor does a non-Arab over an Arab. A white is in no way superior to a red, nor, for that matter,
15. The Arabs of the desert say, ‘We believe.’ Say, “You have not believed yet, but rather say, ‘We have submitted, for true belief has not yet entered into your hearts.” But if you obey Allah and His Messenger, He will not detract anything from your deeds. Surely, Allah is Most Forgiving, Merciful. 3852

16. “The believers are only those who truly believe in Allah and His Messenger, and then doubt not, but strive with their possessions and their persons in the cause of Allah. It is they who are truthful. 3853
17. Say, "Will you acquaint Allah with your faith, while Allah knows whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth, and Allah knows all things full well?"

18. They deem it as a favour to thee that they have embraced Islam. Say, 'Deem not your embracing Islam a favour unto me. On the contrary, Allah has bestowed a favour upon you in that He has guided you to the true Faith, if you are truthful."\(^{3854}\)

19. Verily, Allah knows the secrets of the heavens and the earth. And Allah sees all what you do.

---

\(^{a}10:19.\) \(^{b}20:8; 22:71; 27:66.\) \(^{c}3:165.\) \(^{d}11:124; 16:78.\)

3854. **Commentary:**

True and sincere faith is the most precious possession of a Muslim. By accepting Islam he does on favour to anybody; on the contrary, it is a favour of God that one is guided to the Truth.
CHAPTER 50

QĀF

(Revealed before Hijra)

Title, Date of Revelation, and Context

This Sūra is of Meccan origin. All competent authorities assign its revelation to the early Meccan period. Its tenor and contents support this view.

The Sūra is the first of a group of seven Chapters which end with Sūra Alwāqiah. Like all Meccan Sūrās, it lays special stress, in emphatic and prophetic language, on the Qurʾān being the revealed Word of God, on Resurrection being an undoubted reality, and particularly on the ultimate triumph of the cause of Islam. The Sūra points to the phenomena of nature and to the histories of the past Prophets as guides leading to this inevitable conclusion. The Sūra takes its title from its initial abbreviated letter ق (Qāf).

The preceding two Sūrās had dealt with the prospects of a great and glorious future for Islam, and also with the social and political problems that arise when power and wealth come to a people. The present Sūra having the abbreviated letter ق (Qāf) in its beginning, points to the fact that the Almighty God has the power to make the weak and disorganized Arabs into a powerful nation, and that He will certainly bring about this consummation, using the Qurʾān as the means and instrument for achieving that purpose.

Subject-Matter

The Sūra opens with the abbreviated letter Qāf (ق) which is the last of the مقطعات (abbreviated letters) used in the Qurʾān. It represents the Divine attribute قدير or قادر (Qādir or Qadīr) meaning, the Mighty, the Powerful, and at once starts to deal with the all-important subject of Resurrection: and in order to prove the truth of this primal fact uses as an argument the phenomenon that a people who for long centuries were spiritually dead and defunct, received a new and vigorous life through the Qurʾān. The Sūra proceeds to say that the Holy Prophet’s enemies cannot bring themselves to accept the fact of a Warner appearing from among them to tell them that they will be raised to life after “they are dead and have become dust.” They are told to study the wonderful creation of the celestial firmament with the beautiful stars and planets which adorn it and which work with a regularity and punctuality that knows no deviation. They are further told to ponder over the creation of the vast expanse of earth which grows all sorts of fruits and foods for its dwellers. The Author and Architect of this great and complex universe, the Sūra says, possesses the power and wisdom to give man a new life after his physical habitat has disintegrated.

Next, the Sūra points to the purposefulness of the creation of man—God’s supreme creature and His noblest handiwork—and to man’s freedom and complete responsibility and
accountability for his actions, in a life after death, wherein he will be punished or rewarded according to the good or bad life he might have led in this world. Those who had wasted their lives in the quest of evil pursuits would be thrown into Hell, the punishments of which would be the representations of their evil deeds done in this life. And so would the rewards of Paradise be the representations of the good and noble actions of the righteous and the God-fearing in this life. Only the things of the next world would be of a nature different from those to which we are accustomed in this life.

The Sūra ends on the note that the creation of the universe, and of man—the apex and acme of creation—shows that the wise Creator could not have brought into existence this complex universe without a great purpose behind it. This leads to the conclusion that there must be and there is a life beyond the grave and that all Divine Messengers and Prophets were raised to teach man this important religious doctrine, and that those who refuse to believe in this Divine mission of the Prophets incur a liability in the Hereafter.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful."

2. Qaf. By the glorious Qur'an, thou art a Messenger of God.

aSee 1:1. b56:78.

3855. Commentary:

See 1:1.

3856. Important Words:

The letter ق (Qāf) may stand for the Divine attribute قادر (Qādir or Qadîr) which means, the Mighty God; or the letter may stand for the reality i.e., the Resurrection is an undoubted reality. This is the last abbreviated letter used in the Qur'an and therefore possesses a special significance. For a detailed explanation, however, of the abbreviated letters (المقطمات) see 2:2 & 19:2.

و (by) among other things may mean, 'by' or 'I swear' or 'I cite as witness or evidence.' See also 37:2.

ال المجيد (Glorious) is derived from المجيد (majâda) which means, he was or became possessed of or characterized by glory, honour, dignity, nobility, etc., or he was or became glorious, in a state of honour, dignity; noble. المجيد النبل means, the camels fed in a land abounding with pasture, and satiated themselves therewith, or lighted upon abundant herbage. مجده means, he made it (a gift) large or abundant. They say مجده سبأ i.e. such a one gave us a sufficient and superabundant entertainment. The Arabs say مجده جدآ i.e., he reviled and disparaged him much.

The construction of this verse exactly resembles that of 38:2. Taking the abbreviated letter...
3. But they wonder that there has come to them a Warner from among themselves. And the disbelievers say, 'This is a strange thing'.

4. 'What! when we are dead and have become dust, shall we be raised up again?' That is a return far from possible.

5. We know how much the earth diminishes of them and how much it adds to them, and with Us is a Book that preserves everything.

---

\[3857\] Commentary:

The verse purports to say that in spite of the fact that from time immemorial God has been sending His Messengers and Prophets to guide men to the way of truth and righteousness, the people, whenever there appeared a Prophet, wondered, and considered it highly improbable that God should commission as His Messenger an ordinary man from among themselves. This attitude of disbelievers towards Divine Messengers has been referred to at several other places also in the Qur'an (7:64; 10:3; 38:3).

\[3858\] Commentary:

Greater is the disbelievers' wonder at the idea, says the verse, that when they are dead and are reduced to dust, they will get a new life.

\[3859\] Commentary:

The verse refutes the disbelievers' objection mentioned in the preceding verse, viz., that when they are dead and reduced to broken bones and particles of dust they would be raised again. It is the physical body, says the verse, that disintegrates and perishes. The soul is imperishable and will be given a new body to account for the deeds done in this world which are recorded in 'a Book that preserves everything.' The verse may also mean that even the particles of objects which the earth...
6. Nay, they rejected the truth when it came to them, and so they are in a state of confusion. 3860

7. Have they not looked at the sky above them, how We have made it and adorned it, and there are no flaws in it? 3861

8. And the earth—We have spread it out, and placed therein firm mountains, and We have made to grow therein every kind of beautiful species, disintergrates are well preserved in God's knowledge. It may also signify that as complete knowledge about all the details of a thing presupposes the power to create it, and God being the Possessor of full knowledge of human anatomy and the process of its disintegration could recreate it after it had perished.

The verse may also signify that just as the earth corrupts and swallows up dead bodies, it also possesses the means of nourishing living ones.

3860. Important Words :

moduleName (state of confusion) is derived from moduleName (maraja) which means, he mixed a thing with another thing or two things together. moduleName (marija) means, the affair became corrupt, spoiled, disordered or in a confused or disordered state. moduleName ( moduleName ) means, the people became confused so that they could not extricate themselves from their perplexity (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary :

The verse means that though disbelievers always reject the Divine Message, their rejection or denial does not rest on sure ground. They are always in a confused state of mind. They do not know what they should make of the Message. They call it poetry, sorcery, the day-dreaming of an ambitious visionary, the confused vapourings of an unhinged mind, or the forgery of an impostor (21: 6). But the Holy Prophet and his followers stand on the bed-rock of certainty and sure knowledge.

3861. Important Words :

moduleName (flaws) is the plural of moduleName (Zuruj) which means, a cleft, an opening, a gap, and hence a flaw or defect (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary :

This and the following few verses draw attention to the marvels of creation, the wonderful design in the universe, to the celestial firmament with its countless beautiful planets and stars, to earth and its wide expanse teeming with human and animal life, and points to the inevitable inference that the Great and Wise
9. As a means of enlightenment and as a reminder to every servant that turns to God. 3862

10. "And We send down from the sky water which is full of blessings, and We produce therewith gardens and grain harvests.

11. And tall plam-trees, with spathes piled one above the other. 3863

12. As a provision for Our servants: and We quicken thereby a dead land. Even so shall be the Resurrection. 3864

Designer, the Architect and the Controller, Who could bring into being this wonderful universe and who placed man at its centre, does possess the power to recreate the universe after its disintegration and to give man a new life after he is dead.

3862. Commentary:

It is logical to assume a purpose behind physical nature. The concept of God as Designer and Creator of all things gives a coherent and complete picture of origin, design and purpose. And the existence of a purpose behind the creation implies the existence of a life after death because the very idea that with the dissolution of its physical tabernacle the human soul suffers death militates against the whole design of God and the purpose in creating the universe.

3863. Important Words:

بَسَقَتْ (tall) is the plural of بَسَق, fem. gen. of بَسَق which is act. part. from بَسَق. They say بَسَق التَّخْلِق i.e., the palm trees were or became tall or exceedingly tall and full grown or they bore fruit. بَسَق عليهم means, he overcame them, excelled them or was superior to them. بَسَق في عَلَمَه means, he excelled in his knowledge or learned the whole of it. بَسَق النَّهْد means, the sun rose high. بَسَق الاَخْتِلاَق means, a person endowed with noble moral and mental qualities. بَسَق التَّخْلِق means, an exceedingly tall palm tree or palm tree bearing fruit (Lane & Aqrab).

3864. Commentary:

The verse means that just as God sends down rain from heaven and causes a dry dead land to bloom and blossom and pulsate with a new vigorous life, and brings forth from the earth all sorts of flowers and fruits, similarly He can and will give a new life to man after he is dead so that he might account for and be rewarded or
13. "The people of Noah rejected the truth before them and so did the People of the Well and Thamûd.\textsuperscript{3865}

14. And 'Ad, and Pharaoh and the brethren of Lot.\textsuperscript{3866}

15. \textit{And the Dwellers of the Wood, and the People of Tubba}. \textit{All of them} rejected the Messengers with the result that My threatened punishment befell \textit{them}.\textsuperscript{3867}

16. \textit{Have We then become weary with the first creation? Nay, but they are in confusion about the new creation.}\textsuperscript{3868}


punished for the actions good or bad he might have done in this world.

\textsuperscript{3865.} Commentary:

For the People of Noah see 11 : 26—49; for اصحاب الرس (Companions of the Well) 25 : 39, and for Thamûd 11 : 62—69.

\textsuperscript{3866.} Commentary:

For 'Ad see 11 : 51—61.

\textsuperscript{3867.} Commentary:

For اصحاب الايةكة (Dwellers of the Wood) see 15 : 79 and for the People of Tubba 44 : 38. The verse purports to say that the above-mentioned peoples were warned by their respective Prophets that if they rejected them, they would be punished in this world and would also have to account for their sins in the next. The first warning was literally fulfilled and, therefore, the second one is also bound to be fulfilled.

\textsuperscript{3868.} Important Words:

\textit{عيننا} (We have become weary) is derived from عن (\textit{ayya}). They say عن بامره أو عن أمره (\textit{ayya}). They say عن بامره or عن أمره \textit{i.e.}, he lacked power, strength or ability to perform or accomplish his affair; was unable to execute it through or found not the right way to do it. عن الأمر means, he was ignorant of the affair. عن أعيا means, he was or became tired, fatigued or wearied عن منطقه means, he found not the right way to express himself (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

In these verses "creation," besides its ordinary meaning, signifies spiritual awakening or revolution brought about by a Prophet among his people.
2 17. And assuredly, We have created man and We know what his mind whispers to him, and "We are nearer to him than even his jugular vein." 3869

18. When the two Recording angels record everything, one sitting on his right and the other on his left. 3870

19. He utters not a word but there is by him a guardian angel ready to record it. 3871

20. 'And the stupor of death certainly comes. 'This is what thou wast trying to run from." 3872

3869. **Commentary:**

Wonderful is God's creation of the universe, but much more wonderful is the creation of man. The fact that man is master of his conduct and is responsible for his decisions is here put forward as another argument to support the inevitability of the Resurrection. In fact man's life on earth is "the seed-bed of an eternal future."

3870. **Important Words:**

(Will record) is derived from (he utters) is aorist from . They say , i.e., he received or got the thing; he learned it from him, hence preserved or recorded it (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

According to some Commentators the angel sitting on man's right records his good actions and that on his left, his bad actions; the words 'on the right' standing for his good actions and 'on the left' for his bad actions. Every deed or spoken word leaves its impress in the atmosphere and thus is preserved. Elsewhere in the Qur'an, it is stated that the limbs of man—his hands, feet and tongue—will bear witness against him on the Judgment Day. Thus different parts of a man's body may also be the recorders referred to in the present verse as the two Recording angels. See also 24:25; 36:66.

3871. **Important Words:**

(ready) is derived from . They say (the sea cast it forth upon the shore), i.e., the cast it forth, means, such a one died. (uttered or spoke the word) (Lane & Aqrab).

3872. **Important Words:**

(trying to run from) is derived from . They say (i.e., the thing was or became ready, at hand, prepared; it became great, big or bulky) (Lane & Aqrab).
21. "And the trumpet shall be blown: 'This is the Day of Promise.'

22. And every soul shall come forth and along with it there will be an angel to drive and an angel to bear witness.\[3873\]

23. Then We shall say, 'Thou wast heedless of this; now We have removed from thee thy veil, and sharp is thy sight this day.'\[3874\]

24. And his companion will say, 'This is what I have ready of his record.'\[3875\]

\[a\]18:100; 23:102; 36:52; 39:69; 69:14.

turned aside or away from it; he removed or went away or went far away from it; he shunned or avoided it from fear or disdain. 

Commentary:

\[3873\] Commentary:

سائق (driver) may be the angel that sits on man's left and records his bad deeds and as a punishment for them will drive him to Hell, and شهيد may be the angel that sits on his right and records his good actions and will bear witness in his favour. Or the two words metaphorically may stand for man's misused limbs and faculties and those well and properly used. See also verse 18 above; 24:25 and 36:66.

3874. Important Words:

\[3874\] Commentary:

 Justiça (eye) means, eye; the light whereby the organ of sight perceives the things; knowledge; discernment; intelligence (Lane & Aqrab).

\[3875\] (sharp) is derived from حاد which means, he turned away or averted a person from a thing. حاد شتایا عن غيره means, he distinguished or separated by some mark a thing from another. حاد السكين means, he sharpened the knife. حاد بصره اليه means, he looked sharply or attentively at him. رجل حاد means, a man sharp of intellect or understanding (Lane).

Commentary:

The verse means that in the next world the veil will be lifted from the eyes of man and his vision and mental perception will become clearer and sharper. He will see the consequences of his actions in an embodied form which were hidden from his eyes in this world and will realize that which he used to regard merely as an illusion, was a hard and stark reality.

3875. Commentary:

вы́н (his companion) may signify his evil companion, or the Satan, who has been called elsewhere in the Qur'an, man's evil companion 4:39; 43:39, because it is at his instigation that man defies God's commandments.
25. We shall say to his two Companions, ‘Cast ye twain into Hell every ungrateful enemy of truth’.

26. ‘Hinderer of good, transgressor, doubter.

27. ‘Who sets up another God besides Allah, so do ye twain cast him into the dreadful torment.’

28. ‘His associate will say, ‘O our Lord, it was not I that caused him to rebel; but he himself was too far gone in error.’

29. God will say, ‘Quarrel not in My presence; I gave you the warning beforehand.’

30. ‘The sentence passed by Me cannot be changed, and I am not in the least unjust to My servants.’

---

3876. Important Words:

عند (enemy) is derived from which means, he went aside from it; he opposed and rejected what was true or just; he overstepped or transgressed the proper bound or limit; he acted immoderately or in rebellion. عند is used here in all the senses of the root-word (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The dual form in أنتيا is used either because the command is given to the two angels—the - or in order to impart emphasis to the command. This form of expression is also used in 23:100 where a plural verb is used for the subject in the singular. The plural form in that verse is used to lend emphasis to the disbelievers’ desire to be sent back to this world, and represents the repetition of the singular form (irjinit).

3877. Commentary:

It is human nature that when an evii-doer is confronted with the evil consequences of his deeds, he seeks to shift his responsibility to others. It is this state of mind of the disbeliever which is depicted in this verse. He will hold Satan responsible for his own transgressions and sins. See also 2:167-168.

3878. Commentary:

God admonishes both the parties to stop wrangling and quarrelling and shifting the responsibility to one another as His sentence has already been pronounced and His Word never changes.
31. On that day We will say to Hell, ‘Art thou filled up?’ and it will answer, ‘Is there any more?’

32. ‘And Heaven will be brought near to the righteous, no longer remote.

33. And it will be said, ‘This is what was promised to you—to everyone who always turned to God and was watchful of his actions.

34. ‘Who feared the Gracious God in private and came to Him with a penitent heart.

35. ‘Enter ye therein in peace. This is the Day of Eternity’.

Commentary:

The dialogue is metaphorical. Hell has been personified here and words are put in its mouth to express its state or condition and not that it will actually speak or, for that matter, it can speak. The word قال has been used in this sense in 41:12 also where the heaven and the earth have been described as saying that they obey Divine laws willingly. It is one of the peculiarities and beauties of the Arabic language that it uses words and expressions for inanimate things which are used for human beings. There is a famous Arabic proverb:

قال الجدار الودت لم تستنى فالت سل من يدتي

i.e., the wall said to the peg “why dost thou pierce me.” It said, “ask him who strikes me from behind.” Similarly, a famous Arab poet says:

يريد الرمح صدر أبي براء
وعدل عن دماء بني عقیل

i.e., the spear intends to pierce the breast of Abū Bara‘, but it turns away from the blood of the sons of ‘Uqail. (Lane).

The expression هل من مزيد in fact, points to man’s unlimited capacity for committing sins and his inordinate desire for worldly comforts which pave his way to Hell.

Commentary:

If, as mentioned in the preceding verse, more and more sinners will be thrown into Hell for being purged and purified of their spiritual maladies, the present verse says, that Heaven will also be brought near for the righteous and the God-fearing.

Commentary:

However dreadful its punishments may appear, Hell, according to the Qur’ān, is a temporary penitentiary, while Heaven is an eternal abode; its blessings know no limit or end (11:109).
36.  They will have therein whatever they desire, and with Us is a good deal more. 3882

37.  And how many a generation, who were greater than they in power, have We destroyed before them. They went about the lands devising means to escape the punishment. Was there any place of refuge for them? 3883

38.  Therein, verily, is a reminder for him who has a heart, or who gives ear, and is attentive. 3884

39.  And verily, We created the heavens and the earth and all that is between them in six periods and 4 no weariness touched Us. 3885

3882.  Commentary:

The righteous will have in Paradise what they desire, to their hearts' content, but as man's desires at best are limited, they will be given much more than what they desire or deserve, much more than what they would even contemplate or conceive. They will see the beautiful face of God and will bask in the warmth of His countenance. This beautified vision in which the veil which divides man from Allah will be lifted and His Heavenly Glory disclosed to the soul, untramelled by its earthly raiments is, according to some authorities, what is meant by the words ولدينا مزيد i.e., and with Us is a good deal more.

3883.  Important Words:

لغوا (went about) is the intensive form of تَقَبَ (naqaba) which means, he made a hole through a wall; he perforated, pierced or made a hole through anything. تَقَبَ في الأرض means, he went or went away through the land or country or journeyed or traversed through the land.

3884.  Important Words:

قلب (heart) means, heart; the soul; the conscience; the mind, meaning the intellect; the endeavour to understand, and consideration. They say ما له قلب i.e., he has no intellect or intelligence; the purest or best or choicest part of a thing; قلب الجيش means, the main body of the army; as distinguished from the van and the rear and the two wings. The word also signifies, a man genuine or pure in respect of origin or lineage, holding a middle place among his people (Lane & Aqrab).

3885.  Important Words:

أيام (periods) is the plural of يوم which properly means, time absolutely (1 : 4) or indefinite period or stage in the development of a thing. It does not always denote the day.
40. So bear with patience what they say, and *glorify thy Lord with His praise, before the rising of the sun and before its setting;

41. *And in a part of the night also do thou glorify Him, and after prescribed prostrations.

42. And listen, on the day when the crier will cry from a place nearby,\textsuperscript{3886}.

43. The day when they will hear the blast in truth; that will be the day of coming forth from the graves.\textsuperscript{3887}

\textsuperscript{a}15:99; 17:79; 20:76; 27. 131; 110:4. \textsuperscript{b}17:80; 52:50; 73:3–5;

as determined by the rising and setting of the sun. In the Qur'an \textit{yom} has been spoken of as equal to one or even fifty thousand years (22:48; 70:5). Elsewhere in the Qur'an the division of these six days has been described in this wise; the making of the earth took two days; it took two more days for mountains, rivers, etc., to be placed upon it, and another two days for the growth of vegetable and animal life on it. See also 10:4; 41:10–13.

\textit{لغوب} (weariness) is infinitive noun from \textit{لغوب}, which means, he was fatigued, tired or wearied to the utmost; he was languid in consequence of fatigue; he was wearied in spirit or mind (Lane & Aqrab).

\textbf{Commentary}:

It is characteristic of the Qur'an that not only does it exonerate God's noble Prophets from all the vices and immoralities imputed to them in the Bible, but it also clears the Divine Being of the flaws and defects that are inconsistent with His Majesty and Holiness. The Bible depicts God as "having rested on the seventh day from all His work which He had made" (Gen. 2:2) but according to the Qur'an no weariness can touch Him.

\textsuperscript{3886} \textbf{Commentary}:

The "crier" may refer to the Holy Prophet. The context supports this, as the next few verses seem to refer to the spiritual resurrection brought about by the Holy Prophet among his people who at his call rose, as it were, from their graves, as the next verse implies.

The words "from a place nearby" may also signify that the call of the Holy Prophet will not remain a call in the wilderness, a distant cry. It will be listened to and accepted.

\textsuperscript{3887} \textbf{Commentary}:

"The blast" may also signify the stentorian call to truth of the Holy Prophet.
44. "Verily, it is We Who give life and cause death, and to Us is the final return.

45. "On the day when the earth will cleave asunder in consequence of their misdeeds and they will come forth hastening—that will be a gathering quite easy for Us.

46. We know best what they say; and thou hast not been appointed to compel them in any way." So admonish, by means of the Qur'an, him who fears My warning. 3888

3888. Commentary:

The verse shows that the resurrection to which reference has been made in the preceding verse was to be brought about by the preaching and teaching of the Qur'an. The Sūra had opened with the subject of the Final Resurrection, and the great eminence and glory which the Muslims were to achieve through the Qur'an was advanced as an argument in its support. God, Man, Creation and Resurrection are the four pillars on which the whole edifice of the Quranic teaching stands, and the present Sūra derives its importance from the fact that it has dealt with these subjects in some detail.
CHAPTER 51

AL-DHĀRIYĀT

(Revealed before Hijra)

Title, Date of Revelation and Context

This is a Meccan Sūra. Like its predecessor it was revealed early in the Holy Prophet’s ministry. Its contents and style seem to support this view. Noldeke assigns its revelation to the fourth year of the Call. It derives its title from its first word—Al-Dhāriyāt. It has 61 verses.

The preceding Sūra had dealt with two resurrections—a spiritual resurrection which was to be brought about by the teaching of the Qur’ān, and the Final Resurrection in the life after death, the former resurrection being cited as an argument in support of the latter. In the present Sūra it is stated that a body of highly righteous men would come into existence through the influence of Quranic teachings on their lives. Like moisture-laden clouds which give rain to vast areas of parched and burnt land and make them blossom into new life, this holy band of righteous believers, having themselves awakened to a new spiritual life would carry the Quranic Message to the ends of the earth, sweeping all opposition before their onward march. The prediction, seemingly impossible of fulfilment at the time of revelation of the Sūra, would constitute, when turned into a palpable reality, a strong argument to establish the fact of the Great Resurrection in the after-life.

Subject-Matter

The Sūra says that whenever a Divine Messenger appears in the world to tell his people that there is a life beyond the grave in which they will have to account for their deeds they laugh him to scorn, and oppose and persecute him. But from among these very people there arise a company of good men who accept the Divine Message. The rejectors are punished and the believers receive God’s favours. The Sūra proceeds to cite the case of Patriarch Abraham who was visited by certain messengers who came to tell him that a dreadful fate awaited the people of Lot because of their iniquities and unnatural and highly immoral practices. Next, it briefly refers to the punishment that overtook Pharaoh, Ād, Thamūd and the people of Noah. Towards the end the Sūra draws pointed attention to the supreme object of man’s creation which is to cultivate and demonstrate in himself Divine attributes, and to discharge fully and faithfully his obligations to God and his fellow-beings.
1. In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. By those that scatter with a true scattering.

3. Then carry the load.

4. Then speed lightly along.

5. And then distribute by command.

---

3889. Commentary:

See 1:1.

3890. Important Words:

For the meanings of the particle (by), and for the philosophy of the Quranic oaths see 37:2; 50:2 and 91:2.

(those that scatter) is the plural of ذريه ذري which is act. part. from ذر. They say ذري الشئي i.e., the thing flew in the air. ذري or ذري الربيع التراب means, the wind raised, carried away or dispersed the dust. ذري which is infinitive noun is added to الذريات to add intensiveness to the meaning or to complete it (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

For a collective note on this and the next three verses see v. 5 below.

3891. Important Words:

وَقْر (load) is derived from وِقَر which means, (1) he was or became dull of hearing; (2) he or it was or became still or motionless; he rested; (3) he was or became grave, staid, steady, sedate or calm. They say وَقْر جُبَلْت وَقْر جَنِّبْت and جَنِّبَت which means, the palm tree became laden or heavily laden with fruit. وَقْر which means, debt burdened him or burdened him heavily. وَقْر (wagrun) means, a load, a heavy load; a weight that is carried upon the back or head; a cloud laden with water. وَقْر which means, a heaviness in the ear; or dullness of hearing; entire loss of hearing (Lane & Aqrab).

3892. Commentary:

See next verse.

3893. Commentary:

From a phenomenon in physical nature the four verses (2-5) draw attention to a parallel spiritual phenomenon. The parallelism is striking. The four words الذريات (those that scatter), الغابات (those that carry), العبارات (those that speed lightly along) and المسمات (those that distribute), when pointing to the physical phenomenon, may stand for winds that scatter far and wide the vapours that rise...
6. Surely, that which you are promised is true. 3894

7. And the Judgment will surely come to pass.

8. And by the heaven full of tracks. 3895

9. Truly, you are discordant in what you say. 3896

from the oceans, carry the clouds laden with rain-water, blow gently and then cause rain to fall on dry, parched and burnt land and turn it into a smiling, blooming and blossoming piece of earth, full of verdure, beautiful flowers and sweet fruits. These four words may also stand for the band of righteous men who drinking deep at the spiritual fountain that the Holy Prophet caused to flow; and after assimilating and becoming impregnated with the beautiful and life-giving Quranic teaching, went to the remote corners of Arabia and afterwards to far-off lands, carrying their blessed load, and scattering the revealed Word of God in countries, reeking with polytheistic beliefs and immoral practices—not with the sword but with love and peace, like winds that blow gently and carry rain to withered lands.

3894. **Commentary:**

The verse purports to say that the holy men of God referred to in the preceding four verses will discharge their sacred obligations fully and faithfully, and will thus fulfil prophecies concerning the spread and triumph of Islam. This fact will show that the promise about life after death and about the Resurrection was true.

3895. **Important Words:**

الحِيَّة (tracks) is the plural of حِيَّة (and حَيَّاً) which is derived from حَيَّ. They say حِيَّة i.e., he tried it, and made it firm; he wore it firmly and well. حِيَّة means, the track of the stars, the streak or track in the sky; the path or way. حِيَّة السَّمَاء means, the tracks, paths, ways in the heaven. حَيَّاً means, the black thread with which are sewn the borders of a cloth; a streak or line; the ripples of sand. حِيَّاء الْمَاء means, the ripples of water (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

Tracks or paths of heaven (حِيَّة السَّمَاء) are the orbits of planets, comets, and stars with which the vault of heaven is strewn. These celestial bodies float, in their respective orbits performing their allotted tasks regularly, punctually and unerringly, without trespassing on one another’s sphere of action and all united forming a glorious harmony of structure and motion. That the heaven is full of such tracks on which planets and stars travel, was a discovery made to the world by the Qur’ān at a time when it was believed that the heavens were solid in their formation. Does not this fact alone constitute an argument in support of the Qur’ān being the revealed Word of God?

3896. **Commentary:**

The verse means to say that the great astronomical truth revealed in the preceding verse leads to the inference that the Qur’ān is God’s
10. He alone is turned away from the truth who is decreed to be turned away.\textsuperscript{3897}

11. Cursed be the liars.\textsuperscript{3898}

12. Who are heedless of truth in the depth of ignorance.\textsuperscript{3899}

13. They ask: 'When will be the Day of Judgment\textsuperscript{a}?'\textsuperscript{3900}

---

own revealed Word and that there exists a unity of purpose and harmony in Divine work, and yet the materialistic philosophers coin far-fetched theories, groping and floundering in ill-founded surmises and conjectures, not believing in God's Word and His Prophet.

\textsuperscript{3897} Commentary:

The expression مَنْ أُفْكَ means: he on account of whose evil and wilful conduct the Divine decree that he should be turned away from truth comes into operation. Or it means: he who himself would turn away.

\textsuperscript{3898} Important Words:

\textit{الخَراصُون} (liars) is the plural of خَراص (\textit{kharra\textsuperscript{s}}) which is the intensive form of خَرَص which is act. part. from خَرَص which means, he lied, he said what was untrue. خَرَص النَّجْل means, he computed by conjecture the quantity of the fruit upon the palm-trees. خَرَص وَ الخَراصُ (\textit{takharra\textsuperscript{a}u}) means, he forged a lie. خَراص means, a liar and خَراص a great liar (Lane & Aqrab).

\textsuperscript{3899} Important Words:

\textit{غَمَرَة} (depth of ignorance) is derived from غَمَرَة (\textit{ghamara}). They say غَمَرَة الإلَام i.e., the water rose above him and submerged him. \textit{غَمَر} means, he fainted or swooned. \textit{غَمَرُ الرُّجُل} (\textit{ghamara}) means, the man was ignorant or inexperienced in the affair. \textit{غَمَر} means, depth or flood of ignorance; error; obstinacy and perplexity; overwhelming heedlessness or ignorance; a state of obstinate perseverance in a vain and false thing; water that rises above the stature of a man (Lane & Aqrab).

\textit{سَاهُون} (heedless) is the plural of سَهَوَان (\textit{sehavan}) and is derived from سَاهَا. They say سَاهَا فيه (or Saha) meaning, he was or became unmindful, forgetful, neglectful or heedless of it or inadvertent to it, his mind adverting to another thing or affair or case. According to some these two expressions slightly differ in their significations; سَاهَا فيه meaning, he neglected the thing and سَاهَا عنه means, he neglected the thing knowingly (Lane & Aqrab).

\textsuperscript{3900} Commentary:

The verse may mean: (1) They ask, in derision or scoffingly, when the Day of Judgment will be? (2) Their behaviour, conduct or attitude shows that they do not believe in the Day of Judgment.
14. Say, ‘It will be the day when they will be tormented at the Fire.’

15. ‘Taste ye your torment. This is what you would hasten.’

16. But surely the righteous will be in the midst of gardens and springs.

17. Receiving what their Lord will bestow upon them; for they used to do good before that.

18. They used to sleep but a little of the night.

19. And at the dawn of the day they sought forgiveness;

20. And in their wealth was a share for one who asked for help and for one who could not.

---

3901. Commentary:

In the preceding verse the disbelievers were mentioned as asking mockingly, “When will be the Day of Judgment?” Here they are answered with a retort that “It will be the day when they will be burned in the fire.”

3902. Commentary:

As against those who flounder in the welter of wrong beliefs and evil deeds and deny the possibility of the Day of Judgment, the righteous and the God-fearing will reside in heavenly gardens, full of springs and streams—the spiritual embodiments of the good deeds they had done in this life.

3903. Commentary:

Two different words have been used in the preceding and the present verse for the righteous believers—مَتَّٰئِينَ (God-fearing) and مُحَسَّنِينَ (those who do good). A مَتَّٰئِي is one who discharges his obligations faithfully and fully to God and man, and a مُحسَّن is he who does more good to others than the good he receives from them and acts and behaves as though he is actually seeing God or, in a lesser degree, he is conscious of God watching over him. Thus a مُحسَّن is a person of higher spiritual stature than a مَتَّٰئِي.

3904. Important Words:

هجوم (they used to sleep) is derived from هَجَم which means, he slept or slept in the night. هَجوُد is sleeping at night and هَجوُد is sleeping in the day time, or remaining awake (Lane & Aqrab). See also 17:79 and 73:7.

3905. Commentary:

In the wealth of a rich Muslim, according to Islam, those who can express their needs also, as
21. And in the earth are Signs for those who have certainty of faith,

22. And also in your own selves. Will you not then see?

23. And in heaven is your sustenance, and also that which you are promised.  

24. And by the Lord of the heaven and the earth, it is certainly the truth, even as you speak.

40 : 14 ; 45 : 6.

Those who cannot, have a share, as of right. Thus a Muslim's wealth is a trust to the benefit of which the poor are also entitled. Elsewhere the Qur'an says: "And give the relatives their rightful share in your property and to the poor and the needy" (17 : 26). So when a Muslim meets the needs of a poor brother, he does him no special favour but only discharges the obligation he owes to him and returns to him what was his due.

The word المعروض (those who cannot express their needs) not only includes in its connotation those poor people who, from a sense of self-respect or a feeling of shame, are prevented from asking (2 : 274), but also dumb animals. The word, therefore, has been taken here as signifying a person who is debarred from earning his livelihood due to physical infirmity or some other similar cause.

رزق (sustenance) signifies both physical as well as spiritual sustenance.

The words "that which you are promised" may signify promises of triumph and prosperity to believers and warnings to disbelievers.

3906. Commentary:

Wonderful indeed is the creation of the universe. But much more wonderful is the creation of man, its centre and apex. There are signs in the creation of the physical universe and in that of man—the universe in miniature—to show that truth triumphs and prevails in the long run and falsehood suffers defeat and discomfiture.

3907. Commentary:

The verse means that the fact mentioned in the preceding verse is neither wishful thinking on the Holy Prophet's part, nor is it a figment of his imagination, but is solid and hard truth as sure and true as "you speak." Or the verse may mean that the Qur'an is as undoubtedly God's own revealed Word as "you speak."
R. 2 25. Has the story of Abraham's honoured guests reached thee?

26. When they came to him and said, 'Peace!' he said, 'Peace!' They were all strangers.

27. And he went quietly to his household, and brought a fatted calf,

28. And he placed it before them and said, 'Will you not eat?'

29. And he conceived a fear of them. They said, 'Fear not.' And they gave him glad tidings of the birth of a son possessing knowledge.

3908. Commentary:

In the foregoing verses an implied reference was made to the great moral revolution that was to be brought about in the Arabian society through the selfless efforts of a band of holy men who were to carry the Message of Islam to the ends of the earth. The verse under comment and those that follow treat the same subject from a different angle. Here history is introduced and the examples of the Prophets Abraham, and Moses, and those of the people of Noah and of 'A'd and Thamud have been briefly mentioned.

There seems to exist some difference of opinion among Commentators of the Qur'an as to who these honoured guests were. Some hold them to be angels; others think that they were righteous men of the locality who had come to inform Abraham that the time of the punishment of Lot's people had arrived, and to take Lot to a place of safety. The idea that they were angels might have arisen from the fact that they have been called "Our messengers" in the Qur'an (11:77), and also because when food was placed before them, they refused to partake of it. But nowhere in the Qur'an are these "messengers" described as angels of punishment; nor do angels ever walk on earth as Divine Messengers (17:96). The mere fact that they refused to partake of the food, can lend no support to the view that they were angels. There might be other reasons for the refusal.

3909. Commentary:

This and the preceding verse shed some light on the rules of hospitality.

3910. Important Words:

أوجس (conceived) is derived from وجب and means, he conceived, perceived or felt a thing in his mind. See also 20:68.

Commentary:

In the present verse as also in 15:54 "the promised son," has been described as "a son endowed with knowledge," while in 37:102, he has been called "a forbearing son." In the former verses the reference is to Isaac and in the latter to Ishmael.
30. Then his wife came forward extremely embarrassed, and smote her face and said, ‘A barren old woman’!\(^a\)\(^3911\)

31. They said, “Even so has thy Lord said. Surely, He is the Wise, the All-Knowing.”

32. Abraham said, ‘Now what is your errand,\(^e\) O ye who have been sent?’\(^b\)\(^3912\)

33. They said, ‘We have been sent to a sinful people.’\(^d\)

34. ‘That we may send down upon them stones of clay.’

35. ‘Marked,\(^f\) with thy Lord, for those guilty of excesses.’\(^c\)\(^3913\)

---

**3911. Important Words:**

- صَرَة (extreme embarrassment) is derived from صر which means, it made a sound or noise or a prolonged sound; he cried or raised a clamour with utmost vehemence. صَرَة means, vociferation or clamour or the most vehement clamour of crying; vehemence of grief, heat or anxiety; a contraction and moroseness of the face by reason of dislike or hatred or shame; a fit (Lane & Aqrab).

- صَكَت (smote). صَكَت means, he struck him or hit violently or he slapped him with his hand upon the back of his neck or upon his face. صَكَت means, he locked the door. صَكَت وجه means, he slapped his face (Lane & Aqrab).

---

**3912. Important Words:**

- خطبكم (your errand). خطب means, a thing, an affair, or a business small or great; the cause or occasion of a thing or an event. They say خطاب i.e., what is the thing or affair or business that thou seekest or desirest to do; or what is the cause of thy coming? (Lane & Aqrab). See also 12 : 52.

**3913. Commentary:**

The Divine punishment which seized the people of Lot is variously described in the Qur‘ān by the words حَاصَب i.e., storm of stones (54 : 35); حِجَارَة i.e., a blast and حِجَارَة من سجَيل i.e., stones of clay (11 : 83). These people seemed to have been destroyed by a violent earthquake which turned parts of the earth upside down (11 : 83).
36. And We brought forth therefrom such of the believers as were there. 

37. And We found not there except one house of those who were obedient to us. 

38. And We left therein a Sign for those who fear painful punishment. 

39. "And in the story of Moses also there were many Signs when We sent him to Pharaoh with clear authority. 

40. But he turned away from Moses on account of his power, and said, 'A sorcerer, or a madman.' 

41. 'So We seized him and his hosts and threw them into the sea; and he himself was to blame. 

---

3914. **Commentary:**

The house referred to in the verse was that of Lot minus his wife, who chose to side with her disbelieving relatives and refused to go with Lot.

3915. **Commentary:**

For the story of Moses, the Divine Message he gave to Pharaoh, for his mission of the deliverance of Israelites from a most debasing and disgraceful bondage and for the causes that led to the undoing and destruction of Pharaoh and his mighty hosts see 7:104-156; 10:76-93; 20:10-55; 26:11-69 & 28:4-45.

3916. **Important Words:**

ركن (power) is derived from ركناً or rakina. They say ركناً i.e., he inclined towards him or it; he trusted or relied upon him or it so as to be or become easy or quiet in mind; he was or became firm, still, grave, staid, sedate or calm. ركن (ruknum) means, side or outward part of a thing; a stay or support; power, might and resistance; a man's kinsfolk or clan, his people or party; persons by whom he is aided and strengthened; a noble or high person. They say هو ركن من اركان قومه i.e., he is an important person among the great men of his people. The word also means, an affair of great importance; a formidable event; the essence of a thing whereby it subsists. اركان المحلة means, the fundamentals of Prayer without which it is incomplete (Lane, Aqrab & Mufradât).
42. And there was a Sign in the story of the tribe of 'Ad, when We sent against them the destructive wind.\(^{3917}\)

43. "It spared nothing whatever that it came upon but made it like a rotten bone.

44. And a Sign there was in the story of Thamûd when it was said to them, ‘Enjoy yourselves for a while.’\(^{3918}\)

45. But they rebelled against the command of their Lord. So the thunderbolt overtook them while they gazed\(^d\);

46. And they were not able to rise up again, nor could they defend themselves.\(^{3919}\)

47. And We destroyed the people of Noah before them; they were a disobedient people.\(^{3920}\)

48. And We have built the heaven with Our own hands, and verily We have vast powers.\(^{3921}\)

---

3917. **Commentary:**
For the story of 'Ad see 11 : 51 - 61 and 26 : 124-141.

3918. **Commentary:**
For a detailed note on Thamûd see 11 : 62 and 26 : 142.

3919. **Important Words:**
منتصرین (defend themselves) is derived from انتصر which means, he gained victory and power; he defended himself. They say انتصر من عدوه i.e., he took revenge from his enemy. انصر على عدوه means, he triumphed over his enemy (Lane & Aqrab).

3920. **Commentary:**
For a somewhat detailed account of Noah see 11 : 37—50.

3921. **Important Words:**
أيد (hands) is plural of يد which has a vast variety of meanings, some of which are: (1) benefit, bounty, favour; (2) power, might, influence; dignity, rank or status; (3) assistance, help, protection; (4) possessions, wealth; (5) host, army; etc. See also 38 : 46. يد means, before him, in his presence. يد means, you have no power or influence over him. يد means, he was smitten with remorse, he repented. يد means, it is in my possession. بينيها byād may mean, We have created it
49. "And the earth We have spread out, and how excellently We lay it out!"

50. And of everything have We created pairs, that you may reflect. 3922

51. Flee ye therefore unto Allah. Surely, I am a plain Warner unto you from Him. 3923

52. And do not set up another god along with Allah. 4 Surely, I am a plain Warner unto you from Him. 3924

53. Even so there came no Messenger to those before them, but they said, 'A sorcerer, or a madman!'

Commentary:

The verse makes pointed reference to God's marvellous handiwork—the universe, creation of which leads directly to the object of the creation of man, who is the aim and object of its creation and its acme and apex. In the creation of the heavens and the earth there is proof of many Divine attributes, the prominent being His Glory, Might and Majesty.

3922. Commentary:

The verse implies a subtle allusion to the object of man's creation, one of the main themes of the Sūra. The verse, like several other Quranic verses states that God has created all things in pairs. There are pairs not only in animal life, but also in vegetables, and even in inanimate things. There are pairs also in spiritual things. Even heaven and earth make a pair. Unless water comes from heaven and the sun gives warmth and light to the earth there can be no vegetation. Similarly, the human soul, which has been compared to earth in the foregoing verses, can find no scope for the manifestation of its latent and inherent powers and attributes unless the light of revelation descends upon it.

3923. Commentary:

The verse purports to say that if believers really wish to establish real and permanent connection with God, the best way to achieve it is to seek His help and protection and guidance. In this lies the quintessence of the Message which all Divine Prophets have given to the world.

3924. Commentary:

True and unadulterated belief in God's Oneness and Unity is the pivotal and primal fact of all religions.
54. Have they bequeathed this attitude as a legacy to one another? Nay, they are all a rebellious people.\[3925\]

55. So turn away from them; and there will be no blame on thee.

56. And keep on exhorting; for verily, exhortation benefits those who would believe.

57. And I have not created the Jinn and the men but that they may worship Me.\[3926\]

3925. Commentary:

So strikingly similar are the charges levelled against Divine Reformers by their opponents in all ages that it seems they bequeathed it as a legacy to their successors to go on repeating those accusations.

3926. Important Words:

عبدون (they may worship Me) is derived from عبد (‘abada). عبد الله means, he served, worshipped or adored God alone or he rendered to God humble obedience. عبد (‘aboda) means, he was or became a slave, his forefathers having been so before him. عبد به means, he clave to it or him. عبد (‘abada) means, he enslaved him; he subdued him so that he did the work of slaves. عبد الطريق means, he trod the road so as to make it even or easy to walk or ride upon. عبد الپبر means, he subdued or rendered the camel submissive (Lane, Aqrab & Mufradat).

Commentary:

The primary signification of the word عبادة (‘Ibadat) as shown under Important Words above, is to subject oneself to a rigorous spiritual discipline, working with all one’s inherent powers and capacities to their fullest scope, in perfect harmony with and in obedience to God’s design, so as to receive the Divine impress and thus be able to manifest in oneself God’s attributes. This is, as stated in the present verse, the great and noble aim and object of man’s creation and this is exactly what worship of God means. The external and internal endowments of human nature give us clearly to understand that of God-given faculties the highest is the one which awakens in man the urge to search after God and incites in him the noble desire completely to submit himself to His will. This being the great object of man’s existence the Qur’ân has not failed to prescribe ways and means to attain it.

The first means towards the attainment of this end is right knowledge and firm faith in a Living God and the recognition and realization of His beauty and goodness, because beauty and goodness are the two incentives to love (1:2—4 & 14:35).

Another important means to realize this noble end is prayer. Repeated stress has been laid upon prayer in the Qur’ân because man can reach God only with Divine help and assistance (40:61).

Without میثاد it is idle even to conceive of attaining this end. میثاد consists in seeking God by spending one’s money and time and applying one’s faculties, and
58. I desire no sustenance from them, nor do I desire that they should feed Me.  

59. Surely, it is Allah Himself Who is the Great Sustainer, the Lord of Power, the Strong.

60. So the fate of those who do wrong shall surely be like the fate of their fellows of old; so let them not ask Me to hasten on the punishment.

*a6 : 15; 20 : 133.*

sacrificing one's life as well as using one's knowledge and wisdom in the cause of God (9 : 41; 2 : 4 & 29 : 70).

Fitful or lop-sided effort produces no lasting results. It is unwavering perseverance and constancy in his endeavours which are needed for a spiritual wayfarer to reach his goal. He should be indefatigable and untiring in the way in which he walks and should remain steadfast under hardest trials (41 : 31). When adversities encompass a man all around and when he is threatened with loss of life, property and honour in the way of God, and death stares him in the face and the last ray of hope departs, it is then that perseverance must be shown (2 : 208). It is such perseverance that leads one to God.

Another important means to attain this supreme object is to keep company with the righteous and to imitate their example because man is by nature inclined to imitate a model and he constantly feels the need of it (9 : 119).

Last but perhaps the most important factor which helps man to attain this great and noble object are pure dreams, visions and revelations from God. As the road which leads to God is very mysterious and intricate and is full of difficulties and dangers, the spiritual wayfarer may depart from the right course or despair of attaining the goal. The grace of God, therefore, continues to encourage and strengthen him in his spiritual journey with inspiring visions and revelations, and animates him with a still more zealous desire to pursue his journey eagerly. Thus strengthened he proceeds upon his journey with great vigour and zeal (10 : 65).

3927. Commentary:

The verse purports to say that if the spiritual way-farer pursues his course towards the noble object of his life steadfastly and with perseverance, he does no good to God, or to anybody else, but himself profits from it and attains the object of his quest. It is in a life led in obedience to, and harmony with, Divine laws that lie his spiritual development and the attainment of everlasting and eternal life.

3928. Important Words:

ذنب (lot) is derived from ذنب. They say ذنب i.e., he followed his tail, not quitting his
61. Woe, then, to those who disbelieve, because of that day of theirs which they have been promised.

track. means; a great bucket; a bucket full of water or nearly full of water (an empty bucket is called دلو); fate, lot, share or portion; requital. The word also signifies a day of prolonged evil (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:
The verse warns disbelievers that if they persisted in their evil course, they will meet with a fate similar to that of the opponents of former Prophets. Like them they will come to a sad end.
CHAPTER 52
AL-ŢÜR
(Revealed before Hijra)

Title, Date of Revelation, and Context

This Sūra, like its two predecessors, was revealed at Mecca in the early period of the Call. Noldeke places it after Chapter 51, while according to Muir it was revealed somewhat later. The contents of the Sūra show that it was revealed at a time when opposition to Islam had become severe and persistent, and even plots had begun to be hatched against the life of the Holy Prophet. The Sūra has 50 verses and takes its title from its second verse.

In the preceding Sūra attention was drawn to the great spiritual revolution which was to be brought about by the Qurʾān. It was in the fitness of things and quite in accordance with the laws of nature (the Sūra stated) that because men had become corrupt and had forsaken God, a new Revelation should have come, like rain that descends upon dry land at the proper time and quickens it into a new life. The Sūra had ended on the note that like former Prophets the Holy Prophet will meet with severe opposition, but the cause of Truth will triumph and disbelievers will be punished. The present Sūra refers also to the Biblical prophecies about the Holy Prophet and warns disbelievers that if they persisted in their opposition they will be seized with Divine punishment.

Summary

The Sūra opens with a direct and emphatic reference to the prophecies about the Qurʾān and the Holy Prophet in the Bible, and states that the Bible, the Qurʾān and the Kaʿba all bear evidence to the truth of Islam and the Holy Prophet, and proceeds to warn disbelievers that opposition to truth is never productive of good results and that their power would be broken and disgrace and humiliation would be their lot. But those righteous servants of God who accept the Divine Teaching and mould their lives in accordance with it would receive Divine favours. Not only they but also those of their children who followed in their footsteps and led righteous lives would be made to join with them in the Abode of Eternity.

Next, the Sūra says that the Holy Prophet is neither a soothsayer, nor a madman or a poet but a true Messenger of God, because the great moral and spiritual revolution brought about by him could not be the work of a madman or a poet; nor could the great Divine Book—the Qurʾān—that has been revealed to him, be the work of a forger of lies or a fabricator. The Qurʾān has been revealed by the Great Creator of the heavens and the earth. The Prophet seeks no reward from them nor would their plans against him succeed because he is under God’s protection. On the contrary, Divine punishment would overtake disbelievers and the time of their chastisement is fast approaching.

2494
1. In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful. a
2. By the Mount b
3. And by the Book inscribed
4. On parchment unfolded
5. And by the Frequented House

a See 1 : 1. b 95 : 3.

3929. Commentary:
See 1 : 1

3930. Commentary:
The particle وَالْجِبَلَ may mean: “I swear;” “I cite as witness;” etc. For the philosophy, importance and significance of oaths, see 37:2; 51:2 & 91:2.

3931. Commentary:
The expression “a Book inscribed,” may refer to both the Qur’ān and the Book of Moses, preferably to the former.

3932. Important Words:
الرق (parchment) is substantive noun from رق (raqqa) which means, it was or became thin, delicate in texture. رق means, fine parchment; white or fine piece of paper or skin, used for the purpose of writing on it (Lane).

Commentary:
The words “parchment unfolded,” qualify the expression, “the Book inscribed,” which stands for the Qur’ān or the Book of Moses.

3933. Important Words:
المعمور (Frequented) is derived from عمر بالمكان. They say عمر بالمكان i.e. he stayed in the house or he occupied, tenanted or inhabited it. عمر المكان means, he kept the building in a good state. عمر المكان means, he visited the place. دور ممور means, an inhabited or a visited or frequented house. عمر ربه (‘ammara) means, he worshipped his Creator (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:
The words “the Frequented House,” may refer to the Tabernacle that Moses had constructed in the wilderness where the Israelites worshipped, or to the Temple at Jerusalem, or to any sacred house of worship. But preferably it refers to the Ka’ba which is described in the Qur’ān also as “a Resort” (2:126); “the Sacred House” (5:3); “the Sacred Mosque” (17:2); “the Ancient House” (22:30); and “the Town of Security” (95:4); etc.
6. And by the Elevated Roof; 3934

7. And by the Swollen Seaa; 3935

3934. Commentary:

'The Elevated Roof' may also refer to the Tabernacle which Moses set up in the wilderness in the form of a canopy under which the Israelites worshipped. Or it may refer to the Ka'ba or to the sky or heaven, the last reference being more appropriate and relevant.

3935. Important Words:

مسجور (swollen) is derived from سجر، سجر الماء النهر i.e., the water filled the stream. سجر التنور (sajjara) means, he filled the oven with firewood and heated it. سجر الماء means, he made the water to flow forth whithersoever it would. مسجور means, filled; kindled; still or quiet, or still and full at the same time; empty (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

It is characteristic of the Qur'an that when it has to make a firm declaration and impart emphasis and certainty to that declaration it swears by, or cites as witnesses, certain beings or objects or natural laws or phenomena. In the first few verses the Sūra swears by certain things intimately connected with Moses—the counterpart of the Holy Prophet. It was on the Tūr that the revelation was vouchsafed to Moses which embodied his Law and the prophecies which spoke of the appearance of a great Divine Prophet from among the brethren of the Israelites. That Prophet was to be the like of Moses and was to shine forth from mount Paran and to come with ten thousand saints, holding in his right hand a fiery law (Deut. 18: 18 & 33: 2). Evidently, the Holy Prophet was the Divine Messenger spoken of in the prophecy. His advent is likened in the Qur'an to the advent of Moses (73: 16). He shined forth from mount Paran, holding the Qur'an in his right hand and entered Mecca at the head of ten thousand saintly warriors. The Sūra then cites, as evidence, the "Inscribed Book" which is the Bible or the Qur'an, preferably the latter, and which stands as a standing and incontrovertible testimony to the truth of the claims of the Holy Prophet. "The Frequented House"—the Ka'ba,—more than anything else, shows that the religion of which it forms the citadel and the centre is God's final Dispensation. The site where the Ka'ba stands was a dry barren waste where no sign of human or animal life was visible. Here, long centuries ago, a holy man of God—the Patriarch Abraham, aided and assisted by his son, Ishmael, while raising its foundations, had prayed that the place may become a haven of safety and security and may constitute the centre from where God's Unity and Oneness may be proclaimed and preached. It was "this barren waste that didst not bear and didst not travail with child" which gave birth to the Greatest Son of man, as was spoken of old (Isa. 54: 1). Here it was (as was foretold) that "the glory of God rose and shone; the multitudes of camels came, the dromedaries of Midian and Ephah, all came from Sheba and brought gold and incense and shewed forth the praises of the Lord" (Isa. 60: 1-6).

The reference in the words "the Elevated Roof," being to heaven, the verse (v. 6) signifies
8. The punishment of thy Lord shall certainly come to pass;\textsuperscript{a51 : 6}

9. There is none that can avert it.

10. On the day when the heaven will be in a state of terrific commotion,\textsuperscript{b18 : 48; 78 : 21; 81 : 4} the disbelievers will not be able to avert it.

11. And the mountains will move fast,\textsuperscript{b3938} and the disbelievers will not be able to avert it.

12. Then woe that day to those who reject the truth.

13. Who indulge in idle talk for pastime.

that the disbelievers are so unwise as not to see this simple fact that whereas the Prophet continuously receives Divine help and his cause progresses and prospers, failure dogs their footsteps and all their designs and plans against the Prophet prove abortive. In the words “the Swollen Sea,” the reference may be to the Mediterranean Sea where Pharaoh and his mighty hosts were drowned while pursuing the Israelites or they may refer to the battlefield of Badr where all the great leaders of the Quraish were killed, as it was known as the Sea (Nīḥāyah). The words may also apply to the Qur’ān which like a fathomless sea of spiritual knowledge continues to throw out treasures of Divine knowledge. “Why do not the disbelievers,” the verse purports to say, “take a lesson from these patent facts and realize that opposition to God’s Messengers does not pay and will end in their ruin?”

\textsuperscript{3936}. Commentary:

All the facts mentioned in the preceding six verses show that if disbelievers do not give up their evil ways and opposition to the Holy Prophet, Divine punishment would descend upon them and would break them to pieces. “The punishment of thy Lord,” may also refer to the punishment of the Day of Resurrection.

\textsuperscript{3937}. Commentary:

The verse may signify that on that day all the heavenly forces will operate in favour of the Holy Prophet. So did it happen on the Day of Badr.

\textsuperscript{3938}. Commentary:

The verse means that on the day of retribution the leaders of disbelievers will meet with a terrible end. They will be blown away like chaff before the wind. Or it may signify that the Iranian and Byzantine Empires will be broken and shattered. This and the preceding verse make a subtle allusion to the new order of things before which the old decrepit and decayed systems would be swept away. These verses may also apply to the Day of Judgment.
14. The day when they shall be thrust into the fire of Hell with a violent thrust.\textsuperscript{a}3939

15. "This is the Fire which you treated as a lie.\textsuperscript{b}

16. "Is this then magic, or do you still not see?\textsuperscript{c}3940

17. "Burn ye therein; and whether you show patience or you show it not, it will be the same for you.\textsuperscript{e} You are required only for what you used to do."\textsuperscript{d}3941

18. "Verily, the righteous will surely be in Gardens and in Bliss.\textsuperscript{d}

19. Enjoying what their Lord has bestowed on them; and their Lord will save them from the torment of the Fire.

\textsuperscript{a}18 : 54; 21 : 40; 38 : 86. \textsuperscript{b}51 : 15; 55 : 44. \textsuperscript{c}14 : 22; 41 : 25.

3939. \textbf{Commentary}:

The dead bodies of leaders of the Quraish who were killed in the Battle of Badr were thrown into a pit and the Holy Prophet went up to its edge and, addressing the dead bodies, is reported to have said "Did you find the promise of punishment of your Lord true. What God had promised me has been fulfilled" (Bukhārī & Ṭabrī). The verse is equally applicable to the punishment which will be meted out to disbelievers on the Resurrection Day.

3940. \textbf{Commentary}:

When disbelievers will be confronted with the consequences of their evil deeds on the Day of Reckoning, they will be asked if they had realized that what God’s Messengers had told them was not a fake or forgery, or whether they still did not see the utter futility and falsity of their beliefs and doctrines. The verse may also refer to the day of reckoning for disbelievers in this life.

3941. \textbf{Commentary}:

The verse depicts the disbelievers’ condition after their guilt will be fully established and the time for repentance will have passed.

3942. \textbf{Commentary}:

The present and the following verses recount some of the Divine favours and blessings that are bestowed on the righteous. These may also be taken as embodying a prophecy which was literally fulfilled when the dwellers of the barren and sandy deserts of Arabia conquered the great Iranian and Byzantine Empires.
20. And will say to them, 'Eat and drink in happiness because of what you used to do.

21. "Reclining on couches arranged in rows.' a And We shall consort them with fair maidens having wide, beautiful eyes.\(^{3943}\)

3943. Important Words:

زوج (We shall consort). زوج (zawwaj) means, he paired or coupled a thing with a thing; united it as its fellow or like. يزوجم ذكران و أناثاً means, He mixes them males and females; He makes them pairs, males or females; He makes them in different sorts or sexes (42 : 51). اذا النفس زوجت means, when the souls shall be united or when people are brought together. زوج (plural) means, any sort of thing; sort or species; a woman's husband or a man's wife; mate, consort, comrade; class. أزواج means, species; classes or groups; mates; pairs; etc. (Lane, Aqrab, Tāj & Mufradāt). أشترى الذين ظلوا و أزواجهم means, assemble those who acted wrongly along with their companions (37 : 23).

حور is the plural of both حوراء and حوراء which are derived from حاه (i.e., he washed the cloth and made it white. حور) means, a man whose eyes are characterized by the quality termed حور (hawarun) i.e., intense whiteness of the white of the eye and intense blackness of the black thereof, with intense whiteness or fairness of the rest of the person. حور (fem. حوراء) also means, pure or clear intellect. حور is said of a person whose affairs are not clean (Lane, Mufradāt & Tāj).

عين is the plural of both عين (a'yan) and عيناء which are derived from عين (ayina) which means, he had wide black eyes. عين and عيناء respectively mean, man and woman having black, wide and large eyes. عيناء also means, a good or beautiful saying or word (Lane, Mufradāt & Tāj).

Commentary:

Description of the rewards and punishments of Heaven and Hell as given in some Quranic Sūrās, particularly in Al-Raḥmān, Al-Wāqiah and in the present Sūra call for an explanatory note. The following points may be borne in mind for an appreciation of life after death:

1. According to the Qur'ān, God's handiwork as manifested in the creation of the universe, and in that of man placed at its centre, shows that man's life on earth has a purpose higher and nobler and beyond mere eating and drinking or leading a more or less circumscribed existence (23 : 115—116).

2. There is a life after death and that life is the continuation of the life which man leads in this world. One's heaven or hell begins from this very world; death only opening up vast and unknown vistas of ever-expanding spiritual progress.

3. As soon as the human soul leaves this tabernacle of clay, it is given a new body, because the soul can make no progress or enjoy no bliss or feel no pain without a body. Its development and progress depend upon its permanent
connection with a body. The new body is as fine and delicate as the soul was in this world. In fact, it is the very soul in a new transformation which after having passed through certain experiences develops a new soul which possesses far higher and finer and more delicate faculties and perception than the soul from which it emanates. To this new soul the old soul serves as a body and man is able to perceive things through his new senses which he could perceive formerly only through the soul, and is able to partake of the pains and pleasures of the next world—the present body of clay being quite unfit for the new experience. That is why the Qur‘ān says, ‘And no soul knows what joy of the eyes is kept hidden for them, as a reward for their good works’ (32 : 18). And the Holy Prophet explained this Qur‘anic verse in a well-known saying, viz., ‘No eye has seen the blessings of Paradise, nor has any ear heard of them nor can human mind conceive of them’ (Bukhārī, kitāb bad‘al-khalq).

4. Life after death is only an image and manifestation of the present life and the rewards and punishments of the next world would be only embodiments and images of the actions done in this life. Heaven and Hell are not new material worlds which come from outside. It is true that they shall be visible and palpable, call them material, if you please, but they are only embodiments of the spiritual facts of this life. The spiritual torture of this world has been represented in the Qur‘ān as a physical punishment in the next. The chains to be put round the necks of disbelievers, for instance, represent the desires of this world which keep a man’s head bent upon the earth, and it is these desires that shall assume the shape of chains. Similarly, the entanglements of this world shall be seen as fetters on the feet in the next. The heart-burning of this world shall likewise be clearly seen as flames of burning fire, and the love which a believer feels for his Lord and Creator will appear embodied as wine in the life to come, etc. Thus there will be gardens, streams, milk, honey, flesh of birds, wine, fruits, thrones, companions and many other things in Paradise; but they will not be the things of this world but the embodiments of spiritual facts of the life of this world.

5. There will be no sin, levity, or vain talk in Paradise, no pleasures of the flesh as we understand them, but all-pervading peace and pleasure of God (56 : 26-27). In view of this Qur‘anic conception of Paradise, it is the height of ignorance or blind prejudice to suggest that the Qur‘ān promises a sensuous Paradise to its followers.

Moreover, the words عين حور and زوجنا as explained under Important Words above, present no difficulty and, in view of these explanations, the verse may mean that in Paradise the righteous servants of God will be made to live with pure and clean companions whose faces will be shining with radiant spiritual beauty; or they will have as companions fair maidens i.e., their wives.

Besides, the promise, made to the righteous in this and the following verses, was literally fulfilled when the Muslims conquered vast territories of the Byzantine and Iranian Empires, and all these things fell into their hands and thus the promise constituted an incontrovertible testimony to the fact that the promise about the next life is also true.
22. And those who believe and whose children follow them in faith—
with them shall We join their children. And We will not diminish anything from the reward of their works. Every man stands pledged for what he has earned.

23. And We shall bestow upon them every kind of fruit and meat such as they will wish for.

24. There they will pass from one to another a cup wherein is neither lewity nor sin.

25. And there will wait upon them youths of their own, pure as though they were pearls well-preserved.

---

3944. **Important Words:**

ذريه (children) is derived from ذر. They say ذر اباده في الأرض, i.e., God spread His servants upon the earth. ذريه (plural) means, children or offspring of a man, male or female; little ones or young ones; descendants; progenitors or ancestors, women (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

This verse further explains its predecessor. Whereas in the former verse it was stated that the righteous will be made to live with their pure, beautiful wives, this verse explains that their offspring will also be united with them, thus making their joy complete.

The words “Every man stands pledged for what he has earned,” remove one possible misunderstanding, viz., that the mere fact of being related to a righteous man would do the believer no good. It is his own good works that will earn him his place in Paradise. The verse clearly speaks of man’s responsibility for his actions.

3945. **Important Words:**

يتازعون (will pass from one to another) is derived from نازع. They say نازع فلا تنازعوا, i.e., he shook hands with such a one. نازع الكأس means, he took the cup. تنازعوا الكأس means, they took the cup from one another’s hand (Aqrab).

3946. **Commentary:**

غلام (youths) is plural of غلام which means, youth; servant; son, etc. (Lane & Aqrab). The word has also been used in the Qur’an synonymously with ولد in the sense of ‘son’ (3: 41; 15: 54; 19: 8; 37: 102; 51: 29). Elsewhere in the Qur’an (76: 20) the word ولدان (sons) has been substituted for غلام which shows that the youths who will move about in
26. And they will turn one to another, asking each other questions.

27. They will say, 'Before this, when we were among our family, we were very much afraid of God's displeasure.'

28. 'But Allah has been gracious unto us and has saved us from the torment of the burning blast.'

R. 2

29. 'We used to pray to Him before. Surely, He is the Beneficent, the Merciful.'

30. Admonish then. By the grace of thy Lord, thou art neither a soothsayer, nor a madman.

31. Do they say, 'He is a poet;' we are waiting for some calamity which time will bring upon him?'

the company of the righteous in Paradise will be their own sons. The verse may also refer to the Divine promise of great wealth and power coming into the possession of the poor Muslims, and to the hosts of servants who were to wait upon them.

3947. Commentary:

Besides the meaning given in the text the verse may also signify: 'Being surrounded by enemies, their threats would sometimes frighten and terrify us. But now we enjoy perfect peace and security.'

3948. Commentary:

In the foregoing verses prophecies in former revealed Scriptures, particularly in the Book of Moses, were advanced as arguments to support and substantiate the truth of the Qur'an being the revealed Word of God. Those prophecies spoke of the appearance of a Prophet in the wilderness of Mecca and having a "fiery Law" in his right hand (Deut. 33:2). In the present and the following several verses, however, the testimony of reason, common sense and human conscience has been adduced as proof to serve the same purpose.

3949. Important Words:

ربم (calamity) is inf. noun from رم . They say رمNie, i.e., it or he occasioned in me disquiet or agitation of mind; he made me to doubt; he did with me what I disliked or hated. رام means, doubt; disquietude or uneasiness of mind; doubt combined with evil opinion; calamity; misery (Lane & Aqrab).

المنون (time) is derived from من (manna). They say من نن , i.e., he weakened the man and took away his strength; من نن means, he cut off the rope. من نن means, the thing diminished. من نن means, he tired out or jaded the she-camel. من نن means, death; time; destiny or fate. رام الزمان or رام المنون
32. Say, “Await ye then. I too am with you among those who are waiting.” 3950

33. Do their intellect and reason enjoin this upon them or are they a rebellious people? 3951

or ريب الدهر means, the calamities or vicissitudes of time (Lane).

تريص (we are waiting for) is derived from ريص. They say ريص يه i.e. he waited for good or evil, particularly the latter, to befall him. تريص يه الام means, he expected or waited for the event to befall him (Lane & Aqrab). An Arab poet says:

تريص بها ريب الامون لعلها تطلق بوما او بموت حيالها

i.e., wait thou for the vicissitudes of time to befall her; perhaps she might be divorced some day or her husband might die (Lane).

Commentary:

The Holy Prophet’s enemies accused him of being a soothsayer, a poet and even a madman. The verse implies the refutation of all these foolish charges. The Prophet is not a poet (the verse purports to say) because poets have no fixed ideal or programme in life. They only indulge in day-dreaming, and as it were, “wander about distractedly in every valley” (26:226), but the Holy Prophet has before him a great and noble aim—the regeneration of a corrupt and degenerate society. He is neither a soothsayer, because soothsayers dabble in occult sciences and make mere conjectures and guesses. They try to hoodwink simple-minded people by clever contrivances but the Holy Prophet is universally known to be an honest and sincere man. Nor is he a madman because madmen are not known to have brought about the great and wonderful revolution that he has, among his completely demoralized, degenerate and degraded people.

3950. Commentary:

The verse purports to say that disbelievers call the Holy Prophet a poet, who indulges in building castles in the air about his great future, a soothsayer who plays upon the credulity of simple-minded folk, a raving maniac and, as such, naturally they expect that sooner or later he will come to a sad end. The Prophet is enjoined to tell them that they will have to wait till Doomsday for the realization of their futile expectations. Time alone will decide the issue between them.

3951. Commentary:

The words of the verse seem to have been spoken ironically. Even after seeing that the Holy Prophet has given a Teaching which has brought about such a wonderful revolution among his people and that his mission is meeting with rapid and progressive success, does the disbelievers’ intellect lead them to the conclusion that he is a poet, a soothsayer or a madman? Is it their reason that has misled them or have they thrown all restraint and moderation to the winds, and in rejecting the Divine Message have transgressed all legitimate bounds?
34. "Do they say, 'He has fabricated it?' Nay, but they would not believe.\textsuperscript{3952}

35. Let them, then, bring forth a discourse like this, if they speak the truth.\textsuperscript{3953}

36. Have they been created for nothing, or are they themselves the creators?\textsuperscript{3954}

37. Did they create the heavens and the earth? Nay, but they have no faith.

38. Do they own the treasures of thy Lord, or are they the guardians thereof?\textsuperscript{3955}

\textsuperscript{3952} Important Words:

تقول (he has forged) is derived from قال i.e., he said. تقول على means, he lied against me; he attributed to me a thing which I did not say (Lane & Aqrab).

\textsuperscript{3953} Commentary:

The verse refutes the disbelievers' allegation of forgery against the Holy Prophet. If the Prophet (the verse seems to hold out a challenge to them) receives no revelations from God and the Qur'\textsuperscript{a}n is his own fabrication, then let them produce a book like it which should possess such a simple and beautiful style and inapproachably exquisite diction as the Qur'\textsuperscript{a}n, and should thoroughly and effectively deal with all the complex and difficult moral and spiritual human problems, and should satisfy the multitudinous and multifarious needs of man, and should exert such powerful influence on the lives of its followers, and, above all, should be the repository of all eternal truths and imperishable teachings. The disbelievers are further challenged to produce a book like the Qur'\textsuperscript{a}n with their combined and concerted effort, calling in "all the men and jinn" to help and assist them. The Qur'\textsuperscript{a}n emphatically asserts that they will not be able to produce such a book because the Qur'\textsuperscript{a}n is God's own revealed Word. See also 2: 24; 14: 25 and 17: 89.

\textsuperscript{3954} Commentary:

"Do they think," the verse appears to tell disbelievers, "that they have been created without a cause or purpose, or that they are their own creators." If that is not the case and God is their Creator, and their creation serves a noble and sublime purpose, and the Qur'\textsuperscript{a}n has been revealed to help them to attain that noble object, then why do they not accept it?"

\textsuperscript{3955} Commentary:

God has been Gracious and Merciful to men, in that He has sent the Holy Prophet and has revealed the Qur'\textsuperscript{a}n to him that they may understand the object of their life and, by following him, may attain it and establish a true and real connection with God. But they refuse to escape
39. Have they a ladder by means of which they can ascend into heaven and overhear? Then let their listener bring a manifest authority.\(^{3956}\)

40. \(^{a}\) Has He daughters and for you are sons?\(^{3957}\)

41. \(^{b}\) Dost thou ask a reward from them, so that they are weighed down with a load of debt?\(^{3958}\)

42. Do they possess knowledge of the unseen, so that they write it down?

43. Do they intend a plot? But it is those who disbelieve that will be the victims of their plot.\(^{3959}\)

\(^{a6}\) : 101; \(^{b23}\) : 73; \(^{c68}\) : 48. \(^{d86}\) : 16-17.

him, thinking him to be too low to be entitled to demand and command their allegiance. The verse answers this objection of disbelievers by telling them that God in His infallible wisdom has chosen the Prophet to be humanity's infallible Guide and Teacher. How can they dare arrogate to themselves the right and role of being the distributors or guardians of the treasures of God's mercy.

\(^{3956}\) \textbf{Commentary}:

In these verses (vv. 30—44) untenability and futility of their position in rejecting the Holy Prophet has been brought home to disbelievers. The present verse further tells them that if they claim to have access to the secrets of the heavens, then let them produce authority for the allegation that the Holy Prophet is not the appointed Messenger of God.

\(^{3957}\) \textbf{Commentary}:

It is repugnant (says the verse) to God's Unity, that He should be attributed with having even a son, and yet the disbelievers have the hardihood to assign to Him daughters whose birth is considered by them a mark of humiliation and disgrace.

\(^{3958}\) \textbf{Commentary}:

The verse seems to appeal to the good sense of disbelievers and purports to say to them that when, out of a sincere solicitude for their moral and spiritual well-being, the Prophet calls them to the ways of righteousness and asks for no reward for his labours, then why do they not accept him? On the contrary, they oppose and persecute him.

\(^{3959}\) \textbf{Important Words}:

\(\text{کِدیٰ (a plot)}\) is inf. noun from \(\text{کِدیٰ, i.e., he contrived, devised or plotted a thing whether right or wrong. They say \text{کِدیٰ i.e., he deceived him, beguiled or circumvented him; he taught him how to deceive or cheat; he fought him. کِدیٰ means, deceit, cunning, stratagem; war (Lane & Aqrab).}

\textbf{Commentary}:

The verse means that disbelievers are hatching plots against Islam but their plots will recoil on their own heads. The word \(\text{کِدیٰ meaning war, as it has been used in the Qur'an about the Battle of Badr, the reference}
44. Have they a god other than Allah? Exalted is Allah above all that which they associate with Him.  

45. "And if they should see a piece of the sky falling down, they would say, Just clouds piled up."  

46. So leave them until they meet that day of theirs, on which they will be overtaken by a thunderbolt.  

47. The day when their plotting will not avail them aught, nor shall they be helped.

in the verse may be particularly to that battle (8:19). According to some Commentators of the Qur'an, the next three verses also refer to it.

3960. Commentary:

In the preceding verse disbelievers were warned that they themselves would fall victims to the plots they were hatching against Islam. In this verse they are told that when the day of decision arrives, their false gods would not be able to render them any help, nor would they be able to help themselves, that idolatry would disappear from Arabia and the country would resound with Divine alleluias.

3961. Commentary:

In the two previous verses disbelievers were warned that Divine punishment was about to overtake them. But such is their state of utter heedlessness and false sense of security (says the verse) that they do not benefit by the timely Divine warning, so that even if they see a piece of the sky actually falling upon them, they would deceive themselves by considering it as a piece of God's mercy in the form of ' piled-up clouds.' The disbelievers go so far as to challenge the Prophet to "cause a portion of the sky to fall upon us if thou art truthful" (26:188).

3962. Commentary:

The words 'that day of theirs' have been taken to refer to the Day of Badr. On that day a well-equipped Quraish army received a crushing defeat at the hands of a small, ill-armed and ill-equipped band of Muslims. The defeat came as a veritable bolt from the blue for the Quraish. The verse may equally refer to the day of the fall of Mecca when the Quraish were completely unnerved at seeing the Muslim army of ten thousand strong at the very gates of the city.
48. "And verily, for those who do wrong there is a punishment besides that. But most of them know not." 3963

49. So wait patiently for the judgment of thy Lord; for assuredly thou art before Our eyes; and glorify thy Lord with His praise when thou risest up from sleep. 3964

50. "And for part of the night also do thou glorify Him and at the setting of the stars.

---

3963. Important Words:

- دون (besides) among other things means; before and behind in respect of place or time; at, near, nearby; with or present with; other than, beside or besides (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

If يوم (day) in the preceding verse be taken to refer to the Day of Badr, the expression دون ذاك would signify the Divine punishment that overtook the Meccan disbelievers in the form of the destructive "seven year famine," etc. But if يوم may refer to the Day of Judgment, the expression would mean the punishments that come upon disbelievers in this life.

3964. Commentary:

'The judgment of thy Lord' may signify the punishment that was soon to overtake disbelievers, and the words "thou art before Our eyes" mean that the Holy Prophet was under Divine protection and plotting of the enemies could do him no harm. The reference is to the promise of protection given to him in the words: "And Allah will protect thee from men" (5:68).
CHAPTER 53

AL-NAJM

(Revealed before Hijra)

Date of Revelation and Context

The Sūra takes its title from the very first word of its text. It is a Meccan Sūra, having been revealed, according to overwhelming scholarly opinion, in the 5th year of the Call, shortly after the first emigration to Abyssinia which took place in the month of Rajab of that year.

Whereas the preceding Sūra had ended on the injunction contained in the verse: “And for part of the night also do thou glorify Him and at the setting of the stars,” the present Sūra opens with the words, “By the star when it falls.” Moreover, in the preceding Sūra the truth of the Quranic revelation and of the Divine claim of the Holy Prophet was sought to be established by a fleeting reference to Biblical prophecies and natural phenomena. In the Sūra under comment the same subject has been dealt with in a very exquisite and forceful style. It is stated that the Holy Prophet was not only a true Messenger of God but Prophet par excellence, and that he was commissioned by God as humanity’s last and infallible guide and preceptor.

Summary of the Subject-Matter

The Sūra opens with citing the falling of (for an explanation of this word see under v. 2) as an evidence in support of the Divine claim of the Holy Prophet, and proceeds to say: “Your companion has neither erred, nor has he gone astray,” because, “The Lord of mighty powers has taught him, the One Possessor of strength.” The Prophet, having been initiated into Divine mysteries, and having drunk deep at the fountain of Divine Grace and Knowledge, and of the Realization of God, attained to the highest peak of spiritual eminence to which a human being can conceivably rise. Then he became filled to the fullest extent with the milk of human kindness and sympathy, and, having been thus spiritually equipped, was appointed to preach Divine Unity to a world given to the worship of gods made of wood and stone and creations of man’s own imagination. The Sūra continues to give very strong, solid and sound arguments from human reason and history, and from the insignificant beginnings of man, in support of the doctrine of the Oneness of God; and condemns idolatry in forceful terms. This foolish doctrine, the Sūra declares, is born of lack of true knowledge and rests on baseless conjecture which “avails naught against truth.” Next, it says that idolaters should have learned from the life-stories of Abraham, Moses and other Prophets that idolatrous beliefs and practices have always landed mankind into moral and spiritual ruin, and that every man will have to bear his own cross and render account of his actions to God Who is the final goal of all. and Who gives life and causes death, and brings man to life after he is dead and reduced to particles of earth.

The Sūra closes on a note of warning to unbelievers that if they persisted in rejection of the Divine Message, they would meet with a sad fate as did the people of Noah and ‘Ād and Thamūd and that destruction of falsehood was inevitable and nothing could avert or avoid it.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful."

2. By the star when it falls;

3. Your companion has neither erred, nor has he gone astray.

---

3965. **Commentary:**

See 1:1.

3966. **Important Words:**

**النجم (the star).** The word has been variously interpreted. Generally it means, star or a stemless plant, but when used as a proper noun it signifies “the Pleiades.” It is taken by some scholars to signify the gradual revelation of the Qur’an in pieces, and by some other authorities to refer to the Holy Prophet himself. Its plural **الَّنَجُوم** also means, chiefs of a people, or small States or Principalities (Lane, Aqrab, Kashshaf, Tāj & Gharā’ib al-Qur’ān).

**هوَي (falls).** They say **هوَي الشَّمْشِي** i.e., the thing fell from a high to a low place; it rose and ascended. It is said that **الهوَي** (al-hawiyy) is used for going up and **الهوَي** (al-huwiyy) for coming down (Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

In view of different meanings of the word **النجم** given under Important Words, the verse may refer (1) to a well-known saying of the Holy Prophet to the effect that when spiritual darkness will spread over the earth and there will be nothing of Islam but its name and of the Qur’an but its letters and faith will go up to heavens, a man of the Persian descent, will bring it back to earth (Tirmidhī & Bukhārī). Or (2) it may signify that the Qur’anic revelation bears witness to its own truth. Or (3) it may mean that the tender plant of Islam, which now seems to be going down before the strong and adverse winds of opposition that are fiercely blowing against it, would very shortly rise and develop into a mighty tree under whose cool shade great nations would take shelter. Or (4) the verse may mean that as the Arabs are used to determine the course and direction of, and are guided in, their travels by the movements of the stars in the sandy waste of Arabia (16:17), so they would now be led to the goal and end of their spiritual journey by the star, *par excellence*, *i.e.*, the Holy Prophet. (5) The verse may also embody a prophecy about the fall of the ramshackle State of Arabia, a prophecy much more explicitly stated in the verse, “The Hour has drawn nigh and the moon is rent asunder” (54:2).

3967. **Commentary:**

The verse signifies that the ideals and principles presented by the Holy Prophet are not wrong (ما ضل), nor has the Prophet in the least deviated from those principles (ما غرر). Thus, both as regards his great ideals, and the way he lives up to them, he is a sure and safe guide. The argument is reinforced in the next few verses.
4. Nor does he speak out of his own desire. 3968

5. It is nothing but pure revelation, revealed by God. 3969

6. The Lord of Mighty Powers has taught him. 3970

7. The One Possessor of Strength. So He manifested His ascendance over everything, 3971

The words "your companion" seem to imply a subtle rebuke to the Meccan disbelievers, telling them in effect that the Holy Prophet has lived among them a whole life-time and they had always looked upon him as a paragon of honesty, integrity and truthfulness but now they dare impute to him such a heinous sin as forging lies against God (10:17). How inconsistent is their attitude?

3968. Commentary:

See next verse.

3969. Commentary:

Whereas the present verse speaks of the Divine source of the Holy Prophet's revelation, the two preceding verses allude to the hallucinations of a deranged mind and to the ideas that proceed from one's own desires and the promptings of the Evil Spirit.

The word هو in the verse relates to the Qur'an.

3970. Important Words:

القوى (powers) is the plural of قوة which is inf. noun from قوى i.e., he became strong; vigorous, robust or sturdy. قوة means, strength, power, potency, might or force (cont. of ضعف) in body and also in intellect (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The verse signifies that the Qur'an is a mighty and powerful Revelation before which all former revealed Scriptures pale into insignificance.

3971. Important Words:

مرة (strength) is derived from i.e., he went or went away. أسر يمر he twisted the rope tightly. استمر ملتهه means, his resolution or determination became firm or strong. استمر بالشيئي means, he became strong enough to bear the thing. مرة means, strength; strength of make; strength of intellect; sound judgment and firmness. They say هو رجل ذو مرة i.e., he is a strong man or he is possessed of strong intellect and sound judgment and firmness (Lane & Aqrab).

استوى (gained ascendance over everything) is derived from سوي. They say سوي الرجل i.e., the affair of the man became right or straight. استوى means, he became full-grown and mature in body and intellect or he attained the completion of his make and intellect.

استوى على ظهر دابة means, he was or became firm or became firmly seated or settled himself on the back of his beast. استوى على الشئي also means, he gained or had the mastery or complete ascendancy over the thing. استوى العالم means, the food became thoroughly cooked (Lane & Aqrab). See also 2:30 & 19:11.
8. And He revealed His Word when he was on the uppermost horizon, \(^{3972}\)

9. Then he drew nearer to God; then he came down to mankind, \(^{3973}\)

10. So that he became, as it were, one chord to two bows or closer still. \(^{3974}\)

**Commentary:**

The expression ذو سرّة, besides the meaning given under Important Words above, signifies: One Whose powers perpetually manifest themselves. The word مسئي besides the meaning given in the text may also apply to the Holy Prophet, signifying that the Prophet’s physical and intellectual powers have attained their fullest vigour and maturity. For a collective note on this and the next two verses see v. 10.

**3972. Commentary:**

The verse purports to say that the Holy Prophet had attained to the highest point in his spiritual ascension when God revealed Himself to him in full Glory and Majesty. Or “the Prophet’s being on the uppermost horizon” may signify that the light of Islam was set on a very high place from where it could illumine the whole world.

The word هو may also refer to God. See also verse 10.

**3973. Important Words:**

- دل (came down) is derived from لد. They say لد الدلو i.e., he sent down the bucket in the well; he pulled up or out the bucket from the well. دل رجله من السرير (dalla) means, he let down his legs from the couch. دل البشرى means, he made or brought or drew the thing near to another thing. دل means, it was let down, he or it lowered or came down; he was or became lowly, humble or submissive; he drew near or approached or increased in nearness. (Lane, Aqrab & Lisān).

**Commentary:**

The verse means that the Holy Prophet attained the utmost nearness to God. See next verse.

**3974. Important Words:**

- قاب (chord) substantive noun from قب which means, he was or became near or he approached. قاب means, the portion of a bow that is between the part that is grasped by the hand and the curved extremity; or from one extremity of the bow to the other; measure or space. The Arabs say بينهما قاب قوس i.e., between them two is the measure of a bow, which means that there is a very close relationship between them. The Arabic proverb رميا عن قوس واحد i.e., they shot at us from one bow, means, they were unanimous against us. The word thus denotes complete agreement (Lane, Lisān & Zamakhshari).

**Commentary:**

Whatever may be the significance of the word قاب, the expression بينهما قاب قوس indicates very close union between two persons. In this sense of the expression the verse purports to say that the Holy Prophet continued to scale the
11. Then He revealed to His servant that which He revealed. 3975

12. The heart of the Prophet was not untrue to that which he saw.

13. Will you then dispute with him about what he saw? 3976

heights of spiritual ascension and to approach near God till all distance between them disappeared and the Prophet became, as it were, "one chord to two bows." The verse reminds of an ancient Arab custom according to which when two persons pledged themselves to firm friendship they would join their bows in such a way that they appeared as one and then they would shoot an arrow from that combined bow; thus indicating that they had become, as it were, one person, and that an attack on one was an attack on the other. If the word تؤم كن كن تأم كن تؤم be taken to apply to God, the verse would mean that the Holy Prophet went up to God and God came down to him till they both became, as it were, united into one person.

The expression وكان كتاب قوسيّ, possesses yet another very beautiful and subtle significance, viz., that while on the one hand the Holy Prophet became so completely merged in his Lord and Creator that he became, as it were, His image (إيّاك نذري أو شهد سراً صورته ربٌّ جمِّ), on the other he came down to mankind and became so full of love, sympathy and solicitude that Divinity and Humanity became united in him, and in the Quranic words he became the central point of the chord of the two bows of Divinity and Humanity.

The words أَوْ أَذْنَى signify that the relationship between the Holy Prophet and God became closer and more intimate than could be conceived.

Verses 8—18 describe the Spiritual Ascension (معراج) of the Holy Prophet, when he was spiritually transported to heavens and was vouchsafed the view of a spiritual manifestation of God, and ascended spiritually very close to his Maker. The Mi'raj was, in fact, a double spiritual experience, comprising the spiritual ascent of the Holy Prophet, and the descent towards him of God's manifestation.

The Mi'raj (Spiritual Ascension) has become confused in popular mind with Isrā' (أَسْرَا) or Spiritual Night Journey of the Prophet to Jerusalem, from which it is quite distinct and separate. The Isrā' took place in the eleventh or twelfth year of the Call (Zurqānī) while the Holy Prophet had the experience of the Mi'raj or Spiritual Ascension to Heavens in its 5th year, shortly after the first emigration to Abyssinia, six or seven years earlier. A careful and minute study of the details of these two incidents mentioned in the Hadith also supports this view. For a detailed exposition of the two incidents,—the Mi'raj and the Isrā',—being separate and distinct from each other, see 17 : 2.

3975. Important Words:

ـ (what) is sometimes used, to denote honour, surprise, or for emphasis. ما أحسن زيداً means, how beautiful Zaid is. قَفُّي ـ ما قَفُّي means, an excellent youth is such a one (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The verse means that God revealed to His servant, and what an excellent and mighty revelation it was!

3976. Commentary:

The verse implies that what the Holy Prophet had seen was his real personal experience; it was veritable truth and no figment of his imagination.
14. And certainly, he saw Him a second time also,\textsuperscript{3977}
15. Near the farthest Lote-tree,\textsuperscript{3978}
16. Near which is the Garden of Eternal Abode.
17. This was when that which covers covered the Lote-tree.\textsuperscript{3979}
18. The eye deviated not, nor did it wander.\textsuperscript{3980}
19. Surely, he saw the greatest of the Signs of his Lord.
20. Now tell me about Lat and Uzza.
21. And Manat, the third one, another goddess!\textsuperscript{3981}

\textsuperscript{3977} Commentary:
The verse means that the Holy Prophet's vision was a double spiritual experience.

\textsuperscript{3978} Important Words:
\textit{سدرة} (lote-tree) is derived from \textit{سدر} which means, he was or became confounded, perplexed or dumbfounded. \textit{سدر} (\textit{sadira}) means, bewildered, perplexed, confounded. \textit{سدر} (\textit{sadirun}) means, the sea (Lane & Aqrab).

\textsuperscript{3979} Commentary:
In view of the root-meaning of the word \textit{سدر} the verse may signify that in his Spiritual Ascension (\textit{سراج}), the Holy Prophet had reached a high stage of nearness to God which was beyond human mind to conceive; or it may signify that at that stage a sea of endless vistas of Divine knowledge and eternal realities and verities opened out before him.

Or the verse may possess a symbolic allusion to the fact that Divine knowledge vouchsafed to the Holy Prophet would, like the lote-tree, give comfort and shelter to the tired and jaded limbs of the spiritual wayfarer. Or it may possess a prophetical reference to the tree under which the Companions of the Holy Prophet took the oath of fealty at his hands at the time of the Truce of Hudaibiya. Moreover, as the leaves of the lote-tree possess the quality of safeguarding a dead body from corruption, the verse may signify that the Teaching revealed to the Holy Prophet not only is itself immune against corruption but is eminently fitted to save and preserve mankind from moral corruption.

\textsuperscript{3980} Commentary:
The words "that which covers," signify the manifestation of God.

\textsuperscript{3981} Commentary:
The verse sheds a flood of light on the bed-rock of certainty and invincible faith on which the Holy Prophet stood.

This and the preceding verse imply a subtle rebuke to the disbelievers. After having declared the Glory, Majesty and Dignity of God in...
the former verses, these two verses seem to say to them that, instead of adoring such a Mighty and Powerful Creator and Lord, they stoop so low as to worship gods made of wood and stone.

It may be noted here that some prejudiced Christian critics of the Holy Prophet have woven quite a fantastic and foolish story of his having fallen a victim to the machinations of Satan. It is stated that one day at Mecca, when the Holy Prophet recited this Sūra and as in his recitation he came upon these verses, before a mixed assembly of Muslims and disbelievers, Satan contrived to put in his mouth the words: تُرك النقران العلي وأن شفعائهن لترغَّب i.e., these are exalted goddesses and their intercession is hoped for (Zurqānī). The critics call it the “lapse of Muḥammad” or his “compromise with idolatry” and seem to rely upon Wāqīdī—that inveterate liar and fabricator of reports—or on Ṭabarī, who is generally regarded as a credulous and indiscriminate narrator of events, for this entirely baseless story. These gentlemen have the audacity to attribute this blasphemous utterance to that great iconoclast (the Holy Prophet) whose whole life was spent in denouncing and condemning idolatry and who carried out his noble mission with unremitting vigour and fearless devotion, spurning all offers of compromise with idol-worship, and whom blandishments, bribes, cajolery or intimidation failed to move an inch from his set purpose, and to whose unshakable firmness against idolatry the Almighty Himself has borne testimony in the words: ودوا لو تدهن فيه نون i.e., it is their intense desire that thou shouldst show some pliancy so that they may also be pliant (68 : 10).

Moreover, the whole context gives the direct lie to this baseless assertion. Not only do the verses that follow but the whole Sūra contains an unsparing condemnation of idolatry and an uncompromising insistence on Divine Unity. It is strange that this patent fact should have escaped the notice of the Holy Prophet’s critics and carpers.

Historical data, too, lend no support whatever to this so-called “lapse.” The story has been rejected as completely unreliable by all the learned Commentators of the Qurān, Ibn Kathir and Raḍī among them. The renowned leaders of Muslim religious thought, well versed in the science of Ḥadīth, such as ‘Ainī, Qādī ‘Ayyād and Nawawī, have regarded it as pure invention. No trace of this story is to be found in the Six Reliable Collections of Ḥadīth. Imām Bukhārī, whose collection, the Ṣaḥīḥ Al-Bukhārī, is regarded by Muslim scholars as the most reliable book next to the Qurān and who himself was a contemporary of Wāqīdī to whom goes the unenviable credit of forging and reporting this story, makes no mention of it, nor does the great historian, Ibn Ishāq, who was born more than 40 years before him. It may be, as stated by Qaṣṭalānī and Zurqānī and supported by some other eminent scholars, that when the Holy Prophet, during the recital of the present Sūra before a mixed assembly of Muslims and disbelievers, came to these verses, some evil-minded person from among the disbelievers might have loudly interjected the words تَرك النقران العلِي وأن شفاعتهن لترغَّب, as was the disbelievers’ wont to create confusion by resorting to such low tactics, when the Qurān was being recited (41 : 27).

It is also on record that in the “Days of Ignorance,” the Quraish, when making a circuit of the Ka’ba, used to recite the sentence: تُرك النقران العلي وأن شفاعائهن لترغَّب (Mu’jam al-Buldān, vol. 5, under ‘Uzzā).

Besides, it is not possible for Satan to interfere with the purity of the Quranic text. God has taken it upon Himself to protect and safeguard the Qurān against all interference and interpolation (15 : 10 & 72 : 27-29). So the whole story
22. "What! for you the males and for Him the females" 😊

23. That indeed is an unfair division.😊

24. These are but names which you have named—you and your fathers—for which Allah has sent down no authority. They follow naught but conjecture and what their souls desire, while there has already come to them guidance from their Lord.😊

as invented by Wāqidī and taken undue advantage of by Muir and others of his class is a pure myth and possesses no basis in fact.

It is further stated that the 53rd verse of Sūra Al-Hājī was revealed in connection with this incident. The fact that the Sūra under comment was revealed in the 5th year of the Call and Sūra Al-Hājī in the 13th or 12th year, takes the bottom completely from under this baseless assertion.

3982. Commentary:

The verse administers a further rebuke to the Meccan pagans, purporting to say to them that apart from their blasphemous practice of associating gods, made of wood and stone, with the Almighty God, the Creator of heavens and earth and the Lord of Glory, Majesty and Dignity, they have the hardihood to assign to Him daughters whose birth they regard as a source of disgrace and humiliation in their own case.

3983. Important Words:

 بصورة غير معروفة (unjust) is derived from which means, he deviated from the right course; he acted unjustly, wrongfully, tyrannically. صار في الحكم (unjust) means, he gave an unjust judgment. صار (unjust) means, he deprived him or defrauded him of a part or the whole of his right or due (Lane & Aqraib).

3984. Commentary:

Whereas a true believer stands on the bedrock of certainty and sure knowledge (12 : 109), an idolater possesses no rational argument and no revealed authority for his false beliefs or doctrines. He falls a helpless victim to conjecture and superstition and is a slave to his own desires and fancies. The verse, as also v. 29, speaks of the utter untenability of an idolater's position. He stands on a broken reed.
25. Can man have whatever he desires?\textsuperscript{a3985}

26. Nay, to Allah belong the Hereafter and this world.

R. 2 27. And how many an angel is there in the heavens, but their intercession shall be of no avail, except after Allah has given permission to whomsoever He wills and pleases.\textsuperscript{a3986}

28. Those who believe not in the Hereafter name the angels with names of females; \textsuperscript{b}

29. But they have no knowledge thereof. They follow nothing but conjecture; and conjecture avails naught against truth.\textsuperscript{a}

30. So turn aside from him who turns away from Our remembrance, and seeks nothing but the life of this world.

31. That is the utmost limit of their knowledge. Verily, thy Lord knows best him who strays from His way, and He knows him best who follows guidance.\textsuperscript{d3987}

\textsuperscript{a} 2 : 256 ; 20 : 110 ; 34 : 24. \textsuperscript{b4} 118 ; 37 : 150-151 ; 43 : 20. \textsuperscript{6} 117 ; 10 : 37. \textsuperscript{d16} 126 ; 28 : 57 ; 68 : 8.

\textsuperscript{3985} Commentary:

The verse means that idolaters hope that their gods will intercede for them with Allah. They are entertaining a false hope which will never be fulfilled.

\textsuperscript{3986} Commentary:

For a detailed note on شفاعه (intercession) see 2 : 49 and 19 : 88.

The words لمن يشاء ويرضي may also mean, regarding one who conforms to His will and with whom He is pleased.

\textsuperscript{3987} Commentary:

The words of the verse seem to have been spoken ironically or by way of reproach. The utmost limit of the knowledge of disbelievers (the verse purports to say) is that they worship gods, which can do them no good nor can they injure them, in preference to the Almighty God, to Whom belongs whatever is in the
32. And to Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth, that He may requite those who do evil for what they have wrought, and reward those who do good with what is best.\(^a\)

33. Those who shun the grave sins and immoral actions except minor faults\(^b\)—verily, thy Lord is Master of vast forgiveness.\(^c\) He knows you full well from the time when He created you from the earth, and when you were embryos in the bellies of your mothers. So ascribe not purity to yourselves. He knows him best who is truly righteous.\(^3988\)

34. Seest thou him who turns away.

35. And gives a little, and does it grudgingly?\(^3989\)

---

3988. Important Words:

- أكَدَى (minor faults) is derived from لَم. They say أَلَمَ يَقُومُ أو عِلَّلَ الْقَوْمَ i.e., he came to the people and alighted at their abode temporarily as a guest. أَلَمْ بكِذا means, I appreciated it without committing it. أَلَم also means, he visited covertly or in a light, slight or hasty manner or rarely. أَلَم means, a chance leaning towards evil; a temporary and light lapse; a rare slight offence, a passing evil idea which flashes across the mind and leaves no impression on it. The root-word possesses the sense of temporariness, haste and infrequency and of doing a thing unintentionally. A chance, unintentional look at a woman has also been called أَلَم by some authorities (Lane & Aqrab).

3989. Important Words:

- أَكَدَى (gives grudgingly) is derived from أَكَدَى. They say أَكَدَى الْرِّجُل i.e., the man gave niggardly or grudgingly; he did not succeed in getting what he wanted. أَكَدَى أَكَدَى means, he prevented him from such a thing. أَكَدَى العِمَّان means, the mine refused to bring out diamonds and jewels. أَكَدَى العِمَّان means, the digger in the course of digging came across a hard or stony piece of ground or clod and could dig no further. أَكَدَى
36. Has he the knowledge of the unseen, so that he can see his own end?

37. Has he not been informed of what is in the Scriptures of Moses,

38. And of Abraham who fulfilled the commandments?—

39. That no bearer of burden shall bear the burden of another;

40. And that man will have nothing but what he strives for;

41. And that his striving shall soon be seen;

42. Then will he be rewarded for it with the fullest reward;

means, he begged of him but found him like a hard piece of ground and he did not give. אָכַדְיַהוּ המַר means, the rain decreased (Aqrab).

Commentary:

Patriarch Abraham, the progenitor of the three great religious peoples—Jews, Christians and Muslims—fulfilled faithfully the covenant he had made with God. He carried out literally all Divine commandments. He was made to pass through severe trials and tribulations and successfully came out of those ordeals. Says the Qur'ān: And remember when his Lord tried Abraham with certain commands, which he fulfilled (2:125). Abraham was commanded by God to leave his only son Ishmael (the hope and prop of his old age), when a mere child, with his elderly mother, in the arid and barren waste, near Mecca, and then, the child having grown up to be a young boy, he was commanded to slaughter him, which command Abraham prepared to carry out, without the least hesitancy. It were actions like these that earned for him the Divine title of the Faithful, which is the significance of the word وَقَ.

Commentary:

The verse purports to say that every man shall have to carry his own cross and bear his own burden. See also 17:14-16.

Commentary:

It is after unremitting, incessant and persistent striving, accompanied by noble ideals and sublime principles, that one can achieve the object of one's quest.

Commentary:

The kind of striving mentioned in the preceding verse never fails to produce the desired results.
43. And that to thy Lord do all things ultimately go;{3994
44. And that it is He Who makes men laugh and makes them weep;
45. And that it is He Who causes death and gives life;{4
46. And that He creates the pairs, male and female;{b
47. "From a sperm-drop when it is poured forth;
48. And that it is for Him to bring forth the second creation;
49. And that it is He Who enriches and grants wealth to one's satisfaction;{3995
50. And that He is the Lord of Sirius;{3996
51. And that He destroyed the first tribe of 'Ad;{3997


3994. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that the whole system of cause and effect ends with God. He is the Cause of all causes or the First Cause. A natural order of cause and effect pervades the whole universe. Every cause, which is not itself primary, is traceable to some other cause and this to another and so on. But as the series of cause and effect in our finite world cannot be indefinite it must terminate at some point. The Final Cause is, therefore, the Author of the universe. It is to this Final Cause that the present verse calls attention.

3996. Commentary:
The Arabs worshipped the mighty star, Sirius, because they regarded it as a source of good or bad luck for them.

3997. Commentary:
After putting forward argument in support of Divine Unity from human reason and the insignificant beginning of man, the Sūra, from this verse introduces history to prove the same thesis.

he took for himself property for permanent use and not for possession. ṣanaa Allah means, God gave him wealth and pleased him i.e., it made him contented and satisfied (Lane & Aqrab).
52. And the tribe of Thamūd, and He spared not any of them.\textsuperscript{3998}

53. And He destroyed the people of Noah before them—verily, they were most unjust and most rebellious—

54. And He overthrew the subverted cities of the people of Lot.

55. So that there covered them that which covered.\textsuperscript{3999}

56. Which then, O believer, of the bounties of thy Lord wilt thou dispute?\textsuperscript{4000}

57. This is a Warner from among the class of the Warners of old.

58. The Hour that was to come has drawn nigh,\textsuperscript{4001}

59. None but Allah can avert it.

60. Do you then wonder at this announcement?\textsuperscript{4002}

\textsuperscript{3998.} Commentary:

The tribe of Thamūd is known as the second ‘Ad.

\textsuperscript{3999.} Commentary:

The particle \( 	ext{ب} \) has been used here to denote respect or dignity, meaning that an overwhelming punishment enveloped them.

\textsuperscript{4000.} Commentary:

After seeing so many and so clear and invincible arguments and Signs that support and substantiate the claims of the Holy Prophet, the verse says to the obstinate disbelievers, in words full of pathos, mixed with irony, how long will they continue to deny truth and wander in the wilderness of disbelief?

\textsuperscript{4001.} Important Words:

الآزفة (The Hour) is fem. act. part.

from \( 	ext{آزفة} \) which means, he was or became or drew near; he hastened or was quick. 

\( 	ext{ازفة} \) means, the Hour of Judgment; the Resurrection; the near event; death (Lane).

\textsuperscript{4002.} Commentary:

This Sūra was revealed very early in the Holy Prophet’s ministry i.e., in the fifth year of the Call, when in the midst of mockery, threats and persecution, the fate of Islam was hanging in the balance. It was at that time that the prophecy was made about the overthrow of
61. And do you laugh, and weep not?
62. And will you remain proudly heedless?  
63. So prostrate yourselves before Allah, and worship Him.

the Qurayshite power in this Sūra, and in much more forceful accents in the next (54:46).

4003. Important Words:
سامدون (proudly heedless) is the plural of سامد which is act. part. from سَمَد which means, he was or became high and elevated; he raised his head in pride; he diverted himself, sported and played; he was or became negligent or heedless and went away leaving a thing; he was or became confounded, perplexed, amazed, and was unable to see the right course; he kept constantly to an affair (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:
The warning contained in vv. 58—61 is repeated here.

4004. Commentary:
The verse seems to say to disbelievers, there is yet time that they should accept the Divine Message and worship God and repent so that mercy might be shown to them.

It seems that as the Holy Prophet finished reciting the Sūra, before a mixed gathering of Muslims and disbelievers, and, along with his followers, he prostrated himself on the ground, the disbelievers too, having been deeply impressed with the solemnity of the occasion and being overawed by the august recitation of the Quranic words, as well as by God’s Majesty and Glory, might also have fallen in prostration. This was not unlikely since they regarded God as the Supreme Lord and Creator and their own deities as mere intercessors with Him (10:19). By connecting this plausible incident, however, with the baseless legend woven round vv. 21—23 by some “inventive minds,” the traducerς of the Holy Prophet have persuaded themselves to detect in it a “lapse” on his part. But the lapse, if any, is the creation of their own imagination.
CHAPTER 54

SURA AL-QAMAR

(Revealed before Hijra)

Title, Date of Revelation, and Context

The Sūra takes its title from its opening verse. It definitely is an early Meccan Sūra, having been revealed about the same time as the preceding Sūra, Al-Najm, which was revealed in the 5th year of the Call. The Sūra so closely resembles Sūra Al-Najm in style and contents that it seems to supplement the latter’s subject-matter. Whereas Sūra Al-Najm had ended on a note of warning to disbelievers in the words أزقت الأزقة i.e., the Hour of their doom has drawn near, the present Sūra opens with the expression اقتربت الساعة meaning, that the threatened Hour has almost arrived; it is at their very door.

Subject-Matter

The Sūra is the fifth of the group of seven Sūrās which begin with Sūra Qāf and end with Al-Wāqi‘ah. All these Sūrās were revealed very early in the Holy Prophet’s ministry and deal with the basic doctrines of Islam—Existence and Unity of God, the Resurrection and Revelation. The Sūrās adduce laws of nature, human reason, common sense and histories of the past Prophets as arguments to prove these theses. In some of these Sūrās special emphasis has been laid on one kind of arguments with a fleeting reference to other kinds and vice versa. In the present Sūra, however, the Holy Prophet’s Divine claim and the Resurrection have been dealt with, with special reference to the histories of the past Prophets, particularly to those of Noah, the tribes of ’Ād and Thamūd and Lot’s people.

Towards its end the Sūra makes pointed reference to the fulfilment of the prophecy about the destruction and overthrow of the power of pagan Arabs about which a warning had been given in the preceding Sūra (53 : 58).
1. In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.\(^{4005}\)

2. The Hour has drawn nigh\(^b\), and the moon is rent asunder.\(^{4006}\)

\(^{4005}\)See 1:1. \(^{4006}\)b21:2.

4005. Commentary:
See 1:1.

4006. Important Words:

اشتق (is rent asunder) is derived from 

\(\text{شتق} \) \(i.e., \) he split, clave, tore or rent the thing. 

\(\text{شتق} \) \(\text{العصا} \) \(i.e., \) he broke the staff \(i.e., \) he separated himself from the community. An Arab would say, 

\(\text{شتق} \) \(\text{عصا} \) \(\text{المسلمين} \) \(i.e., \) he created disunion and dissenion among the Muslims. 

اشتق 

\(\text{القمر} \) \(i.e., \) he created disunion and dissenion among the Muslims. 

\(\text{القمر} \) \(\text{ بشنيع} \) \(i.e., \) he made the moon asunder; or according to some, the affair became manifest (Lane, Aqrab & Mufradât).

\(\text{القمر} \) \(\text{ النور} \) \(i.e., \) he made the moon asunder; or according to some, the affair became manifest (Lane, Aqrab & Mufradât).

Commentary:

Whether or not "splitting of the moon" into two parts, observable by the naked eye, contravened any physical law of nature, it cannot be denied that the event lacks historical evidence which could at all be described ad unimpeachable. At the same time no one can presume to have fathomed all Divine mysteries or fully comprehended or encompassed all the secrets of nature. It is not possible to imagine that such an event, affecting a considerable area of the globe, should have remained unnoticed in the observatories of the world or that it should have remained unrecorded in books of history. But the incident having found a mention in such reliable collections of \(\text{Hadith} \) as Bukhârî and Muslim and having been narrated successively in traditions of reliable authority and reported by such learned Companions of the Holy Prophet as Ibn Mas'ûd and Ibn 'Abbâs, does show that some natural phenomenon of unusual importance must have taken place in the time of the Holy Prophet. Some Commentators of the Qur'ân—Râdi among them—have sought to solve the difficult problem by declaring the incident to be a lunar eclipse. Imâm Ghazâlî and Shah Wâli Allah also hold the view that the moon had not in fact been rent asunder, but that God had so contrived that it appeared to the beholders as such. However, taking into consideration the forceful language in which it has been mentioned in the Qur'ân, the incident appears to be something more than a mere lunar eclipse. It indeed constituted a great miracle shown by the Prophet at the insistent demand of disbelievers (see Bukhârî & Muslim). It seems to be a vision of the Holy Prophet in which the Companions of the Holy Prophet and some of the Qur'âish were made to share—just as the rod turning into a serpent was a vision of Moses in which the
magicians were made to share. Or it may be
that just as the striking of sea-water by Moses
with his rod coincided with the ebb of the tide
and thus assumed the character of a miracle,
because God alone knew when the sea would
recede and it was He Who commanded Moses
to strike the waters at the time of recession,
similarly God may have commanded the Holy
Prophet to show the miracle of the cleaving
asunder of the moon at a time when a heavenly
body was to take such a position in front of
the moon that it caused the moon to appear
to the beholders as split into two parts.

But most plausible explanation, which is also
possessed of very deep spiritual significance of
this, one of the most outstanding miracles shown
by the Holy Prophet, lies in the fact that the
moon was the national emblem of the Arabs
and the symbol of their political power, just as the
sun at that time was the national ensign of
the Persians. When Ṣaḥīyya, the daughter of
Huyay bin Akhtab, a leader of the Jews of
Khaibar, mentioned to her father that she had
seen in a dream that the moon had fallen into
her lap, he slapped her face saying that she
wanted to marry the leader of the Arabs. After
the fall of Khaibar Ṣaḥīyya’s dream was ful-
filled when she was married to the Holy Pro-
phet (Zurqānī & Usud al-Ghābbah). Similarly,
’A’isha had seen a dream that three moons had
fallen in her private apartment which saw its
fulfilment when the Holy Prophet, Abū Bakr
and ʿUmar were buried there one after the other
(Muʿattā, kitāb al-Janāʾiz). According to this
sense of the word ʿāmara, the verse would signify
that the hour of destruction of their political
power with which the disbelieving Arabs had
been threatened in 53 : 58 has already arrived.
The word ʿāmara (Hour) in that case would
refer to the Battle of Badr in which all the
chiefs and leaders of the Quraish were killed
and the foundations of the complete de-
struction of their power were laid. Thus the verse
constituted a mighty prophecy which met with
remarkable fulfilment, nearly eight or nine
years after its announcement. Moreover, the
Holy Prophet has been called “illuminating
moon” (fragmān, minbar) in the Qurʾān. In this
sense of the word the verse would mean that
after the Holy Prophet’s separation from the
Quraish, the “Hour” of the destruction of their
power would arrive, and it happened likewise.
About a year after the emigration of the Holy
Prophet to Medina, the Battle of Badr was
fought which broke the Quraishite power.

Taking the expression ʿāmara in the
sense, “the affair has become manifest,” the
verse would mean that the hour of the de-
struction of the Quraishite power has arrived
and that now it would become manifest that the
Prophet was a true Divine Messenger.

The word ʿāmara, besides the Battle of
Badr, may apply to the Battle of the Ditch and
the fall of Mecca, as these three events com-
bined to bring about complete and total
annihilation of the power of pagan Arabs.

4007. Important Words:

مستمر (continuous) is derived from استمر which
means, he or it passed; went away; it (a thing)
grew on in one uniform course or manner; it
continued in the same state; he or it became
strong or firm like a rope tightly twisted. مستمر
بالشطه means, he became strong to bear the
4. They reject the truth and follow their own fancies. But every decree of God shall certainly come to pass.\textsuperscript{4008}

5. And there has already come to them the great news wherein is a warning—\textsuperscript{4009}

6. Consummate wisdom; but the warning profit them not.\textsuperscript{4010}

7. Therefore, turn thou away from them. The day when the Summoner will summon them to a disagreeable thing.\textsuperscript{4011}

\textsuperscript{4008} Commentary:

The verse means that the destruction of the power of the pagan Quraish and the triumph of Islam has been decreed by God and the Divine decree must come to pass.

\textsuperscript{4009} Important Words:

Warning (warning) is derived from اذ و (az-dahr), which means, he chid, repelled, drove, spurned, checked him. They say اذ و (az-dahr) عن كذا i.e., he prevented or hindered him from doing so by cry or harsh speech.

\textsuperscript{4010} Important Words:

Disagreeable (disagreeable) is derived from نكر (nakira) which means, it (a thing or affair) was or became bad, evil, abominable or foul; it was or became disallowed, disagreeable; it was or became difficult, hard, arduous or severe (Lane).

\textsuperscript{4011} Commentary:

The verse purports to say that the pagan Arabs must have learnt from the accounts of disbelievers of the Prophets of yore that rejection of Truth does not pay. They should have taken a lesson from their evil end and should have abstained from following in their footsteps.
8. "While their eyes will be cast down and they will come forth from their graves as though they were locusts scattered about," 4012

9. "Hastening towards the Summoner. The disbelievers will say, 'This is a hard day." 4013

10. The people of Noah rejected the truth before them; aye, they rejected Our Servant and said, "A madman and one who is spurned." 4014

11. He prayed to his Lord saying, 'I am overcome, so come Thou to my help!'

Commentary:

See v. 9.

4012. Commentary:

'Graves' here means the houses of disbelievers. At several places in the Qur’ān disbelievers have been likened to the dead because of their being completely devoid of spiritual life (27: 81; 35: 23).

4013. Important Words:

مُهْتَمِينُ (hastening) is the plural of مُهْتَمَٰ (which is act. part. from مَهِّمَ أَهْمَمَ which is transitive form of مَهْمُ) هَمُّ. They say مَهْمُ الرَّجُلُ i.e., the man came running in fright; or the man advanced with his eyes fixed on something from which he did not raise them. مُهْمُ في السِّير means, he hastened and came in haste frightened. مهْمُ الرَّجُل also means, the man looked with humility. مهْمُ means, one who looks at a thing without raising his eyes from it (Aqrab). See also 14 : 44.

Commentary:

This and the preceding two verses give a graphic picture of the confusion, consternation and bewilderment of the Qur’ān when they saw the Summoner—the Holy Prophet—whom they had driven out of Mecca and upon whose head they had set a price only a few years earlier, at the very gates of the city. The mighty prophecy embodied in these verses was made at a time when the fate of Islam itself was hanging in the balance and, humanly speaking, there was not the remotest possibility of its being fulfilled.

4014. Commentary:

As briefly stated in the Introduction, almost the entire Sūra is devoted to a discussion of the dreadful fate which the rejectors of former Divine Prophets had met and this fact has been adduced as an argument to prove the truth of the Holy Prophet’s claim. The cases of the People of Noah, of the tribes of ‘Ād and Thamūd and
12. Thereupon We opened the gates of heaven, with water pouring down; 

13. "And We caused the earth to burst forth with springs, so the two waters met for a purpose that was decreed.

14. "And We carried him upon that which was made of planks and nails.

15. It floated on under Our eyes; a reward for him who had been rejected.

16. "And We left it as a Sign for the succeeding generations; but is there anyone who would take heed?"


that of the people of Lot have received a special and somewhat detailed mention because these peoples lived on the confines of the Hijāz and the Quraish were quite familiar with their histories and had commercial relations with them. The people to whom Noah preached his Message lived in Iraq which lies to the north-east of Arabia, and the tribe of 'Ād lived in Yemen and Ḥadārmaut which form the southern part of it while the tribe of Thamūd thrived and flourished in the north-west of Arabia which extends from the Hijāz to Palestine and the ill-fated people of Lot lived in Sodom and Gommorah in Palestine.

4015. Important Words:

- متحمر (pouring down) is derived from همر. They said هMER Mala. "The eyes flowed with tears. هMR Mala means, the water poured out and flowed (Aqrab).

4016. Commentary:

The rain water pouring down in torrents from the skies and also gushing forth from under the ground, caused a huge flood which engulfed the entire land and thus the Divine decree was fulfilled, destroying the people of Noah.

4017. Important Words:

- دسار (nails) is the plural of دسار which is derived from دsar which means, he drove a nail with force; he nailed anything; he fastened or repaired a ship with a nail, or with cord of fibres of palm-tree. They say دسار i.e., he thrust, drove, pierced or stabbed him vehemently with a spear, he or it pushed, drove, propelled him or it. دسار means, a cord of fibres of the palm-tree with which the planks of a ship are bound together; a nail of a ship (Lane & Aqrab).

4018. Important Words:

- ذكر (who would take heed) is act. part. from دذكر (iddakara) which is synonymous with ذكر, ذكر (tadhakkara) and ذكر (iddhakara) meaning, he remembered or
17. How terrible then was My punishment and My warning!

18. And indeed We have made the Qur'an easy to understand and to remember. But is there anyone who would take heed? 4019

19. The tribe of 'Ad rejected the Truth. How terrible then was My punishment and My warning!

20. "We sent against them a furious wind on a day of unending ill luck." 4020

21. Tearing people away as though they were the trunks of uprooted palm trees. 4021

---


became reminded of; he took heed, reflected or was mindful. مذكر means, one who would take heed, reflect and be mindful (Lane & Aqrab).

4019. Commentary:

All those basic ideals, principles and rules of conduct which concern man's moral development and his physical and social progress and well-being, have been laid down in the Qur'an in simple and easy language and are easily comprehensible by persons of average intelligence and understanding and are also quite practical and practicable because they are in harmony with human nature. But the treasures of Divine realization and deep mysteries of the unknown which lie hidden in the Qur'an are accessible only to those few holy men of God who are endowed with special spiritual insight and who have scaled the dizzy heights of communion with the Divine Being and have been purified by Him.

Moreover, the Qur'an has been made easy in this sense also that it comprehends all those permanent and imperishable teachings that are found in other revealed Scriptures, with a great deal more that is indispensable for the guidance of man till the end of time (98:4).

4020. Commentary:

The verse does not mean that any particular time is auspicious or inauspicious or lucky or unlucky. The meaning is that for the tribe of 'Ad the day proved unlucky.

4021. Important Words:

" перемен (uprooted) is derived from تمر. They say تمر الشجرة means, he uprooted the tree. переменت الشجرة means, the tree became uprooted. перемен means, uprooted (Lane & Aqrab)"
22. How terrible then was My punishment and My warning!

23. And indeed We have made the Qur’an easy to understand and to remember. But is there anyone who would take heed?

24. The tribe of Thamûd also rejected the Warners.⁴⁰²²

25. And they said, ‘What! a man, from among ourselves a single mortal! Shall we follow him? Then indeed we would be in manifest error, and would be mad.⁴⁰²³

26. ‘Has the Reminder been revealed to him alone of all of us? Nay, he is a boastful liar.’⁴⁰²⁴

⁴⁰²². Commentary:

As all Prophets are commissioned by God and their revelation proceeds from the same Divine Source and contains analogous eternal basic principles, the rejection of one Prophet amounts to the rejection of all of them. That is why the verse describes the tribe of Thamûd as having rejected all Divine Messengers while, in fact, they had rejected only the Prophet Șâliḥ.

⁴⁰²³. Important Words:

آتش (boastful) is act. part. from أشر (ashira) which means, he exulted and behaved insolently; he behaved with pride and self-conceitedness. أشر means, one who is insolent and behaves with pride and exults (Lane & Aqrab).

⁴⁰²⁴. Important Words:

مآش (madness) is derived from مآش (sa’ara). They say مآش الحرام (sa’ara), i.e., he provoked the war. مآش (su’ira) means, the man was smitten by hot wind; he was or became vehemently hungry or thirsty; he was or became mad. مآش means, madness, insanity, demoniacal possession; punishment; vehemence of heat, hunger or thirst; fury; pain (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

Conceit, false pride and arrogance are man’s greatest spiritual enemies. They constitute the hard hurdles that bar the way to the acceptance of truth. The Qur’an has repeatedly mentioned disbelievers as having rejected the Divine Message due to these moral ills. See 25: 8; 38: 9; 43: 32.
27. ‘Tomorrow will they know who is the boastful liar.’

28. "We will send the she-camel as a trial for them. So watch them. O Salih, and have patience."4025

29. ‘And tell them that the water is shared only between them, but as for the she-camel every drinking time may be attended by her."4026

30. But they called their comrade, and he seized a sword and hamstrung her.4027

31. How terrible then was My punishment and My warning!

32. "We sent against them a single blast, and they became like the dry stubble, whittled down by a maker of enclosure."4028

---

4025. **Important Words:**

اصطر means, he was patient or constant; he acquired patience; he was tried with patience. It is the intensive form of صبر (Lane & Aqrab).

4026. **Important Words:**

شرب (drinking) is inf. noun from شرب (shariba) and means, water that one drinks; a draught of water; a share or portion of water that falls to one's lot; the right to use water for watering fields and beasts; a watering place; a turn or time of drinking. شرب (shurban) means, the act of drinking (Lane & Aqrab).

4027. **Important Words:**

تعاطى (seized) is derived from عطأ. عطا اليه يده means, he raised his hand towards it. تعاطى الشيي means, he took the thing. تعاطى الأم means, he ventured upon the affair. تعاطى الرجل means, the man stood upon the extremities of the toes and raised his hands to take a thing. عطأ (inf. noun) signifies, the act of raising the head and hands to take a thing. تعاطى (ta'atin) is the act of taking a thing with the hand; taking with the hand what is not right or just or due; contending in taking; standing upon the extremities of the toes with raising the hands to a thing; being bold or courageous so as to venture upon a thing without consideration or hesitation (Lane & Aqrab).

4028. **Important Words:**

المحشر (maker of enclosure) is act. part. from حشر which is derived from حشر which
33. And indeed We have made the Qur'an easy to understand and to remember. But is there anyone who would take heed?

34. "Lot's people also rejected the Warners.

35. 'We sent a storm of stones upon them except the family of Lot, whom We delivered by early dawn,'

36. As a favour from Us. Thus do We reward him who is grateful.

37. And he indeed had warned them of Our punishment, but they doubted the warning.

38. 'And they deceitfully sought to turn him away from his guests. So We blinded their eyes, and said, 'Taste ye now My punishment and My warning.'

39. 'And there came upon them early in the morning a lasting punishment.'

---

Commentary:

The verse signifies either that the disbelievers were completely crushed or that they were as worthless in the sight of God as whittled down and crushed stubble, collected by a maker of enclosure. (Lane & Aqrab).

4029. **Important Words:**

- لوقد قصرنا القرآن إلى كرومل من تدرك (We have made the Qur'an easy to understand).
- وصدّنوا عينهم (They blinded their eyes).
- وعادوا عاقبة عذاب مستحق (And We let them taste of punishment worthy of them).

4030. **Important Words:**

- لقد صبحهم بكرة عذاب مستحق (Early in the morning they were struck by punishment).
- صح (Sabha) is the intensive form of صح (Sabha). They say صح التوم i.e., he...
40. ‘Now taste ye My punishment and My warning.’

41. And, indeed, We have made the Qur’ān easy to understand and to remember. But is there anyone who would take heed? 4031

R. 3 42. ‘And surely to the people of Pharaoh also came Warners.

43. They rejected all Our Signs. So We seized them with the seizing of the Mighty, the Powerful. 4032

44. Are your disbelievers better than those? Or have you an immunity in the Scriptures? 4033

45. Do they say, ‘We are a victorious host?’

46. The hosts shall soon be routed and will turn their backs in flight. 4034

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>a20</strong> : 48; <strong>b20</strong> : 57.</th>
<th><strong>c2</strong> : 81.</th>
<th><strong>d3</strong> : 13; <strong>8</strong> : 37; <strong>38</strong> : 12.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>came to the people or attacked them in the morning (Lane &amp; Aqrab). See also 7 : 79.</td>
<td>very powerful monarch. He regarded himself as “the most high Lord of the Israelites” (79 : 25). So the might of the real Omnipotent Lord of Moses and Aaron was pitted against that self-designated lord, and he was completely annihilated.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4031. <strong>Commentary</strong> : The account of each of the four peoples of antiquity with whose history the pagan Quraish were quite conversant—the peoples of Noah and Lot and the tribes of ‘Ād and Thamūd—ends with a stern warning, coupled with a pathetic appeal to them to learn a lesson from the fate of these peoples and not to reject the Message of the Qur’ān which is revealed only for their good and rejection of which would land them into ruin.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4032. <strong>Commentary</strong> : The use in the verse of the word مَجِرْضٕ (The Powerful) is very significant. Pharaoh was a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 4033. **Commentary** : The verse repeats a warning to the pagan Quraish in another form. "Are you in any way better,” it asks them, “than those who rejected Noah, Hūd, Lot or Moses. Or have you received a Divine promise recorded in the Divine Scriptures that you will not be punished for your rejection of the Holy Prophet”?
| 4034. **Commentary** : The emphatic prophecy embodied in the verse is definitely about the crushing defeat which the |
47. Aye, the Hour is their appointed time; and the Hour will be most calamitous and most bitter. 4035

48. Surely, the guilty are in manifest error and gone mad. 4036

49. On the day when they will be dragged into the Fire on their faces, and it will be said to them 'Taste ye the touch of Hell.' 4037

Meccan army suffered at the hands of Muslims in the Battle of Badr. The odds were so heavy against the Muslims that when fighting began the Holy Prophet prayed to God in utmost humility and extreme agony, in a tent set up for him for this purpose, in the words: “O Lord, I humbly beseech Thee to fulfil Thy covenant and Thy promise. If this small band of Muslims were destroyed, Thou wilt never be worshipped again on this earth” (Bukhari & Muslim). After having finished the prayer, the Holy Prophet came out of the tent and facing the field of battle recited the verse سههم الجمع و يولون الدیر i.e., the hosts shall soon be routed and shall turn their backs in flight.

4035. Important Words:

أدهل (most calamitous) is derived from دهله. They say دهله i.e., what has befallen thee. The Arabs say دهله داهية أدهل means, more or most calamitous (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The defeat at Badr was indeed a most formidable and calamitous misfortune for the Quraish. Their power and prestige sustained a crushing blow. Most of their leaders and prominent chiefs were killed. Having suffered a crushing defeat at the hands of a handful of inexperienced and ill-equipped Muslims, they felt deeply humiliated and mortified. The prophecy was fulfilled to the very letter.

The ساعة (Hour) mentioned in this and the opening verse of the سورة refers to the Battle of Badr.

4036. Commentary:

The disbelievers are described in v. 25 above as in the habit of saying in contempt and mockery that it would be madness on their part to give allegiance to or follow an ordinary man from among themselves. In the verse under comment tables are turned upon them, and they are told that rejection and not acceptance of a Divine Messenger is folly and madness.

4037. Important Words:

سحب (dragged) is derived from سحب i.e., he dragged or drew it along upon the ground.سحب الریح التراب means, the wind drew along the dust upon the ground. One would say جاء سحب ذله i.e., he came dragging along his skirt on the ground, i.e., walking haughtily (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

How remarkably and to the very letter the prophecy made in this verse was fulfilled! It is reported that of the Quraishite leaders and chiefs who were killed in the Battle of Badr, 24 were thrown in a pit for burial, and before he left the field of battle, the Holy Prophet went to the pit, and calling each of them by name, addressed them in the words: هل وجدتم ما وعدكم ربك حقًا
50. Verily, We have created everything in due measure.  

51. And Our command is carried out by only one word, like the twinkling of an eye.

52. And indeed We have destroyed people before you who were like unto you. But is there anyone who would take heed?

53. And everything they have done is recorded in the Books.

54. And every matter, small and great, is written down.

55. Verily, the righteous will be in the midst of gardens and streams.

\[\text{Commentary:}\]

The verse purports to say that the former Scriptures contain a record of the treatment the disbelievers meted out to God’s Prophets and their followers and also of the sad end to which they came on account of their rejection of the Divine Message and their iniquities and evil deeds.

The verse may also signify that the smallest action of man, good or bad, produces its inevitable result, according to the law of cause and effect, and, its indelible impress is preserved in the atmosphere.

\[\text{Important Words:}\]

- **a** besides the meaning given in the text, also means, amplitude; light (Aqrab).
56. In the seat of truth with an Omnipotent King.4042

Commentary:

After dealing with the punishment that overtakes disbelievers on account of their rejection of the Divine Message and their evil deeds, the verse refers to the Divine favours and blessings that are bestowed upon the righteous, in this and the next world.

4042. **Important Words:**

ملك (King) is the intensive form of ملك which means, master.
CHAPTER 55

SŪRA AL-RAHMĀN

(Revealed before Hijra)

Title, Date of Revelation, and Context

Being the 6th of the special group of the Sūrās which begin with Sūra Qāf and end with Al-Wāqiah, and which were revealed, more or less at the same time at Mecca, in the early years of the Call, the Sūra has close resemblance with other members of the group in subject-matter, and deals, like them, with the basic principles of Islam—Divine attributes, particularly God’s Unity, and with Resurrection, and Revelation. The Sūra bears such close resemblance with the five previous Sūrās, particularly with the immediately preceding one—Sūra Al-Qamar—that it seems to complement and complete its subject-matter. In Sūra Al-Qamar instances were given of the peoples of some Prophets of antiquity with whom the Arabs were quite familiar and who were punished for rejecting the Divine Message, and then the pagan Quraish were asked, would they not benefit from their fate and accept the Quranic Message which was quite easy to understand and to follow. The present Sūra gives the reasons why the Qur’ān was revealed.

Subject-Matter

The Sūra opens with the Divine attribute—Al-Raḥmān, signifying that after having created the universe, God created man, the apex and crown of all creation, and that the creation of man was the result of God’s beneficence. After man’s creation, God revealed Himself to him through His Prophets and Messengers, because he was unable to attain the sublime object of his creation and to fulfill his high destiny without being guided to his great goal by Divine revelation. Prophethood found its most complete and perfect manifestation in the person of the Holy Prophet Muḥammad to whom God gave the Qur’ān, the last and final code of Divine Laws for the guidance of the whole of humanity for all time. But God’s gifts to man did not end with his creation. The Beneficent God made the whole universe subservient to him. The heavens with all the celestial bodies, and the earth with all its treasures, the deep seas and high mountains were all created for his sake. Over and above that, God endowed man with great intellectual and discretionary powers so that by sifting right from wrong he might follow Divine guidance and thus attain the object of his creation. But man seems to be so constituted that instead of benefiting from the endless vistas of spiritual progress and development opened up to him by the Gracious, Beneficent and Merciful Providence, he, in his conceit and arrogance seeks to ignore and defy Divine Laws, and consequently brings down upon himself God’s punishment. The disobedience and defiance of Divine Laws, the Sūra hints, will assume a most heinous form in time to come, which seems to be the present time, and man will be visited with such destructive and annihilating punishment as he had not known before. But just as Heavenly
punishment which will be meted out to the guilty and the iniquitous will be most grievous and frightful, so would the Divine favours that will be bestowed upon the righteous and the God-fearing in that age of Mammon-worship and of hankering after pleasures of the flesh, be beyond measure or count, and thus both Divine punishment and favours would show that God is "Swift at reckoning and the Master of Glory and Honour." The Sūra seems to deal particularly with the time when the power and prestige of Western nations will be at their highest, and they will add to their wealth and glory by making extensive use of the great highways of the oceans and by harnessing the forces of nature.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.  
2. The Gracious God  
3. He taught the Qur'an.  
4. He created man.  
5. He taught him plain speech.  
6. The sun and the moon run their courses according to a fixed reckoning.  
7. And the stemless plants and the trees humbly submit to His will.  

---

4043. Commentary:  
See 1:1.

4044. Commentary:  
God revealed Himself through His Prophets and Messengers to whom He gave His Word. The Qur'an constituted the culmination of Divine revelation. This revelation of God to man through His Word was not due to any good act on man's part. It was a sheer gift flowing from God's beneficence.

4045. Commentary:  
The word الإنسان (man), besides its general connotation, may also signify here "the perfect man," i.e., the Holy Prophet, in whom Divine attributes found their most perfect and complete manifestation. The verse thus signifies that out of beneficence God created man in order that he may rise to the highest peaks of spiritual development and may reflect in his person Divine attributes.

4046. Commentary:  
Man's creation and his power to express himself was also due to God's beneficence.

4047. Commentary:  
See next verse.

4048. Commentary:  
The verse, read along with the preceding one, shows that from the largest celestial body to the smallest stemless plant, all things are subject to certain laws and they perform regularly, punctually, and unerringly their allotted tasks. In the huge solar system, which is but one of millions of such systems, every orb proceeds safely on its destined course and never deviates from it.
8. And the heaven He has raised high and set up the measure. 4049
9. That you may not transgress the measure. 4050
10. So weigh all things with justice and fall not short of the measure. 4051
11. And He has set the earth for His creatures; 4052

A little disturbance in or deviation from their set course would bring down in pieces the whole universe which has been created for the service of man. It is inconceivable, therefore, that man for whose service this vast and complicated but perfectly regulated universe has been brought into being should have been created without a purpose. The life of man surely has a grand Divine aim to which repeated reference has been made in the Qur'an.

4049. Important Words:

وزن العيزان (measure) is derived from وزن السند (i.e., he raised the thing in order to know its weight or measure). وزن الرجل (wazuna), means, the man was or became of sound and weighty opinion. وزن means, weight; measure; وزن العيزان means to be equal to one another in weight, measure or value; equilibrium; وزن العيزان means, balance; measure; counter-part; justice. They say, استنظام العيزان النهار i.e., it was mid-day (Aqrab).

Commentary:

The whole universe is subject to a uniform law and all its constituent parts unite to form a glorious harmony of structure and motion. If this harmony or equilibrium between different things is in the least disturbed, the whole universe would fall to pieces. But God has kept all the laws that regulate the world under His exclusive control, beyond the reach of man.

4050. Commentary:

See next verse.

4051. Commentary:

As there is an all-comprehensive harmony in the whole universe, so is man—the crown and object of creation—enjoined to maintain a just balance and to treat with equity and justice his fellow beings, giving, every one his due, and to avoid extremes, and follow the golden mean in the discharge of his duties towards his Creator. This is the significance of the expressions, "you may not transgress the measure" and "fall not short of measure."

4052. Important Words:

الانام (creatures) means, mankind or the jinn or all the creatures that are on the surface of the earth; everything having a soul (Lane & Aqrab).
12. Therein are all kinds of fruit and palm-trees with sheaths.  

13. And grain with its husk and fragrant plants.  

14. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny, O men and Jinn?  

---  

4053. Commentary:  
See next verse.  

4054. Important Words:  

عصف (husk) is inf. noun from عصف (fusaf). They say عصف الريح i.e., the wind blew violently or vehemently. The Arabs say عصف بهم الدهر i.e., the time destroyed them. عصف الزرع means, he cut the corn before it attained maturity. عصف means, the herb of corn or the seed-produce; the husk; straw; the stalk or stem of corn (Lane & Aqrab).  

الريحان (fragrant plants) is derived from ريح and means, any sweet-smelling plant; its extremities when the first of its blossoms came forth upon it or its leaves; offspring; a bounty or gift of God; sustenance (Lane & Aqrab).  

Commentary:  
This and the preceding two verses briefly point to all those natural things which are so essential for the physical development of man, being the fodder for animals which form an indispensable part of his life. The verses purport to say that when, out of His unbounded grace and beneficence, God has created all the things that are necessary for man's physical life, it is inconceivable that He should have omitted to provide the things which are so essential for his spiritual growth, which is the very aim and object of his life. For that purpose God sent His Messengers and Prophets and through them He revealed Himself. The words العصف (husk) and الريحان (fragrance) may point respectively to the physical and spiritual needs and requirements of man.  

4055. Important Words:  

آلاء (favours) is the plural of إلو (ilwun) or إلو (ilwun) or ألو (alwun) or ألو (alwun), etc., which all mean, benefit, benefaction, favour, boon or blessing; might or power; attribute or good quality. An Arab poet says:  

هم الملكون و أبناء الملكون لهم فضل على الناس في الأئمة و النعيم  
i.e., they are kings and the sons of kings; they possess superiority over people on account of their might (or attributes) and gifts (Lane & Aqrab).  

Commentary:  
The dual form in أئمة may have been used for the two classes of jinn and men referred to in v. 34 below, or it may signify two classes of men only, viz., believers and disbelievers, leaders and their followers, the rich and the poor, or the white or coloured races. Or
15. He created man from dry, ringing clay which is like baked pottery.\textsuperscript{4056}

it may have been used to impart emphasis to denote the dignity of the commandment embodied in the sentence. Such dual form is generally used in the Arabic language. See also 50 : 25.

The Holy Prophet is reported to have said that when the verse is recited the believers present should respond by the expression: \textit{الله و لا إله إلا هو فاعل القدر \textit{i.e.}, \textit{none of Thy favours, Our Lord, do we deny and for Thee is all praise.} (Ibn Kathir)}

4056. Important Words :

صلصال (ringing clay) is derived from which means, it sounded or made a clashing, ringing, tinkling or repeated sound. means, clay not made into pottery, so called because of its making a sound; or clay mixed with sand which, when it becomes dry, makes a sound and when baked is, or dry clay that makes a sound by reason of its dryness (Lane & Aqrab). See also 15 : 29.

فخار (baked pottery) is derived from \textit{fakhira} \textit{i.e.}, he boasted or recounted his glorious deeds or qualities, or he arrogated to himself greatness and nobility; he magnified himself by boasting. \textit{fakhira} means, he disdained or scorned. \textit{fakhira} means, baked pottery or baked vessels of clay, applied specially to empty vessels (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

After having mentioned the creation of the celestial firmament and of the placing in it of the sun and the moon and of their regular movements, followed by a mention of the spreading of the earth and of all the vegetables that grow on it, the Sûra, in the present verse, proceeds to refer to the coming into existence of man, the climax of all creation.

The creation of man from dry, ringing clay (صلصال \textit{i.e., God created him out of dust (3 : 60). The second stage is described by the expression خلقكم من طين \textit{i.e.}, He created you from clay (6 : 3), which means that after having received a sprinkling of Divine Word man attained the power of discrimination by which he could distinguish between right and wrong. At the third stage which is called the stage of فخار (baked pottery) man is tested and tried and is made to pass through the fire of trials and tribulations. So it is after he has successfully passed the tests and has attained spiritual maturity that he is received into Divine Presence.
16. And the Jinn He created from the flame of fire.  

17. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?  

18. The Lord of the two Easts and the Lord of the two Wests.  

19. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?  

20. 'He has made the two bodies of water flow. They will one day meet.'  

21. Between them there is at present a barrier; they encroach not one upon the other.  

---

4057. Commentary:  
For a detailed note on the creation of the Jinn from fire, see 15:28.  

4058. Commentary:  
Every spot on earth, in relation to other spots, is an East and a West. This phenomenon is described as the two Easts and the two Wests. Moreover, the earth being round, the East of the Eastern Hemisphere is the West of the Western Hemisphere and the West of the Western Hemisphere is the East of the Eastern Hemisphere and thus there are two Easts and two Wests. In the modern political parlance the two Easts may be the Near East and the Far East, and the two Wests, Europe and America. The verse seems to signify that, God being the Lord of the whole world, the light of the Qur’an will first spread in the East and then will illumine the West and thus the “whole earth will shine with the light of her God” (39:70).  

4059. Commentary:  
See next verse.  

4060. Commentary:  
“The two bodies of water” referred to in the preceding verse may be the Red Sea and the Mediterranean Sea on the one hand and the Atlantic Ocean and the Pacific Ocean on the other, particularly the former two seas. The verse embodies a great prophecy which was remarkably fulfilled in the latter half of the nineteenth century when the Suez and the Panama Canals were constructed, the former linking the first two seas and the latter the mighty Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The world had to wait for thirteen long centuries to see the fulfilment of this prophecy, in an age of new and great discoveries and inventions in the material world. It was in the fitness of time that, concurrently, equally great discoveries should have been made in the spiritual world, the fulfilment of the above prophecy being one of them. Or (the two bodies of water) may signify the physical and spiritual sciences. In this sense of the word the verses would mean that the two sciences—natural laws and Divine revelation, were mistakenly considered to be at logger-heads,
22. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?

23. There come out from them pearls and coral.⁴⁰⁶¹

24. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?

25. And His are the lofty ships reared aloft on the sea like mountains²⁴⁰⁶²

26. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?²⁴⁰⁶³

⁴⁰⁶¹ and a barrier seemed to have kept them apart, till, in the latter half of the nineteenth century, the great Divine Reformer of the age, the Founder of the Ahmadiyya Movement, succeeded in lifting that barrier and by his powerful writings unfolded the mighty truth that, instead of being antagonistic, these two sciences were corroborative of, and complementary to, each other, the one being the Work of God, and the other His Word. In this way the two seas were made to join each other.

⁴⁰⁶² Commentary:

Curiously enough pearls and corals are found in both the Suez and Panama Canals. Spiritually speaking, the verse would signify that physical sciences and Divine revelation both contain treasures of inestimable value.

⁴⁰⁶³ Important Words:

الجواهر (ships) is the plural of جارية which is fem. act. part. from جرى which means, it flowed. جارية means, a ship because of its running upon the sea; the sun; a girl or young woman; a boon or blessing bestowed by God upon His servants, etc. (Lane & Aqраб).

الاعلام is the plural of علم (alamin) which is derived from علم (alama). علم means, he marked it. علم means, an impression or impress; a footprint, track or trace of thing erected on the way for guidance; a banner, flag or standard; a minaret; a mountain or long mountain; the chief of a people (Lane & Aqраб).

Commentary:

The verse contains a reference to modern "leviathans," which ride the seas like mountains. The Sūra seems to deal with the progress and prosperity of the Western nations which is the result of their making use of the great sea-routes for extending their commerce and trade.

⁴⁰⁶³ Commentary:

The verse constitutes a befitting sequel to the description of the great boons and blessings bestowed upon mankind by God as mentioned in the foregoing verses.
R. 2 27. All that is on it (earth) will pass away.\(^{4064}\)

28. And there will remain only the Person of thy Lord, Master of Glory and Honour.\(^{4065}\)

29. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?

30. Of Him do beg all that are in the heavens and the earth. Every day He reveals Himself in a different state.\(^{4066}\)

\(^{4064}\) Commentary:

Man with all his great works and achievements and all those things that have been created for his use and service, in fact, the whole universe, is subject to decay and death and is eventually destined to perish. God alone will abide because He is Self-Subsisting, All Sustaining, Independent and Besought of all. See next verse.

\(^{4065}\) Important Words:

For ب۵۴۱۸ (person) see 2:113. Among other things the word means, “that which is under the care of God” or “to which God directs His attention.” In 28:89, we have كل شيء هالك إلا وجهه i.e., everything will perish except that which is under the care and protection of God or that by which His pleasure is sought. The word also means, the thing itself; object and motive; favour or countenance as فعل ذلك لوجه الله i.e., he did it in order to obtain the favour of God (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The verse embodies a very sound and solid argument to prove and support God’s existence.

It purports to say that since the earth is to be reduced to nothing and heavenly bodies all brought to nought and the whole material universe made non-existent, still human reason demands that there should be a being who should remain and who should never die nor be subject to change or decay. Such a Being is God Who created the whole universe and Who is the First and Final Cause of all things. The present and the previous verse point to two immutable laws of nature working simultaneously, viz: (1) every thing is subject to decline, decadence and death, and (2) compliance with Divine laws ensures continuity of life.

\(^{4066}\) Commentary:

The verse signifies that all creatures depend for their life and sustenance on God Who is their Creator, Sustainer and Nourisher. He alone is Independent and the Besought of all. His attributes know no limit or count, and keep finding their manifestations in diverse ways all the time. He is very Kind and Merciful to him who deserves His Mercy and is Severe in punishing him who incurs His displeasure.
31. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?

32. Soon shall We attend to you, O ye two big groups!"\[4067\]

33. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?

34. O company of Jinn and men! if you have power to go beyond the confines of the heavens and the earth, then do go. But you cannot go save with authority.\[4068\]

4067. Important Words:

(We shall soon attend) is formed from فرغ فرغ. They say فرغ من العمل i.e., he was or became free from occupation; he became free or unoccupied. فرغ له و إليه means, he made him or it his exclusive object to which he directed himself (Lane & Aqrab).

التينان (two big groups). تينان means, it was or became heavy, weighty or ponderous; it was or became heavy, weighty or preponderant ideally; it was or became onerous, oppressive or grievous; he was or became heavy, slow, lazy; wanting in activity, ability or intelligence; he became stupid. التينان meaning two weighty things, may signify “the men” and “the Jinn” as the context shows, or it may signify the Arabs and the non-Arabs (Lane, Aqrab & Mu‘hit). In the present political parlance, however, the word may signify the two main blocs—Russia and its satellites on one side and the United States of America and its allies on the other. The context seems to support this meaning. The word may also signify the Capitalist and the Labour classes.

Commentary:

The verse seems to hold a severe warning to the United States of America with its allies, and Communist Russia with its satellites. The whole world practically has become divided into these two main groups; everyone of the so-called neutral countries is inclined to one or the other of them. From the way in which these two great Powers are behaving, it seems that the world is perilously standing on the brink of an abyss. Any day they may be locked into mortal conflict, completely destroying man’s accumulated labours of centuries spent in developing arts and sciences, and inevitably rendering life on earth practically extinct.

4068. Important Words:

معشر (company) is derived from عشر and means, he mixed with them; consorted with them; held social and familiar intercourse with them. معشر among other things means, any company of men whose state of circumstances is one (Lane & Aqrab). This meaning of the word shows that معشر العين والاني are the two classes of men and signify the same as the التينان mentioned in v. 32 above.

Commentary:

The verse has been variously interpreted:

(i) According to one interpretation the
35. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?  

36. There shall be sent against you a flame of fire, and smoke; and you shall not be able to help yourselves.  

37. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?  

scientists and philosophers who are proud of the great advance they have made in material sciences have been warned that they cannot, however high they might rise in knowledge and science, so completely comprehend the laws of nature governing the universe as to overpower and master them. Try as they might, they will fail in their quest. This interpretation is in accordance with the context. According to another interpretation which also agrees with the context, the verse warns sinners: let them dare to break through the confines of the heavens and earth, they shall not be able to defy Divine laws with impunity and escape Divine punishment. It may also point to the making of rockets, sputniks, etc., by means of which the Russians and the Americans seek to reach heavenly bodies. They are told that at best they can reach only those planets which are visible to human eye. Beyond that their efforts shall fail. God's universe is unfathomable.  

4069. Important Words:  

- (flame) is derived from . They say i.e., he abused such a one and accused him. means, he became excited; his anger became enkindled. means, flame or fire without smoke; heat of fire or sun; flame of fire; thirst or vehement thirst (Lane & Aqrab).  

Commentary:  

The verse points to the most destructive and dreadful punishment that might overtake the two hostile camps, if they did not desist from defying Divine commandments. God's wrath has become excited for "what man has wrought with his hands" (30:42), and the world seems to stand on the brink of a terrible conflagration which threatens to consume in its flames the entire human civilization and to make life extinct. Man had a foretaste of Divine punishment in the last two World Wars but what is yet in store for him stagers imagination. The verse gives a clear picture of the coming catastrophe in the form of nuclear and cosmic horrors. The words signify that the two hostile camps will not be able to escape God's punishment, try as they might.
38. And when the heaven is rent asunder, and becomes red like red hide—

39. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?

40. On that day neither man nor Jinn will be asked about his sin.

41. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?

42. The guilty will be known by their marks, and they will be seized by the forelocks and the feet.

43. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?

44. This is the Hell which the guilty deny.

45. Between it and the fierce boiling water will they go round.

---

4070. **Commentary**:

What a graphic picture of the threatened punishment!

4071. **Commentary**:

The verse means that the misdeeds of the guilty will be writ large on their faces so that they will not be asked whether or not they had committed those crimes. As mentioned elsewhere in the Qur'an (41 : 21), the very organs of the bodies of disbelievers will bear witness against them. The next verse further explains this point.

4072. **Important Words**:

ناما (forelocks) is the plural of ناما. The expression أحمد ناما is used to denote one's extreme disgrace and humiliation (Lane & Aqrab).

4073. **Commentary**:

The foregoing few verses together with the present one seem to point to the state of restlessness which will seize humanity when the two blocs referred to above are pitted against each other and the fear of atomic war will, like the Sword of Democles, hang over their heads. The present international groupings and tensions are bound to lead to an armed conflict of un-paralleled destructiveness. The conflict itself would be a veritable Hell; but preparations for it have brought about conditions which are not far removed from perpetual torment of one kind or other.

As applied to the next world, the verse may mean that the evil deeds of disbelievers and their ill-gotten gains will assume the form of the fire of Hell and boiling water. They will
46. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?

R. 3 47. But for him who fears to stand before his Lord there are two Gardens—a

48. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?

burn in the fire of Hell and will be given boiling water to quench their thirst. See also 14:17-18.

4074. Commentary:

The foregoing verses have dealt with the very important subject, viz., that progress and advance in material sciences which makes man devote his whole attention and effort to the pursuit of physical pleasures and comforts and leads him away from God, results in loss of mental poise and peace which in the Quranic terminology is also called Hell—an other name for international conflicts and wars. In the present and the following few verses we are told that pursuit of spiritual knowledge and higher moral values gives man perfect contentment and equanimity in this life and in the Hereafter.

The “two Gardens” referred to in the present verse may signify peace of mind which is the result of leading a good life and freedom from gnawing cares and anxieties which come in the wake of life spent in the pursuit of material pleasures and comforts. One Paradise consists in giving up one’s desires for the sake of God in this world and the other in being blessed with God’s pleasure in the next. A true believer perpetually basks in the sun of God’s grace in this life which cares cannot disturb. This is Paradise upon earth which is granted to a God-fearing man and in which he constantly dwells; the promised heaven in the next world is only an image of the present Paradise, being an embodiment of the spiritual blessings which such a man enjoys in this life. It is to this paradisiacal state of a true believer that the two Quranic verses refer, viz., “We are your friends in this life and in the Hereafter,” (41:32) and “for them are glad tidings in the present life and also in the Hereafter” (10:65).

The “two Gardens” may also refer to the mighty Byzantine and Iranian Empires of which the conquest was promised to the Muslims. The Holy Prophet in a vision was given the keys of the palaces of the Emperors of Constantinople and Iran. The vision was literally fulfilled during the caliphate of ‘Umar when these countries were conquered by Muslim armies. The fact that in a hadith, Sāḥīḥ and Jaiḥān, the two rivers of Iran; and Furāt (the Euphrates) and Nil (the Nile) have been spoken of as the rivers of Paradise (Muslim), lends powerful support to the view that the “Gardens” spoken of in the verse were the fertile valleys watered by these two sets, each of two rivers.
49. Having many varieties of
trees.⁴⁰⁷⁵

50. Which, then, of the favours of
your Lord will you twain deny?

51. In both of them there are two
fountains flowing freely.⁴⁰⁷⁶

52. Which, then, of the favours of
your Lord will you twain deny?

53. Therein will be every kind of
fruit in pairs.⁴⁰⁷⁷

54. Which, then, of the favours of
your Lord will you twain deny?

55. They will recline on couches
over carpets, the linings of which
will be of thick brocade. And the ripe
fruit of the two Gardens will be within
easy reach.⁴⁰⁷⁸

⁴⁰⁷⁵ Commentary :
Just as in the present life true believers had
undergone many kinds of sacrifice for the sake
of their Lord and had done all sorts of good and
righteous deeds, so in the next life those sacri-
fices and good works will assume the form of
flowers and fruits of various hues and tastes.
This seems to be the meaning of this verse.

⁴⁰⁷⁶ Commentary :
The "two fountains running freely" may be
the spiritual embodiments of حقوق الله (the
obligations owed to God) and حقوق العباد (the
obligations a Muslim owes to his fellow-beings)
which the believers had fully and faithfully dis-
charged in this life. The discharge of these
two obligations would assume the form of two
fountains in the Hereafter. As a true believer
ceaselessly continues to discharge these obliga-
tions, the fountains have been depicted as con-
stantly flowing.

⁴⁰⁷⁷ Commentary :
Again the word زوجان (pairs) may spiritually
represent two kinds of righteous works of the
believers—(1) those they had done for their own
spiritual advancement and (2) those services
which they had rendered to their fellow-beings.

⁴⁰⁷⁸ Important Words :
 cena (ripe fruits) is derived from جنى. They
say جنى الثمرة i.e., he gathered or plucked the
fruit from the tree while it was fresh. جنى العليل
means, he acquired eminence or nobility. جنى
means, whatever is gathered or plucked from
the tree while fresh; fruit just gathered or
plucked; fruit ready to be plucked; ripe fruit
(Lane).
56. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?

57. Therein will also be chaste maidens of modest gaze, whom neither man nor Jinn will have touched before them—\\(^{4079}\)

58. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?

Commentary:

Three times the words “two Gardens” have been used in this Sūra. This is to emphasize that apart from the great blessings and boons of Paradise in the next world, true believers will have all the good things of this world also. The Sūra was revealed early at Mecca when only a few persons had accepted Islam and even those few were very poor and without worldly means and were being harassed and prevented most of them had to take refuge in Abyssinia from the bitter persecution of the Quraysh. It was then that the promise was made to them that one day they would recline on couches placed on rich carpets. This Divine promise was literally fulfilled in the life-time of the very Muslims who, while at Mecca, did not know where to lay their heads.

The “inner linings being of thick brocade” implies a beautiful hint that the inner-self of a believer is purer and more beautiful than his outer-self.

4079. Commentary:

In the foregoing verses mention was made of gardens, couches, fruits, etc., that believers will get in the “two Gardens.” In order to complete their peace and happiness, they will also enjoy the company of good companions. And there can be no better companion for a person than a beautiful and virtuous wife. The Quranic Paradise is not exclusively reserved for righteous men. Righteous women will be equally entitled to it.

It will be noticed that purity of heart of the companions of believers is given precedence over the beauty of their persons referred to in v. 59. The expression قاصرات الطرف signifies that their whole attention would be devoted to God and they would not even cast a look at any other thing beside their Lord and Creator, and far from their bodies being touched by any man, even impure thoughts will not find access to their hearts, the word جن also signifying those invisible things that excite carnal passions in the mind.

It is relevant to state here again that according to Islamic conception the blessings of Paradise would resemble the pleasures of the life on earth. There will be palaces, gardens, rivers, trees, fruits, wives, children, friends, etc., only the nature of these things would be different from that of the things of this world. They would be so highly spiritual that human mind cannot conceive of them. But their existence cannot be denied. See also 32:18 & 52:21.

Incidentally, the verse repudiates the false idea that women will not go to Paradise.
59. As if they were rubies and small pearls: 4080

60. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?

61. Is the reward of goodness anything but goodness: 4081

62. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?

63. And besides these two, there are two other Gardens—4082

4080. Commentary:

Whereas in v. 57 above, purity of mind and heart of the consorts of believers in Paradise has been mentioned, the verse under comment speaks of the beauty of their persons. That women mentioned in these verses are the virtuous wives of believers in this life, is apparent from a well-known saying of the Holy Prophet, viz: نساء الدنيا أفضل من الحور العين i.e., the believing women of this world are superior to the huris of the next.

4081. Commentary:

How adequately and beautifully the blessings of Paradise have been summed up in this brief verse! The word “goodness” is inclusive and fully expressive of all the conceivable favours that will be bestowed upon believers in the next life, and what greater good there could be than the pleasure of God (رضوان الله) which believers will get in Paradise. (3 : 16)

According to a saying of the Holy Prophet, إحسان means, “worship God as if you are seeing Him or at least He is seeing you” (Mishkāt). This means that in all his deeds and actions God is constantly before the eyes of a believer and as a reward for his actions he receives God’s pleasure—the sum total of all the blessings of Heaven.

4082. Commentary:

The “two Gardens” mentioned in v. 47, may be the Gardens of Paradise; the “two Gardens” referred to in this verse may be the gardens of this world. The Muslims were promised gardens in the next world and as a proof of the fulfilment of this Divine promise they were also promised the gardens of this world which indeed they came to possess when they conquered the fertile valleys of Syria and Iraq. But the description of the “two Gardens” mentioned in v. 47 being different from that in the present verse shows that two categories of believers have been mentioned in this Sūra; the believers to whom “Gardens” mentioned in v. 47 have been promised seem to be of a higher spiritual status than those to whom “Gardens” mentioned in the verse under comment have been promised. A careful study of the relevant verses clearly brings out this fact. These two classes of believers have been mentioned in the next Sūra, in vv. 11 and 28, respectively.
64. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?—

65. Dark green with foliage.\textsuperscript{4083}

66. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?

67. Therein \textit{also} will be two springs gushing forth with water.\textsuperscript{4084}

68. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?

\textsuperscript{4083} Important Words:

\textit{مدهستان} (dark green with foliage) is derived from \textit{اشهام الزرع}. They say \textit{اشهام الزرع} \textit{i.e.}, the seed produce became of a dark green colour by reason of abundance of moisture or irrigation. \textit{اشهام الزرع} means, the meadow became of a dark green colour. \textit{مدهستان} means, a walled garden, having its green inclining to black (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

Whereas the "Gardens" mentioned in v. 47 above are described as "having many varieties of trees" which points to the vast variety of the good works of the believers to whom they are promised, the "Gardens" mentioned in the verse under comment are described as "dark green with foliage" which indicates the intensity of the goodness of their works.

\textsuperscript{4084} Important Words:

\textit{نضخان} (gushing forth with water) is derived from \textit{نضخ الماء}. They say \textit{نضخ الماء} \textit{i.e.}, the water gushed forth from the fountain or boiled forth vehemently. \textit{نضخان} means, a copious spring of water or a spring that gushes forth or boils forth copiously (Lane).

Commentary:

In the present verse and in v. 51 above two different descriptions of the fountains and springs promised to believers have been given. In v. 51 fountains promised to believers have been described as flowing freely and ceaselessly while in the present verse these springs are described as gushing forth with water. This signifies that believers to whom springs mentioned in v. 51 have been promised are of a higher spiritual status than believers to whom springs mentioned in the present verse have been promised; since believers of former category are engaged in doing good to others ceaselessly and freely without any idea or expectation of reward while those of the latter class do good works out of natural impulse but the doing of good is mainly confined to themselves.
69. In both of them there will be all kinds of fruit, and dates and pomegranates.\

70. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?—\

71. Therein will be maidens, good and beautiful—\

72. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?—\

73. Fair maidens with lovely black eyes, well-guarded in pavilions—\

74. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?—\

75. Whom neither man nor Jinn will have touched beforethem—\

76. Which then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?—\

77. Reclining on green cushions and beautiful carpets.\(^{a}\)\

\(^{a}\)\(36 : 58; \; 38 : 52; \; 43 : 74.\) \(^{b}\)See 55 : 55.\

4085. **Commentary:**\

Whereas in the “Gardens” referred to in v. 47 are to be found fruits of every kind in pairs (v. 53) fruits in the “Garden” mentioned in this verse are of a limited variety, especially dates and pomegranates.

4086. **Commentary:**\

As compared with the words “good and beautiful” used with regard to the maidens in the present verse which possess only a general connotation, the words “rubies and pearls” used in v. 59 above have a particular significance and are expressive of beauty of special excellence.

4087. **Commentary:**\

The words قاصرات الطرف (restraining their glances) in v. 57 evidently are expressive of chastity and modesty of a higher degree than the expression مقصورات في الخيام (confined to pavilions) in the verse under comment.

4088. **Important Words:**\

عبقرى is relative noun from عبقرة, a place which the Arabs asserted to be the land of the Jinn; hence it is applied as an epithet to anything wondered at or admired, for the skilfulness which it exhibits, or the excellence of its manufacture and its strength; or to any work great in estimation, and delicate. It is both singular and plural and the feminine is عبقرية. They say ثواب عبقرية i.e., clothes or garments of admirable manufacture, so called in relation to a certain town عبقر in Yemen.
78. Which, then, of the favours of your Lord will you twain deny?  

79. Blessed is the name of thy Lord.  
Master of Glory and Honour.

in which clothes or garments and carpets are figured and variegated and are of the utmost beauty. Thus عَبْرَى means, a kind of carpets variously dyed and figured; perfect or complete applied to anything; a lord or chief of men; one who has none above him and is strong. هذا عَبْرَى قُومٍ means, this is a chief or Lord of a people. The word is also applied as an epithet denoting superlativeness of any quality. قَالَ أَمْ بَرَى يُرِى فَرِيدُهُ i.e., I have not seen a chief of a people do his wonderful deed. عَبْرَى حَسَنٌ means, beautiful variegated carpets (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

Again the words used in v. 55 about believers show that they possess a greater dignity, respect and authority than those to whom the present verse refers. With this verse the comparison between the two categories of believers specifically mentioned in the next Sūra i.e., “the foremost” (56 : 11) and “those on the right hand” (56 : 28) comes to an end.

4089. Commentary:

It is not without significance that this verse has been used as many as 31 times in the present Sūra. The Sūra seems particularly to refer to the great favours and blessings which God has bestowed upon man. In view of these multifarious and multitudinous favours the repeated use of the verse seems quite appropriate. But the Sūra also speaks of the unprecedentedly destructive Divine punishment in the form of atomic wars which will overtake man if he does not repent and mend his ways. This repeated warning of an imminent danger is also a blessing in disguise.

4090. Commentary:

The verse signifies that those who benefit by the great favours that God has bestowed upon them and walk in the path of truth and righteousness will be granted more favours by the Lord of Honour but those who, on the contrary, defy Divine laws and adopt evil ways will be punished by the Lord of Majesty.
CHAPTER 56

AL-WĀQI‘AH

(Revealed before Hijra)

Title, Date of Revelation, and Context

This is the last of the group of seven Chapters beginning with Sūra Qāf. These seven Sūrās were revealed at Mecca, more or less at the same time, in the early years of the Holy Prophet’s ministry. Naturally, therefore, they are very much similar in tone and tenor; but, in no other case perhaps, is this similarity so marked as it is between this Sūra and Sūra Al-Rahmān. The subject in Sūra Al-Rahmān is completed in this Sūra, and thus the Sūra forms a befitting sequel to Sūra Al-Rahmān. In Sūra Al-Rahmān, for instance, three groups of people—(a) those fortunate ones who are granted special nearness to God, (b) the general body of believers who have achieved Divine pleasure, and (c) the rejectors of Divine Messengers—were referred to only by implication. In the present Sūra, however, they have been expressly mentioned. The Sūra takes its title, like the Sūrās of this group, from its first verse, and like them, it deals particularly with the important subjects of the Resurrection, Revelation, and the repudiation of idolatry, appropriately revealed early at Mecca when the preaching of the Quranic Message was directed exclusively to the idolatrous Quraish. The seven Sūrās also contain prophecies about the great and glorious future of Islam, side by side with direct and emphatic mention of the inevitability of the Resurrection, thus drawing attention to the inescapable conclusion that the fulfilment of those prophecies would prove that the Resurrection is also an undeniable fact.

Subject-Matter

The Sūra opens with a firm and emphatic declaration that the Great and Inevitable Event which was foretold in the preceding Sūra will most surely come to pass, and when it comes to pass the earth will be shaken to its depths, and the mountains shall be shattered, causing a new world to emerge from the ashes of the old. As a result of this Great Event people will be sorted out into three classes: (a) the fortunate ones enjoying God’s special nearness, (b) the true and righteous believers receiving handsome reward for their good deeds, and (c) the unfortunate disbelievers who rejected God’s Message and opposed and persecuted His Messengers being punished for their evil deeds. The Sūra then proceeds to give a graphic description of the Divine blessings and favours in store for the first two classes, which is followed by a description of the punishment which will be meted out to the deniers of the Divine Message. Then, the Sūra advances the usual argument of the creation of man from a seminal drop and of its development into a full-fledged human being,
to prove his second birth after death. Towards its end the Sūra reverts to the subject with which it had begun and explains that the great reformation to which it had referred in the opening verses will be brought about by the Qur'ān which is indubitably the revealed Word of God, and which is protected and guarded like a precious treasure, and the wealth of whose teachings is revealed only to the righteous and pure of heart. The Sūra closes with a beautiful homily, viz., that when the inevitable end of all life is death, from which there is no escape, why should man be neglectful of that hard fact and consign God to oblivion?
1. In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.  

2. When the Event comes to pass—

3. None can say that its coming to pass is lie—

4. Some it will bring low, others it will exalt.

5. "When the earth will be shaken with a terrible shaking,"  

---

Commentary:

4091. Commentary:

See 1:1.

4092. Commentary:

The "Inevitable Event" referred to in the preceding verse will bring about a great revolution in the lives of men. A new world will come into being, the high and the mighty will be laid low and the despised and down-trodden will be exalted. In fact, the advent of every great Divine Reformer is attended with changes of far-reaching consequences. Elsewhere speaking about the object of Moses's advent the Qur'an says:

و نريد أن نم على الذين استضعفوا في الأرض
و نجعلهم أئمة و نجعلهم الوارئين و نمكنا لهم في الأرض
i.e., And We desired to show favour unto those who had been considered weak in the earth, and to make them leaders and to make them inheritors of Our favours, and to establish them in the earth (28:6-7).

4093. Commentary:

The word كاذبة is fem. act. part. from كذب and means, one who tells a lie. It is used here as مصدر to impart emphasis to its meaning (Jarir). The verse means that nothing can avert that great event. Or that there is no belying its coming to pass or denying the fact that it will come to pass. Its happening is as sure as anything. It is a dead certainty.

4094. Commentary:

The verse means that the "Inevitable Event" referred to in the preceding verse will bring about a great revolution in the lives of men. A new world will come into being, the high and the mighty will be laid low and the despised and down-trodden will be exalted. In fact, the advent of every great Divine Reformer is attended with changes of far-reaching consequences. Elsewhere speaking about the object of Moses's advent the Qur'an says:

و نريد أن نم على الذين استضعفوا في الأرض
و نجعلهم أئمة و نجعلهم الوارئين و نمكنا لهم في الأرض
i.e., And We desired to show favour unto those who had been considered weak in the earth, and to make them leaders and to make them inheritors of Our favours, and to establish them in the earth (28:6-7).

4095. Important Words:

رجح (shall be shaken). رجح means, he put it in motion or in a state of commotion or agitation; he put it in a state of violent motion; or convulsion or made it to shake, quake or quiver. رج الباب means, he shook the door violently (Lane & Aqrab).
6. And the mountains will be shattered —a complete shattering. 4096

7. They shall all become like dust particles scattered about. 4097

8. And you shall be divided into three groups: 4098

9. First, those on the right hand—how lucky are those on the right hand! 4099

10. Second, those on the left hand—how unlucky are those on the left hand! 4100

Commentary:
The verse means that the whole land of Arabia will be shaken to its foundations. Old beliefs, ideas, moral values, customs, ways of living, etc., will undergo a complete change. In fact, the whole old order will die, giving place to a completely new one.

The verse along with its predecessor and successors is equally applicable to Resurrection after death, to the Last Judgment.

4096. Important Words:

(shall be shattered). بُسُطَ (shall be crumbled) it. بُسِطَ السَّجَال بَعْساً means, the mountains shall be crumbled with a vehement crumbling like flour and levelled to earth and reduced to powder and scattered in the wind (Lane).

Commentary:

( the high and the mighty) shall be laid low.

4097. Commentary:

What a graphic description of the great change that was to be brought about by the Holy Prophet, and of how the prophecy was fulfilled!

4098. Commentary:

The verse applies particularly to the time of the Holy Prophet. But it can also be applied to the time of every great Divine Reformer. Whenever a Prophet of God or a great Divine Reformer preaches his Message, people become divided into three groups which have been mentioned in detail in the verses that follow.

4099. Commentary:

In v. 28 below اصحاب اليمين have been described as اصحاب اليمين, i.e., fellows or companions of the right hand. Elsewhere (75:3) the Qur’an applies the term النفس الاوّمة i.e., self-accusing spirit, to this group of believers, since they work out such a transformation in their souls as to become moral beings in the true sense of the word.

4100. Important Words:

( those on the left hand). مَشْعَّة is derived from which means,
11. **Third, the foremost; they are the foremost;**

12. They will have achieved nearness to God.

13. **They will be** in the Gardens of Bliss—

14. A large party from among the early believers,

15. And a few from the later ones,

16. **Seated** on couches inwrought with gold and jewels,

17. "Reclining thereon, facing each other.

he desired the left, as **أيمن** signifies, he desired the right. **Means, how unlucky he is!** **Means, the left side or direction; contrary to يمن and ميمنة.** They say نظرت يمنة وشأنة **i.e.,** I looked in the right and in the left direction (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

In v. 42 this group of disbelievers have been called **أصحاب الشمال** **i.e.,** companions of the left hand. In 12 : 54 the Qur'an describes them as **النفس الأثارة** (the spirit prone to evil) **i.e.,** those who choose not to walk in the light of wisdom and knowledge but are led into iniquities and immoral paths.

**Commentary:**

**السابعون** (foremost) are those believers who have scaled the highest peaks of spiritual progress. They are completely united with their Creator and cannot, as it were, exist in separation from Him. In Quranic terminology (89 : 28) they are called **النفس المطمئنة** (the soul at rest). This is the highest stage of spiritual perfection which a believer can attain.

4102. **Important Words:**

**ثلة** (large party) is derived from which means, he demolished a thing. **ثلة** means, a party or company of men or a large number of men. They say **فان لم يفرق بين الثلة والثلثة** **i.e.,** such a one does not distinguish between **ثلث (ثلاث) i.e.,** a flock of sheep, and **ثلة (ثلثان) i.e.,** a company of men.

**Commentary:**

The word **الأولين** may refer to the early Companions of the Holy Prophet or to the early Companions of any great Divine Reformer, preferably to the former.

4103. **Commentary:**

The blessings of Paradise to be bestowed upon **السابعون** **i.e.,** those lucky believers who will be favoured with special Divine nearness
18. "There will wait on them youths, who will not age," \textsuperscript{4104}

19. Carrying goblets\textsuperscript{b} and ewers and cups \textit{filled} out of a flowing spring—

20. No headache will they get therefrom, nor will they be intoxicated\textsuperscript{e}—\textsuperscript{4105}

21. And carrying such fruits as they (the foremost believers) choose,\textsuperscript{d}

22. And flesh of birds as they may desire.\textsuperscript{e}

23. And \textit{there will be} fair maidens with wide, lovely eyes,\textsuperscript{f}

24. Like pearls, well preserved,

25. As a reward for what they did.\textsuperscript{4106}

\textsuperscript{a}37 : 46 ; 76 : 20. \textsuperscript{b}43 : 72 ; 76 : 16. \textsuperscript{c}37 : 48. \textsuperscript{d}52 : 23 ; 55 : 53. \textsuperscript{e}52 : 23. \textsuperscript{f}44 : 55 ; 52 : 21.

mentioned in vv. 16—27 of the present \textit{Süra} closely resemble those Divine gifts which have been mentioned in vv. 47—62 of \textit{Süra} \textit{Al-Rahmân}. This shows that the believers referred to in these verses of \textit{Süra} \textit{Al-Rahmân} are of the class of the \textit{sâbîqûn} \textit{i.e.}, those who have been granted special nearness to God.

\textsuperscript{4104} Commentary:

The verse points to the innocence and perpetual freshness of the servants that will wait upon true believers.

\textsuperscript{4105} Important Words:

\textit{là yiṣṣâdûn} (no headache will they get) is derived from 
\textit{ṣaddā'\text{a}}. \textit{ṣaddā'\text{a}} means, he split it so as to divide it in halves. \textit{ṣaddūq} means, he spoke the truth openly or aloud, discriminating between it and falsehood. \textit{ṣaddūq} means, it affected him with headache as though it made his head to split (Lane & Aqrab).

\textit{lâ yiṣṣâdûn} (nor will they be intoxicated) is derived from \textit{ṣâf} \textit{i.e.}, the man became intoxicated, the spring of his senses having exhausted; his argument became exhausted in litigation. \textit{ṣâf} \textit{i.e.}, the well became empty, all the water having been taken out of it. \textit{ṣâf} \textit{i.e.}, the well became empty, all the water having been taken out of it. \textit{muzîf} \textit{i.e.}, the man became intoxicated, the spring of his senses having exhausted; his argument became exhausted in litigation. Such a one became intoxicated, the root-meaning of \textit{muzîf} \textit{i.e.}, the man became intoxicated, the spring of his senses having exhausted; his argument became exhausted in litigation. \textit{muzîf} \textit{i.e.}, the man became intoxicated, the spring of his senses having exhausted; his argument became exhausted in litigation.

\textsuperscript{4106} Commentary:

The verse signifies that in this world believers will have the blessings enumerated above because of their sacrifice and suffering for the cause of Truth, and in the next world the good
26. They will not hear therein any vain or sinful talk, a
27. Except only the word of salutation, 'Peace, peace.' b
28. And as for those on the right hand—how lucky are those on the right hand!—
29. They will be amidst thornless lote-trees, c

ded deeds done by them in this world will assume the form of these blessings. The blessings mentioned in these verses (16–24) appear to be those which befitted kings and princes, because they will be given to believers of the highest spiritual eminence.

4107. Commentary:

This and the preceding verse, like many other verses of the Qur'an, effectively repudiate all those foolish notions about a sensual Paradise which ignorant and evil-minded carpers and critics of Islam pretend to find in the Qur'an, and gives an insight into its nature, essence and reality. The Heaven as conceived and promised to Muslims by the Qur'an would be a place of spiritual bliss where no sin, vain or idle talk, or lying will find access (78:36). All the blessings of Paradise would find their culminations and consummation in peace—complete peace of the mind and soul. And there could be no greater blessing than peace of mind. The Paradise promised to a Muslim has been designated as the "abode of peace" in the Qur'an (6:128); the highest stage of spiritual development to which a believer can rise is that of the "soul at peace" (89:28) and the greatest gift which the dwellers of Paradise will receive from God will be "peace" (36:59), because God Himself is the Author of peace (59:24). Such is the sublime Quranic conception of Paradise.

4108. Important Words:

For سدر (lote-trees) see 53:17.

مُحضُود (thornless) is derived from which means, he broke wood or a branch or twig or a soft thing so that its parts did not separate; he bent without breaking wood or a branch or twig. They say مُحضُود the i.e., he cut off or removed the thorns of the trees; مُحضُود means, a tree having its thorns removed, a thornless tree. The word also means, a tree having the branches bent by reason of the abundance of its fruit (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

When the shade of lote-tree becomes dense and crowded, it is very pleasant and in the hot and dry climate of Arabia the tired and fatigued travellers take shelter and find rest under it. The word سدر having been qualified by مُحضُود signifies that the trees of Paradise will not only give pleasant and plenteous shade but would also bend down on account of the abundance of their fruit, i.e., the blessings of Paradise would both be pleasant and plentiful. See also 53:17.
30. And clustered bananas,\textsuperscript{4109}
31. And extended shade,\textsuperscript{a}
32. And flowing water,\textsuperscript{b}
33. And abundant fruit,\textsuperscript{c}
34. Neither failing, nor forbidden,\textsuperscript{4110}
35. And they will have noble spouses—\textsuperscript{4111}
36. Verily, We have created them a good creation,

\textsuperscript{4109. Commentary :}
Whereas lotus-tree mentioned in the preceding verse grows in dry climate, the banana requires plenty of water for its growth. The combining of سد and طلع signifies that the fruits of Paradise will not only be plentiful and delightful but will be found in all climatic conditions.

\textsuperscript{4110. Commentary :}
The blessings promised to the inmates of Paradise in this and other \textit{Sûrâs} of the Qur’ân possess the following important qualities: \textit{(a)} they will be in abundance; \textit{(b)} they will be easily accessible and at the entire disposal of believers; \textit{(c)} they will know no diminution or end; and \textit{(d)} they will cause no discomfort or disease.

\textsuperscript{4111. Important Words :}
\textit{فرش} (spouses) is the plural of فرش which means, a thing spread on the ground for one to sit upon; a bed; a man’s wife; a woman’s husband; the master, or owner of a female slave. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said: \textit{الولد للمرأة و للعمر الحجر} \textit{i.e.}, the child is for the husband or for the master of the bed, who is the husband, or the owner of the woman, or for the bed; and for the adulterer shall be stone (Abû Dawûd, 	extit{kitâb al-Ţalâq}). The word \textit{فرش} also means, the nest of a bird; a house, etc. (Lane & Aqrab).

\textit{Commentary :}
In order to complete their happiness and peace of mind, the believers will have for their companions pure, beautiful spouses of noble descent and high dignity. The promise may also be taken to have been fulfilled when the Byzantine and Persian Empires fell to their victorious arms. In the next life the believers will have these things conformably to the spiritual conditions obtaining there.
37. And made them virgins,\textsuperscript{4112}

38. Loving, of equal age\textsuperscript{4113}

39. With those on the right hand:

40. A large party from among the early believers.

41. And a large party from the later ones.

42. But as for those on the left hand—how unlucky are those on the left hand!—\textsuperscript{4114}

43. They will be in the midst of scorching winds and scalding water\textsuperscript{4115}

\textsuperscript{a}78 : 34. \textsuperscript{b}69 : 26; 84 : 11; 90 : 20. \textsuperscript{c}22 : 20; 44 : 49; 55 : 45.

\textbf{4112. Important Words:}

\textit{بَكِرن} (bikrun) which means, a virgin; a man who has not touched a woman; an unpierced pearl; etc. (Lane & Aqrab).

\textbf{4113. Important Words:}

\textit{أَرِبَاء} (arib) is the plural of \textit{أَرِب} (‘ariba). They say \textit{أَرِب} i.e., the water of the well became abundant. \textit{أَرِب} means, a woman who loves her husband passionately and excessively and is obedient to him; also a woman disobedient to her husband and unfaithful to him (Lane & Aqrab).

\textit{أَتِرَاب} is the plural of \textit{تَرِب} (tariba) which means, he was born at the same time with another, an equal in age; an equal; a match; a peer; having similar tastes, habits, views, etc. (Lane & Aqrab).

\textbf{Commentary:}

A beautiful, chaste and faithful wife, having similar views and tastes and outlook on life with her husband is the greatest Divine blessing a person can possibly have. There will be good and virtuous women in Paradise, says the Qur'an, as there will be good and righteous men. It is good companionship that makes human life happy and complete.

\textbf{4114 Commentary:}

اصحاب الشمال is another name for those on the left hand.

\textbf{4115. Commentary:}

The disbelievers in the heat of their passions indulged in all sorts of evil activities. That heat will take the form of hot water and scorching heat.
44. And under the shadow of black smoke⁴¹¹⁶
45. Neither cool nor of any good.
46. Before this they lived a life of ease and plenty.⁴¹¹⁷
47. And used to persist in extreme sinfulness.
48. And they were wont to say, 'What! when we are dead and have become dust and bones, shall we indeed be raised again?⁴¹¹⁸
49. 'And our fathers of yore too?'
50. Say, 'Yes, the earlier ones and the later ones.
51. 'Will all be gathered together unto the fixed time of an appointed day.
52. 'Then, O ye that have gone astray and have rejected the truth,

**Commentary:**

Denial of the Resurrection and after-life whether by word of mouth or conduct is at the root of all sin and crime in the world. This is why, next to belief in the existence of God the greatest stress has been laid in the Qur'ān on life after death. There can be no real and effective check on sin, or incentive to good works, without a true and real belief in life after death.

---

⁴¹¹⁶ Important Words:

ψίμωμα (black smoke) is derived from ψιμέ (ψήμα) meaning, smoke or black smoke or intensely black smoke; a black mountain; the canopy that is extended over the inmates of Hell (Lane & Aqrab).

⁴¹¹⁷ Commentary:

The disbelievers fed fat on the hard-earned money of others, and in the pride and conceit of their wealth, prestige, and influence, arrogantly spurned the Divine Message. This and the next verse show that the root cause of all sins is inordinate desire for wealth and the comforts and pleasures of life which prompts one to exploit other people and to deny accountability for one's actions in after-life. For see 23 : 65 and 17 : 17.

⁴¹¹⁸ Commentary:

Denial of the Resurrection and after-life whether by word of mouth or conduct is at the root of all sin and crime in the world. This is why, next to belief in the existence of God the greatest stress has been laid in the Qur'ān on life after death. There can be no real and effective check on sin, or incentive to good works, without a true and real belief in life after death.
53. 'You will surely eat of the tree of Zaqqūm'.
54. 'And will fill your bellies therewith.'
55. 'And will drink thereon of boiling water',
56. 'Drinking like the drinking of the camels that suffer from insatiable thirst.'
57. This will be their entertainment on the Day of Judgment.
58. We have created you, Why, then, do you not accept the truth?

4119. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that disbelievers indulged in all sorts of iniquitous activities; they, as it were, drained life to the dregs. Therefore, as a punishment, their bellies will be filled with fire and they will drink of the hot water which instead of quenching will increase their thirst.

4120. Important Words:
اللهم (thirsty camels) is the plural of اللهم which is derived from اللهم which means, he went at random, not knowing where he was going, he became thirsty. اللهم means, (a) severe thirst; (b) dropsy; or a kind of disease from which camels suffer from insatiable thirst; (c) insanity caused by extreme love. رجل هائم means, a thirsty man. رجل هائم means, a confused and perplexed man. اللهم means, thirsty camels, sandy plains which suck all water (Aqrab).

4121. Commentary:
This and the preceding three verses describe the punishment that will be meted out to the guilty in the after-life, in a language which befits the enormity of their sins or crimes in the present life. They devoured what other people had earned with the sweat of their brows. They suffered from an insatiable lust for wealth, amassing it by fair means or foul, and being proud of their riches rejected the Divine Message. As punishment for their sins, they will be given the tree of Zaqqūm to eat, which will burn their inside, and they will have scalding water to quench their thirst, and like diseased camels their thirst will remain unsatisfied.

4122. Commentary:
(their entertainment) means, their provisioning and food. The expression seems to have been used ironically.

4123. Commentary:
With this verse begins a series of arguments in support of life after death. The first
59. What think ye of the sperm-drop that you emit?\(^a\)

60. Is it you who have created it or are We the Creator?\(^b\)

61. We have ordained death for all of you; and We cannot be forestalled.\(^4124\)

62. From bringing in your place others like you,\(^a\) and from developing you into a form which at present you know not.\(^4125\)

63. And you have certainly known the first creation. Why, then, do you not reflect?\(^4126\)

\(^{a}75:38.\) \(^{b}52:36.\) \(^{c}71:5.\) \(^{d}76:29.\)

Argument in the present verse is taken from the very subtle and wonderful phenomenon of man's birth, starting with a drop of semen and developing into a full-fledged human being,—the crown of all creation—having been equipped with all moral and spiritual powers in order that he might assimilate and demonstrate in himself Divine attributes.

4124. Commentary:

The end of all physical life is death. This is the eternal law of God from which there is no escape. Death frees the human soul from the fetters and shackles of its physical habitat and enables it to start its journey on the road to spiritual development which knows no end.

4125. Commentary:

The disintegration of man's physical tabernacle does not mean the end of his life. Death is only a change of state or form. After its flight from the body the human soul is given another body, which, then, grows and develops and takes forms which it is not possible for man to conceive. The verse may also imply a warning to disbelievers that they should not remain lulled into a false state of complacency that they would continue to enjoy power, prestige and prosperity. The time was fast approaching when all their power would be broken and their glory would depart and another people—the Muslims—would take their place, and they could not conceive of this great change in their present prosperous condition. The fulfilment of this prophecy will constitute an argument in support of life after death.

4126. Commentary:

The verse reinforces the argument begun in the above-mentioned verses. It, in effect, says to disbelievers that they know that God created man from a mere sperm-drop and endowed him with wonderful powers and attributes to grow and develop, and yet they dare deny that the Great Creator could give him life again after his death. Does not this fact merit their reflection?
64. Do you see what you sow? 4127

65. Is it you who grow it or are We the Grower?

66. If We so pleased, We could reduce it all to broken pieces," then you would keep lamenting: 4128

67. 'We are ruined.'

68. 'Nay, we are deprived of everything.'

69. Do you see the water which you drink? 4129

70. Is it you who send it down from the clouds, or are We the Sender?

71. If We so pleased, We could make it bitter. Why, then, are you not grateful? 4130

4127. Commentary:

After referring to the birth of man from very insignificant beginning, the Sūra, from the present verse, proceeds to give a brief account of things upon which man's life on earth depends, which in fact, is a preparation for the eternal and everlasting life after death. There are three principal things upon which man's life in this world depends—food, water and fire. The first thing is food to which this verse refers.

4128. Important Words:

حطَم (broken pieces) is derived from حطَم, i.e., he broke it into pieces, he crushed it. حطَم means, what is broken in pieces of dry things; fragments of eggs. حطَم الدنيا means, the perishable goods of this world (Lane & Aqrab).

4129. Commentary:

Next to food, water is the most important thing upon which human life depends for its sustenance.

4130. Commentary:

The sun makes the saltish and bitter water of oceans rise in the form of vapours which being buffeted by cold winds are turned into a cloud, and then fall as rain upon the dry and parched fields, and the seed which had lain buried deep in the ground sprouts and the sun causes
72. Do you see the fire which you kindle?  

73. Is it you who produce the tree for it, or are We the Producer?  

74. We have made it a reminder and benefit for the wayfarers.  

75. So glorify the name of thy Lord, the Great.  

R. 3  

76. Nay, I swear by the shooting of the stars—  

it to grow into a smiling, flourishing crop. Who created the seas, the oceans, the wind and the warmth? It is all the work of the Great Creator and Sustainer, and yet ungrateful man has the hardihood to deny His beneficence; he refuses to believe that his life has a purpose to achieve, for which he will be given a new life after he has departed from this world.

4131. Commentary:  

Fire plays a most important part in the life of man. Much of his physical comfort depends upon it. It is a thing of very great utility, also of destruction if improperly used. In this mechanistic age life is inconceivable without the use of fire. No industry, trade or travel is possible without it. Spiritually speaking, there is latent in man a spiritual fire in whose flames, if kept under control, all his evil passions and desires are consumed; it kindles in him a yearning of the soul to establish a true and real connection with its Creator.

4132. Important Words:  

wayfarers (wayfarers of the desert) is derived from قومٌ الوُجَّاحِ. They say قومٌ الرجل  

became extremely hungry. أقوى means, he alighted at a desolate place. أوقٍ الدار means, the house became empty of dwellers. أقوى القوٍ means, the provisions of the people were exhausted. القوٍ means, waste, barren land, ruin; hunger. مقوٌ means, needy and hungry people; wayfarers of a desert or those who alight at a desolate place. بات القوٍ أو القوٍ means, he spent the night hungry or in a desert (Aqrab).

4133. Important Words:  

لا (nay) is generally used to impart emphasis to the oath, meaning that the thing which is going to be explained next is so self-evident that it does not need calling anything to bear witness to its truth. When the refutation of a certain hypothesis is intended لا is used to signify that which is said before is not correct but the right thing is that which follows.

أقسم (I swear). For the significance and philosophy of oaths see 37:2; 41:2 and 91:2.

موقع (shooting) is the plural of موقع which is derived from موقع which means, it fell. موقع means, a place or time where and when a thing happens (Aqrab).
77. And, indeed, that is a grand oath, if you only knew—

78. That this is indeed a noble Qur'ān,

79. In a well-preserved Book.

Commentary:

The verse purports to say that the indicators of the phenomenon of the falling of stars (shooting of the stars, or the places or times of their falling) constitute evidence of the fact that the Qur'ān is the revealed Word of God, if only the disbelievers had the intelligence to understand this simple fact.

The word كریم meaning noble, honourable, liberal, generous, bounteous, the verse signifies that upon those who would act upon the teachings of this noble Book will be bestowed bounteous blessings of God and that they will find a place of honour among the world's great nations.

Commentary:

That the Qur'ān is a well-preserved and well-protected Divinely revealed Book is an open
CH. 56

80 Which none shall touch except who are purified. 4137

81. "It is a revelation from the Lord of the worlds." 4138

*a20:5; 26:193.*

challenge to the whole world which has remained unaccepted during the past fourteen centuries. No effort has been spared by its hostile critics to find fault with the purity of its text. But all efforts in this direction have led to but one inevitable—albeit unpalatable for its enemies—result that the Book which the Holy Prophet Muhammad gave to the world fourteen hundred years back has come down to us without the change of a single vow. The Qur'an stands unique in this respect among all revealed Scriptures. Books other than the Qur'an have been interpolated, mutilated and tampered with. And this was natural, because their teachings were meant for particular peoples and for limited periods of time. But the Qur'an, being the last Divine Message for the whole of mankind, should naturally have been vouchsafed full, complete and eternal protection. Elsewhere, the Qur'an has made the firm assertion that it enjoys Divine protection: "Verily, We Ourselves have sent down this Exhortation, and most surely We are its Guardian" (15:10). The verse under comment along with 15:10 constitutes not only a forceful challenge but also a mighty prophecy that the Quranic text shall remain intact, which prophecy has been remarkably fulfilled. What adds weight and force to the prophecy is the fact that it was made at a time when even the art of writing had not much developed and that it was addressed to a people who did not even know how to read and write. "There is probably in the world no other book", says William Muir, "which has remained twelve centuries with so pure a text...There is otherwise every security, internal and external, that we possess the text which Muhammad himself gave forth and used...To compare their pure text with the various readings of our Scriptures, is to compare things between which there is no analogy."

"Efforts of European scholars to prove the existence of later interpolations in the Qur'an have failed" (Enc. Brit).

The verse may also signify that the ideals and principles embodied in the Qur'an are inscribed in the book of nature i.e., they are in complete harmony with natural laws. Like the laws of nature they are immutable and unalterable and cannot be defied with impunity. Or it may mean that the Qur'an is preserved in "the nature which God has bestowed upon man" (30:31). Human nature is based upon fundamental truths and has been endowed with the faculty to arrive at true judgments. A person who honestly calls human nature into action can easily recognize the truth of the Qur'an.

4137. Commentary:

The verse signifies that only those lucky ones who by leading righteous lives will have achieved purity of the heart will be granted true understanding of, and insight into, the meanings of the Qur'an, and they will be initiated into those spiritual mysteries of Divine knowledge to which the impure of heart are denied access. Incidentally, one should not touch or read the Qur'an while one is not physically clean.

4138. Commentary:

The fact that the Qur'an is a "well-preserved Book" and that "none shall touch it except who
82. Is it this Divine discourse that you would reject?  
83. And do you make the denial thereof your livelihood?  
84. Why, then, when the soul of the dying man reaches the throat,  
85. And you are at that moment looking on—  
86. And We are nearer to him than you, but you see not—  
87. Why, then, if you are not to be called to account,  

**Commentary:**

The rebuke implied in the preceding two verses is continued. The disbelievers are told that they deny truth because they seem to think that they will never die and will not be called to account for their denial. This and the next few verses contain a graphic picture of the moments when the soul departs from the body at death.

**Commentary:**

This and the next verse constitute two parenthetical clauses.

**Important Words:**

مدنيين (called to account) is derived from دان which means, he obeyed; he was or became abased and submissive. دانه means, he made him do what he disliked; he abased or enslaved him; he ruled, governed, managed him or it; he had authority over him or it; he called him to account (Lane & Aqrab).
88. You cannot bring it back, if you are truthful.

89. Now if he be of those who have attained nearness to God,

90. Then for him is comfort and fragrance of happiness and a Garden of Bliss;

91. And if he be of those who are on the right hand,

92. Then Peace be on thee, who is from those on the right hand.

93. But if he be of those who reject the truth and are in error,

94. Then for him will be an entertainment of boiling water.

95. And burning in Hell.

96. Verily, this is the certain truth.

97. So glorify the name of thy Lord, the Great.

---

4144. **Commentary:**

There are three degrees of certainty, viz. علم اليقين, علم عن اليقين, علم الحق الاليقين. Of these the first degree of certainty is knowledge of a thing acquired inferentially as we conclude the existence of fire from the presence of smoke in a place without witnessing the fire itself. If we see the fire itself, our knowledge of the existence of fire becomes certainty of the second degree (علم الحق الاليقين). Knowledge of a thing we witness with the eye may, however, be further improved through actual experience; for instance by thrusting our hand into the fire. This is the highest stage of certainty which in the language of the Qur'an is called حق الاليقين. The verse means that life after death is certainty of the highest degree. The Sūra had opened with the subject of the Resurrection and life after death and has closed on the same subject. This is a special peculiarity of the Quranic style that when a certain Sūra begins with the discussion of a particular subject, after dealing exhaustively with it, it ends by briefly referring to the same subject.

4145. **Commentary:**

The verse constitutes a suitable ending to the Sūra. The main topic of the Sūra was the provision which God has made in the form of food, water and fire for the sustenance of
physical life. The description of these manifold and multifarious Divine blessings ended with an exhortation to man to glorify the name of his Lord Who has created all these things for his use (v. 75). But life on earth is not the aim and object of man’s creation. It is only a prelude to, and a preparation for, a much higher and nobler life without end. For the achievement of the object of that life, God raised His Messengers and sent down Revelation, so that man should make preparation for the day of his death. In after-life man shall have to render an account of his deeds. So, for this great favour he should glorify the name of his Lord, the Great. With this exhortation and reminder the Sūra comes to a close.
CHAPTER 57
AL-ḤADĪD

(Revealed after Hijra)

Title, Date of Revelation, and Context

This is the first of the last ten Medinite Sūrās of the Qurʾān which end with Chapter 66. It seems to have been revealed after the conquest of Mecca or the Treaty of Ḥudaybiyya, as is clear from the mention of the (the victory) in v. 11 which refers to the Fall of Mecca or, according to some, more appropriately to the Treaty of Ḥudaybiyya. The series of the Meccan Sūrās which began with Sūra Al-Saba’ and which, with the exception of the three intervening Medinite Chapters i.e., Muhammad, Al-Fāṭih and Al-Ḥujurāt, had continued without interruption, ended with the preceding Chapter. This series completes the subject matter of the Meccan Sūrās. With the present Sūra, however, begins a new series of Medinite Chapters which end with Sūra Al-Taḥrīm. The Sūra takes its title from the word (the iron) occurring in v. 26.

In the preceding Sūra (v. 79) it was stated that the Qurʾān is (well-preserved Book), which among other things signifies that the teachings of the Qurʾān are in perfect harmony with natural laws and with the dictates and demands of human nature, reason and common-sense. The present Sūra opens with the Divine attributes: the Mighty, the Wise. And quite naturally, the Being Who is Wise and Mighty must have revealed a Book whose teachings are consistent with the laws of nature and with human reason and conscience. And, befittingly the Sūra opens with the words “Whatever is in the heavens and the earth declares the glory of Allah,” and this is because the preceding Sūra had ended on the Divine command, viz., “So glorify the name of thy Lord, the Incomparably Great.” It is significant that five, out of these ten Medinite Sūrās, open with the words, “Whatever is in the heavens and in the earth declares the glory of Allah, the Mighty, the Wise.”

Subject Matter

In the previous seven Meccan Sūrās, especially in the three immediately preceding—Al-Qamar, Al-Raḥmān, and Al-Wāqiah—it was repeatedly declared, in forceful though metaphorical language, that a great reformation, a veritable resurrection, was about to be brought about by the Holy Prophet among a people who for long centuries had grovelled in dust and dirt; and who because they had no living relation with civilized society, were looked down upon as pariahs among the comity of great nations. The present Sūra points out that the great day of the phenomenal progress and power of that pariah nation—the Arabs—has already dawned and that the eventual victory of truth over falsehood is in sight. The Sūra opens with a declaration of the power, might and knowledge of God, the Revealer of the Qurʾān. “His is the kingdom of the heavens and the earth (v. 2),” says the Sūra, “and it is He who causes the light
of truth to penetrate the darkness of falsehood and the darkness of falsehood to disappear” (v.7), hinting thereby that the hour of the victory of Islam had approached near. But there were essential conditions to be fulfilled before that consummation could take place i.e. there must be on the part of Muslims a firm and invincible faith in the truth of Islamic ideals and a preparedness to make necessary sacrifice of life and property for the furtherance of the cause of Truth. This is how, the Sūra proceeds to say, God gives life to earth after it is dead (v. 18), i.e., He raises a people morally corrupt and politically unsettled to spiritual eminence and material power and greatness. The believers, however, are warned that after they have acquired power and prosperity they should not neglect moral ideals and should not indulge in the pursuit of transitory material pleasures because that would lead them to a life of sin and vice.

The Sūra continues the theme namely, that from time immemorial God’s Messengers have been appearing in the world to lead men to the goal of their lives and that God has created “iron” (v. 26) which of all metals is perhaps of greater utility for mankind and which causes great violence and destruction. Next, the Sūra very briefly traces back the account of Divine revelation to the time of Noah and the Prophets of Israel and closes by warning Muslims that God’s pleasure is not to be sought by leading a life of renunciation or flight from the world, as Jesus’s followers had mistakenly thought and practised, but by making proper use of powers and faculties bestowed by God on man, and of the things God has created for his benefit.
1. In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. Whatever is in the heavens and the earth glorifies Allah; and He is the Mighty, the Wise.

---

4146. Important Words:

( glorifies) is derived from سماح (sabaha). They say سماح في الماء i.e., he swam in the water. سماح في الأرض means, he went or travelled far in the land. سماح في حوائجه means, he occupied himself in the accomplishment of his needs. سماح الرجل means, the man busied himself in earning his subsistence or in his affairs. سماح (sabha) thus would signify doing one's task or doing it with utmost effort and quickly, and سماح الله denotes quickness in betaking oneself to God and agility in serving or obeying Him and therefore may be rendered, "I betake myself quickly to the service of God and am prompt in obeying Him." In view of the root meaning of this word, the inf. noun سماح would mean, declaring God to be far removed from every imperfection, defect and impurity, or betaking oneself quickly to God's service and to be prompt in obeying Him (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The verse purports to say that everything in the universe is doing its allotted task punctually and regularly, and by making use of the attributes and powers bestowed upon it by God is fulfilling the object of its creation in such a wonderful manner that one is irresistibly drawn to the conclusion that the Designer and Architect of the universe is indeed Mighty, and Wise, and that the whole universe collectively, and every created thing individually and in its own limited sphere, bears testimony to the undeniable fact that God's handiwork is absolutely free from flaw, defect or imperfection in all its multifarious and multitudinous aspects. This is the meaning and significance of سماح. In fact, the perfection of a work presupposes two things: (a) that its doer possesses all the necessary means for accomplishing it and (b) that he possesses complete and perfect knowledge about it. God is Mighty and Wise, says the verse, i.e., His handiwork being flawless demonstrates His wisdom and might.

The verse may also signify that by the revelation of the Qur'an such a great change will come over Arabia that this land, reeking with superstition, ignorance and idol-worship, will reverberate with the glorification of the Mighty and Wise Creator and Master of the universe.
3. His is the Kingdom of the heavens and the earth; He gives life and He causes death, and He has power over all things.\(^{4147}\)

4. He is the First and the Last, and the Manifest and the Hidden, and He knows all things full well.\(^{4148}\)

5. He is Who created the heavens and the earth in six periods, then He settled Himself on the Throne. He knows what enters the earth and what comes out of it, and what comes down from heaven and what goes up into it. And He is with you wheresoever you may be. And Allah sees all that you do.\(^{4149}\)

\(^{a3:157;7:159;44:9.}\)  
\(^{b7:55;11:8;25:60;32:5.}\)  
\(^{c34:3.}\)

4147. **Commentary:**

This verse explains the Divine attributes "Mighty" and "Wise" mentioned in the preceding verse.

The words "He gives life and He causes death," signify that the process of construction and destruction is operating every moment in every atom in the universe.

4148. **Commentary:**

الأول (the First) meaning that there was nothing before God, signifies that He created everything and He is the First Cause of all things. الآخر (the Last) means that there is and there will be nothing after Him, i.e., He is the Last and Final Cause of all things or that whereas everything is subject to death and destruction, He alone will remain after all things had ceased to exist. الناظر (the Manifest) may signify that all things are subject to Divine laws and God has power over all things and is subordinate to no one and is subject to no laws, or that He is manifest in His works, or is more manifest than anything else, or that He comprehends everything. الباطن (the Hidden) may signify that God is the Knower of all things, so that there is nothing hidden from Him, or that whereas He comprehends everything He Himself is Incomprehensible. The expression may also signify that there is nothing nearer than God or that there is no refuge besides Him.

These four Divine attributes show that God is above the limitations of space and time.

4149. **Commentary:**

For a detailed note on the first part of this verse see 7:55; 10:4 and 41:10-11, and for the
6. His is the Kingdom of the heavens and the earth; and to Allah are all affairs referred for final judgment.

7. He causes the night to pass into the day and causes the day to pass into the night; and He knows full well all that is in the breasts.\(^{4150}\)

8. Believe in Allah and His Messenger, and spend in the way of Allah out of that to which He has made you heirs. And those of you who believe and spend will have a great reward.\(^{4151}\)

\(^{a2 : 108; 7 : 159; 43 : 68}\) \(^{b22 : 62; 31 : 30; 35 : 14}\)

the latter part see 34 : 3. The six periods or stages of evolution referred to in the verse may be those of the ether, nebula, electrons, minerals, plants and animals. Very briefly, the verse may signify that after God had created the heavens and the earth in six periods or stages, He began to control and govern the universe through set laws, and that as He made provision for the physical sustenance and development of man, so did He make similar provision for his spiritual evolution. But God alone knew when a particular Divine Teaching was needed for a particular people; also when to take it back to heaven, i.e., to abrogate it, when it was corrupted and ceased to fulfil the spiritual needs of the people to whom it was given. And He alone knew when to reveal a new Teaching. And now that God has revealed the Qur'an, He will be with the Muslims wheresoever they may be because to them is entrusted the preaching of the last Divine Message.

4150. Commentary:

In the preceding verse it was pointed out that now that God has chosen the Companions of the Holy Prophet for the bestowal of His special favours and has entrusted to them the preaching of the Quranic Message, He will give them power and predominance in the world because His is the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. The present verse, continuing the theme, purports to say that the night of decline and degradation that had enveloped Arabia is about to pass away and the day of its ascendance and progress is about to dawn.

4151. Commentary:

In the preceding verse Muslims were promised power, prestige and prosperity. In the present verse they are told that they will have to fulfil certain conditions to establish their title to the great favours promised to them. They must have firm faith in the truth of the Message the preaching of which is entrusted to them and must be prepared to “spend in the way of Allah out of that to which He has made you heirs.”
9. Why is it that you believe not in Allah, while the Messenger calls you to believe in your Lord, and He has already taken a covenant from you, if indeed you are believers?  

10. He it is Who sends down clear Signs to His servant, that He may bring you out of every kind of darkness into the light. And verily, Allah is Compassionate and Merciful to you.

11. And why is it that you spend not in the way of Allah, while to Allah belongs the heritage of the heavens and the earth? Those of you who spent and fought before the Victory are not equal to those who did so later. They are greater in rank than those who spent and fought afterwards. And to all has Allah promised good. And Allah is Well-Aware of what you do.

4152. Commentary:

The expression مَلَكْتُم besides the meaning given in the text may also signify: "There is no earthly reason that . . . ."

"The covenant" spoken of in the verse signifies the faith-in-God implanted in the nature of man, and the longing to get near to Him.

4153. Commentary:

Man will have to leave behind in this world all his material possessions which in truth belong to God.

الفتح (the Victory) may refer to the Fall of Mecca, soon after which the whole of Arabia submitted to the Holy Prophet, or it may refer to the Treaty of Hudaibiya which laid the foundation of the subsequent rapid spread of Islam and of the vast and very quick expansion of the political power of Muslims.
R. 2 12. Who is he that will lend to Allah a goodly loan?" So He will increase it manifold for him, and he will have a generous reward.\(^{4154}\)

13. And think of the day when thou wilt see the believing men and the believing women, their light running before them and on their right hands, and it will be said to them, 'Glad tidings for you this day!—Gardens through which streams flow, wherein you will abide. That is the supreme triumph.'\(^{4155}\)

14. On the day when the hypocritical men and the hypocritical women will say to those who believe, 'Wait a while for us that we may borrow from your light,' it will be said to them, 'Go back if you can, and seek for light.' Then there will be set up between them a wall with a door in it. The inside of it, will be all mercy and outside of it, in front, will be torment.\(^{4156}\)

---

4154. **Commentary:**

God regards monetary sacrifices, demanded of Muslims for their own progress and advancement, as a loan lent to Him which He promises to increase and return manifold. The sacrifices rendered by early Muslims in the cause of Truth led to a comparatively much greater reward in the form of the conquest of the mightiest empires of the time.

4155. **Commentary:**

The words, "their light," mean the light of their faith and good actions which on the "day of distress and darkness" (i.e. for disbelievers) will lead believers to their goal. Thus their faith and good works will assume the form of light on the 'Day of Resurrection.' "Light" may also mean the light of Divine realization and the capacity to seek and achieve the pleasure of God in this very life. For "Divine Light" see 6:123.

4156. **Commentary:**

It is characteristic of the Hypocrites that in time of trials and tribulations they seek to dissociate themselves from believers but in the hour of success and victory they loudly profess faith and ask for their share in the benefits of victory.
15. They will call out to them, saying, 'Were we not with you?' They will answer, 'Yea, but you led yourselves into temptation and you hesitated and doubted and your vain desires deceived you till the decree of Allah came to pass. And the Deceiver deceived you in respect of Allah.'

16. 'So this day no ransom shall be accepted from you, nor from those who disbelieved. Your final abode is the Fire; that is your friend; and a very evil destination it is.'

"Light," as mentioned in the preceding verse, is bestowed upon believers in consequence of their good works in this life also, and the Hypocrites are told in the present verse that the only way they could have received light in the Hereafter was by good actions in the present life; the expression signifying the present life.

The last part of the verse may also mean that God's mercy and grace would accompany the believers wherever they go and Divine punishment would dog the footsteps of disbelievers and, try as they might, they will find no refuge from it.

"A wall" referred to in the verse might signify the wall of Islam or of the Qur'an. The disbelievers remained outside this wall and so were deprived of Divine mercy which was granted to believers; and were seized with punishment in this life. Their having remained outside the fold of Islam will take the form of a wall in the Hereafter.

4157. Commentary:

(Decree of Allah) means the decree of Allah that Divine punishment will overtake the Hypocrites. The reference may be to the punishment of the Jewish tribes of Medina for their repeated defection and treachery.

4158. Commentary:

The words "that is your friend" seem to have been used ironically. Or the words may mean that only the fire of Hell will purify them of the impurities and dross of sins committed by disbelievers in this life and will make them fit for spiritual progress and thus will be a "friend" to them.
17. Has not the time arrived for those who believe that their hearts should feel humbled at the remembrance of Allah and at the truth which has come down to them, and that they should not become like those who were given the Book before them, but because the period of the descent of Allah’s grace upon them was prolonged for them, their hearts became hardened, and many of them are wicked?\(^{4159}\)

18. Know that Allah is now quickening the earth after its death\(^b\). We have made the Signs manifest to you, that you may understand.\(^{4160}\)

19. As to the men who give alms, and the women who give alms, and those who lend to Allah a goodly loan\(^d\)—it will be increased manifold for them, and theirs will be a noble reward—\(^{4161}\)

\(^{4159}\) Commentary:
The verse seems to refer to the Latter-Day Muslims when as a result of neglecting the teachings of Islam they will have become spiritually corrupt, morally depraved and politically impotent. The verse means to bring home to them the realization of their all-round degradation and makes to them a pathetic appeal. “Has not the time arrived yet,” it seems to say to them, “now that they have sunk to the lowest depths of degradation, they should turn to God and act upon the teachings of their religion which once raised them to the highest peaks of greatness, grandeur and glory.”

\(^{4160}\) Commentary:
In the preceding verse Muslims were told that a time would come when, as the result of ignoring and neglecting the teachings of their religion, their hearts would become hardened and they would turn away from God and incur His displeasure and consequently would become degraded and disgraced. But God would not leave them in the lurch. In conformity with His time-honoured law, viz., that when the earth becomes dry, He sends down rain from heavens and gives a new life to it, He will raise among them a great Divine Reformer and through him will bring about the renaissance of Islam, and Muslims will again see better days.

\(^{4161}\) Commentary:
After the appearance of a great Divine Reformer among them, as promised in the preceding verse, the Muslims will be called upon to make great sacrifices, especially in money
20. And those who believe in Allah and His Messengers and they are the Truthful and the Witnesses in the sight of their Lord, they will have their reward and their light. But as for those who disbelieve and reject Our Signs, these are the inmates of Hell.  

3 21. Know that the life of this world is only a sport and a pastime, and an adornment, and a source of boasting among yourselves, and of rivalry in multiplying riches and children. This life is like the rain, the vegetation produced whereby rejoices the tillers. Then it dries up and thou seest it turn yellow. Then it becomes broken pieces of straw. And in the Hereafter there is severe punishment, and also forgiveness from Allah, and His pleasure. And the life of this world is nothing but temporary enjoyment of deceitful things.

and property, as at that time the teachings of Islam will need to be preached and propagated to the ends of the earth and financial help will be very much in demand.

4162. Commentary:

The verse purports to say that if Muslims believed in the great Divine Reformer, they will attain to those spiritual heights which the Truthful (الشهداء) and the Martyrs (شهداء) attained.

4163. Important Words:

الكفار (tillers) is the plural of كافر (kafir) which is act. part. from كفر (kafar). They say كفر (kafar) i.e., he concealed, hid or covered the thing. كفر نعمة الله أو بنعمة الله means, he denied or disacknowledged the favour of God, he denied and concealed it. The husbandman is called كافر because he conceals the seed under earth, and a disbeliever is so called because he conceals and denies the favour of God (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

Life spent in forgetfulness of God and disregard of its higher values is, as described in the verse under comment, but a sport and a pastime, otherwise man's life on earth is a most serious fact. It has a great mission and a
22. "Vie with one another in seeking forgiveness from your Lord and for a Garden the value whereof is equal to the value of the heaven and the earth; it has been prepared for those who believe in Allah and His Messenger. That is Allah's grace; He bestows it upon whomsoever He pleases, and Allah is the Lord of immense grace."

Commentary:

The verse implies that at the time when the great Promised Reformer to whom reference is impliedly made in the preceding verse would make his appearance, men would neglect the grim and noble purpose of their lives and would give themselves up, body and soul, to the pursuit of petty and paltry pleasures of life and there would be a mad craze and unhealthy competition among them, and vying with one another, for amassing wealth and material resources. But the end of all this competition and rivalry, says the verse, would be like the end of a blooming and blossoming crop over which a scorching wind has blown turning it into broken pieces of straw.

Commentary:

In view of different meanings of 

given under Important Words the verse would mean that the heavens and the earth—the whole universe—would be given to believers as a reward for the good works they had done in this life, which signifies that the reward of the righteous in the after-life would be beyond measure or count. Or the Paradise comprising both the heavens and the earth may signify that the believers will live in Paradise both in this life and in the Hereafter. Moreover, the fact that Paradise as conceived by the Qur'an is as extensive as both the heavens and the earth—the whole space—shows that it comprises Hell also. This means that Paradise and Hell are not two distinct and separate places but two conditions or states of mind. A well-known saying of the Holy Prophet gives an insight into the Quranic conception of Paradise and Hell. Once on being asked by some of his Companions: "If Paradise comprises in its vastness heavens and earth, where is Hell," the Holy Prophet is reported to have replied, آبین الليل إذا جاء النهار i.e., where is the night when the day comes (Ibn Kathir). Besides, the substitution of the words متفرقة من رأيكم جنة in the verse under comment for متفرقة من اللهورضوان in the preceding verse shows that Paradise جنة in fact means the pleasure of God وزوان. What a beautiful conception of Paradise!
23. There befalls not any calamity either in the earth or in your own persons, but it is removed in a Book before We bring it into being—surely, that is easy for Allah—\(^{4165}\)

24. "That you may not grieve over what is lost to you nor exult because of that which He has given to you. And Allah loves not any self-conceited boaster,

25. \(^{b}\)Such as are niggardly and also enjoin upon men to be niggardly. And whoso turns his back, then surely Allah is Self-Sufficient, Worthy of all praise.

26. Verily, We sent Our Messengers with manifest Signs\(^{d}\) and sent down with them the Book and the Balance\(^{d}\) that people may act with justice; and We sent down iron, wherein is material for violent warfare and many benefits for mankind, and that Allah may distinguish those who help Him and His Messengers without having seen Him. Surely, Allah is Powerful, Mighty.\(^{4166}\)

\(^{a3}: 154. \quad b^{4}: 38. \quad c^{7}: 102; 14: 10; 35: 26. \quad d^{42}: 18; 55: 8.\)

4165. **Commentary:**

كتاب (Book) may signify Divine Law or knowledge. It may also signify the Qur'an. According to the first meaning, the verse would signify that everything is subject to a certain law of nature. According to the second it may mean that the causes and cures of misery befalling nations and individuals have been mentioned in the Qur'an, the words في الأرض في النفسكم signifies people in general, and meaning the Muslims as a whole or every individual.

4166. **Commentary:**

الكتاب signifies the eternal Divine Laws. الميزان has different senses with different scholars. Some of these are: (a) Principles of equity which people are enjoined to observe in their dealings with others. (b) Standards by which
R. 4 27. And We did send Noah and Abraham, and We placed among their seed prophethood and the Book. So some of them followed the guidance, but many of them were rebellious.  

human actions are measured, weighed, appraised and judged. (c) Balance which pervades the whole universe maintaining just equilibrium between all things. (d) Practice or example of the Holy Prophet and right use of the Book of God. (e) The capacity for leadership by means of which the Holy Prophet, in conformity with the Book of Allah, established a system of justice between the State, the Society and the individual. (f) Following the golden means and avoiding extremes in the discharge of one's obligations towards God and men. (g) Reasons and arguments based on observation and experience. See also 42:18 and 55:10.

الحديد (iron) is the metal which has perhaps played the greatest and most useful part in the growth and development of human civilization. It may also signify the power to compel obedience to the laws upon which the whole existence of human society depends.

Thus the verse means that God has sent down three things, viz., (a) Divine Laws; (b) the system which maintains just equilibrium in human social relations and (c) the power to compel obedience to Divine Laws.

4167. Commentary:

In the preceding verse it was mentioned that in order to make men lead useful and righteous lives and realize the object for which God has brought this universe into existence, He sent His Messengers and revealed to them guidance from Himself and supported the claims of Divine Messengers with clear and sound arguments; and He also sent down iron which is of immense value and utility to mankind. The present verse gives the names of some of those Divine Messengers. Noah is probably the first Law-bearing Prophet and Abraham the progenitor of the three great peoples—Jews, Christians and Muslims. After these two Prophets, the system of prophethood continued till it found its final exponent in the Mosaic Dispensation in the person of Jesus to whom the next verse makes a pointed reference.
28. Then We caused Our Messengers to follow in their footsteps; and We caused Jesus, son of Mary, to follow them, and we gave him the Gospel. And We created in the hearts of those who accepted him compassion and mercy. But monasticism which they invented for themselves—We did not prescribe it for them—for the seeking of Allah’s pleasure; but they did not observe it with due observance. Yet We gave those of them who believed their due reward, but many of them are rebellious. 4168

4168. Commentary:

The verse may mean that the followers of Jesus invented monasticism in order to seek Allah’s pleasure but Allah had not prescribed it for them; or they invented monasticism which God had not prescribed for them—He had only prescribed for them the seeking of His pleasure.

In v. 26, it was stated that God had sent down the balance (Balance) in order that people may act with equity and justice, i.e., by avoiding extremes they should adopt the golden mean or the middle course in all their affairs and actions because that was the best and the safest course. In the present verse the example of a people—the Christians—has been cited to show that the adoption of an extreme course by them, with howsoever good intentions, led them away from the goal they had sought to attain. They invented the institution of monstery in order, as they thought, to seek the pleasure of God, and in conformity with, according to them, Jesus’s own teaching and practice. The adage that the road to heaven is paved with good intentions was never better illustrated than in the case of Christians for whom monstery proved a source of many evils. They started with monasticism and ended with giving themselves up to the worship of Mammon. By implication the Muslims were told that because a great Prophet had been raised for them, by following whom they would be given great worldly power and wealth, they should not go to the other extreme and give themselves up to the pursuit of material gains and physical pleasures. While monasticism has been decried and deplored as repugnant to human nature, the Holy Prophet also is reported to have said: لا رهبانية في الإسلام, i.e., there is no monasticism in Islam (Ibn Athir). Islam is not a religion for dreamers and visionaries who live in a world of their own conception, entirely divorced from the hard realities of life, but it is a practical system which gives effective and full guidance in mundane as well as spiritual affairs. It has not left any aspect of crowded human life for which it has not laid down practical guidance. There is no place in
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29. O ye who believe! fear Allah and believe in His Messenger; He will give you a double portion of His mercy, and will provide for you a light wherein you will walk, and will grant you forgiveness—and verily Allah is Most Forgiving, Merciful—\(^4169\)

30. That the People of the Book may not think that they (the Muslims) have no power to attain aught of the grace of Allah; whereas grace is entirely in the hands of Allah.\(^b\) He gives it to whomsoever He pleases. And Allah is the Master of immense grace.\(^4170\)

\(^{a2}\) : 106. \(^{b2}\) : 106; 3 : 74.

Islam for such an impracticable teaching as “take no thought for the morrow” (Matt. 6 : 34). It emphatically enjoins a Muslim “to look to what he sends forth for the morrow” (59 : 19). According to Islam a true Muslim is one who discharges fully and completely the obligations he owes to his fellow-beings (حقوق العباد) as he discharges those he owes to his Creator (حقوق الله).

4169. Commentary:

As in the preceding verse the Christians were admonished for regarding a life of renunciation and flight from the world as an ideal, the Muslims in the present verse are told to devote as much care and attention to their mundane as to their spiritual affairs and to discharge the obligations they owe to their Creator and Lord with as much devotion as their obligations to their fellow-beings, and that if they did so they would be granted the benefits and blessings of this life as well as those of the Hereafter. Elsewhere in the Qur’ān Muslims have been enjoined constantly to pray: “Our Lord, grant us good in this world as well as good in the world to come” (2 : 202).

4170. Commentary:

In the preceding verse the Muslims were promised both spiritual and material benefits and blessings in order to let People of the Book disabuse their minds of the false notion that Divine Grace was their monopoly and also to remind them that now God had transferred it to another people—the followers of Islam.
CHAPTER 58
SūRA AL-MUJĀDILAH
(Revealed after Hijra)

Title, Date of Revelation, and Context

The Sūra takes its title from the word تجادلک occurring in its opening verse. It is the second of the last seven Medinitie Chapters of the Qur‘ān and appears to have been revealed sometime before Sūra Al-Ahzāb (Chapter 33), in which only a cursory reference was made to the evil custom of Zihār, i.e., calling one’s wife one’s “mother.” This subject has been dealt with in some detail in the present Sūra. Khululah, wife of Aus bin Ṣāmit, complained to the Holy Prophet that her husband had called her “mother,” which rendered her a “suspended” woman, neither divorced nor enjoying the status of a wife. The Holy Prophet pleaded his inability to do anything to help her in the absence of a revealed ordinance. This somewhat detailed reference to Zihār in this Sūra shows that it was revealed before Sūra Al-Ahzāb. But as Sūra Al-Ahzāb was revealed between 5th and 7th year of the Hijra, the present Sūra therefore must have been revealed earlier, very likely between the 3rd and the 4th year.

Moreover, in the immediately preceding Sūra—Al-Ḥadīd—the “People of the Book” were sternly told that Divine grace was not their monopoly and since they had repeatedly defied and had opposed and persecuted God’s Messengers, God’s favour would be transferred for all time to come to the House of Ishmael, and so Muslims are warned in the Sūra under comment that their material prosperity would excite the enmity of their external and internal foes. They should, therefore, be on their guard against their machinations. And, it is an invariable practice of the Qur‘ān that whenever it deals with the enemies of Islam, it also makes a pointed reference to some social evil which may be regarded as the enemy of Islamic social system. This method was adopted in Sūrās Nūr and Ḥazāb and it has been adopted in the present Sūra also.

Subject-Matter

The Sūra opens with a sharp disapproval of the evil custom of Zihār and by citing the case of Khululah lays down the ordinance that if anyone calls his wife “mother” he has to atone for his heinous moral lapse by either freeing a slave, if he has one, or by fasting for two successive months, or by feeding sixty needy persons. The punishment is commensurate with the offence as the evil practice is tantamount to “opposing God and His Messenger”. After dealing a death blow to the custom of Zihār, the Sūra proceeds to deal with the plots and conspiracies of the internal enemies of Islam and condemns the formation of secret societies and holding secret conferences to injure the cause of Truth. Then with befitting relevance the Sūra lays down some rules of conduct about social gatherings. Towards its close, the Sūra
gives a warning to the enemies of Truth that by their opposition they are incurring God's wrath and that they shall not be able to arrest or impede the progress of Islam because it is a Divine decree that it shall prevail. The warning to disbelievers that their opposition to Truth will not go unpunished is followed by an equally strong warning to believers, that under no circumstances should they make friends with the enemies of Islam, however nearly related the latter might be to them, as by opposing the Faith they have waged a veritable war against God, and friendship with God's enemies is inconsistent with true faith.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful."

Allah has indeed heard the speech of her who pleads with thee concerning her husband, and complains unto Allah. And Allah has heard your dialogue. Verily, Allah is All-Hearing, All-Seeing.

3. Those among you who seek to put away their wives by calling them mothers—they do not thereby become their mothers; their mothers are only those who gave them birth; and they certainly utter words that are manifestly evil and untrue; but surely Allah is the Effacer of sins, Most Forgiving.

---


4172. Commentary: The reference in the verse seems to be to Khaulah, wife of Aus bin Šamit and daughter of Tha'labah. She had become separated from her husband because the latter had called her "mother," the exact words used by him being, "thou art to me as the back of my mother." According to an old Arab custom all conjugal relations ceased between a man and his wife when he would use these words about her. The unfortunate woman could neither demand divorce in order to contract a second marriage, nor could she enjoy conjugal rights. She remained uncared for. Khaulah came to the Holy Prophet and complained to him of the awkward situation in which she was placed, and sought his advice and help in the matter. The Holy Prophet pleaded his inability to do anything for her, as it was his wont not to give a decision in matters of this nature, unless he was guided by revelation. The revelation came, and the custom of Zihār was declared unlawful.

Incidentally, the verse shows that God hears the prayers and plaints of even the weakest of His servants.

4173. Commentary: Zihār or calling one's wife "mother" has been declared here a heinous sin. For a somewhat detailed note see 33:5.

The words لعنو غفور mean that God in His great mercy has made allowance for man's
4. As to those who call their wives mothers, and then would go back on what they have said, the penalty for it is the freeing of a slave before they touch each other. This is what you are admonished with. And Allah is Well-Aware of what you do.\(^{4174}\)

5. But whoso does not find a slave, he must fast for two successive months, before they touch each other. And whoso is not able to do so, must feed sixty poor people. This is so prescribed that you may truly believe in Allah and His Messenger. And these are the limits prescribed by Allah; and for the disbelievers is a painful punishment.\(^{4175}\)

6. "Those who oppose Allah and His Messenger will surely be abased even as those before them were abased; and We have already sent down clear Signs.\(^6\) And the disbelievers will have an humiliating punishment.\(^{4176}\)

---

\(^{a9}: 63.\) \(^{b22}: 17; 24:35; 57:10.\)

Weaknesses and that He is always ready to forgive his lapses, provided he comes to God with a penitent heart and makes amends.

The verse has redeemed a right which through a cruel custom was denied to women and thus has raised them to the status to which they were entitled.

4174. Commentary:

The words "they go back on what they have said," may signify that after calling their wives "mothers" they seek to re-establish conjugal relations with them. Or the words may mean that after having once called their wives "mothers" they repeat what they have said. According to this meaning, it is deliberate repetition of the obnoxious words and not their casual or inadvertent utterance that renders the utterer liable to the punishment prescribed in this and the following verse.

4175. Commentary:

The drastic punishment mentioned in these verses indicates the extreme seriousness of the crime of calling one's wife "mother." The relationship with "mother" is too sacred to be trifled with. The expression لئومنوا بالله و رسوله means, you may learn to obey the commandments of Allah and his Messenger.

4176. Important Words:

کبت (will be abused). کبت الله الكافر means, he threw him down prostrate.
7. On the day when Allah will raise them all together, He will inform them of what they did. Allah has kept account of it, while they forgot it. And Allah is Witness over all things.

28. Dost thou not see that Allah knows all that is in the heavens and all that is in the earth? There is no secret counsel of three, but He is their fourth, nor of five, but He is their sixth, nor of less than that, nor of more, but He is with them wheresoever they may be. Then on the Day of Resurrection He will inform them of what they did. Surely, Allah knows all things well. 4177

God prostrated the disbeliever, and deprived him of what he desired, or disappointed him, or caused him to fail in attaining his desire; he routed him or put him to flight; he turned him away or averted him; he abused; debased him, rendered him vile, despicable or ignominious.

(Aqrab)

Commentary:

Calling one's wife "mother" is tantamount to opposing God—so hideous is the offence. Befittingly the subject of opposition to Truth by the Jews and Hypocrites is introduced in this verse.

The words "and We have sent clear Signs," show that Divine punishment overtakes the sinners after their sins have been fully established and their guilt brought home to them.

4177. Commentary:

The subject which was only indirectly introduced in v. 6 has been elaborated in this and the next few verses. The present verse refers to the secret plots and conspiracies against Islam of the Jews and Hypocrites of Medina. It condemns this evil practice and warns them that their plots are not hidden from God. He has sent the Holy Prophet and He is his Guardian and Protector, and their conspiracies would do him no harm. They are further warned that they would be punished for their wicked designs. The expulsion of the three Jewish tribes from Medina was the result of their repeated acts of defection and infidelity and of their secret plots against Islam and against the life of the Holy Prophet.
9. Hast thou not seen those who were forbidden to hold secret counsels and again return to what they were forbidden, and confer in secret for sin and transgression and disobedience to the Messenger? And when they come to thee, they greet thee with a greeting which Allah has not greeted thee; but among themselves they say, 'Why does not Allah punish us for what we say?' Sufficient for them is Hell, wherein they will burn; and a most evil destination it is!\footnote{4178}

10. O ye who believe! when you confer together in secret, confer not for the commission of sin and transgression and disobedience to the Messenger, but confer for the attainment of virtue and righteousness, and fear Allah unto Whom you shall all be gathered.\footnote{4179}

\footnote{4178. \textbf{Commentary :}}

The words, "they greet thee with which Allah has not greeted thee," may either mean that they go beyond proper limits in hypocritically praising thee, or that they invoke death and destruction upon thee. The words seem to refer to the evil practice of some of the Jews of Medina that when they came to see the Holy Prophet they, with a little twist of the tongue, would invoke curses upon him by saying السلام عليك \textit{i.e.}, death to thee; instead of saluting him with the usual السلام عليك \textit{i.e.}, peace be upon thee (Bukhārī). See also 2:105.

\footnote{4179. \textbf{Commentary :}}

In this and the preceding two verses secret societies such as Freemason Lodges, etc., have been condemned, but the condemnation is not unreserved or unqualified. There may be secret conferences held for good purposes. It is the object or motive of a particular conference that determines its nature. In the present verse the believers have been allowed to hold secret conferences only to promote good, and righteous causes.
11. *Holding of secret counsels for evil purposes* is only of Satan, that he may cause grief to those who believe; but it cannot harm them in the least, except by Allah's leave. And in Allah should the believers put their trust.

4180

12. O ye who believe! when it is said to you, 'Make room!' in your assemblies, then do make room; Allah will make ample room for you. And when it is said, 'Rise up!' then rise up; *Allah will raise those who believe from among you, and those to whom knowledge is given, to degrees of rank. And Allah is Well-Aware of what you do.*

4181

13. O ye who believe! when you consult the Messenger in private, give alms before your consultation. That is better for you and purer. But if you find not *anything to give*, then Allah is Most Forgiving, Merciful.

4182

**Commentary:**

The disbelievers are warned that their secret societies and assemblies would not in any way harm the cause of Truth, try as they might.

4181. **Commentary:**

As in the preceding verses the subject of holding an assembly was dealt with, it was in the fitness of things that the ethics and etiquette of an assemblage should also be pointed out and this has been done in the present verse.

The commandment contained in the verse is of a general nature but it may also have special application for a particular assembly in which the Holy Prophet was present.

4182. **Commentary:**

The believers have been enjoined, in this verse, to have due regard for the precious time of the Holy Prophet and as a compensation for taking his time to spend some money in charity before going to him for consultation.
14. Are you afraid of giving alms before your consultation? So, when you do not do so and Allah has been merciful to you, then observe Prayer and pay the Zakat and obey Allah and His Messenger. And Allah is Well-Aware of what you do.⁴¹⁸³

15. Hast thou not seen those who take for friends a people with whom Allah is wroth?⁴¹⁸⁴ They are neither of you nor of them, and they swear to falsehood knowingly.

16. Allah has prepared for them a severe punishment. Evil indeed is that which they used to do.⁴¹⁸⁵

17. They have made their oaths a shield for their falsehoods, and thereby they seek to turn men away from the path of Allah; for them, therefore, will be an humiliating punishment.⁴¹⁸⁵

⁴¹⁸³. Commentary:

The verse shows that the commandment about the giving of alms before seeking the Holy Prophet’s consultation is not obligatory but optional, though its observance is preferable. The verse further signifies that the apprehension of the Companions of the Holy Prophet was whether they had given enough in alms to have complied with God’s commandment.

⁴¹⁸⁴. Commentary:

The words “with whom Allah is wroth” refer particularly to the Jews and Hypocrites of Medina but they also possess a general application.

⁴¹⁸⁵. Commentary:

The verse means that the Hypocrites protest loudly the sincerity of their faith by swearing, and seek to take shelter behind their false oaths.
18. "Neither their wealth nor their children will avail them aught against Allah. They are the inmates of the Fire wherein they will abide.

19. On the day when Allah will raise them all together, they will swear to Him even as they swear to you, and they will think that they have something to stand upon. Now, surely it is they who are the liars.4186

20. Satan has gained mastery over them, and has made them forget the remembrance of Allah. They are Satan's party. Now surely, it is Satan's party that are the losers.

21. "Certainly those who oppose Allah and His Messenger will be among the lowest.

22. Allah has decreed: 'Most surely I will prevail, I and My Messengers.' Verily, Allah is Powerful, Mighty.4187

4186. Commentary:

The verse shows that when a person becomes an habitual or hardened liar, he regards his falsehood as truth. The Hypocrites will protest their innocence even before God on the Day of Reckoning.

4187. Commentary:

It is writ large on the face of History that Truth has always prevailed against falsehood in the long run. The verse speaks of the invincible faith and conviction which is implanted in the minds of believers about the eventual triumph of their cause.
23. "Thou wilt not find any people who believe in Allah and the Last Day loving those who oppose Allah and His Messenger, even though they be their fathers, or their sons or their brethren, or their kindred. These are they in whose hearts Allah has inscribed true faith and whom He has strengthened with inspiration from Himself. And He will make them enter Gardens through which streams flow. They will abide. Allah is well pleased with them, and they are well pleased with Him. They are Allah’s party. Hearken, it is Allah’s party who will be successful.\(^{4188}\)

\[\text{\textcopyright AL-MAJIDILAH PT. 28}\]

\[\text{\textcopyright CH. 58}\]

\[\text{\textcopyright 2598}\]

\[^{4188}\text{Commentary:}\]

Obviously, there could be no true or sincere friendship or relationship of love between the Faithful and the disbelievers. The ideals, principles, and religious beliefs of the two being poles apart and the community of interest which is the \textit{sine qua non} of intimate relationship being non-existent, the verse requires believers not to have intimate, loving and affectionate friendship with disbelievers. The bond of belief transcends all other bonds, even the close ties of blood. The verse seems to have a general application. But it applies specially to disbelievers who are at war with Muslims. See also 60:10. The words, "Allah is well-pleased with them" constitute a Divine certificate of honour that is bestowed upon the Faithful who prefer God and His Messengers to all worldly connections, even very near blood relationships.
CHAPTER 59
SŪRA AL-ḤASHR

(Revealed after Hijra)

Title, Date of Revelation, and Context

The Sūra is decidedly a Medinite revelation. It is the third of the seven last Medinite Sūrās of the Qurʾān. It deals with the banishment from Medina of the Jewish tribe of Banū Naḍīr, which took place a few months after the Battle of Uhud, in the fourth year of the Hijra.

The preceding Sūra had dealt with the secret plots and machinations against Islam of the Jews of Medina. The present Sūra deals with their punishment, particularly with the banishment from Medina of the Banū Naḍīr, one of the three Jewish tribes—Banū Qainuquʿaʿ, Banū Naḍīr and Banū Quraiqāh.

Subject-Matter

The Sūra opens with the glorification of the Mighty and Wise God, signifying that the time has arrived when the great might and wisdom of God would be manifested and that whatever form the manifestation will take, it would demonstrate these two Divine attributes. The Sūra then proceeds to deal with the expulsion from Medina of the Jewish tribe of Banū Naḍīr by the Holy Prophet which was an act of great wisdom and political foresight on his part, because if the Jews had been allowed to remain in Medina they would have proved, on account of their conspiracies and secret plots, a source of constant danger to Islam. In view of their evil designs and machinations, their conspiracies and secret plots, their repeated acts of treachery and infidelity and the breach of their pledged word every now and then, the punishment of exile was extremely light. What rendered the punishment much lighter and lenient was the fact that they were allowed to take with them whatever they could.

Next, the Sūra deals with the Hypocrites of Medina who were neither true to Muslims nor to Jews. A hypocrite is essentially a coward, and a cowardly person is never sincere or honest to anyone. The Hypocrites of Medina proved dishonest even to the Jews in the hour of peril. The Sūra opens with Divine glorification and ends with an exhortation to Muslims to sing the praises of the Beneficent and Merciful Lord, Who had nipped the wicked designs of their enemies in the bud and had opened endless vistas of progress and prosperity for them.

It is significant that the Sūra opens with the glorification of the Mighty and Wise God and ends with the prominent mention of these two Divine attributes. This signifies that the subject-matter of the Sūra deals with incidents which shed a flood of light on the mightiness and wisdom of God. The Sūra has close resemblance with Sūra Al-Anfal, in that besides the similarity of the subject-matter of these two Sūrās, the Divine attributes, the Mighty, and the Severe in retribution, have been repeatedly mentioned in the latter Sūra.

2599
1. In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. All that is in the heavens and all that is in the earth glorifies Allah; and He is the Mighty, the Wise.\(^{4189}\)

3. He it is Who turned out the disbelievers among the People of the Book from their homes at the time of the first banishment. You did not think that they would go forth, and they thought that their fortresses would defend them against Allah. But Allah came upon them\(^{c}\) whence they did not expect, and cast terror into their hearts,\(^{d}\) so that they destroyed their houses with their own hands and the hands of the believers. So take a lesson, O ye who have eyes.\(^{4190}\)

---

\(^{4189}\) Commentary:

For note on سُبْحَانَ الَّذِينَ كَفَرُواَ إِنَّهُمْ كَفَرُواَ إِنَّهُمْ كَفَرُواَ (glorifying) is used with regard to God’s attributes, تَقْدِيْسُ (extolling His holiness) is used concerning His actions.

\(^{4190}\) Commentary:

There lived at Medina three Jewish tribes—Banû Qainuqâ‘, Banû Na‘джr and Banû Quraishah. The present verse refers to the banishment from Medina of the Banû Na‘джr. This tribe like Banû Qainuqâ‘ before them, had acted treacherously towards Muslims on several occasions. They had hatched plots and had entered into secret alliances against them, with their enemies. They had repeatedly broken their plighted word and had repudiated the solemn agreement that they would remain neutral between the Holy Prophet and his enemies, and even had conspired to take his life. Their leader Ka‘b bin Ashraf had gone to Mecca to enlist the help of the Quraish and of other pagan tribes around Mecca in order to drive out the Muslims from Medina. After the temporary reverse suffered by Muslims at Uhud, their machinations and defiance of the Prophet had greatly increased. It was when the cup of their iniquities had become full to the brim and their presence in Medina had proved to be a constant source of mortal danger to Muslims and the Islamic State that the Holy
4. And had it not been that Allah had decreed exile for them, He would have surely punished them otherwise in this world. And in the Hereafter they will certainly have the punishment of the Fire.⁴¹⁹

Prophet had to take action against them. They were told to leave Medina. But the Prophet was exceptionally kind and considerate to them. He allowed them to carry their goods and chattels with them, and they departed from Medina in perfect safety, but not until they had despaired of the help they had expected from their Meccan allies and from the Hypocrites of Medina, and had also found that their fortresses which they thought were impregnable could not save them. The Holy Prophet laid siege to the fortresses and after vainly holding out for about 21 days, they surrendered. They all left for Syria, only two families choosing to remain behind at Khaibar.

The reference in the words, “at the time of the first banishment” may be to the banishment of the Jewish tribe of Banū Qainuqu’ who had been expelled from Medina, sometime after the Battle of Badr, for their intrigues and defiance of the authority of the Holy Prophet, to whom they had pledged allegiance as the acknowledged Head of the Medina Republic. Or the words may refer to the banishment by the Holy Prophet from Medina of the three above-mentioned Jewish tribes. This was the first banishment. ‘Umar, the Holy Prophet’s Second Successor, however, banished all the Jews from the whole of Arabia for the second and last time. Thus the words, “at the time of the first banishment” may be taken as embodying a prophecy that after the Jewish tribes of Medina will have been banished by the Holy Prophet, all the Jews of Arabia would suffer the same fate at some later time.

Before departing from Medina the Banū Naḍir had destroyed their houses and other movable property before the very eyes of Muslims, because the Holy Prophet had given them ten days to dispose of their affairs as they liked. Thus the Jews of Medina were the originators of the scorched earth policy, centuries before the Russians had adopted it in the World War II. The reference in the words “they destroyed their houses with their own hands,” is to that policy.

The words, “you would not think that they would go forth,” show that in view of the material resources, political alliances and organization of the Jews of Medina, the Muslims could not conceive that they could be driven out of Medina so easily and without any loss of human life on either side.

⁴¹⁹. Important Words:

الحلاة (the banishment) is derived from حلا (jalā). They say حلا عن بلدته (jalā ‘an bāldatī) i.e. he emigrated from his home. حلا عنه الهم (jalā ‘anhu al-hamm) means, he removed the grief from him or, banished him. حلا (jalā) means, he exiled (Lane & Al‘ab).

Commentary:

The verse means that by tl. ir persistent evil designs and treachery the Jews of Medina, particularly the Banū Naḍir, had incurred God’s wrath. Their exile from Medina was a very light punishment. They had deserved a much heavier punishment, and had they not been exiled they would have been severely punished in some other form.
5. That is because they opposed Allah and His Messenger: 4191A and whoso opposes Allah—then surely Allah is Severe in retribution. 4191A

6. Whatever palm trees you cut down or left standing on their roots, it was by Allah's leave, and that He might disgrace the transgressors. 4192

7. And whatever Allah has given to His Messenger as spoils from them, you urged neither horse nor camel for that; but Allah gives authority to His Messengers over whomsoever He pleases; and Allah has power over all things. 4193

4191A. Commentary:

The verse shows that opposing the Holy Prophet is tantamount to giving opposition to God Himself.

4192. Important Words:

لَانَةُ (palm tree) is derived from لَانَ which means, it was or became tender, smooth, gentle. لَانَةُ means, a palm tree. It is a kind of palm tree of which the dates are of very inferior quality and are quite unfit for human consumption (Aqrab & Al-Rauḍ al-Anaf).

Commentary:

The reference in the verse is to the cutting, by orders of the Holy Prophet, of the palm trees of the Banū Naḍīr who, as stated in v. 3, had shut themselves up in their fortresses in defiance of the Holy Prophet's orders to surrender. After the siege had lasted for some days, the Holy Prophet, in order to compel them to surrender, ordered that some of their palm trees of the لَانَة (لَانَة) kind of which the dates are of very inferior quality and are quite unfit for human consumption should be cut down. It was after only six trees had been cut down, that the Banū Naḍīr surrendered (Zurqānī). The orders of the Holy Prophet were extremely lenient and were legitimate and quite in conformity with the laws of civilized warfare.

4193. Important Words:

انِ اَلَّا (given as spoils) is transitive verb from اَلَّا which means, he returned, particularly he returned to a good state or condition. انِ اَلَّا means, I made it to return. فِيُ (given) means, afternoon shade; spoil or booty, so called because it returns from one party without difficulty; such of the possessions of disbelievers as accrue to Muslims without war or such as are obtained from them after laying down of arms. Loosely, the three words فِيُ غَنِيَّة and فِيُ غَنِيَّة are used synonymously. But whereas according to some غَنِيَّة signifies, what is obtained from disbelievers by force during war, فِيُ signifies, what is obtained from them after laying down of arms or what God has given to Muslims of...
8. Whatever Allah has given to His Messenger as spoils from the people of the towns is for Allah and for the Messenger and for the near of kin and the orphans and the needy and the wayfarer, that it may not circulate only among those of you who are rich. And whatsoever the Messenger gives you, take it; and whatsoever he forbids you, abstain from it. And fear Allah; surely, Allah is Severe in retribution.

\[ a8 : 2, 42 \]  \[ b47 : 34; 49 : 8 \]

4194. Important Words:

- **dale** (to circulate) is derived from **dale**. They say **dale al-ayam i.e., the days came round in their turns.**
- **daulatun** means, good fortune came to him, i.e., the turn of fortune was his.
- **dale** (daulatun) as also **dale** means, a turn of good fortune; a turn to share in wealth and to prevail in war; a turn of taking a thing. Or **dale** (daulatun) is in wealth and **dale** (daulatun) is in war: according to some the former signifies a thing that is taken by turns and the latter the act of taking by turns and a transition from one state to another. Or the former relates to the next world and the latter to the present world and it is said that the former signifies the transition of wealth from one people to another and the latter, prevalence, predominance or victory (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The verse deals with the subject as to how should be spent. As **dale** consists of such booty as is attained without difficulty or labour and accrues to Muslims without war, the soldiers have no share in it and the whole of it forms part of the public treasury to be spent as mentioned in the verse.

The verse may have special reference to the spoils the Muslims got from the Jews of Khaibar. See next verse also.
9. *These spoils are* for the poor Refugees who have been driven out from their homes and their possessions while seeking grace from Allah and *His* pleasure,\(^a\) and helping Allah and *His* Messenger. *These it is who are true in their faith.* \(^{4195}\)

\(^a\)5 : 3 ; 48 : 30.

Where soldiers are paid by the State, all spoils of war go to the public treasury *i.e., Bait al-Māl.* Islam being a great advocate and protagonist of the cause of the poor and supporter and protector of their interests, the verse incidentally lays down the principle that the circulation of wealth should not remain confined to the privileged and propertied class. As an individual’s health requires that his physical needs be reasonably met, a society’s health requires that material goods be widely distributed and wealth be in easy circulation. This is the basic principle of Muslim economics and nowhere did the Holy Prophet’s democratic thunder speak with greater force or clarity than in this field. Finding humanity ground down under the tyranny of vested interests, he propounded measures that broke the barriers of economic caste and enormously reduced the injustices of special privilege. The main principle of Muslim economics is that the wealth of the people be widely shared. Islam does not oppose the profit motive or economic competition. It does not discourage a man from working harder than his neighbour, nor does it object to his earning a large income. It simply insists that acquisitiveness and competition be balanced by fair-play and compassion. Since human nature automatically takes care of the former, it falls to social laws to safeguard the latter. The *Zakāt* is Islam’s basic device for institutionalizing regard for others, but it is supplemented by a number of other measures ("The Religions of Man" by Huston Smith)

The words, "whatever the Messenger gives you, take it," shows conclusively that the *Sunnat* forms an integral part of the Islamic Law.

4195. **Commentary:**

الفقراء seems to be case in apposition to the categories of recipients of the *فينسب* mentioned in the preceding verse. From *Hadith* it appears that the poor Refugees were the greatest beneficiaries from *فائب* obtained from Banū Nadir.
10. And for those who had established their home in this city and had accepted the faith before them, they love those who come to them for refuge, and find not in their breasts any desire for that which is given them (Refugees), but prefer the Refugees above themselves, even though poverty be their own lot. And whoso is rid of the covetousness of his own soul—it is these who will be successful.  

4196. Important Words:

حاجة (desire) is derived from which means, he was or became poor; he desired, sought or sought after. حاج واحتاج إليه (desire) means, he needed it. حاجة means want, need, necessity; a thing wanted; an object of want; desire (Lane & Aqrab).

خصاصية (poverty) is inf. noun from which means, he was or became poor, in a state of poverty. خصاصية means, poverty, need; straitness or difficulty; an evil state or condition; thirst; hunger (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

Whereas the preceding verse constituted an eloquent commentary on the sincerity and devotion of the Refugees (مهاجرين) to their faith, in that they left their hearths and homes for the sake of God and his Messenger, the verse under comment embodies a great testimonial to the spirit of self-sacrifice, hospitality and goodwill of the Helpers (انصار). The Refugees from Mecca came to the Helpers, deprived and denuded of all their possessions, and the latter received them with open arms and made them equal partners in their belongings. The bond of love and brotherhood which the Holy Prophet established between the Refugees and the Helpers, and to which this verse bears an eloquent testimony, stands unrivalled in the whole history of human relationships. The verse may have special reference to the Helpers having foregone their share in the spoils that accrued to Muslims from the Jewish tribe of Banu Na'dir.

4197. Commentary:

The words 'those who came after them,' may apply to the Refugees who came later to Medina,
12. Hast thou not seen those who are hypocrites? They say to their brethren who disbelieve among the People of the Book, 'If you are turned out, we will surely go out with you, and we will never obey anyone against you: and if you are fought against, we will certainly help you.' But Allah bears witness that surely they are liars.\textsuperscript{4198}

13. If they are turned out, they will never go out with them; and if they are fought against they will never help them. And even if they help them, they will assuredly turn their backs,\textsuperscript{a} and then they shall not be helped.\textsuperscript{4199a}

14. Of a truth, they have greater fear of you in their hearts than of Allah.\textsuperscript{b} That is because they are a people who are devoid of all reason.

\textsuperscript{a}3 : 112. \textsuperscript{b}4 : 78.

or to all the coming generations of Muslims, or particularly to the followers of the Promised Messiah to whom appointed reference is made in 62 : 3.

The later generations of Muslims have been commanded here to pray for their brethren in Faith of earlier generations and to pray also that their own hearts be completely cleansed of all bitterness and spite towards true and sincere Muslims. What a beautiful recipe by which Muslims can become cemented into a well-knit community!

4198. Commentary:

A hypocrite is a liar and a coward. He is completely unreliable and devoid of all honour. The Hypocrites of Medina had urged the Jews of Medina to defy the Holy Prophet and break their plighted word with him, holding out to them false promises of help and succour in time of need. But when relying upon their promises the Jews defied the Prophet and he, in order to punish them, marched against them, the Hypocrites left them in the lurch.

4199. Commentary:

This verse, like vv. 15-16 below, is a sad commentary on the infidelity of the Hypocrites. When the hour arrived for the Jews to be deservedly punished for their evil designs and deeds, the Hypocrites of Medina did not raise a finger in their support. "And," says the verse, "if they had summoned up courage enough to come to the help of the Jews, they certainly would have suffered a most crushing and ignominious defeat."
15. They will not fight you in a body except in fortified towns or from behind walls. Their fighting among themselves is severe. Thou thinkest them to be united, but their hearts are divided. That is because they are a people who have no sense. 4200

16. Their case is like that of those who, a short time before them tasted the evil consequences of their doings. And for them is a painful punishment. 4201

17. "Or it is like that of Satan, when he says to man, 'Disbelieve' but when he disbelieves, he says, 'I have nothing to do with thee; I fear Allah, the Lord of the worlds.' 4202

18. And the end of both is that they are both in the Fire, abiding therein. Such is the reward of the wrongdoers.

4200. Commentary:
The verse means that disbelievers—particularly the Jews and the Hypocrites of Medina—seem to present a false facade of unity against Islam, but as they have no common cause to fight for, and as their interests are diverse and divergent, there can possibly exist no real unity among them. There were three parties in Arabia who appeared to be united against the Islamic State—the Jews, the Hypocrites of Medina and the pagan Quraish of Mecca. The Quraish found in the rising power of Islam a danger to their autocracy, the Hypocrites (of whom ‘Abdullah bin Ubayy was the leader) to their domination in Medina, and the Jews to their organization and racial superiority. Having no common objective their seeming unity had no real basis and it never materialized in time of danger.

4201. Commentary:
The reference in the verse may be to the Quraish of Mecca who sustained an ignominious defeat at Badr or to Banū Qainuquā‘ who were punished for their mischiefs and machinations after Badr. They were the first of the three Jewish tribes who broke their pledged word with the Holy Prophet and were banished from Medina one month after the Battle of Badr. They settled in Syria.

4202. Commentary:
The verse mentions one more mark of a hypocrite. When relying upon his seductive promises his victim gets involved in trouble, he leaves him alone, disowning all responsibility for his misfortune.
19. "O ye who believe! fear Allah and let *every* soul look to what it sends forth for the morrow. And fear Allah: verily Allah is Well-Aware of what you do. 4203

20. And be not like those who forgot Allah, so He caused to forget their own souls. It is they that are the rebellious. 4204

21. The inmates of the Fire and the inmates of the Garden are not equal. It is the inmates of the Garden that will triumph. 4205

22. If We had sent down this Qur'ān on a mountain, thou wouldst certainly have seen it humbled and rent asunder for fear of Allah. And these are similitudes that We set forth for mankind that they may reflect. 4206

4203. Commentary:

The root-cause of all sin is neglect and negligence. The believers here are enjoined to take care of the morrow. And there could be no real moral or spiritual progress without a sure, sincere and true belief in God.

4204. Commentary:

Man forgets God in three ways: (1) He rejects the very belief in the existence of God. (2) He has no real, true or living belief in a Supreme Being before Whom he shall have to render an account of his deeds. (3) Forgetfulness. The inevitable and never-failing consequence of consigning God to oblivion is that man gets involved in matters which bring about his moral degradation and spiritual downfall, ending with loss of peace of mind.

4205. Commentary:

The inmates of the Fire have been mentioned in the preceding verse and the inmates of the Garden in the verse before that. The present verse states that the two parties are not, and never can be, equal.

4206. Commentary:

Metaphorically, the word جبل signifies a big and proud man; the chief or leader of a people. In this sense of the word the verse would mean that the Qur'ān contains such a sublime and powerful Message that it would make the heart of even a proud man melt. Or the verse may signify that the proud pagan Arabs whom no pre-Islamic teaching could wean from their polytheistic beliefs and idolatrous practices and who like a strong rock
23. He is Allah, and there is no God beside Him, the Knower of the unseen and the seen.\textsuperscript{a} He is the Gracious, the Merciful.\textsuperscript{4207} 

24. He is Allah, and there is no God beside Him, the Sovereign, the Holy One,\textsuperscript{b} the Source of Peace, the Bestower of Security, the Protector, the Mighty, the Subduer, the Exalted. Holy is Allah\textit{ far} above that which they associate with Him.\textsuperscript{4208} 

25. He is Allah, the Creator, the Maker, the Fashioner. His are the most beautiful names. All that is in the heavens and the earth glorifies Him,\textsuperscript{c} and He is the Mighty, the Wise.\textsuperscript{4209}

remained unmoved and firmly wedded to their Bedouin usages unaffected by the erosive influence of the glamour and glitter of the neighbouring Christian civilization, would be humbled before its sublime and powerful Message, and from their stony hearts would gush forth fountains of light and learning.

4207. Commentary:

The verse means that the Qur'ān, before whose powerful Message even tall and firm mountains would crumble and fall, has been revealed by God Whose attributes are inimitable and matchless. He knows everything and nothing is hidden from Him. He provides his creatures, out of His bountiful grace and mercy, and not in return for anything done by them, all the means of their development and progress even before they are born.

4208. Commentary:

God is the King Who is free from every fault, defect, or deficiency. He is the Source of all peace, and the Granter of safety and security. He is Guardian over all, overcoming every power, the Mender of every breakage and the Restorer of every loss; and He is above every need and is the Besought of all.

4209. Commentary:

God, as represented by the Qur'ān, is the Maker of bodies, the Creator of souls, the Fashioner \textit{i.e.} the Giver of final touches to things created by Him. Such is the God of Islam, the Mighty, the Wise. To Him belong all excellent titles that man can imagine. The dwellers of the heavens and the earth declare His Sanctity and Holiness. He is the Great, and the Powerful.
CHAPTER 60

SūRA AL-MUMTAHANAH

(Revealed after Hijra)

Title, Date of Revelation, and Context

Like its three predecessors this Sūra was revealed, as its contents show, at Medina, in the 7th or 8th year of Hijra, sometime during the interval between the Treaty of Hudaibiya and the Fall of Mecca. The Sūra takes its title from the 11th verse in which it is enjoined that believing women should be examined when they come as refugees. The preceding Sūra had dealt with the intrigues and machinations of the Hypocrites and the Jews of Medina and with the punishment which was meted out to them. The present Sūra deals with the believers' social relations with disbelievers in general, and with those at war with Islam in particular, making a pointed reference to the status and position in Muslim society of believing women who migrated to Medina, and also to those disbelieving women who left their believing husbands at Medina and went to Mecca.

Subject-Matter

The Sūra opens with an emphatic prohibitory injunction to Muslims against having friendly relations with those disbelievers who are at war with, and are bent upon extirpating Islam. The injunction is so strict and comprehensive that even very near blood relationships have not been exempted from it. The noble conduct in this respect of the Patriarch Abraham, who did not hesitate to sever all connections with his uncle, Āzar, who had proved himself to be an enemy of God, has been held out as an example to be followed. The prohibitory injunction is followed by an implied prophecy that very soon the implacable enemies of Islam would become its devoted followers. The injunction, however, has its exception. It does not apply to those disbelievers who have good neighbourly relations with Muslims and are not inimically disposed towards them. Such disbelievers are to be treated equitably and with kindness.

Next, the Sūra lays down some important directions with regard to believing women who migrated to Medina, and also with regard to women who left Medina and went over to disbelievers. In order to bring home to Muslims the seriousness and importance of the matter, the Sūra closes with a reminder of the injunction that Muslims are not to make friends with those people, who, by adopting an openly hostile attitude towards Islam, have incurred God's wrath.

2610
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. O ye who believe! take not My enemy and your enemy for friends, offering them love, while they disbelieve in the truth which has come to you and drive out the Messenger and yourselves merely because you believe in Allah, your Lord. If you go forth, to strive in My cause and seek My pleasure, take them not for friends, sending them messages of love in secret, while I know best what you conceal and what you reveal. And whoever of you does it, has surely lost the right path.\(^\text{4210}\)

---

\textit{Commentary:}\

The prohibitory injunction contained in the verse is of a very strict character. Muslims are not to have friendly relations with the avowed enemies of God—those who drove out the Prophet and the Muslims from their hearths and homes and sought to destroy Islam. The prohibition is all-comprehensive in this respect that no consideration of bonds or ties of even the nearest blood relationships is allowed to interfere with it. The enemy of Islam is God's enemy, whosoever he may be.

The immediate occasion of the revelation of the verse under comment was that when the Quraysh did not honour the Treaty of Ḥudaybiyya, and the Holy Prophet had to take stern punitive action against them, Háṭib bin Abi Balta'ah had written a secret letter to the Meccans informing them of the Holy Prophet's intended march on Mecca. The Prophet, informed by revelation about it sent 'Aḥī, Zubair and Miqdād, in search of the bearer of the letter. They overtook the messenger—she was a woman—on the way to Mecca and the letter was brought back to Medina. Háṭib's offence was extremely grave. He had sought to divulge an important State secret. He deserved exemplary punishment. Incidentally, the episode of the letter fixes the date of revelation of the Sūra.
3. If they get the upper hand of you, they will be your active enemies, and will stretch forth their hands and their tongues towards you with evil intent; and they ardently desire that you should become disbelievers.4211

4. "Neither your ties of kindred nor your children will avail aught on the Day of Resurrection. He will decide between you. And Allah sees all that you do.4212

4211. Important Words:

(3:11, 31:34) get the upper hand of you is derived from تَفْقَوْكُم and تَفْقَهَ means, he perceived it or attained it by deed or by knowledge; he reached him; he found him: he overtook him; he gained mastery over him; he overcame him and got possession of him (Lane).

Commentary:

The verse indicates how bitter are the feelings of disbelievers towards Muslims. They would use all means, their hands and tongues, etc., and would spare no effort to harm Muslims, and the greatest desire of their hearts is to see them revert to disbelief.

4212. Commentary:

The verse constitutes a severe warning to those Muslims who, in defiance of the above clear Divine commandment, maintain friendly relations with their relatives, if the latter are at war with them or entertain hostile feelings towards Islam. The commandment makes no exception even of the nearest blood relations.
5. "There is a good model for you in Abraham and those with him, when they said to their people, 'We have nothing to do with you and with that which you worship beside Allah. We disbelieve all that you believe. There has arisen enmity and hatred between us and you for ever, until you believe in Allah alone'—except that Abraham said to his father, 'I will surely ask forgiveness for thee, though I have no power to do aught for thee against Allah. They prayed to God saying, 'Our Lord, in Thee do we put our trust and to Thee do we turn repentant, and towards Thee is the final return.'

6. 'Our Lord, make us not a trial for those who disbelieve, and forgive us, our Lord; for Thou alone art the Mighty, the Wise.'

\[\text{Commentary:}\]
Abraham, as elsewhere stated in the Qur'an (11:76), was a model of forbearance and tender-heartedness. His example has been mentioned here to emphasize the fact that whenever it becomes clear that a certain person or people are inimically disposed towards Truth and are bent upon extirpating it, all friendly relations with them are to be given up. The verse also implies that when God has brought into being a better brotherhood—the Brotherhood of Faith—than blood relationships, then why should Muslims be anxious to have friendly relations with those who are the enemies of God and His Prophet?

The expression كفرنا بكيم which is generally translated as, 'we disbelieve all that you believe may also mean, "we have nothing to do with you;"' the words كفر بكدا meaning, he declared himself to be clear or quit of such a thing (Lane).

\[\text{Commentary:}\]
In the preceding verses believers were enjoined not to have friendly relations with those unbelievers who were at war with them as it was calculated to weaken the solidarity of their Community. The verse under comment, teaches them to pray that God may save them from disobeying this wise Divine commandment, as its disregard is sure to weaken Muslim solidarity and thus to provide encouragement to unbelievers to attack them.
7. Surely, there is a good example in them for you—for all who have nope in Allah and the Last Day. And who-soever turns away—truly, Allah is Self-Sufficient, Worthy of all praise.

8. It may be that Allah will bring about love between you and those of them with whom you are now at enmity; and Allah is All-Powerful; and Allah is Most Forgiving, Merciful.\(^{4215}\)

9. Allah forbids you not, respecting those who have not fought against you on account of your religion, and who have not driven you forth from your homes, that you be kind to them and deal equitably with them: surely, Allah loves those who are equitable.\(^{4216}\)

4215. **Commentary:**

The verse implied a prophecy. The Companions of the Holy Prophet were told that if they were enjoined to renounce all friendly relations with the enemies of their Faith, even though the latter were their very near blood relations, the prohibition was indeed destined to be very short-lived. The time was fast approaching when the erstwhile enemies would become their loving friends. The prophecy was soon fulfilled. After the fall of Mecca, the Quraish joined the fold of Islam en masse and became united with Muslims into one brotherhood.

4216. **Commentary:**

The verse makes it clear that the commandment to Muslims to have nothing to do with disbelievers has a proviso. It applies only to those disbelievers, as the next verse shows, who are at war with Muslims and are inimically disposed towards Islam. Friendly relations as such with non-Muslims are not forbidden. Besides, extra emphasis has been laid, in this verse, on kind and equitable treatment of non-Muslims.

The fact that this and the following verse were revealed at a time when relations between Muslims and disbelievers were highly strained helps to understand the real purpose and object of the prohibitory commandment.
10. "Allah only forbids you, respecting those who have fought against you on account of your religion, and have driven you out of your homes, and have helped others in driving you out, that you make friends with them, and whosoever makes friends with them—it is these that are the transgressors.  

11. O ye who believe! when believing women come to you as Refugees, examine them. Allah knows best their faith. Then, if you find them true believers, send them not back to the disbelievers. These women are not lawful for them, nor are they lawful for these women. But give their disbelieving husbands what they have spent on them. Thereafter it is no sin for you to marry them, when you have given them their dowries. And hold not to your matrimonial ties with the disbelieving women; but demand the return of that which you have spent; and let the disbelievers demand that which they have spent. That is the judgment of Allah. He judges between you. And Allah is All-Knowing, Wise.  

4217. Commentary:  
See preceding verse.  

4218. Commentary:  
Here is a testimony to the irresistible appeal of the Message of Islam. At a time when Muslims were being bitterly persecuted and it was not safe to leave Mecca and join the Muslim Community at Medina, a continuous stream of believers was pouring into Medina, leaving behind in Mecca their dear and near ones. These Refugees contained a fair number of women among them. The verse under comment refers to such refugee Muslim women. The verse also constitutes an eloquent commentary on the Holy Prophet's anxiety not to accept into the Muslim Community any woman who had fled from Mecca unless there was proof available, after subjecting her to searching examination, that she was sincere, and honest in her faith and that she was accepting Islam from no ulterior or otherwise objectionable motives. The verse further states that the marriage-tie between a refugee believing woman and her disbelieving husband becomes dissolved when she joins the Muslim Community, and a believer is allowed to marry...
12 And if any of your wives goes away from you to the disbelievers, and you have your turn of triumph and get some spoils from them, then give to those believers whose wives have gone away the like of that which they had spent on their wives. And fear Allah in Whom you believe. 4219

such a woman, provided he fulfils two conditions: (a) He should have paid back to the disbelieving husband of such woman what the latter had spent on her, and (b) he should also have fixed or paid her dowry. Similarly, the marriage-tie between a Muslim and his wife who gives up Islam could not continue and the same procedure would be adopted if such an apostate woman marries a disbeliever as in the case of marriage between a Muslim and a refugee believing woman. The reciprocal arrangement prescribed in this verse is not the private affair of the individuals concerned but is to be carried out by the State, as is the practice in time of war, to which the verses particularly apply; there could not and should not continue any social relations between individual believers and individual disbelievers.

4219. Important Words:

عاقب (you have your turn) is derived from عقب. They say عقب الرجل i.e., he took from the man's property the like of what the latter had taken from him. عاقب means, he did a thing with the man alternately and taking his turn; he retaliated (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

If the wife of a Muslim deserts to disbelievers and thereafter a woman from among disbelievers is taken by Muslims as prisoner of war, or she flees from disbelievers and joins the Muslim Community, then the believing husband is to be compensated for the loss of the dowry paid by him to his deserting wife from the sum due to the disbelieving husband whose wife has joined the Muslim Community if the dowries are equal, but the deficiency, if any, is to be made up collectively by Muslims, or, as some authorities say, from the booty acquired by Muslims in war; the word عاقب meaning i.e., you have acquired booty. This arrangement was necessary as disbelievers refused to return the dowries paid by their believing husbands to the women who had deserted to them.
13. O Prophet! when believing women come to thee, taking the oath of allegiance at thy hands that they will not associate anything with Allah, and that they will not steal, and will not commit adultery, nor kill their children, nor bring forth a scandalous charge which they themselves have deliberately forged, nor disobey thee in what is right, then accept their allegiance and ask Allah to forgive them. Verily, Allah is Most Forgiving, Merciful.\textsuperscript{4220}

14. O ye who believe! take not for friends a people with whom Allah is wroth;\textsuperscript{a} they have indeed despaired of the Hereafter just as have the disbelievers despaired of those who are in the graves.\textsuperscript{4221}

\textsuperscript{4220} Commentary :
The expression, بين أيديهن و أرجلهن means from themselves or by themselves.

\textsuperscript{4221} Commentary :
The verse sums up the subject-matter of the Sūra, viz., that there could be no real union of hearts without community of ideals and principles and that the beliefs and ideas of believers and disbelievers are poles apart from each other. The last sentence of the verse may mean that disbelievers have despaired of the Hereafter i.e., they have absolutely no faith in the Hereafter, just as they have no faith that the dead would ever again come to life. The word “they” may also refer to the Jews, since the expression “with whom Allah is wroth,” has been used about the Jews in several verses of the Qur'ān.
CHAPTER 61

SŪRA AL-SAFF

(Revealed after Hijra)

Title, Date of Revelation, and Context

This Sūra takes its title from v. 5 which enjoins Muslims to fight in the cause of Allah in solid ranks (صَحِبَةٌ)، “as if they were a strong, cemented structure.” The Sūra was revealed at Medina, probably in the third or fourth year of Hijra, after the Battle of Uhud, as v. 5 seems to possess an implied reference to the lack of discipline or unquestioning obedience to the Holy Prophet, of which some of the Muslims were guilty in that battle.

The preceding two Sūras had dealt with the subject of war against disbelievers, and with social and political problems arising out of it. The Sūra under comment emphasizes the importance of giving unqualified and unquestioning obedience to the Leader, and of presenting, under his guidance, a solid, compact and united front to disbelievers.

Subject-Matter

The Sūra opens with the glorification of God's Wisdom and Might, and proceeds to admonish believers that when they glorify God and extol His Holiness with their tongues, they should also glorify Him with their actions, thus making their actions harmonize with their verbal declarations. So, when they are called upon to fight in the cause of Truth, they should present a firm and solid front to disbelievers, and should give unqualified obedience to their Leader.

The Sūra then makes a brief reference to the misbehaviour of the followers of Moses who, by disobeying and defying him, caused him much vexation and mental anguish, and, by implication, warns Muslims never to behave like them. Next, mention is made of the prophecy of Jesus about the advent of the Holy Prophet, followed by a firm declaration that all the attempts of the votaries of darkness to extinguish the Light of Allah would come to nought. The Light will continue to shine in all its glory and effulgence and Islam will prevail over all religions. But before this comes to pass, the followers of Islam shall have to “strive with their wealth and persons in the cause of Allah.” Only then will they deserve to be blessed with God's pleasure and material glory—“with Gardens through which streams flow.” The Sūra closes with exhorting Muslims to help God's cause, as did the disciples of Jesus by undergoing all manner of sacrifice and suffering for it.
1. "In the name of Allah the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. "Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth glorifies Allah; and He is the Mighty, the Wise.\footnote{Commentary: See 1:1.} \footnote{See 57:2.}

3. O ye who believe! why do you say what you do not?\footnote{Commentary: See 57:2.}

4. Most hateful is it in the sight of Allah that you say what you do not.

5. "Verily, Allah loves those who fight in His cause arrayed in \textit{solid} ranks, as though they were a \textit{strong} structure cemented with molten lead.\footnote{Commentary: Important Words: \textit{مصمص} (strong). They say \textit{مضصم} \textit{i.e.}, he made the building firm and compact, or he made it firm and strong; he joined it together; he stuck it together, one part to another, so that there might be no interstice in it; he plastered it with lead. تراصوا means, they placed themselves close together in prayer or in battle so that there was no intervening space among them. بئر مصمص means, a well cased with lead (Lane \& Aqraj).}

\footnote{Commentary: Muslims are expected to present a firm, compact and united front to the forces of evil, under the command of their Leader whom they should give full and unqualified obedience. But for a people to become united into a solid and strong community, they must possess one code of life, one ideal, one objective and destination and one programme to achieve that objective.}
6. And remember when Moses said to his people, ‘O my people, why do you vex and slander me and you know that I am Allah’s Messenger unto you?’ So when they deviated from the right course, Allah caused their hearts to deviate, for Allah guides not the rebellious people.\(^{4225}\)

7. And remember when Jesus, son of Mary, said, ‘O Children of Israel, surely I am Allah’s Messenger unto you, fulfilling that which is before me of the Torah, and giving glad tidings of a Messenger who will come after me; his name being Ahmad.’ And when he came to them with clear proofs,\(^{a}\) they said, ‘This is manifest sorcery.’\(^{4226}\)

\(^{4225}\) Commentary:

Perhaps no Prophet of God suffered so much mental agony at the hands of his followers as did Moses. Among many other Signs Moses’s people had seen the mighty hosts of Pharaoh drown before their very eyes and yet they had hardly crossed the sea when they wanted to revert to idolatry, and seeing some people worshipping idols asked Moses to set up one such idol for them. They defied Moses’s brother, the Prophet Aaron, and worshipped the calf (7 : 149). When asked to march into Canaan which God had promised to them they scornfully and quite brazen-facedly told Moses to go with his Lord upon Whom he had relied so much; they were not going to budge an inch from the place where they had settled (5 : 25). Thus Moses was repeatedly insulted by, and baulked in his efforts to reclaim from idolatry, the very people whom he had delivered from the crushing bondage of Pharaoh. They even slandered and defamed him. It is to such vexatious act of these ungrateful people that the Qur’an has referred in 33 : 70.

\(^{4226}\) Important Words:

\(\text{ أحمد (Ahmad)} \) is derived from \\(\text{ حمد (Hamd)} \), and means, he praised, eulogised or commended him; spoke well of him; he requited him; he gave him his due. \\(\text{ أحمد (Ahmada)} \) means, he did or said that for which he should be praised or which was praiseworthy. \\(\text{ أحمد الشجاع (Ahmad al-shuja’i)} \) means, the thing was or became praiseworthy. \\(\text{ أحمد (Hamid)} \) means, one who praises much or who is praised much or most (Lane & Tsj).

Commentary:

The prophecy of Jesus about the coming of Paraclete or the Comforter or the Spirit of Truth as given in the Gospels is as follows: \\
\(\text{ I will pray the Father, and he shall give you}\)
another Comforter, that he may abide with you for ever. Even the Spirit of Truth whom the world cannot receive because it sees him not, neither knoweth him .......... but when the Comforter is come, whom I will send unto you from the Father, even the Spirit of Truth which proceeaeth from the Father, he shall testify of me .......... for if I go not away, the Comforter will not come unto you, but if I depart, I will send him unto you ........ I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit when the Spirit of Truth is come, he will guide you unto all truth, for he shall not speak of himself; but whatsoever he shall hear, that shall he speak, and he will show you things to come ........He shall glorify me (John 14:16-17. 15:26 ; 16:7, 12-14).

From these verses of the Gospel of John the following inferences are clearly deducible:

(1) That Paraclete or the Comforter or the Spirit of Truth could not come unless Jesus should have departed from the world.

(2) That the Comforter was to abide in the world for ever.

(3) That he was to say many things which Jesus himself could not tell because the world could not then bear them.

(4) That he would guide men unto all truth.

(5) That he would not speak of himself, but whatever he would hear that would he speak.

(6) That the Comforter would glorify Jesus and testify of him.

This description of Paraclete or the Comforter or the Spirit of Truth is in complete harmony with the status and mission of the Holy Prophet as given in the Qur'ân:

(1) The Holy Prophet appeared after Jesus had departed from this world.

(2) He is the last Law-giving Prophet and the Qur'ân the last revealed Divine Law for the whole of mankind till the end of time (5:4). (3) Jesus could not guide mankind to all truth because his Message was meant only for a particular people and for a particular period, and the Law as amended and given to the Jews by him was not and could not be a complete and perfect Law because they had not yet mentally and morally so developed as to be the bearers of a complete Shari'at and the world had to wait till it was given a perfect Law in the form of the Qur'ân (5:4) and a Prophet par excellence i.e., the Holy Prophet who could guide all mankind.

(4) The Holy Prophet gave to the world a Law complete in all its details which alone could guide mankind unto all truth (5:4).

(5) The Holy Prophet did not speak of himself but whatever he heard from God that did he speak (53:4).


The prophecy in the Gospel of John resembles the prophecy mentioned in the verse under comment except that instead of Ahmad the name stated therein is Paraclete. Christian writers challenge the correctness of the Quranic version of the prophecy, basing their contention on this difference of names, irrespective of the otherwise similar features of Biblical & Quranic versions.

In fact, Jesus spoke Aramaic and Hebrew. Aramaic was his mother tongue and Hebrew his religious language. The present Biblical version is the translation of Aramaic and Hebrew into Greek.

A translation naturally cannot fully convey the beauty of the text. Languages have their limitations. The same is true of the people who speak them. Their limitations are reflected in their works. The Greek language has another word, i.e., Periklutos, with a similar meaning as Ahmad in Arabic. Jack Finegan, the renowned theologian, in his book, “The Archaeology of World Religions,” says:
8. "But who does greater wrong than one who forges a lie against Allah while he is called to Islam? Allah guides not the wrong-doing people.\textsuperscript{4227}

\textsuperscript{4227} Commentary:

The preceding verse having been applied to the Holy Prophet, the expression "who can be more unjust than one who forges a lie against Allah while he is called to Islam" would refer to those rejectors of Truth to whom he addressed his Message, since he was the Inviter and they the invitees (20 : 109 & 33 : 47), and having rejected his Message and by intentionally misinterpreting Divine prophecies they belonged to that class of people who in the Qur'an have been called forgers of lies against God (6 : 138–141). But if the prophecy be taken to apply to the Promised Messiah the expression, "he is called to Islam," would signify that the Promised Messiah would be invited by the so-called defenders of Islam to recant, repent and be a Muslim like them, for, according to them, by his claim to be the Promised Messiah and Mahdi he would cease to be one.
9. "They desire to extinguish the light of Allah with the breath of their mouths, but Allah will perfect His light, however much the disbelievers hate it." 4228

10. "He it is Who has sent His Messenger with the guidance and the Religion of Truth, that He may cause it to prevail over all religions, even if those who associate partners with God hate it." 4229

11. O ye who believe! shall I point out to you a bargain that will save you from a painful punishment? 4230

12. "That you believe in Allah and His Messenger, and strive in the cause of Allah with your wealth and your persons. That is better for you, if you did but know." 4231

4228. Commentary:

The Holy Prophet has been repeatedly called the "Light of Allah," in the Qur'an (4:175; 5:17; 64:9). All the efforts of the enemies of Islam to extinguish this Divine Light has signally failed and Islam has gone on from strength to strength and will one day embrace in its fold the major enlightened part of all mankind.

4229. Commentary:

Most Commentators of the Qur'an are agreed that this verse applies to the Promised Messiah in whose time all religions will make their appearance and the superiority of Islam over all of them will be established.

This and the previous verse contain two very challenging prophecies, the present one about the establishment of the superiority of Islam over other Faiths and the preceding one about the total failure of the enemies of Islam to extinguish its light.

4230. Commentary:

This verse seems to refer to the time of the Promised Messiah when trade and commerce will flourish and there will be a mad rush for striking profitable bargains.

4231. Commentary:

The reference in the verse again seems to be to the present time—the era of the Promised Messiah, in which, in the absence of religious wars, monetary sacrifice is given precedence.
13. He will forgive you your sins, and make you enter the Gardens through which streams flow, and pure and pleasant dwellings in Gardens of Eternity. That is the supreme triumph.\(^{4232}\)

14. And He will bestow upon you another favour which you love: help from Allah and a near victory. So give glad tidings to the believers.

15. O ye who believe! be helpers of Allah, as said Jesus, son of Mary, to his disciples, 'Who are my helpers in the cause of Allah?' The disciples said, 'We are helpers of Allah.' So a party of the Children of Israel believed, while a party disbelieved. Then We gave power to those who believed against their enemy, and they became victorious.\(^{4233}\)

\(^{4232}\) over other forms of sacrifice. The present is the time for propagation of Islamic principles and ideas for which money, more than anything else, is urgently needed. The two verses (11, 12) equally are of general application.

\(^{4233}\) The verse purports to say that Muslims, by preaching Islamic ideals and principles to the world, will prosper and Islam will advance and make progress.

\(^{4233}\) Commentary:

Of the three religious groups among the Jews to whom Jesus preached his Message—the Pharisees, the Sadducees and the Essenes—Jesus belonged to the last, while he had not yet been commissioned as a Divine Preacher. The Essenes were a highly religious and righteous people who lived away from the world's hustle and bustle, passing their time in meditation and prayer and in the service of humanity. It was from these people that most of Jesus's early followers came ("The Dead Sea Community" by Kurt Schubert and "The Crucifixion" by An Eye-Witness). They have been called "Helpers" by Eusephus.

The concluding words of the Sūra are indeed very prophetic. Throughout the ages the followers of Jesus have enjoyed power and precedence over their enemies—the Jews. They have founded and ruled over vast and powerful empires while the Jews have been a dispersed people so much so that "The Wandering Jew" has become a byword.
CHAPTER 62

SŪRA AL-JUMU‘AH

(Revealed after Hijra)

Title, Date of Revelation, and Context

The Sūra takes its title from v. 10, wherein Muslims are enjoined to leave off all business when call is made for the Jumu‘ah Prayer. It is a Medinite Sūra and seems to have been revealed several years after Hijra (see v. 3). In the previous Sūra Jesus’s prophecy about the advent of the Prophet Aḥmad was mentioned. The present Sūra further deals with that prophecy.

Subject-Matter

The Sūra like its predecessor opens with the glorification of the Might and Wisdom of God, and, as a proof and demonstration of these two Divine attributes, points to the appearance of the Holy Prophet among the unlettered Arabs, who from an unlettered and uncultured people, became, through the teaching of the Qur‘ān and the Prophet’s noble example, the teachers and leaders of mankind, spreading light and learning wherever they went. The Sūra then refers to the same spiritual phenomenon through a great Deputy of the Holy Prophet—the Promised Messiah—and proceeds to condemn the Jewish people for their rejection of the Holy Prophet, in spite of the fact that their Scriptures abound in prophecies about him. Thus by implication the sūra warns Muslims against behaving like the Jews, when the Great Deputy appears among them. Towards the close of the Sūra importance of the Friday Prayer is emphasized and an implied hint is made that at the time of the Second Advent of the Holy Prophet which has been likened to the Friday Prayer, there would be a mad craze for trade, commerce, and worldly gains and many other diversions to amuse and turn men away from God, and Muslims are exhorted not to let these things distract them in the midst of their religious duties.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth glorifies Allah, the Sovereign, the Holy, the Mighty, the Wise.\(^{4234}\)

3. He it is Who has raised among the Unlettered people a Messenger from among themselves who recites unto them His Signs, and purifies them, and teaches them the Book and wisdom, although they were before, in manifest misguidance:\(^{4235}\)

\(^{4234}\) See 1:1.  \(^{4235}\) See 61:2.  \(^{c}\) 3:165; 7:158; 9:128.

4234. **Commentary:**

The verse speaks of four Divine attributes which specially concern the fourfold mission of the Holy Prophet, mentioned in the next verse.

4235. **Commentary:**

For \(\ell\) see 3:76 & 7:158.

The Divine mission of the Holy Prophet consisted in the performance of the fourfold sacred duty referred to in the verse under comment. This was the noble task which was to be entrusted to that great Prophet for whose appearance among the unlettered Arabs the Patriarch Abraham had prayed several thousand years in advance, when in company with his son, Ishmael, he was raising the foundations of the Ka'ba (2:130).

In fact, no Reformer can truly succeed in his mission unless he prepares, by his noble and purifying example, a community of sincere, devoted and righteous followers, whom he teaches the ideals and principles of his Message and their philosophy, significance and importance, and then sends them out to preach that Message to other people. The training he imparts to them refines their intellect, and the philosophy of his teaching engenders in them certainty of faith, and his noble example creates in them purity of heart and refines character. It is to this basic fact of religion that the verse under comment refers.
4. And among others from among them who have not yet joined them. He is the Mighty, the Wise. 4236

5. That is Allah’s grace; He bestows it on whom He pleases; and Allah is the Lord of immense grace. 4237

6. The likeness of those who were entrusted with the law of Torah, but did not carry out its commandments, is as the likeness of an ass carrying a load of books. Evil is the likeness of the people who reject the Signs of Allah. And Allah guides not the wrongdoing people. 4238

4236. Commentary:
The verse signifies that the Message of the Holy Prophet was meant not only for the Arabs among whom he was raised but for all non-Arabs as well, and not only for his contemporaries but also for the coming generations till the end of time. Or the meaning may be that the Holy Prophet will be raised among another people who have not yet joined his immediate followers. The reference in the verse and in a well-known saying of the Holy Prophet is to the Second Advent of the Holy Prophet in the person of the Promised Messiah in the Latter Days. Says Abu Hurairah: “One Day we were sitting with the Holy Prophet when Sura Jumu’ah was revealed. I asked the Holy Prophet, ‘Who are the people to whom the words And among others from among them who have not yet joined them, refer? Salmān the Persian was sitting among us. Upon my repeatedly asking him the same question, the Prophet put his hand on Salmān and said, ‘If Faith were to go up to the Pleiades, a man from these would surely find it’” (Bukhārī). This hadith shows that the verse applies to a man of Persian descent. Now, the Promised Messiah, the Founder of the Ahmadiyya Movement, was of Persian descent. Other sayings of the Holy Prophet speak of the appearance of the Messiah at a time when there would remain nothing of the Qur’ān but its words and of Islam but its name i.e., the true spirit of Islamic teaching will be lost. (Baihaqī). Thus the Qur’ān and the Ḥadīth both seem to agree that the present verse refers to the Second Advent of the Holy Prophet in the person of the Promised Messiah.

4237. Commentary:
The verse refers to the good fortune of the people among whom the Holy Prophet will be raised for the second time in the person of one of his followers—the Promised Messiah.

4238. Important Words:

أسفار (books) is the plural of سفر (sifrūn) which is derived from سفر (safara). They say سفر الكتاب i.e., he wrote the book. سفر means, a book; a large book; a writing (Lane).

Commentary:
The verse contains an implied warning to Muslims not to reject the Promised Messiah.
7. Say, 'O ye who are Jews, if you claim you are the friends of Allah to the exclusion of all other people, then wish for Death, if indeed you are truthful.'

8. 'But they will never wish for it, because of that which their hands have sent on before them. And Allah knows well those who do wrong.

9. Say, 'The Death from which you flee will surely overtake you.' Then will you be returned unto Him Who knows the unseen and the seen, and He will inform you of what you had been doing.'

10. O ye who believe! when the call is made for Prayer on Friday, hasten to the remembrance of Allah, and leave off all business. That is better for you, if you only knew.

Commentary:

In the previous verses mention was made of Jews who rejected the Holy Prophet’s Message and who profaned their Sabbath and consequently incurred God's displeasure. In the present verse, however, Muslims have been enjoined to be particularly careful about the obligatory Friday Prayer. Every people has a Sabbath and the Muslim Sabbath is Friday. As soon as call for Prayer is made all business is to cease and the Faithful should attend the mosque to listen to the Leader’s sermon (khutbah), which usually deals with some topical subject concerning the moral and social needs of the community and how to fulfil them.
11. And when the Prayer is finished, then disperse in the land and seek of Allah's grace, and remember Allah much, that you may prosper. 4242

12. But when they see some merchandise or amusement, they break up for it, and leave thee standing. Say, 'That which is with Allah is better than merchandise and amusement, and Allah is the Best Provider.' 4243

As the Sūra seems particularly to deal with the time of the Promised Messiah, the call for Friday Prayer may also signify his clarion call to Muslims to listen to his Message.

4242. Commentary:

Unlike Jewish or Christian Sabbath, the Muslim Sabbath is not a day of rest. Before the Friday Prayer and after it Muslims are exhorted to follow their daily avocations. The words "of Allah's grace," have generally been understood to mean "doing business and earning one's livelihood."

4243. Commentary:

It is apparent from v. 3, that the Sūra, particularly deals with the time of the Promised Messiah whose advent has been referred to as the advent of the Holy Prophet himself. The verse under comment shows that in the Messiah's time trade and commerce will engross people's attention and they will have little time to give to God Whom they will consign to complete oblivion. To add to man's forgetfulness of God, there will be all sorts of amusements, sports and pastimes to divert his attention from God. Muslims have been admonished in the verse not to neglect their spiritual well-being in the pursuit of material gains and sensuous pleasures.
CHAPTER 63
SŪRA AL-MUNĀFIQŪN
(Revealed after Hijra)

Introductory Remarks

The Sūra takes its name from the opening verse. It is a Medinite Sūra, having been revealed, as its subject-matter shows, sometime after the Battle of Uḥud which exposed the Hypocrites. Whereas the previous Sūra had specifically dealt with the Jews of Medina, this Sūra deals with other enemies of Islam—the Hypocrites.

At the very outset the Sūra exposes the infidelity and dishonesty of the Hypocrites and condemns their loud profession of faith as false and treacherous. They are, says the Sūra, the real enemies of Islam, as they try to deceive Muslims by their oaths and by their false profession of faith using them as a screen for that purpose. The Sūra further says that by their evil designs and nefarious activities the Hypocrites have condemned themselves beyond redemption. They have gone so far in mischief that God will not forgive them. They mistakenly think that, perhaps, like themselves, the Companions of the Holy Prophet are a band of self-seekers who will leave their Leader the moment their material interests so demanded. The Sūra closes with the exhortation to Muslims that instead of seeking to get any material benefit from the Holy Prophet, as the Hypocrites foolishly think, they should spend their wealth in the cause of God, before the time comes when Islam will no longer stand in need of the wealth of its followers.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. When the Hypocrites come to thee, they say, 'We bear witness that thou art indeed the Messenger of Allah.' And Allah knows that thou art indeed His Messenger, but Allah bears witness that the Hypocrites are certainly liars.\(^4244\)

3. They have made their oaths a shield; thus they turn men away from the way of Allah.\(^b\) Surely, evil is that which they have been doing.\(^4245\)

4. That is because they first believed and, then disbelieved.\(^c\) So a seal was set upon their hearts and consequently they understand not.\(^4246\)

---


4244. **Commentary:**

It is characteristic of a hypocrite that he makes loud profession of his faith and thus seeks to conceal the treachery and infidelity of his heart.

4245. **Commentary:**

The Hypocrites make loud professions of their faith and repeatedly declare on solemn oaths that they are sincere believers. This they do in order to hoodwink honest and unsuspecting believers into thinking that they are sincere and faithful followers of Islam like themselves, and thus by winning the believers' confidence they seek to create mischief among them. This is how they make their oaths a screen for their wicked designs.

4246. **Commentary:**

The Hypocrites, the verse purports to say, appear to have lost all reason and understanding since they labour under the misconception that by their wiles and glib talk they can deceive Allah and His Prophet.
5. And when thou seest them, their figures please thee; and if they speak, thou listenest to their speech. They are as though they were blocks of wood propped up. They think that every cry is against them. They are the enemy, so beware of them. Allah's curse be upon them! How are they being turned away from the truth?  

6. And when it is said to them, 'Come, that the Messenger of Allah may ask forgiveness for you,' they turn their heads aside, and thou seest them keeping back while they are big with pride.

7. It is equal for them whether thou ask forgiveness for them or ask not forgiveness for them. Allah will never forgive them. Surely, Allah guides not the rebellious people.

---

4247. Important Words:

سندة (propped up) is derived from سند. They say سندة i.e., he leaned, rested or stayed himself against it or upon it. سند in the الجبل means, he ascended the mountain. سندة (sannada) means, he set up pieces of wood as stays or props against a wall; he wore or clad himself with garments called سندة (sanadun). The word also means, a thing upon or against which one leans, rests or stays himself, or a person upon whom one leans; mountain slope (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

In this verse the Hypocrites have been compared to blocks of wood propped up, or pieces of wood dressed up with clothes, which signifies that a hypocrite lacks self-reliance. He is always in search of some person or thing upon which to rest or lean. Or the word may signify that his interior does not correspond to his exterior. He so conducts himself that while outwardly he appears to be a reasonable, dignified and honest person, inwardly he is quite hollow and rotten to the core. He seeks to please with his glib talk but, being a coward, he suspects danger in every crisis.

4248. Commentary:

The Hypocrites are the real enemies of Islam, much worse than the disbelievers (v. 5). By their secret wicked designs and machinations against Islam they irretrievably condemn themselves. As they have no faith, the verse says, asking forgiveness for them cannot benefit them in any way.
8. They it is who say, 'Spend not on those who are with the Messenger of Allah that they may disperse and leave him; while to Allah belong the treasures of the heavens and the earth; but the Hypocrites understand not.'

9. They say, 'If we return to Medina, the one most exalted will surely drive out therefrom the one most mean,' while true honour belongs to Allah and to His Messenger and the believers; but the Hypocrites know not.

4249. **Commentary:**

Insincere and dishonest himself, a hypocrite considers others to be like him. The verse points out that the Hypocrites of Medina had made an entirely foolish and wrong estimate of the sincerity of purpose of the Holy Prophet's Companions. They had quite a wrong notion that the Companions of the Holy Prophet had gathered round him from considerations of material interest, and that the moment they would find that their hopes had not materialised, they would desert him. Time completely belied their fond and futile expectations.

4250. **Commentary:**

In the course of a campaign, (probably the one against Banū Musta'liq) 'Abdullah bin Ubayy, leader of the Medina Hypocrites, is reported to have said that on his return he, "the most honourable of the inhabitants of Medina," would drive out therefrom "the meanest of them," meaning thereby that he would drive out of Medina the Holy Prophet, along with the entire band of his followers. 'Abdullah bin Ubayy was bitterly hostile to the Holy Prophet because his hopes of becoming the Chief of Medina were shattered by the Holy Prophet's arrival on the scene. Abdullah's son heard of this vile boast of his father, and as the party returned to Medina, he drew his sword and barred his father's entry into the town till he had confessed and declared that he himself was the meanest of the citizens of Medina and the Holy Prophet the most honourable of them. Thus his boast recoiled on his own head.
10. "O ye who believe! let not your wealth and your children divert you from the remembrance of Allah. And whoever does so—it is they who are the losers.\(^{4251}\)

11. And spend out of that with which We have provided you before death comes upon one of you and he says, 'My Lord! if only Thou wouldst grant me respite for a little while, then I would give alms and be among the righteous.'\(^{4252}\)

12. And Allah will not grant respite to a soul when its appointed time has come; and Allah is Well-Aware of what you do.\(^{4253}\)

---

\(^{4251}\) Commentary:

The believers have been informed in this and the next verse that God demands from them the sacrifice of their wealth and offsprings in the cause of Truth, since it is sacrifice that distinguishes true believers from the Hypocrites.

\(^{4252}\) Commentary:

The verse exhorts believers to make the best of their opportunities to serve the cause of Truth with all the gifts that God had bestowed upon them, before death comes upon them \(i.e.,\) before they lose the opportunity or the power to serve.

\(^{4253}\) Commentary:

The word \(^{أُجُل} \) signifies a Divine decree, and the verse means that a people should make the best of their opportunities before the Divine decree comes into force; that is, because they will have outlived their usefulness, they would deserve to live no more.
Date of Revelation and Context

As its contents show this Sūra was revealed at Medina. The time of revelation appears to be shortly after Hijra. It takes its name from v. 10.

The previous Sūra had closed on an exhortation to believers to spend liberally in the cause of Truth, out of what Allah had bestowed upon them, before it was too late and the day arrived when they would have to render an account of their deeds and actions to God. In this Sūra some description is given of the awful day, called the Day of Losing and Gaining. The believers are exhorted again with greater emphasis not to allow any considerations of ties of relationship to stand in the way of their resolve to spend their wealth in Allah's way.

Summary of Subject-Matter

The Sūra opens with the declaration that the whole creation proclaims the glory and greatness of God, to Whom belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth and Who has power over all things. He created man and brought into existence the whole universe for his service and endowed him with great natural powers and faculties in order that he should achieve the object of his creation. Unfortunately, however, the disbelievers defy God's commandments and reject His Messengers, with the result that they incur Divine displeasure. They are told that they should make preparation for the Day when the loss resulting from disobedience of Heavenly Messengers will be brought home to them. Towards the end of the Sūra believers are told that they can make up for any remissness in the discharge of their obligations to God and man, by giving full obedience to the commandments of God and the behests of His Messenger, and by spending in the cause of Truth, out of the great gifts God has bestowed upon them, and that they should not allow any ties of relationship to stand in their way.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth glorifies Allah; His is the kingdom and His is the praise, and He has power over all things. 4254

3. It is He Who has created you, but some of you are disbelievers and some of you are believers; and Allah sees what you do. 4255

4. He created the heavens and the earth with truth, and He shaped you and made your shapes beautiful, and to Him is the ultimate return. 4256

---

4254. Commentary:

Every creature by discharging its allotted task punctually and regularly and thus fulfilling the object for which it has been created, declares God to be free from every defect, imperfection or impurity and to be its Master, Creator and Controller. See also 57: 2.

4255. Commentary:

God has provided to all men adequate powers and opportunities for moral and spiritual development but some of them, by their failure to make proper use of those opportunities, practically refuse to acknowledge God's beneficence and disobey His laws and commandments, while others by employing them in the service of their fellow beings succeed in winning His pleasure.

4256. Commentary:

The universe is governed and controlled by fixed natural laws and man is not the victim of chance, but being the crown and acme of the whole creation he has been endowed with such powers and faculties as are suited to his position as God's vicegerent on earth: and because of these powers he will have to render to God an account of his deeds and actions.
5. He knows whatever is in the heavens and the earth, and He knows what you conceal and what you disclose; and Allah knows well that which is hidden in the breasts.4257

6. Has not the story reached you of those who disbelieved before? So they tasted the evil consequences of their conduct, and they had a painful punishment.4258

7. That was because their Messengers came to them with manifest Signs, but they said, ‘Shall mere mortals guide us?’ So they disbelieved and turned away, but Allah had no need of them; and Allah is Self-Sufficient, Worthy of all praise.4259

8. Those who disbelieve assert that they will not be raised up. Say, ‘Yea, by my Lord, you shall surely be raised up; then shall you surely be informed of what you did. And that is easy for Allah.’4260

4257. Commentary:

As man has to render an account of his deeds in the life hereafter, God sent His Messengers to guide him to the goal of his life. But man, in his ingratitude and conceit, defies and opposes Divine Messengers, thereby incurring Divine punishment.

4258. Commentary:

See next verse.

4259. Commentary:

As man has been endowed with great faculties of head and heart and as he has to render an account of his deeds in the life hereafter, God sent His Messengers to guide him to the goal of his life. But man, in his ingratitude and conceit, defies and opposes Divine Messengers, thereby incurring Divine punishment.

4260. Commentary:

Does man think (the verse seems to say) that there is no future life or that he has been endowed with great powers, attributes and faculties for nothing, or, does he imagine that he can escape responsibility for his actions? He is sadly mistaken if he so imagines. There is a life after death wherein “shall you surely be informed of what you did.”
9. Believe, therefore, in Allah and His Messenger, and in the Light which We have sent down. And Allah is Well-Aware of all that you do.

10. The day when He shall gather you, on the Day of Gathering, that will be the day of mutual loss and gain. And whoso believes in Allah and acts righteously—He will remove from them the evil consequences of their deeds and He will make them enter Gardens through which streams flow, to abide therein for ever. That is the supreme triumph.

11. But as to those who disbelieve and reject Our Signs, these shall be the inmates of the Fire, wherein they shall abide; and an evil destination it is!

4261. Commentary:

النور (the Light) may mean, the light of revelation, or the wisdom, spiritual enlightenment and insight, and Divine knowledge and discernment, with which the Holy Prophet was specially gifted.

4262. Important Words:

النفاذ (mutual gain and loss) is derived from غبن. They say غبه i.e., he deprived, cheated or made him suffer loss in selling or overcame him in buying and selling. غبن رأيه (ghabina) means, he was or became deficient in his opinion or judgment. غبن الشماع means, he was unmindful or neglectful of the thing. In view of the root-meaning of the word, the expression يوم النفاذ has been variously interpreted as: (1) The Day of mutual gain and loss i.e., when believers will know what they had gained and disbelievers what they had lost. (2) The Day of the manifestation of loss i.e., people will realize how far they had been deficient in the discharge of their duties to God and man and thus their loss will become manifest. (3) The Day when the inmates of Paradise will over-reach the inmates of Hell by the state of enjoyment in which the former will be and the punishment which the latter will experience. (4) The Day when believers will attribute defect or deficiency to the lack of wisdom of disbelievers in that they had preferred disbelief to belief (Lane, Mufradat & Aqrab).
12. There befalls not any affliction but by the leave of Allah. And whosoever believes in Allah—He guides his heart aright. And Allah knows all things well.\footnote{4263}

13. And obey Allah and obey the Messenger. But if you turn away, then Our Messenger is responsible only for the clear conveying of the Message.\footnote{4264}

14. Allah! there is no God but He; so in Allah let the believers put their trust.

15. O ye who believe! surely among your wives and your children are some who are your enemies, so beware of them. And if you overlook and forgive and pardon, then surely, Allah is Most Forgiving, Merciful.\footnote{4265}

\footnote{4263}: Commentary:

God controls the universe according to certain laws. When man contravenes any of these laws, he involves himself in trouble. But as God is the Creator of all natural laws and man's affliction is due to the contradiction of one or other of these laws or to one of God's special decrees, the trouble may be said to have emanated from Him or to have come into being by His leave.

\footnote{4264}: Commentary:

The best way to avoid being involved in miseries and misfortunes is to obey Allah and His Messenger—the laws of the Shari'at and Divine natural laws, because man's troubles, as mentioned in the preceding Sura, stem from the contravention of these laws.

\footnote{4265}: Commentary:

Whereas in the previous verses emphasis was laid on obedience to Allah and His Messenger, the present verse draws attention to the necessity of guarding against some of the things that militate against that obedience—our love for our near and dear ones. If we allow them to stand in the way of our loyalty to God and submission to Divine laws, they become our enemies whom we should specially guard against.
16. Verily, your wealth and your children are a trial;¹ but with Allah is an immense reward.

17. So fear Allah as best you can, and listen, and obey, and spend in His cause; it will be good for yourselves. ²And whoso is rid of the covetousness of his own soul—it is they who shall be successful.⁴²⁶⁶

18. If you lend to Allah a goodly loan, He will multiply it for you, and will forgive you; and Allah is Most Appreciating, Forbearing.⁴²⁶⁷

19. The Knower of the unseen and the seen, the Mighty, the Wise.

---

⁴²⁶⁶. Commentary:

In the preceding verse believers were told that their wealth and their children would put their mettle to test, whether they would help in promoting the cause of Truth or would prove an impediment or hindrance. In the verse under comment they are told that they should obey all the commandments of the Shari‘at, particularly they should not be hesitant when they are called upon to make monetary sacrifice for the advancement of a good cause. Only that way lies success and prosperity.

⁴²⁶⁷. Commentary:

Spending one’s wealth in the cause of God is tantamount to giving a loan to Him which the Bountiful and Appreciating God pays back manifold.
CHAPTER 65
SūRA AL-ṬALĀQ

(Revealed after Hijra)

Date of Revelation and Context

The Sūra derives its title from the subject-matter of the opening verse. It was revealed at Medina, sometime in the 5th or 6th year of Hijra. The immediate cause of its revelation seems to be the divorce pronounced by ‘Abdullah bin ‘Umar against his wife during her monthly course, a procedure which the Sūra is intended to prohibit (Bukhārī).

In the preceding Sūra a note of warning was sounded against some of the wives and children of believers, as sometime they tend to become an impediment in the way of men wishing to make monetary sacrifice in the cause of Truth. This may possibly lead to estrangement between the husband and the wife and ultimately to divorce, or the divorce may result from incompatibility of dispositions or from some other cause. It was therefore necessary to lay down the correct procedure for divorce. This may be regarded as the immediate connection of this Sūra with its predecessor. But there also runs a deeper connection in the subject-matter of the Qurʾān as a whole. It is characteristic of the style of the Qurʾān that when any of its Sūrās deals with a particular subject in its opening verses, then in order to emphasize and impress the importance of that subject upon the mind of the reader, the Sūra, briefly but pointedly reverts to the same subject in its closing verses. The same procedure has been adopted in the Qurʾān as regards whole Sūrās. Thus some of the social and political problems which have been dealt with in detail in the opening Medinite Sūrās such as Al-Baqarah, Āl-‘Imrān, Al-Nisāʾ, have again been briefly treated in the last ten Medinite Sūrās. The subject of divorce with which this Sūra briefly deals has already been dealt with in detail in Sūra Al-Baqarah.

Summary of Subject-Matter

The Sūra opens with the procedure to be adopted when a man intends to divorce his wife, and with the treatment to be extended to her after the divorce has been pronounced and she is waiting for her ‘iddat (period of waiting) to expire. It is enjoined that during this period she should be treated well and provided with all the necessities, commensurate with the financial resources of the husband. It is significant that four times in the course of five brief verses of the Sūra believers have been exhorted to observe fear of God in their dealings. This indicates that in the matter of divorce husbands are generally tempted to treat their divorced wives unjustly. Hence the injunction to observe fear of God.

From the subject of divorce the Sūra passes on to the subject of rejection of the Divine Message by disbelievers. There seems to exist a subtle connection between the two. Those who reject the Divine Message divorce themselves from the grace of God.

2641
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. O Prophet! when you divorce women, divorce them for the prescribed period, and reckon the period; and fear Allah. Turn them not out of their houses, nor should they themselves leave unless they commit an act which is manifestly foul. And these are the limits set by Allah; and whoso transgresses the limits of Allah, he indeed wrongs his own soul. Thou knowest not; it may be that thereafter Allah will bring something new to pass.\(^2\)

\(^2\)See 1:1. \(^b\) 2:232-233. \(^c\) 2:230.

4268. Commentary:

This is one of those verses of the Qur'\(\text{\textasciitilde}n\) in which the address made to the Holy Prophet, is, in reality, meant for the believers. Since the Holy Prophet was debarred from divorcing any of his wives (33:53), the injunction is meant clearly for his followers.

The procedure of divorce given in this S\(\text{n}\)\(\text{\textasciitilde}ra\) is as follows:

The first pronouncement of divorce should be in the interval between two monthly courses, during which the husband and wife should not have conjugal relations. This ensures that the decision to divorce has not been taken hastily in a fit of anger or under the influence of some other momentary impulse but after cool and deliberate reflection. Moreover, a divorced wife is to remain in her house till the expiry of 'i\(\text{dd}\)\(\text{at}\) (the period of waiting) which extends over three courses.

The words "it may be that thereafter Allah will bring about something new to pass." signify that the above-mentioned procedure is enjoined because it is possible that during the period of waiting the causes of friction may wear out and reconciliation may take place between the estranged parties.
3. Then, "when they are about to reach their prescribed term, keep them with kindness, or put them away with kindness, and call to witness two just persons from among you; and bear true witness for Allah. Thus is admonished he who believes in Allah and the Last Day. And he who fears Allah—He will make for him a way out." 4269

4. And will provide for him from whence he expects not. And he who puts his trust in Allah—He is sufficient for him. Verily, Allah will accomplish His purpose. For everything has Allah appointed a measure.4270

5. And if you are in doubt as to the prescribed period for such of your women as have despaired of monthly courses, then know that the prescribed period for them is three months, and the same is for such as do not have their monthly courses yet. And as for those who are with child, their period shall be until they are delivered of their burden. And whoso fears Allah, He will provide facilities for him in his affair.4271

---

4269. **Commentary:**

The two witnesses referred to in the verse are to be called when the wife is about to be divorced, or when and if she is taken back by her husband. See also 2:230-234. "A way out" may mean "a way out of the difficult situation in which both the wife and the husband are placed by their apparently irreconcilable differences.

4270. **Commentary:**

The verse means that if differences between husband and wife are due to the poverty of the husband, God will provide for him from sources he never could imagine, provided he fears Allah and honestly wishes to tide over the difficult situation.

4271. **Commentary:**

The words "if you are in doubt" have been added because the stoppage of monthly course may be due to some disorder in the womb or to some other cause, though menopause may not yet have arrived.
6. That is the command of Allah which He hath sent down to you. And whoso fears Allah—He will remove the evil consequences of his deeds and will enlarge his reward. 

7. Lodge divorced women during the prescribed period in the houses wherein you dwell, according to the best of your means; and harass them not that you may create hardships for them. And if they be with child, spend on them until they are delivered of their burden. "And if they give suck to the child for you, give them their due recompense, and consult together in kindness; but if you meet with difficulty from each other, then another woman shall suckle the child for him (the father)."

8. "Let him who has abundance spend out of his abundance. And let him whose means of subsistence are straitened spend out of what Allah has given him. Allah burdens not any soul beyond that which He has bestowed upon it. Allah will soon bring about ease after hardship.

4272. Commentary:

In the brief space of five verses the believers have been enjoined to fear God. This shows that in the matter of divorce men may be generally tempted to deal unjustly with their divorced wives and thus deprive them of their just rights. It was in the fitness of things that they should have been warned against falling a victim to this temptation.

4273. Important Words:

وجد (your best means) is derived from جد which means, he found or he got. The three forms of the word i.e., وجد, وجد or وجد mean the same thing i.e., amleness of means; capacity; riches or wealth. They say هذا من وجد "i.e., it is within my capacity (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

In this verse all the possible needs of a divorced woman have been adequately met. In her 'iddat a divorced woman is to be looked after by the husband with the same care and consideration as when she was the mistress of his house, according to the best of his means, till she leaves the house and is free to adopt the way of life she chooses.
9. "How many a city rebelled against the command of its Lord and His Messengers, and We called it to severe account, and punished it with dire punishment!" 4274

10. So it tasted the evil consequences of its conduct, and the end of its affair was ruin. 4275

11. Allah has prepared for them a severe punishment; so fear Allah, O ye men of understanding, who have believed. Allah has indeed sent down to you a Reminder—

12. A Messenger, who recites unto you the clear Signs of Allah, that he may bring those who believe and do good deeds out of every kind of darkness into light. 4 And whose believes in Allah and does good deeds—He will make him enter Gardens, through which rivers flow, to abide therein for ever. Allah has indeed made excellent provision for him.

4274. Commentary:

From the subject of divorce the verse makes a subtle diversion to the subject of defiance of God and His Messengers. In fact, in religious phraseology a woman is described as standing in the same relation to her husband as do the followers of a Prophet in relation to the Prophet. This comparison between the two relationships has been made quite clear in the last verse of Sūra Al-Talāq, where unbelievers have been compared to the wife of Noah and the wife of Lot, and believers of different grades of righteousness and spirituality to the wife of Pharaoh, and to Mary, mother of Jesus.

4275. Important Words:

وبل (evil consequences) is derived from وبل فلنا, i.e., he beat such a one harshly and with consecutive strokes. وبل السماء means, the rain fell in torrents. وبل المعبد means, he chased the hunt. وبل means, injury, damage; harshness; vexation; sin; punishment of sin. وبل means, dangerous, pernicious violent (Aqrab).
13. Allah is He Who created seven heavens, and of the earth the like thereof. The divine command comes down in their midst, that you may know that Allah has power over all things, and that Allah encompasses all things in His knowledge. 4276

4276. Commentary:

The verse purports to say that God’s decree works in heavens and earth to the effect that His Messengers and their righteous followers are blessed with a Divine Light which guides them in their affairs and leads them to success and prosperity, while disbelievers suffer the evil consequences of their rejection of the Divine Message. In the preceding two verses a pointed reference is made to this subject.

“Seven earths” may be the seven major planets of the solar system and seven heavens their orbits or ways as elsewhere so called in the Qur’an (23:18). Or spiritually speaking “seven heavens” may signify seven stages of the spiritual development of man and “seven earths” those of his physical growth. For a detailed discussion of this subject, see 23:1-18.
CHAPTER 66
SŪRA AL-TAḤRĪM

(Revealed after Hijra)

General Remarks

With this Chapter ends the series of Medinitе Sūrās which began with Sūra Al-Ḥadīd. Its revelation may be assigned to the 7th or 8th year of Hijra and of a part of it to a later period, as the incident mentioned therein shows. The preceding Sūra had dealt with some aspects of Ṭalāq—permanent separation between husband and wife. The present Sūra, however, deals with the subject of temporary separation, that is to say, with cases wherein a man, due to disagreement or conflict in domestic affairs temporarily gives up conjugal relations with his wife—or swears not to use a lawful thing. The Sūra takes its title from the opening verse.

Summary of Subject-Matter

The Sūra opens with an injunction addressed personally to the Holy Prophet not to forbid himself the use of things which God has made lawful for him. The specific incident referred to in the opening verse indicates that due to misunderstanding, disagreement that may disturb, though temporarily, domestic harmony and peace, might sometimes arise in the otherwise most peaceful atmosphere of even a Prophet’s household. The injunction, which applies to the Holy Prophet as much as to his followers, signifies that in such a case of temporary disharmony extreme measures should not be resorted to. The Holy Prophet’s wives are further warned that they should never lose sight of the Prophet’s very exalted status as God’s Messenger and should not make demands from him which are inconsistent with his high station. The Sūra proceeds to tell believers to take care that members of their household do not deviate from the path of rectitude lest they might land themselves in trouble, and that if they happen to err or falter they should make proper amends and repent truly and sincerely, so that they might deserve Divine grace and mercy. As the Sūra opens with the mention of an incident concerning relationship of the Holy Prophet with his wives, it ends fittingly with a simile, comparing disbelievers to the wives of Prophets Noah and Lot and believers, to the wife of Pharaoh and to the pious and righteous Mary, mother of Jesus.
1. In the name of Allah, the Gracious the Merciful.⁴²⁷⁷

2. O Prophet! why dost thou forbid thyself that which Allah has made lawful to thee. Thou seestest the pleasure of thy wives? And Allah is Most Forgiving, Merciful.⁴²⁷⁸

See 1:1.

⁴²⁷⁷ Commentary

See 1:1.

⁴²⁷⁸ Commentary:

It is related that one day one of the wives of the Holy Prophet gave him a drink made from honey, which he seemed to like. Some of his other wives, out of pique, pointed out to him that his breath smelt of Maghāfīr, a shrub the taste of which resembled that of honey but having a bad smell. The Holy Prophet, because of his delicate nature, promised not to take honey any more (Buldān). It is to this incident that the verse under comment is generally taken to refer. But it seems improbable that the Holy Prophet, merely to satisfy the pique of his wife or wives, should have taken such a drastic step as to have forbidden himself the use of something which was lawful, particularly that in which, according to the Qur'ān, “there is cure for men” (16:70). It appears the narrator or narrators of this incident in the traditions suffered from some misunderstanding or confusion, particularly when, according to one tradition, the Holy Prophet took honey from the house of Zainab, and it were Ā'isha, Hafṣa who contrived to draw him into making the aforesaid promise, while, according to another tradition, it was at the house of Hafṣa that he was served with honey and that the wives who objected were Ā'isha, Zainab and Sa fiyya. It appears, moreover, that according to the Hadith, two, or at the most three, of the Holy Prophet’s wives were concerned in the incident, but, according to vv. 2 & 6 of the present Sūra, all were connected with it, two of them taking a leading part (v. 5). These considerations indicate that the Sūra refers to some incident of much greater significance than the mere taking of honey by the Holy Prophet at the house of one of his wives and of having been drawn into making a promise not to take it any more. In the commentary on this Sūra, Bukhārī (kitāb al-Maṣālim wa’l Ghash) quotes Ibn ‘Abbās as relating that he was always on the look-out to enquire of ‘Umar as to who were the two wives to whom reference had been made in the verse: “Now, if you two turn unto Allah, it will be better for you, and your hearts are already so inclined.” One day, finding ‘Umar alone, he sought to satisfy his curiosity. He had hardly finished his question, says Ibn ‘Abbās, when ‘Umar said that they were Ā’isha and Hafṣa and then proceeded to relate the story: “Once, when my wife offered me her advice concerning some domestic affair, I curtly told her that it was no business of hers to advise me, for in those days we did not hold our women-folk in much respect. My wife sternly replied: ‘Your daughter Hafṣa,
3. Allah has indeed allowed to you the dissolution of your oaths, and Allah is your Friend; and He is All-Knowing, Wise.4279

takes so much liberty with the Holy Prophet that she retorts back, when he says something not to her liking till he feels offended, and you do not allow me to speak to you even about our domestic affairs.' Upon this I went to Ḥafṣa and sternly told her that she should not be misled by 'A'īsha in this matter as she was nearer to the Prophet's heart. Then I went to Ummi Salma and had hardly broached the matter with her when she also curtly told me not to interfere in affairs concerning the Prophet and his wives. A short time after this, the Prophet separated himself from his wives and decided not to go to the house of any of them. The news went round that the Prophet had divorced his wives. I went to him and asked him if it was true that he had divorced his wives to which he replied in the negative."

This incident shows that 'Umar, and Ibn 'Abbās were of the view that the relevant verses of the Sūra referred to this temporary separation of the Holy Prophet from his wives. The fact that the preceding Sūra mentions the subject of Ṭalāq which is separation of a permanent character, lends weight to the inference that these verses relate to the Prophet's separation from his wives, which, however, was of a temporary nature. Besides, as reported by 'A'īsha in the above-mentioned Ḥadīth, immediately after the period of separation was over, v. 33:29 was revealed, and the Prophet's wives were given the choice between the Prophet's companionship and a life of poverty and austere simplicity on the one hand, and separation from him with a life of ease and comfort and all sorts of material benefit on the other. The choice was given to all the wives and the verse under comment speaks of all the wives, as also does v. 4. This shows that the incident referred to in these verses concerns all the wives in which two of them took a more prominent part. And this was when the Prophet's wives, led by 'A'īsha and Ḥafṣa, demanded of him that like other Muslim women they should also have amenities of life and comfortable living (Fath Al-Qadīr). In this context the words تبَيَّنَي مَرَضَاةُ أُزْوَاجِكَ would seem to mean something like this: "Since thou always desirest to please thy wives and meet their wishes, they have been encouraged by this loving attitude of thine naturally to lose sight of thy high position as a Prophet of God and to make excessive demands on thee."

The alleged incident of Mary, the Copt, being too foolish and fantastic a concoction of Christian writers and lacking all reliable historical evidence, does not merit serious notice. Mary was the Holy Prophet's wedded consort and the respected mother of the Faithful. The Prophet never kept a slave girl.

0279. Commentary:

The Holy Prophet had severely taken to heart his wives' demand for amenities of life, and in order to show his extreme displeasure had sworn to keep away from them for one month. The verse under comment prescribes that a lawful thing does not become unlawful to a person merely by his swearing not to use it. In such a contingency he is required only to expiate his broken oath.
4. And when the Prophet confided a matter unto one of his wives and she then divulged it, and Allah informed him of it he made known to her part thereof, and avoided mentioning part of it. And when he informed her of it, she said, ‘Who has informed thee of it?’ He said, ‘The All-Knowing, the All-Aware God has informed me.’

5. Now if you two turn unto Allah repentant, it will be better for you, and your hearts are already so inclined. But if you back up each other against him, surely Allah is his Helper and Gabriel and the righteous among the believers; and furthermore, angels too are his helpers.

4280. Commentary:

It is difficult to say to what particular incident the present verse in fact refers. The reference which seems to be supported by the context may be to the incident described by ‘A’isha herself, which is to this effect: When verse 33:29 was revealed, giving the Holy Prophet’s wives a choice between his companionship and separation from him, by way of a reply to their demand for a life of comfort and ease, the Prophet first of all, broached the matter with ‘A’isha (Bukhārī, Kitāb al-Maẓālim wa’l-Ghašb). The Holy Prophet appears to have taken that course because it was ‘A’isha who had led the demand along with Ḥafṣa, and it is not unlikely that ‘A’isha passed on the Holy Prophet’s secret communication to Ḥafṣa. Whatever the actual facts may be, the verse emphasizes the obligation of a person to whom a secret is confided not to divulge it, particularly when the parties concerned are husband and wife and the secret relates to a private domestic affair; or for that matter when they are a Prophet of God and one of his followers.

4181. Commentary:

The words “you two,” seem to refer to ‘A’isha and Ḥafṣa who led the demand for worldly comforts in their homes. All the wives of the Holy Prophet had, however, joined in the demand, though the leading part was taken by these two, and this, perhaps because they were daughters respectively of Abū Bakr and ‘Umar, the two most respected among the Holy Prophet’s Companions. See also v. 2 above.

The phraseology of the verse indicates that the matter referred to in these verses was of a very serious nature, but taking honey from the house of one’s wife evidently is not so serious an affair as to have led to separation of the Holy Prophet from all his wives for nearly a month. Nor was the reprimand to the Prophet’s wives implied in the words “Allah is his Helper and Gabriel and believers . . . ” called for.
6. It may be that, if he divorce you, his Lord will give him instead wives better than you—resigned, believing, obedient, always turning to God, devout in worship, given to fasting, both widows and virgins.\textsuperscript{4282}

7. O ye who believe! save yourselves and your families from a Fire whose fuel is men and stones, over which are appointed angels, stern \textit{and} severe, who disobey not Allah in what He commands them and do as they are commanded.\textsuperscript{4283}

8. O ye who disbelieve! make no excuses this day. You are requited for what you did.

\textsuperscript{a2 : 25, b9 : 66, 77 : 37.}

4282. \textbf{Important Words:}

\textit{sah\textsuperscript{a}} (given to fasting) is feminine of \textit{sah\textsuperscript{b}} which is plural of \textit{sah} which is act. part. from \textit{sah\textsuperscript{c}}. They say \textit{sah\textsuperscript{d}} of the land, \textit{i.e.}, he went through the land for the purpose of devoting himself to religious services. \textit{sah\textsuperscript{e}} means, one who \textit{(1)} goes through the land as a devotee; or forsakes his home for the sake of God; \textit{(2)} who observes the obligatory fasts; \textit{(3)} one who fasts constantly (Lane & Aqrab).

\textit{thib\textsuperscript{f}} (widows) is the plural of \textit{thib\textsuperscript{g}} which is derived from \textit{thib\textsuperscript{h}}. \textit{i.e.}, the woman became a \textit{thib\textsuperscript{i}} which means, \textit{(1)} a woman who has become separated from her husband by his death or by being divorced by him; \textit{(2)} one who is not a virgin; \textit{(3)} a woman to whom a man has gone in; \textit{(4)} a man who has gone in to a woman; \textit{(5)} a person who has married, whether man or woman; \textit{(6)} a woman who has attained the age of puberty, though a virgin. \textit{thib\textsuperscript{j}}, means a man who has been married to a woman (Lane & Aqrab).

4283. \textbf{Commentary:}

As the \textit{S\textordmasculine{u}ra} deals particularly with domestic disagreements and conflicts, believers are enjoined to train and educate members of their household in such a way that there should reign complete harmony, peace and concord in the house as it prevails in Paradise.
9. O ye who believe! turn to Allah in sincere repentance. It may be that your Lord will remove the evil consequences of your deeds and make you enter Gardens through which rivers flow; on the day when Allah will not abase the Prophet nor those who have believed with him. Their light will run before them and on their right hands. They will say, 'Our Lord, perfect our light for us and forgive us; surely, Thou hast power over all things'.

10. O Prophet! strive hard against the disbelievers and the Hypocrites; and be strict against them; their resort is Hell, and an evil destination it is!

4284. Commentary:

The never-ceasing desire for perfection on the part of believers in Paradise as expressed in the words, 'Our Lord perfect our light for us,' shows that life in Paradise will not be a life of inaction. On the contrary, spiritual advance in Paradise will know no end, for as the believers will attain excellence, characteristic of a certain stage, they will not stop at that, but seeing in front of it a higher stage of excellence and thus finding that the stage at which they had arrived was not the highest stage, will desire the attainment of the next higher stage, and so on without end.

In short the believers will go on making advancement in Paradise and shall never recede a step. Their activity far from ceasing will rather increase. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said that in Paradise the believers will be imparted knowledge of new attributes of God which they will try to copy in themselves.

From the verse it further appears that after entering Paradise, the believers will seek maghfirat, i.e., "suppression of a defect." In this sense of maghfirat the verse means that the righteous will be continually praying to God for the attainment of perfection and complete immersion in Divine Light. They will be continually going upwards and will regard each state as defective in comparison with a higher one to which they will aspire and will, therefore, pray to God to suppress the defective state that they may be able to get to the higher one. This is the true significance of Istighfār of which the literal meaning is, "asking forgiveness for one's lapses."

4285. Commentary:

Whereas, in the preceding verse it was stated that spiritual progress, not only in this world but in the life after death, is endless, in the verse under comment we are told that no advance is possible unless the disbelievers and the Hypocrites are strenuously striven against. Incidentally, the verse explains the real significance of Jihād which means, "striving against." Since the Hypocrites were regarded as part of the Muslim Community, Jihād in the sense of fighting with the sword was never waged against them.
11. Allah sets forth for those who disbelieve the example of the wife of Noah and the wife of Lot. They were under two righteous servants of Ours, but they acted unfaithfully towards them. So they availed them naught against Allah, and it was said to them, 'Enter the Fire, ye twain, along with those who enter.'

12. And Allah sets forth for those who believe the example of the wife of Pharaoh when she said, 'My Lord! build for me a house with Thee in the Garden; and deliver me from Pharaoh and his work, and deliver me from the wrongdoing people;'

13. And the example of Mary, the daughter of 'Imran, who guarded her chastity"—so We breathed therein of Our Spirit—and she fulfilled in her person the words of her Lord and His Books and was one of the obedient.4286

---

4286. Commentary:

In this and the preceding two verses, examples of the wives of the Prophets Noah and Lot, of the wife of Pharaoh, and the example of Mary, the mother of Jesus, are set forth. The disbelievers are compared to the wives of Noah and Lot in order to show that the companionship of a righteous man, even of a Prophet of God, does not benefit an evilly inclined person who is bent upon rejecting Truth. Prophet Noah's wife was of a more wicked disposition than the wife of Lot since the latter only preferred the company of her relatives to that of Lot, while Noah's son, probably under the corrupting influence of his mother, had rejected his father's Message.

The wife of Pharaoh stands for those believers who, though passionately desiring and praying to get rid of sin, yet cannot fully dissociate themselves from evil influences, represented by Pharaoh, and having arrived at the stage of the self-accusing soul (النفس الواحة) sometimes fail and falter. Mary, the mother of Jesus, represents those righteous servants of God, who having closed all avenues of sin and having made peace with God, are blessed with Divine inspiration; the pronoun ِفي (masculine gender) in في standing for such fortunate believers. Or, the pronoun may stand for فرج which, literally meaning a cleft or fissure, signifies an opening through which sin can find access.
CHAPTER 67

SŪRA AL-MULK

(Revealed before Hijra)

General Remarks

With this Chapter begins a series of Sūrās, extending to the end of the Qur’ān, which were revealed before Hijra, with the solitary exception of Sūrā Al-Naṣr which, though belonging to the Medinite period, was actually revealed at Mecca on the occasion of the Holy Prophet’s Last Pilgrimage. The whole of the Qur’ān is God’s own revealed Word and so is simply inimitable and inapproachable in subject-matter, style and diction, but the Sūrās revealed at Mecca in the early years of the Prophet’s Call possess a majesty and grandeur, all their own. The beauty of rhythm and the charm of cadence of the revelation of this period are beyond human power adequately to describe. As these Sūrās generally deal with matters of belief and doctrine, e.g., prophecies about the great and glorious future of Islam, existence of God and His attributes, Revelation, Resurrection, and Life after death, much symbolism has necessarily been used to describe the mystical and the spiritual in terms of what we can perceive by our physical senses. The Sūrah belongs to the middle Meccan period—8th year of the Call being the approximate time when, according to competent authorities the Sūrah was revealed.

Subject-Matter

As stated above, the Meccan Sūrās generally deal with matters of belief. The present Sūra, being the first of this series, naturally opens with proclaiming the Lordship, the Sovereignty, and the Almightyness of God, and as proof of these attributes adduces the fact that God is the Creator of life and death, and of the whole universe through whose component parts, from the smallest atom to the largest planet, there runs a wonderful and flawless design and arrangement. The creation of the universe and the beautiful order that pervades the cosmos, are proofs positive of the fact that God is and that He has created man to serve a sublime object and to achieve a noble goal. But man in his ingratitude has always rejected God’s Message and consequently has been incurring Divine punishment.

The Sūra then proceeds to recount the manifold Divine blessings and favours without which man cannot exist for a single moment; it, then, by implication, calls upon him to make proper use of them for the realization of the purpose for which he is created. The Sūra closes with a beautiful homily, thereby bringing home to man the supreme truth that just as no physical life can exist without water, so spiritual life needs for its sustenance the heavenly water of Divine revelation.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful." 4287

2. "Blessed is He in Whose hand is the kingdom, and He has power over all things." 4288

3. Who has created death and life that He might try you—which of you is best in deeds; and He is the Mighty, the Most Forgiving. 4289

4. Who has created seven heavens in grades. 4 No incongruity canst thou see in the creation of the Gracious God. Then look again: Seest thou any flaw? 4290

---

4287. Commentary:
See 1:1.

4288. Commentary:
The Sūra was revealed at Mecca when Islam was yet in its infancy and its enemies were straining every nerve to nip it in the bud. It opens with the mention of Divine attributes which are expressive of God's Power, Might and Majesty, and, appropriately the verse under comment implies a prophecy that the poor, persecuted and helpless Muslims would soon be granted the kingdom, not only of Arabia but of vast lands beyond its confines.

4289. Commentary:
The law of life and death works in all nature. Every living creature is subject to decay and death. Nations, like individuals, are subject to this inexorable law. The implication of the verse seems to be that with the advent of Islam God's decree has come into operation, that is to say that some nations will receive new life and others will decay and fall. This will show that God is Mighty. The linking together of the attribute "Most Forgiving" with the attribute "Mighty" may imply that when Islam will triumph the enemies of the new Faith will be at the mercy of the Holy Prophet who will forgive them. The prophecy was fulfilled in the Fall of Mecca.

"Death," as in vv. 2:29 and 53:45, has been mentioned in this verse before "life." The reason seems to be that death or non-existence, is the state before life, or perhaps because "death" is more important and is of greater significance than "life," because, it opens to man the portals of everlasting life and unending spiritual progress, while his life on earth is only a temporary sojourn and a preparation for a permanent and everlasting life beyond the grave.

4290. Important Words:
طُبَّا (in grades) is derived from طِبَّ. They
5. Aye, look again, and yet again, thy sight will only return unto thee confused and fatigued.\footnote{4291}

6. And verily, We have adorned the lowest heaven\footnote{a} with lamps, and We have made them the means of driving away satans, \footnote{b} and We have prepared for them the punishment of the blazing Fire.\footnote{4292}

\footnote{a}15:17; 37:7; 41:13; 50:7. \footnote{b}15:18; 37:11.

say طَقِ الطَّوْب i.e., he folded together the piece of cloth. طَقِ means, a thing that is the equal of another thing in its measure so that it covers the whole extent of the latter like the lid; a layer of the earth; a fold; a generation; any of the stages of heaven. السماوات طيات means, the heavens are composed of stages, one above another (Lane & Aqrab).

تنافوت (incongruity) is derived from تنافوت الشيطان i.e., the two things were distinct or were different. تنافوت means, defect, fault, or imperfection; incongruity or discordance (Lane & Aqrab).

فلور (flaw) is derived from فل. They say فلأ الرجل الكب i.e., God created it or brought it into existence for the first time, it not having existed before. فلأ means, it became split, rent or cleft. فلور means, cleft; flaw; disorder (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

Wonderful indeed is God's creation. The solar system of which our earth is but a small member is vast, varied and orderly and yet this system is but one of hundreds of millions of systems, some of which are incalculably larger than it, yet the countless millions of suns and stars are so arranged and distributed in relation to one another as to produce everywhere harmony and beauty. The order that covers and pervades the universe is obvious to the ordinary naked eye, and is spread far beyond the range of disciplined vision, assisted by all the instruments and appliances which science and art have been able to invent (Flint).

\footnote{4291. Important Words:}

خَاسَم (confused) is derived from خَاسَم which means, he was or became vile, despised and hated. خَاسَم الرجل الكب means, the man drove away the dog. خَاسَم البصر means, the eyesight became dazzled or confused and dim. خَاسَم when applied to a dog or a swine means, driven away and repelled, and when applied to a man means, contemptible, despicable, vile or confused; and when applied to the eyesight means, dazzled or confused and dim (Lane).

\footnote{4292. Commentary:}

For a detailed note on the subject, briefly stated in this verse, see 15:17-19.

The word السماء (heaven) may also signify the spiritual firmament and مصابح (lamps) Divinely-inspired Teachers and Reformers and may mean satanic people.
7. And for those who disbelieve in their Lord there is the punishment of Hell, and an evil resort it is.

8. When they are cast therein, they will hear it roaring as it boils up.

9. It would almost burst with fury. Whenever a host of wrongdoers is cast into it the wardens thereof will ask them, ‘Did no Warner come to you?’

10. They will say, ‘Yea, verily, a Warner did come to us, but we treated him as a liar, and we said: ‘Allah has not revealed anything; you are but in manifest error.’”

11. And they will say, ‘Had we but listened or possessed sense, we should not have been among the inmates of the blazing Fire.

12. Thus will they confess their sins; but far away are the inmates of the blazing Fire from God’s mercy.

Commentary:

When Divine Reformers appear in the world to remove distortions and interpolations that find their way into Heavenly Teachings, those who reject the Divine Reformers deserve and get God’s punishment. This is mentioned by implication also in the preceding verse.

Important Words:

§ (roaring) signifies the ending or final part of the crying or braying of an ass. It also signifies a high sound; a cry of distress (Lane). See also 11:107.

Important Words:

§ (be far away) is derived from which means, it was or became distant or remote.

§ means, he bruised or powdered or pulverized it; he destroyed it. § means, powdered, pulverized; distant, remote. § means, remoteness, curse; destruction (Lane & Aqrab).
13.  Verily, those who fear their 
Lord in secret—for them is forgiveness 
and a great reward.

14.  And whether you conceal what 
you say or say it openly, He knows 
well what is in your breasts.

15.  Does He Who has created you 
not know it? He is the Knowe of all 
subtleties, the All-Aware.

R. 2  16.  He it is Who has made the earth 
even and smooth for you: so walk in 
the spacious sides thereof, and eat of 
His provision. And unto Him will 
be the resurrection.

17.  Do you feel secure from Him 
Who is in the heaven that He will not 
cause the earth to sink with you when 
lo! it begins to shake?

18.  Do you feel secure from Him 
Who is in the heaven that He will not 
send against you a sand-storm? Then 
will you know how terrible was My 
warning.

19.  And indeed those before them 
also treated My Messengers as liars; 
then how grievous was My punishment!

---

4296.  Commentary.
Journeying in the earth is recommended 
again and again in the Qur’an, because leaving 
one’s home and travelling to other lands and 
countries helps to add to one’s knowledge and 
experience.

The verse also recommends making full use 
of mountains, which may also signify entertain-
ing high ambitions and lofty aspirations, as the 
word  مِكْـبَ  which also means a lofty place, 
suggests.

4297.  Commentary:
It is because punishment is generally spoken 
of in the Qur’an as coming down from heaven 
that God is referred to, here and in the next 
verse, as being in heaven; otherwise God is here, 
there and everywhere. “He is in the heaven and 
He is in the earth and He is where man is, 
even nearer to him than his jugular vein” 
20. "Have they not seen the birds above them, spreading out their wings without moving them and then drawing them in to swoop down upon the prey? None withholds them but the Gracious God. Verily, He sees all things well.\(^{4298}\)

21. Or who is he that can be an army for you to help you against the Gracious God? The disbelievers are only in deception.\(^{4299}\)

22. Or who is he that will provide for you,\(^b\) if He should withhold His provision? Nay, but they obstinately persist in rebellion and aversion.\(^{4300}\)

23. What! is he who walks grovelling upon his face better guided or he who walks upright on the straight path?\(^{4301}\)

\(^{a16:80.\ b10:32;34:25.}\)

4298. Commentary:

The verse as the context shows, refers to Divine punishment that is in store for disbelievers. It purports to say that if they continue to oppose truth, they will be destroyed by famines, earthquakes and particularly by wars, and the birds of the skies will feast on their dead bodies. The Merciful God grants them respite that they might accept the Heavenly Message and save themselves from Divine punishment. See also 16:80.

4299. Commentary:

The verse warns disbelievers that if on account of their persistent rejection of the Divine Message and opposition to, and persecution of, the believers they (believers) were allowed to take up arms against them, their armies will be entirely helpless against Heavenly forces that would come to the help of believers.

4300. Commentary:

The reference may be to the terrible famine that held Mecca in its grip for several years till the Meccans begged the Holy Prophet to pray for their deliverance from the scourge. See also 44:13.

4301. Commentary:

The verse means that disbelievers walk on the wrong path, hanging down their heads and grovelling in the darkness of doubt and disbelief, while believers, in the certainty of faith, go straight on the path of truth, holding their head high. Can the two be equal?
24. Say, ‘He it is Who brought you into being, and made for you ears and eyes and hearts; but little thanks do you give.’

25. Say, ‘He it is Who multiplied you in the earth, and unto Him will you be gathered.

26. ‘And they say, ‘When will this promise come to pass, if indeed you are truthful? ’

27. Say, ‘The knowledge of it is with Allah, and I am only a plain Warner.’

28. ‘But when they see it nigh, the faces of those who disbelieve will become grief-stricken, and it will be said, ‘This is what you used to ask for.’

29. Say, ‘Tell me, if Allah should destroy me and those who are with me, or have mercy on us, who will protect the disbelievers from a painful punishment?’


e21:40.

4302. Commentary:
Disbelievers are told that God has given them eyes to see so that they might benefit from the Signs He has shown in support of Truth. He has given them ears to listen the Divine Message. He has given them powers of mind that they might understand and realize the Divine Message. People do not make use of these God-given faculties and choose to waver in the quagmire of doubt; شكر (shukr) meaning to make proper use of a thing.

4303. Commentary:
Man has been created that he may lead a purposeful life on earth and may achieve the grand object of his creation after which he will have to render an account of his deeds and actions.

4304. Commentary:
“This promise” may refer to the promise of Divine punishment made in 17–22 above.

4305. Commentary:
It is characteristic of disbelievers that as long as punishment does not overtake them, they boast and brag and hurl jibes and railleries at believers, but when they are face to face with it, they are seized with a sense of extreme frustration, dismay, and dejection.
30. Say, ‘He is the Gracious God; in Him have we believed and in Him have we put our trust. And you will soon know who is in manifest error.’

31. Say, ‘Tell me, if all your water were to disappear in the depths of the earth, who then will bring you pure flowing water? ’

4306. Commentary:
The Divine attribute الرحمان (the Beneficent) has been repeatedly mentioned in the Sūra because all the Divine gifts and favours mentioned in it, whether pertaining to man’s physical sustenance or his spiritual development, are the direct result of God’s beneficence (رحمانية).

4307. Commentary:
All life, whether physical or spiritual, depends on water,—the former on rain-water, and the latter on the water of Divine revelation.
CHAPTER 68

SŪRA AL-QALAM

(Revealed before Ḥiṣra)

General Remarks

This Sūra is one of the first four or five Sūrās revealed at Mecca in the very beginning of the Call. According to some authorities it was revealed just after Sūra Al-'Alaq which was the first Qur'ānic Sūra to be revealed, but some other authorities place it after Sūrās Muzzammil and Muddaththir. There, is, however, no doubt that all these Sūrās were revealed more or less in consecutive order because there exists a strong likeness in their subject-matter. The Sūra takes its title from the opening verse, and deals principally with the Holy Prophet’s claim as a Messenger of God.

Subject-Matter

Like the Meccan Chapters which mainly deal with matters of doctrine and belief, the present Sūra deals with the truth of the Holy Prophet’s claim, and gives sound and solid arguments in proof of it. After this a large part of the Sūra is devoted to a discussion of the fight of disbelievers against truth, and to the evil end to which they ultimately come, giving reasons why they reject Truth and why they strive and struggle against it, and how, when their efforts appear to be on the point of bearing fruit they come to nought, and Truth, instead of going under, begins to prosper, prevail and predominate. The Sūra further declares complete frustration and disappointment to be the lot of the disbelievers; they burn in the fire of disgrace and humiliation. Towards the close, the Holy Prophet is enjoined to bear with patience and fortitude all the mockery, opposition, and persecution to which he was subjected, because his cause was bound to succeed.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful."
2. By the inkstand and by the pen and by that which they write.\(^{4308}\)
3. Thou art not, by the grace of thy Lord, a madman.\(^{4309}\)
4. And for thee, most surely, there is an unending reward.\(^{4310}\)

\(^{4308}\) Important Words:

\(\text{وَاو} (by), \text{means, I swear; I cite as witness or evidence. For the philosophy and significance of Quranic oaths, see 37:2; 51:2 & 91:2.}\)

Commentary:

In this verse the inkstand, the pen and all the written material is cited as evidence to support and substantiate the statement made in the next three verses.

\(^{4309}\) Commentary:

The verse means that by whatever test of knowledge and learning the claim of the Holy Prophet is examined, he will be found to be not a maniac, as the disbelievers say, but the sanest and the wisest of men. It further says that all other Divine Messengers were also stigmatised as lunatics because, in view of very heavy odds against them and of their own helpless weak position, their claim that despite the great power, prestige and resources of their opponents they would succeed and their enemies would fail, appeared to the latter to be nothing better than the ravings of a madman. The next verse gives the reason why this charge is not only unfounded but also foolish and fantastic.

\(^{4310}\) Commentary:

This verse, along with the next, exposes the absurdity of the charge of madness. It purports to say that the actions of a madman produce no useful result, but that the Holy Prophet will eminently succeed in fulfilling the object of his Divine mission and in bringing about a wonderful revolution in the lives of his degenerate people. And this revolution will not end with his death. On the contrary, whenever in future his followers will deviate from the path of rectitude, God will raise among them Reformers who will regenerate them and will infuse in them a new life. And this process will continue till the end of time. This is the significance of the words, "and for thee is an unending reward."
5. And thou dost surely possess high moral excellences.  4311
6. And thou wilt soon see and they too will see.

7. Which of you is afflicted with madness.  4312
8. Surely, thy Lord knows best those who go astray from His way and He knows best those who follow guidance.

9. So comply not with the wishes of those who reject the truth.
10. They wish that thou shouldst be pliant so that they may also be pliant.  4313

4311. Commentary:
This verse constitutes a further eloquent commentary on the charge of madness imputed to the Holy Prophet. It purports to say that the Prophet, not only is not a maniac but is the noblest and sublimest of men possessing in full measure all those moral excellences that combine to make their possessor a perfect image of his Creator. The Holy Prophet's humanity was of the most perfect character. He was a complete embodiment of all good moral qualities that a man is capable of possessing. It is to this aspect of the Holy Prophet's greatness that his talented wife, 'A'isha, referred, when, on being asked to shed some light on the Prophet's habits and morals she said 'Allaamah al-qur'an i.e., he possessed all those moral excellences which are mentioned in the Qur'an as the special marks of its true followers (Bukhari). See also 20:2 & 33:22.

4312. Commentary:
The verse turns tables upon the accusers of the Holy Prophet, and tells them in challenging words that time will show whether it was he or they who suffered from madness, or whether his claim to be God's Messenger was the outpouring of a heated brain, or whether they themselves were so demented as not to read the signs of time and thus refuse to believe in him.

4313. Important Words:

tehmin (thou shouldst be pliant) is derived from tehmin which means, he was or became weak. Atehmin falaana means, he endeavoured to conciliate or make peace with such a one; he treated him with gentleness; he acted towards him with dishonesty or dissimulation; he pretended the contrary of what he concealed in his mind with regard to him; he strove to deceive him (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:
The verse may have special reference to the offers which the Quraish of Mecca had made to the Holy Prophet in order to tempt him away from his fixed purpose, or it may possess general application, since Truth is as firm as rock
11. And yield thou not to any mean swearer,

12. 'Backbiter, one who goes about slandering;'\(^{4314}\)

13. 'Forbidder of good, transgressor, sinful,

14. Ill-mannered and, in addition to that, of doubtful birth.'\(^{4315}\)

15. 'This is because he possesses riches and children.'\(^{4316}\)

16. 'When Our Signs are recited unto him, he says, 'Stories of the ancients!''

---

While falsehood has no legs to stand upon and gives way to pressure or temptation and is ready to make compromises.


---

\(^{4314.\>\text{Important Words:}}\)

\(\text{تثيم} (\text{slander})\) is derived from \(\text{تثيم} \) which means, he uttered calumny or excited discord.

\(\text{تثيم} \) means, mischievous and malicious misrepresentation; calumny, slander (Lane & Aqrab).

---

\(^{4315.\>\text{Important Words:}}\)

\(\text{عطل} \) (ill-mannered) is derived from \(\text{عطل} \) ('atala). \(\text{عطل} \) means, he dragged him or drove him along roughly.

\(\text{عطل} \) means, a great eater who refuses to give; gross, coarse, rough or rude person; low, ignoble; mean (Lane).

\(\text{زلميم} \) (of doubtful birth) is derived from \(\text{زلميم} \) (zannamu) and \(\text{زلميم} \) is conjoining anyone with a people or party to which he does not belong. \(\text{زلميم} \) means, one adopted among a people to whom he does not belong, not being needed by them; base, ignoble, mean; the son of an adulteress or fornicatress (Lane & Aqrab).

---

\(^{4314.\>\text{Commentary:}}\)

The reference in this and the three verses preceding it may be to \( \text{فليد} \) bin \( \text{مغيرة} \) or \( \text{أبو} \) \( \text{جاهل} \), etc. or to every leader of falsehood.

---

\(^{4316.\>\text{Commentary:}}\)

The verse signifies that all sin, vice and opposition to Truth is born of conceit or false pride which are maladies of one who manages to amass great wealth and who wields great power and influence. Or, the verse, in conjunction with those preceding it, may mean that base and vile man should not be shown consideration or respect, simply because he happens to possess wealth and influence.
17. We will brand him on the snout.\textsuperscript{4317}

18. We will surely try them as We tried the owners of the garden when they vowed that they would certainly pluck all its fruit in the morning.\textsuperscript{4318}

19. And they made no exception and said not, ‘If God please.’\textsuperscript{4319}

20. “Then a visitation from thy Lord visited it while they were asleep;\textsuperscript{4320}

21. And the morning found it like a garden cut down overnight.\textsuperscript{4321}

22. So they called to one another at the break of dawn,

\textsuperscript{43:118; 18:43.}

\textsuperscript{4317. Commentary:}
As, disbelievers, out of pride and a false sense of power reject the Divine Message, God will disgrace and humiliate them. “Branding on the snout” is a metaphor for disgracing a person.

\textsuperscript{4318. Commentary:}
Here the base, greedy and conceited disbelievers have been compared to the owner of a garden who would devour all its fruit and would not allow any share to those who had also put in their labour in developing the gardens and would defraud them of their just rights.

\textsuperscript{4319. Important Words:}

\textit{لم يستثنون} (made no exception) is derived from خُطَّ. They say استثنى i.e. he excluded it or excepted it. The latter in the case of an oath means, saying انشاء الله i.e., if God please (Lane).

\textbf{Commentary:}
The owners of the “garden” greedily devoured the fruit of the labour of others and fed fat on it, excluding the latter from sharing it with them. Or, the verse may mean that they spent no part of their wealth for the benefit of their poor brethren. Or, it may signify that they were so sure of the successful outcome of their labours and were so certain of gathering in their harvest without any mishap that they completely forgot God, omitting to seek Divine protection by uttering the words “If God please.”

\textsuperscript{4320. Commentary:}
The verse means that Divine punishment overtook the “garden” in a sudden and swift sweep.

\textsuperscript{4321. Important Words:}

\textit{صرم} (cut down) is derived from صرَم. They say صرَم i.e., he cut it, cut it through or severed it; or he ceased to associate with him. صرَم means, cut off, cut through or severed; black land that does not grow anything; night; the dark night or a portion thereof. The words أصحت كـ بصرِم mean, it became burnt up and black like the night (Lane).
23. Saying, 'Go forth early in the morning, to your field, if you would gather the fruit.'
24. And they set out talking to one another in low tones,
25. Saying, 'Let no poor man today enter it against your will.'
26. And they went forth early in the morning, determined to be niggardly.
27. But when they saw it, they said, 'Surely, we have lost our way!'
28. 'Nay, we have been deprived of all our fruit.'
29. The best among them said, "Did I not say to you, 'Why do you not glorify God?'"
30. Thereupon, they said, 'Glory be to our Lord. Surely, we have been wrongdoers.
31. Then some of them turned to the others, reproaching one another.
32. They said, 'Woe to us! We were indeed rebellious against God.'

4322. Commentary:

The rich owners of the "garden" in the parable are compared to those selfish, cruel and greedy persons who, besides exploiting the labour of others, are so stingy that they do not spend any part of their ill-gotten gains for the needy and the poor.

4323. Important Words:

حَدَر (hardun) infinitive noun from حَرَادَة (harada) which means, he tended, repaired, or betook himself; (2) he sought, pursued or desired; (3) he prevented, hindered, prohibited, de-barred; (4) he separated himself from others or he forsook his people (Lane).

Commentary:

The exploiters of the labour of others are a class by themselves. They seek and scheme to debar the latter from the benefits of what they earn by the sweat of their brow. They revel in wealth, while the poor grovel in dirt and squalor before their very eyes.

4324. Commentary:

Sooner or later Nemesis overtakes these exploiters and their contrivances to deprive others of the fruit of their labour fail altogether in their purpose.
33. ‘Maybe, if we repent, our Lord will give us instead a better garden than this; we do humbly entreat our Lord.’

34. Such is the punishment of this world. ‘And surely the punishment of the Hereafter is greater. Did they but know!’
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35. ‘For the righteous, indeed, there are Gardens of Bliss with their Lord.’

36. ‘Shall We then treat those who submit to Us as We treat the guilty?

37. What is the matter with you? How judge ye!

38. Have you a Book wherein you read,

39. That you shall surely have in it whatever you choose?’

Commentary:

The parable of the owners of the “garden” may apply also to the leaders of the Quraish who had made life very miserable for the poor Muslims. They were sternly warned that all their designs against Islam would come to naught and all their efforts would prove abortive and they would be deprived of all their gardens and ‘fruit.’ But those who turn to God with true repentance would be rewarded many times more than what they will lose.

Commentary:

The verse speaks of two kinds of punishment. The punishment referred to in the preceding several verses in the words “such is the punish-
40. Or have you any covenant binding on Us till the Day of Resurrection that you shall surely have whatever you judge?\(^{4329}\)

41. Ask them which of them will vouch for that.

42. Or have they any ‘partners’ of God? Let them, then, produce those ‘partners’ of theirs, if they speak the truth.

43. On the day when the truth shall be laid bare and they will be called upon to prostrate themselves, they will not be able to do so:\(^{4330}\)

4329. **Commentary:**

In vv. 36-39 above, it was stated that a person who severs all connection with God and defies and contravenes His laws, can never be treated like one who makes those laws a rule of life. Both these classes of men choose different ways of life and inevitably come to different ends. This is God’s eternal and unchangeable law which cannot be altered to suit anybody’s wishful thinking. Further, disbelievers were asked whether there was any authority in any revealed Scripture that they would be allowed to choose a way of life of their own liking and would escape the consequences of their evil deeds. In the present verse they are told that if they possess no Scriptural authority to support their foolish ideas, and if reason and logic too, do not support them, have they then taken a covenant from God which will remain in force till the Day of Judgment that they will have whatever they like and do whatever they like and yet not suffer the consequences flowing from their actions? If they think so, the verse warns them, they are mistaken.

4330. **Important Words:**

\(\text{يَكْفِرُونَ فَتْمَةً} (truth shall be laid bare).\)

They say قامت القوم على ساق i.e., the people were or became in a state of distress. The Arabic idiom كشف الحرب عن ساق means, the fight became vehement. ساق meaning the matter was laid bare (Lane, Kashshāf and Baidāwī). See also 27:45.

**Commentary:**

The verse may refer to the hardness and severity of the Day of Resurrection or to the lifting of the veil from all mysteries and coming to light of all secrets on that Day.

The words, “They will not be able to do so,” signify that the guilty will not be able to make amends for their sins of omission or commission, the time for repentance having passed long ago.
44. Their eyes will be cast down, and humiliation will cover them; and they were indeed called upon to prostrate themselves when they were safe and sound, but they obeyed not.\textsuperscript{4331}

45. \textsuperscript{b}So leave Me alone with those who reject this word of Ours. \textsuperscript{c}We shall draw them near to destruction step by step from whence they know not.\textsuperscript{4332}

46. \textsuperscript{d}And I give them respite; for My plan is strong.\textsuperscript{4333}

47. \textsuperscript{e}Dost thou ask a reward of them that they are as if being weighed down by its burden?\textsuperscript{4334}

\textsuperscript{a}75: 25-26; 88: 3-4.  \textsuperscript{b}73: 12; 74: 12.  \textsuperscript{c}7: 183.  \textsuperscript{d}7: 183.

\textsuperscript{e}23: 73; 52: 41.

\textsuperscript{4331} Important Words:

- ترهشهم (will cover them).
- رهس (means, it reached or overtook him or it; he followed him and was about to overtake him; it covered him or it).
- رهس انا (means, I committed a sin).
- رهس الدين (means, debt covered him).

Commentary:

When disbelievers were in full possession of all their faculties and were enjoying peace, prosperity and security, they defied and violated Divine laws, but when, on the Judgment Day punishment will stare them in the face, they will beg to be allowed to repent and make amends, but then it will be too late.

\textsuperscript{4332} Commentary:

The verse shows that Divine punishment will overtake disbelievers by degrees and in stages and thus they will have ample opportunities to repent and make amends by accepting the Message of the Qur'an. The punishment began with the Battle of Badr and reached its culmination in the Fall of Mecca, extending over a period of about eight years.

\textsuperscript{4333} Commentary:

God grants respite to sinful people in order that they might repent and give up their evil ways. He is not in a hurry to punish because they are within His control and in His grip and cannot evade or elude the mills of God, which grind slowly but grind exceedingly small.

\textsuperscript{4334} Commentary:

The verse purports to say that God has granted respite to disbelievers that they may listen to and accept the Message of the Prophet who asks for no reward from them, but, on the contrary, actuated by sincere sympathy and solicitude for their spiritual well-being, preaches the Divine Word to them and suffers hardships for their sake.
48. "Have they the knowledge of the unseen so that they write it down?\(^{4335}\)

49. So be thou steadfast in carrying out the command of thy Lord, and be not like the Man of the Fish when he called to his Lord and he was full of grief.\(^{4336}\)

50. "Had not a favour from his Lord reached him, he would have surely been cast upon a bare tract of land, while he would have been held to be blameworthy by his people.\(^{4337}\)

51. But his Lord chose him and made him one of the righteous.

52. And those who disbelieve would fain have dislodged thee from thy God-given station with their angry looks when they heard the Reminder; and they say, 'He is certainly mad.'\(^{4338}\)

53. Nay, it is naught but a source of honour for all the worlds.\(^{4339}\)

\(^{4335}\) Commentary:

The disbelievers do not know what is in store for them—what is and what is not good for them. The unseen has been revealed to the Prophet only. This is another reason why they should accept his Message.

\(^{4336}\) Commentary:

The Holy Prophet is here comforted not to lose patience or give way to disappointment just because his people do not believe in him and oppose him. The time was fast approaching when they will listen, and give their allegiance, to him.

\(^{4337}\) Commentary:

The verse may also imply a subtle hint to the Holy Prophet's Hijra (Migration) to Medina.

\(^{4338}\) Commentary:

The verse appears to say to the Holy Prophet that disbelievers cast severe looks at him that might frighten a person of a lesser calibre into giving up his mission, but he has a Divine Message to deliver to the world and so he can hardly be intimidated into yielding to such pressure tactics. They call him a madman. But far from this, his Teaching contains the quintessence of wisdom; through it not only his own people—the Arabs—would be lifted from the lowest depths of degradation to the highest summits of greatness and glory, but it would also cleanse other peoples, freeing them from moral blemishes and raising their spiritual stature (v. 52).

\(^{4339}\) Commentary:

See the preceding verse.
CHAPTER 69
SŪRA AL-ḤĀQQAH

(Revealed before Hijra)

General Remarks

The Sūra, like its predecessor, was, as its subject-matter shows, among the earliest Chapters revealed at Mecca. It is almost devoted to the subject of inevitability of the Resurrection; and adduces the sure and certain success of the Holy Prophet against heavy odds as an argument in support of that hypothesis. As the Holy Prophet’s ultimate success, and the Resurrection were regarded by the disbelievers as impossible, the coming to pass of the one did indeed constitute an incontrovertible proof that the other would also happen. Thus the Sūra opens with a firm and emphatic declaration that enemies of Truth shall be routed, and disbelievers are warned that if they did not desist from their evil course, they will be punished like the people of Noah, the ‘Ād and Thamūd tribes and the mighty hosts of Pharaoh. They “disobeyed the Messenger of their Lord, so He seized them—a severe seizing.” The Sūra draws a parallel between the destruction of the rejectors of Divine Message and the Resurrection, and proceeds to say that for disbelievers the “hour” of punishment will be most distressful and agonizing; for the believers it will be a time of perennial joy and happiness. The righteous servants of God “will have a delightful life in a lofty Garden,” and the deniers of truth “will be seized, fettered and cast into Hell.” The Sūra closes with a firm and emphatic declaration that both these events—the Resurrection and the success of the Prophet’s cause, will most surely come to pass, because what the Prophet says is God’s own revealed Word and not the bragging of a poet or the idle conjecture of a soothsayer, for, if he had forged a lie against God, he would have met with sure and violent death, because a forger is never allowed to prosper.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful."

2. The Inevitable!

3. What is the Inevitable?

4. And what should make thee know what the Inevitable is?

5. The tribe of Thamûd and the tribe of 'Ad treated as lie the sudden calamity.

"See 1:1."

**Commentary:**

The word حقيقة (the Inevitable) is derived from حـيـقـة which means, it was or became suitable to the requirements of wisdom, justice or truth; it was or became established as a fact. حقيقة (the Inevitable) means, he established it as a fact. حقيقة (the Inevitable) being syn. with حقيقة (an inevitable event, reality or truth). See also 2:148, 181; 3:109; 23:63; 32:4 (Lane & Aqrab).

The word حقيقة having the sense of an established or inevitable fact, or a catastrophe which is sure to happen, or according to some authorities, the final overthrow of disbelief, the verse may refer to the Day of Judgment or to a calamitous event that would befall disbelievers. The calamitous event may particularly refer to the Fall of Mecca when Islam became firmly and finally established in Arabia and idol-worship disappeared from the land for all time. The three brief opening verses of the Sûra embodied a great prophecy that the overthrow of disbelievers was inevitable. The inevitability of their doom was declared at a time when Islam was yet in its infancy and was fighting for its very existence. The Inevitable proved to be literally true, and thus set the seal on the inevitability of the Day of Judgment. See also 13:32.

**Important Words:**

- حقيقة (the sudden calamity) is derived from قًع. They say قًع رأسه بالعصا i.e., he struck his head with a stick. قًع الباب means, he knocked at the door. قًع the calamity means, a great calamity which strikes terror into the hearts of people (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

Whereas, in the preceding three verses, the inevitability of the doom in store for the opponents of the Holy Prophet was emphasized, in the verse under comment the case of the 'Ad and the Thamûd tribes is cited to warn them that they should learn a lesson from the evil fate of these peoples, who in the remote past, flourished in their neighbourhood.
6. "Then, as for Thamūd they were destroyed with a violent blast.\(^{4343}\)

7. And as for 'Ād, they were destroyed by a fierce roaring wind,

8. Which God caused to blow against them for seven nights and eight days continuously, so that thou mightest have seen the people therein lying prostrate\(^{4344}\), as though they were trunks of palm trees fallen down.\(^{4344}\)

9. Dost thou see any remnant of them?

10. And Pharaoh, and those who were before him, and the overthrown cities persistently committed sins.\(^{4345}\)

11. And they disobeyed the Messenger of their Lord\(^{6}\), therefore He seized them—a severe seizing.

12. Verily, when the waters rose high, We bore you in the boat.\(^{4346}\)

---

**Commentary**:

The calamity which befell the tribe of Thamūd see 7 : 79 ; 41 : 18 & 54 : 32. It has been variously described in the Qur'ān as the earthquake; the violent cry; and the thunderbolt. For the nature of the calamity which befell the tribe of Thamūd, see 7 : 79 ; 41 : 18 & 54 : 32. It has been variously described in the Qur'ān as the earthquake; the violent cry; and the thunderbolt. In fact it was a severe earthquake.

**Important Words**:

- خسوساً (continuously) is derived from خسوس. They say خسوساً i.e., he cut it off entirely.
- خسوسهم (means, he caused them to perish completely.)
- خسوسه (means, he laboured hard and wearied himself with continuous work.)
- خسوس الدابة (means, I cauterized the beast by successive operations.)

---

4343. Commentary:

The days or unlucky days that are consecutive or permanent, or days preventing good or prosperity; disastrous days.

4344. Commentary:

"The overthrown cities" were Sodom and Gomorrah. See also 11 : 83.

4345. Commentary:

"The overthrown cities" were Sodom and Gomorrah. See also 11 : 83.
13. That We might make it a reminder for you, and that retaining ears might retain it.\(^a\)

14. \(^b\)And when a single blast is sounded on the trumpet,\(^4\)

15. And the earth and the mountains are heaved up and then are crushed in a single crash.\(^5\)

16. On that day will the great Event come to pass.\(^6\)

17. And the heaven will cleave asunder, \(^c\) and it will be frail that day.\(^7\)

\(^a\)29 : 16; 54 : 16. \(^b\)18 : 100; 23 : 102; 36 : 52; 39 : 69; 50 : 21 \(^c\)55 : 38; 84 : 2.

**4347. Important Words:**

\(\text{مَتَٰى} \) (might retain it) is derived from \(\text{مَت} \) and \(\text{مَتَٰى} \) i.e., he kept or retained the narrative in his mind or memory; he learned it by heart (Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

The various punishments which overtook disbelievers for their sins and opposition to Divine Prophets at different times have been mentioned as a standing and permanent reminder to those who defy God's laws and His Message, implying that opponents of the Holy Prophet would meet with no better fate if they did not repent and give up their evil ways.

**4348. Commentary:**

From this verse begins a description of the punishment that overtook the opponents of the Holy Prophet, namely, the fall of Mecca, their greatest stronghold and the centre of their power and glory. The Holy Prophet's march on Mecca was so swift and sudden that the Meccans were taken completely by surprise. It came, as it were, a bolt from the blue.

The description may equally apply to the Day of Resurrection, when with the blowing of the trumpet both the righteous and the guilty will stand before God's Great Judgment Seat to render an account of their actions and deeds.

**4349. Commentary:**

The verse may also signify that the whole of Arabia will be shaken from one end to the other; leaders of Arab aristocracy and the common folk will feel the strong impact of the conquests of Islam and of the great and violent change it will bring about in their lives. The verse may signify leaders of men and common folk.

**4350. Commentary:**

On that day Mecca, the great centre of idol worship in Arabia will fall. The great event referred to here is also mentioned in 56 : 2, along with the results that flowed from it.

**4351. Important Words:**

\(\text{وَهْيَ} \) (frail) is derived from \(\text{وَهُيَ} \) i.e., the thing became worn out and weak. \(\text{وَهْيَ} \) means, the wall was
18. "And the angels will be standing on the sides thereof, and above them on that day eight angels will bear the throne of thy Lord." 4352

19. On that day you will be presented before God; and none of your secrets will remain hidden 4, 4353

about to fall. وَلَا الْحَمُّ means, the cloth was worn out. وَلَا الْحَمُّ means, weak, frail; broken or rent (Aqrab).

Commentary:

The reference in the verse may be to some natural phenomenon which took the form of Divine punishment. Or the word للهاء meaning the covering overhead, the verse may signify that the covering over the heads of disbelievers would cleave asunder, i.e., with the Fall of Mecca their political power would vanish and no protection or asylum will remain for them except that they should join the fold of Islam.

4352. Important Words:

For كُلُّ عُرُشٍ see 7:55, 10:4 and 20:6. The word represents God's transcendent attributes (صفات تنشيطية) which are His exclusive prerogative. These attributes are manifested through God's attributes of similitude (صفات تشبهية) which have been described in the verse as the bearers of God's Throne.

Commentary:

God's attributes of similitude which have been described here as the bearers of the Divine Throne are رب العالمين i.e., the Creator and Sustainer of the world; الرحمن i.e., the Gracious, Who fulfils all the needs of man, even before he is born and without any effort on his part; الرحمن i.e., the Merciful, Who causes man's labours to produce the best possible results, and مَالِكُ يَوْمِ الْحَكِيمَةِ i.e., Master of the Day of Judgment, to Whom all will have to render an account of their actions. These are the basic Divine attributes by which the world subsists and which mainly concern man's life and destiny. In view of their majesty, awfulness and greatness these four Divine attributes will have double manifestation on the Day of Judgment. And as Divine attributes are manifested through angels, therefore, eight angels are mentioned to be the bearers of the Throne of God on that Great Day. Or the verse may signify that on the day of fall of Mecca the four basic Divine attributes will have double manifestation, as on that day the foundations of Islam, humanity's last and most perfect religious system, will be firmly laid and God's power and glory will be manifested through, and for the sake of, the Holy Prophet. The clause "the angels would be standing on the sides thereof" may also signify that when the heaven of Arabia would be cleft asunder i.e., when old order will vanish, the angels of God will lay the foundation of a new and better one. Or the words may mean that when the heaven will be cleft asunder i.e., when terrible punishment will overtake the Meccans, God's angels will take their stand on its sides in order to protect the Holy Prophet and the Muslims.

4353. Commentary:

Besides the meaning given in the text, the verse signifies that on the day of Fall of Mecca
20. 'Then, as for him who is given his record in his right hand, he will say, 'Come, read my record.'

21. 'Surely, I knew that I would meet my reckoning.'

22. So he will enjoy a delightful life,

23. 'In a lofty Garden,' Whereof clusters of fruit will be within easy reach.

24. 'Whereof clusters of fruit will be within easy reach.'

25. 'It will be said to the righteous believers, 'Eat and drink joyfully because of the good deeds you did in days gone by.'

falsity of the idolatrous beliefs and practices of the Meccans will stand completely exposed.

4354. Commentary:

Elsewhere in the Qur'an (56:28) the righteous are called "fellows or companions of the right hand." To be given one's record in one's right hand is a Quranic metaphor for having passed the test successfully.

4355. Commentary:

The verse shows the firmness of the belief of the righteous believers in the Hereafter.

4356. Commentary:

This and the following several verses give a graphic description of the blissful life that the righteous would lead in Paradise. The blessings and gifts mentioned in these verses are physical representations in Paradise of actions and deeds the believers had done in the present life. Incidentally, the verses may apply to the life of comfort and the joy and peace the followers of the Holy Prophet came to enjoy after they had conquered the vast fertile valleys of the Persian and Byzantine Empires. Those who used to live in miserable hovels and huts, became, in a few years, the dwellers of stately palaces.

4357. Important Words:

قطف (clusters of fruit) is plural of قطف which is derived from قطف. They say قطف الثمر i.e., he culled, plucked and gathered the fruit. قطف الشَّيْب means, he took hastily the thing or snatched it. قطف means, a bunch of grapes; culled fruit (Aqrab).

Commentary:

Besides referring to the blessings and boons of Paradise, the verse may be taken also to refer to the worldly comforts that were at the disposal of the Holy Prophet's Companions.
26. "But as for him who is given his record in his left hand, he will say, 'O! would that I had not been given my record!' 4358

27. "Nor known what my reckoning was!

28. 'O! would that death had made an end of me!' 4359

29. 'My wealth has been of no avail to me.

30. 'My power has gone from me.'

31. The angels will be commanded,
"Seize him and fetter him,

32. 'Then cast him into Hell.

33. 'Then put him into a chain the length of which is seventy cubits,' 4360

4358. Commentary:
To be given one's record in one's left hand, in Quranic terminology represents failure in a test. Elsewhere in the Qur'ān (56:42) the guilty have been described as "fellows of the left hand."

4359. Commentary:
Disbelievers would wish death to be the end of all things so that there should be no other life and no rendering of account of their actions before God.

4360. Commentary:
It has repeatedly been explained in the Qur'ān that life after death is not a new life but only an image and manifestation of the present one. In these verses the spiritual torture of the present world has been represented as a physical punishment in the next world. The chain to be put round the neck, for instance, represents the desires of this world which keep a man's head bent upon the earth, and it is these desires that will assume the form of a chain in the life to come. Similarly, the entanglements of this world will be seen as chains on the feet. The heart-burning of this world will likewise appear as the flames of burning fire. The wicked man in fact has in this very world within himself a hell of his passions and inextinguishable desires; he feels the burning of that hell in the failures he meets with in this life. When, therefore, he will see a never-ending despair before him in the new world, his desires will assume the shape of burning fire.

The "securing" of the sinful with the chain of a length of seventy cubits reveals the same secret. The limit of man's age may generally be fixed at seventy, and a wicked person often lives up to that age in his wickedness. Sometimes, he even enjoys seventy years,
34. 'Verily, he did not believe in Allah, the Great,
35. "And he did not urge the feeding of the poor.'
36. "No friend, therefore has he here this day:
37. 'Nor any food save the washing of wounds,'
38. 'Which none but the sinners eat.'
39. But nay, I swear by all that you see,
40. And by all that you see not,
41. That it is surely the word brought by a noble Messenger;

excluding the periods of childhood and decrepitude. These seventy years, during which he could work with honesty, wisdom and zeal, he wastes away in the entanglements of the world and in satisfying his sensual passions. He does not try to free himself from the chain of desires, and, therefore, in the next world the chain of desires which he indulged in for seventy years shall be embodied in a chain of a length of seventy cubits, every cubit representing a year, with which the wicked shall be fettered.

4361. Commentary:

The disbelievers did not befriend the poor and did not discharge their obligations to them. So they will have no friend at a time when they will stand in need of one on the Day of Reckoning, and will be given the washing of wounds to satisfy their hunger, because they did not feed the needy and the hungry in this life; their acts of omission in this life will take the form of the punishment described in these verses in next life.

4362. Commentary:

The things which we see in the physical world i.e., the visible facts of life, and the things which are hidden from our view i.e., human reason and conscience, have been cited in the verses 38-39 as proofs to establish the Divine origin of the Qur'an. Or the verses (38-49) may mean that the great Signs which disbelievers in the Holy Prophet's time witnessed with their own eyes, and the prophecies about the bright future of Islam which yet await fulfilment constitute an irrefutable argument, that Qur'an is God's own Word which He has revealed to His noble Prophet Muhammad. It deals with the hard facts of life and is not a poet's fond dream, nor the groping in the dark of a soothsayer. See also 26 : 225-227.
42. And it is not the word of a poet; little is it that you believe!

43. Nor is it the word of a soothsayer; little is it that you heed!

44. It is a revelation from the Lord of the worlds.

45. If he had forged and attributed any sayings to Us, he would surely, have seized him by the right hand,

46. We would surely have severed his life-artery,

47. And then surely, We would have severed his life-artery,

48. And not one of you could have held Our punishment off from him.

4362-A. Important Words:

اقوال (sayings) is the plural of قول which is the plural of قول which is derived from قول which means, he said. عليه means, he forged a lie against him (Aqrab).

4362-B. Important Words:

يمن (right hand) is derived from يمنi.e., he came from the right side of the man. يمن الله means, God made him blessed. يمين means, blessing, good luck; power, strength, right side (Aqrab).

4363. Commentary:

In vv. 38-39 above it was claimed that all visible and invisible things prove that the Holy Prophet is God's true Messenger and that the Qur'an is God's revealed Word and not the imaginary flight of a poet's mind or the wild conjectures of a diviner. In this and the preceding three verses another invincible argument is given to support his claim. The argument is to the effect that if the Holy Prophet had been a forger of lies against God, God's strong hand would have seized him by the throat and the Prophet would certainly have met with a violent death; his whole work and mission would have gone to pieces, because such is the fate of a false prophet. The claim and the arguments contained in these verses seem to be an exact reproduction of the following Biblical statement: "I will raise them up a prophet from among their brethren (i.e. the Ishmaelites) like unto thee and will put My word in his mouth; and he shall speak unto them all that I shall command him. But the Prophet which shall presume to speak a word in My name, which I have not commanded him to speak even that Prophet shall die" (Deut. 18: 20).
49. And verily, it is a reminder for the righteous.\textsuperscript{4364}

50. And surely, We know that there are some among you who reject Our Signs.

51. And, verily, it will be a source of regret for the disbelievers.\textsuperscript{4365}

52. And surely, it is the true certainty.

53. "So glorify the name of thy Lord, the Great."\textsuperscript{4366}

\textsuperscript{4364} Commentary:

Only the righteous believers and those who have fear of God in their hearts will benefit by the arguments given in the above verse. Or the meaning is that the Qur'\textsuperscript{an} would prove a potent means of raising those, who would believe in it, to great eminence—the root word  ذكر from which  ذكر is derived meaning eminence.

\textsuperscript{4365} Commentary:

The verse means that disbelievers would some day regret the rejection of the Message of the Qur'\textsuperscript{an}. Or it may mean that seeing the great boons and blessings bestowed upon Muslims as a result of following the teaching of the Qur'\textsuperscript{an}, disbelievers would regret their rejection of it.

\textsuperscript{4366} Commentary:

That the Qur'\textsuperscript{an} is God's revealed Word is certain truth which no honest man can deny. So, glory be to the Lord Who revealed it.
CHAPTER 70

SūRA AL-MA'ĀRĪJ

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introductory Remarks

The Sūra derives its title from the 4th verse. It was revealed at Mecca about the 5th year of the Call, not later than the close of the early Meccan period. Noldeke, Muir, and some other eminent authorities, assign this date to the revelation of the Sūra.

In the preceding Sūra the disbelievers were warned that the great Calamity (الحافة) would soon overtake them if they did not repent of their sins and accept the Divine Message. The present Sūra opens with a mention of the disbelievers’ demand, viz., when will the threatened punishment be? They are told that it would soon be upon them, nay, it is at their door, and that when it comes, it would be so overwhelming and devastating that it would cause the mountains to fly like flakes of wool, and that the disbelievers would wish to part with their near and dear ones—their wives, children and brothers—as a ransom for themselves. Then it would be too late to repent and they would burn in Hell-fire which would strip off their skins. But God’s righteous servants will enjoy perfect happiness and security in “Gardens”—honoured and loved by their Lord.

Towards the close of the Sūra, disbelievers are told again, that the Muslims now being few in number, and weak, the disbelievers consider prophecies about the glorious future of Islam as only the dream of a visionary, but the time was fast approaching when, their eyes cast down, they would hasten to the Holy Prophet to accept Islam. Then they would realize to their shame and sorrow that what the Prophet had foretold about their eventual defeat was only too true.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. An inquirer inquires concerning the punishment about to befall.\(^{4367}\)

3. The disbelievers, which none can repel.\(^{6}\)

4. It is from Allah, Lord of great ascents.\(^{4368}\)

5. The angels and the Spirit ascend to Him in a day, the measure of which is fifty thousand years.\(^{4369}\)

---

\(\text{\textsuperscript{4367}}\) Commentary:

"The inquirer" in the verse is taken by some Commentators to refer to Na'dar bin Al-\(\text{\textsuperscript{38}}\)Harith, or Abū Jahl. But it need not refer to any particular person. The disbelievers repeatedly had challenged the Holy Prophet to bring down upon them the threatened punishment (10 : 49; 21 : 39; 27 : 72; 32 : 29; 34 : 30; 36 : 49; 67 : 26). The demand was made in doubt and mockery. They had gone so far as to challenge the Prophet with the words, "O Allah, if this be indeed the truth from Thee, then rain down upon us stones from heaven or bring down upon us a grievous punishment" (8 : 33). The word "inquirer" may refer to all such questioners.

\(\text{\textsuperscript{4368}}\) Commentary:

The verse may mean that instead of demanding punishment the disbelievers should have accepted the Message of Islam and thus should have won the pleasure of God. Or it may mean that while the punishment that will overtake disbelievers will be highly destructive, the ascent of the believers to heights of spiritual perfection will also be without end. Or the verse may signify that as the attributes of God are manifested in stages, the punishment of disbelievers will also come in stages. The verse may also signify that the day when disbelievers will receive the most humiliating punishment in the form of the Fall of Mecca will be the most auspicious day in the Holy Prophet's life—the day of his Mawāj (Ascension), when he will be at the height of his power.

\(\text{\textsuperscript{4369}}\) Important Words:

الروح (Spirit) means, the human soul; spirit; the vital principle; inspiration; revelation; Word of God; the Qur'an; angel Gabriel; joy; happiness; mercy of God, etc. (Lane & Aqrab):

Commentary:

The word meaning human soul, the word may signify that development and progress of the
6. \textit{a}So be patient with admirable patience.\textsuperscript{4370}

7. They see it to be far off.

8. \textit{b}But We see it to be nigh.

9. The day when the heaven will become like molten copper,

10. \textit{c}And the mountains will become like flakes of wool,\textsuperscript{4371}

11. \textit{d}And a friend will not inquire after a friend.

12. Though they will be placed in sight of one another, and the guilty one would fain ransom himself from the punishment of that day by offering his children,\textsuperscript{4372}

13. \textit{f}And his wife and his brother,
14. And his kinsfolk who sheltered him,
15. And by offering all those who are on the earth, if only thus he might save himself.
16. But no! surely it is a flame of Fire,
17. aStripping off the skin even to the extremities of the body.4373
18. It will call him who turned his back and retreated.
19. bAnd hoarded wealth, and held it.4374
20. Verily, man is born impatient and miserly.4375
21. cWhen evil touches him, he is full of lamentations,
22. But when good falls to his lot, he is niggardly.

4373. Important Words:
شواى (extremities) is derived from شوى (shawa). They say شوى اللحم i.e., he roasted meat. شوى means, the arms or hands and the legs or feet, or the fore and hind legs and the extremities collectively; (2) the head of a human being or the bone above the brain. It is also the plural of شوأ which means, the skin of the head in which grow the hair (Lane & Aqrab).

4374. Commentary:
Hoarding of wealth, and not spending it in the service or promotion of good causes is very strongly condemned in these verses.

4375. Important Words:
معلوما (impatient & miserly) is derived from معلوم which means, he was or became agitated, restless, seized with abject discouragement; he became hungry. معلوم means, one who becomes restless and easily agitated and discouraged when in difficulty; one who is greedy about wealth and miserly in spending it; one who is much grieved and loses patience when in trouble (Aqrab).

Commentary:
The words, "man is born impatient and miserly," mean that man by nature is impatient and miserly. For this meaning of خلق see 21 : 38 & 30 : 55.
23. Save those who pray.

24. Those who are constant in their Prayer,4376

25. And those in whose wealth there is a recognized right.4376A

26. For one who asks for help and for one who does not.4377

27. And those who believe in the Day of Judgment to be a reality, 4378

28. And those who are fearful of the punishment of their Lord—

29. Verily the punishment of their Lord is not a thing to feel secure from—

30. And those who guard their private parts—

31. Except from their wives and from those whom their right hands possess; such indeed are not to blame;4379

32. But those who seek to go beyond that, it is these who are transgressors—

33. And those who are watchful of their trusts, and their covenants.

4376. Commentary:
Prayer is the best form of worship; it is an obligation which man owes to God, as “giving of wealth to the poor” is his obligation to his fellow-men. These two together constitute the quintessence of all religious teaching.

4376-A. Commentary:
This verse shows that all things in the universe being the common property of all mankind, there can be no absolute ownership of anything vesting in any individual, the poor having a share in the wealth of the rich as of right.

4377. Important Words:
المحروم may signify those persons who from a sense of dignity or from some infirmity would not ask for alms. The word includes animals also in its signification.

4378. Commentary:
There could be no real sense of responsibility without a true and living belief in the Hereafter when man shall have to render account of his actions to his Lord and Creator. Belief in the Hereafter is the second cardinal belief of Islam, next to belief in the existence of God.

4379. Commentary:
For a detailed explanation of this verse see 23 : 7 and 24 : 34.
34. And those who are upright in their testimonies,

35. And those who are strict in the observance of their Prayer.

36. "These will be in the Gardens, duly honoured.\(^{4380}\)

37. But what is the matter with those who disbelieve, that they come hastening towards thee,\(^{b}\)

38. From the right hand and from the left, in different parties?\(^{4381}\)

39. Does every man among them hope to enter the Garden of Bliss?

40. Never! We have created them of that which they know.\(^{4382}\)

\(^{a18}:108;23:12.\)

\(^{b14}:43-44.\)

4380. **Commentary:**

These verses (vv. 24-35) mention those seven special marks of a true believer the possession of which leaves nothing to be desired and renders him fully deserving of the highest reward—the love and pleasure of God—which in the Qur'an is termed as the Garden of Bliss (الجنة) or the Garden. See also 23:12.

4381. **Commentary:**

This and the preceding verse give a prophetic description of the coming triumph of Islam when the pagan tribes of Arabia, from every part of the country, hastened to wait in deputations upon the Holy Prophet, begging to be taken into the fold of Islam. Or the verses may refer to the highly alluring offers made by the leaders of the Quraish to the Holy Prophet, if only he should give up preaching against their idols. By some authorities, however, the verses have been taken to refer to the dangerous attacks that were made on the Holy Prophet in different forms by his opponents.

4382. **Commentary:**

Taken along with its predecessor, the verse would mean that by mere expression of a pious wish a man cannot hope to be received into God's favour. He has first to discharge his obligations to God and his fellow-beings, and by making full use of God-given powers and faculties he has to traverse all the different stages of spiritual progress before he can hope to enter "the Garden of Bliss." The word لـ signifies natural powers and faculties with which God has endowed him.
41. But nay! I swear by the Lord of the Easts and of the Wests, that We have the power*4382A

42. To bring in their place others better than they, and We cannot be frustrated in Our plans.*4382B

43. "So leave them alone to indulge in idle talk and play until they meet that day of theirs which they are promised.*4383

44. The day when they will come forth from their graves hastening, as though they were racing to a target,*4384

45. Their eyes cast down, humiliation covering them. Such is the day which they are promised.*4385

---

4382-A. Commentary:


4382-B. Commentary:

The opponents of the Holy Prophet are told here that it is an unalterable Divine decree that Islam shall succeed and prevail in Arabia and that if they rejected it, other people would enter its fold and inherit God's blessings. The old order would change and from its ruins would emerge a new and better order.

4383. Commentary:

The expression, "that day of theirs which they are promised," means the day of the final triumph of Islam in Arabia and the complete defeat and discomfiture of disbelief—the day of the Fall of Mecca.

4384. Important Words:

اجلدات (graves) being the plural of جدَدت which means, a grave; a sepulchre (Lane), it stands here for the houses of the disbelievers who were spiritually no better than dead.

نصم means, a thing set up; a mile-stone; a goal or target (Aqrab).

Commentary:

See next verse.

4385. Commentary:

What a true and graphic picture of the leaders of the Quraish, after the Fall of Mecca, when they came to the Holy Prophet, completely dejected, dispirited and dismayed, their eyes cast down, and disappointment, and a sense of guilt and regret, writ large on their faces! They deserved very severe punishment, but the Holy Prophet forgave them out of magnanimity of heart which is unparalleled in history. not uttering even a word of reproach or taunt. That was their promised day—the day of their utter disgrace and humiliation.
CHAPTER 71

SŪRA NŪH

(Revealed before Hijra)

Title, Context, and Date of Revelation

As the Sūra records the spiritual experiences of the Prophet Noah, it has been named after him. Wherry gives 7th year of the Call as the date of its revelation, while Noldeke places it in the 5th year but according to other authorities it was revealed in the first Meccan period, about the time when some of the immediately preceding Sūrās were revealed.

Towards the end of the preceding Sūra it was stated that wicked people invariably reject the Divine Message; they oppose and persecute God's Messengers till the hour of their punishment arrives, and they meet their deserved end. The present Sūra gives a brief account of the missionary activities of one of the great Prophets of antiquity—Noah—who was so bitterly and stubbornly opposed that he prayed to God: "Let not a single disbeliever remain alive in the land". A very destructive flood engulfed the whole country, bringing in its wake utter ruin and devastation.

Summary of Subject-Matter

Noah's account appears at several places in the Qurʾān—with some detail in Sūra Hūd (vv. 26—50). In the present Sūra, however, he pours out the agony of his heart before his Lord and Creator, in words full of extreme pathos. He preached to his people day and night, he says, and spoke to them in public and in private. He reminded them of the great favours and gifts that God had bestowed upon them. He warned them of the evil consequences of rejection of the Divine Message. But all his preaching and warning, his sympathy with and solicitude for, their well-being only met with ridicule, opposition and abuse; and instead of following one whose heart was full of love for them, they chose to follow those leaders who led them to destruction. When Noah's exhortations and preachings of a whole lifetime proved a voice in the wilderness, he prayed to God to ruin and destroy the enemies of truth. The Sūra closes with this prayer of Noah.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. "We sent Noah to his people, saying, 'Warn thy people before there comes upon them a grievous punishment.'" 4386

3. "He said, 'O my people! surely I am a plain Warner unto you,

4. "That you serve Allah and fear Him and obey me." 4387

5. 'He will forgive you your sins and grant you respite till an appointed time. 'Verily, the time appointed by Allah cannot be put back when it comes, if only you knew!' 4388

6. He said, "My Lord, I have called my people night and day,

7. "But my calling them has only made them flee from me all the more.


4386. Commentary:
The Holy Prophet represented in himself all the Divine Messengers that had gone before him. The account given in this Sūra of the Prophet Noah applies with equal effect to the conditions and circumstances through which the Holy Prophet had to pass. It is in this light that the meaning of the Sūra should be read and appreciated.

4387. Commentary:
Observance of Divine laws, discharge of obligations due to God, and obedience to the commands and behests of His Prophets constitute the sum and substance of all religious teaching.

4388. Commentary:
When a Divine decree is in active operation, repentance is of no use.
8. "And every time I called them that Thou mightest forgive them, they put their fingers into their ears, and covered themselves with their garments, and persisted in their iniquity, and were disdainfully proud. 4389

9. "Then, I called them to righteousness openly.

10. "Then I preached to them in public, and admonished them in private. 4390

11. 'And I said, 'Seek forgiveness of your Lord; for He is the Great Forgiver.

12. 'He will send down rain for you in abundance,

13. 'And He will grant you increase of wealth and children, and He will cause gardens to grow for you and will cause rivers to flow for you.

14. 'What is the matter with you that you expect not wisdom and staidness from Allah? 4391

15. 'And He has created you in different forms and different conditions. 4392

4389. Important Words:

For a detailed discussion of مبأ, طاب, استغفروا, and for أستغفروا, see 74:5, and for استغفروا, 11:6. The phrase استغفروا, or استغفروا, metaphorically means, they refused to listen to the Divine Message. They closed up all the avenues of their hearts against it.

4390. Commentary:

These verses signify that the Prophet Noah employed all means to make his people listen to the Divine Message. But they were equally determined not to listen to it.

4391. Important Words:

قَافِرَأ (wisdom and staidness) is derived from قَافِرُ الْرَّجُل, i.e., the man was or became grave, steady, wise, dignified, patient.

4392. Important Words:

ally (forms and conditions) is the plural of طَوْرُ which, among other things, means, one time; quantity; measure; limit; state and condition; quality; capability; mode or manner. They say الناس طور i.e., mankind are of

\[411:6. \quad 411:4, 53.\]

\[423:13-15; 40:68.\]
16. "Have you not seen how Allah has created seven heavens in perfect harmony,
17. And has placed the moon therein as a light, and made the sun as a lamp?
18. "And Allah has caused you to grow as a good growth from the earth,\textsuperscript{4393}
19. Then will He cause you to return thereto, and He will bring you forth a new bringing forth.\textsuperscript{4394}
20. "And Allah has made the earth for you a wide expanse
21. That you may traverse the open ways thereof.'
22. Noah said, "My Lord, they have disobeyed me,\textsuperscript{g} and followed one whose wealth and children have only added to his ruin.
23. "And they have planned a mighty plan.

\textsuperscript{a}65 : 13 ; 67 : 4. \textsuperscript{b}10 : 6 ; 25 : 62. \textsuperscript{c}23 ; 20 : 54 ; 67 : 16 ; 78 : 7. \textsuperscript{d}7 : 26 ; 20 : 56. \textsuperscript{f}21 : 32. \textsuperscript{g}26 118 ; 54 10.

divers sorts, of different conditions and forms; of various dispositions; capabilities; in different stages (Lane & Aqrab).

\textbf{Commentary :}

The verse may refer to the different stages and conditions of development through which the foetus passes—from the stage of a drop of sperm to that of a fully developed human being. This development of the foetus is fully described in 23 : 14-15.

The verse may also signify that God has endowed different persons with different natural capacities and capabilities and that on this disparity of aptitudes and physical conditions depends the existence, growth and development of human society.

\textsuperscript{4393} \textbf{Commentary :}

The verse refers to the process of man’s creation from the earliest stage when he lies dormant in the form of dust. The inorganic constituents of the earth, through a subtle process of change, become converted into the life-germ through the agency of food which man eats.

\textsuperscript{4394} \textbf{Commentary :}

The reference in the verse is to the Resurrection. Man will get a new life in the Hereafter in which his works and actions done in this life will assume the form of rewards and punishments of Heaven and Hell.
24. 'And they say to one another, 'Forsake not your gods.' And forsake neither Wadd nor Suwa, nor Yaghuth and Ya‘uq and Nasr.' 4395

25. 'And they have led many astray; so increase Thou not the wrong-doers but in error.'

4395. Important Words:

Wadd (Wadd) is derived from ʿadd (Wadda). They say ʿadd i.e., he loved him or it. ʿadd (Wadd) was an idol worshipped by the tribe of Bani Kalab in Daumat al-Jandal. It was in a man’s figure, representing manly power.

Suwa (Suwa) is derived from ʿawāya. They say ʿawāya i.e., the thing was wasted (Lane). Suwa was an idol which the Banū Hudhail worshipped. It was in a woman’s shape, representing female beauty.

Yaghuth (Yaghuth) is derived from Ḥuṭah. They say Ḥuṭah i.e., he aided or helped him. Yaghuth was an idol belonging to the tribe of Murād. Its votaries believed that it helped them when they called for help.

Ya‘uq (Ya‘uq) is derived from ʿāqā. They say ʿāqā i.e., he hindered or prevented or withheld him from such a thing (Lane). Ya‘uq was an idol belonging to the tribe of Hamdān. It was in the shape of a horse, representing swiftness. Its votaries believed that it prevented the enemy from doing harm to its worshippers, and warded off calamities from them.

Nasr (Nasr) is derived from ʿars. They say ʿars i.e., the bird tore it with its beak. Nasr means, eagle or vulture (Aqrab). It was an idol of the Dhul-Kila tribe. It was in the shape of an eagle or vulture, representing long life or insight.

Commentary:

From time immemorial, man, in his ignorance, has worshipped forces of nature, idols made of wood or stone, and human beings. Noah’s people were steeped in idol-worship. They had many idols, the five mentioned in the verse under comment being the most popular. The Arabs, several centuries afterwards, are supposed to have brought them from Iraq; Hubal, their most famous idol, was brought from Syria by ‘Āmir bin Lōhay; their own principal idols being Lāt, Manāt and ‘Uzza. Or the Arabs might have named their own idols after the idols of the tribe of Noah as the two peoples were not very distant from each other and there was general intercourse between them. There is nothing impossible or improbable in the two neighbouring idolatrous peoples having identical names for their idols.
26. "Because of their sins they were drowned and made to enter Fire. And they found no helpers for themselves against Allah.

27. And Noah said, 'My Lord, leave not on the land a single dweller of the disbelievers;" 4396

28. 'For, if Thou dost leave them, they will only lead astray Thy servants and will not beget but sinners and disbelievers." 4397

29. "My Lord! forgive me and my parents, and him who enters my house as a believer, and the believing men and the believing women; and increase Thou not the wrongdoers but in perdition.'

4396. Important Words:

- دیار is derived from دار and means, one who lives in a house. They say ساک الدار دیار, i.e., there is no one in the house (Lane).

Commentary:

God's Prophets are full of the milk of human kindness. Noah's prayer shows that opposition to him must have been long, persistent and unremitting, and that all his efforts to bring his people to the right path must have been abortive, and that there had remained no possibility for any further addition to his small following, and also that his opponents must have exceeded all legitimate bounds in opposing and persecuting him and his followers, and in indulging in evil pursuits. Matters must have come to such a pass that a man of a compassionate disposition like Noah was constrained to pray against his people. In an identical situation the Holy Prophet's attitude to his opponents presents a vivid contrast. In the Battle of Uhud, the Holy Prophet had two of his teeth broken. He was badly wounded and bled profusely, and yet the only words that escaped his lips on that occasion, were, "How will a people get salvation who have wounded their Prophet and have smeared his face with blood, for no fault but that he calls them to God. My Lord! forgive my people, they know not what they do" (Zur qa ni & Hishâm).

الارض (the land) in the verse signifies Noah's own land—Iraq—and not the whole earth. This word has been used at several places in the Qur'an in the sense of a particular land or country (5:27 & 28:82).

4397. Commentary:

Noah's prayer embodied in this and the preceding verse may be read as not against but for his people. Besides the meaning given in the text the prayer may signify that not a single disbeliever should remain in the land, i.e., all should become believers.
CHAPTER 72

SŪRA AL-JINN

(Revealed before Hijra)

General Remarks

This Sūra is generally considered to have been revealed on the Holy Prophet’s return from Ṭa‘īf, where, after he was despaired of the Meccans from whom he received nothing but ridicule, opposition and persecution, he had gone to preach his Message. The visit to Ṭa‘īf took place two years before Hijra when the opposition to the new Faith had taken an ugly turn and the condition of the Prophet and his followers had become desperate in the extreme. If, as some authorities are of the view, the Sūra relates to an incident other than the one mentioned in Sūra Aḥqāf (46:30-33), then it might have been revealed much earlier. The context and contents of the Sūra seem to lend some weight to the latter view.

Subject-Matter

In the preceding Sūra it was stated that the lifelong preaching of the Prophet Noah had met with only jibes and jeers, and that only a few persons other than his near relatives had given him their allegiance—his son and wife taking an active part in opposition to him. In order to show that there existed a similarity between the circumstances which Noah had to meet with and the circumstances which the Holy Prophet had to face, it is stated that a party of the Jinns—a people not known to the Prophet before—visited him, listened to the Qur’ān and at once believed in him. The Sūra gives a fairly long account of the beliefs and doctrines of these people, their conduct and outlook on life. They denounce as an extravagant lie the doctrine that God can ever take unto Himself a son or a wife, and the Sūra gives strong arguments in refutation of this doctrine.

Next, the Sūra emphatically affirms that it is impossible for anyone to distort or tamper with the revealed Word of God because, like a precious treasure, it is strongly guarded by Divine sentinels. Towards the close of the Sūra, it is stated that whenever a Divine Teacher calls men to God, the forces of evil try to stifle his voice, but the Teacher carries on his mission, undeterred by the machinations of evilly disposed people. The Sūra closes with an infallible criterion to test the Divine source of the Message of a Prophet viz., that it contains prophecies about great world events which human knowledge cannot foresee or foretell, and that the Prophet succeeds in delivering his Message because God “causes an escort of guarding angels to go before him and after him.”
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. Say, "It has been revealed to me that a company of the Jinn listened, and they said: 'Truly' we have heard a Qur'an that is wonderful."\(^{4398}\)

3. "It guides to the right way; so we have believed in it, and we will not associate anyone with our Lord."\(^{4399}\)

4. "The truth is that the majesty of our Lord is exalted. He has taken neither wife nor son unto Himself.

---

4398. **Important Words:**

- جَنّ (Jinn) is derived from جَنَّ (Janna) which means, it veiled, concealed, covered or protected him or it. جَنّ (Jinn) means, such beings as remain aloof from the people concealing themselves; strangers; the main or chief part or body of mankind, etc. (Lane & Aqrab). See also 6:101, 129 and 27:18.

**Commentary:**

The reference in the words "a company of the Jinn" may be to a party of Jews of Nasibin. They were non-Arabs and being strangers they have been called جَنّ (Jinn) which word among other things means, a stranger. The incident mentioned in the verse seems to be different from the one referred to in vv. 46:30-33, though the verse is taken by some authorities to refer to those verses; the words put in the mouth of "a company of the Jinn" mentioned in the present verse having a seeming resemblance with the words spoken by "a party of the Jinn" referred to in vv. 46:30-33.

The word جَنّ also meaning a large body of mankind, the verse may be taken as embodying a prophecy that at some time in future large numbers of men from among the powerful nations of the world will accept Islam.

4399. **Commentary:**

This verse shows that "a company of the Jinn" were either Unitarian Christians or such Jews, as were closely associated with Christians, or being under their influence, were conversant with Christian beliefs.
5. "And that the foolish amongst us used to utter extravagant lies concerning Allah." 4400

6. "And we had thought that men and Jinn would never speak a lie concerning Allah.

7. "And indeed some men from among the common folk used to seek the protection of some men from among the Jinn, and they thus increased the latter in arrogance;" 4401

8. "And indeed they thought, even as you think, that Allah would never raise any Messenger." 4401-A

9. "And we sought to reach heaven, but we found it filled with strong guards and shooting stars" 4402

4400. Important Words:

شطط (extravagant lies) is derived from شطط (shat'ta) which means, he transgressed or acted wrongfully or unjustly; he exceeded the legitimate bounds; he became removed far away from the right path. أمر ذو شطط means, an affair that is extravagant or exorbitant, or which exceeds legitimate bounds. شطط means, enormity; enormous or extravagant lie (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

It appears from the relevant verses that "a company of the Jinn" were believers in Divine Unity.

4401. Important Words:

راحي (arrogance) is derived from راحي (rahiga) which means, he was or became stupid and frivolous; he did wrong, abominable things; he told a lie. راحي (rahun) means, wrong-doing, injustice, tyrannical conduct; sin; levy; compelling or urging a person to do a thing which he is not able to do; folly; arrogance or pride (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

As the word رجاء is used only with regard to human beings, the verse shows that "a company of the Jinn," mentioned in this and in Sūra Al-Aqṣā were human beings and not any other species of creation. Moreover, جن here may signify big or influential men and إنس may signify the ordinary beings who by following the former and seeking their protection increase their conceit and arrogance.

4401-A. Commentary:

The Jews had ceased to believe as early as in the time of the Prophet Joseph that no Divine Messenger would ever appear after him (40 : 35).

4402. Important Words:

حراس (guards) is derived from حراس which means, he guarded, took care; he stole or stole by night. حراس (harasun) is the plural of حراس which means, a guard or guardian; a thief, used
10. 'And we used to sit in some of its seats to listen. But whoso listens now, finds a shooting star in ambush for him.'

11. 'And we know not whether evil is intended for those who are in the earth or whether their Lord intends guidance for them.'

ironically because guardians are sometimes found to be thieves (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

The verse shows that when a Divine Reformer is about to make his appearance in the world, an unusual shooting of stars takes place. It is to this exceptional natural phenomenon that reference is made in this verse.

"Seeking to reach heaven," means, trying to steal the secrets of the unknown. See next verse.

**4403. Important Words:**

**رصد** (in ambush) is noun-infinitive from **رصد** (raṣada). They say **رصده** i.e., he watched or waited for him; lay in ambush for him. **رصد** and **رصد** all mean, a hiding place; an ambush. **كان له بالرصد** or **فعل له بالرصد** means, he lay in ambush for him. An Arab poet says: **إن المنايا للرجال يرصد** i.e., verily deaths are lying in ambush for men (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

Before the appearance of a Divine Reformer, soothsayers and diviners dabble in occult sciences, and with the help of their questionable practices seek to hoodwink simple people by posing to be able to have access to the secrets of the unknown, and as they are generally quite adept in the art of cheating they succeed in playing upon people's credulity. But with the advent of the Heavenly Reformer they are exposed and their counterfeit knowledge of the unseen becomes unmasked as only a superficial and fragmentary acquaintance with astrology. For a detailed explanation, however, of this and the preceding verse see 15: 17-19 and 37: 7-8.

The word **الآن** (now) is used here particularly with respect to the time of the Holy Prophet, but it may also signify the time of every great Divine Reformer.

**4404. Commentary:**

Whereas before the appearance of a Divine Reformer soothsayers and diviners ply their evil trade of prying into the unknown with impunity, with the appearance of such a one they practically confess their lack of knowledge of the unseen by giving up their evil practices. It is not given to these people to foretell what great changes in the world are decreed to take place. On the other hand, only God's great Messengers can foretell the future.
12. 'And some of us are righteous and some of us are otherwise; and we are sects following different paths.'

13. 'And we know that we cannot frustrate the plan of Allah in the earth, nor can we escape Him by flight.

14. 'And when we heard the Call to guidance, we believed in it. And he who believes in his Lord has no fear of loss or injustice.

15. 'And some of us submit to God and some of us have deviated from the right course.' And those who submit to God—it is these who seek the right course.

16. And as for those who deviate from the right course, they are the fuel of Hell.

17. 'And if they keep to the right path, We shall certainly provide them with abundant water to drink.'

4405. Important Words:

قَدْدَاءٌ (sects following different paths) is the plural of قِدْدَةٌ (qiddatun) which is derived from قِدَّ (qid). They say قَدْدَاءٌ i.e., he cut it or cut it entirely, rent it. قَدْدَةٌ means, pieces of a thing; parties, divisions, sects or distinct bodies or classes of men, holding particular tenets or body of tenets, creeds, opinions. قَدْدَةً i.e., the people became divided into their states or conditions and their desires or erroneous opinions (Lane & Aqrab).

4406. Important Words:

غَدِقَةُ (abundant) is infinitive-noun from غَدِقَةُ (ghadiqa). They say غَدِقَةُ العَنْ (i.e., the spring or fountain abounded with water. غَدِقَةُ الْأَرْضُ means, the land abounded with herbage (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The verse points out that if people had accepted the Divine Message and had kept to the right path, God would have bestowed upon them worldly gifts and benefits in abundance. Water being the source of all life, "abundant water" signifies abundance of wealth and other material gains.
18. That We may try them thereby. And whoso turns away from the remembrance of his Lord—He will drive him into an overwhelmingly severe punishment.4407

19. And all places of worship belong to Allah; so call not on anyone besides Allah.4407-A

20. And when the Servant of Allah stands up praying to Him, they crowd upon him, well-nigh suffocating him.4408

21. Say, 'I pray to my Lord only, and I associate no one with Him.'

22. Say, 'I have no power to do you either harm or good.'

23. Say, 'Surely none can protect me against Allah, nor can I find any place of refuge besides Him.'

24. 'My responsibility is only to convey what is revealed to me from Allah, and His Messages.' And for those who disobey Allah and His Messenger there is the fire of Hell, wherein they will abide for a long, long period.

4407. Commentary:

Wealth is a source of great trial and temptation. Instead of being grateful to God for His bestowing riches upon them, wealthy people generally are neglectful of their duties to God and man.

4407-A. Commentary:

In the foregoing verses it is declared that with the advent of the Holy Prophet, God's plan with regard to the establishment of His Unity has become manifest. The verse under comment states that mosques would henceforth be the centres from which the light of Truth will emanate and spread throughout the world.

4408. Important Words:

لَدَأَا (crowd upon him suffocating) is derived from لَدَأَ. They say لَدَأَ in the sense of لَدَأَ بالسَّكَانِ i.e., he remained, stayed, continued to dwell in the house لَدَأَ الشَّيْخِ بالشَّيْخِ means, the things became heaped one upon the other. لَدَأَ (labida) also means, he (a camel) became choked and suffered from a contortion in the chest and the throat (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

"The Servant of Allah" refers to the Holy Prophet, he being God's servant par excellence.
25. "They will continue to disbelieve until they see that which they are promised, and soon they will know who is weaker as regards helpers and fewer as regards numbers.\(^{[4409]}\)

26. \(^{[4410]}\)Say, 'I know not whether that which you are promised is nigh or whether my Lord has fixed for it a distant term.'

27. "He is the Knower of the unseen: and He reveals not His secrets to anyone,\(^{[4411]}\)

28. Except to him whom He chooses, namely a Messenger of His. And then He causes an escort of guarding angels to go before him and behind him,\(^{[4412]}\)

These words may equally be applied to every Divine Messenger or Reformer. Whenever such a one calls men to God and invites them to give up their evil ways and adopt the path of virtue and righteousness, the sons of darkness place all sorts of obstacles and impediments in his way and harass him in every conceivable manner in order to stifle and smother his voice.

\(^{[4409]}\) **Commentary:**

Relying on their power, prestige and great numbers the Meccans rejected the Divine Message. They are warned here that when punishment will come upon them, these things will not in the least avail them. The punishment took the form of the Fall of Mecca.

\(^{[4410]}\) **Commentary:**

The Holy Prophet is enjoined to say to disbelievers that it is not for him to say when the threatened punishment will be, but come it must.

\(^{[4411]}\) **Commentary:**

\(^{[4412]}\) **Commentary:**

The verse embodies an incontestible criterion to distinguish between the nature and scope of the secrets of the unknown that are revealed to a Divine Messenger and those that are disclosed to other righteous believers. The distinction lies in the fact that whereas God’s Messengers are granted إظهار على الغيب \(i.e.\) predomiance over the unseen; secrets revealed to other righteous and holy men of God do not enjoy this distinction. Moreover, revelation granted to God’s Messengers, being under special Divine protection, is completely secure against
29. That He may know that they (Divine Messengers) have delivered the Messages of their Lord. And He encompasses all that is with them and He keeps count of all things. 

being distorted or tampered with by Evil Spirits, while secrets revealed to ordinary righteous men are not so safe.

4413. Commentary:

The revelation of Divine Messengers is granted security against being distorted or tampered with, because they have a great Divine mission to fulfil and a great Heavenly Message to deliver. It is also intended that people should realize that the Prophets would succeed in their mission and that obstacles and impediments placed in their way by disbelievers could not arrest or retard its progress.
CHAPTER 73
SŪRA AL-MUZZAMMIL
(Revealed before Hijra)

Introductory Remarks

A consensus of scholarly opinion assigns the revelation of this Sūra to the earliest period of the Call; some consider it to be the third Chapter to be revealed. It receives its title from the opening verse.

In the preceding Sūra (Al-Jinn) it was stated that angels descend upon Divine Messengers to guard the Word of God revealed to them from being distorted or tampered with. In the present Sūra the Holy Prophet is enjoined to devote a part of the night to Prayer and remembrance of God so that angels may descend upon him to help him against the evil plots and machinations of his enemies.

Like all Meccan Sūrās, this Sūra also deals mainly with the Divine mission of the Holy Prophet and with the truth of the Quranic revelation. It foretells, in brief but in very forceful words, the eventual triumph of the Holy Prophet and adduces the fulfilment of the prophecy as an argument in support of Life after death and the Resurrection. Particular emphasis has been laid on Prayer and remembrance of God which is a most effective means to draw Divine help and succour in preparation for the mighty task that lay ahead of the Prophet.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. O thou wrapped in thy mantle awaiting the grace of God.\(^{4414}\)

3. Stand up in Prayer at night except a small portion thereof.\(^{4415}\)

\(^{4414}\) Important Words:

زمل (wrapped in mantle) is derived from the root زمل which means, he ran and went along quickly. زمل means, he bore or carried it, namely, a load. زمل means, he made him to ride behind him on the camel so as to counter-balance him. زمل means, he wrapped him in his garment. زمل means, he wrapped himself. زمل (ordinarily زمل means, a man wrapped in his garments; one bearing a heavy responsibility (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

In view of different significations of the word زمل, the verse has been variously interpreted. The simple explanation is the one given in Bukharî. After his first spiritual experience when the angel of God came to the Holy Prophet with Divine revelation he rushed home very much frightened. The fright was quite natural because the experience was quite novel. The Prophet asked to be wrapped in a mantle. As wrapping also implies the sense of joining together and uniting, the meaning of the verse may be something like this, "O thou who art to unite the nations of the world under one banner!" The Holy Prophet has been described in the Hadith as the Joiner and Uniter of the nations of the world (Bukhârî, kitâb Manâqib al-Nabi).

Applying the other root meanings of زمل given under Important Words, it may be said:

1. That the Holy Prophet is described in the verse as one who has to go a long distance on the road to awaken humanity to the realization of its high destiny, and therefore he has to run fast i.e., work hard, incessantly and fast.

2. That he is one who is to carry a heavy load, a very great responsibility of preaching the Divine Message to the world.

3. That the Holy Prophet may have been reminded of his onerous task of preparing a community of God-fearing followers, who, imbued with the same noble ideals and fired with the same unflagging zeal as himself, should help him to convey to mankind the Message of Islam. زمل also means to make another person ride behind oneself on the camel so as to maintain balance. It is to the onerous duties and responsibilities of the Holy Prophet and to his high status as a Divine Teacher that in reality reference has been made in the verse under comment, and not to his being wrapped in his mantle. From the time he received this revelation, the Holy Prophet's life was not his own. It was given to God and man.

\(^{4415}\) Commentary:

In this and the next verse the Holy Prophet is told that praying to God in the stillness of the night will prepare him for the heavy task entrusted to him.
4. Half of it, or reduce it a little.

5. Or add to it a little—and recite the Qur'ān, a good recital. 4416

6. Verily, We shall charge thee with a weighty Word. 4417

7. Verily, getting up at night for prayer is the most potent means of subduing the self and most effective in speech. 4418

4416. Important Words:

رثأ (recite) is derived from رثأ (ratila). They say رثأ السِّيئِ i.e., the thing was or became well arranged. رثأ التَّغى means, the front teeth were or became even in their growth or separated one from another; were well set together and were white and lustrous.

رثأ الكتاب (rattala) means, he put together and arranged well the component parts of the speech and made it distinct. رثأ in its original sense relates to the teeth, signifying their being separated one from the other, and when used with regard to a speech it signifies, putting together and arranging well its component parts and making it distinct. رثأ means, I recited the Qur'ān in a leisurely manner, deliberately, distinctly and well (Lane & Aqrab).

4417. Commentary:

قولا تقيملا may have any one of the following meanings: (a) The Qur'ān is pregnant with the highest import. (b) It is too heavy to be displaced or dislocated i.e., the Quranic Teaching will continue to guide mankind and no other Teaching would ever take its place or improve upon it. (c) No word or letter of the Qur'ān could be changed, altered or amended.

4418. Important Words:

وطأ (subduing) is derived from الوطأ. They say الوطأ السِّيئِ i.e., he trod under foot the thing. الوطأ الفرس means, he mounted the horse. الوطأ أرض عدوى means, he entered the enemy’s land (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

Getting up in the night for Prayer is a potent means of subduing one’s self and
8. Thou hast indeed, during the day a long chain of engagements.4419

9. So remember the name of thy Lord, and devote thyself to Him with full devotion.4420

of bringing under effective control one’s evil propensities and inclinations. It is a proved experience of all spiritual wayfarers and holy men that nothing conduces to one’s spiritual development so much as Prayers at night. In the stillness and solitude of night, a peculiar sort of peace prevails and all nature is quiet, and man, being all alone with his Creator, enjoys special communion with Him, and becomes illumined with a special heavenly light which he imparts to others. The time is eminently suited for man to develop strength of character and to make his speech sane, solid and sound. Effective speech and infinite capacity for hard work are two very necessary qualifications for a Reformer to succeed in his mission, Prayer at night helps in the development of these two qualities. Having acquired control over one’s mind and tongue one comes to exercise control over others. This is the significance of the verse under comment. The verse may also mean that Night-Prayer causes the actions of man to correspond to his words, which constitutes another sure sign of the strength of his character and the sincerity of his heart.

4419. Important Words :

سَبَحَ (long chain of engagements) is derived from سبح في الماء. They say سبح في الماء i.e., he swam in the water and took pleasure in it. سبح في الأرض means, he went far into the land. سبح في حواشيه means, he busied himself in the accomplishment of his needs. سبح (sahun) also signifies the running of a horse in which the fore-legs are stretched forth well as are the arms of a man in swimming; being quick or swift (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary :

The reference in the verse is to the multifarious duties of the Holy Prophet which he performed with alacrity, and took pleasure in doing them. As Head of a newly-established Republic, surrounded on all sides by bitter foes and beset with the plots and machinations of internal enemies, and as a Divine Teacher and Reformer who had to prepare a community, which was unacquainted with even the rudiments of knowledge, to become the leaders of nations in civilization and culture, the Prophet’s task was indeed very difficult, which can better be imagined than described, but which he performed with a success which has baffled the world.

4420. Important Words :

إِنَّكَ لَعَلَّكَ لِلَّهِ مُكْتَبٌ (devote) is derived from بتل (batila). They say بتل i.e., he severed it or separated it from another thing. بتل لله means, he detached himself from worldly things and devoted himself exclusively and sincerely to the service of God. بتول means, a woman detached from worldly things and entirely devoted to God (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary :

In this verse the Holy Prophet is told that he could accomplish his heavy task of reforming a corrupt community and preparing it for the leadership of the world by devoting himself completely to God.
10. "He is the Lord of the East and the West; there is no God but He; so take Him for thy Guardian." 

11. And bear patiently all that they say; and part with them in a decent manner.

12. And leave Me alone with those who reject the truth, possessors of ease and plenty; and give them a little respite.

13. Surely, with Us are heavy fetters and a raging fire.

14. And food that chokes, and a painful punishment.

15. On the day when the earth and the mountains shall quake, and the mountains will become like crumbling sandhills.

4421. Commentary:

The Holy Prophet is told here again that while preaching his Divine mission he will meet with bitter opposition and persecution. Therefore, he should, on the one hand, put his full trust in God, the Lord of the East and the West, and on the other, bear with patience and fortitude the jibes, opposition and persecution of his enemies.

4422. Commentary:

Rejectors of Truth are reprimanded that instead of being grateful to God for "ease and plenty" provided to them they reject the Divine Message.

4423. Important Words:

انتكالا (fetters) is the plural of تكل which means, fetter, chain, bracelet, necklace; a kind of bridle. تكل ينال means, he inflicted upon him such a punishment as to make him an example for others (Aqrab).

4424. Important Words:

غصة (choking) is derived from غص بالغيظ i.e., he was or became choked with wrath. غص المجلس بالغيظ means, the sitting place became choked with people. غص also means, he became grieved or disquieted in mind. غصة means, a thing by which one is choked; choking wrath or rage; grief or disquietude of mind (Land & Aqrab).

4325. Important Words:

كئيبا (crumbling) is derived from كئيب. They say كئيب التراب i.e., he scattered dust part over part. كئيب means, a sand-hill heaped up by the wind (Lane).

سَهْيَل (crumbling sandhill) is derived from سال. They say سال عليه التراب i.e., he put the earth over it. سال which is infinitive noun means, sand that does not remain steady in its place. سال means, running sand. كئيب سَهْيَل means, a crumbling sandhill (Aqrab).
16. Verily, We have sent to you a Messenger, who is a witness over you, even as We sent a Messenger to Pharaoh.\textsuperscript{4426}

17. But Pharaoh disobeyed the Messenger, \textsuperscript{b} so We seized him with a terrible punishment.

18. How will you then, if you disbelieve, guard yourselves against a day which will turn children grey-headed?\textsuperscript{4427}

19. "On that day the heaven will be rent asunder and His promise is bound to be fulfilled.\textsuperscript{4428}

20. This, surely, is a reminder.\textsuperscript{d} So let him, who will, take a way unto his Lord.\textsuperscript{4429}

\textsuperscript{a} 33 : 46 ; 48 : 9. \textsuperscript{b} 20 : 79 ; 26 : 67 ; 28 : 41. \textsuperscript{c} 82 : 2. \textsuperscript{d} 20 : 4 ; 74 : 55 ; 76 : 30 ; 80 12.

Commentary:

The reference in the verse is to the Day of Resurrection, or to the day of the Fall of Mecca, or to any calamitous day when catastrophic changes take place and deeply-rooted institutions totter and fall and very powerful and big and influential people are blown away like chaff before the wind.

4426. Commentary:

The reference in the verse is to the following Biblical prophecy about the appearance among the Ishmaelites of a great Prophet of God like unto Moses:

"I will raise them up a prophet from among their brethren, like unto thee, and will put My word in his mouth; and he shall speak unto them all that I shall command. And it shall come to pass, that whosoever will not hearken unto My words which he shall speak in My name, I will require it of him" (Deut. 18 : 18-19).

4427. Commentary:

"Turning children grey-headed" in the present verse, "grinding asunder of the heaven in the next, "rolling up of heaven" in 21 : 105, and similar expressions used in the Qur'an (81 : 12 ; 82 : 2 & 84 : 2) are metaphors for most calamitous happenings which bring about disastrous changes. The reference in this and in the next verse and also in verse 15 above is to the Day of Resurrection or the day of the Fall of Mecca. See also v. 15.

4428. Commentary:

The promise referred to in the verse was the total defeat and destruction of the forces of evil followed by the triumph of Islam which was fully manifested in the Fall of Mecca, when the old corrupt order died and from its ruins emerged a new and better order. This may be the meaning of the words, "the heaven will be rent asunder."

4429. Commentary:

The verse contains an invincible argument in support of the Divine origin of the Quranic revelation. The Sīra was one of the
21. Surely, thy Lord, knows that thou standest up praying for nearly two-thirds of the night, and sometimes half or a third thereof, and also a party of those who are with thee. And Allah determines the measure of the night and the day. He knows that you cannot keep its measure, so He has turned to you in mercy. Recite, then, as much of the Qur'an as is easy for you. He knows that there will be some among you who may be sick and others who may travel in the land seeking Allah's bounty, and others who may fight in the cause of Allah. So recite of it that which is easy for you, and observe Prayer, and pay the Zakat, and lend to Allah a goodly loan. And whatever good you send on before you for your souls, you will find it with Allah. It will be better and greater in reward. And seek forgiveness of Allah. Surely, Allah is Most Forgiving, Merciful.

earliest two or three Chapters revealed at Mecca at a time when the Holy Prophet himself perhaps had no very clear idea of the momentous significance of his mission and of the strong opposition and bitter persecution he was to meet with at the hands of those very people who formerly looked upon him as the most trusted and honest man in Mecca. Circumstanced as the Holy Prophet was, it could hardly be imagined that one day Mecca would lay prostrate at his feet and the Quraish leaders would be begging him for mercy and forgiveness. The wildest stretch of human imagination could hardly conceive of such stupendous happenings as have been foretold in the preceding verses; much less could a human being declare in such forceful terms that these prophecies would be fulfilled. The Qur'an is certainly a Reminder from God.

4430. Commentary:

In the opening verse of the Sūra the Holy Prophet was enjoined that he should constantly pray in the night, for this would give him the necessary strength to discharge the grave responsibility of preaching the Divine Message that was shortly going to devolve on him. In the verse under comment he is assured of Divine pleasure, and is told that he has faithfully carried out God's command about nighttime prayer, not only he, but a party of believers also. The command was not specifically
directed to the followers of the Holy Prophet, but being always desirous of following in his footsteps, they copied his example in this respect also.

The sentence "Allah determines the measure of the night and the day," signifies that sometimes the nights are long and sometimes they are short and sometimes the day and the night are equal.

The words إن لن تحصوه may apply to Muslims in general. In this sense they are told that all of them would not be able to say night-prayer regularly and punctually. Or the words may signify that as Muslims are longing to win God's pleasure and attain nearness to Him, so they should read the Qur'an thoughtfully. In this way they would acquire knowledge of, and insight into, Divine attributes.

Besides the meaning given in the text, the expression فاقروا ما تيسر منه may mean: (1) recite of the Qur'an as much as you possibly can.
CHAPTER 74
SŪRA AL-MUDDATHTHIR
(Revealed before Hijra)

General Remarks

By common consent this Sūra was one of the first two or three revealed at Mecca. This and the preceding Sūra (Al-Muzzammil) seem to be “twins” as they are closely linked as regards time of revelation and their tone and tenor. The present Sūra, in fact, complements the subject matter of its predecessor. The مُزْمُمُ (Muzzammil) of the previous Sūra, immersed in devotional prayers and contemplation, and passing through a period of intense preparation for the attainment of spiritual perfection, had developed from that into مُدْثِرُ (Muddaththir) i.e., the Destroyer of sin and Vanquisher of the forces of evil, the Deliverer of mankind, their Leader, Guide and Warner. From that time onward, the Prophet’s life was no more his own. It was given to God, and to man. He preached the Divine Message with unswerving purpose, in the face of insult, opposition and persecution.

The Sūra opens with a firm command to the Holy Prophet to stand upright, proclaim the Truth he has and warn those who would not accept it—those whom wealth, power and position had rendered spiritually blind and deaf that the day of Divine punishment would be a day of extreme distress for them; they would burn in the fire of Hell. They are further told that they would suffer punishment because they did not offer Prayers or fed the poor—duties which they owed to God, and man—and because also they ignored the Divine Message and indulged in vain pursuits, persisting in the denial of the Day of Judgment till death overtook them. The Sūra ends on the note that the Qur’ān is but a Reminder and an Exhortation. He who will accept its Message will accept it for the betterment of his own soul and he who will reject it, would do so to his own detriment.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.
2. O thou who hast covered thyself with a cloak, \(^{4431}\)
3. Arise and warn. \(^{4432}\)
4. And thy Lord do thou magnify.
5. And thyself do thou purify. \(^{4433}\)

\(^{4431}. \text{ Important Words:} \)

"المدثر" (one who has covered himself with a cloak) is derived from "مذ" which means, it (a trace or mark) became effaced or obliterated. "تدار او مدثر" (tidaththara or iddaththara) means, he wrapped himself with a garment. "مدثر" (qaththara) means, he destroyed or obliterated him or it; he covered him with a warm garment. "تدار الطائر" (qaththara) means, the bird adjusted, or put in order, its nest. "تدار الفرس" means, he leaped upon and rode the horse. "تدار العدو" means, he vanquished the enemy (Lane & Aqrab).

\(^{4432}. \text{ Commentary:} \)

According to the different meanings of the root-word, "المدثر" would mean: the effacer or obliterator; the reformer or the one who adjusts or puts things in order; the vanquisher; the one who is ready to leap upon and ride the horse. The word has also been interpreted as one entrusted with bearing the heavy load of the responsibilities of a Prophet (Qadir). The word also means, one adorned with the best human natural powers and qualities and prophetical dignity (Rūḥ al-Ma'āni). All these epithets fully apply to the Holy Prophet. Traditions show that after a few verses of the Sūra had been revealed, further revelation ceased for several months (Bukhārī). As revelation was a novel spiritual experience for the Holy Prophet, its cessation was intended to make the fright that had affected his mind wear away, and to attune him with the majesty and dignity of the Divine Word.

\(^{4433}. \text{ Important Words:} \)

"ثواب" (garments) is plural of "ثوب" which means, a garment. The Arabs say, "فلان تلبس الثوب" \(\text{i.e., such a one is pure in heart, conduct or reputation. "دنس الثوب" means, vicious or perfidious; "طالع الثواب" means, a righteous man who does good works. "ثواب" means, clothes; dependants or followers of a person;"
6. And uncleanliness do thou shun.\textsuperscript{4434}

7. And bestow not favours seeking to get more \textit{in return},\textsuperscript{4435}

8. And for the sake of thy Lord do thou endure \textit{trials} patiently.\textsuperscript{4436}

9. "And when the trumpet is sounded,\textsuperscript{4437}

\textsuperscript{a}23 : 102 ; 50 : 21 ; 69 : 14.

Commentary:

The Holy Prophet is enjoined that before entering upon his great mission he should prepare a body of followers, pure of heart, conduct and reputation. Or the verse may mean that he should himself be a paragon of piety, righteousness and pure conduct.

4434. Commentary:

الرجز meaning idol-worship (Lane) the verse may be taken as enjoining the Holy Prophet to spare no pains to exterminate idolatry. Idol-worship is the basic sin, but it takes different forms with different people, for instance, worship of idols made of wood or stone; worship of human beings; worship of one's desires, of old customs, usages, etc.

4435. Commentary:

God's Prophets serve, and suffer for, their peoples from no motive other than sincere concern and solicitude for their moral and spiritual well-being. "I ask of you no reward for it. My reward is only with the Lord of the worlds." (26 : 110), has always been the motto which has prompted and guided their noble efforts to redeem their peoples from the bondage of sin.

4436. Commentary:

The Holy Prophet is told in this verse that he will be opposed and persecuted by the forces of evil as the result of his missionary efforts. He should, therefore, be ready to bear all opposition and persecution with patience and fortitude, and with a loving and sympathetic heart.

4437. Commentary:

The words "When the trumpet is sounded" may mean; "When the hour of punishment of disbelievers arrives." The reference may be to the Fall of Mecca, when the Meccans, as if summoned by a bugle, stood as criminals before the Holy Prophet. Or, the verse may mean; when a Divine Reformer who is a Bugle by which God summons men to Himself makes his appearance and calls men to God. Or the verse may refer to the Holy Prophet's own call to his people.
10. *That day will be a distressful day.*

11. For the disbelievers it will not be easy.

12. Leave Me to deal with him whom I created alone.

13. And then I gave him abundant wealth.

14. And sons, abiding in his presence,

15. And I prepared for him all necessary things.

16. Yet he desires that I should give him more.

---

4438. **Commentary:**

"A distressful day" signifies the Day of Resurrection or the day of the final defeat of disbelief and the complete triumph of Truth. This and the following several verses (vv. 10-30) give a graphic description of the great material benefits which the enemies of Truth enjoy and as a consequence of which they reject the Divine Message, incurring punishment in this world and in the Hereafter.

4439. **Commentary:**

The verse, besides the translation given in the text, may mean: "Leave Me alone to deal with him whom I created," or "leave Me to deal with him who, on account of the great wealth, power and position God has bestowed upon him thinks himself to be peerless among his compatriots, وحيد meaning unique, incomparable."

Though the verse applies to every arrogant and conceited disbeliever, it may particularly apply to Walid bin Mughira. He was an outstanding personality among the Quraish, and was known among his fellow citizens by such high sounding titles as وحيد (unique) and ريحان (fragrance of the Quraish). He was extremely handsome and was well known for his elegant poems and other accomplishments. He had 10 to 13 sons and was a very rich man.

4440. **Commentary:**

The verse means that Mughira's sons also commanded respect like him. They, too, were offered a distinguished place in the assemblies which he attended. Or, Mughira was so rich that his sons always kept company with him; not wanting to go anywhere to earn their living.
17. Certainly not! for he was opposed to Our Signs.4441
18. I shall soon impose on him an overwhelming hardship.
19. Lo! he reflected and calculated!
20. Ruin seize him! how he calculated!4442
21. Ruin seize him again! how he calculated!
22. Then he looked,
23. 'Then he frowned and scowled,'4443
24. Then he turned away and was disdainful,
25. And said, 'This is nothing but magic handed down:
26. 'This is nothing but the word of man'.
27. Soon shall I cast him into the fire of Hell."
28. And what will make thee know what Hell-fire is?
29. It spares not and it leaves naught.

4441. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that disbelievers entertain very high ambitions but those ambitions shall not materialize. On the contrary, they shall be punished; the particle ʿAṢʾAR being used to reject the request of a person and to reprimand him for making it (Lane).

4442. Commentary:
Ruin seized Walid bin Mughira. Three of his sons, viz., Wald, Khalid and Hishām accepted Islam, others perished before his eyes. He suffered heavy financial losses and ultimately died in poverty and disgrace.

4443. Commentary:
When the Qurʾan was read to him, Mughira being himself a poet of distinction, said that it was not poetry, nor was the Prophet a liar, but only a magician. He frowned and scowled in disdain and went away in high huff.
30. "It scorches the face.

31. Over it are nineteen angels.4444

32. And none but angels have We made wardens of the Fire. And We have not fixed their number except as a trial for those who disbelieve, so that those who have been given the Book may attain certainty and those who believe may increase in faith, and those who have been given the Book as well as the believers may not doubt, and that those in whose hearts is disease and the disbelievers may say, 'What does Allah mean by such an illustration?' Thus does Allah adjudge astray whom He pleases and guide whom He pleases. And none knows the hosts of thy Lord but He. And this is nothing but a Reminder for man.4445

4444. Commentary:

"Nineteen", may refer here to man's natural powers and faculties which, according to some Sufis or mystics are nineteen in number. Proper use of these faculties or powers helps a person's spiritual development while their misuse causes his moral death. In consonance with these nineteen faculties, which constitute the real source or instrument of a man's good or bad actions, nineteen angels will be appointed to cleanse the guilty of their sins; each angel being entrusted with the duty of cleansing sins committed through one particular faculty. In fact, Hell as conceived by the Qur'an is a purgatory where the human soul, after being cured of its spiritual maladies, will resume uniform spiritual development.

4445. Commentary:

The apparently enigmatic "nineteen" may concern some great Divine design or purpose which, when unfolded, will, on the one hand, greatly add to the faith of believers and, on the other, to the embarrassment and mental confusion of disbelievers and of "those in whose heart is disease." Otherwise the number of God's angels is legion, beyond human count or computation, just as the stages of man's spiritual progress in the Hereafter are numberless.
33. Nay, by the moon.

34. And by the night when it retreats

35. "And by the dawn when it shines forth, 4446

36. "Verily, it is one of the greatest calamities. 4447

37. A warning to man,

38. To him among you who wishes to advance in virtue or hang back. 4448

39. "Every soul is pledged for what it has earned;" 4449

4446. Commentary:

This and the preceding two verses name the things mentioned therein as evidence to prove the Divine origin of the Quranic revelation and of the Holy Prophet’s claim as God’s Messenger—the two principal themes dealt with in this as in all other Meccan Sūrās revealed in the early years of the Call. These things are the “moon,” the “retreating night” and the “bright dawn.” The “moon” may signify the Promised Messiah who, after borrowing heavenly light from the Holy Prophet had to spread it in the world; the “retreating night” may mean the night of spiritual darkness that would begin to retreat after the appearance of the Promised Messiah, and the “bright dawn” may signify his advent.

4447. Commentary:

The verse means that the rejection of the Holy Prophet is one of the greatest calamities that can befall man.

4448. Commentary:

The Message of Islam is intended equally for all men—for those who seek to develop their spiritual self and win God’s pleasure as well as for those who would wish to cling to the world.

4449. Important Words:

رهينة (is pledged) is derived from رهن. They say رهن الشیئ عند فلان i.e., he deposited the thing with him to be in lieu of that which he had taken or received from him; he deposited the thing with him as a security for a debt (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The verse purports to say that every soul shall remain in pledge unless it will have paid for the sins it had committed i.e., unless it will have been cleansed of sins after suffering punishment for them.
40. Except those on the right hand.\(^a\)

41. *They will be in Gardens enquiring.*

42. From the guilty ones,\(^{4450}\)

43. ‘What has brought you into the Fire of Hell?’

44. They will say, ‘We were not of those who offered Prayers,\(^b\)

45. ‘Nor did we feed the poor\(^c.\)\(^{4451}\)

46. ‘And we indulged in idle talk with those who indulge therein.

47. ‘And we used to deny the Day of Judgment,\(^d\)

48. ‘Until death overtook us’\(^e.\)\(^{4452}\)

49. So the intercession of intercessors will not avail them.\(^{4452-A}\)

---

\(^a\)56: 28; 69: 20; 90: 19. \(^b\)75: 32. \(^c\)69: 35; 89: 19; 107: 4. \(^d\)75: 33. \(^e\)15: 100. \(^f\)20: 110; 34: 24.

---

4450. *Commentary:*

The particle \(عَن\) also means, ‘from’ (Lane).

4451. *Commentary:*

Offering of Prayers and feeding the poor constitute the two pillars on which the whole edifice of Islam stands. They represent man’s duties to God and to his fellow beings.

4452. *Important Words:*

- **العيش** (death) is derived from يَقِنّ. They say يَقِنّ الامر i.e., the matter became clear and established. يَقِنّ به or يَقِنّ means, he knew it; he was or became certain or sure or

he made sure of it, intuitively and inferentially. يَقِنّ means, certainty; security (Lane & Aqrab). It also means, death, because death is as certain as anything.

4452-A. *Commentary:*

The verse means that nobody will dare intercede for disbelievers, their sins of omission and commission being many and of a heinous character. Elsewhere the Qur‘ān says that sinners will not be allowed to approach near the threshold of God i.e., they will be completely denied God’s grace.
50. Now what is the matter with them that they are turning away from the Exhortation,

51. As if they were frightened asses

52. Fleeing from a lion?

53. Nay, every man among them desires to have open sheets of revelation given to him.\(^{4453}\)

54. Never! verily, they fear not the Hereafter.\(^{4454}\)

55. Never! verily this is an exhortation.\(^{4455}\)

56. Let him, then, who will, remember it.

57. And they will not remember unless Allah so please\(^{4}\). He alone is worthy to be feared and He alone is worthy to forgive.\(^{4456}\)

\(^{418}:25; 76:31; 81:30.\)

\(^{4453}\). Commentary:

The reference here may be to the impudent demand of disbelievers mentioned elsewhere in the Qur'\(\text{\'}n,\) viz., that they would not believe unless God spoke to them direct (2:119), or unless the Prophet should bring down a Book for them from Heaven which they could read (17:94).

\(^{4454}\). Commentary:

The disbelievers reject the Divine Message because they have no faith in the Hereafter where they shall have to render an account of their actions.

\(^{4455}\). Commentary:

The demand of disbelievers can never be accepted as the Qur'\(\text{\'}n has fully satisfied all needs and requirements of man. It is a Reminder and an Exhortation par excellence, and through it the nations that will accept its Message and act upon its teaching will rise to great eminence.

\(^{4456}\). Commentary:

The verse may mean, as elsewhere stated, that disbelievers will not benefit by the Qur'\(\text{\'}n unless they make their will conform to the will of God, i.e., they subordinate all their desires to the Divine will (76:31). Or it may signify that it is not possible for man to find the right way unless God sends down His Word for his guidance. The words "He alone is worthy to be feared," mean that we should take God alone as a shield for protection against sins (the root-word \(\text{\'} \), meaning, to guard or shield oneself). Or it may mean, that God alone can grant forgiveness when a man falters or falls.
CHAPTER 75

SŪRA AL-QIĀMAT

(Revealed before Hijra)

General Remarks

This Sūra takes its title, القيامة (the Resurrection), from the opening verse. It wholly deals with the Resurrection. The Sūra is decidedly one of the earliest Chapters which were revealed at Mecca, because the Meccan Sūrās specifically deal with God's Unity, Resurrection and Revelation.

Towards the end of the preceding Sūra it was emphatically stated that those people who will accept the Quranic Message will rise to eminence and will find an honoured place among the comity of great and powerful nations. The present Sūra opening with a discussion of the subject of Resurrection throws a broad hint that a great moral resurrection is going to be brought about among a morally degraded and degenerate people—the Arabs—through the ennobling teachings of the Qur'ān and the purifying example of the Holy Prophet Muḥammad.

Subject-Matter

The Sūra opens with a solemn affirmation that the Resurrection undoubtedly will take place, and significantly enough adduces man's spiritual resurrection, as evidence in support of this affirmation. As a further proof, it swears by النفی لواحة i.e. the self-accusing spirit, which in action is the first stage of the process of spiritual regeneration. Then an oft-repeated objection of disbelievers is mentioned, viz., when they are dead and reduced to dust, how will they be raised again to life. The Sūra effectively rebuts this objection by saying that in their heart of hearts they know that man's sins never go unpunished and, therefore, there must be a day when they will be called to account for what they had done in this life. Then the collection of the Qur'ān and the Divine protection of its text are offered as further arguments in the same connection, since of all revealed Scriptures the Qur'ān has laid the greatest emphasis on the inevitability of the Resurrection. Next, a brief but graphic description is given of the agony of death and man's intense desire to be spared of it. This shows that at the moment of death the fear that one will have to render an account of one's actions gnaws at one's heart. Towards the close of the Sūra disbelievers are admonished that man has not been created without a purpose or without responsibility, and that he will have to account for his failure to discharge his duties to God and to his fellow-beings. Disbelievers are further reminded that man's physical development from a sperm-drop into a full-fledged human being, endowed with unique powers and faculties, constitutes an irrebuttable argument that his creation is intended to serve a sublime purpose and that his life will not end with the departure of the soul from its physical tabernacle.

2720
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. Nay! I call to witness the Day of Resurrection. 4457

3. And I do call to witness the self-accusing soul, that the Day of Judgment is a certainty. 4458

a See 1:1.

4457. Commentary:

For the nature, significance and philosophy of the Quranic oaths see detailed notes on 91:2 and 37:2. One object of oaths, however, is to lay emphasis on the importance of the subject about which an oath is taken.

لا (nay) is used in different senses. Here it may signify, "it is not like what they think." Sometimes, it is used as an answer to some objection or in repudiation of what is said before. In this and the next verse it is used to refute the disbelievers' assertion made in v. 4, about the impossibility of the Resurrection and also to emphasize the importance of the oath.

القيامة (the Resurrection) signifying a great and calamitous occurrence, may refer to three events: (a) The death of a person is called القيامة الصغرى i.e., the small resurrection. It is to this resurrection that reference is made in the famous hadith, viz., منمات قد قالت قيامة، he who dies, his resurrection has indeed taken place. (b) The moral death of a whole people or nation. This is called القيامة الوسطى i.e., the middle resurrection. (c) The Final Resurrection. The word قيامة (resurrection) has been used in the Quran in all these three senses.

4458. Commentary:

The Quran has mentioned three stages of development of the human soul. The first stage is called النفس الأمارة i.e., the uncontrollable spirit or the spirit prone to evil, when the animal in man is predominant.

The second stage is that of النفس اللوامة i.e., the self-accusing spirit, when man begins to be conscious of evil that is, when his awakened conscience upbraids him for doing bad deeds and restrains his passions and appetites. In moments of weakness of the flesh, in this stage, he may falter or fall, but will not perish, every failure bringing with it a fresh reproach and repentance. The human in man gets the upper hand in him. It is the beginning of his spiritual resurrection. The النفس اللوامة has been cited here in evidence of the Final Resurrection. If man has no responsibility, if he has not to account for his deeds in an after-life, why this pricking of conscience at the doing of an evil deed?

The highest stage of development of the human soul, however, is that of النفس الطنطنة i.e., the spirit at rest. At this stage the human soul becomes practically immune to failure or faltering and is at peace with its Creator.
4. Does man think that We shall not assemble his bones? 4459
5. Yea, We have the power to restore his very finger-tips. 4460
6. But man desires to continue to send forth evil deeds in front of him.
7. He asks, "When will be the Day of Resurrection?" 4461
8. When the eye is dazzled, 4462

4459. **Commentary:**

The objection of disbelievers viz., when they are dead and reduced to bones and dust how would they be given a new life, is repeatedly mentioned and effectively answered in the Qur'an. See 17: 50-52 and 36: 78-80.

4460. **Important Words:**

 بنان (fingertips) is the plural of بنة which is derived from بن which means, he remained or stayed in a place. بنان means, fingers; ends or extremities thereof; finger-tips; toes; all the limbs or members of the body; any part or all the limbs; arms or hands or legs or feet (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

At another place in the Qur'an (36: 78-80), the objection of disbelievers about life after death has been answered by stating that Almighty Creator Who has created man from a mere sperm drop has the power to restore him to life after he is dead, but in the present verse the restoration of his finger-tips has been adduced as an argument to refute the same objection. In fact, the word بنان represents man's power and strength, as by means of his hand he grasps an object and defends himself. In fact man's hands i.e., his fingers, are the most important members of his body. The word بنان as given under Important Words may stand for the whole human body. Thus the verse signifies that God has the power to restore all the powers of man, or even of a whole people when, to all intents and purposes, they are dead and defunct.

4461. **Commentary:**

The question seems to have been asked in derision or doubt. In fact, doubt about the Hereafter gives rise to a mocking attitude on the disbelievers' part.

4462. **Important Words:**

برق (is dazzled) means, he feared so that he was astonished or amazed or stupefied at seeing the gleam of lightning; he was frightened, or he became perplexed or unable to see his right course. برق البصر means, his eye became dazzled or it became weak. برق قدمإ means, his feet became weak (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

The metaphor "when the eye is dazzled," signifies, "when the opponents of Truth are completely confused and baffled."
9. And the moon is eclipsed, \(^{4463}\)

10. And the sun and the moon are brought together, \(^{4464}\)

11. On that day man will say, ‘Whither to flee?’

12. Nay! There is no refuge! \(^{4465}\)

13. With thy Lord alone will be the place of rest that day.

\(^{a80}: 35.\)

4463. **Commentary:**

“Moon” being a symbol of the political power of the Arabs, the verse may mean: When the power of the Arabs will break and their glory depart. Or the darkening of the moon may mean the darkening of both the sun and the moon, as the moon borrows its light from the sun, so that when the moon is darkened it means that the sun also has become dark.

4464. **Commentary:**

The expression, “the sun and the moon are brought together” may signify that the whole solar system will be completely disrupted. Or the words may signify the destruction of the political power of the Arabs and of the Iranian dynasty, the moon being the symbol of the political power of the former and the sun that of the latter. Or the reference may be to the lunar and solar eclipses—a highly unusual phenomenon, which, according to a *hadith* was to occur in the time of the Promised Mahdi. The *hadith* is to the following effect: ان لم يهدئنا آيتان لم تكون منذ خلق السموات والأرض الخ. i.e. For our Mahdi there are two signs which have never been witnessed since the time when the heavens and the earth were created, viz., that the moon will be eclipsed on the first night and the sun on the second day in the month of Ramadān (Baihaqi). This meant that the day of the final triumph of Islam and that of the defeat and destruction of the forces of evil will dawn with the Mahdi’s appearance in the world. Strangely enough, both the sun and the moon were eclipsed in the month of Ramadān in 1894 after Ahmad, the Founder of the Ahmadiyya Movement had made the claim that he was the Promised Messiah and Mahdi.

4465. **Important Words:**

وزر (refuge) is derived from أوزر. They say أوزر الشيئ i.e., he protected, guarded the thing; concealed it or took it away. أوزر الرجل means, he gave asylum to the man. وازر (wazarun) means, place of refuge; a high mountain; a mountain where one takes refuge (Lane & Aqrab).
14. That day will man be informed of that which he has sent forward and has left behind.\[4466\]
15. Nay, man is a witness against himself;
16. Even though he puts forward his excuses.
17. Move not thy tongue with this revelation that thou mayest hasten to preserve it.\[4467\]
18. "Surely, upon Us rests its collection and its recital.\[4468\]

\[15:10.\]

4466. Commentary:

The words "that which he has sent forward and has left behind," may mean, the evil deeds which man did but which he should not have done and the good deeds which he should have done but he failed to do, i.e., his sins of omission and commission.

4467—4468. Commentary:

Bukhārī reports that in the beginning when a certain portion of the Qur'ān was revealed to the Holy Prophet, in his anxiety lest he should forget it, he would start hurriedly repeating it. It is this practice that the Prophet was enjoined in this verse to give up, because, as stated in the following three verses, God had taken upon Himself not only to safeguard the text of the Qur'ān from being tampered with but also to see that it was collected in the form of an immaculately arranged Book (see General Introduction) and that its Message was conveyed and explained to the whole world (15:10). Or the meaning may be that, because the preceding verses referred to a day of reckoning for disbelievers, the Holy Prophet was naturally anxious that the revelation bearing upon the promised punishment should come soon. He is here told that he need have no anxiety on that score, as it was God's own responsibility, when a revelation should descend and what form the punishment should take, and that the Qur'ān should be collected, read and explained to the world. It may be convenient to set out here three quotations: "There is otherwise every security, internal and external, that we possess the text (of the Qur'ān) which Muhammad himself gave forth and used" (Muir). "Efforts of European scholars to prove the existence of later interpolations in the Qur'ān have failed (Enc. Brit.). "The Qur'ān is perhaps the most-read book in the world. Certainly it is the most often memorized, and possibly it exerts the greatest influence on those who read it" (The Religions of Man).

Besides the meaning given in the text, the verse has also been interpreted as follows: "It is our responsibility that We should explain the Quranic revelation through your tongue" (Rūḥ al-Maʿānī). This speaks volumes for the inviolability of the Holy Prophet's Sunnah and its indispensability as a safe and sure guide, next only to the Qur'ān itself. For a detailed exposition, however, of this and the preceding verse see General Introduction and 15:10.
19. So when We recite it, then follow thou its recital.
20. Then upon Us rests the expounding thereof.
21. Nay, but you love the present life
c20. Its recital.
22. And you neglect the Hereafter.
23. Some faces on that day will be bright,
24. Looking eagerly towards their Lord;
25. And some faces on that day will be dismal.
26. Thinking that a back-breaking calamity is about to befall them.

- **Commentary:**
  The particle سا besides meaning, "your assertion that Resurrection will not take place is false," has been taken to mean, "it is as certain as anything that the Resurrection shall take place (Kabír).

- **Important Words:**
  "Faratra" (back-breaking) is derived from فَرَّاتر which means, he stigmatized a man. فَرَّاتر means, he made an incision in the nose of the camel. فَرَّاتر the calamity broke the vertebrae of his back. فَرَّاتر means, an act that breaks the vertebrae of the back; a back-breaking calamity. They say عمل به الفاراة i.e., he did to him that which broke his back (Lane & Aqrab).

  The Fall of Mecca broke the back of the Quraishite power.
27. *Hearken! when the soul of the dying man comes up to the throat*①, 4472

28. And it is said, 'Who is the wizard to save him?' ② 4473

29. And he is sure that it is the hour of parting;

30. And one shank rubs against another shank in death agony; ③ 4474

31. Unto thy Lord that day will be the driving.

R. 2

32. For he neither accepted the truth, nor offered Prayers④; ④ 4475

33. 'But he rejected the truth and turned his back;

4472. Important Words:

التراتي (throat) is the plural of رئة meaning, the collar-bone. They say بلغت روح التراتي i.e., he was about to die. تراثي means, the uppermost parts of the chest or parts of the throat next to the chest (Lane & Aqrab).

4473. Important Words:

راقة (wizard) is derived from. رقى They say رقى الجبل i.e., he ascended the mountain. رقى (raqqa) means, he charmed him or fascinated him by uttering spell. راق means, one who charms; a charmer; one who ascends (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The verse may mean: (a) Who will ascend with the soul of the dying man, the angel of mercy who will take him to Paradise or the angel of punishment who will drag him to Hell? (b) Where is the wizard or charmer who will avert the approaching death or relieve the dying man of his agony?

4474. Commentary:

The word الساق literally meaning shank, metaphorically signifies a calamity or affliction (27: 45 & 68: 43). The verse signifies that one affliction will be joined to another for the departed soul; the agony of leaving his near and dear ones behind will be joined to the agony of death and the punishment awaiting the disbeliever in the next world.

4475. Commentary:

صدق (accepted the truth) stands for right belief and صلى الله عليه وسلم (offered Prayers) for good conduct, the two basic principles of the Islamic teaching. Prayer is the essence of عبادة which is total submission and conforming one's conduct to Divine laws. Thus the verse purports to say that both the mind and body of disbelievers rebelled against God.
34. Then he went to his kinsfolk, strutting along in pride.  
35. ‘Woe unto thee! and woe again!  
36. ‘Then woe unto thee! and woe again!’  
37. Does man think that he is to be left to himself uncontrolled?  
38. Was he not a drop of fluid, emitted forth?  
39. Then he became a clot, then He shaped and perfected him.

4476. **Important Words:**

( strut) is from مطع . They say مطع الشني i.e., he stretched or lengthened the thing. مطع خاده means, he behaved proudly. مطع یتعطی means, he strutted along (Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

False pride, arrogance and conceit are, as repeatedly stated in the Qur'an, at the root of all disbelief and rejection of the Divine Message and of opposition to God's Prophets and Messengers.

4477. **Commentary:**

These two verses speak of a double punishment—mental agony and physical punishment, or punishment in this world and in the next.

4478. **Important Words:**

( uncontrolled) is derived from سا (sadmun) which is inf. noun signifies going at random, heedlessly or in a headlong manner, without aim or object, not following a guide to the right course. ده کماله سدی means, his discourse proved useless (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

The verse reproachfully reminds the conceited and disdainful disbeliever of the grand object of his life and of his accountability before his Lord and Master in the Hereafter. Does man think that he has been created without an aim or object and that death is the end of all things, and that he will not be called upon to explain his conduct before his Lord in the next life? The whole idea is inconsistent with God's Wisdom. It is inconceivable that God should have created man from an insignificant thing—from a sperm drop—and should have
40.  "Then He made of him a pair, the male and female.

41. Has not such a One the power to raise the dead to life?"

endowed him with such great natural powers and faculties as to make him the centre and pivot of all creation and then should have left him without control, to eat, drink and be merry. It is further clear from this verse that the Lord Who created him from such an insignificant beginning will give him a new life when he is dead and is reduced to crumbled bones and dust, to make spiritual progress which knows no end. This is the substance of the next four verses.
CHAPTER 76

SŪRA AL-DAHR

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introductory Remarks

This Sūra like its predecessor belongs to the early Meccan period and takes its title from the word Al-Dahr, occurring in its opening verse. It has also appropriately been called Al-Insān.

Towards the end of the previous Sūra it was stated that man's creation from an insignificant fluid and his development into a full-fledged human being, endowed with great natural powers, leads to the inescapable inference that his life has a Divine purpose to serve and that the Great God Who created him from a sperm-drop possesses the power to give him a new life after he is dead. The present Sūra is an extension of the same theme, viz., that man has been gifted with wonderful natural capabilities to rise to great spiritual heights.

Subject-Matter

The Sūra in its opening verses reminds man of his insignificant beginning by the words, "Has there not come upon man a period of time when he was not a thing spoken of?," and proceeds to say that he has been endowed with reason and understanding, in order that, following the path shown to him by God's Prophets, he may make interminable spiritual progress and thus achieve the object for which he has been created. But when Divine Teachers appear to guide men to God, some of them reject God's Message and incur His displeasure, while others, more fortunate, respond to the Divine Call, follow the Teacher of the Age and earn great heavenly blessings. Then, the Sūra gives a beautiful description of the Divine favours which are bestowed upon the righteous believers, in this world and in the Hereafter, referring briefly also to the kind of punishment which the disbelievers receive for their wilful rejection of God's Message. The Sūra fittingly closes with the observation that God has revealed the Qur'ān, the most perfect Teaching to guide man to the path which leads to the Lord and Creator of all creation, but he can derive no benefit from the Divine Teaching unless he conforms his will to the will of God.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. Has there not come upon man a period of time when he was not a thing spoken of.\(^{4479}\)

3. "We have created man from a mingled sperm-drop that We might try him; so We made him hearing, seeing.\(^{4480}\)

---

\(^{4479}\) Important Words:

- **حين** (period) is derived from حَيْن i.e., the time of the thing came near, it happened. **حين** means, time or a space or period of time, any time; a continuous time; an appointed time; time absolutely; the time when an event takes place; time without end (Lane & Aqrab).

- **الدهر** (time) is infinitive noun from دُهْر i.e., an evil event befell the people. **دهر** means, time from the beginning of the world to the end; any long or unlimited period of time; a period of time whether long or short; time without end, differing from **زمان** which means, time having end. **دهر** also means, an age; fate or fortune; an evil event or accident; a misfortune; a calamity; a purpose; a desire; the end that one has in view; a custom or habit (Lane & Aqrab).

\(^{4480}\) Commentary:

- **الإنسان** (man) in this and the next verse does not mean human species as such, but every man. The verse means that before man is born, he is not mentioned, spoken of, or referred to; the reference being to his insignificant and unmentionable beginning.

- **אשׁאָג** is the plural of **משייח** which means, a mixture. Man is created from a sperm-drop which itself is a mixture of several things, the implication being that he has been endowed with various natural powers, faculties and attributes meant for his moral and spiritual advance. This process of the creation of man points only to a general rule of creation; not that in no case could it be otherwise. That man is gifted with insight and understanding signifies that he is a free agent, enjoying discretion and volition; therefore he is responsible for his actions. The belief in man's freedom of action and responsibility leads inevitably to the belief in the Hereafter.
4. We have shown him the Way, whether he be grateful or ungrateful.⁴⁴⁸¹

5. Verily, We have prepared for the disbelievers chains and iron-collars and a blazing Fire.⁴⁴⁸²

6. But the virtuous drink of a cup, tempered with camphor—⁴⁴⁸³

7. A spring wherefrom the servants of Allah drink, making it gush forth abundantly.⁴⁴⁸⁴

8. They fulfil their vow, and fear a day the evil of which is widespread.⁴⁴⁸⁴-A

⁴⁴⁸¹. Commentary

God has given man reason and understanding. He has made him responsible for his actions, and through His Messengers and Prophets has shown him the way that leads to God-realization. But it is for man to make right use of God-given faculties and opportunities (this being the meaning of شكر), and by submitting to Divine laws to achieve the object of his creation or by flouting them to bring about his spiritual death.

⁴⁴⁸². Commentary:

For a detailed explanation of the nature and significance of the punishments of Hell, see 69:30-33. Briefly, the verse alludes to the fact that every deed which a man does is followed by a corresponding act of God. The entanglements of disbelievers in worldly affairs will take the form of chains in the next world, cares of the world will take the form of iron-collars, and greed and carnal desires that of Hell-fire.

⁴⁴⁸³. Important Words:

کافر (camphor) is derived from كافر i.e., to cover or to suppress. The meaning is that the quaffing of camphor-drink will have the effect of cooling down animal passions. The heart of righteous believers will be cleansed of every impure thought and they will be refrigerated with the coolness of deep Divine knowledge.

⁴⁴⁸⁴. Commentary:

Righteous believers will drink of cups which will be filled from springs which they have dug with great labour i.e., the deeds which they had done in the earthly life would appear in the next world in the form of springs. This is the first stage of spiritual evolution which requires hard and continuous striving on the part of believers, because unless man brings under control, and suppresses, his evil propensities, he cannot make any spiritual progress. The “spring” mentioned in the verse is the spring of God’s love and Divine realization.

⁴⁴⁸⁴-A. Commentary:

Fulfilling “the vow” signifies discharging of man’s duties to God. Man’s obligations to his fellow-beings are mentioned in the next verse.
9. “And they feed, for love of Him, the poor, the orphan, and the prisoner.”

10. Saying, “We feed you for Allah’s pleasure only. We desire no reward nor thanks from you.”

11. ‘Verily, we fear from our Lord a frowning, distressful day.”

12. So Allah will save them from the evil of that day, and will grant them cheerfulness and happiness.

13. “And He will reward them, for their steadfastness, with a Garden and a raiment of silk,”

---

4485. Important Words:

طعام (food) is inf. noun from طعم i.e., he tasted or ate. طعم means, food; wholesome and agreeable food which satisfies the eater. They say ما يطعم أهم هذا الطعام i.e., the eater of this food does not become satisfied (Lane).

Qur’an says: “You cannot attain to righteousness unless you spend in the way of Allah out of that which you love best (3 : 93).

4485-A. Commentary:

In everything that a believer does his whole attention is directed towards winning the pleasure of God—his highest ambition. He wants no return, reward or appreciation. His reward is with his Lord and Master.

4486. Important Words:

عبأس (frowning) is derived from عباس i.e., he frowned; he grinned, frowning or looking sternly or austerely.

يوم عبأس means, a distressful or calamitous day, or a day that makes one distressful (Lane).

قططير (calamitous) is derived from قطير which means, it was or became distressful or calamitous. يوم قططير means, a distressful or calamitous day, or a day that makes one knit the brow or contract the skin between the eyes. شر قططير means, an intense evil (Lane).
14. Reclining therein upon couches, they will experience there neither excessive heat nor excessive cold.

15. And its shades will be close over them, and its clustered fruits will be brought within easy reach.

16. And vessels of silver will be passed round among them, and also goblets of glass,

17. Bright as glass but made of silver, which they will measure according to their own measure.

18. And therein will they be given to drink a cup tempered with ginger.

---

4487. Important Words:
- زمرة (excessive cold) is derived from زمر (excessive). Zemra is the eye, Zemra is the face, Zemra is the day.
- Asghar (angry), Zemrath (angry), Zemrath (cold), Zemrath (morose).
- Aqrab (very), Aqrab (very), Aqrab (very), Aqrab (very).

4488. Commentary:
The vessel from which the righteous will drink will be as white as silver and as bright and crystal-clear as glass, and they will receive the paradisical drink in quantity according to the measure of the good deeds they had done in this life.

4489. Commentary:
- زَيْجِيْل (ginger) is a compound of زَيْجِيْل (meaning to ascend) and جَيْل (meaning mountain). The compound word زَيْجِيْل means, “he ascended the mountain.”
- زَيْجِيْل is the root of a plant, very useful in promoting the natural heat of the body. The name given to it points to this property, for it gives strength to and generates heat in the weak body so as to enable a person to ascend precipitous heights. These two verses in which كافور (camphor) and زَيْجِيْل (ginger) are respectively spoken of call attention to the two stages through which a believer has to pass in order to make advance, from the low position of slavery to passion, to the heights of virtue and righteousness. The first stage is that in which poisonous materials are suppressed and the flood of passions begins to subside. This we term the كافور (camphor) stage; for in this stage what is effected is only the suppression of poisonous matter, just as كافور has the property of nullifying the strong effect of passion. But the spiritual power which is required to overcome all difficulties is acquired in the second stage which is called the زَيْجِيْل stage. The spiritual ginger زَيْجِيْل which has the effect of a tonic on the spiritual system is the manifestation of Divine Beauty and Glory which affords nourishment to the soul. Braced with this manifestation, the spiritual wayfarer is able to traverse the dreary deserts and to climb the
19. There will be a spring herein named Salsabil.\textsuperscript{4490}

20. "And there will wait upon them youths who will not age. When thou seest them thou thinkest them to be pearls scattered about.

21. And when thou seest thou wilt see there a bliss and a great kingdom.\textsuperscript{4491}

22. On them will be garments of fine green silk and thick brocade.\textsuperscript{b} And they will be made to wear bracelets of silver.\textsuperscript{a} And their Lord will give them to drink a pure beverage.\textsuperscript{4492}

\textsuperscript{a}52 : 25; 56 : 18. \textsuperscript{b}18 : 32; 44 : 54. \textsuperscript{c}18 : 32; 22 : 24; 35 : 34.

steep heights to be met with on his spiritual journey. To make men understand these two spiritual stages two words have been employed by the Qur'an, viz., كافور or that which suppresses poisonous matters and زنبيل or that which gives strength to ascend spiritual heights and overcome all difficulties in the spiritual journey. Whereas at the كافور (camphor) stage the righteous will themselves drink the wine of God's love, at the much higher زنبيل (ginger) stage they will be served with this elixir.

4490. \textbf{Commentary:}

The word سسسيل literally meaning "enquire about the way," the verse purports to say that at the زنبيل (ginger) stage the spiritual wayfarer becomes so much intoxicated with Divine love that, in his overbearing anxiety to meet God, he enquires everywhere and of everyone about the nearest and speediest approach to the Divine threshold.

4491. \textbf{Commentary:}

In addition to the spiritual kingdom that the righteous believers have been promised for the Hereafter, they were given mastery of the great empires of the time in this very life.

4492. \textbf{Commentary:}

At the stage of spiritual journey the God-intoxicated wayfarer is described as himself seeking to drink the wine of God's love (v. 6) and at the زنبيل stage, he is served by others with the lifegiving beverage (v. 18), but at the last or سسسيل stage God Himself gives him to drink the elixir of everlasting life.
23. "This is your reward, and your labour is appreciated." 4493

24. Surely, We have revealed unto thee the Qur'an piecemeal. 4494

25. So wait patiently for the judgment of thy Lord, and yield not to any sinful or ungrateful one among them.

26. And remember the name of thy Lord morning and evening.

27. And during the night prostrate thyself before Him, and extol His glory for a long part of the night.

28. Verily, these people love the present life, and they neglect a heavy day before them. 4495

---

4493. Commentary:
For a full discussion of the nature, form and scope of the paradisiacal blessings, see Chapters 52, 55 & 56. This verse and those preceding it may also apply to the great Divine favours that were bestowed upon the followers of the Holy Prophet in this very life.

4494. Commentary:
The Qur'an was revealed gradually and piecemeal. Its revelation spread over a period of 23 years. This gradual process served two great purposes. It helped believers to learn, remember and assimilate it and to mould their lives in accordance with its teaching. The gradual process was also intended to meet the increasing needs of changing circumstances and to strengthen the belief and conviction of Muslims, since, during the interval, they had opportunities to witness fulfilment of prophecies made earlier in the Qur'an. The piecemeal revelation of the Qur'an also fulfilled the following Biblical prophecy viz., "For it is precept upon precept; line upon line, here a little and there a little: for with strange lips and another tongue will he speak to this people" (Isaiah 28:11). The construction of the verse and the words used in the Biblical prophecy are expressive of Divine purpose in the gradual revelation of the Qur'an.

4495. Commentary:
The verse purports to say that the hopes and fears of disbelievers are confined to this world. They have no thought for the Hereafter. They want to see promises of prosperity and progress made to Muslims and of those of punishment to themselves fulfilled here and now. But God is not in a hurry to punish. The Holy Prophet is enjoined to pay no heed to their demand for punishment but to prepare himself and his followers morally and spiritually by...
29. We have created them and strengthened their make; and when We will, We can replace them by others like them.\(^4496\)

30. Verily, this is a Reminder. So whoever wishes, may take a way unto his Lord.

31. But you will not unless Allah so wills. Verily, Allah is All-Knowing, Wise.\(^4497\)

32. He causes whom He pleases to enter His mercy\(^d\), and for the wrong-doers He has prepared a painful punishment.\(^4498\)

\(^{\text{a}}\text{56 : 62. }^{\text{b}}\text{0 : 4; 73 : 20; 74 : 55; 80 : 12. }^{\text{c}}\text{18 : 25; 74 : 57; 81 : 30. }^{\text{d}}\text{48 : 26.}\)

night-Prayer and glorification of God.

“Heavy day” may mean the Resurrection Day or the Day when disbelievers are punished in this life.

\(^{4496}\) **Commentary:**

This verse, in conjunction with the verses preceding it, means that Truth will spread gradually, either that there will come about a great moral revolution in the lives of the people or if they refused to benefit by the Quranic teaching they will be replaced by another people who will carry out Divine will and plan. God is not in a hurry to punish them because He “has created man in the best make” (95 : 5) that he may develop and manifest in himself Divine attributes and not that he may incur His displeasure and be punished.

\(^{4497}\) **Commentary:**

Besides the meaning given in the text, the verse may also mean: (1) It is God’s will that you should exercise your will “to take a way unto your Lord,” and so be admitted into His mercy. (2) You cannot “take the way unto your Lord” unless you subordinate and conform your will to the will of God. (3) You should have subordinated your will to the will of God, but you seem not to have done so.

\(^{4498}\) **Commentary:**

The verse may also mean that God admits into His mercy him who himself wishes to be admitted into God’s mercy by obeying Divine commandments; من يشاء being the subject of the verb يشاء.
CHAPTER 77
AL-MURSALĀT

(Revealed before Hijra)

Noldeke and Muir assign the revelation of this Sūra, probably correctly, to the 4th year of the Call. Ibn Masʿūd, one of the earliest Companions of the Holy Prophet, however, is reported to have said that one day when they were sitting with the Holy Prophet in a cave near Mīnā, this Sūra was revealed. At that time a snake appeared but before they could kill it, the reptile disappeared. Upon this the Holy Prophet said that they had remained safe from the snake as the snake had been safe from them (Qādir). The Sūra receives its title from the first word of the opening verse.

Subject-Matter

Like other early Meccan Chapters, this Sūra also deals with the subject of the Resurrection, and as an argument in support of it, adduces the great spiritual revolution that is brought about by Divine Messengers among their peoples, especially the marvellous moral change that the Holy Prophet wrought in the lives of the degenerate and decadent Arabs. The advent of Divine Prophets has been compared in the Sūra to the day of decision when bad men are separated from good men or, to use a beautiful metaphor, when grain becomes sifted from chaff. On that Day of Judgment the guilty are punished and the righteous receive the rewards of their good deeds. The Sūra gives very apt and adequate description of the punishment—fittingly corresponding to their evil deeds—that will be meted out in the Hereafter, to the defiers and violators of Divine laws and goes on to describe the blessings and boons of Paradise which will be bestowed upon those who regulate their lives and conduct in accordance with them. In support of the doctrine of the Resurrection, the Sūra also alludes, quite convincingly, to the development of the sperm-drop into a properly shaped human being, equipped with great natural powers—in itself a wonder of creation. Towards the end, the Sūra brings home to disbelievers the untenability of their rejection of the Quranic revelation which has so effectively proved, by drawing attention to man's own creation and to the forces that work in the physical and spiritual worlds, that there is and there must be a life after death in which man shall have to explain his conduct.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. By those who are sent forth with goodness, 4499

3. Then they push on with a forceful pushing, 4500

4. And by those who spread the truth, a good spreading, 4501

4499. Important Words:

واو (by). For the philosophy and significance of Quranic oaths see 37:2 & 91:2.

4500. Important Words:

عصف (forceful pushing) means, he was quick or swift. عصف الريح means, the wind blew violently or vehemently. عصف الزرع means, he cut the corn from its stalks or before its maturity. عصف means, straw or broken straw (Lane).

Commentary:

In view of the different meanings of عصف the verse may be taken to mean that after the initial difficulties in the preaching had been overcome, the Companions of the Holy Prophet were able to proceed much faster and carry on the Quranic Message with great vigour; or that, with the help of the Quranic teaching, they scattered before them falsehood and the forces of evil as broken straw is carried before the wind.

4501. Commentary:

The verse means that they proclaimed and spread the Message of Truth far and wide, or scattered the seeds of goodness everywhere.
5. And then they distinguish fully between good and evil.  
6. Then they carry the exhortation far and wide.  
7. To excuse some and warn others.  
8. Verily, that which you are promised must come to pass.  
9. So when the stars are made to lose their light,  
10. And when the heaven is rent asunder,  
11. And when the mountains are blown away  
12. And when the Messengers are made to appear at the appointed time—

Commentary:

With the dissemination of the Quranic Message, Truth became distinct from falsehood and good men from bad men.

Commentary:

Divine Messengers, or the Companions of the Holy Prophet, spread the Divine Message in order to warn people and also to establish the fact that they had conveyed the Message and thus had discharged the duty entrusted to them.

Commentary:

The verse means: When the religious divines become corrupt and cease to provide guidance to the masses, or when diverse calamities are about to befall people. The Arabs regarded the disappearance of stars as a sign of impending calamities.

Commentary:

The verse means, when a new revelation begins to be sent down, or when great calamities and miseries befall the world.

Commentary:

The purport of the verse is: When great changes take place, or when powerful and influential men are brought low; or when old and time-honoured institutions are destroyed, root and branch. In short, when the whole corrupt order changes. For جبال see 14.47.

Commentary:

The meaning is: When prophecies concerning the second advent of various Messengers will be
13. To what day have these portents been deferred?  

14. To the Day of Decision.  

15. And what should make thee know what the Day of Decision is!—  

16. Woe on that day unto those who reject the truth!  

17. Did We not destroy the earlier peoples?  

18. We will now cause the later ones to follow them.  

19. Thus do We deal with the guilty.  

20. Woe on that day unto those who reject the truth!  

21. Did We not create you from an insignificant fluid,  

22. And We placed it in a safe resting place,  

23. For a known measure of time?  

4509. Important Words:  

أجل (deferred) is derived from أجل (ajila) which means, it was or became delayed, postponed, kept back or it had a term or period appointed for it at which it should fall due or come to pass. أجل الشيخي (ajila) means, he delayed or postponed or deferred the thing or he appointed a period or term for it. (Lane & Aqrab).  

4510. Commentary:  

The day of decision may mean the day of the triumph of Islam over all other Faiths in the time of the Promised Messiah. Or it may mean the Resurrection Day.  

4511. Commentary:  

The reference in the verse may be to the disbelievers in the Holy Prophet’s time or in that of the Promised Messiah.  

4512. Commentary:  

The guilty never go unpunished, and the punishment, in the time of a Divine Messenger, takes place on a larger scale, involving whole communities and nations.
24. "Thus did We determine and what excellent Determiner We are! 4513
25. Woe on that day unto those who reject the truth!
26. Have We not made the earth so as to hold 4514
27. The living and the dead?
28. And We placed therein high mountains, and gave you sweet water to drink. 4515

4513. Commentary:
This and the preceding three verses refer to the extremely subtle process of development of the sperm-drop in the womb into a full-fledged human being, which indeed is a great wonder of creation. This process of creation is advanced as an argument in support of the Resurrection. The Qur'an has repeatedly used this argument, for there exists a beautiful parallelism between the two, the mother's womb being likened in the Qur'an to man's life on earth and his birth to the Resurrection.

4514. Important Words:

کفنت (so as to hold) is derived from کفنت the sperm-drop which means, he or it hastened or was quick or swift. They say کفنت إليه the sperm which means, he grasped or took it. کفنت is a place in which a thing is drawn together or comprehended and collected or congregated. The words کفنت the sperm-earth کفنت the living and the dead mean: "Have We not made the earth a place which comprehends the living and the dead, or which draws to itself the living and the dead, or which is quick in its motion" (Lane & Aqrab).

4515. Important Words:

شامخات (high) is derived from شامخ the high-nose which means, it was high or lofty. شامخ أثناه means, he raised his nose from pride, i.e., he exalted himself, he was proud or behaved proudly. جبل شامخ means, a high or lofty mountain. اسم شامخ means, a proud or high lineage. (Lane & Aqrab).

رواسي (mountains) is the plural of رأساية and جبال راسية means, firm mountains (Lane).

Commentary:
The firm and high mountains not only serve as a safeguard against earthquakes but also as natural reservoirs of water on which all life depends for its sustenance.
29. Woe on that day unto those who reject the truth!

30. 'Now move on towards that which you treated as a lie,

31. 'Aye, move on towards a three-pronged shadow,'4516

32. 'Neither affording shade, nor protecting from the flame.?4517

33. It throws up sparks like huge castles,4518

34. As if they were yellow camels.4519

35. Woe on that day unto those who reject the truth!

36. This is a day when they shall not be able to speak'.4520

4516. Commentary:

จอ (shadow), as given under Important Words, serves three main purposes: it is cool; gives protection and is a means of comfort. As is mentioned in the following two verses disbelievers will be denied all these three things. The verse may also have reference to the wrong beliefs; evil deeds; usages, and practices of disbelievers which would take the form of three-pronged shadow in the next world. Or, according to some authorities, Ibn 'Abbas being prominent among them, the reference in the verse may be to the Christian doctrine of the Trinity. Or the verse may mean that disbelievers will be punished from the right, the left and from above.

4517. Commentary:

See 56 : 43-44.

4518. Commentary:

As disbelievers sought ease and comfort and took pride in castles and stately buildings, their sins and transgressions will take the form of flames of fire rising high like huge castles.

4519. Commentary:

The Arabs took pride in their camels of yellow colour which formed the greatest source of their wealth.

4520. Commentary:

See 36 : 66.
37. "Nor shall be permitted to offer excuses."

38. Woe on that day unto those who reject the truth!

39. "This is the Day of Decision: We have gathered you and all the earlier peoples together.

40. 'If now you have any stratagem, use it against me.'

41. Woe on that day unto those who reject the truth!

42. "The righteous will be in the midst of shades and springs,

43. 'Eat and drink pleasantly as a reward for what you did.'

44. Thus surely do We reward those who do good.

45. Woe on that day unto those who reject the truth!

46. "Eat and enjoy yourselves a little while in this world, O rejectors of truth; surely you are the guilty ones.'

47. Woe on that day unto those who reject the truth!

48. And when it is said unto them, 'Bow down,' they do not bow down.

4921. Commentary:

The guilt of disbelievers having been fully established, they will not be allowed to offer any excuse or explanation.

4922. Commentary:

The Holy Prophet's enemies have been challenged to do their worst against him.

4923. Important Words:

ركع (do not bow down).

means, he bowed down. The word is sometimes used to denote humility and self-abasement. ركع الى الله means, he humbled himself to God; he completely turned towards God and worshipped Him alone. The famous pre-Islamic poet Nábighah says:

سبيل عذراً أو نجاً من امرء
رال ربه رب البدية راكم

2743
50. Woe on that day unto those who reject *the truth*!

51. In what discourse then, after this, will they believe?\(^{4524}\)

*i.e.*, he who worships God alone, the Creator of the world, will have a good plea and will get salvation.

4524. *Commentary:*

The verse purports to say that as these ill-fated people have refused to accept such an infallible Book as the Qur'an, they will never listen to truth or find the right path.
CHAPTER 78

SŪRA AL-NABA’

(Revealed before Hijra)

General Remarks

This Sūra is entitled Al-Naba’ (news of tremendous import or great Event), because it deals with a subject of exceptional importance i.e., certainty of the Resurrection, predominance of the Qurʾān over all other revealed Scriptures, and of Islam over other Faiths. The Day of Decision i.e., the day when this Quranic claim will become an established fact, is mentioned twice in the preceding Sūra and is repeated in the present Sūra. The Sūra, according to Muslim scholarly opinion, was revealed very early in the Holy Prophet’s ministry at Mecca. Noldeke agrees with this opinion.

The Sūra opens with an enumeration of great Divine gifts upon man, and directs his attention to the implied suggestion that man has been placed upon this earth to serve a certain object and that his life here is the seed-bed of an eternal future and will be followed by a Day of Reckoning. The Sūra then gives a brief but awe-inspiring picture of that Day, and a graphic description of the heavenly blessings that await the righteous and of the punishment which will be meted out to the rejectors of Truth, in this and in the next life.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. About what do they question one another?

3. "It is about the great Event,\(^4\)

4. "Concerning which they differ.\(^5\)

5. Nay, soon they will come to know.\(^6\)

6. Nay, We say it again, they will soon come to know.\(^7\)

\(^a\)See 1:1. \(^b\)38:68. \(^c\)38:69. \(^d\)102:4-5.

4525. Important Words:

- النبأ (the great Event) among other things means, an announcement of great utility which results either in great knowledge or predominance of opinion and which inspires awe and makes the heart tremble with fear (Lane, Kulliyat & Râghib).

Commentary:

The addition of the qualifying word العظيم (great) to the النبأ (which itself means, a great news or event, bespeaks of the tremendous import of the event referred to here. The words النبأ العظيم are taken to signify either the Day of Reckoning or the predominance of the Qur'ân over all revealed Scriptures and that of Islam over other Faiths and religious systems. The disbelievers (the verse purports to say) persuade themselves to believe that the predicted event will never take place. So they ask half-mockingly and half in doubt, when that event, so loudly proclaimed, will happen.

4526. Commentary:

The disbelievers do not believe that there will ever be a Day of Reckoning, or that Islam will ever predominate over other religions. Or the verse may mean that they hold divergent views about these things. Some of them call the Qur'ân a jumble of ancient stories, others dub it as magic, yet others say that it is a forgery or at best the creation of the Holy Prophet's own heated imagination. About the Holy Prophet also their views differ. Some call him a madman, others a magician, and yet others a poet.

4527. Commentary:

The verse means that disbelievers are indulging in wild conjectures about the Resurrection, the Qur'ân, and about the Holy Prophet's future. But time will show that they suffered from illusions, and that the Holy Prophet was bound to succeed in his mission and, as a corollary, that what the Qur'ân has said about the Day of Reckoning is also sure to happen.
7. \textit{Have We not made the earth as a bed.}

8. And the mountains as pegs?

9. \textit{And We have created you in pairs,}  

10. And We have made your sleep for rest,

11. \textit{And We have made the night as a covering,}  

12. \textit{And We have made the day for the pursuits of life.}  

\[ \text{AL-NABA'} \]

\[ \text{CH. 78} \]

\[ \text{PT. 30} \]

\[ a2 : 23 ; 20 : 54 ; 27 : 62 ; 51 : 49. \]

\[ c6 : 97 ; 25 : 48 ; 28 : 74. \]

\[ b36 : 37 ; 51 : 50 ; 75 : 40 ; 92 : 4. \]

\[ d17 : 13 ; 28 : 74. \]

4528. \textbf{Commentary}:

In these verses (vv. 7--9) we are told that God has created the earth and in it all physical needs of man have been provided, and that He has created the mountains which constitute a storehouse of mineral wealth and serve as great reservoirs of water, and that God has created for man his mate in order that his progeny may continue. This shows that man's life for whose sake all this machinery has been made is not without a definite purpose and that death is not the end of man; it is followed by a better and fuller life where human soul will make everlasting progress.

4529. \textbf{Important Words}:

- سبت (rest) is derived from سبت which means, he rested; he abstained from work. سبت signifies rest and hence sleep, or light or heavy sleep. It also means, a period; a long period, being syn. with ذه (Lane & Aqrab).

\textbf{Commentary}:

Nations and communities, after undergoing heavy sacrifices are disposed to take rest. Consequently, there comes upon them a period of forgetfulness. This period is sometimes very long. Then a Divine Reformer appears and they are required again to make sacrifices for the cause of Truth. Thus the circle continues. In fact, سبت (rest) is a great Divine gift. After a day's hard work, sleep gives rest to man's jaded nerves and tired limbs, and thus he is refreshed and replenished for the next day's work.

4529-A. \textbf{Commentary}:

As it is difficult to distinguish between different things in the darkness of night, similarly, in the period of spiritual darkness, before the advent of a Divine Reformer, good and bad people remain mixed up, and it is after a Reformer's appearance that the good people are separated from the bad people.

4530. \textbf{Commentary}:

Just as man's body regains new vigour and strength after restful sleep at night, similarly, after a long period of sloth and inertia in relation to spiritual matters a people become invigorated.
13. 'And We have built above you seven strong heavens;\(^{4531}\)

14. And We have made the sun a bright lamp.\(^{4532}\)

15. 'And We send down from the dripping clouds water pouring forth abundantly;\(^{4533}\)

16. 'That We may bring forth thereby grain and vegetation,

17. 'And gardens of luxuriant growth.\(^{4534}\)

\(^{a23:18}\) \(^{b6:7}\) \(^{71:12}\) \(^{80:26}\) \(^{c80:28-29}\) \(^{d80:30-31}\)

to make new sacrifices when a Divine Reformer appears among them.

4531. **Commentary:**

The reference in the verse seemingly being to the seven major planets of the solar system, of which the sun is the centre, the verse means that the fact that God has created such a vast, complex and flawless system for the service of man inevitably leads to the conclusion that man has been placed on the earth to serve a specific, albeit a very noble and sublime purpose. Seven heavens may also refer to seven stages of spiritual development of man mentioned in *Sūra Al-Mu'minūn.*

4532. **Important Words:**

- **\(\text{وهج} \)** (bright) is derived from \(\text{وهج} \), the fire burned or blazened. They say \(\text{وهج النار} i.e., the fire burned or blazened. \text{وهج} \) means, a hot day. \(\text{وهج} \) means, burning very brightly; very hot; very shining (Lane & Aqrab).

4533. **Important Words:**

- **\(\text{المصرات} \)** (the dripping clouds) is derived from \(\text{ مصر} \) which means, he pressed or squeezed the thing so as to force out its juice, etc., he aided or succoured or saved or preserved someone; he did some benefit to someone. They say \(\text{المصرات} \) \(\text{السحاب} \) \(i.e., \text{the clouds} \) at the point of having rain pressed forth from them by the winds (Lane & Aqrab).

4534. **Commentary:**

In these verses (7—17) some of the basic Divine bounties on which man’s physical sustenance mainly depends have been mentioned, the implication being that God Who has made such adequate arrangement for the physical sustenance of man could not have omitted to make a similar provision for his spiritual sustenance. The verses also point to a striking parallelism between the physical and the spiritual universes. Just as the sun is the centre of the whole solar system, similarly the Holy Prophet is the pivotal point of the spiritual universe. Like the physical universe the spiritual universe has its “earth,” “mountains,” “rivers,” etc.
18. Surely, the Day of Decision has an appointed time.\(^{4535}\)

19. "The day when the trumpet will be blown; and you will come in large groups.\(^{4536}\)

20. And the heaven shall be opened and shall become all doors.\(^{4537}\)

21. And the mountains shall be made to move and shall become as if they were a mirage.\(^{4538}\)

22. Surely, Hell lies in ambush,

23. A home for the rebellious,

24. "Who will tarry therein for Ages.\(^{4539}\)

4535. **Commentary:**

"The Day of Decision" may signify the Day of Resurrection or the day of the final and complete triumph of Truth and the utter defeat, discomfiture and destruction of the forces of darkness—the day of the Fall of Mecca which was the centre and citadel of idolatry in Arabia.

4536. **Commentary:**

On the day of the Fall of Mecca the Quraish, as if by the blowing of the trumpet, were gathered before the Holy Prophet, before whom they placed their request that their tyrannies and transgressions might be forgiven and they might be accepted into the fold of Islam.

4537. **Commentary:**

The verse means that at that time heavenly Signs will be shown in large numbers in support of the righteous, and to the confusion of the wrongdoers.

4538. **Commentary:**

The verse signifies that men of power and position will lose their authority or influence: or that before the onrush of the conquests of Islam, great and firmly-founded empires will crumble like mounds of loose sand and will disappear so completely that it would seem that their erstwhile existence was only an optical illusion.

4539. **Important Words:**

أَعَشَابٌ (Ages) is the plural of حَبَّ which means, time; long time; a year or years; seventy years; eighty years or more (Lane & Mufрад).  

**Commentary:**

To continue the metaphor, the verse may refer to the long centuries when Islam was in ascendance and its enemies continued to burn in the fire of malice and envy at the uninterrupted progress and prosperity of Muslims.
25. They will taste therein neither sleep nor drink.\(^{4540}\)
26. aSave boiling water and a stinking fluid, intensely cold—\(^{4541}\)
27. A meet requital.
28. Verily, they feared not the reckoning.\(^{4542}\)
29. bAnd rejected Our Signs totally.
30. cAnd everything have We recorded in a Book.\(^{4543}\)

---

As referring to the punishment of Hell, the verse signifies that though its duration will be very very long yet it will not be eternal, the word أحقاب as shown under Important Words signifying a limited period of time, however, long.

**4540. Important Words:**

\( \text{يرد} \) (sleep) is inf. noun from \( \text{يرد} \) which means, he slept; he died; it became cool, etc. 
\( \text{بَرَد} \) (bardun) means, coolness; pleasantness; enjoyment; comfort; ease; sleep (Lane & Aqrab).

**4541. Important Words:**

\( \text{غَسَاق} \) (stinking fluid intensely cold) means, ichor; the washings of wounds; intense cold that burns by reason of its coolness; cold and stinking. 
\( 
\text{حمض وَغَسَاق} \) means, boiling fluid and intensely cold and stinking drink (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

The turbulent pursuit of evil, and cold indifference towards virtue, of wrongdoers will take the form of boiling water and intensely cold and stinking drink.

**4542. Important Words:**

\( 
\text{يرجون} \) (feared) is formed from \( \text{رجا} \). They say \( 
\text{رجا} \) \( 
\text{الشيء} \) i.e., he hoped to get the thing; he feared the thing (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

The disbelievers did not believe in the Hereafter where they would be rewarded for their good deeds and had no apprehensions that they would be punished for their evil actions. Thus they lacked both the motives—hope and fear—which prompt a man to do good, and refrain from bad, deeds.

**4543. Commentary:**

Invention of television, wireless and other kindred instruments has established the fact that not only man's actions but even his spoken words can be preserved and reproduced. See also 24:25 & 36:66.
31. 'Taste ye therefore the punishment; We will give you no increase except in torment.'

32. Verily, for the righteous is a triumph:

33. Walled gardens and grape-vines,

34. And young maidens of equal age.

Commentary:

Divine punishment will continue to dog the footsteps of disbelievers. Punishments in various forms will be inflicted upon them one after the other. This is the meaning of the words: "We will give you no increase except in torment."

Important Words:

"(triumph)" is derived from فاز which means, he gained what he wished or desired; he was successful; he gained the victory. فاز به means, he attained, acquired or won it. فاز من مكره means, he became safe and secure from what he disliked. فاز means, victory; triumph, a place of safety or security; a cause or means of prosperity or success or of the attainment of that which he deserves; the state of safety. Contrarily it also means, a place of perdition (Lane).

Important Words:

"(young maidens)" is the plural of كعاب which is derived from كعب. They say Kubbah al-Jariya, i.e., the breasts of the girl began to swell or became prominent. كعاب (ka'bon) means, any joint; nobility; glory; eminence. على الله كعبهم means, may God exalt their glory. ذهب كعبهم means, their glory departed. جارية كعاب means, a girl whose breasts are beginning to swell (Aqrab & Lane).

Commentary:

The righteous will have companions or wives possessing freshness and vigour of youth and enjoying eminent positions, being of noble descent, and fired with high and noble ambitions. Elsewhere (56:35) in the Qur'an the companions of the righteous have been described as فرش مرفوعة i.e., noble spouses. For a full discussion of the nature and significance of heavenly blessings, see Sūras Tūr, Rāhīm and Waqiah.
35. And overflowing cups.\textsuperscript{4548}

36. "Therein they will hear no idle talk nor lying:

37. A recompense from thy Lord—a gift amply sufficient.

38. Lord of the heavens and the earth and all that is between them, the Gracious God. They shall not have the power to address Him.

39. On the day when the Spirit and the angels will stand in rows, \textsuperscript{4549}they shall not speak, except he whom the Gracious God will permit and who will speak only what is right.

40. That day is sure to come. So let him, who will, seek recourse unto his Lord.

\textsuperscript{4548} Important Words:

\textsuperscript{4549} Commentary:

The God-intoxicated pilgrim whose heart is so full of love of God as to overflow with it, will deservedly be given to drink cups, full of beverage that will add to spiritual intoxication which will not abate.

As life in the Hereafter will be a highly developed spiritual copy of the life of this world, therefore, the pleasures of that life have been described in words which we can understand. Otherwise the Qur\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{a}}an says: “No soul knows what joy of the eyes is kept hidden for them” (32 : 18). And the Holy Prophet is reported to have said: “No eye has seen them, nor has any ear heard of them, nor can any mind conceive them” (Bukh\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{a}}ri, kit\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{a}}b bad\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{a}} al-khalq).

"The Spirit" here may signify the perfect Spirit—the Holy Prophet; and “the day” may mean the Day of Resurrection. As applied to the present world, “the day” may signify the day of the Fall of Mecca and “the angels” may stand for the angelic Companions of the Holy Prophet who were with him on that day. For ارواح see 16 : 3; 19 : 18; 32 : 10; 42 : 53.
41. Verily, We have warned you of a punishment which is near at hand; “a day when man will see what his hands have sent on before, and the disbeliever will say, ‘Would that I were mere dust!”

4550. Commentary:

“The punishment which is near at hand,” seems to refer to the punishment which is meted out to the sinful disbelievers in this world. Elsewhere in the Qur’an (32:22) this punishment has been described as العذاب الأدنى (nearer punishment) as against العذاب الأكبر (the greater punishment) which is punishment in the Hereafter. This nearer punishment took the form of the defeats which the disbelievers suffered at the hands of Muslims, and finally that of the Fall of Mecca when the cup of their utter mortification and humiliation became full to the brim. The verse gives a befitting picture of the state of mind of the Quraish leaders on that day.
CHAPTER 79

SŪRA AL-NĀZI‘ĀT
(Revealed before Hijra)

General Remarks

The Sūra takes its title from the first word of its opening verse. All competent authorities, including ‘Abdullah bin ‘Abbās and Ibn Zubair, agree that, like its predecessor, this is a very early Meccan Sūra. In the preceding Sūra, the Muslims were promised power, prosperity and predominance in the world at a time when in the whole of Mecca hardly forty persons had accepted Islam. In the present Sūra, however, light is shed on the ways and means by which the Muslims were to achieve greatness and glory, as well as on the signs and marks that point towards the imminent fulfilment of that promise.

The Sūra opens with a description of some of the special traits of character of the Holy Prophet’s Companions and of other groups of righteous men who, by bringing into play these characteristics, achieve glory, power, victory and prominence. The Sūra then points out that power will come to Muslims as a result of wars that will break the strength of the enemies of Islam. Pharaoh’s case is then cited to show that opposition to Truth never goes unpunished. Next, we are told that in the extremely weak condition of early Muslims, prophecies about a glorious future of Islam seemed impossible of fulfilment, but the Great God Who created the vast heavens and earth, and Who placed on it rivers and mountains and highways had the power to make the impossible possible, as He can give a new life to the dead in the next world. Towards the close of the Sūra it is stated that when the great Event—the complete triumph of Truth or the Final Resurrection—takes place, the guilty will burn in the fire of Hell, but those who had lived a life of righteousness will enjoy the blessings of Paradise.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. By those who draw people to true faith vigorously, 4551

3. And by those who tie their knots firmly, 4552

4. And by those who glide along swiftly, 4553

See 1:1.

4551. Important Words:

نازعة (who draw vigorously) is the plural of نازع which is act. part. fem. gender from نازع. They say نزع الشيخ عن مكانه i.e., he plucked, picked out, the thing from its place, or displaced it. نزع الأمير العامل means, the chief deposed the governor. من نزع أيه means, he drew the arrow. من نزع في القوس means, he drew the bow with great vigour. من نزع من كذا means, he abstained from such a thing. من نزع إلى الشيخ means, he desired the thing. من نزع بلفان كذا means, he invited such a one to do it (Lane & Aqrab).

غرقة (vigorously) is used here in the sense of غرق which is inf. noun from غمر. They say غرق الكأس i.e., he drowned him. غرق في القوس means, he filled the wine cup. غرق الصبي signifies, the sending of the arrows to the utmost extent. غرق في الشبي means, he exerted himself much or to the utmost in the thing. غرق الناس فلانا means, the people fell upon him and overcame him (Lane & Aqrab).

In view of the different meanings of the words النازعة غرقة نزع and the expression غرقة نزع, those beings or groups of men who root out evil from its roots; who do their duties to the best of their capacity; who carry out their plans effectively when deposing incompetent rulers; who fight their enemies with the utmost vigour; who abstain from evil things; who fully resemble their spiritual fathers; who are fired with intense zeal for the success of their mission and invite other people to it with fervour and enthusiasm.

4552. Important Words:

ناشطات (who tie the knots firmly) is the plural of ناشطة which is act. part. fem. gender from نشط (nashata). They say نشط الجبل i.e., he tied the cord or rope firmly so as to form a knot. نشط الدلو means, he pulled out the bucket from the well without a pulley i.e., he had to exert himself much to pull out the bucket. نشط من بلد إلى بلد means, he travelled from one town to another. نشط زيده means, he pierced Zaid with an arrow. الناشطات means, those beings or groups of people who exert themselves vigorously in the discharge of their duties (Lane & Aqrab).

4553. Important Words:

سابعات (who glide along swiftly) is the plural of سابعة which is act. part. fem. gender from سبع. They say سبع الرجل i.e., the
5. Then they advance and greatly excel others,

6. Then they administer the affairs entrusted to them in an excellent manner. 4554

7. This will happen on the day when the quaking earth shall quake a 4555

a56 : 5-6; 73 : 15.

man occupied himself in the management of his affairs and in earning his subsistence. سبخ في الأرض means, he travelled far into the land. سبخ في الكلام means, he was profuse or eloquent in his speech. سبخ في النهر means, he swam in the canal and went far in swimming (Lane & Aqrab). السابحات means:

(1) Those beings or groups of people who go far into the country in pursuit of their quest.  
(2) Who are eloquent and powerful speakers.  
(3) Who swim fast, and go far in swimming i.e. who try to excel one another in carrying out their mission.  
(4) Who earn their own subsistence and are not a burden upon others.

4554. Important Words:

المديرات (manage their affairs in an excellent manner) is the plural of مدير which is act. part. fem. gender from دير (dabbara). They say دير الأمر i.e., he performed or executed the affair with thoughtfulness or consideration; he devised or planned the affair; he governed, managed, conducted or regulated the affair (Lane & Aqrab). المديرات means, those beings or groups of people who plan, manage and conduct the affairs entrusted to them in an excellent manner.

Commentary:

The five verses (2—6) are taken to apply to angels by some scholars and Commentators of the Qur'an, and being a particle of swearing and meaning "I call to witness," they have been understood as signifying that angels bear witness to the occurrence of the great event mentioned in vv. 7-8. But the evidence of angels is beyond human knowledge or comprehension. The verses, therefore, as the context shows, seem to refer to the Companions of the Holy Prophet and may be taken as embodying a prophecy about the spread of Islam far and wide through their selfless and vigorous efforts and a further prophecy about their being entrusted with the responsibility of conducting and administering public affairs of great importance with ability and justice. Briefly, the verses mention some of the prominent qualities of the Holy Prophet's Companions, viz., that they will diligently acquire spiritual knowledge, and will establish firm relationship with God, and then will carry the Message of Islam to the farthest ends of the earth, will try to excel one another in carrying out their mission and will attain high standards of righteousness in administering public affairs. See also 77 : 2-6.

4555. Important Words:

رفف (shall quake) رفف الأرض means, it was or became in a state of commotion, convulsion or disturbance. They say رفف الأرض i.e., the earth quaked. رفف القلب means, the heart became agitated. رفف الحمى means, the fever caused him to shiver. رفف القوم means, the people prepared for war. (Lane & Aqrab).
8. And a second quaking shall follow it.\textsuperscript{4556}

9. On that day hearts will tremble.\textsuperscript{4557}

10. \textit{And} their eyes will be cast down—\textsuperscript{4558}

11. They will say, \textit{Shall we really be restored to our former state?}\textsuperscript{4559}

12. \textit{What!} even when we are rotten bones?

13. They will say, \textit{Then that indeed would be a losing return.}'

\textit{Commentary:}

The verse means that the prophecy proclaimed in the foregoing verses will be fulfilled as the result of fighting that will take place between God's righteous servants and the forces of evil in which the latter shall be routed (رجف meaning to prepare for war). The utter defeat of disbelief announced long time beforehand will constitute a strong proof of the Resurrection. The verse may apply to the Day of Reckoning also.

\textit{Important Words:}

- الرادفة (which follows) is derived from رذف, which means, it followed or came after. رذفة الأمر means, the event came upon them suddenly so as to overwhelm them (Lane).

\textit{Commentary:}

The verse purports to say that once the fighting starts between Muslims and infidels, it will not cease till the forces of evil are fully and finally crushed as the result of successive blows.

\textit{Commentary:}

When disbelievers will suffer defeats in quick succession and they will see Islam prevailing and predominating, then will a feeling of disquietude seize them and doubts about the possibility of the Resurrection will begin to assai their minds. They will be led to think that the triumph of Islam which was predicted at a time when the new Faith was engaged in a seemingly hopeless struggle for its very existence, and which was declared to be a piece of evidence in support of the Last Day, had come true. Therefore the Resurrection was also true.

\textit{Commentary:}

The disbelievers will get the worst of the war and their pride will be humbled into dust.

\textit{Important Words:}

- الحافرة (former state) is derived from حفر, i.e., he dug the ground. حافرة means, the original state of a thing; turning back of a thing so that the end thereof is brought back to its beginning. رجع إلى حافرة i.e., he became old and decrepit. رجع على حافرة means, he returned by the way by which he had gone. The verse means, "shall we be restored to our first state i.e., to life on earth as we were" (Lane & Aqrab).

2757
14. It will only be a single cry,

15. And behold! they will all come out in the open.\(^4560\)

16. "Has the story of Moses reached thee?\(^4561\)

17. When his Lord called him in the holy Valley of Tuwa, saying,

18. "Go thou to Pharaoh; he has rebelled.

19. "And say to him, 'Wouldst thou like to be purified?

20. 'And I will guide thee to thy Lord so that thou mayest fear Him.'

21. So he showed him the great Sign,\(^4562\)

22. But he rejected him and disobeyed.

\(^{4560}\) Commentary:
The reference in the verse seems to be to the Battle of Badr when disbelievers had a foretaste of the crushing defeats which they were destined subsequently to suffer at the hands of Muslims.

\(^{4561}\) Commentary:
Here the Meccan disbelievers are told that they are not the first to reject God's Message. Divine Messengers had come before. They were also rejected, opposed and persecuted. Moses was one of them. He preached the Divine Message to Pharaoh, who courted his own destruction by refusing to listen to the voice of God. The Holy Prophet's opponents should take a lesson from the ignominious end to which Pharaoh came.

\(^{4562}\) Commentary:
"The great Sign" was the Sign of the Rod, which had precedence over all other Signs of Moses (20: 21). When confronted with the magic of the magicians it was his rod that swallowed that which the magicians had wrought (20: 70). When Moses had to cross the sea he was enjoined to strike the sea with his rod (26: 64); and when he prayed for water for his people he was told to strike the rock with his rod (2: 61). The Sign of the white hand was shown only after the Sign of the rod (20: 23).
23. Then he turned away from Moses, striving against him.

24. And he gathered his people and proclaimed,

25. Saying, 'I am your Lord, the Most High.'

26. So Allah seized him with the punishment of the Hereafter and the present world.\(^{4563}\)

27. Therein surely is a lesson for him who fears his Lord.

28. Are you harder to create or the heaven that He has built?\(^{4564}\)

\(^{426:30; 28:39.}\)

4563. Commentary:

The basic doctrine of Islam (in fact of all religions), second in importance only to belief in the existence of God, is belief in life after death. The primary mission of all Divine Prophets was to instil this belief in the minds of men. The Qur'an has given four arguments in support of this belief: (a) Complete knowledge of God about a thing which presupposes His power to create it. (b) Creation and development of man in the mother's womb, from an insignificant sperm-drop into a full-fledged human being. (c) Rising up of a people from the depths of moral degradation to the heights of spiritual glory through a Divine Reformer, such rising, in Quranic terminology, being known as their resurrection. (d) The triumph of a Prophet over his enemies, predicted at a time when the Prophet and his community are fighting for their very life, and the human mind cannot even conceive of a happy sequel to their efforts. It is to this last argument that reference has been made in the verse under comment.

Incidentally, the verse refers to the double punishment of disbelievers—in this life and in the Hereafter.

4564. Commentary:

The complex, but flawless and consummated creation of the solar system, constitutes, indeed, an invincible argument about life after death viz., that the Great God Who could bring into being from nothing such a vast universe could also give man, who is but a mere speck in it, a new life after he is dead. This is the purport of the present and the following six verses. The verses further point out that when God has created such a complete system for man's physical needs, He could not have failed to make similar provision for his spiritual needs.
29. \textit{He has raised the height thereof and has made it perfect.}\footnote{4565}

30. And \textit{He has made its night dark}; and has brought forth the morn thereof;\footnote{4566}

31. And the earth, along with it, \textit{He spread forth}.\footnote{4567}

32. \textit{He produced therefrom its water and its pasture,}

33. \textit{And the mountains, He made them firm.}

34. \textit{All this is} a provision for you and for your cattle.

35. \textit{But when the great Calamity comes,}\footnote{4568}

36. \textit{The day when man will call to mind all that he strove for,}

\begin{align*}
\text{4565. & Commentary:} \\
& \text{The verse points to the fact that it is due to the sun, the moon and other heavenly bodies that life exists on earth.} \\
\text{4566. & Commentary:} \\
& \text{The phenomenon of night and day, which pertains to the earth, has been attributed to the heaven because it is due to the working of the solar system that we have day and night.} \\
\text{4567. & Important Words:} \\
& \text{داها} \text{ (spread it).} \\
& \text{داها الله الأرض} \text{ means, God had spread, expanded or extended the earth.} \\
& \text{داها الحجر} \text{ means, he threw or cast the stone with his hand.} \\
& \text{داها البطن} \text{ means, the belly was or became inflated (Lane).} \\
\text{Commentary:} \\
& \text{Besides the meaning given in the text the verse signifies that the earth became cast away from a bigger mass which shows that it was part of a larger planet from which it became separated in the very remote past.} \\
\text{4568. & Important Words:} \\
& \text{الطامة (Calamity) is derived from} \text{مطم} \text{. They say} \text{مطم الوادي} \text{ i.e., the torrent of the valley rose high and predominated.} \text{مطم الأمر} \text{ means, the affair was or became great or formidable.} \text{مطم الفتنة} \text{ means, the conflict was or became severe.} \text{مطم} \text{ means, a calamity that predominates over others; a formidable thing; a vehement cry that overcomes everything.} \text{(Lane & Aqrab).} \\
\text{Commentary:} \\
& \text{Besides the Final Resurrection the reference here may be to the Fall of Mecca which proved to be a great calamity for the Meccans.}
\end{align*}
37. "And Hell will be made manifest to him who sees.\textsuperscript{4569}

38. Then, as for him who rebels,

39. And who chooses the life of this world,

40. The fire of Hell shall surely be his abode.

41. \textit{But as for him who fears to stand before his Lord, and restrains his soul from evil desires,}\textsuperscript{4570}

42. The Garden shall surely be his abode.

43. "They ask thee concerning the Hour: ‘When will it come?’

44. Wherein art thou concerned with the declaration of its coming?

45. The ultimate knowledge of it rests with thy Lord.

46. Thou art only a Warner unto him who fears it.

\textsuperscript{4569} Commentary:

Hell has been mentioned twice, in the present verse and in v. 40, signifying the punishment of this world and of the Hereafter. This double punishment is mentioned in v. 26 above in the words تکال الآخرة والاولي \textit{i.e.} punishment of the Hereafter and of the present world.

\textsuperscript{4570} Commentary:

The verse means: (1) who fears to stand before his Lord as a guilty person; (2) who fears the Majesty of his Lord.
47. "On the day when they see it, it will be as if they had not tarried in the world but an evening or a morn thereof." 

Commentary:

It is disbelievers' way that whenever they are warned that they will be overtaken by Divine punishment if they rejected the Divine Message they impudently demand from their Prophet, half mockingly and half in doubt, that he should let them know the exact time when the punishment will take place. In verses 43-46 they are told that knowledge of the time when they would render themselves deserving of God's punishment is within God's own special prerogative; the Prophet's duty is only to administer a warning to them. But, says the verse, it is not the time, or the place or the manner or the form of the punishment that matters. What matters is that disbelievers should realize that when Divine punishment comes, it will be so swift, sudden and severe that they will feel as if the period of their prosperity and enjoyment was of very short duration, and that the punishment had come too soon. This seems to be the purport of vv. 43-47.
CHAPTER 80
SŪRA 'ABASA
(Revealed before Hijra)

Date of Revelation and Context

This Sūra, like the two preceding it, with whose subject-matter it has a close association, is among those Sūrās which were revealed at Mecca in the early years of the Call. Noldeke and Muir, besides Muslim scholars, subscribe to this view. The Sūra takes its title from the opening verse and deals with an incident in the Holy Prophet's life which, though of not much historical importance, contains a lesson of abiding moral significance.

Towards the end of the preceding Chapter, the Holy Prophet was told that his duty was confined to conveying the Divine Message to his people. In the present Sūra he is enjoined to be more careful of and pay greater attention to the poor, God-fearing believers who were likely to profit from his preachings more than the conceited and arrogant disbelievers. Moreover, in the previous Sūra, it was stated that the knowledge about "the Hour," rested with God; in this Sūra it is added that the people who will bring about in themselves a moral resurrection ("the Hour") spoken of in the preceding Sūra were known only to God. They are those poor people who are small in the eyes of proud and worldly-minded disbelievers but are great in the sight of God and who in fact, possess all the qualities of leadership.

Subject-Matter

The Sūra begins to deal with the incident of 'Abdullah bin Umm Maktūm, a poor blind man, and proceeds to teach the lesson viz., that it is not worldly riches and social status which determine the real worth of a person but the goodness of heart and willingness on his part to listen to Truth and accept it. The Sūra also constitutes an eloquent commentary on the Holy Prophet's regard for the susceptibilities of the poor and oppressed people, and proceeds to say that the Qur'ān will raise them to great eminence. It further says that being the last Divine Message for mankind it will be respected and read all over the world and will continue to be protected and preserved. The disbelievers are then warned that they are rejecting this great and glorious Divine Message—the Qur'ān—to their own spiritual detriment, and are so foolish as not to understand that God who created man from an insignificant fluid and then endowed him with great natural powers and faculties and made excellent provision for his physical sustenance, could not have ignored to make similar provision for his moral and spiritual development. He has made this provision by the revelation of His Word for their guidance. The Sūra ends on a note of warning to disbelievers that if they rejected the Quranic Message and persisted in opposition to the Prophet they will have to face a day of reckoning when misery, shame and ignominy will be their lot. The righteous believers, however, will reside in "Gardens of Bliss," their faces beaming with Divine joy and happiness.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. "He frowned and turned aside,"\(^{4571}\)

3. Because there came to him the blind man.

4. And what makes thee know that he might be seeking to purify himself,\(^{4572}\)

\(^{4571}\) Commentary:
The verse refers to a well-known historical incident. As the Holy Prophet was engaged one day in a talk with some of the Quraish Chiefs about some matters of belief, there came up 'Abdullah ibn Umm Maktûm and, thinking that the Holy Prophet’s precious time and energy were being wasted on the confirmed leaders of disbelief, he sought to divert his attention and asked to be enlightened on some religious questions. The Holy Prophet disliked the intrusion, and showed his displeasure by turning aside from 'Abdullah (Ṭabrí and Bayān). The incident, while it showed the Holy Prophet’s solicitude for the spiritual well-being of the Quraish leaders, in that he continued his discourse with them and paid no heed to Abdullah’s interruption was evidence of his great regard for the tender susceptibilities of the poor blind man, inasmuch as the Prophet merely turned his face from 'Abdullah, an act which the latter could not see, not saying even a word of reproach or disapprobation to him for his inopportune and rash interruption. The verse thus throws a flood of light on the moral stature of the Holy Prophet; and instead of implying a reproach or rebuke, as some Commentators seem to think, enjoins him and, through him, his followers, to have due regard for the tender susceptibilities of the poor, the humble, and the down-trodden.

The words “he frowned and turned aside,” according to most Commentators of the Qur’ān refer to the Holy Prophet, but more correctly they seem to refer to the arrogant attitude of the conceited Quraish leader with whom the Holy Prophet was engaged in conversation and who turned away his face disdainfully, thinking how a humble and lowly person could dare interfere in the talk he was having with the Prophet.

\(^{4572}\) Commentary:
The pronoun “thee” has been taken as applying to the Holy Prophet and the pronoun “he” to the Quraish leader with whom the Holy Prophet was holding conversation. But “thee” may more appropriately be applied to those carping critics who, being hyper-sensitive, would not relish the attitude of the Holy Prophet on that occasion which was the only right and correct attitude for him to adopt.
5. Or he may take heed and the reminder may benefit him?

6. As for him who is disdainfully indifferent.\textsuperscript{4573}

7. Unto him thou dost pay attention,\textsuperscript{4574}

8. Though thou art not responsible if he does not become purified.\textsuperscript{4574-A}

9. But he who comes to thee hastening,

10. And he fears God,

11. Him dost thou neglect.\textsuperscript{4575}

\textbf{4573. Important Words :}

استعنتي (is disdainfully indifferent) is derived from غني which means, he became rich. استعنتي means, he wanted to be rich. استعنتي عنده به means, he became indifferent after he got what he desired. The verse thus means, he desires wealth, or he is indifferent or careless (Lane & Aqrab).

\textit{Commentary :}

See a collective note, on this and the following six verses, on v. 11 below.

\textbf{4574. Important Words :}

تصدى (thou dost pay attention) is derived from صد. They say إلى تصدى له i.e., he addressed or applied or directed himself or his regard or attention or mind to him or it; and he asked him or petitioned him for a thing that he wanted; he inclined towards him or it; he raised head towards him or it (Lane & Aqrab).

\textbf{4574-A. Commentary :}

The verse seems to constitute an effective justification of the Holy Prophet's attitude towards 'Abdullah bin Umm Maktum. It purports to say that it would have brought no good to the Holy Prophet if 'Abdullah or, for that matter, the Quraish leader did or did not benefit by his talk. Thus the attitude of fancied indifference towards 'Abdullah or of deference towards the Quraish leader shown by the Holy Prophet proceeded from no consideration of any personal interest. The Holy Prophet's reaction was solely due to compliance with the commandments of the Shari'at about behaving kindly and courteously towards one's guests and visitors.

\textbf{4575. Commentary :}

If vv. 6-11 are taken to apply to the Holy Prophet, then the particle لا in the 6th verse would signify "how could it be that" i.e., it cannot be; and these verses would be interpreted as: "How could it be possible that thou shouldst pay attention to him who is disdainfully indifferent and should neglect him who fears God and comes to thee hastening." These verses again constitute an eloquent commentary on the Holy Prophet's regard for the humble and the suppressed. But the verse under comment may be applied more fittingly to those critics
12. Nay! surely it is a Reminder.  

13. So let him who desires pay heed to it—

14. Contained in honoured Books,

15. Exalted, purified,

16. In the hands of writers,

who would find fault with the Holy Prophet's attitude towards 'Abdullah bin Umm Maktûm on that particular occasion but who themselves, in their conceit and pride, would behave arrogantly towards the poor and the lowly. Thus these verses have been used ironically; they bring home to the critics their own state of mind; and do not refer to any weakness of the Holy Prophet. The next verse also supports this interpretation.

4576. Important Words:

*(nay)* means, nay; by no means; on the contrary. The particle is also used to remonstrate with a person and to tell him that he is saying something which is not correct (Aqrab & Baqā).

Commentary:

The verse means that the charge of indifference is not correct. Moreover, why at all the Prophet should have adopted an attitude of sullen indifference towards a poor man when the Qur'ān, being meant equally for the rich and the poor, it was not only inconsistent with his own high moral stature but also against human reason to do so? What the Prophet did on the specific occasion was dictated by the exigency of the occasion and was demanded by the situation and, therefore, was the right thing to do.

4577. Commentary:

The Qur'ān being a compendium of all permanent and imperishable teachings which are embodied in various revealed Scriptures, constitutes, as it were, a collection of all heavenly Books. This is the significance of the words "Contained in honoured Books." The verse further says that the Qur'ān will be written in the form of a Book, will be honoured and respected and will be protected and preserved against every kind of interpolation and interference.

4578. Important Words:

*(writers)* is derived from *سفر* which means, he travelled. They say *سفر الكتاب* means, the morning shone forth (Lane & Aqrab).
17. Noble and virtuous.\textsuperscript{4579}

18. Ruin seize man! how ungrateful he is!\textsuperscript{4580}

19. From what does He create him?

20. "From a sperm-drop! He creates him and proportions him;\textsuperscript{4581}

21. Then He makes the way easy for him,

22. Then He causes him to die and assigns a grave to him;\textsuperscript{4582}

23. Then, when He pleases, He will raise him up again.\textsuperscript{4583}

\textsuperscript{418:38; 35:12; 36:78; 40:68.}

\textsuperscript{4579. \textbf{Commentary}:

As against three prominent characteristics of the Qur'\'an mentioned in the preceding vv. 12-15 above, three equally marked qualities of the bearers of its Message have been mentioned in this and the preceding verse. The bearers of the Quranic Message are not only noble and virtuous but travel far and wide to explain and spread it.

\textsuperscript{4580. \textbf{Commentary}:

How ungrateful are disbelievers, says the verse, that they should reject such a great and noble Book as the Qur'\'an which has been revealed to raise them from the dust and squalor of moral turpitude to the heights of spiritual glory.

\textsuperscript{4581. \textbf{Commentary}:

The verse draws pointed attention to the very humble beginning of man, so that it may be brought home to him that God having created him from such an insignificant thing as a sperm-drop, did not endow him with an infinite capacity for progress or did not reveal the Qur'\'an for his guidance, for nothing. Man has been created to pursue a noble ideal and achieve a great goal.

\textsuperscript{4582. \textbf{Commentary}:

The natural powers with which man has been endowed signify that a very high spiritual destiny awaits him. But the physical body of man is too dense for an immeasurable and unending spiritual progress. To achieve his high destiny, God has decreed death for man, so that when the human soul is freed from the trammels of its physical tabernacle it should travel on the path leading to the goal of its infinite progress.

The 'grave' in this verse does not mean the tomb to which a dead body is consigned, but the state of the soul after death.

\textsuperscript{4583. \textbf{Commentary}:

Man's humble and insignificant beginning, his having been endowed with marvellous natural powers, his death—all this shows (says the
24. Nay! he has not yet done what He commanded him to do.\footnote{4584}

25. Now let man look at his food:

26. \textit{How We pour down water in abundance,}

27. Then We cleave the earth—a proper cleaving—

28. \textit{Then We cause to grow therein grain,}

29. And grapes and vegetables,

30. And the olive and the date-palm.

31. \textit{And walled gardens thickly planted,}

32. And fruits and herbage.

33. \textit{Provision for you and your cattle.\footnote{4585}}

34. \textit{But when the deafening Shout comes,\footnote{4586}}

\footnote{4584. \textbf{Commentary :}}

Though God endowed man with great natural faculties and revealed Himself to him through His Messengers and Heavenly Scriptures, yet unregenerate man fails to carry out the purpose of his creation which the Qur'an has summarised in the words: \textit{با خلق الجن والإنسان لا يلمسون} \textit{i.e.,} man has been created to develop Divine attributes and imbue himself with Divine personality.

\footnote{4585. \textbf{Commentary :}}

These verses (vv. 25-33) contain a beautiful description of the consummate arrangement that God has made for the physical sustenance of man, and from it the moral is drawn that when God has made so complete and full a provision for man's temporary and limited life, He could not have omitted to make a similar provision for his everlasting spiritual life, and further that if there was no life after death, God would not have made such consummate arrangement.

\footnote{4586. \textbf{Commentary :}}

The word الصاخبة (the deafening Shout) signifies that as disbelievers turned a deaf ear to Quranic teaching, the punishment that will
35. "On the day when a man flees from his brother,
36. And from his mother and his father,
37. And from his wife and his sons,
38. Every man among them that day will have concern enough to make him indifferent to others.\textsuperscript{4587}
39. "On that day some faces will be bright.
40. Laughing, joyous!
41. And some faces, on that day, will have dust upon them,
42. "Darkness covering them.
43. Those are the disbelievers, doers of evil.\textsuperscript{4588}

\textsuperscript{44:42. \textsuperscript{b} 70:13. \textsuperscript{c} 3:107; 10:27. \textsuperscript{d} 68:44; 75:25; 88:3-4. \textsuperscript{e} 14:51; 23:105.}

be inflicted upon them will take the form of "a deafening Shout."

\textsuperscript{4587} Commentary:

In time of tribulation and sorrow a man is apt to forget even his nearest relations. He has his own troubles to keep him occupied. Such will be the condition of disbelievers on the Day of Resurrection. The advent of the Holy Prophet has also been likened to "resurrection" in the Qur\'\'an, as also the advent of every great Divine Reformer. With the advent of a Divine Messenger a wide gulf intervenes between believers and disbelievers, however closely related they may be. It is to this unpalatable truth that Jesus referred when he said:

\textsuperscript{4588} Important Words:

\textsuperscript{4} is plural of \textsuperscript{kaf\textsuperscript{f}r\textsuperscript{e}} which being act. part. from \textsuperscript{kaf\textsuperscript{f}r\textsuperscript{e}} means: (1) one who disbelieves in the Divine Message; (2) one who conceals a thing (Aqrab).

\textsuperscript{3} is plural of \textsuperscript{f\textsuperscript{\dot{a}}\textsuperscript{r\textsuperscript{f}}r\textsuperscript{e}} which is act. part. from \textsuperscript{f\textsuperscript{\dot{a}}\textsuperscript{r\textsuperscript{f}}r\textsuperscript{e}} and means: (1) one who turns away from truth; (2) a false swearer of oaths; (3) a rejector and disbeliever of Divine Commandments; (4) a shameless fellow; and (5) one whose affair has become spoilt (Lane & Aqrab).
CHAPTER 81

SURA AL-TAKWIR

(Revealed before Hijra)

General Remarks

The Sūra takes its title from the word كورت (is folded up), occurring in the opening verse. It was revealed early at Mecca, very probably in the 6th year of the Call or even earlier. The preceding Sūras had dealt with the subject of Final Resurrection and with the great and marvellous revolution which was brought about by the Holy Prophet and which has been called “resurrection” in the Qur'ān. This resurrection was to take place twice, first by the advent of the Holy Prophet himself and the revelation of the Qur'ān, and second by his Second Coming in the person of the Promised Messiah and Mahdī to which a clear reference is made in 62 : 4. It is this second renaissance of Islam at the hands of the Promised Messiah, and the great changes which were to take place in his time in the world, which this Sūra speaks of. The Sūra opens with a description of those changes, and follows it up with a fleeting reference to the moral degeneration of Muslims at that time and to the causes thereof, and ends with striking a note of optimism and cheerfulness to the Muslims, holding out the promise that eventually the night of degradation of Muslims will give place to the dawn of success, because Islam, being God’s last Message for the whole of mankind, has come to stay.
1. "In the name of Allah the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. When the sun is wrapped up,\(4589\)

3. And when the stars are obscured.\(4590\)

\(4589\). Important Words :

\(\text{كرت}\) (wrapped up) is derived from \(\text{كرت}\). They say \(\text{كرت}\) i.e., he wound round the turban upon his head. \(\text{كرت}\) means, the light of the sun became folded up or became dim or it disappeared or the sun became eclipsed (Aqrab). When the sun shall be wound with darkness like a turban; or when it shall be wrapped up and have its light taken away or shall lose its light; or shall be divested of its light; or shall be cast away. These are some of the meanings of the verse given by Ja‘blain, Qatādah, ‘Ikrama and Mujāhid as quoted by Lane.

Commentary :

It is generally said that this Sūra deals with the Resurrection, when the laws and processes of nature as we know them, will cease to operate. But this does not appear to be plausible, the whole trend and tenor of the Sūra speaks so patently of the conditions which obtain in the physical world that some of the verses will lose all sense if they are taken as referring to the Final Resurrection. In fact, the Sūra speaks of the great changes that have taken place in the material world and in human life since the time of the Holy Prophet, particularly in our own time. The Sūra thus makes a special reference to the present era—the era of the Promised Messiah. Some verses may equally be interpreted literally as well as metaphorically.

The Holy Prophet is described in the Qur‘ān as the bright sun (25:62). The verse, therefore, may mean: When there will be spiritual darkness all over the world—the light of the Spiritual Sun having become dim or having disappeared altogether. Or the verse may refer to the eclipse of the sun and the moon, which according to a well-known saying of the Holy Prophet, was to take place in the time of the Mahdi, a phenomenon that the world had never witnessed before (Quṭnī, p. 188). A reference to this is also to be found in 75:10. This predicted eclipse of the sun and the moon took place in 1894 in the month of Ramaḍān.

\(4590\). Commentary :

The word \(\text{نجوم}\) meaning stars, signifies religious \(\text{ولمة}\). The well-known hadith أصحابي كالنجوم بأيديهم اتددناهم i.e. My Companions are like stars, whomsoever you will follow, you will receive right guidance (Baihaqui), supports this meaning. In this sense of the word, the verse means: "When religious leaders become corrupt, and cease to exercise any influence." Literally, the verse means: "When stars fall in large..."
4. "And when the mountains are made to move.\textsuperscript{4591}

5. And when the she-camels, ten months with young, are abandoned.\textsuperscript{4592}

6. And when the beasts are gathered together,\textsuperscript{4593}

e\textsuperscript{18} : 48; 52 : 11; 78 : 21.

"This may be a reference to the falling of stars in exceptionally large numbers in 1885 when the Promised Messiah, Founder of the Ahmadiyya Movement, had already announced his claim to be a Divine Reformer.

\textsuperscript{4591} \textbf{Important Words}:

- سیرت (made to move) is derived from سیر, \textit{i.e.}, he or it went, passed away or departed.
- سیره من بلده means, he expelled him from his town (Lane & Aqrab).

- الجبال (mountains) is plural of جبل which means, a mountain; a man who does not move from his place \textit{i.e.}, a big man; the chief of a people; a learned man (Lane).

\textbf{Commentary}:

The verse means: When mountains will be blown away by dynamite and roads will be made through them; or (metaphorically) when men wielding great authority and influence will be expelled from their own countries; or when the authority of rulers will become undermined.

\textsuperscript{4592} \textbf{Important Words}:

- عشر (she-camels, ten months with young) is the plural of عشراء which means, a she-camel that has been ten months with young. عشر is applied to she-camels until some of them have brought forth and others are expected to bring forth. Such she-camels were considered to be a very valuable possession by the Arabs (Lane & Aqrab).

- عطل (are abandoned) is derived from عطل theajir. They say عطل theajir \textit{i.e.}, the hired man was without occupation. عطل theajir \textit{(attala) means}, he left the thing unattended or neglected. عطل البی‌تر means, he left off going to the well for taking water (Lane & Aqrab).

\textbf{Commentary}:

The reference in the verse is to the replacement of camels by better and swifter means of transport—railway trains, steamships, motor cars, aeroplanes, etc. Or the verse may signify that, in Promised Mahdi's time, camels—she-camels ten months with young—will lose their importance, even in Arabia. There is a pointed reference to camels being replaced by other means of transport in a saying of the Holy Prophet which is to the effect: ولی‌تر کن الفلاصل فلا بسی علیها \textit{i.e.}, the camels will be abandoned and will not be used for going from one place to another (Muslim).

\textsuperscript{4593} \textbf{Important Words}:

- حشرت (gathered together) is passive voice in the fem. gen. from حشر. They say حشر النام \textit{i.e.}, he collected the people. حشر الجمع means, he drove the people from one place to another. حشره عن وطنه means, he banished him from his native country. حشرت الوحش means, the wild beasts died or were destroyed (Lane).
7. "And when the seas are made to flow forth one into the other," 4594
8. And when people are brought together; 4595
9. And when the girl-child buried alive is questioned about,
10. "For what crime was she killed?" 4596

Commentary:

In view of different meanings of the root-word "حشر" the verse would signify: When animals will be collected in zoos or when primitive people will be settled in organized, civil communities; or when they will be compelled to leave their homelands, as the natives in Uganda and the Kenya Colony, etc., were told to till their lands or go out; or when they will be destroyed as the Red Indians in the United States of America and the aborigines in Australia and New Zealand, etc. have been practically annihilated.

4594. Important Words:

(1) البحار (seas) is the plural of بحر which means, a sea; a great river; a spacious place comprising a large quantity of water. It is also the plural of بحيرة which means, a town or village (Lane & Aqrab).

سجرت (made to flow forth). They say سجر الماء النهر i.e., the water filled the stream. سجر الماء (sajjara) means, he made the water to flow forth wethersoever it would. Thus البحار سجرت means: When the seas are filled; when the rivers are made to flow into one another; when the seas will be set on fire; when the seas will meet together and become one;

when towns or cities will swell with their populations (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

In view of different meanings of the words البحار and سجرت given under Important Words the verse signifies: When the waters of rivers will be drained away for irrigation and other purposes, and rivers will be linked up together for these purposes; when in sea-fights very large ships will be set on fire and it would seem as if the seas were on fire; when large oceans will be joined together by means of canals; when rural population will go into towns and cities and they will overflow with their inhabitants.

4595. Commentary:

The verse means: When the means of transport and communication will become so developed and when intercourse between peoples living in far off lands will become so easy and frequent as to make them unite into one people. Or the verse may signify that people holding analogous social or political views will form themselves into "parties." The reference may be to Labour, Communist, Nazi and Fascist Parties.

4596. Commentary:

The burying or burning alive of girls will be declared a capital crime.
11. And when books are spread abroad, 4597

12. And when the heaven is laid bare, 4598

13. And when Hell is set ablaze, 4599

14. And when Paradise is brought nigh, 4600

15. Then every soul will know what it has produced. 4601

4597. Commentary:

The reference clearly seems to be to the vast circulation of newspapers, journals, and books and to the system of libraries and reading rooms and such other places and means of spreading knowledge in the Latter Days—in the time of the Promised Messiah and Mahdī.

4598. Important Words:

کشطشت (laid bare). کشطشت الشیء means, he removed, took off or stripped off from the thing what had covered it. کشطشت البیع means, I skinned the camel. کشطشت روعه means, his fright was removed (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The reference in the verse may be to the vast strides that the science of astronomy has made in the Latter Days. The advance in this branch of science during the past decade has startled the world.

The verse also signifies that with the advent of the Promised Messiah the doors of spiritual sciences will be thrown wide open.

4599. Commentary:

On account of the sinful and iniquitous behaviour of man, God's wrath will be kindled, and a veritable Hell will be let loose upon the world in the form of destructive wars in which all that human civilization has achieved will be consumed in the fire caused by shots, shells and bombs. Mankind had a foretaste of this Hell "let loose" in the last two World Wars, and the world now stands in terrible fright of a third war, compared to which the last Two Wars would appear to be mere child's play, and which will reduce to ashes all human achievements.

4600. Commentary:

As in the Latter Days evil will abound and man will abandon himself to vice and the worship of Mammon, even a small act of righteousness will make him deserving of great reward and will draw him closer to Heaven.

The verse may also mean that God will reveal Himself through the Reformer of the day and so many Signs and miracles will be shown by him that Reality will be easy to realize, and Paradise, as it were, will be brought near to man.

4601. Commentary:

The verse means that fulfilment of prophecies mentioned in the foregoing verse
16. Nay! I call to witness the planets that recede,⁴⁶⁰²

17. Go ahead and then hide.⁴⁶⁰³

18. And I call to witness the night as it passes away,⁴⁶⁰⁴

19. And the dawn as it begins to breathe,⁴⁶⁰⁵

will serve as a strong proof that life after death is a certain reality. Or it may signify that God’s special decree will come into force and the punishment of man’s evil deeds will take the form of wide-spread calamities and miseries.

⁴⁶⁰² Important Words:

لة (those that recede) is the plural of خنس which is act. part. from خنس. They say خنس عنه i.e., he drew back; receded; retracted or held back from it or him خنس the star receded or became hidden or concealed in the day time. خنس means, a sneaking whisperer; one who whispers an evil suggestion and then stealthily retires and conceals himself (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

See next verse.

⁴⁶⁰³ Important Words:

لة (those that hide) is the plural of كنس which is act. part. from كنس which means, it entered into its cave or hiding place among the trees. كنس the stars hid themselves in their places of setting; or continued their course and then departed returning or became stationary in their revolving (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

In the preceding verse it was stated that in the Latter Days—in the time of the Promised Messiah—Muslims will begin to decline from their position of eminence. This verse gives some of the reasons that will lead to their decline and downfall, viz., that they will either rush forward headlong thoughtlessly for the carrying out of their contemplated programmes; or will give up all creative and constructive efforts in despair.

⁴⁶⁰⁴ Important Words:

مسح (passes away) means, he went round by night to guard the people; he made search by night after suspected persons. مسح the night came on with its darkness; the night departed; the night was dark (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

This and the next verse mean that with the advent of the Promised Messiah, the night of moral decline and degradation of Muslims will begin to depart, giving place to the dawn of a great and glorious future for Islam.

⁴⁶⁰⁵ Important Words:

مسح (begins to breathe) is derived from نسح which means, he breathed. نسح the morning advanced so that it became noon or it extended so that it became clear, bright, cheerful, etc. (Aqrab).
20. "That this is surely the revealed word of a noble Messenger, \(^\text{4605-A}\)

21. Possessor of power, established in the presence of the Lord of the Throne, \(^\text{4606}\)

22. Obeyed "there," and faithful to his trust. \(^\text{4607}\)

23. And your companion is not mad. \(^\text{4608}\)

24. And he assuredly saw him on the clear horizon. \(^\text{4609}\)

\(^{a}69 : \text{41.}^{b}34 : \text{47; 52 : 30.}^{c}53 : \text{8.}\)

4605-A. **Commentary:**

The verse signifies that though the prediction that after the decline of Islam had touched its nadir it will again come to its own, may seem to be a far cry, it shall certainly be fulfilled because the prediction is embodied in the revealed Word of God, spoken through the mouth of a noble Messenger.

The words "a noble Messenger" refer to the Holy Prophet and not to Arch-angel Gabriel as generally misunderstood.

4606. **Commentary:**

The verse embodies yet another mighty prophecy, viz., that the Holy Prophet will triumph over his enemies.

4607. **Important Words:**

- "\(^{\text{ما}}\)" means, there; yonder; syn. هاذاك. It is a noun of indication denoting a place that is remote from the speaker (Lane).

Elsewhere the Qur'an says with respect to the Holy Prophet: "And We sent not a Messenger but that he should be obeyed by Allah's permission" (4 : 65). In the verse under comment it is added that he is also \(^{\text{امين}}\) i.e., when the Holy Prophet will come to gain great power he will not lose his balance of mind, but will have proper regard for other peoples' rights and will give everyone his due. This word may also refer to the well-known title by which the Holy Prophet was known among his compatriots. All the five attributes—noble Messenger, possessor of power, enjoying a high rank before the Lord of the Throne, the one obeyed, and faithful to his trust in the sight of God, quite fittingly apply to the Holy Prophet.

4608. **Commentary:**

The verse clearly shows that vv. 20-22 apply to the Holy Prophet and not to Gabriel as wrongly understood by certain Commentators of the Qur'an.

4609. **Commentary:**

The pronoun "\(^{\text{هو}}\)" may mean "it" or "him." In the first place it may signify the fulfilment of the prophecy about the glorious future of Islam. In the second, it may refer to the Holy Prophet himself, meaning that the Holy Prophet saw himself in the distant East in the person of the Promised Messiah.

The words \(^{\text{الافق المنبت}}\) meaning the side of the East, the verse not only points to a remote
25. And he is not niggardly with respect to the unseen.

26. "Nor is this the word of Satan, the rejected.

27. Whither, then, are you going?

28. "It is nothing but a Reminder unto all the worlds,

29. Unto such among you as desire to go straight.

The fulfilment of the prophecies will prove that their origin is Divine.

4610. Important Words:

ضَنْب (niggardly) is derived from ضَنِب. They say ضَنَب i.e., he was or became niggardly of it. ضَنْب means, niggardly; tenacious, stingy; or avaricious (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The verse means that it is not only the prophecy about the dawn of a glorious future of Islam in a far-off eastern country which the Prophet has made, but God has disclosed to the world many other very weighty secrets of the unknown from the mouth of the Holy Prophet.

4611. Commentary:

The verse drives home to disbelievers the untenability of their position and asks them in forcible terms whether in view of very solid and strong arguments, given in the above verses about the truth of the Holy Prophet's claim as a Messenger of God, is it possible for them, consistently with honesty, reason and common sense, to reject his Message?

4612. Commentary:

The verse purports to say that the Qur'an is a safe guidance for men of all temperaments, dispositions, aptitudes, and of every age, clime and status, if only they are honest seekers after truth.
30. "And you desire not a thing except that Allah, the Lord of the worlds, desires it.\textsuperscript{4613}

4613. Commentary:

The verse along with the one preceding it may mean: (1) He alone would be guided to the right path who makes an attempt to find it and conforms his will to the will of God.

(2) It is only when God's decree comes into operation and He manifests His will by sending down guidance that men feel an inward urge to discover and walk on the right path.
CHAPTER 82

SŪRA AL-INFITĀR

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introductory Remarks

This Sūra is so similar in style and subject-matter to the one preceding it that it forms, as it were, its counterpart, with this difference that it lays special emphasis on the signs concerning Christianity of the present time. It is characteristic of the Qur'ān that, in view of their importance, it takes out certain parts of the text of a Sūra and gives them a distinct name and individuality, in order to draw pointed attention to the subject dealt with in the separated verses and in order also that the separated parts may be easily committed to memory. The Sūra, as mentioned above, deals particularly with the conditions obtaining in the Latter Days when Christian doctrines and ways of life were to impress very deeply the conduct and concepts of non-Christian peoples, especially the Muslims. All the prophecies mentioned in the Sūra have been literally fulfilled. The Sūra was revealed at Mecca in the early years of the Call about the time of the revelation of the preceding Chapter. It takes its name from the word انفتر in the opening verse.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.
2. bWhen the heaven is cleft asunder,\(^{4614}\)
3. And when the stars are scattered,\(^{4615}\)
4. cAnd when the oceans are made to flow forth and are joined together,\(^{4616}\)

\(^{a}\)See 1 : 1. \(^{b}\)73 : 19. \(^{c}\)52 : 7; 81 : 7.

4614. **Commentary:**

As mentioned in the Introduction, the \(Sūra\) deals particularly with the time when Christianity would be very much in the ascendant, and Christian doctrines of the Trinity and the Sonship of Jesus Christ would reign supreme. To this dominance of Christian beliefs the Qur'ān has referred in very strong language in the words: "The heavens might well-nigh be rent thereat, and the earth cleave asunder, and the mountains fall down in pieces, because they ascribe a son to the Gracious God" (19 : 91-92). The verse under comment thus signifies that at that time false doctrines of Christianity would dominate the world, and as a result of it God's wrath would be excited and Divine punishment would overtake the world in various forms. The reference is clearly to the present time.

The verse may also signify that God's righteous servants would feel so grieved at seeing sin and iniquity spreading all round in the world as a result of false Christian doctrines that their hearts would, as it were, become rent; the word "heavens" referring to the hearts of the righteous believers which in religious phraseology are called God's Throne.

4615. **Commentary:**

Metaphorically, the verse means that in the Latter Days men possessing true spiritual knowledge and guidance would disappear or become rare. The difference in the words in this and the corresponding verse of the preceding \(Sūra\) is significant. Whereas the verse under comment signifies that wealthy people and skilled handicraftsmen would yield place to Labour and Communist organisations, the corresponding verse of the preceding \(Sūra\) meant that old aristocratic Houses would lose their influence and prestige.

4616. **Commentary:**

The verse signifies that great seas and oceans would be made to flow into one another by means of canals; or their mouths would be dug wide open so as to make large ships ply in them. The reference may be to the Panama and Suez Canals. The substitution of the word خجرت in the present verse for سجرت in the 7th verse of the preceding \(Sūra\) is also worthy of note.
5. "And when the graves are laid open," 4617  
6. "Every soul shall then know what it has sent forth and what it has kept back." 4618  
7. O man! what has deceived thee and emboldened thee against thy Gracious Lord, 4619  
8. "Who created thee, then perfected thee, then proportioned thee aright?" 4620  

4617. Commentary:  
The verse may signify that in the Latter Days graves will be laid open as has been done in the case of the tombs of the ancient Kings of Egypt; or it may mean that towns and monuments submerged and long forgotten would be dug out. These verses (2-5) may also refer to the great spiritual revolution brought about by the Holy Prophet. In this case “the cleaving asunder of the heaven” would signify that the gates of heaven would be thrown open and heavenly Signs in support of the Holy Prophet would appear in large numbers. And “the scattering of the stars” would mean that the Companions of the Holy Prophet would spread out in the world and scatter the seeds of the Quranic Message far and wide. “The flowing forth of the rivers” would signify that the rivers of Quranic knowledge would be made to flow and would fertilize the land that had lain dry and parched for long centuries. And “the laying open of the graves” would mean that through the teachings of Islam the spiritually dead people would receive a new life and, as it were, come out of their graves. Or the verse may mean that the earth would throw out its treasures of mineral wealth.

4618. Commentary:  
In this and the next few verses the address is to the protagonists and propagandists of the false Christian doctrines. They will come to realize the enormity and heinousness of their false teaching.

4619. Commentary:  
The reference in the verse may be to preachers of the false doctrines of Christianity and may imply a subtle rebuke to them, saying in effect: How could they dare invent such self-contradictory doctrines as those of Atonement and the Sonship of Jesus, describing God as a loving Father and at the same time accusing Him of condemning an innocent man—"His own so-called son," that he might wash away the sins of corrupt humanity?

4620. Commentary:  
The verse contains a refutation of Atonement. It purports to say that man is not born sinful and he does not stand in need of the vicarious sacrifice of anybody for his redemption. Instead of being born sinful, he has been endowed with great natural powers and faculties in order that he may rise to the highest peaks of spiritual eminence. The verse may also signify that God revealed His guidance in every age in the form best suited to man's needs.
9. In whatever form He pleased, He fashioned thee.
10. Nay, but you deny the Judgment. 4621
11. 'But there are guardians over you,
12. 'Noble recorders,' 4622
13. Who know all that you do. 4623
14. 'Verily, the virtuous will be in Bliss;
15. 'And the wicked will be in Hell;
16. 'They will burn therein on the Day of Judgment;
17. And they will not be able to escape therefrom.
18. And what should make thee know what the Day of Judgment is! 4624
19. Again, what should make thee know what the Day of Judgment is!

4621. **Commentary:**

Christians are here told that by their false doctrines they, in fact, deny the Last Judgment, that is to say, man's responsibility for his actions and his accountability before God. The doctrine of Atonement and man's sinful birth directly negative man's freedom of action and responsibility.

4622. **Commentary:**

See 50:18—19.

4623. **Commentary:**

The verse purports to say that man is born fully free and is responsible for the decisions he takes and for the deeds he does, which are recorded by "noble recorders."

4624. **Commentary:**

This and the preceding verse again signify that man will be punished and rewarded according to his actions and that the vicarious sacrifice of no one will be of any use to him.
20. "The day when a soul shall have no power to do aught for another soul! And the command on that day will be Allah's alone.\textsuperscript{4625}

\textsuperscript{4625} Commentary:

The verse constitutes an emphatic repudiation of the doctrine of Atonement. It purports to say that every person shall have to carry his own cross and to answer for his actions. Only God's Mercy and Grace can help him on the Day of Reckoning, and not anyone's suffering or sacrifice.

Applied to this life, the verse may be taken to hold a message of solace and good cheer to the followers of Islam. They are consoled and comforted that they should not be discouraged by the temporary glory and ascendancy of Christian doctrines and political power. The day is fast approaching when the kingdom of God would be established on earth and Islam would come into its own after routing false Christian doctrines.
CHAPTER 83
SŪRA AL-TAṬFĪF

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introductory Remarks

The Sūra opens with a severe condemnation of the use of false measures and weights for the purpose of defrauding others. It takes its title from the word مطّفّين which means “who give short measure.” According to scholarly opinion, it was revealed early in the Meccan period. Noldeke and Muir assign its revelation to about the fourth year of the Call.

The preceding Sūra had ended with a warning to disbelievers that they will have to render account of their deeds and will have to make up their spiritual loss themselves, and that the sacrifice or intercession of no one else would be of any use to them on the Day of Judgment. In that Sūra man’s relations with his Creator were discussed, particularly the grave injustice perpetrated by Christians in relation to Divine attributes, in that they have set up a weak human being as God and have invented other untenable doctrines. In the present Sūra stress has been laid on man’s dealings with his fellow-beings, with special reference to the cruel exploitation by Christian Powers of weaker and less developed nations after depriving them of their liberty of action. The Sūra ends on a note of stern warning to the unjust and dishonest people that they will not be allowed to go unpunished. The Day of Reckoning awaits them in all its frightfulness and severity.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. & Woe unto those who give short measure; 4626

3. Those who, when they take by measure from other people, take it full;

4. But when they give by measure to others or weigh to them, they give them less.

5. Do not such people know that they will be raised again? 4627

6. Unto an awful day, 4628

7. The day when mankind will stand before the Lord of the worlds?

4626. Important Words:

المطوفين (those who give short measure) is derived from طوف which means, he made defective and deficient. طوف عياله means, he was niggardly to his family. طوف المكال والميزان means, he gave short measure and short weight. طوف means, little in quantity; also base, low, vile, mean; paltry or contemptible (Lane).

Commentary:

The word المطوفين has been used here in a general sense. Stress is laid on honesty, justice and equity in all sorts of dealings with men. See Introduction to the Sūra.

4627. Commentary:

In the hey-day of their power and prosperity nations, like individuals, are apt to forget the most sure and certain truth writ large on the face of history that sin and injustice never go unpunished. There is a Day of Reckoning in the after-life, when men shall have to render account of their actions to their Lord and Master, but a day of reckoning comes upon a people in this very life, when their evil doings exceed legitimate bounds and they meet their Nemesis.

4628. Commentary:

"An awful day," besides referring to the Last Day of Judgment, signifies the day of reckoning when a whole people are punished for their sins of omission and commission. Their power and glory depart and they sink into the depths of misery and degradation.
8.  "Nay! the record of the wicked is in Sijjin." 4629

9.  And what should make thee know what Sijjin is? 4629-A

10.  It is a Book written comprehensively. 4630

The history of mankind is the story of the rise of different peoples at different times to the dizzy heights of grandeur and prosperity and of their day of reckoning when they sink into oblivion.

4629.  Important Words:

سَجَن (Sijjin) is wrongly considered by some Commentators of the Qur'ān as a non-Arabic word. According to such eminent authorities as Farrā', Zajjāj, Abū 'Ubaidah and Mubarrad, it is an Arabic word derived from the root سَجَن (sajana). Lisan considers it as equivalent to سَجَن (sijan) meaning a prison. سَجَن is a register or book in which the record of evil deeds of the wicked is said to be kept in the next world. The word also means anything hard, vehement and severe; continuous, lasting or everlasting (Lane & Aqrab).

4629-A.  Commentary:

It is worthy of note that two expressions of almost identical import have been used in the Qur'ān, viz., ما أدريك and ما أدرافك, both meaning, "what should make thee know." The former expression is used in answer to an inquiry in the past tense, thus making the answer definite and certain. The latter expression is invariably followed by the word لعل which connotes that the answer is vague and indefinite.

4630.  Important Words:

كتاب means a book; a record or register; a revealed Scripture; Divine decree; judgment or sentence, etc. (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

In view of different significations of سَجَن and كتاب, the verse under comment, along with v. 8, would signify that the register in which the record of the evil deeds of the wicked are kept is known by the name سَجَن i.e., the name of the book would show that their punishment would be severe and lasting. Or the verse may mean that the wicked will be kept in a place of disgrace and ignominy and this is an irrevocable decision. Or سَجَن and كتاب may be the names of two portions of the Qur'ān, the former dealing with the wicked rejectors of the Divine Message and with the punishments to be meted out to them, and the latter with the righteous servants of God and the rewards to be bestowed upon them. Thus the meaning of the verse would be that the verdicts recorded in these two portions cannot be recalled and so cannot be altered or changed.
11. Woe, on that day, unto those who reject,


13. And none denies it save every sinful transgressor,

14. "Who, when Our Signs are recited unto him, says: 'Fables of the ancients!'

15. Nay, but that which they have earned has rusted their hearts.\(^a\)

16. "Nay, they will surely be debarred from seeing their Lord on that day.\(^b\)

17. "Then, verily, they will burn in Hell,

18. "Then it will be said to them, 'This is what you used to reject.'

---

\(^a\) 8 : 32; 16 : 25; 68 : 16.  \(^b\) 78.  \(^c\) 23 : 104; 82 : 16.  \(^d\) 52 : 15.

---

4631. **Important Words:**

- \(^a\) ران (has rusted) ران الثوب means, the garment was or became rusty or covered with rust, dust, or filth. ران هواء على قلبه means, his evil desire covered or overcame his heart. ران رؤن means, rust that overspreads the sword; dirt, filth or soil (Lane & Aqrab).

4632. **Commentary:**

The sight of God is granted to a believer in two stages. The first stage is that of belief, when the believer acquires a firm faith in the Divine attributes. This is the initial stage. The second or the higher stage consists in his being granted realization of the Divine Being. This stage is achieved after one has witnessed the manifestation of God's powers and attributes in the form of great Signs and miracles. The sinners, on account of their rusted hearts, will remain deprived of the realization of the Divine Being on the Day of Judgment. They will not see the face of God. The Sura particularly deals with the fraudulent behaviour of Christian Western Powers.

The use of the particle لا (by no means) three times after referring to the wicked deeds of disbelievers seems to suggest that the Christian Western Powers will receive three severe shocks, may be in the form of three world wars, two of which have already taken place.
19. Nay! but the record of the virtuous is surely in 'Illiyûn.\textsuperscript{4633}

20. And what should make thee know what 'Illiyûn is?

21. \textit{"It is a Book written comprehensively.} \textsuperscript{\alpha} \\

22. The chosen ones of God will witness it.

23. \textsuperscript{b}Surely, the virtuous \textit{will be} in Bliss,\textsuperscript{4634} \\

24. \textit{Seated} on couches, gazing.\textsuperscript{4635} \\

25. Thou wilt find in their faces the freshness of Bliss.\textsuperscript{d}

\textsuperscript{a}45 : 30; 69 : 20. \textsuperscript{b}45 : 31; 82 : 14. \textsuperscript{c}15 : 48; 18 : 32; 36 : 57; 76 : 14. \textsuperscript{d}75 : 23; 76 : 12.

\textbf{4633. Important Words:}

\textsuperscript{\alpha} is considered by some to have been derived from \textsuperscript{\beta} which means, it was or became high, and thus may mean, the most exalted ranks which the righteous will enjoy. The word may also mean liberty or freedom which signifies that the righteous will be free to go anywhere in Paradise. The word may also stand for those parts of the Qur'\textsuperscript{\i}n which contain prophecies about the great progress and prosperity of believers. According to Ibn \textsuperscript{\beta} 'Abb\textsuperscript{\i}s the word means Paradise (Ibn Kath\textsuperscript{\i}r), while Im\textsuperscript{\i}m R\textsuperscript{\i}ghib considers it to be the name of the dwellers thereof.

\textbf{Commentary:}

The word being singular and \textsuperscript{\delta} plural it appears that the punishment of evil-doers will be static, \textit{i.e.} stationary in one place, but the spiritual progress of the righteous will continue without interruption, assuming different forms. They will go from one rank to another.

\textbf{4634. Commentary:}

The verse means that it is an unalterable Divine decree that the righteous will make unending progress.

\textbf{4635. Commentary:}

Sinners will not be able to see the face of God, but the righteous believers will be granted the favour of having a view of the Divine Being.
26. They will be given to drink of a pure beverage, sealed\textsuperscript{4636}

27. The sealing of it will be \textit{with} musk—for this let the aspirants aspire—

28. And it will be tempered \textit{with} the water of Tasnim,\textsuperscript{4637}

29. A spring of which the chosen ones will drink.\textsuperscript{4638}

30. Those who were guilty used to laugh at those who believed;\textsuperscript{4639}

\begin{align*}
\text{Important Words:} & \\
\text{چیق (pure beverage) means, the oldest, choicest, sweetest, most excellent of wine; wine easy to swallow; honey; a sort of perfume.} \\
\text{مسک (musk) means, unadulterated musk (Lane).} \\
\text{تاسنیم (tasnim) is inf. noun from اسم السّم (sannama). They say اسم السّم الغیب (sannama), i.e., he raised the thing.} \\
\text{سم (sannama) means, such a one filled the vessel.} \\
\text{Tasnim is taken to be a fountain in Paradise; water coming from above: the knowledge of God. Figuratively, it means, the Word of God.} \\
\text{Commentary:} \\
\text{If چیق (pure beverage) be taken as referring to the Qur'an, تاسنیم are revelations that are sent down to the Chosen Ones of God—the righteous followers of the Holy Prophet.} \\
\text{Commentary:} \\
\text{The Chosen Ones of God, from among the Holy Prophet's followers, will be made to drink deep at the fountain of Divine realization that God will cause to flow.} \\
\text{Commentary:} \\
\text{The verse means that unbelievers used to laugh in their sleeves at the frequent prophecies about the rapid spread and triumph of Islam, made at a time when it was fighting a seemingly losing battle for its existence.} \\
\end{align*}
31. And when they passed by them, they winked at one another.\textsuperscript{4640}

32. "And when they returned to their families they returned exulting;\textsuperscript{4641}

33. And when they saw them they said, 'These indeed are the lost ones!'

34. But they were not sent as keepers over them.

35. This day, therefore, it is the believers who will laugh at the disbelievers\textsuperscript{b}; \textsuperscript{4642}

36. Seated on couches, gazing.\textsuperscript{4643}

37. Are not the disbelievers duly required for what they used to do?

\textsuperscript{a}84 : 14. \textsuperscript{b}2 : 213.

\textbf{4640. Important Words:}

\(بَنَاتِيْمَرُونَ\) (they winked at one another in mockery) is derived from غَمَرَةَ . They say غَمَرَةَ بَالْعَيْنِ i.e., he made a sign to him with the eye. تَغَامِرُوا means, they made signs to one another with their eyes, eye-brows, hands, indicating something blameable and faulty (Lane).

\textbf{4641. Commentary:}

The verses (31-33) refer to the jibes, jests, and insults to which the Muslims were subjected at Mecca; in fact, to the mockeries and raileries hurled at believers in the time of every Prophet of God and Divine Reformer.

\textbf{4642. Commentary:}

The verse says that disbelievers will have tables turned on them, and that they will be made to realize, to their shame and chagrin, that it were they and not the believers who deserved to be laughed at for rejecting the Divine Message. “This day” means the day of the triumph of Truth over untruth.

\textbf{4643. Important Words:}

\(بَنَظَرُونَ\) (viewing) means, he looked. تَنَظَرَ means, he looked. تَنَظَرَ بِهِمْ means, he judged between them. تَنَظَرَ فِي اَحْوَالِ الْبِيْتِ means, he examined the property of the orphans to manage it (Lane & Aqrab).

\textbf{Commentary:}

Seated on the thrones of dignity the believers will witness the sad fate of arrogant disbelievers. Or, the meaning may be: Seated on the thrones of authority they will administer justice to men, or will pay due regard to the needs of others.
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CHAPTER 84

SŪRA AL-INSHIQĀQ

(Revealed before Hijra)

General Remarks

Like the preceding three Chapters, the present Sūra was revealed early at Mecca. The four Sūrās very much resemble in style, composition and subject-matter. Noldeke and Muir agree with Muslim scholars about the early date of the revelation of this Sūra—near about the time of revelation of the Sūrās that immediately precede it. In fact, the present Sūra completes the chain of which the preceding three Sūrās also form the component part.

Towards the end of the last Sūra disbelievers were warned in emphatic terms that their power would break and their glory depart. In the present Sūra it is stated that belief will take the place of disbelief and from the ruins of the old decadent and decrepit order a new, vigorous and vibrant order would emerge. The Sūra continues the theme of Sūra Infiṭār (Chap. 82), the intervening Sūra Taṭfīf (Chap. 83) being merely its extension. Sūra Infiṭār had opened with the subject of the cleaving asunder of the heaven; and the present Sūra begins with an analogous expression, with this difference that whereas in Sūra Infiṭār "cleaving asunder of the heaven" was connected with the false doctrines of Christianity which would excite God's wrath, in the present Sūra by "the bursting asunder of the heaven" is meant the descent of Divine revelation and the emergence and spread of spiritual sciences. Thus the present Sūra, with its three predecessors, forms a chain of Chapters which deal with the subject of the regeneration and renaissance of Islam in the Latter Days, and with the sins and iniquities of the previous period. The present Sūra specifically deals with the renaissance of Islam while the preceding Sūrās deal with corruption and immorality.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.
2. When the heaven bursts asunder, 4643-A
3. And gives ear to her Lord—and this is incumbent upon her—4644
4. And when the earth is spread out, 4645

\[\text{See 1:1, b55:38; 69:17, c41:12, d50:45}\]

4643-A. Commentary:

The verse refers to the time when the gates of heaven will open and heavenly Signs in support of Islam will appear in large numbers and highly placed persons will begin to give serious thought to the revealed guidance. For a detailed note on this spiritual phenomenon of the bursting forth or opening out of the heaven see 21:31.

4644. Important Words:

أذن (hearkens to her Lord). They say أذن إليه وله i.e., he listened to him, being pleased with him (Lane). The Holy Prophet is reported to have said: ما أذن الله لي شيء i.e., God is not so fond of listening to anything as when the Prophet recites the Qur`án (Bukhari, chapter Fadâ`l al-Qur`án).

حق (this is incumbent upon her). حق للكأن تفعل كذا means, it was or became necessary or unavoidable; it was or became binding, obligatory, incumbent or due. حق للكأن تفعل كذا i.e., it is incumbent, obligatory, necessary, etc., for thee that thou shouldst do this (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The verse taken with its predecessor purports to say that a new Adam will be born and "the angels of the heaven will take their stand on his side, ready to help him in the furtherance and propagation of his Divine mission (69:18), because that is mainly the object of their creation. The verse further implies that a new order will come into being and great heavenly Signs will appear and the Word of God will descend in quick succession, disclosing to the God-fearing heavenly mysteries and spiritual sciences.

4645. Important Words:

مُدَت (is spread out). مُدَت الله الأرض means, God expanded or stretched out and made level the earth. مُدَت في عمره means, he had his life lengthened. مُدَت له في الأجل means, he deferred or postponed for him the period of duration. مُدَت القوم means, he aided or succoured the people or became an auxiliary to them. مُدَت الأرض لى means, he put manure in the land (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The verse signifies that the earth will get a new lease of life and the destruction which it had deserved on account of men's sins will be deferred; and it will receive fresh manure i.e., new means will be provided for the spiritual progress of its dwellers. The verse may also signify that some planets which appear to pertain to the heaven will be discovered to form a part of the earth and men will try to reach them by means of rockets, etc.
5. And casts out all that is in her, and appears to become empty;\textsuperscript{4646} 
6. And gives ear to her Lord—and this is incumbent upon her—
7. Verily, thou, O man, art toiling on towards thy Lord, a hard toiling: then thou wilt meet Him\textsuperscript{a}.\textsuperscript{4647}
8. Then as for him who is given his Record in his right hand\textsuperscript{b}.\textsuperscript{4648}
9. He will surely have an easy reckoning,
10. And he will return to his family, rejoicing.
11. But as for him who will have his Record given to him behind his back\textsuperscript{c}.\textsuperscript{4649}

\textsuperscript{a} \ 2 : 224 ; 11 : 30 ; 18 : 111 ; 29 : 6. \  \textsuperscript{b} \ 17 : 72 ; 56 : 28 ; 69 : 20. \ \textsuperscript{c} 56 : 42 ; 69 : 26.

\textsuperscript{4646} \textbf{Commentary:}  
The verse may mean:
(a) The earth will throw out its hidden treasures so abundantly that it would appear as if it was going to empty itself out.
(b) Spiritual sciences will make great progress.
(c) The science of archaeology will specially develop and expand.
(d) The earth will become cleansed of sin and iniquity on account of great miracles and Signs that it will witness and people will listen to the Divine Message.

\textsuperscript{4647} \textbf{Important Words:}  
\textsuperscript{كداح} (toiling hard) is act. part. from which means he laboured hard and actively; he toiled or laboured hard till he wearied himself (Lane & Aqrab).

\textsuperscript{4648} \textbf{Commentary:}  
"The right hand" being a metaphor for power and strength. the verse means that those fortunate people who had acted upon the teachings of the Qur'\textsuperscript{an} with patience and perseverance will be given their record in their right hand, signifying that they had lived up to its commandments to the best of their ability.

\textsuperscript{4649} \textbf{Commentary:}  
Those "who had thrown the Book of God behind their backs, i.e., those who had treated the Qur'\textsuperscript{an} as a discarded thing" (25 : 31), will be given their record behind their backs. This will constitute a sign that they had not acted upon its teaching.
12. He will soon call for destruction,

13. And he will burn in a blazing Fire.

14. Verily, before this he lived joyfully among his people.\(^a\)

15. He indeed thought that he would never return to God\(^b\).

16. Yea! surely, his Lord was ever watchful of him.

17. But nay! I call to witness the glow of sunset,\(^4651-A\)

18. And the night and all that it envelops,\(^4651-B\)

19. And the moon when it becomes full,\(^4652\)

\(^{a83:32}\); \(^{b18:36}\).

4650. **Important Words:**

\(\text{ثور} (\text{destruction})\) is derived from \(\text{ثور}\) which means, he perished; he suffered loss; he erred; he became lost. \(\text{ثور}\) means, loss, perdition; complete destruction, woe, etc. (Lane). See also 25:15.

**Commentary:**

When a man is in extreme distress, he desires death might end his life. The verse under comment describes this state of mind of the disbelievers. Face to face with Divine punishment in the form of blazing fire, the disbelievers will wish death to come upon them and "death will come to them from every direction but they will not die" (14:18).

4651. **Important Words:**

\(\text{هجور} (\text{would return})\) is formed from \(\text{هجار} \) which means, he returned from a good state to a bad state. They say: \(\text{هجور} \) means, the affair became in good order, complete, perfect,
20. That you shall assuredly pass on from one stage to another.\textsuperscript{4653}

21. So what is the matter with them that they believe not\textsuperscript{a}, \textsuperscript{4654}

22. And when the Qur'an is recited unto them, they do not bow in submission;\textsuperscript{4655}

23. On the contrary, those who disbelieve reject it.\textsuperscript{b}

\textsuperscript{a}43 : 89. \textsuperscript{b}85 : 20.

whole. 

\textsuperscript{4653} This means, the moon became full; its light became complete and it became بدر (moon of the 14th night); the moon became full and its light became complete from the 13th to the 16th night (Lane, Farrā').

Commentary:

In this verse reference is made to the moon of the 14th night which, shining in all its brightness, would dispel the spiritual darkness that had enshrouded the entire face of the earth. This moon was the Promised Messiah who was born in the 13th century of Hijra and who announced his claim in the 14th century the period of his ministry extending to the end of the 16th century A. H. (Taryāq al-Qulūb). Thus these verses (17–19) contained a prophecy about the temporary decline of Muslims, and their renaissance through the Promised Messiah who was to reflect in his person fully and faithfully the glorious light of the sun, i.e., the Holy Prophet.

\textsuperscript{4654} What is the matter with the disbelievers (the verse asks) that after having witnessed the fulfilment of the first two parts of the prophecy, they have despaired of the fulfilment of the third part? They have seen the ruddy glow of the sunset of Islam, followed by the darkness of spiritual night for thirteen hundred years after the Holy Prophet, and yet they do not believe that the moon of the 14th night will appear to dispel darkness.

\textsuperscript{4655} The allusion in the verse may be to the renaissance of Islam in the Latter Days and the bringing back of faith from the Pleiades by a man of Persian descent—the Promised Messiah, which, as it were, will amount to the Qur’an being revealed again. Instead of being grateful to God for this great boon, the disbelievers will oppose him and reject the Divine Message.
24. And Allah knows best what they keep hidden in their hearts.4656

25. "So give them tidings of a painful punishment.

26. But as to those who believe and do good works, theirs is an unending reward.

4656. Important Words:

- يُون (keep hidden in their hearts) is derived from وى which means, he gathered and preserved, grasped together and put in a receptacle.
- أًى الكلام means, he preserved in his memory, remembered and gathered the talk (Aqrab).

Commentary:

The verse warns disbelievers that God knows well the animosity and malice they harbour in their hearts against God's Messenger; He also knows the secret plots they hatch to bring to nought his mission and his efforts to promote the cause of Truth.
CHAPTER 85

SŪRA AL-BURŪJ

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introductory Remarks

This Sūra was revealed at Mecca in the first few years of the Call. It takes its title from the word Burūj in the first verse. The connection of this Sūra with its predecessor—Sūra Inshiqaq—is indicated by the fact that in the latter Sūra the moon of the 13th night was invoked as a witness, and in the present Sūra “mansions of stars and the Promised Day” have been invoked to serve the same purpose. The Burūj or mansions of stars may represent the twelve Divine Reformers (Mujaddids), each of whom was raised at the beginning of a century of Hijra, and the Promised Day stands for the 14th century of Hijra when the Muslims stood in great need of a Divine Reformer, their fortunes having sunk to the lowest ebb, and thus, befittingly, the greatest of these Reformers—the Promised Messiah—was raised to restore to them their spiritual glory. This Sūra presents the subject-matter of the preceding Sūra in a different form and points to the severe persecution to which the followers of the Promised Messiah would be subjected, ending appropriately on the note that because in the time of the Promised Messiah the integrity of the Qur’ān as God’s revealed Word would be assailed from all quarters, particularly by Christian writers, the Promised Messiah would devote all his energies and his great God-given gifts to rebut these attacks and to prove the infallibility and inviolability of the Qur’ān.
1. In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. By the heaven having mansions of stars,\(^\text{4657}\)

3. And by the Promised Day,\(^\text{4658}\)

4. And by the Witness and by him about Whom witness is borne,\(^\text{4659}\)

\(^a\)See 1:1.

\(^b\)15:17; 25:61.

**Important Words:**

- **بروج** (baraja) which is substantive noun from **بروج** (burj) which means, it was or became apparent, manifest or conspicuous or it was or became high or elevated. **بروج** means, a tower; a sign of the Zodiac. **بروج** means, mansions (i.e., courses or stages) of the moon or the stars; or asterisms or constellations. See also 15:17 (Lane).

**Commentary:**

The verse purports to say that just as there are twelve mansions of stars in the physical heaven, similarly there will be twelve Divine Reformers or Mujjadids or twelve mansions in the spiritual firmament of Islam who will keep its light burning after the sun had set i.e., after the first three best centuries of Islam will have passed resulting in spread of spiritual darkness over the whole world. These Reformers will bear witness to the truth of Islam, of the Qur'\(\text{\textregistered}\) and to that of the Holy Prophet.

**Commentary:**

"The Promised Day" here signifies the day when the Promised Messiah will be raised to bring about the renaissance of Islam. There have been many such days in the history of Islam which could be called the "Promised Day," namely, the day of the Battle of Badr, the day when the Battle of Ditch came to a glorious end, and the day of the Fall of Mecca. But the Promised Day "par excellence was the time of the Second Coming of the Holy Prophet in the person of the Promised Messiah in the 14th Century A.H., when Islam was to receive a new life and to prevail over all other religions.

The verse may also signify the day when the righteous will enjoy the ecstasy of meeting with their Lord.

**Commentary:**

Every Prophet or Divine Reformer is \(\text{\textit{شاهد}}\) (bearer of witness), because he is a living witness to the existence of God, and he is also \(\text{\textit{مشهود}}\) (about whom witness is borne) because God bears witness to his truth by showing Signs and miracles at his hands, and by creating conditions and circumstances which establish the truth of his Message and mission. But here, as the text shows, the \(\text{\textit{شاهد}}\) (bearer of witness) is the Promised Messiah and \(\text{\textit{مشهود}}\) (about whom witness is borne) is the Holy Prophet, and the verse signifies that the Promised Messiah will bear witness to the truth of the Holy Prophet by his speeches, discourses and writings, and by the Signs that God will show at his hands. The Promised Messiah will also bear witness to the truth of the Holy Prophet in the sense that in his person the prophecy of the Holy Prophet about the appearance of the Messiah and Mahd\(\text{\textregistered}\) in the
5. Cursed be the fellows of the trench—

6. The fire fed with fuel—

7. As they sat by it,

8. And they were witnesses of what they did to the believers.

14th century A.H. will be fulfilled. The Promised Messiah will also be in the sense that the Hadith of the Holy Prophet will bear witness to his truth. Thus the Holy Prophet and the Promised Messiah will both be (bearer of witness) and (about whom witness is borne).

4660. Commentary:

By some Commentators of the Qur'an the verse is taken to refer to the burning to death of some Christians by the Jewish King, Dhū Nuwās of Yemen; by some others to the casting into a burning furnace of some Israelite leaders by King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon (Dan. 3:19-22). The verse may also apply to those enemies of truth, who in the time of every Divine Reformer bitterly oppose and persecute believers. But as the context shows, the verse applies particularly to the enemies of the Promised Messiah and the persecutors and tormentors of his righteous followers. The word “trench” may possess a prophetic reference to the trenches of modern warfare.

4661. Commentary:

These verses (vv. 5-8) show that all the forces of darkness will combine to oppose and persecute the Promised Messiah and his righteous followers, and that the persecution will be severe and continuous. In fact, in these verses a description is given of those enemies of truth who kindle the fire of persecution against righteous believers in all ages and constantly keep it ablaze. Their end is predicted in v. 11.

4662. Commentary:

The enemies of truth know in their heart of hearts that their opposition is cruel and unjustified and that the victims of their tyranny are innocent.
9. "And they hated them not but only because they believed in Allah, the Almighty, the Praiseworthy.\(^{4663}\)

10. To Whom belongs the Kingdom of the heavens and the earth;\(^{5}\) and Allah is Witness over all things.\(^{4664}\)

11. Those who persecute the believing men and the believing women and then repent not, for them is surely the punishment of Hell, and for them is the punishment of burning.

12. "But those who believe and do good works, for them are Gardens through which streams flow. That is the great triumph.

13. Surely, the grip of thy Lord is severe.\(^{4}\)

14. "He it is Who originates and reproduces;\(^{4665}\)

\(^{4663}\) Commentary:

The verse is full of pathos. The only fault of the believers is that they believe in One, Merciful and Almighty God. Is belief in God really such a heinous crime that its holders should be subjected to cruel persecution? These verses may also refer to the persecution of the early Muslims at Mecca. They had done nothing to excite the enmity of their compatriots except that they had given up worshipping idols of wood and stone and instead had believed in God, the Maker of heavens and earth.

\(^{4664}\) Commentary:

The verse at once holds a message of comfort for the believers and a severe warning to their persecutors. Let the disbelievers, it says, vent their spleen against God's holy men and persecute them to their heart's content. God is Witness to all their inhumanities and barbarities, and the time is fast approaching when they will be punished for their evil deeds and the kingdom of the earth will be given over to the persecuted believers.

\(^{4665}\) Commentary:

The verse means that God will punish the cruel and tyrannical persecutors of believers, in this world and in the life to come.
15. And He is the Most Forgiving, the Loving;
16. The Lord of the Throne, the Lord of honour; 4666

17. a Doer of whatever He wills.
18. b Has not the story of the hosts come to thee?
19. Of Pharaoh and Thamūd? 4667
20. a Nay, but those who disbelieve persist in rejecting the truth.
21. And Allah encompasses them from before them and from behind them.
22. d Nay, but it is a glorious Qurʼan. 4668
23. * In a well guarded tablet. 4669

4666. Commentary:
The word عرش (Throne) signifying regal might, power and sovereignty (Lane), the verse means that God has the power to punish evil-doers and to confer the kingdom of the earth on His righteous servants. He can do what He likes.

4667. Commentary:
The believers are again comforted by this verse and the disbelievers warned. Both of them are told that not only will the followers of the Holy Prophet or, for that matter, the followers of the Promised Messiah, be subjected to persecution, but during the ages the votaries of Satan have harried and harassed men of God and in the long run were themselves destroyed. The cases of Pharaoh’s hosts and of the tribe of Thamūd are cited as instances of Divine retribution. These two peoples of antiquity possessed great power and ruled over vast dominions. For the might, majesty and material resources of Pharaoh and the tribe of Thamūd see 43 : 52-55 and 11 : 62.

4668. Commentary:
The verse challenges disbelievers to do their worst to discredit the Qurʼan. The Qurʼan, however, will continue to be read and held in high esteem all over the world.

4669. Commentary:
The verse constitutes a challenging prophecy about the Qurʼan being guarded against every kind of interference and distortion. See also 15 : 10.
CHAPTER 86
SURA AL-ŤĀRIQ

(Revealed before Hijra)

General Remarks

The Sūra derives its title from the word Al-Ťāriq in its opening verse. The consensus of Muslim scholarly opinion assigns the Sūra to the early period of the Holy Prophet's ministry. Noldeke and Muir among European scholars agree with this view.

The Sūra is the last of the chain of Chapters which began with Sūra Infiṭār. In all these Sūrās the opening verse, in one form or another, furnishes an argument in support of the claim of the Promised Messiah. The intervening Sūra Taṭffīf, which has a different opening, forms, in fact, a part of Sūra Infiṭār. The present Sūra continues and completes the topics which were dealt with in Sūra Infiṭār and in the Chapters that follow it and serves as a sort of intermediation between the Sūrās that precede and those that follow that Sūra. From this Sūra, however, begins a new subject.
1. In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. By the heaven and the Morning Star—

3. And what should make thee know what the Morning Star is?

4. It is the Star of piercing brightness—

5. That there is no soul but has a guardian over it.

See 1:1.

4670. Important Words:

الطَّارِقُ (Morning Star) is derived from طريق, i.e., he knocked at the door. طريق الباب means, he came to his family by night. The Arabs say طريق الزمان بوايت, i.e., the time visited him with its calamities like one knocking at the door in the night. طريق means, a comer by night, because he has generally to knock; the star that appears in the night; the morning star because it comes in the end of night (Lane, Aqrab & Qadir). The word also means, a chief or great man, as the expression used by Hind on the day of Uhud shows, viz., نحن بنات طريق نضي على الطريق, i.e., we are the daughters of great men; and we walk upon pillows (Tarikh Al-Kamil, vol. 2. and “Life of Moḥammad” by Muir).

Commentary:

The reference in the verse may be to the Promised Messiah whose advent like the morning star was to herald the dawn of the triumph and spread of Islam, after the night of spiritual darkness had passed. According to some Commentators, however, the verse refers to the Holy Prophet who appeared when the night of spiritual darkness had spread over the entire world, it being pitch dark in Arabia, the land where he made his appearance.

4671. Commentary:

The expression ما ادراك ما which occurs in several places in the Qur’an is used to impart a particular sense to the word or expression used after it. The word theطَّارِقُ having several meanings may therefore be taken in one particular sense here, viz., النجم الطائر, i.e., the star of piercing brightness in the next verse.

4672. Important Words:

الطَّارِقُ (of piercing brightness) is act. part. from ثَبَت which means, he bored or pierced a thing. ثُبَت الكوكب means, the star shone brightly as though it pierced through the darkness, dispelling it. ثَبَت الرأي means, a man of sound and penetrating judgment. ثَبَت means, a famous, exalted lineage (Lane & Aqrab).

4673. Commentary:

“Soul” signifying the souls or persons of the class of النجم الطائِق, i.e., the bright stars that dispel spiritual darkness, the verse means that God will guard and protect the Promised Messiah, the النجم الطائِق (the Morning Star) or النجم الطائِق (the Star of Piercing Brightness) of Islam.
6. So let man consider from what he is created.

7. *He is created from a gushing fluid.*

8. Which issues forth from between the loins and the breast-bones.

9. *Surely, He has the power to bring him back to life.*

10. *On the day when secrets shall be disclosed.*

11. Then he will have no strength and no helper.

12. By the cloud which gives rain repeatedly,

The verse has also been taken to mean that God has appointed a guardian over every person who records his good or bad deeds. For this meaning of the verse see 50:19.

4674. **Commentary:**

The fact that man has been created from a fluid which gushes forth may signify that he has been endowed with great natural faculties to make rapid progress, but he is also likely to sink to the lowest depths of degradation, if he does not make use of those God-gifted powers. Thus the verse means that man’s spiritual development is subject to alternate periods of progress and retrogression, like the seminal fluid that gushes forth and falls.

4674-A. **Commentary:**

It is characteristic of the Quranic style that it substitutes mild or vague words or expressions for harsh and blunt ones. “From between the loins and the breast-bones,” is one of such euphemisms used by the Qur’an. Or the verse may mean that man is born of the water that comes out of the loins of his father and is fed by the breast of his mother.

4675. **Commentary:**

The verse means that all the evil designs of the enemies of the Promised Messiah will be brought to light and they will suffer the consequences of their evil deeds. It may also mean that man will be called to account on the Day of Reckoning for the actions he had done in this life, when all secrets will become unmasked and all his actions, motives and thoughts will come to light, nothing will remain hidden, so much so that even his hand, feet and tongue will bear witness against him (24:25).

4676. **Important Words:**

ذات الرجع (which gives water repeatedly) is derived from رجع meaning, he returned. رجع (raj’un) means, rain; hail, because it gives back the water that it takes; rain that returns; the place that retains water; a pool of water left by torrent; a place in which the torrent has returned; water in general; benefit; a good turn (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

See next verse.
13. And by the earth which opens out with herbage;\
14. Surely, it is a decisive word.\
15. Surely, it is not a vain talk.\
16. And they plan a plan,\(a\)\
17. And I also plan a plan.\
18. So give respite to the disbelievers. Aye, give them respite for a little while.\(b\)

---

\(a\)52:43. \(b\)68:45-46; 73:12.

---

\(4677. \text{Commentary:}\)\
This and the preceding verse signify that rain on which depends very largely the greenness and vegetation of the earth comes down from heaven in times of need. If it ceases for a time, the water in upper strata of the earth gradually dries up. Thus there exists a connection between heavenly and earthly water. As with the cessation of heavenly water, earthly water begins gradually to dry up, so does human reason lose its purity and strength without heavenly revelation.

\(4678. \text{Commentary:}\)\
See next verse.

\(4679. \text{Commentary:}\)\
In vv. 12-13 the Qur’ān is represented as life-giving rain whereby those who believe in it and act upon its teaching are purified and fostered in the ways of righteousness. This constitutes a strong proof, not a “joke,” that the Qur’ān is God’s own revealed Word which distinguishes and discriminates between Truth and falsehood; (meaning, a joke, jest or obscene talk or weak discourse) (Aqrab).

\(4680. \text{Commentary:}\)\
Disbelievers are granted respite that they may try all their evil plans and employ all the strength and resources they possess against Islam and the Holy Prophet. The triumph of Islam, despite all their planning and their boasted strength, will be an irrefutable proof that it is from Allah and has His full support.
CHAPTER 87

AL-A‘LĀ

(Revealed before Hijra)

Title and Date of Revelation

This Sūra was revealed very early in the Holy Prophet’s ministry at Mecca. Besides most Commentators of the Qur’ān, Muir and Noldeke hold this view, the latter (Noldeke) places its revelation after Chapter 78, while some Muslim scholars assign it the eighth place in the chronological order of revelation of the Qur’ān. The Sūra takes its title from its opening verse in which glorification of the Most High Lord has been enjoined.

Context and Subject-Matter

In the preceding Sūra it was stated that the Promised Reformer would not only be the Badr (moon of the 14th night) but also the Tāriq i.e., Morning Star, which heralds the dawn.} Besides, it was stated that the Qur’ān was not only a complete and perfect code of Divine laws for those to whom it was originally addressed but is also capable of meeting the needs and requirements of all mankind for all time, and that at no time will it be subject to change,] abrogation or interpolation. This Quranic claim gives rise to the natural and inevitable question, viz., where was the need of a new Reformer in the presence of such a complete and perfect revelation. The Sūra seeks to answer this important question. It was further mentioned in Sūra Al-Tāriq that man is so constituted that his development is subject to periods of rise and fall. This fact again gives rise to another equally important question, viz., that after the revelation of a Law, complete in all respects, man’s progress should naturally become uniform and uninterrupted and immune against all possibility of retrogression. This being so, why was a complete Shari‘at not revealed in the beginning of the world; why was it deferred till the time of the Holy Prophet? The Sūra supplies an answer to this question also.

The Sūra possesses another intimate connection with its predecessor. In that Sūra it was stated that man is born of a fluid which issues forth from the loins of his father and gets his sustenance from the breast of his mother. This constituted a subtle hint of the gradual process of man’s physical development. In the Sūra under comment we are told that like his physical development man’s spiritual development will also be gradual.

The Holy Prophet generally recited this and the next Sūra in the Friday and ‘Īd Prayers.

2806
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.
2. Glorify the name of thy Lord, the Most High,  
3. "Who creates and perfects,  
4. "And Who measures and guides,

4681. Important Words:
For  (glorify) see 1:2.

Commentary:
The verse may be interpreted as: (a) glorify the name of thy Lord, the Most High; and (b) glorify the most high name of thy Lord.
The words (the Most High Lord) signify that as God has created man for unlimited progress, therefore, He has endowed him with great natural powers and faculties that he may fulfill his high destiny; only his development is to be progressive and in stages. Incidentally, the Divine attribute  (The Lord Who makes things grow and develop by stages) disposes of the objection, viz., why the perfect Law was not revealed in the beginning of creation? The word implies that perfect Law could only have been revealed after man's intellect and reason had attained their highest development which happened after a long and gradual process of evolution.

4682. Important Words:
means, he measured; determined; decreed; designed (Lane & Aqrab).
(perfected). means, he made it equal, uniform, right; (2) he made it symmetrical; made it congruous or consistent in its several parts; (3) he made it to be adapted to the requirements of wisdom; (4) he made it complete, or perfected its make; he adjusted it; (5) God made his constitution symmetrical or made him complete and perfect (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:
The verse shows that a high destiny awaits man and that for the fulfilment of it God has endowed him with the highest natural faculties and capacities. He can attain the highest spiritual stature; can reflect in his person Divine attributes so as to become the mirror of his Creator. This implies that the Creator Himself is perfect and is completely free from all conceivable defects and weaknesses.

4683. Commentary:
This and the preceding verse give four reasons for the glorification of God, viz: (1) God brought us into being. (2) He endowed us with all the faculties and capacities that are needed for our spiritual and intellectual development. (3) He determined man's physical and spiritual needs and (4) for the fulfilment of those needs He revealed guidance that man might attain the object of his creation.
5. And Who brings forth the pasture,
6. Then turns it into black stubble.\(^4684\)
7. We shall teach thee the Qur'\(\text{\textsuperscript{a}}\),
and thou shalt forget it not.\(^4685\)

\(^4684\). Important Words :

\(\text{غثاء} (\text{stubble})\) means, the rubbish or refuse and scum and rotten leaves mixed with the scum borne upon the surface of a torrent; decayed and broken pieces of herbage that are seen upon a torrent; a perishable thing. They say \(\text{ماء غثاء} \text{وعمله ياء} \text{وعسبة غثاء} i.e., \) his property is as rubbish borne by a torrent and his work is as motes and his labour is unseen. \(\text{غثاء الناس}\) means, the refuse of mankind (Lane).

Commentary :

The verse constitutes a subtle answer to the objection: Why God first revealed incomplete Laws, suited only to the needs of the peoples and the periods in which they were revealed, and then revealed the last and most perfect \(\text{Shari'at}\) in the form of the Qur'\(\text{\textsuperscript{a}}\), which was meant to guide mankind for all time? It purports to say that God has created two kinds of things: (1) Those that like herbage and pasture satisfy man's temporary needs and thus have a limited tenure of life. The former Scriptures, like these things, fulfilled man's temporary needs and, therefore, were subject to decay and death. (2) Those things such as the sun, the moon, the earth, etc., which are of permanent use for man. They will last with the universe. Like the latter the Qur'\(\text{\textsuperscript{a}}\) is meant to be man's unerring guide till the end of time; hence it is immune to change, replacement and the wasting effect of time.

\(^4685\). Commentary :

The verse develops the argument implied in the preceding one. It purports to say that the Qur'\(\text{\textsuperscript{a}}\) being God's last Message for mankind has been granted Divine protection against interference, distortion or interpolation. The promise of protection has been given in emphatic and clear terms, viz; "Verily, We Ourself have sent down the Reminder, and most surely We will be its Guardian (15 : 10). The last fourteen centuries have witnessed the fulfilment of this mighty prophecy, in that the Qur'\(\text{\textsuperscript{a}}\) has become a part of the thought and life of the Muslims as a whole, so much, that at all times there is found in the world a section of Muslims who proclaim and uphold its true teachings and learn its text by heart. The Qur'\(\text{\textsuperscript{a}}\) that we have with us today is the same, without the change of a word or letter, which was given to the world by the Holy Prophet.

The Holy Prophet was human and as such he was apt to forget and he did forget things as far as the affairs of life were concerned. But God, in His infallible wisdom, had so arranged that despite the fact that the Prophet was not literate and sometimes long \(\text{S\text{"u\text{"r\text{"as}}}}\) were revealed to him in one piece, the revelation remained so indelibly imprinted on his mind that he was never found to forget or falter in reciting the revealed portions. It is marvellous indeed that very long \(\text{S\text{"u\text{"r\text{"as}}}}\) such
8. "Except as Allah wills. Surely, He knows what is manifest and what is hidden."

9. And We shall provide for thee every facility.

10. So keep on reminding; surely, reminding is profitable.

11. He who fears will heed;

12. But the most wretched will turn aside from it,

13. He who is to enter the great Fire.

---

as Al-Baqarah, Al-'Imrân or Al-Nisâ', were revealed piecemeal, and a period of several years had intervened between the revelation of different parts of each of those Sūrās and yet the Prophet never for a moment fumbled or faltered in putting the revealed verses in their proper places.

4686. Commentary:
The expression "as God wills", pertains only to matters of ordinary every-day life.

The words, "He knows what is manifest and what is hidden," mean that as God knew all the needs of man of which man himself was unconscious and which he was incapable of knowing. God provided those needs in the Qur'ān, and so there could be no possibility of the Holy Prophet forgetting what was revealed to him.

4687. Commentary:
The verse signifies: (a) that it is easy to commit the Qur'ān to memory; (b) that its teachings possess an adaptability all their own, which makes them conform to, and meet, the exigencies of changing conditions and circumstances and the needs and requirements of men of different temperaments and dispositions; and (d) that the Quranic injunctions are not arbitrary but wise and rational. These factors combined together make the Qur'ān a Book easy to learn and to act upon. These, among others, are some of the means which God has provided for the eternal protection and preservation of the Quranic text and its meaning.

4688. Commentary:
The verse means that only those people profit by admonition who have fear of God in their hearts. But as it is not given to one to know when admonition would be beneficial to a man, no opportunity should be lost to preach truth and righteousness.

4689. Commentary:
The verse signifies that for those people who, on account of their persistent defiance and rejection of Truth and blind opposition to God's Messengers, incur punishment, a Divine decree comes into operation that they will not benefit by admonition.
14. "Then he will neither die therein nor live.\textsuperscript{4690}

15. Verily, he \textit{truly} prospers who purifies himself,

16. And remembers the name of his Lord and offers Prayers.

17. "But you prefer the life of this world,

18. \textit{Whereas the Hereafter is better and more lasting.}

19. "This indeed is \textit{what is taught} in the former Scriptures—

20. The Scriptures of Abraham and Moses.\textsuperscript{4691}

\begin{align*}
\textsuperscript{a} & 14:18; 20:75. & \textsuperscript{b} & 91:10. & \textsuperscript{c} & 75:21. & \textsuperscript{d} & 93:5. & \textsuperscript{e} & 20:134.
\end{align*}

\textbf{4690. Commentary:}

The unfortunate disbelievers will burn in grievous torment of an abiding character and death will not be allowed to end it; on the other hand, "death will come to him from every quarter but he will not die (14:18)." See also 20:75.

\textbf{4691. Commentary:}

Because the essential principles of all religions are basically identical, the teachings mentioned in the foregoing verses are also found in the Scriptures of Moses and Abraham. The verse may also signify that the prophecy about the appearance of a great Prophet who was to give to the world the last Divine Message and the most perfect Teaching is found in the Scriptures of Moses (Deut. 18:18-19 & 33:2) and Abraham.
CHAPTER 88

SŪRA AL-GHĀSHIYAH

(Revealed before Hijra)

Date of Revelation

The Sūra, like its predecessor, was revealed early at Mecca. Eminent early Muslim scholars such as Ibn 'Abbās and Ibn Zubair regard it as of Meccan origin. The famous German Orientalist Noldeke places it in the fourth year of the Call.

Context and Subject-Matter

This and the preceding Sūrās deal with the collective life of the Muslim Community in the time of the Holy Prophet and also in the Latter Days, when the Promised Messiah was to appear. This is why the Holy Prophet generally used to recite these two Chapters in the Friday and 'Īd Prayers. In previous Sūrās it was stated that the progress of Islam will never be due to material means but will come about through Divine Reformers. When Muslims will decline and decay and the Qur'ān will, as it were, go up to heaven, God will raise the Promised Messiah who will bring it back to earth and will make its ideals and principles shine in resplendent glory. It was also stated that Islam will continue to have, in every age, sincere and devoted followers who will preach and propagate the teaching of the Qur'ān, and that other unpredictable circumstances will also arise that will contribute to the progress and prosperity of Islam. In the present Sūra, we are told that Muslims will have to face severe opposition and cruel persecution, and that after they will have patiently stood the test, success will come to them. Though the Sūra deals primarily with the vicissitudes through which Muslims have to pass in this life, it also refers, as its name shows, to the Day of Resurrection. On the Day of Reckoning whether in this or in the next life, when the scales are set up, some faces will be downcast, covered with disgrace and ignominy and some others will beam with joy, being pleased with the results of their labour. Incidentally, the Sūra contains a subtle hint that sometimes the followers of Islam will have to take up arms, and its success will then be due to the swords and spears of its warriors.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. Has there come to thee the news of the Overwhelming Calamity? \(^{4692}\)

3. Some faces on that day will be downcast. \(^{4693}\)

4. Toiling, weary. \(^{4694}\)

5. They shall enter a blazing Fire, \(^a\)

6. And will be made to drink from a boiling spring; \(^e\)

7. They will have no food save that of dry, bitter and thorny herbage. \(^{4695}\)

---

\(^{4692}\) Important Words:

الغاشية (Overwhelming Calamity) is derived from غشّي. They say غشّي i.e., it covered or overwhelmed him. غشّي الليل means, the night was dark. غشية means, an overwhelming calamity; a terrific misery (Lane).

Commentary:

The reference in the verse may be to the Judgment Day or to a terrific calamity that overtakes a people in this life, on account of their misdeeds. The severe famine that held Mecca in its grip for about seven years in the time of the Holy Prophet has also been referred to in the Qur'ān as غشية (44:11-12). It was indeed a terrific calamity for the Meccans.

\(^{4693}\) Commentary:

وجوه meaning ‘chiefs’ or ‘leaders of men; the verse signifies that on the Day of Reckoning the great leaders of disbelief will be debased and humiliation will be writ large on their faces.

\(^{4694}\) Commentary:

The verse means to say that all the endeavours of the leaders of disbelief against Islam will be wasted as they will fail to arrest or retard its progress.

\(^{4695}\) Important Words:

ضرع (dry, bitter and thorny herbage) is derived from ضرع i.e., he (kid) took with his mouth the udder. This seems to be regarded by some as the primary signification of the word. All the three forms viz., ّاراّ & ّاريت & ّاروّa mean, he was or became week. ضرع means, a bad sort of pasture by which cattle do not become fat or fresh and which renders their condition bad; a certain dry, bitter, thorny plant (Lane).
8. Which will neither nourish nor satisfy hunger.\textsuperscript{4696}

9. And some faces on that day will be joyful,\textsuperscript{a}

10. Well pleased with their past striving,\textsuperscript{4697}

11. In a lofty Garden,\textsuperscript{b}

12. Wherein thou wilt hear no vain talk;\textsuperscript{c}

13. \textsuperscript{d}Therein is a running spring,\textsuperscript{4698}

14. Therein are raised couches,

15. \textsuperscript{e}And goblets properly placed,

16. And cushions \textit{beautifully} ranged in rows,

\textsuperscript{a}75 : 23. \textsuperscript{b}69 : 23. \textsuperscript{c}56 : 26 ; 78 : 36. \textsuperscript{d}56 : 32. \textsuperscript{e}43 : 72.

\textbf{4696. Commentary :}

Vv. 3—8 signify that the enemies of Islam will try hard to check its progress. But all their efforts will prove abortive. Before their very eyes its tender plant will grow into a mighty tree and their own power and glory will depart. Their sons and grandsons will enter the fold of Islam, and they will be consumed with rage and will burn in the fire of envy at seeing it spread fast; utter humiliation and ignominy will be their lot; they will be given hot water to drink and \textit{ṣuqūf} to eat which, instead of giving them nourishment or slaking their thirst and satisfying their hunger, will add to their weakness and hasten the withering away of their bodies—they will be utterly deprived of peace of mind, and calamities will overwhelm them in varying forms.

\textbf{4697. Commentary :}

The righteous believers will be well pleased with the marvellous results of the sacrifices they had made for the cause of Islam.

\textbf{4698. Commentary :}

Like a running spring their beneficence and goodness will flow unceasingly.
17. And carpets *tastefully* spread. 4699

18. Do they not then look at the camels, how they are created? 4700

19. "And at the heaven, how it is raised high? 4701

20. "And at the mountains, how they are set up? 4702

21. "And at the earth, how it is spread out? 4703

---

4699. **Commentary:**

The *Sirra* contains a contrast between the heavenly rewards that the righteous will receive and the severe punishment which will be meted out to the sinful for rejecting the Divine Message. The construction of this and the preceding eight verses shows that Muslims collectively will share in the gifts and rewards mentioned in them.

4700. **Important Words:**

- لَا يَحْمِلُونَ (camels) used as plural means, camels; a herd of camels; clouds (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

The verse means that believers, like camels, going straight in a line all behind the one that leads them, give unquestioning obedience to their Leader. Or like camels which can go on for days without water in the hot sandy desert of Arabia, the believers have infinite patience under trials and go on their spiritual journey without complaining.

لَا يَحْمِلُونَ as meaning clouds, the verse would signify that God will spread the teachings of the Qur’ān which is spiritual water over the whole of the earth.

4701. **Commentary:**

And just as the heaven has been raised high, so will the Holy Prophet, the spiritual heaven, be exalted. Or the verse may mean that just as God has placed the sun, the moon, the stars and planets in the physical heaven and through them He sustains the physical world, so will the spiritual sun (the Holy Prophet), the spiritual moon (the Promised Messiah), the spiritual planets and stars (Muslim divines) sustain the spiritual world.

4702. **Commentary:**

The verse may signify that like mountains the believers are firm in their faith. Or like mountains which secure the earth against earthquakes and violent commotions and render it stable, the righteous servants of God are the cause of the stability of the spiritual world. But for them the violent earthquakes of disbelief and sin should shake the spiritual earth to its foundations and cause great havoc in it.

4703. **Commentary:**

The verse purports to say that the earth has been spread out for the Companions of the Holy Prophet that they might carry the Message of
22. Admonish, therefore, for thou art but an admonisher;

23. "Thou art not appointed a warder over them."\(^{4704}\)

24. But whoever turns away and disbelieves.

25. Allah will punish him with the greatest punishment.

26. Unto Us surely is their return,\(^ {4705}\)

27. Then, surely, it is for Us to call them to account.

\(^ {46:108; 39:42; 42:7.}\)

Islam far and wide. The four verses (vv. 18-21) teach a Muslim the supreme moral lesson that he should be generous like the clouds, exalted like the heaven, of fixed resolve like the mountains, and soft and humble like the earth.

4704. Commentary:

The verse constitutes a wonderful commentary on the Divine origin of the Qur'ān. The Si̇ra was revealed at Mecca in the early years of the Call when only a handful of weak and poor persons had accepted Islam and yet the verse hints that a time would come when the Holy Prophet would be given power and authority, and he is enjoined in advance that when he should have power he should not use it for imposing his opinions on others.

4705. Commentary:

These last two verses show that the subject which had commenced in Si̇ra 'Al-'Ala has come to an end here and disbelievers are told that they shall return to God to render account of their deeds and actions.
CHAPTER 89
SŪRA AL-FAJR

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introduction

This Sūra was among the earliest revealed at Mecca. From historical data and the contents of the Sūra itself, it appears to have been revealed some time in the fourth year of the Call. Noldeke places it immediately after Sūra Al-Ghāshiyah, which, according to Muslim scholars was also revealed in the fourth year, when opposition of the Quraysh to the new Faith had not yet become determined, persistent and organized. The Sūra takes its title from the first word of the opening verse, viz., Al-Fājr. It contains a double prophecy which applies both to the Holy Prophet and the Promised Messiah. In a beautiful allegory the Sūra alludes to the ten years of hardship at Mecca and the Prophet’s Emigration to Medina, accompanied by his very faithful Companion, Abū Bakr, and to the first year of his life at Medina which was also full of anxieties. The Sūra may also be read as applying to the decline of Islam during the ten centuries after the first three hundred years of uniform success, and to the appearance of the Promised Messiah, as well as to the first century of trials and hardships for his mission and followers. After this brief allegorical description of the vicissitudes and fluctuations of the fortunes of Islam in the time of the Holy Prophet and that of the Promised Messiah, the Sūra mentions the case of Pharaoh as representing the opposition which the cause of Truth always encounters from the potlacies of falsehood. Opposition to Truth (the Sūra further states) springs from accumulation of power and wealth in the hands of a particular class, and misuse of riches and authority by the people of that class brings about their decline and destruction. The Sūra concludes that it is only a few fortunate people who accept the Divine Message and by walking in the ways of righteousness succeed in winning God’s pleasure, and consequently enjoy complete immunity from fear of failure or faltering, and who, after joining the company of His Elect, enter His Heaven.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. By the Dawn.\(^{4706}\)

3. And the Ten Nights,\(^ {4707}\)

4. And the Even and the Odd,\(^ {4708}\)

\(^{4706}\) Commentary:

"The Dawn" may mean the Holy Prophet's Emigration to Medina with which ended the ten dark nights or ten years of persecution of the Holy Prophet and his righteous and noble Companions at Mecca. "The Dawn" may also signify the advent of the Promised Messiah who brought a message of hope and of a bright future for Islam after ten dark centuries of its decline and decadence.

See also Introduction to the Sūra.

\(^{4707}\) Commentary:

The word ليل meaning, a night, may signify one year after the Hijra in the case of the Holy Prophet and one century in the case of the Promised Messiah. Thus "the Ten Nights" represent the ten dark years of severe persecution to which Muslims were subjected at Mecca before the Holy Prophet's Emigration to Medina which has been likened to the break of the dawn in the preceding verse. Or "the Ten Nights" may refer to the ten centuries of the decline and decadence of Islam before the advent of the Promised Messiah, with which ended a dark period of degradation, and which ushered in the dawn of a glorious future for Islam. An implied reference to these "Ten Nights" of the decline of Islam is also to be found in the Quranic verse: "He will plan the Divine Ordinance from the heavens unto the earth, then shall it go up to Him in a day the duration of which is thousand years according to what you reckon" (32:6). These ten centuries (or a thousand years) of the moral decadence of Muslims came after the first three centuries of the heyday of their glory and grandeur which have been called the best three centuries of Islam by the Holy Prophet (Bukhārī, (kitāb al-Riqaq). The decline of Islam began towards the end of the third century A.H., when on the one hand an Ummayyad Caliph of Spain signed a pact of mutual assistance with the Pope against the Abbaside Empire of Baghdad and, on the other, the Caliph of Baghdad entered into a treaty of friendship with the Caesar of Rome against the Ummayyad Caliph of Spain.

\(^{4708}\) Commentary:

Continuing the allegory the word الشفع (the Even) may allude to the Holy Prophet and Abu Bakr—his ever faithful Companion. The
5. And the Night when it moves on to its close, 4709
6. Is there not in it strong evidence for one of understanding? 4710

two of them made the number even, and God Who was with them in the hour of tribulation was the Odd (the Odd) To this “Even and Odd” number a pointed reference is to be found in the words “One of the two when they were both in the cave, when he said to his Companion, ‘Grieve not, for Allah is with us’ (9:40). Or the Holy Prophet and the Promised Messiah may be taken as making an even number and Allah an odd, because, while the Prophet in his first advent took refuge along with Abu Bakr in the mountain Thaur, Allah being with them, in his second advent, according to a revelation of the Promised Messiah, the Holy Prophet “took refuge in the fortress of India” (Tadhkirah), along with the Promised Messiah, Allah being the third of them. Or “the Even and the Odd” may signify that though the Holy Prophet and the Promised Messiah were two separate individuals, the Promised Messiah was so completely lost in the Holy Prophet as to become one person with him.

4709. Commentary:

“The Night” may represent the first year of the Hijra which did not see any abatement of the Holy Prophet’s anxieties and in which the Quraish of Mecca marched to the battlefield of Badr with a powerful army to give Islam a coup de grace from which it should never recover. It was in the Battle of Badr, about one year after the Hijra, that the Quraish suffered an ignominious defeat and this literally fulfilled Prophet Isaiah’s prophecy: “For thus hath the Lord said unto me, within a year, according to the years of an hireling, all the glory of Kedar shall fail.” Thus though after the Emigration to Medina the Morning had dawned for the Muslims, still they were not completely out of the wood; they had to suffer hardships for another night i.e. a year. Or the verse may signify that after the advent of the Promised Messiah which heralded the break of the Dawn for Islam, its difficulties would not altogether disappear. One night of darkness—one century of difficulties—seems to lie ahead; after which Islam would march forward on a uniform course of success. Thus the Sûra embodies a double prophecy which was made at a time when the prospects for Islam appeared to be very bleak indeed. It was remarkably fulfilled first, in the first phase of the chequered career of Islam, and it is at present in the process of being fulfilled in the shape of the renaissance being wrought at the hands of the Promised Messiah, the Founder of the Ahmadiyya Movement.

4710. Important Words:

حجر (understanding) is inf. noun from حجر which means, he prevented, he hindered, debarred, withheld. They say فلاش في حجر فلان i.e., such a one is in the protection of such a one. حجر means, the anterior pudendum of a man and of a woman; relationship; understanding, intelligence or reason. ذو حجر means, a person who possesses understanding (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The prophecy contained in the above verses constitutes an invincible argument in support of the Divine origin of the Qur’ân.
7. Hast thou not seen how thy Lord dealt with 'Ad—

8. The tribe of Iram, possessors of lofty buildings,

9. The like of whom have not been created in these parts—

10. "And with Thamūd who hewed out rocks in the valley,

11. And with Pharaoh, lord of vast camps?

12. "Who transgressed in the cities,


14. Thy Lord then let fall on them the scourge of punishment.

4711. Commentary:

The Ād were a powerful and prosperous people of antiquity. They defied their Prophet Hūd and were destroyed. For a detailed note on Ād and Thamūd see 11 : 62.

4712. Important Words:

العماد (lofty buildings) is the plural of عمد which are both derived from عَمَدَتْ عليه "I relied upon him in such a case." عمد means, lofty buildings. وثُمِّدَت زَيْنِي السَّمَاء "he whipped him."

4713. Commentary:

The verse signifies that Ād were a very powerful people in their time. They excelled their contemporary nations in material means and resources.

4714. Commentary:

See 7 : 75 & 11 : 62.

4714-A. Commentary:

See 38 : 13.

4715. Important Words:

السوط (whip) is derived from ساطع. They say ساطع i.e., he mixed it, one part with another, and stirred it about and beat it; he whipped him. نلاقن يسوم الحرب means, such a one manages or conducts the war in person.

السوط means, a whip; scourge; a portion or share; vehemence or severity; a mixture; a place where water collects and stagnates (Lane & Aqrab).
15. Surely, thy Lord is ever on the watch.

16. As for man, when his Lord tries him and honours him and bestows favours on him, he says, 'My Lord has honoured me.'

17. But when He tries him and straitens for him his means of subsistence, he says 'My Lord has disgraced me.'

18. 'Nay, but you honour not the orphan,

19. 'And you urge not one another to feed the poor,

20. And you devour the heritage of other people wholly,'

4716. Commentary:

Favours are bestowed upon man, sometimes to test his mettle, at other times, to reward him for his good actions. Similarly, he is involved in troubles that he may be tried, rewarded or punished according to his actions. But man is so constituted that when he is in ease and affluence, he regards it as the fruit of his labour and superior intelligence (28 : 79); but when misfortunes overtake him, he attributes them to God. The Qur'an has treated the question, whether God, or man himself, is the author of his destiny, from different angles. Whereas in 41 : 47 it says that man himself makes or mars his destiny, in 4 : 80 it says that good comes from God but evil from man's own self, and yet in 4 : 79 it observes that both good and evil come from God. In fact, as God has created everything for the good of man, and it is by misusing God-given gifts that he involves himself in trouble, good is said to proceed from God and evil from man. But as God produces the results of the good or bad actions of man, good or evil are both said to come from God. And as man is a free agent, both good and evil are attributed to him. Thus these verses explain and support one another, there being no contradiction between them.

4717. Important Words:

لما (wholly). لد (means), he gathered, amassed, concentrated the thing. They say لد الله شّعب فلان (i.e., God rectified or repaired and consolidated what was disorganised of the affairs of such a one. لد means, the whole; altogether; one's own part and that of another (Aqrab).

Commentary:

See next verse.
21. And you love wealth with exceeding love.\(^{4718}\)

22. Hearken when the earth is completely broken into pieces;\(^{4719}\)

23. \(^b\)And thy Lord comes, attended by the angels, rank upon rank;\(^{4720}\)

\(^{a104:3}\) \(^{b2:110}\) \(^{6:159}\) \(^{16:34}\).

4718. **Important Words**:

- جَمَّا (exceeding).
- جَمَّاء (wealth) means, the water became much or abundant. جَمَّا (many) means, they came all of them, none of them remaining behind. جَمَال (plenty, abundance; exceeding; numerous (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary**:

Taken along with the preceding three verses, the verse under comment drives home to hoarders of wealth the evils of hoarding and says to them in effect: “You have been given wealth in abundance not as of right or as the result of superior intellect; you should not, therefore, feel injured or humiliated when you are deprived of it. It is given to you that you should spend it to meet the needs of the orphans and the poor, but you squander it in immoral pursuits, depriving others of their rights in it, or else you hoard it and refuse to spend it in noble causes.” In fact, inordinate love of money leads to three inevitable results: (a) It creates in man an excessive desire to keep on adding to his wealth, without spending it on good causes or on meeting the needs of the orphans and the poor. (b) It makes him careless about whether he acquires wealth by fair or by dishonest means. (c) In time of national peril, fear of possible success of the enemy renders his loyalty to his country doubtful. With the desire, in such an eventuality, to keep his life and property safe he does not take an active part in his country’s defence. These are the main causes that lead to the destruction of a people. Islam takes as much care of the moral health of society as it takes of that of the individual; and society’s health requires that material goods be widely distributed and wealth kept in easy circulation.

4719. **Commentary**:

The verse warns disbelievers that as they do not possess the ingredients mentioned in the foregoing verses which are so essential for the maintenance of the moral health of a people, the time would surely come when they will become morally corrupt and will be seized with Divine punishment.

4720. **Commentary**:

“The coming of the Lord attended by the angels” is the Quranic idiom for imminent and destructive Divine punishment.
24. And Hell is brought near that day;\(^a\) on that day man will remember,\(^b\) but of what avail shall that remembrance be to him?

25. He will say, 'O would that I had sent on some good works for my life here!'

26. So on that day none can punish like unto His punishment.

27. And none can bind like unto His binding;\(^{4721}\)

28. And thou, O soul at peace!\(^{4722}\)

29. Return to thy Lord well pleased with Him and He well pleased with thee.

30. So enter thou among My chosen servants,

31. And enter thou My Garden.

\(^{4721}\) Commentary:

The Mill of God grinds slowly but it grinds exceeding small. God is slow to punish but when His punishment overtakes a people, it is most destructive. "It spares not and it leaves naught" (74 : 29).

\(^{4722}\) Commentary:

The last four verses of the Sūra constitute a befitting climax. They purport to say that he who acquires the pre-requisites for full moral development, mentioned in the foregoing verses, becomes immune to all possibility of faltering or falling. He attains the highest stage of spiritual development; "he is well pleased with his Lord and his Lord is well pleased with him." At this stage, called the heavenly stage, man is freed from all weakness and frailty and is braced with a peculiar spiritual strength. He becomes "united" with God and cannot exist without Him. As water flows with great force down a slope and, on account of its great mass and the total absence of all obstacles, dashes down with irresistible force, so the God-intoxicated man, at this stage, casting off all trammels, becomes attracted unrestrainedly towards his Maker. It is in this life and not after death that this great transformation takes place in him and it is in this world and not elsewhere that access to Paradise is granted to him. He finds his support only in God: He drinks deep at this fountain of spiritual life and is delivered from death.
CHAPTER 90

AL-BALAD

(Revealed before Hijra)

General Remarks

This Sūra is one of the earliest revealed at Mecca. According to some Christian writers, Mr. Wherry among them, it was revealed in the first year of the Call. If not as early as that it was certainly revealed towards the end of the third or the beginning of the fourth year, inasmuch as it has a close connection with a number of some preceding Sūras. It takes its title from the opening verse.

In Sūra Al-Fajr it was stated that jibes, mockery and taunts to which the Holy Prophet had been subjected in the first three years of his mission, were about to give place to determined, persistent and organized opposition and persecution and that this persecution would continue for ten long years which allegorically were mentioned as "Ten Nights." In the Sūra under comment the Holy Prophet is told that it is in Mecca, his beloved native town and by his own kith and kin, that he and his followers will be persecuted. It is further mentioned that centuries ago, in pursuance of Divine Command, the Patriarch Abraham and his righteous son, Ishmael, had laid the foundations of this sacred town and had prayed to God that it should become the centre from where should emanate the light which should illumine the world for all time to come. Both the father and the son made great sacrifices in carrying out the commands of God. Abraham's prayer was heard and the Holy Prophet appeared in the fulness of time, and gave to the world the perfect Teaching which enabled man to achieve the noble object of his creation and to lead a happy and prosperous life. But man chose the easy path and refused to attempt "the ascent" that led to the achievement of his great goal. The Sūra ends on the note that only those who place before them high ideals and then live up to them achieve their goal, while those who have no noble ideals and make no sacrifice are condemned to a life of failure and frustration.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. Nay, I call to witness this City—

3. And thou art a dweller in this City—

4723. Commentary:

According to some authorities, the particle ل (la) has been used here to draw pointed attention to the subject which is about to be introduced. According to them the meaning of the verse is: "Listen! Listen! I call to witness this city." Some other scholars think that the verse signifies that the subject which is going to be introduced is so clear and obvious that it needs no swearing to support it. Yet according to another school the particle is intended to refute an understood objection and the meaning of the verse is: "Not that thou art a forger, as the disbelievers think. Thou art not a forger but a true Prophet of God and this City is called to bear witness to this fact." But more appropriately the verse would mean something like this: "You harbour evil designs about Islam, O disbelievers! I know what is in your minds, but I tell you that it would never happen as you desire, and I cite this City as a witness to this fact."

4724. Important Words:

حل (dwell) is derived from حَلَلَ which means, he was or became free from an obligation or responsibility; it was or became lawful. They say حَلَلَ عليهم العذاب i.e., the punishment alighted upon them or the punishment was necessitated by the requirements of justice to take effect upon them. حَلَلَ علىه means, he alighted or dwelt in the house. حَلَلَ علىه means, the discharge of my right became obligatory on him. حَلَلَ (hillum) means: (1) the place outside the sacred precincts of Mecca; (2) the thing the doing of which is lawful; (3) target; (4) free from obligation; (5) alighting or dwelling in a place (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

According to the different meanings of the word حَلَل* given under Important Words the verse would signify: (1) It is considered lawful to do you any harm, even to kill you, in this City of Mecca which is so sacred that the doing of harm to a living creature in its precincts, not to say of killing it, is strictly forbidden. (2) Thou alone art the target of every conceivable abuse, harm, injury, cruelty or violence against life, property or honour in this sacred City. (3) Thou wilt alight as a conqueror in this City from where thou art being driven out as a fugitive. (4) Thou wilt be freed from obligation to observe the sacredness of this City when thou wilt enter it as a victor and wilt punish those wicked persons who had...
4. And the begetter and whom he begot,\textsuperscript{4725}

5. “We have surely created man to toil and struggle.”\textsuperscript{4726}

placed themselves outside the pale of law by perpetrating unutterable cruelties on innocent Muslims.

What a mighty prophecy! It was made at a time when opposition to the Holy Prophet was still confined to mocking and jeering at him. The Sūra, as stated in the Introduction, was revealed towards the end of the third year of the Call when Islam had not yet begun to be preached openly nor had the Meccans awakened to a realization of the danger which the new Faith subsequently proved to be and, therefore, considered it beneath their dignity to offer it any opposition.

\textsuperscript{4725.} \textbf{Commentary:}

While raising the foundations of the Ka’ba the Patriarch Abraham and his son Ishmael had prayed: “And our Lord, raise among them a Messenger from among themselves, who may recite to them Thy Signs and teach them the Book and Wisdom and may purify them” (2 : 130). The expression “the father and the son” refers to Abraham and Ishmael, and the verse purports to say that God had His own plan to accomplish by getting the structure of the Ka’ba raised up by Abraham and Ishmael. This plan was to send the greatest of His Messengers and to give him the final and most perfect Law in the form of the Qur’ān for the eternal guidance of mankind. That Divine plan has been fulfilled in the person of the Holy Prophet. Thus “the father and the son” stand as a witness to the truth of his Divine claim. Or “the father and the son,” may refer to the Holy Prophet and his noble followers, and the verse may signify that the Holy Prophet himself and his followers constitute a proof of the Divine origin of his mission. Their spotless character, their good qualities of head and heart, the great sacrifices they are making in the cause of Truth—all leave no room for doubt that they will succeed in their mission and that those who stand in their way will fail.

\textsuperscript{4726.} \textbf{Important Words:}

- كيد (toil) means, he smote his liver or stomach.
- كيد means, difficulty; distress; affliction; the middle of the sky.
- كيد means, in a state in which he has to work hard. It also means, in a right and just state; in just proportion; in an erect state (Aqrab).

\textbf{Commentary:}

The verse purports to say that the prophecy made in the foregoing verses, viz., that the Holy Prophet will be expelled from Mecca but will come back to it as a conqueror and that Mecca will submit to him, and its inhabitants will enter his fold, will be fulfilled only after he and his followers had gone through great hardships, that is to say, great toil and incessant struggle will be demanded of them to achieve their great goal.
6. "Does he think that no one has power over him?"\textsuperscript{4727}

7. He says, 'I have spent enormous wealth.'\textsuperscript{4728}

8. Does he think that no one sees him?\textsuperscript{4729}

9. Have We not given him two eyes?

10. And a tongue and two lips?

11. 'And We have pointed out to him the two highways of good and evil.'\textsuperscript{4730}

\textsuperscript{4727} Commentary:

The verse warns disbelievers that if they think that they can suppress Islam by means of their wealth and influence can arrest its progress, they labour under a serious misconception. God is aware of their evil designs and He has the power and will bring them to nought.

\textsuperscript{4728} Important Words:

\textsuperscript{4729} Commentary:

Let the opponents of Islam use all their means (the verse purports to say) and spend heaps of wealth to stop spread of Islam, they will not succeed in their evil designs and Islam will continue to make both spiritual and political conquests.

\textsuperscript{4729} Commentary:

The verse means that God sees deep into the hearts of opponents of the Holy Prophet. All their endeavours and designs to bring about the failure of his Movement will prove abortive.

\textsuperscript{4730} Important Words:

النجدين (two highways). نجَّد is inf. noun from نجَّد (najjada). نجَّد means, he helped him. أَنَجَّد البناة means, the building rose high. نجَّد (najjūn) means, high and elevated land; an elevated or conspicuous road; a road in a mountain; a plain or evident affair; a skilful guide (Lane & Aqrab). النجدين signifies, the two high or conspicuous ways of good and evil, of truth and falsehood, of spiritual and material progress (Aqrab).

\textsuperscript{4730} Commentary:

God has provided man with all those means by which he can find out the right path, can sift right from wrong and truth from falsehood. He has been endowed with both spiritual and physical eyes that he may distinguish good from evil. He has been given a tongue and two lips that he might ask for guidance, and above all God has placed
12. But he attempted not the steep ascent.\textsuperscript{4731}

13. And what should make thee know what the steep ascent is?

14. It is the freeing of a slave.

15. \textit{Or feeding on a day of hunger.}\textsuperscript{4732}

16. An orphan near of kin.

17. Or a poor man lying in the dust\textsuperscript{4733}

\textsuperscript{4731} Important Words:
\textsuperscript{4732} Important Words:
\textsuperscript{4733} Commentary:

\textsuperscript{4731} ٤٧٣١: (attempted). They say افتحم في الأسر i.e., he rushed or plunged into the affair without consideration. افتحم المنزل means, he entered the place suddenly and without permission; rushed suddenly upon the place; he invaded or attacked the place. افتحم العقبة means, he ascended or attacked or rushed upon عقبة which means, hill: mountain: high place: steep road (Lane & Aqrab).

\textsuperscript{4732} سعية (hunger) is derived from سع (hunger) which means, he was or became hungry or suffered hunger, together with fatigue. سعية القوم means, the people entered upon a state of hunger. They say به سعية i.e., in him is hunger or hunger together with fatigue (Lane & Aqrab).

\textsuperscript{4733} Commentary:

These verses (vv. 14—17) speak of the two methods to raise the moral stature of a people: (a) Freeing of the slaves, i.e., raising the suppressed, oppressed and depressed sections of the community to an equal partnership in life. (b) Helping the orphans and the poor to stand on their own legs and to become useful members of the community.
18. Then, he should have been of those who believe and exhort one another to perseverance and exhort one another to mercy.\(^4734\)

19. These are the people of the right hand.\(^4735\)

20. But those who disbelieve Our Signs, they are the people of the left hand.\(^4735-A\)

21. Around them will be a fire closed over.\(^4736\)

\(^{a}103:4. \quad {b}56:28; 69:20; 84:8-9. \quad {c}56:42; 69:26; 84:11-12. \quad {d}104:9.\)

4734. **Commentary:**

The verse points out that the doing only of good actions mentioned in the foregoing verses is not enough for raising the all round stature of a community. Good ideals and right principles, combined with continuous and sustained adherence to the path of moral rectitude and the teaching of virtues to others, are equally essential for the attainment of the above-mentioned high aim.

4735. **Commentary:**

See 56:9.

4735-A. **Commentary:** See 56:10.

4736. **Important Words:**

وصد (closed over) is derived from وصد بالمكان i.e., he remained in the place. أوصد الباب means, he closed or shut the door. موصدة means, shut, closed (Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

The disbelievers will burn in a species of fire which being closed on all sides will be most destructive.
CHAPTER 91

SŪRA AL-SHAMs

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introduction

This Sūra admittedly belongs to the very early Meccan period. Some scholars regard it as having been revealed in the first year of the Call; others assign it to the second or third year. It takes its title from the first word of the opening verse.

The five Sūras (89-93) possess a striking similarity in subject-matter. In all of them great stress has been laid on the development of good morals, specially those good qualities that intimately concern and affect the progress and prosperity of a community. Muslims have been exhorted to create an atmosphere and an environment which should help to raise the standing and stature of the poor, depressed and suppressed section of their Community and should enable them to take their proper share in its activities.

The preceding Chapter contained a hint about the supreme object for which Abraham and his son Ishmael had built the Ka'ba. That supreme object is explained in the prayer—“Our Lord raise up among them a Messenger from among themselves, who may recite to them Thy Signs and teach them the Book and Wisdom and may purify them; surely Thou art the Mighty, the Wise (2:130). It is to the Holy Prophet Muḥammad and his great moral qualities that this Sūra refers. Towards its close the Sūra points out that moral greatness can be achieved by anyone who eschews evil and walks in the path of righteousness. The Sūra ends on the note that those who choose to defy Divine laws and adopt evil ways work out their own ruin.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. By the sun and his growing brightness,

3. And by the moon when she follows him (the sun),

Taking the oaths mentioned in the following verses, we see that the sun and the moon, the day and the night, heavens and earth belong to the "obvious;" their properties as referred to in these verses are universally known and acknowledged. But the same properties found in man's soul are not obvious. To lead to an inference of the existence of these properties in the soul of man God has called to witness His obvious works.

Commentary:

"The sun" in the verse may refer to the sun of the spiritual universe—the Holy Prophet—who is the source of all light and who will continue to enlighten the world till the end of time. For a detailed note on this and the following five verses see v. 7.

4738. Important Words:

المٰلأ (the moon). They say المٰلأ i.e., the brightness of the thing became intense. المٰلأ means, the moon; a star which borrows its light from the sun and reflects it on to the earth and thus removes the darkness of the night. (Lane & Aqrab). See also 54 : 2.

تلاه (follows him). تلاه means, I followed him or it immediately or without intervention. هو يتلاأ means, he imitates such a one and follows what he does (Lane & Aqrab). See also 2 : 103.
4. *And* by the day when it reveals his glory,\(^{4739}\)

5. *And* by the night when it draws a veil over him,\(^{4740}\)

6. *And* by the heaven and its make,\(^{4741}\)

7. *And* by the earth and its expanse,

8. *And* by the soul and its perfection—\(^{4742}\)

**Commentary:**

"The moon" may be taken as referring to the Holy Prophet, who like the moon, draws his light from God and transmits it to the spiritually dark world. Or it may refer to those religious Divines and Reformers—particularly the Promised Messiah—who borrow the light of truth from the Holy Prophet and transmit it to the world to remove the darkness of moral and spiritual turpitude.

\(^{4739}\) **Commentary:**

"The day" may signify the time during which the Message of Islam and the truth of its Founder was further fortified and foundations were laid for the universal propagation of the vital doctrines of the new Faith. The reference in the verse may particularly be to the time of the rightly-guided Caliphs—the first four Successors of the Holy Prophet. In their time the light of Islam revealed its glory and splendour to the world.

\(^{4740}\) **Commentary:**

"The night" may refer to the period of decline and decadence of Muslims when the light of Islam had become veiled from the eyes of the world. These four verses (2-5) refer to four periods in the eventful career of Islam, viz., the time of the Holy Prophet himself when the spiritual sun (the Holy Prophet) was shining in full splendour in the spiritual heaven; (2) the time of the Promised Messiah when the light derived from the Holy Prophet was being reflected on to a dark world; (3) the time of the Holy Prophet’s immediate Successors when the light of Islam was still shining and, (4) the period when spiritual darkness had spread over the world after the first three centuries of Islam which was its most glorious period.

\(^{4741}\) **Commentary:**

The particle ل (ma) in this and the next two verses is either مصدرين (maṣdariya) as in the text, or it stands for م، meaning, ‘He Who.’ Thus in these verses attention has been focussed on the great Designer and Architect of the universe, and on the perfection and complete freedom from flaw or defect in the design and creation of man and the universe.

\(^{4742}\) **Commentary:**

The verse means that all the properties and forces which the great heavenly bodies such as the sun and the moon, etc., devote to the service of God’s creatures and to which reference has been made in the following verses bear witness to man having been endowed.
9. And He revealed to it the ways of evil and the ways of righteousness—

10. He indeed truly prospers who purifies it,

11. And he who corrupts it is ruined.

12. The tribe of Thamūd rejected the Divine Messenger because of their rebelliousness.

with similar qualities in a high degree. In fact, man is a universe in miniature and in his soul is represented, on a small scale, all that exists in the external universe. Like the sun he sheds his lustre over the world and enlightens it with the light of wisdom and knowledge. Like the moon he transmits to those who are in the dark the light of vision, inspiration and revelation which he borrows from the Great Original Source. He is bright like the day, and shows the ways of truth and virtue. Like the night he draws the veil over the faults and misdeeds of others, lightens their burdens and gives rest to the tired and the weary. Like the heavens he takes every distressed soul under his shelter and revives the lifeless earth with salubrious rain. Like the earth he submits in all humility and lowliness to be trampled under the feet by others as a trial for them, and from his purified soul various sorts of trees of knowledge and truth grow up in abundance, and with their shade, flowers and fruits, he regales the world. Such are the great Divines and Heavenly Reformers, of whom the greatest and the most perfect was the Holy Prophet.

4743. Commentary:

The verse means that after creating the celestial and the terrestrial systems, and bringing into existence man—the acme and apex of the whole creation—and endowing him with great natural potentialities and qualities, God did not leave him alone. He implanted in his nature a feeling or sense of what is good or bad. Or the verse may mean that God reveals to man that he could achieve spiritual perfection by eschewing what is bad and wrong and adopting what is right and good because it is through Divine revelation that man could achieve it.

4744. Important Words:

زک (purifies) is transitive from زکا (zaka) which means, it increased or augmented. زکالزرع means, the harvest grew and increased. زکالعِلَم means, the boy grew up. زکالعلم يَزِّكَو عَلَيَ الْإِنْفَاق means, knowledge increases by expending (Lane & Aqrab).

4745. Important Words:

dā (corrupts). دُسَاه means, he hid it; he buried it; he corrupted it. دُسَاه من أَنَّهَا means, who corrupts it; makes it vile. دُسَاه means, who makes it obscure or stuns its growth (Lane & Aqrab).

4746. Commentary:

In this and the next four verses is cited the example of the tribe of Thamūd who defied Divine guidance and opposed their Prophet working out thereby their own ruin.
13. When the most wretched among them got up,
14. Then the Messenger of Allah said, ‘Leave alone the she-camel of Allah, and let her drink.’
15. But they rejected him and hamstrung her, so their Lord destroyed them completely because of their sin, and made it (destruction) overtake all of them alike.
16. And He cared not for the consequence thereof.

4747. Commentary:

The Prophet Ṣāliḥ kept the she-camel for travels. He rode on it from place to place to preach the Divine Message. Putting obstacles in the way of its free movements was tantamount to placing impediments in the way of Ṣāliḥ himself and preventing him from discharging the sacred duty entrusted to him. In fact, every Divine Reformer is (God’s she-camel).

4748. Important Words:

(destroyed them completely). They say i.e., such a one spoke to such a one in anger.

4749. Commentary:

When a people incur Divine punishment and are thus destroyed. God does not care for those who survive the destruction or for the utterly miserable state to which they are reduced. The verse may also be taken as containing a warning to the Meccans that if they behaved like the Thamūd, they will be punished like them.
CHAPTER 92

SŪRA AL-LAIL

(Revealed before Hijra)

General Remarks

Prominent Muslim scholars, including two distinguished Companions of the Holy Prophet—‘Abdullah bin ‘Abbās and ‘Abdullah bin Zubair—are of the view that the Sūra was revealed very early at Mecca. William Muir also agrees with this opinion. The Sūra takes its title from the first word of the opening verse.

The Sūra possesses very close resemblance with some previous Chapters, especially with Al-Fajr and Al-Balad. In the immediately preceding Sūra, Al-Shams, it was hinted that the supreme object of the building of the Ka'ba, which is the principal theme of Sūra Al-Balad, could not have been achieved without a great Divine Messenger—the soul par excellence. In the present Sūra we are told that when an ideal Teacher, as the Holy Prophet, is blessed with ideal disciples like his Companions, advance of the cause of Truth is doubly accelerated. The Sūra also mentions some of the prominent moral qualities that distinguished the Companions of the Holy Prophet. In contrast, two glaring bad qualities that lead to the undoing of a man are also mentioned.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.
2. "By the night when it covers up!"^{4750}
3. "And by the day when it shines forth,"^{4751}
4. "And by the creation of the male and the female,"^{4752}

---

4750. **Commentary:**

In this verse "the night when it covers up" has been cited as a witness to the truth of the Holy Prophet. It is a Divine law that when darkness spreads over the earth, a Heavenly Reformer is raised. And now that humanity is groping in spiritual darkness God has raised the Holy Prophet in order that His servants might be rescued from the "Slough of Despond" in which they are stuck up.

In the preceding Sūra the principal subject of discussion was Al-Shams, i.e., the Holy Prophet, who is the source and spring of all light. This is why mention of the sun and the day precedes that of the moon and the night. But in the present Sūra a contrast is instituted between believers and disbelievers, and as the latter are generally larger in number and wield greater power and influence, mention of the night precedes that of the day.

4751. **Commentary:**

The verse signifies that with the appearance of the Holy Prophet the night of disbelief is about to give place to the day of belief.

By the substitution of the word ٍٍ (shines forth) in this verse in place of ٍّ (reveals its glory) in the corresponding verse in the preceding Sūra it is hinted that whereas in the preceding Sūra the emphasis was on the high spiritual stature of the Teacher, in the present Sūra it is on the great ability of the pupils to learn and assimilate the teaching.

4752. **Commentary:**

Procreation of man depends upon the coming together of two individuals of opposite sexes. The characteristic quality of the one (the male) is to give, of the other (the female) to receive. Like the physical world there are in the spiritual world males—God's great Prophets and Divine Reformers—who teach and guide, and there are also spiritual females—their followers—who receive and benefit by the Divine teaching. The verse embodies a hint that by the coming together of the perfect Teacher—the Holy Prophet—and the ideal pupils—his Companions—a new world is about to be born.
5. Surely, your strivings are diverse.  

6. Then as for him who gives for the cause of Allah and is righteous,

7. And testifies to the truth of what is right,

8. "We will provide for him every facility."

---

4753. Important Words:

- شت (diverse). They say شت الأشياء i.e., he disunited or dispersed the things. 
- أم شت means, a broken or disorganized state of affairs. 
- توم شت means, a people separated or consisting of sundry bodies. 
- جاؤوا اشتانا means, they came separate (Lane).

Commentary:

The verse draws attention to the widely divergent goals of believers and disbelievers, and also to the disparity in the endeavours they make to achieve their respective goals. Whereas the efforts of believers are devoted to the dissemination of truth, those of disbelievers are directed towards opposing it and putting obstacles and impediments in its way. The results of the two efforts must inevitably be different.

4754. Commentary:

This and the preceding verse mention three characteristics of persons who are successful in life, viz., they spend in the cause of truth out of what God has bestowed upon them, and are always on their guard against doing anything that may harm others. Over and above this they adopt good principles and right ideals. Briefly, right action, right feeling and right thinking are the three essential prerequisites for national progress and prosperity which believers possess in an ample measure.

4755. Commentary:

The verse means that the person who possesses the three characteristic qualities mentioned in the preceding two verses, will find that his actions are productive of the desired results. Or it may mean that the doing of good deeds will become easy for such a person and he will enjoy doing them.
9. But as for him who is niggardly and is disdainfully indifferent,4756
10. And rejects what is right,
11. We will make easy for him the path to distress.4757
12. And his wealth shall not avail him when he perishes.4758
13. Surely, it is for Us to guide;
14. And to Us belongs the Hereafter as well as the present world.4759
15. So I warn you of a flaming Fire
16. None shall enter it but the most wicked one.
17. Who rejects the truth and turns his back.4760
18. But the righteous one shall be kept away from it,
19. Who gives his wealth that he may be purified.

4756. Commentary:
In contrast to the three good qualities mentioned in the preceding two verses (6—7), the three bad qualities that lead to the undoing of a man are mentioned in these two verses (9—10).

4757. Commentary:
The verse means that the actions of the person referred to in the preceding verse miss their mark and produce results contrary to what he expects or desires. Or it may mean that the doing of good deeds becomes difficult for such a person.

4758. Commentary:
The expression “When he perishes” signifies, that when Divine decree regarding his destruction comes into operation, nothing can avail him to avert or escape Divine punishment.

4759. Commentary:
The wicked disbelievers face failure in this life and will suffer punishment in the Hereafter because both the worlds are under God’s control.

4760. Commentary:
کذب (rejects the truth) signifies that the sinful disbeliever holds wrong beliefs and تولى implies that he does not make use of right feeling, right thinking and right actions. Thus he is deprived of these qualities.
20. And he owes no favour to anyone, which is to be repaid,

21. Except that he gives his wealth to seek the pleasure of his Lord, the Most High.\textsuperscript{4761}

22. And soon will He be well pleased with him.

\textsuperscript{4761.} Commentary:
The righteous believer does good to others, not in return for any good received from them but actuated by a desire to be of use to God's creatures and to win the pleasure of his Heavenly Lord and Master.
CHAPTER 93

SŪRA AL-ḌUḤĀ

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introduction:

After the first two or three Sūras had been revealed, Revelation ceased to come to the Holy Prophet for some time. The present Sūra is among those which were revealed soon after Revelation started coming again. Thus the Sūra should be deemed to have been revealed very early at Mecca. Noldeke places it after Al-Balad, and Muir puts it near to Sūra Al-Inshirāḥ in chronological order. It is surprising that such a bigoted Christian Missionary as Mr. Wherry should also have assigned a very early date to this Sūra which embodies a prophecy that every morrow of the Holy Prophet would be better than his yesterday, and this process will continue till his cause would meet with complete success. This prophecy had remarkable fulfilment in the mounting triumphs of the Holy Prophet.

In subject-matter the Sūra very much resembles some of its predecessors. Like them it lays stress on the evils to which the Meccans were specially addicted, with this difference that in this Sūra the Holy Prophet and his followers have been enjoined to make proper use of their money, but in the preceding Sūras a contrast was drawn between the believers’ and the disbelievers’ treatment of the orphans and the needy. Moreover, in the preceding Sūra it was briefly stated that the righteous believer spends his wealth in the way of God but in the Sūra under comment mention is made of the blessings that God bestows upon His chosen servants with a particular reference to the Holy Prophet. Thus the Sūra serves as a sequel to the one preceding it.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. By the growing brightness of the Forenoon, 4762

3. *And* by the night when its darkness spreads out, 4763

4. Thy Lord has not forsaken thee, nor is He displeased with thee. 4764

---

4762. **Commentary:**

"The brightness of the Forenoon" signifies the rise and progress of Islam. The verse, therefore, purports to say that the phenomenal rise of Islam will establish the truth of the Holy Prophet. The Night may also refer to the particular forenoon when the Holy Prophet entered Mecca at the head of an army of ten thousand holy warriors and the Ka'ba was cleared of idols.

4763. **Important Words:**

*سعَى* (spreads out). This means, the night was quiet; was or became dark and its darkness extended; was or became continuous; or the night covered by its darkness (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

The verse signifies that the prolonged period of the decline of Islam will also bear witness to the truth of the Holy Prophet in that according to his prophecies the decline will be followed by its renaissance.

"The Night" may also have reference to that particular night when after the fall of darkness the Holy Prophet went out of his house and took refuge in Cave Thaur along with Abī Bakr. In fact the night when the Holy Prophet left Mecca and the day Mecca fell, give in a nutshell the various ups and downs of the Holy Prophet's whole career.

4764. **Important Words:**

*نَالَ الرَجُل* (has forsaken). They say i.e., he hated the man and disliked him so much that he forsook him (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

Every day and night of the Holy Prophet: his great successes and temporary set-backs; his joys and tribulations; his devotions at night and activities in the day, all bear out that God was with him.
5. Surely every hour "that follows is better for thee than the one that precedes."

6. And thy Lord will soon give thee and thou wilt be well pleased.

7. Did He not find thee an orphan and give thee shelter?

---

4765, Commentary:

The verse means that every succeeding moment of the Holy Prophet’s life is better than the preceding. To mention a few landmarks in his career, one may observe that he left Mecca with a single Companion, a price having been put on his head. He entered the same town after a brief period of eight years at the head of ten thousand devoted followers. At Badr there were only 313 Muslims with him and at Uhud more than double that number, and in the Battle of the Ditch the number grew to several thousand, till at the Last Pilgrimage more than one hundred thousand believers marched under his banner. The successes of the Holy Prophet continued after his death. Islam went from strength to strength till it spread, within a few decades, over a large part of the then known world.

The reference in the verse may also be to the Latter Days when the renaissance of Islam was to take place. The verse may also mean that Divine Reformers will continue to appear among Muslims during periods of decline to impart to the Faith a new life and a new vigour.

4765-A, Commentary:

The Sūra being one of the earliest revelations received at a time when those who had responded to the Call of the Holy Prophet could be counted on one’s fingers. the verse under comment contains a message of hope and good cheer wherein the Prophet is told that the time is fast approaching when his cause will triumph and he will be blessed with Divine favours—in this life and the Hereafter—to his heart’s content.

4766, Important Words:

يتم (orphan) is derived from ياتم (yatama) which means; he became fatherless, an orphan; was or became unique; incomparable; (Aqrab).

Commentary:

The Holy Prophet was an orphan in fact, as well as figuratively. His orphanhood was of the extreme kind. His father died before he was born, leaving no property. His mother died when he was hardly six years old and his grandfather ‘Abd al-Muṭṭalib, who took charge of him after his mother’s death, died two years later, leaving him under the care of his uncle, a man of scanty means. Thus the Prophet was deprived of parental care and love in his early childhood. Yet he received love and affection from his juniors and seniors, his Companions and compatriots in a large measure such that no woman-born had ever received the like of it before or after him or is likely to receive in future.
8. And He found thee wandering in search of Him and guided thee unto Himself.4767

9. And He found thee in want and enriched thee.4768

10. So the orphan, oppress not.

11. And him who seeks thy help, chide not,

The verse may also be interpreted as: And He found thee lost in thy love for thy people, and provided thee with guidance for them.

4767. Important Words:

(1) The Holy Prophet wandered in search of the ways and means to attain to God, and God revealed to him the Law which guided him to the desired goal.
(2) He was perplexed and did not know how to find the path that led to the attainment of his quest and God guided him to it. (42 : 53).
(3) He was entirely lost in the love of God and did not know how to find Him but God led him to Himself (12 : 9).
(4) He was hidden from the eyes of the world. God discovered him and chose him for the task of leading people to Him. Thus the word خال has not been used in disapprobation but in praise of the Holy Prophet. The

The verse may also be interpreted as: And He found thee lost in thy love for thy people, and provided thee with guidance for them.

4768. Important Words:

(1) They say عال الرجل i.e. the man had a large family to support; he became poor. عال عياله means, he fed, nourished or supported his family. عال الشه ه means, the thing oppressed or distressed such a one (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The Holy Prophet started life as a poor orphan but ended by being the undisputed master of the whole of Arabia.
12. And the bounty of thy Lord, proclaim.\textsuperscript{4769}

4769. Commentary:

Verses 7, 8 & 9, speak of God's favours on the Holy Prophet and in vv. 10, 11 and 12, the Prophet is enjoined to show his gratitude for Divine favours by doing similar favours to his fellow beings. The commandment applies equally to his followers.
CHAPTER 94

SŪRA AL-INSHIRĀḤ

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introductory Remarks:

Since the Sūra is closely connected with the one preceding it so as to form an extension of the subject-matter of the latter Sūra, it was obviously revealed at Mecca, about the same time as the other Sūra, i.e., in the second or third year of the Call. Whereas the preceding Sūra spoke of the increasing prosperity of the Holy Prophet’s cause, the present Sūra alludes to some distinguishing signs and marks which constitute a sure guarantee of the ultimate triumph of a mission. First of all one should be firmly convinced of the truth of one’s claim and should possess necessary means for propagating it; one should be able to attract people’s attention, and the Divine decree should be working in his favour. In the Sūra under comment the Holy Prophet is described as being in possession of all these in full measure. His cause is, therefore, bound to prevail.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. Have We not opened for thee thy bosom,\textsuperscript{4770}

3. And removed from thee thy burden
4. Which had \textit{well nigh} broken thy back,\textsuperscript{4771}
5. And We exalted thy name?\textsuperscript{4772}

\textsuperscript{a}See 1 : 1.

\textbf{4770. Important Words :}

\textit{شرح} (opened). \textit{شرح المسألة} means, he explained the question. \textit{شرح الكلام} means, he understood the talk. \textit{شرح الشيء} means, he guarded the thing, he preserved it. \textit{شرح صدره} means, he was pleased with the thing. The breast symbolically being the seat of knowledge and feelings, its expansion (in the present context) signifies its illumination with wisdom, Divine light and peace and its vastness for the reception of what was to be revealed to the Holy Prophet (\textit{Lane, Aqrab & Muḥīt}).

\textbf{Commentary :}

In view of different meanings of the word \textit{شرح}, the verse may have one or all of the following interpretations: 1. God had protected the heart of the Holy Prophet from all harmful influences. It was impossible for evil to enter it. 2. God was the Prophet's own Preceptor and Teacher and besides temporal knowledge He had opened his breast to comprehend the Divine mysteries. 3. The Prophet never suffered from straitness of the heart and was endowed with patience and fortitude to such a degree that even the hardest tribulation could not disturb his peace of mind.

\textbf{4771. Commentary :}

The Holy Prophet had been saddled with such a nerve-racking and back-breaking task as had never been entrusted to a human being, \textit{i.e.}, first to raise a degenerate people from the depths of moral turpitude to the peaks of spiritual excellence and, then through them to cleanse and purify the whole of mankind of the dross of iniquity, ignorance and superstition. This was indeed a very heavy responsibility which had almost crushed the Prophet under its weight, but God lightened his burden in that He gave him devoted and sincere Companions who shared his burden and helped him in the discharge of his manifold and hard duties.

\textbf{4772. Commentary :}

The \textit{Ṣūra} was revealed in the second or third year of the \textit{Cafī}, at a time when the Prophet was hardly known outside his immediate neighbourhood, but very soon he rose to be the best known and most respected and successful of all religious Teachers. No leader, religious or temporal, has so commanded the love and respect of his followers as has the Holy Prophet.
6. Surely, there is ease after hardship.  
7. Ayé, surely, there is ease after hardship.
8. So when thou art free from thy immediate task, strive hard.
9. And to thy Lord do thou turn with full attention.

4773. Commentary:
The verse holds a message of hope and good cheer for the Holy Prophet. He is comforted with the assurance that whenever Islam would be in difficulty, God would raise a Reformer from among his followers who would restore to it its former glory and greatness. Pointing out the fact that one has to face difficulties and hardships in this life the Prophet is assured that his tribulation would prove to be of short duration and would soon be followed by increasing ease, success and prosperity.

4774. Commentary:
Repetition of the words, “Surely, there is ease after hardship,” signifies that Islam will have to pass through very hard times but on two occasions it will have to face a challenge to its very existence, first at its birth and then in the Latter Days,—and on both these occasions it will emerge from the ordeal with renewed strength. These verses also indicate that the hardships with which the Holy Prophet and Muslims are faced are temporary, but his successes would be permanent and ever-expanding.

4775. Commentary:
The Holy Prophet is told here that as endless vistas of spiritual progress lie before him, after he has conquered the difficulties that bar his way, he should not rest satisfied with his success, but having scaled one peak he should strive to climb the next, and his attention should be wholly directed towards regenerating a fallen humanity and towards establishing God's Kingdom on earth. The verse may also signify that when the Prophet has finished his day's work of teaching and training his followers and other temporal affairs, he should turn to God as ever with all his heart, for his spiritual journey knows no end.
CHAPTER 95

SŪRA AL-TĪN

(Revealed before Hijra)

General Remarks

This is an early Meccan Sūra. That is the view of ‘abdullah Ibn ‘Abbas and Ibn-Zubair. Noldeke places it after Chapter 85.

In the preceding Sūra arguments based on reason and commonsense were given in support of the claim that the Holy Prophet’s future would be very glorious as he possessed all those qualities which are necessary for making a success of one’s mission. In the present Sūra examples of some Divine Messengers have been cited to show that as the Holy Prophet’s circumstances resembled the circumstances of these Messengers, therefore, like them he too will achieve success. In Chapters 89-94 the Holy Prophet’s migration to Medina and his subsequent success were hinted at in one form or another—in some by implication, in others by oblique references, and in yet others in clear words. In the Sūra under comment it is hinted that the former Prophets also had to leave their homes for the sake of their missions.
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1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.\(^{4776}\)

2. By the Fig and the Olive,

3. And by \(^{6}\) Mount Sinai,\(^{4777}\)

4. And by this City of Security\(^{6},^{4778}\)

\(^{a}\) See 1 : 1. \(^{b}\) 52 : 2. \(^{c}\) 90 : 2.

4776. **Commentary:**

See 1 : 1.

4777. **Commentary:**

See next verse. The word سِينَان being in the plural shows that there are several mountains of this name in that region. On one of these God manifested Himself to Moses.

4778. **Commentary.**

The Fig, the Olive, Mount Sinai and "this City of Security" have been invoked as witnesses to support and substantiate the claim made in the سِنَا the Holy Prophet will succeed in his mission. Various views have been expressed as to what is meant by these things and how do they support the above-mentioned claim? Here are some of these views:

1. "The Fig" and "the Olive" are symbolic of Jesus, "Mount Sinai" of Moses; and "this City of Security" of the Holy Prophet. These three verses together point to the well-known Biblical reference, viz., "The Lord came from Sinai, and rose up from Seir with them; and He shined forth from Mount Paran, and He came with ten thousands of saints: from His right hand went a fiery law for them. (Deut. 33 : 2).

2. "The Fig" is symbolic of the Mosaic Dispensation and "the Olive" of the Islamic Dispensation. In the Bible good people and the bad among the Israelites have been likened to two baskets of good and bad figs (Jer. chap. 24 : 1—5); and in the Qur'an Islamic Teaching has been likened to "the oil of a blessed olive tree which is neither of the East nor of the West" (24 : 36). This simile has been further expressed in more concrete form by the words "Mount Sinai" and "this City of Security." The simile is very apt, since "the Fig" and "the Olive" are both used as medicines and as articles of food, with this difference that the former tastes sweet but rots very soon, while the latter is used as fruit, its oil is in general use and when mixed with condiments it preserves and protects pickled article from rotting and decaying.
5. Surely, We have created man in "the best make." 4779

3. According to some Commentators "the Fig" stands for Buddhism, "the Olive" for Christianity, "Mount Sinai" for Judaism and "this City of Security" for the Holy Prophet of Islam.

4. But perhaps the best explanation of the symbolism used in these verses is the one according to which the four words represent four periods in the history of human evolution. "the Fig" representing the era of Adam, "the Olive" that of Noah, "Mount Sinai" that of Moses and "this City of Security" the Islamic epoch. This explanation finds ample support from the Bible and the Qur'an. When Adam and Eve ate the forbidden fruit and found themselves naked, they sewed fig leaves together, and made themselves aprons (Gen. 3:7). About Noah we read: "And the dove came in to him in the evening; and lo! in her mouth was an olive leaf plucked off; so Noah knew that the waters were abated from off the earth" (Gen. 8:11) And it is an accepted fact that Moses received the Divine Law on Mount Sinai and that Mecca, the birth-place of Islam was, from time immemorial, regarded as, and proved to be, the "City of Security." These four periods represent the four cycles through which man had to pass to reach the stage of complete development. In the cycle of Adam the foundations of human civilization were laid. Noah was the founder of the Shari'āt. In the cycle of Moses the details of the Shari'āt were revealed, while with the advent of the Holy Prophet the Divine Law became complete and perfect in all its manifold aspects, and man attained his complete intellectual, social, moral and spiritual development.

The verse signifies that the circumstances of the Holy Prophet resemble those of Adam, Noah and Moses. Like them he will suffer hardships in the beginning and like them will succeed in the end.

4779. Important Words:

 masse (make, formation or build) is inf. noun from قوم الإسرأ i.e., he managed the affair well.ُ. قوم الإسرأ means, he set the thing right or made it straight or even. (Aqrab & Lane).

Commentary:

The verse may mean:

1. Man has been endowed with the best natural powers and qualities, by making use of which he can make infinite progress.

2. God has endowed man with a creative power i.e., he can be a good architect and builder in both the physical and spiritual senses.

The question naturally arises: When man has been endowed with such wonderful natural powers and capacities, why does he sin? Various schools have their own explanations for this baffling question. According to one school man is prone to evil, though he has also been endowed with the power to correct and reform himself. This is the Buddhist conception of evil. (ii) According to Christian belief man is by nature sinful, because Adam faltered and committed a sin, and his progeny inherited the taint of sin from their progenitor. (iii) The third school holds the view that man is not born with a good or bad nature.
6. Then, if he acts unjustly, We degrade him as the lowest of the low.\(^{4780}\)

7. “Save those who believe and do good works; so for them is an unfailing reward.

8. Then what is there to give the lie to thee, after this, with regard to the judgment?\(^{4781}\)

\(^{a11 : 12; 41 : 9; 84 : 26.}\)

He comes into the world with some natural inclinations and instinctive impulses and it is the sort of education which he gets or the atmosphere in which he moves that make him good or bad. Some mystics hold the view that man is deprived of all freedom of will or action and is completely denied discretion or volition and that he is a helpless victim of predetermined set of conditions and circumstances which he cannot overcome. (iv) The protagonists of the theory of Transmigration of Souls are of the view that man is born to suffer for the evil deeds he does in a former existence and goes through various forms of re-birth to cleanse himself of his sins. All these views evidently contravene human reason and offend against his moral sense. According to Islam, however, man is born with a pure and unsullied nature, with a natural tendency to do good, but he has also been given a large measure of freedom of will and action to mould himself as he chooses. He has been endowed with great natural powers and qualities to make unlimited moral progress and to rise spiritually so high as to become the mirror in which Divine attributes are reflected. But if he misuses God-given powers and attributes he sinks lower than even beasts and brutes and becomes the Devil incarnate as the next verse shows. Briefly, the verse signifies that man is blessed with great potentialities for good or evil.

4780. Commentary:

If “man” is taken to mean the whole mankind the verse signifies that good precedes evil. This is Islam's main difference with the protagonists of the theory of man's moral evolution, according to whom evil precedes good. If man is taken as an individual the verse means that God has bestowed upon man great natural faculties and powers and has revealed guidance in order that by making right use of them and following Divinely-revealed guidance he might reach the high destiny intended for him.

4781. Important Words:

- دين (judgment) is inf. noun from دان which means, he obeyed. دين means, judgment; religion: compulsion against will; righteousness; argument; plan, etc. (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The verse purports to say that when man has been created to achieve a very high spiritual destiny and God sent His Messengers such as Adam, Noah, Moses and the Holy Prophet, to
9. Is not Allah the Best of Judges?

(help him achieve his great goal and that if he does not make proper use of his natural faculties and rejects the Divine Message, opposing God’s Messengers he is punished, then, who can, with reason, deny that there is a Day of Judgment in this life and in the Hereafter, and that the commandments of God Who is the Best of Judges cannot be defied with impunity and man’s actions will not go unrewarded. This is the simple explanation of this verse. But in view of the different significations of the word دين given under Important Words, the verse may also mean:

(1) How can the pagan Quraish, after having seen the evil end to which opponents of God’s Messengers always come, possibly hope that they will escape God’s judgment and will not be punished and the Holy Prophet will not succeed?

(2) When God has been revealing the Shari‘at from time immemorial, then why do disbelievers find fault with the Holy Prophet, if he has brought a new Law?

(3) The disbelievers can advance no sane or solid argument against the claim of the Holy Prophet. Any charge or objection they raise against him equally applies to all Divine Messengers.

(4) In view of the innumerable Signs shown in favour of the Holy Prophet, no plan or argument can succeed against him or can disprove his claim.

(5) No truly righteous man can reject the Holy Prophet.

(6) After having known the tragic end of the opponents of God’s Messengers who will dare say that he can compel the Holy Prophet to give up his mission?

2851
CHAPTER 96
SŪRA AL-‘ALAQ
(Revealed before Hijra)

Date of Revelation and Context:

The first five verses of the Sūra have been universally admitted to be the first revelation which descended upon the Holy Prophet in Cave Hira, on a night in the month of Ramadān, 13 years before Hijra, corresponding to 610 A.D. On that “Night of Destiny” when the Prophet lay on the floor of the Cave, his mind locked in deep contemplation, these verses were revealed and the words became branded on his soul. “These blessed verses,” says Ibn Kathīr, “are the first act of mercy with which God blessed His servants.” After the first revelation some verses of Sūra Al-Qalam are said to have been revealed, followed by some verses of Sūra Al-Muzzammil. Then there occurred a break of a year or so after which revelation started coming in quick succession.

The connection of this Sūra with the one preceding it consists in the fact that in that Sūra it was stated that from time immemorial, in order to meet the need of the age, God had been sending His Messengers and Prophets and had been revealing His will to them. First came Adam who was followed by Prophet Noah, and after a succession of Divine Messengers, appeared Moses, the greatest of the Israelite Prophets, and last of all came the Holy Prophet. In the Sūra under comment it is stated that just as the birth of man is the result of a gradual process of development, so is his spiritual evolution. The Prophets whose examples were cited in the preceding Sūra attained to different stages of spiritual development, but the Holy Prophet represents in his person the best specimen of man’s complete spiritual evolution.

Incidentally, one possible objection relating to the revelation of this Sūra and its place in the existing order of the Sūrās of the Qur’ān, may be removed here. It may well be asked, if this Sūra was revealed long before the one preceding it, why it should have been placed after the latter Sūra? The answer is that it is an outstanding miracle of the Qur’ān that it was revealed in an order which was best suited for the needs of the period during which it was revealed and was arranged for permanent use in the existing order which was best suited for the needs of coming generations till the end of time. That is why the present Sūra, some of whose verses were the first to be revealed, finds a place among the last few Chapters of the Qur’ān.
1. In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. "Proclaim thou in the name of thy Lord Who created,\(^{4782}\)

3. Created man from a ^{4783}\) clot of blood.

4. Proclaim! And thy Lord is Most Generous.\(^{4784}\)

\(^{4782}\) Important Words:

قرأ (proclaim) is derived from قرأ which means, he collected together the thing; put it together part to part. قرأ القرآن means, I recited or read the Qur'an uninterruptedly or recited it chanting (syn. أنشد) means, he read or recited to him the Qur'an. قرأ عليه السلام means, he conveyed or delivered to him the salutation. Thus أقرأ means, read, recite, convey, proclaim or collect (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The very first word of the verse shows that the Qur'an was meant to be read and proclaimed, to be collected and put together and conveyed to the whole world. Moreover, the verse embodies a prophecy that the Qur'an will be written and repeatedly read and recited. It is an undeniable fact of history that as soon as a portion of the Qur'an was revealed it was committed to writing and that among all religious Scriptures the Qur'an is the most widely read. The mention in the verse of the Divine attribute رب (the Lord) Who cherishes and sustains man through all the different stages of his development signifies that the spiritual development of man was to be gradual and in stages till it was to find its full consummation in the Holy Prophet.

\(^{4783}\) Important Words:

علق (clot of blood) is inf. noun from علق (aliga). They say علق به i.e., it hung to it, clung, clave or stuck fast to it; it concerned him or it. علقها or علق بها means, he loved her. علق من علق is an Arabic phrase meaning, love forms a part of his nature; it is ingrained in his nature. See also 21:38 & 30:55.

Commentary:

The verse signifies that love of God is ingrained in the nature of man, and that it was natural that there should have been someone in whom this instinctive impulse should find its completest manifestation. This was the Holy Prophet who loved his Creator with all his mind, heart and soul. The verse also signifies that as man's physical development is gradual, so is his spiritual development, and this gradual development culminated in the Holy Prophet.

\(^{4784}\) Commentary:

The verse purports to say that the more the Qur'an is read and proclaimed to the world, the more the holiness of God and the dignity of man will be recognised and appreciated. The verse may also imply a prophecy that through
5. Who taught by the pen, 4785

6. "Taught man what he knew not." 4786

7. Nay! man does indeed transgress 6 4787

8. Because he thinks himself to be independent.

9. Surely, unto thy Lord is the return. 6

10. Hast thou seen him who forbids?

11. A servant of Ours when he prays 24788

the reading, preaching and proclaiming of the Qur’ān a place of great honour will accrue to the Holy Prophet and his followers.

4785. Commentary:

This verse also embodies a prophecy that “pen” would play a great part in committing the Qur’ān to writing and in preserving and protecting it from being lost or interfered with. It further refers to the great contribution that “the pen” was to make towards the propagation and dissemination of spiritual sciences and Divine secrets revealed by the Qur’ān, and of the physical sciences to which the study of the Qur’ān imparted a great stimulus. It is really very significant that frequent mention should have been made of “pen” in a Book which was revealed among a people who had no respect for, and made rare use of it, and which was revealed to a person who himself did not know how to read and write.

4786. Commentary:

Not even one hundredth part of what the Qur’ān has taught about Divine Unity, Revelation, Angels, Life after death, Ethics, and other kindred subjects is to be found in any other revealed Scripture.

4787. Commentary:

The particle ٌلا is sometimes used to impart emphasis and is expressive of certainty. Or it is used in the sense of ‘nay’ or ‘never’. The verse means that though man has been endowed with great natural powers and has been created in the best make, he errs grievously if he thinks that he can ignore God’s help and guidance. He constantly stands in need of Divine assistance because his capacities and capabilities are at best limited.

4788. Commentary:

The verse is of general application. But it may in particular refer to the Holy Prophet.
12. Tell me if he (Our servant) follows the guidance.
13. Or enjoins righteousness, what will be the end of the forbidder?
14. Tell me if he (the forbidder) rejects and turns his back,\textsuperscript{4789}
15. *Does he not know that Allah sees him?\textsuperscript{4790}
16. Nay, if he desist not, We will assuredly seize and drag him by the forelock,\textsuperscript{4790}
17. A forelock, lying, sinful.
18. Then let him call his associates,\textsuperscript{4791}
19. We too will call Our angels of punishment.\textsuperscript{4792}

\textsuperscript{4789} Commentary:

(rejects) relates to beliefs and (turns his back) to actions and deeds, meaning that his beliefs are wrong and his deeds bad.

\textsuperscript{4790} Important Words:

means, he made a mark upon it with hot iron; means, he struck or slapped his face. means, he seized his forelock and dragged him (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The verses (10—18) though generally applying to every haughty and hardened disbeliever, have been taken by some Commentators to refer particularly to Abū Jahl, leader of the Quraish of Mecca. He was in the forefront in annoying, opposing and persecuting the Holy Prophet and the Muslims. Some of the slaves who had embraced Islam were dragged at his instance by the forelock in the streets of Mecca. After the defeat at Badr, the dead bodies of some of the leaders of the Quraish, Abū Jahl among them, were dragged by their forelocks and thrown into a pit dug for that purpose. That was a fit punishment for the treatment they had meted out to the helpless Muslims years before at Mecca.

\textsuperscript{4791} Important Words:

(associates) is derived from . They say i.e., the people gathered and came to the meeting. or means, an assembly (Aqrab).

\textsuperscript{4792} Important Words:

(angels of punishment) is the plural of which is derived from . They say
20. Nay, yield not thou to him, but prostrate thyself and draw near to Allah.

\[20. \text{Nay, yield not thou to him, but prostrate thyself and draw near to Allah.}\]

\[\text{a 3:44; 22:78; 41:38.}\]

زنة, i.e., he pushed or thrust it, or thrust it away. زينة من الناقة means, the she-camel pushed away the milker on the occasion of being milked. زانية means, armed attendants or officers or soldiers or the prefect of police (syn. شرطة); angels or guards of Hell, because they push the sinners into it; angels of punishment (Lane & Aqrab).
CHAPTER 97

SŪRA AL-QADR

(Revealed before Hiira)

Introduction:

Some Commentators of the Qur'ān think that this Sūra was revealed at Medina. This, however, is a mistaken opinion, being against all historical data. Al-Qadr is definitely a Meccan Sūra and belongs to the very early phase of the Call. Such eminent and respected authorities as Ibn Abbās, Ibn Zubair and 'Ā'isha subscribe to this view. Noldeke places it after Chapter 93, which was one of the earliest Sūrās revealed at Mecca.

The preceding Sūra had opened with the Divine command to the Prophet to recite the Qur'ān and preach and proclaim its Message to the world. The present Sūra deals with the high status, dignity and excellence of the Qur'ān, which is declared in the opening verse to have been revealed in "Lailat al-Qadr" i.e., the Night of Destiny, Decree or Dignity. This Night of Destiny or Decree, has been described, elsewhere in the Qur'ān, as the Blessed Night (44:4). The Sūra has only five little verses, excluding the Bismillah and yet its meaning and content is of deep spiritual significance.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. Surely, We sent it down on the Night of Destiny.\footnote{4793}

\textit{aSee 1:1. b44:4.}

4793. **Important Words:**

قدّر (Destiny) is derived from قدر (qadara). They say قدر الشّياء i.e., he measured or decreed the things; he thought upon the thing or affair and considered its issue, or result and compared one part of it with another; he estimated, honoured or magnified the thing. قدرت على الشّياء means, I had power or ability to do the thing. قدر means, measure, limit or number; 

\textit{value, worth, greatness; dignity, majesty; power; decree or destiny, ordinance (Lane & Aqrab).}

**Commentary:**

Generally ليلة and ليلة mean the same thing i.e., night, but according to the famous lexicographer, Marzüqui, ليلة is used as opposed to نهار and نهار as opposed to ليلة. يوم is expressive of exaggeration, and possesses a wider and more extensive meaning than ليلة which is its opposite has a wider sense than which is opposite of ليلة. The word ليلة has been used as many as eight times in the Qur'an (2:52; 2:188; 44:4; twice in 7:143 & three times in the verse under comment), and everywhere it has been used in connection with the revelation of the Qur'an and other kindred subjects. It thus points to the dignity, majesty and greatness of those nights in which the Qur'an was revealed. In view of different meanings of قدر given under Important Words and of the significance of the word ليلة the present verse may be interpreted as follows:

1. We have revealed the Qur'an in the night which We had specifically set apart for the manifestation of Our special powers i.e., We have revealed the Qur'an at a time about which prophecies were to be found in previous Scriptures.

2. We have revealed it in a night which is equal in worth to all the other nights put together i.e., this one night is equal in worth to the life of the whole of humanity.

3. We have revealed it in a night of dignity, majesty and honour i.e., the Quranic teaching is too dignified to be successfully assailed.

4. We have revealed it in the night of sufficiency i.e., the Qur'an fully meets all moral and spiritual human needs and requirements so as to render man independent of all other Scriptures.

5. We have revealed it in the Night of Decree or Destiny i.e., the Qur'an was revealed at a time when man's destiny was decreed, the future pattern of the
3. And what should make thee know what the Night of Destiny is?4794

4. The Night of Destiny is better than a thousand months.4795

5. Therein descend angels and the Spirit by the command of their Lord with Divine decree concerning every matter.4796

universe was settled, and right principles of guidance for humanity were laid down for all time to come. The time of the appearance of a great Divine Reformer is also called ليلة القدر because at that time sin and vice hold widespread sway and the powers of darkness reign supreme. It has also been taken to mean the particular night among the odd nights in the last ten days of Ramādān when the Qur'ān first began to be revealed. Or it may signify the whole period of 23 years of the Holy Prophet's ministry when the Qur'ān gradually was being revealed.

4794. Commentary:

The verse means that the blessings of the Night of Destiny are beyond count or calculation.

4795. Commentary:

ألف (a thousand) being the highest number of count in Arabic signifies a number beyond count, and the verse means, that the Night of Destiny is better than countless number of months i.e., the period of the Holy Prophet is infinitely better and superior to all other periods put together. Or the verse may signify that the sacrifices which the Muslims were required to make at Mecca in the night of their distress and agony which had taken out of their lives all light and happiness, were infinitely greater than those sacrifices which they made afterwards.

The word شهرو also means a learned man. The verse in this sense may signify that the mysteries of spiritual sciences and heavenly knowledge which will be revealed in the Book which is being revealed in the Night of Decree are greater in quantity and superior in quality than the knowledge produced by the concerted and combined efforts of all learned men.

The verse, however, embodies an allusion to the appearance of Divine Reformers among the Muslims when they would stand in need of them. One thousand months roughly make one century and the Holy Prophet is reported to have said that God would continue to raise from among his followers, at the head of every century, a Reformer who would regenerate Islam and give it new life and new vigour (Māja). Thus ليلة القدر (Night of Destiny) may signify the period of each one of these Divine Reformers.

4796. Commentary:

الروح here signifies a new spirit, awakening, zeal and determination. The verse purports to say that in the Night of Destiny the angels of
6. *It is all peace till the rising of the dawn.*

God descend to help the Divine Messenger or Reformer to promote and further the cause of Truth and that his followers are inspired with a new life, a new spirit and a new awakening, to spread and propagate the Divine Message.

The expression من كل أمر signifies that the angels of God descend to meet and satisfy every religious need and to remove all obstacles and impediments from the way of the expansion and spread of the new Message.

4797. **Commentary:**

The word سلام (peace) stands for a complete sentence meaning, “it is all peace.” In the time of a Prophet or Divine Reformer a peculiar kind of mental peace or equanimity descends upon the believers amidst hardships and privations. The heavenly happiness which inspires believers at that time transcends all material and sensuous joys.

The expression مطلع الفجر means, the passing of the night of hardships and the rising of the dawn of predominance and ascendance of the cause of Truth.
CHAPTER 98

SŪRA AL-BAYYINAH

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introduction :

Scholars differ about the time of revelation of this Sūra. Ibn Marduwaih reports that 'Ā'isha, the talented wife of the Holy Prophet, said that it was revealed at Mecca, while according to Ibn 'Abbās, as reported by the same authority, it was revealed in the early Medinite period. After taking all relevant facts into consideration, the majority of scholars have adhered to the view attributed to 'Āisha.

The preceding several Sūrās had dealt with the important subject of revelation of the Qur'ān and its incomparable beauty and excellence. The present Sūra, however, deals with the change that the Qur'ān was intended to bring about. At the very outset, it states that the People of the Book and the idolaters would have continued to grope in the dark and to live a life of sin and iniquity if the Qur'ān had not been revealed. It is the Holy Prophet who brought them out of the darkness of doubt and disbelief and led them to the path of right beliefs and righteous deeds.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. Those who disbelieve from among the People of the Book and the idolaters would not desist from disbelief until there came to them the clear evidence—

3. A Messenger from Allah, reciting unto them the pure Scriptures.

4. Wherein are lasting commandments.

---

4798. **Important Words:**

انفك من الشيء عن الشيء is derived from انفك. They say انفك الشيء عن الشيء i.e., the thing became separated from another thing. انفك فعل كذا means, he continued to do so or did not cease to do so or did not desist from doing so (Lane & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

The Qur'an has divided all disbelievers into two categories—the People of the Book and the idolaters i.e., those who do not believe in any revealed Scripture. The verse purports to say that before the advent of the Holy Prophet those who had received revealed guidance as well as those who were complete strangers to it were all sunk in immorality and iniquity and had held false beliefs and wrong ideals and principles, and that if the Holy Prophet had not come and the Qur'an had not been revealed, they would have continued to flounder in darkness. It is to this universal moral decline that the Qur'an has referred in the words ظاهر الفساد في البر والبحر i.e., corruption had appeared on land and on sea (30:42).

4799. **Commentary:**

The expression رسول من الله is case in opposition with the word البينة in the preceding verse. The word مطهرة (pure) signifies that the Qur'an is completely free from all possible flaws, blemishes or defects. It possesses, on the contrary all conceivable beauty and excellence.

4800. **Important Words:**

قامة (lasting) is derived from قام. They say قام بالامر i.e., he managed, conducted or superintended the affair. قومه means, he put it right or made it straight. قيم means, true, perfect; superintendent; guardian (Lane, Mufradat & Aqrab).

**Commentary:**

The Qur'an is the compendium of all that is good, lasting and imperishable in the teachings.
5. And those to whom the Book was given did not become divided until after clear evidence had come to them.\(^{4801}\)

6. And they were not commanded but to serve Allah, being sincere to Him in obedience,\(^{\ast}\) and being upright, and to observe Prayer, and pay the Zakat. And that is the right religion.\(^{4802}\)

\(^{a42:15; 45:18}\)

\(^{b31:33; 40:15}\)

of former revealed Scriptures, with a good deal more which those Scriptures lack but which man needed for his moral and spiritual development. All those right ideals and principles and ordinances and commandments which were of permanent utility to man have been incorporated in it. The Qur\'\'an stands, as it were, not only as a guardian over those Books but comprises additional teachings that guard and protect man from moral decline and degeneration and teaches him how to make right use of his God-given faculties.

In the words صحنة مظهرة (pure Scriptures) stress is laid on the fact that the Qur\'\'an has steered clear of all those defects and impurities which were found in the former Scriptures. In the expression دين القيم (right religion) the emphasis is on those lasting and unalterable teachings which are its exclusive possession.

\(^{4801}\) **Commentary:**

The verse means to say that the People of the Book had eagerly awaited the coming of a great Prophet about whom clear prophecies were found in their Scriptures, but when he appeared in fact, then instead of accepting him they rejected him.

\(^{4802}\) **Commentary:**

دين (religion) means obedience; mastery; command; plan; righteousness; habit or custom; behaviour or conduct (Lane & Aqrab). The verse may signify:

1. They should have rendered full and sincere obedience to Divine commandments.

2. When they got mastery or ascendancy, they should have devoted all their power and prestige to obtaining God's pleasure.

3. All their plans should have been directed towards the achievement of the one supreme object—pleasure of God.

4. Their fear of God and love for Him should have been completely sincere and honest.

5. They should have imbibed Divine attributes; and all their friendships
7. Verily, those who disbelieve from among the People of the Book and the idolaters will be in the fire of Hell, abiding therein. They are the worst of creatures.

8. Verily, those who believe and do righteous deeds—they are the best of creatures.

9. Their reward is with their Lord—Gardens of Eternity, through which streams flow; they will abide therein for ever. Allah is well pleased with Him. That is for him who fears his Lord.

Commentary:
The highest stage of spiritual development is reached when man's will becomes completely identified with the Will of God.
CHAPTER 99

SŪRA ZILZĀL

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introductory Remarks:

Scholars differ about the time of revelation of this Sūra. The majority, including Mujāhid, 'Āṭā' and Ibn 'Abbās, are of the view that it was revealed at Mecca, while others think that it was revealed at Medina. But, taking into consideration all the relevant facts the latter view does not appear to be sound, since, in subject-matter, the Sūra resembles its predecessor which is a Meccan Sūra. Whereas in the preceding Sūra mention was made of the great moral revolution that was brought about by the Holy Prophet, in the Sūra under comment we are told that a similar change will take place at a later date, in the time of the Promised Messiah and Mahdi, when all human institutions will be shaken to their foundations, and new discoveries and inventions in the domain of science and knowledge will change the entire shape of things, and the ideals and ideas of men will be given a new orientation.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. When the earth is shaken with her violent shaking,\textsuperscript{4804}

3. And the earth throws up her burdens,\textsuperscript{4805}

\textsuperscript{a}See 1:1.

\textbf{4804. Important Words:}

\begin{itemize}
  \item زلزلت (is shaken). زلزل الله الارض means, God made the earth to quake violently, or put the earth into a state of convulsion or violent motion. زلزل نارانا means, he frightened such a one and terrified him. زلزل ابل means, he drove the camels with violence or vehemence.
  \item زلزلت means an earthquake, convulsion, commotion or violent agitation; a great calamity (Lane & Aqrab).
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Commentary:}

The expression زلزلت الأرض زلزالها means that the whole earth will experience all manner of internal as well as external commotion and upheavals. In our time not only has the earth been constantly shaken by most destructive earthquakes, wars and other calamities and catastrophes at frequent intervals, but also its dwellers have been subjected to violent and virulent agitation in every walk of life. Man has experienced catastrophic changes never witnessed by him before.

\textbf{4805. Important Words:}

\begin{itemize}
  \item أثقالها (her burdens) is the plural of تغل (thiqala) which is inf. noun from تغل (thaqula) which means, it was or became heavy, weighty or ponderous, or it became preponderant ideally; it was or became oppressive or grievous.
  \item تغل (thiqala) means, luggage of a traveller; household goods; anything held in high estimate or preserved; treasure or buried treasure; burden (Lane & Aqrab).
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Commentary:}

The verse may have one of the following interpretations:

1. The bowels of the earth will be ripped open and it will throw up its treasures of mineral wealth.

2. There will be a vast release and upsurge of knowledge of all kinds, relating to physical as well as spiritual sciences, especially in the sciences of geology and archaeology.

3. People will throw off the yoke of their rulers and religious leaders and will revolt against oppression, throwing off the yoke of subjection off their shoulders.
4. And man says, "What is the matter with her?" 4806
5. That day will she tell her news. 4807
6. For thy Lord will have revealed about her. 4808
7. On that day will men come forth in scattered groups that may be shown the results of their works. 4809
8. "Then whoso does an atom’s weight of good will see it,

4806. Commentary:
The changes will be so many and so far-reaching and the discoveries made so great that one will exclaim in wonder and bewilderment: "What is the matter with the earth!"

4807. Commentary:
All prophecies concerning the present age will be fulfilled and all that had hitherto remained obscure will become manifest. The verse may also mean that the science of geology will make great strides. When asked about the meaning of the verse, the Holy Prophet is reported to have said that every action done in secret will come to light (Tirmidhi).

4808. Commentary:
At about 65 places in the Qur’an, excluding the present verse, wherever the word الوحي has been used, it is followed by the preposition إلى. In the verse under comment, however, it is followed by the particle ل which being synonymous with ف means, “concerning,” and the verse means, the Lord has sent down the revelation concerning her, the recipient of the revelation—the Holy Prophet—being left unmentioned. The word الوحي also means, he commanded. In this sense of the word, the verse would mean that the earth will throw out its treasures because it is commanded by God to do so.

4809. Commentary:
The verse means that in the time of the Promised Messiah, in order to protect and safeguard their political, social and economic interests, people will form themselves into parties, companies and groups. There will be political parties and parties formed on economic basis; and powerful guilds, cartels and syndicates will also come into existence.

The words “that they may be shown the results of their works” signify that individuals will pool their resources, and collective effort will take the place of individual effort in order that they might make their weight felt and their labours might lead to some result.
9. "And whoso does an atom's weight of evil will also see it."\(^{4810}\)

\(^{4810}\) Commentary:

The principle that no action of man, good or bad, is wasted and must produce some result, has been explained variously in the Qur'an.

These two verses contain at once a message of solace and comfort for the righteous, and a warning for the evil-doers, that they shall reap the consequences of their actions.
CHAPTER 100

SŪRA AL-‘ĀDIYĀT

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introduction:

A large majority of eminent Muslim scholars, including Jābir, 'Ikrama, and 'Abdullah bin Mas‘ūd, one of the earliest Companions of the Holy Prophet and a great authority on Quranic chronology, are of the view that the Sūra was revealed very early at Mecca. One or two writers who disagree with this view, therefore, do not count. The Sūra takes its place in point of the time next to the preceding Sūra.

In some of the foregoing Sūras the conditions both in the time of the Holy Prophet and the Promised Messiah as, also the great transformation that was to be brought about by them were simultaneously mentioned, and Sūra Zilzāl had dealt with the great advances in science and knowledge, especially in the science of geology, and with the vast changes that were to take place in the political, social and economic spheres. The present Sūra, deals with the zeal and enthusiasm of the Companions of the Holy Prophet, with their great sacrifices and the battles they fought against unequal odds, in the way of God. The Sūra may also be taken to refer to the mode of fighting in the present age. Some mystics, however, take the Sūra, to refer to the constant war that the righteous believers have to wage against their passions and evil propensities, and to the heavenly light they receive as the result of the successful outcome of that fight.
1. In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. By the snorting chargers of the warriors,\textsuperscript{4811} 

3. Striking sparks of fire with their hoofs.\textsuperscript{4812}

\textbf{4811. Important Words:} 

The chargers (the chargers) is the plural of عادة which is fem. act. part. from عدأ which means, he ran vehemently. عدأ means, he attacked or assaulted him. عادات means, companies of warriors; horses or chargers of the warriors (Lane & Aqrab).

ضح (snorting) is derived from ضح which means, he or it uttered a sound or cry. They say ضحت الخيل في العدو \textit{i.e.}, the horses breathed pantingly or hard with a sound from the chest when running fast, or breathed hard or laboriously when running a race and fatigued; they snorted. ضح (\textit{zabhn}) is a kind of race of the animals, particularly of the horses; the sound coming out of the chest of a horse when it runs fast and breathes laboriously: running of the horse with long strides. (Lane & Mufradât).

\textbf{Commentary:} 

How dear to God must be those fighters who wage relentless war against the forces of evil that He has sworn by them or even by their horses. The verse speaks volumes for the zeal and enthusiasm of the Companions of the Holy Prophet to fight and give up their lives in the way of God. It says that they march to the field of battle with extreme delight and zeal to score a victory or be killed in the way of Allah and thus obtain His pleasure, which is their most coveted goal in life. The verse also refers admiringly to the swiftness of movement of their chargers and the suddenness of their assault.

The verse was revealed in Mecca at a time when Muslims had no horses. In the Battle of Badr, there were only two horses with the Muslim army, one belonging to Miqdäd and the other to Zubair. The verse, in fact, constituted a prophecy that soon the Muslims will have horses. It also was a command to them to have cavalry along with infantry.

\textbf{4812. Important Words:} 

الصواري (striking) is fem. act. part. from أورى which means, he struck or produced fire with a flint (Lane & Aqrab).

\textbf{Commentary:} 

The chargers of Muslim warriors run so fast that they produce sparks of fire when they strike their hoofs against the ground. The allusion in the verse is to the eagerness and zeal of the Muslim warriors to fight in the way of God.
4. And making raids at dawn,\textsuperscript{4813}

5. And raising clouds of dust thereby,\textsuperscript{4814}

6. And penetrating thereby into the centre of the enemy forces,\textsuperscript{4815}

7. Surely, man is ungrateful to his Lord;\textsuperscript{4816}

\textbf{4813. Important Words:}

مغيرة (making raids) is the plural of مغيرة which is fem. act. part. from أغار which is the transitive form of غار. They say أغار i.e., he remained deeply engaged into the affair. أغار الفرس means, he went far into the country. أغار على العدو means, the horse ran vehemently and was quick in sudden attack. أغار على العدو means, he made a sudden raid upon the enemy. خيل مغيرة means, horses making a sudden attack upon the enemy. مغيرات means, companies that go far into the country; those make a swift and sudden attack upon the enemy (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The verse mentions one more characteristic of the brave Muslim warriors. They do not take undue advantage of the neglect and unwarness of the enemy by attacking them at night. They attack them in the full glare of the dawn. The verse shows that Muslims are brave and clean fighters.

\textbf{4814. Important Words:}

تأثر (raise) is transitive verb from تأثر which is the plural of تأثر. They say تأثر means, the dust became stirred up and spread upon the horizon. أثار الأرض means, he tilled the ground. أثار الفتنة means, he stirred up the mischief (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

The assault of the Muslim forces is so fierce and overwhelming that the whole horizon becomes dark with the dust raised by the quick steps of their horses.

\textbf{4815. Commentary:}

Muslim warriors do not attack single individuals or weak helpless women, children or old men, but they attack in a body the whole enemy-force and penetrate far into the heart of their ranks.

The reference in these verses (2-6) may also be to those God-intoxicated spiritual wayfarers who constantly and relentlessly are engaged in fighting the forces of evil and in making strenuous efforts to get nearness to God and by their noble efforts cause a heavenly light to burn in them; and when by the light of Divine realization they acquire the capability to detect their own shortcomings and those of others, they make a vehement attack on them. Their next stage in this spiritual journey is reached when they pour out the agony of their hearts before their Creator and invoke His Grace and Mercy by prayer and devotional cries. These are the persons who succeed in obtaining their great object.

\textbf{4816. Important Words:}

كند (ungrateful) is derived from كن. They say كن i.e., he disacknowledged a benefit; he was ungrateful. كندالشفه means, he cut the thing. كند means, ungrateful man
8. And surely, he bears witness to it by his conduct that; 4817
9. And surely, in his love of wealth he is violent.
10. Does not such a one know that when those in the graves are raised; 4818
11. And that which is hidden in the breasts is brought forth. 4819
12. Surely, their Lord will, on that day, be fully Aware of them. 4820

or woman; an unbeliever; a blamer of his Lord who remembers misfortunes and forgets favours; rebellious; niggardly; avaricious; who eats alone and beats his slaves. أرض كنود means, land that produces nothing (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:
The reference in the verse is to the arrogant, base and miserly unbeliever who is also a coward. He is cruel towards the weak and does not feed the poor.

4817. Commentary:
Such a one indulges not only in the evils mentioned in the preceding verse but also takes pride in doing so.

4818. Commentary:
The verse means that there is no life left in the disbelievers. They seem to be lying dead in their graves—their houses. But soon they will rise in opposition to Islam and will march many miles to attack the Holy Prophet in Medina.

4819. Important Words:
حصل (brought forth) is transitive from حصل (hażala), which means, it became apparent; it came into existence; it became realized; it came to pass. حصل (hażala) means, he produced, retracted or fetched out; he made a thing apparent; he prepared; he separated, discriminated or distinguished; he perceived a thing; he obtained or attained it; he acquired it; he collected (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:
The evil designs of the enemies of Islam will come to light.

4820. Commentary:
God is well aware of their evil designs and He will punish them for their evil actions.
CHAPTER 101

SūRA AL-QĀRĪ'AH

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introduction:

This Sūra was revealed early at Mecca. All Commentators agree on this point. Noldeke and Muir, too, subscribe to this view.

The Sūra like Sūra Zilzāl primarily gives a brief but lucid description of the tremendous convulsions and catastrophic upheavals that will shake the foundations of the world in the time of the Promised Messiah, while the immediately preceding Sūra had dealt with the great fight that the Companions of the Holy Prophet put up against the forces of darkness. The Sūra may equally apply to the Day of Judgment, than which there could be no greater calamity.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.
2. The Great Calamity\textsuperscript{4820-A}
3. What is the Great Calamity?\textsuperscript{4821}
4. And what should make thee know what the Great Calamity is?\textsuperscript{4822}
5. The day when mankind will be like scattered moths,\textsuperscript{4823}
6. And the mountains will be like carded wool.

\textsuperscript{a} See 1:1. \textsuperscript{b} 13:32.

\textsuperscript{4820-A. Important Words :}

القارة (the Great Calamity) is derived from قرع i.e., he knocked at the door. They say, قرع means, the affair came on him all of a sudden. قرة means, a great and sudden calamity; the Day of Resurrection; an army marching forth and striking the enemy suddenly (Aqrab & Tāj). See also 13:32

\textsuperscript{4822. Commentary :}

The verse signifies that the calamity would be so catastrophic that it is impossible to conceive of its dreadfulness, much less to describe it in words. See also 69:2-5 where an identical expression to produce an analogous effect has been used. القارة besides a great calamity, signifies punishment that suddenly comes upon disbelievers.

\textsuperscript{4823. Commentary :}

Because it is beyond human mind to conceive of the dreadfulness of the calamity, a few of its horrible effects have been pointed out. This and the next verse give some idea of the confusion and distress it will cause.

The terrific and cataclysmic happening will scatter the people like flakes of carded wool, not finding refuge anywhere.
7. Then, as for him whose scales are heavy\(^a\),\(^{4824}\)  
8. He will have a pleasant life.  
9. But as for him whose scales are light,\(^b\)  
10. Hell will be his nursing mother.\(^{4825}\)  
11. And what should make thee know what that is?  
12. It is a "blazing Fire."\(^{4826}\)

---

\(^{4824}\) **Commentary:**
When used in relation to an individual \(\text{موازينه} \) means, his works, but when used in relation to a nation, it means, its material means and resources; and according to the present-day terminology of war, 'tonnage' seems to be an exact rendering of the word. In the latter sense of the word the verse would mean that a nation whose material resources or tonnage of steamships or aeroplanes is heavy will predominate over its adversaries and this fact will add to its prestige and power and consequently to its happiness.

\(^{4825}\) **Commentary:**
primarily meaning, 'mother' has a variety of secondary significations such as source, origin; support; an abode, etc. (Lane & Aqrab).

The verse signifies that the connection of the sinful people with Hell will be like that of a baby with its mother. Just as the embryo goes through various stages of development in the womb till it is born as a full-fledged human being, so will the guilty people pass through different stages of spiritual torture, till their souls are completely cleansed of the taint of sin and they will thus receive a new birth. Thus the punishments of Hell are intended to make the wicked repent of their sins and so reform themselves. According to Islamic concept Hell is a penitentiary.

\(^{4826}\) **Commentary:**
The expression, “It is a burning fire” signifies that the fire of Hell will be so hot as to defy description. The heat released by an atom bomb may perhaps give some idea, albeit an entirely incomplete one, of the heat of the Hell.
CHAPTER 102

SŪRA AL-TAKĀTHUR

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introduction:

By common consent this is one of the earliest Sūrās revealed at Mecca. Its subject-matter also shows that it belongs to that period.

In the preceding Sūra mention was made of the communities of disbelievers whom the Holy Prophet was to reform in his own time, in times following his death, and later, particularly, in the time of his Second Coming, in the person of the Promised Messiah. In the two Chapters that immediately precede the present Sūra special mention was made of the punishment that was to overtake disbelievers in the Holy Prophet’s own time and in the subsequent long career of Islam including the Age of his Second Advent. The Sūra under comment deals with the factors which engender in man an inclination to, or a liking for, disbelief and which divert his attention away from God and Truth.

The Sūra deals with a very common and deadly spiritual disease, viz., vying with one another in amassing worldly goods and taking pride in their abundance. The Holy Prophet often used to recite the Sūra; he is reported to have said that the Sūra was equal in weight and worth to a thousand verses (Bayān, Baihaqī & Dailami), thus stressing its great importance.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. Mutual rivalry in seeking worldly increase, \textit{diverts you from God}.\textsuperscript{4827}

3. Till you reach the graves.\textsuperscript{4828}

4. Nay! you will soon come to know the truth.

\textsuperscript{a}See 1:1. \textsuperscript{b}24:38; 48:12; 62:10.

\textbf{4827. Important Words:}

\textsuperscript{\textit{تکاثر}} (mutual rivalry in worldly increase) is derived from \textit{کثر} \textit{ـ} \textit{ـ}, i.e., it was or became much, abundant, copious, great in number; it multiplied; it accumulated. 

\textsuperscript{\textit{تکاثر}} means, they contended, one with another, for superiority in numbers. 

\textsuperscript{\textit{تکاثر}} means, contending with one another for superiority in numbers or property, children and men. 

\textit{تکاثر} \textit{موانع} means, his riches multiplied by degrees (Lane).

\textbf{Commentary:}

Acquisitiveness and man’s inordinate desire to outstrip others in wealth, position and prestige lies at the root of all human troubles and of neglect of higher values of life. It is man’s great misfortune that his passion for acquiring worldly things knows no limit and leaves him no time to think of God or the Hereafter. He remains entirely engrossed in these things till death comes upon him.

Against general practice, the verb \textit{الها} has not been followed by the preposition \textit{عن} in this verse. This enlarges the meaning of the verb, covering, as it does, all the things that are calculated to divert man’s attention from God and not from any particular thing or object.

\textbf{4828. Commentary:}

Man remains engrossed in acquiring worldly goods till death comes upon him and then he finds that he had wasted all his precious life. The verse also signifies that competition for superiority in wealth, position and numbers has led to the undoing of individuals and even of nations. Moral rather than physical death is meant here, because physical death comes uninvited, but man himself brings about his moral death. So it is not unqualified rivalry and vying with one another that is condemned here. On the contrary, believers have been exhorted in the Qur’an to endeavour to outstrip one another in doing good (2:149 & 35:32). It is the blind craze for worldly things, to the detriment of higher values, to which exception has been taken in this verse.
5. Nay again! you will soon come to know.\textsuperscript{4829}

6. Nay! if you only knew with certain knowledge,

7. You will surely see Hell in this very life.

8. Aye, you will surely see it with the eye of certainty \textit{Hereafter}.\textsuperscript{4830}

9. Then, on that day you shall be questioned about the favours \textit{bestowed upon} you.

\textsuperscript{4829} Commentary:

Repetition of the verse is intended to add emphasis to and render more effective the warning contained in the \textit{Surâ}. Or the \textit{Surâ} may refer to the Nemesis that will come in the wake of blind engrossment in the acquisition of worldly things in this life and in the \textit{Hereafter}.

\textsuperscript{4830} Commentary:

The verse administers a severe rebuke to disbelievers. It seems to say to them: “Why can’t you understand the simple thing, that the wages of sin is death and that no spiritual life is left in you. Had you used common sense and what little amount of knowledge you possess, you would have seen a veritable Hell yawning before your eyes in this very life \textit{i.e.}, you would have realized that your engrossment in the pursuit of pomp, circumstance and the material advantages of this temporary existence will cause your total ruin. But you give no thought to these stark realities of life. You do not believe that such a thing will ever happen, but the time is fast approaching when you will see Divine punishment overtaking you in the form of diverse calamities.”

It may be stated here that there are three stages of certainty, \textit{viz.}, \textit{ علم الْيَتِين}, \textit{i.e.}, \textit{certainty by inference}, \textit{عِين الْيَتِين}, \textit{i.e.}, \textit{“certainty by sight”} and \textit{حق الْيَتِين}, \textit{i.e.}, \textit{“certainty by realization.”} In the first stage a thing itself is not visible but from its visible effects a man can conclude that it exists. In the second stage not only the effects of a thing but the thing itself is visible, though its nature is not completely comprehended. In the third stage which is the stage of perfect realization or personal experience a man both through observation of the effects of a thing on others and through realization of its effect on himself, can have as complete an understanding of the nature of a thing as it is possible for him to have. These are also the stages of human knowledge with regard to Hell. A man can, by inference, attain certainty about the existence of Hell in this very life but it is after death that he will see it with his own eyes, though it is on the Day of Resurrection that a sinful man will have full realization of it by personally experiencing it.

\textsuperscript{4831} Commentary:

When disbelievers will be brought face to face to Hell, they will be told that God had bestowed upon them all kinds of favours, especially His greatest favour—the Holy Prophet—but they rejected and opposed him.
CHAPTER 103

SŪRA AL-‘AṢR

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introduction:

By general agreement this Sūra was revealed in the early years of the Call. Western Orientalists, besides Muslim Commentators of the Qur’ān, assign it to the early Meccan period.

The preceding Sūra had dealt with man’s passion for amassing wealth and worldly goods and with its evil consequences. In the present Sūra we are told that a purposeless life having no ideals to pursue goes to waste; and that material progress and prosperity cannot save a people if they do not possess faith and do not lead clean and pure lives. This is the unfailing testimony of time. Drunk with great material resources and with power, prestige and prosperity, disbelievers, especially the Christian nations of today, labour under the misconception that these things would never see decline or diminution. On the other hand, Muslims, for their part, seem to have despaired of their future. The Sūra relates particularly to the present time. It may, however, be taken also to relate to the Holy Prophet’s own time since by العصر is meant, his time.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. By the Time,\textsuperscript{4832}

3. Surely, man is in a state of loss\textsuperscript{b, \textsuperscript{4833}}

4. Except those who believe and do righteous deeds, and exhort one another to accept truth, and exhort one another to be steadfast.\textsuperscript{4834}

\textsuperscript{a}See 1:1. \textsuperscript{b}10:46; 65:10. \textsuperscript{c}90:18.

\textbf{4832. Important Words:}

عصر (the Time) is inf. noun from عصر i.e., he aided, succoured or assisted him; he saved and preserved him; he gave a gift and did some favour to him. عصر means; time or history or succession of ages; a period of time (syn. دهر); a day as opposed to night; a night as opposed to day; the afternoon; or evening. العصران means, the night and the day; the morning and the evening (Lane & Aqrab).

\textbf{Commentary:}

See a collective note on the whole سٰٰر under v: 4.

\textbf{4833. Important Words:}

خسر (in a state of loss) خسر (khasira) means, he suffered a loss; he lost his way; he was ruined (Lane).

\textbf{Commentary:}

الإنسان (man) here signifies man as mentioned in 17:12; 18:55; 36:78; 70:20. viz., the hasty, the contentious, the quarrelling and the impatient man.

\textbf{4834. Important Words:}

صبر (to be steadfast) is inf. noun from صبر (sabara) which means, he was or became patient or enduring; he endured trial or affliction with dignity or he was contented in affliction or trial without complaining; he was steadfast amid trials; he made no difference between a state of ease and comfort and a state of affliction, preserving calmness of mind in both states (Lane & Aqrab).

\textbf{Commentary:}

It is History's infallible testimony that those individuals or nations who do not make full use of their God-given powers and faculties and of the opportunities that come to them in this life, and who defy the eternal natural laws which determine the destiny of man inevitably come to grief. It is such individuals and nations.
who are the losers in the race against Time and it is to these that the word الأنسان in the Sūra refers. Divine laws cannot be defied with impunity and the Qur'ān repeatedly draws pointed attention to the sad fate of those people who have the audacity to do so, in the words “Have they not travelled in the earth and seen what was the end of those before them?” (40 : 22).

Firm faith in eternal truths and the practical carrying out of them in our dealings in everyday life constitutes a sure guarantee for a happy, contented, prosperous and progressive life; and this is the meaning of the words “such as have faith and do righteous deeds.” Man cannot escape “loss” which is the purpose or object of his life without possessing true and real faith in Divinely-revealed truths and adjusting his conduct in harmony with them. Human reason without the assistance of revealed guidance cannot be a safe guide. It is Divine guidance received through God's great Messengers that can lead safely to the desired goal. But a person, however, good and great, cannot bring about any real and permanent reformation single-handed unless the whole environment is changed, because man is strongly influenced by his environment. In this Sūra and at several other places in the Qur'ān, believers have been enjoined not only to adopt right and good principles and ideals themselves but to preach them to others and thus help in the creation of a healthy atmosphere around them. They are further enjoined not to be discouraged or dismayed by opposition and persecution they might have to face in the discharge of their very difficult task but to bear it with patience and fortitude. Thus the Sūra, in one brief verse, has laid down the golden rules by observing which one can lead a successful and happy life. Taking the word العصر to mean the time of the Holy Prophet (Bukhārī) or taking it as applying to the Latter Days, the Sūra emphatically declares that the disbelieving nations, with all their material resources and great power and prestige will suffer loss; only the righteous believers will achieve the noble goal they desire and pursue.
CHAPTER 104

SŪRA AL-HUMAZAH

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introduction:

This Sūra, like the preceding one, was revealed very early at Mecca; it was in fact among the earliest Sūrās to be revealed. There is complete unanimity of opinion among the Commentators of the Qur'ān on this point, and Western Orientalists also agree with this view.

In Sūra Al-Takāthur a warning was held out that unhealthy competition in amassing wealth and taking pride in it, is calculated to draw man's attention from God and from true values of life, and in Sūra Al-‘Aṣr it was stated that only by noble ideals and righteous behaviour can man save himself from a life of “loss.” In this Sūra mention is made of the dreadful end of those wicked disbelievers who, instead of spending their hoarded wealth in promoting good causes, indulge in finding fault with, and slandering good and righteous believers. Hence the title “Al-Humazah.”
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful." 

2. "Woe to every backbiter, slanderer;" 

3. Who amasses wealth and counts it over and over." 

4835. Important Words: 

backbiter is derived from which means he goaded or spurred him, he beat him; he broke it; he drove him; he reproached him or found fault with him; he spoke ill of him behind his back. They say which means, one who finds fault with others behind their backs much or habitually; one who backbites others; who defames men (Lane & Aqrab). 

possesses all the meanings with this difference that whereas means, one who finds fault with people behind their backs, means, who finds fault with them behind their backs or before their faces. also means, he made a sign to him with the eye or the head and the lip with low speech (Lane & Aqrab). 

Commentary: 

The Sūra is of general application but it has been applied in particular to those evil-minded opponents of the Holy Prophet, who not being satisfied with persecuting him defamed him, and spread all sorts of lies and slanders about him. As against two basic good qualities viz., goodness and patience, mentioned in the preceding Sūra, two evil qualities which cut at the root of all social peace and harmony have been mentioned in this Sūra. Backbiting and slandermongering are the two main evils from which the so-called civilized society badly suffers to-day. 

4836. Important Words: 

(counts it over and over) is syn. with and also has an intensive signification. means, he reckoned it time after time; he made it numerous; he made it a provision against the casualties of time. means, I enumerated the good qualities of the dead person (Lane & Aqrab). 

(wealth) means, great wealth; small wealth; worthless wealth which is great in the eyes of him who amasses it but small and worthless in the sight of God. 

Commentary: 

The verse constitutes a sad commentary on man's passion for worldly riches. Worship of Mammon is the bane of the materialistic civilization of the day.
4. He thinks that his wealth will make him immortal.  

5. Nay! he shall surely be cast into the crushing torment.

6. And what should make thee know what the crushing torment is?

7. It is Allah's kindled fire,

8. Which rises over the hearts.

9. It will be closed in on them.

4837. **Commentary:**

The verse signifies that the ill-fated miser goes on earning wealth by using all means and amasses and hoards it, taking pride in it and refraining from spending it in good causes, thinking that this will immortalize him, will rescue his name from oblivion and will render his prosperity abiding. He labours under a serious misconception. His hoarded wealth will prove his undoing and will be a constant source of heart-burning for him.

4838. **Important Words:**

الحشمة (crushing punishment) is derived from حطم. They say حطمة السّن حطمت الدابة (hatima) means, the beast became aged and emaciated and weak and broken with age. حطمة means, a vehement fire that breaks into pieces everything that is cast into it; it is also a name for Hell or Hell-fire; a man who eats much i.e., breaks everything in eating; an insatiable man (Lane & Aqrab).

4839. **Commentary:**

There could be no greater humiliation or agony for a person than that he should see that the cause against which he had fought tooth and nail and which he had tried with might and main to crush, is progressing and prospering before his very eyes. It is this sense of burning and anguish of the heart which the leaders of the Qurais felt when they saw the tender plant of Islam growing into a big tree.

4840. **Commentary:**

If fire is enclosed on all sides; its effects become more intense.
10. In extended columns.$^{4841}$

4841. Commentary:

The verse may mean: (1) Disbelievers will be bound down to tall columns when the fire will burn them i.e. they will be quite helpless and will find no escape or refuge from Divine punishment. (2) They will burn in a furnace of which the columns will be very tall. This again is a metaphor pointing to the severity of the punishment of Hell. The tall columns may also signify evil customs and usages of disbelievers. These bad customs and traditions will take the form of tall columns in the next life.
CHAPTER 105
SÛRA AL-FÎL
(Revealed before Hijra)

Title & Date of Revelation

As its subject-matter shows the Sûra is among the earliest Sîrâs revealed at Mecca. The title of the Sûra is taken from the expression محبة الفيل (Fellows of the Elephant), occurring in the first verse, Abraha's army being so called because of one or more elephants with them. The Sûra refers to the invasion of Mecca by Abraha Ashram, the viceroy in Yemen of the Christian King of Abyssinia, who came with the object of destroying the Ka'ba.

Summary of Subject-Matter

Dhū Niwâs, the Jewish Himyar ruler of Yemen had put to death in cold blood twenty thousand Christians. The Kaiser of Rome had ordered the Negus, King of Abyssinia, which then formed part of the Roman Empire, to avenge this cruel act of Dhū Niwâs. The Negus sent Abraha to Yemen. He defeated the Himyar ruler and Yemen became part of the Abyssinian dominion and Abraha was appointed its viceroy. In order to curry favour with the Negus and to break the unity of the Arabs or, as tradition goes, to stem the apprehended tide of Arab nationalism under a great Prophet whose appearance was eagerly awaited and was expected to take place very soon, and in order also to divert the attention of the Arabs from the Ka'ba, and to preach and disseminate Christianity in Arabia, Abraha built a church at Śanâ', the capital of Yemen. When, however, he failed to cajole or intimidate the Arabs into accepting the church at Śanâ' in place of the Ka'ba as their central place of worship he was stung with rage, and being intoxicated with his great military power he marched on Mecca with an army of 20,000 strong in order to raze the Ka'ba to the ground. Arriving at a place, a few miles from Mecca, he sent for the leaders of the Quraish in order to negotiate with them about the fate of the Ka'ba. The Quraish deputation, led by the venerable 'Abd al-Muṭṭalib, grandfather of the Holy Prophet, met Abraha who treated 'Abd al-Muṭṭalib with great honour. But to Abraha's great surprise, 'Abd al-Muṭṭalib, instead of beseeching that the Ka'ba be spared, only requested that his two hundred camels which Abraha's men had seized be restored. 'Abd al-Muṭṭalib on being told by Abraha that he had not expected such a paltry request from him, poured out the anguish of his heart and expressed his firm faith in the invulnerability of the Ka'ba in the words: ان أنا رم الابل و ان للهت ربا يمنعه i.e., I am the master of the camels and the Ka'ba has a Master who will protect it” (Al-Kâmil, vol. 1). The negotiations, however, broke down and finding that they were too weak to offer effective resistance to Abraha, 'Abd al-Muṭṭalib advised his compatriots to repair to the surrounding hills. Before leaving the city,
'Abd al-Murtalib, holding the skirts of the Ka'ba, prayed in the following words full of extreme pathos:

لا هم ان الخبر يمنع رحلة قائم عليكم
لا يغلبن صليهم وسجالهم غدا ممانعك

i.e., just as a man protects his house and property from plunder, so do Thou O Lord, defend Thine own House and suffer not the Cross to triumph over the Ka'ba ("Tarih Al-Kamil," by Ibn Athir, vol. 1, p. 156 & Muir). Abraha's army had hardly moved when the Divine scourge overtook them. "A pestilential distemper," says Muir, "had shown itself in the camp of Abraha. It broke out with deadly pustules and blains and was probably an aggravated form of smallpox. In confusion and dismay the army commenced retreat. Abandoned by their guides, they perished among the valleys, and a flood swept multitudes into the sea. Scarcely any recovered who had once been smitten by it and Abraha himself, a mass of malignant and putrid sores, died miserably on his return to Ṣanā'." It is to this incident particularly that the Sûra refers. The fact that the disease which destroyed Abraha's army was smallpox in a virulently epidemic form is supported by the great historian Ibn Isḥāq. He quotes 'Ā'isha as saying that she saw two blind beggars in Mecca and on enquiring who they were, she was told that they were the drivers of Abraha's elephant. (Durr Manthūr).
1. In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. Hast thou not seen how thy Lord dealt with the People of the Elephant? 4842

3. Did He not cause their "plan to miscarry"? 4843

4. And He sent against them swarms of birds. 4844

4842. Commentary:

This verse refers to Abraha, who marched on Mecca with a large army in 570 A.D., the year of the Holy Prophet's birth, in order to destroy the Ka'ba. The Holy Prophet's birth taking place in the year of Abraha's attack on the Ka'ba and the utter destruction of his army implied a Divine hint that because the great Prophet for whose sake the Ka'ba had been built and who was to preach the last Heavenly Message from there was about to be born, it militated against God's eternal plan that it should suffer destruction at the hands of an arch-infidel. Abraha had a number of elephants with him. They were destroyed by a plague or epidemic, of the nature of smallpox, and their rotting bodies were eaten up by swarms of birds. For a detailed account of this incident see Introduction.

The expression كَيْفُ فَعَلَ 97 refers more to the dreadfulness of the scourge which destroyed Abraha's army than to the manner of their destruction.

4843. Commentary:

How Abraha was foiled in his design is writ large on the pages of history.

4844. Important Words:

أَبَابِيل (swarms). The word is said to have no singular. According to some its singular is أَبُول which means, a separate or distinct portion of a number of birds or horses or camels following one another أَبَابِيل signifies, according to some, a company in a state of dispersion, or dispersed companies following one another, or distinct or separate companies like camels. They say جَاءَتِ أَبَابِيل أَبَابِيل i.e., thy camels came in distinct or separate companies. طَيْرُ أَبَابِيل means, birds in separate flocks or bevies, or birds in companies from this or that quarter, or following one another, flock after flock (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

See Introduction.
5. *Which ate their carrion, striking them against stones of clay.*

6. And *thus* made them like broken straw, eaten up.

In the Qur’ān we have i.e., “of them is he that if thou give him charge over a dinar (3:76).”

**Commentary:**

Swarms of birds feasted themselves upon dead bodies of the invaders, striking the severed pieces against stones, as birds generally do when eating the small and severed pieces of the dead body of an animal.
CHAPTER 106
SūRA QURAIsh

(Revealed before Hijra)

This Sūra, like its predecessor, was revealed at Mecca in the early years of the Call. Though an independent Sūra, complete in all respects, its subject-matter is so closely related to Sūra Al-Fīl that it has been wrongly regarded by some Commentators as a part of that Sūra.

In Sūra Al-Fīl a brief but graphic and forceful description was given of the utter annihilation of Abrahā’s army (who had come to destroy the Ka‘ba) by a heavenly scourge which took the form of a virulent variety of smallpox. In the present Sūra God reminds the Quraish that it behoved them to worship “the Lord of this House”—the “House” to serve which they were granted security from fear and hunger. In the preceding Sūra mention was made of an enemy of the Ka‘ba and of the Divine punishment that overtook him for his audacity to launch an attack on it. In the present Sūra it is stated how in the utterly bleak and arid valley of Mecca God provided the custodians of His House with every kind of food and made them secure against fear or danger.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. For the attachment of the Quraish—4846

3. His making them attached to their journey in winter and summer—4847

*See 1:1.

4846. Important Words:

ل (alafa) is a particle which, besides many other meanings, is used in exclamation of wonder (Steingass).

إيلاف (attachment) is inf. noun from بالله. They say i.e., he made him to cleave or keep to the place; he made him love him or it; he made him stick to it; he made a covenant with him for the purpose of trade, he traded with him; he provided him with necessary things and prepared him. إيلاف means, sticking or making one stick to a thing; loving and making one love a person or thing; providing a person with a thing; a covenant or an obligation involving responsibility for safety; protection (Lane & Aqrab).

القرش (the Quraish) is derived from قرش. They say i.e., he collected it from here and there and attached one part of it to another. (Aqrab). The Quraish were so called because one of their ancestors Qusayy bin Kilab bin Na'dr had prevailed upon them to migrate from all parts of Arabia where they had lived a scattered life, and to settle in Mecca. Of Banu Kananah only the progeny of Na'dr settled in Mecca and as they (Quraish) were a small group, they were called قرش which means, a small group gathered from here and there.

Commentary:

See next verse.

4847. Commentary:

As ل is a particle and in Arabic a new sentence never begins with a particle, a sentence or clause or expression therefore must be taken as understood before the words لأيلاف عرقص i.e., the word أثرب (I read) or أشع (I begin). is taken to be understood. In the present case the understood expression, according to some Commentators, is إعج را ونعم لع، and the verse is supposed to read something like this: إعج يا يا لع، الله على عرقص في أيلاف عرقص. The Divine favour consisted in the fact that by taking trade caravans in winter to Yemen and in summer to Syria and Palestine, the Quraish brought necessities of life to Mecca. By this trading activity, they developed a certain prestige and also became acquainted with the prophecies about the appearance of a great Prophet in Arabia by coming into contact with Jews of Yemen and Christians of Syria who knew those prophecies.
4. They should worship the Lord of this House, 
5. Who has fed them against hunger, and has given them security against fear. 

It was indeed a great Divine favour that God created in the hearts of the Quraish a liking, for making journeys to Yemen and Syria. They were so rooted in the soil and had such great attachment for the Ka'ba that they would rather starve than leave it, even temporarily. It was by the exhortation of Hāshim, the Holy Prophet's great grandfather, that they took to this calling. Thus it constituted a great Divine favour upon the Quraish that by their journeys to these places they, besides other advantages of these journeys, were being prepared to accept the coming Prophet when he appeared.

Apart from the expression أَعْجَبْ يَا عِيسَىُمُ اللَّهُ عَلَى قَرْشِ which, if taken as understood, there is another explanation of the verses which fits in, perhaps more appropriately, with the context. This is as follows: “Thy Lord destroyed the Owner of the Elephant to attach the hearts of the Quraish to their journeying freely in winter and summer, which constituted a great Divine favour upon them.” This because if Abraha had not been destroyed it would have been impossible for the Quraish to make journeys to Yemen.

The destruction of Abraha thus besides opening the way for trade-journeys to Yemen, made the Ka'ba all the more sacred in the eyes of the Arabs for whom it was already a place of pilgrimage. This in its turn gave added impetus to the trade of the Quraish.

4848. Commentary:

It was indeed a great Divine favour that as servants of the Ka'ba the Quraish were granted perfect security from fear, while all around them raged fear and insecurity. Besides, they were provided round the year, with every kind of fruit and food. All this was not due to mere chance. It was in pursuance of a Divine Plan and in fulfilment of a prophecy made by the Patriarch Abraham 2500 years before (14:36, 38 & 2:127, 130).

The verse drives home to the disbelieving Quraish their guilt of ingratitude by telling them that they had taken to the worship of gods made of wood and stone.
CHAPTER 107
SŪRA AL-MĀ‘ŪN

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introduction:

This Sūra, like the one preceding it, is among those revealed very early at Mecca. It takes its title from the word الماعون with which it ends.

In the preceding Sūra the Quraish were told that God had granted them peace and security from danger, and had provided them with all necessities of life purely out of His Grace and Mercy and not due to any effort on their part or because they deserved all these favours. They were warned, therefore, that as an act of gratitude they should have rendered sincere and devoted service to their Gracious Maker. But they became engrossed in the pursuit of worldly affairs and took to idol-worship. In this Sūra it is stated that love of the world causes nations to lose faith in the Hereafter and to consign God to oblivion. The Sūra deals with two basic principles of Islam, whose neglect constitutes denial of Religion itself. These are worship of God and service of fellow human beings.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. Hast thou seen him who denies the Judgment? ①

3. That is the one who drives away the orphan. ②

---

4849. Important Words:

الدين (the Judgment) is inf. noun from which means, he obeyed. دين means:
(1) requital or recompense; (2) obedience; (3) judgment or reckoning; (4) ascendency or predominance; (5) mastery or rule; (6) plan; (7) prayer; (8) religious organisation; (9) righteousness; (10) state or condition; (11) Divine decree; (12) habit or custom; (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

In view of the different meanings of دين in the verse may signify: He is indeed a very bad man (1) who has no faith in Divine reckoning; (2) who disobeys and defies the organisation of the Community to which he belongs; (3) who does not believe that good prevails over evil in the long run; (4) who does not believe in the pattern of prophethood; (5) who does not believe in Religion which is the source and basis of all morals; (6) who does not give up evil ways and does not lead a righteous life; (7) one with whom the doing of good does not become a habit; (8) who does not conform his conduct to the Divine decree i.e., does not develop in him Divine attributes; (9) who does not worship God with true and sincere devotion; and (10) who has no plan in life i.e., who despairs of his future. Thus the word دين includes in its signification all those things, violation of which results in complete moral ruin of individuals and nations.

4850. Important Words:

ده (drives away). دع means, he pushed him away; thrust him away or drove him away; or he repelled him or he did so harshly, roughly or violently. (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

In the preceding verse we were told that denial of Religion opens the way to all manner of evil. This and the next verse speak of two most deadly ills of society, which, if not scrupulously guarded against, bring about decline and disintegration of a community. The failure to take proper care of the orphans kills in a people the spirit of sacrifice; neglect of the poor and the needy deprives a useful section of the community of all initiative and the will to improve their lot. These two verses represent one of the two basic principles of Islam i.e., service of humanity (خلق الله).
4. And urges not the feeding of the poor\(^a\).

5. So woe to those who Pray.\(^{4851}\)

6. But are unmindful of their Prayer.\(^{4852}\)

7. They like only to be seen of men\(^b\).\(^{4853}\)

8. And withhold legal alms\(^c\).\(^{4854}\)

\(^{4851}\) Commentary:

Prayer represents the duties and obligations we owe to God. They are called حقوق الله (obligations due to God) in religious terminology. The verse purports to say that the Prayers of those hypocritical pharisees who do not discharge the obligations they owe to God's creatures are a body without soul, a shell without substance. All their actions are hypocritical which, instead of doing them any good, add to their hypocrisy and insincerity.

\(^{4852}\) Commentary:

The المصلين (worshippers) of the preceding verse have been condemned here as unmindful of their Prayers, since their Prayers fail to bring about in them moral change which Prayers are intended to create and develop.

\(^{4853}\) Commentary:

The hypocritical pharisees make only a show of soul-less acts of goodness and charity.

\(^{4854}\) Important Words:

الماعون (legal alms) is derived from مِنْ وَسْطَ (between) and means, rain-water; small household articles of common use such as axe, cooking pot, etc; good; an act of kindness, any useful thing; obedience; Zakāt (Aqrab).
CHAPTER 108
SŪRA AL-KAUTHAR
(Revealed before Hijra)

Introduction

Being one of the earliest revelations this Sūra constitutes a strong proof of the Qur’ān being the revealed Word of God, and of the serial arrangement of the Sūrās having been adopted under Divine direction, for, while the Sūra was revealed very early at Mecca, some time in the first four years of the Call, it has been placed almost at the end of the Holy Book. The order in which the Qur’ān exists today is different from the order in which it was revealed. It is indeed a miracle of the Qur’ān that the order in which the various Sūrās were revealed was best suited to the needs of the period during which they were revealed, but they were arranged as its component parts in the order which was best suited for the needs of all human beings for all time to come. The promise contained in the Sūra was made at a time when the Holy Prophet was hardly known outside Mecca and his claim that he was the last Deliverer of humanity was looked upon by his compatriots as unworthy of serious consideration. The promise is in emphatic and certain terms. The words, “We have given thee abundance of good,” show that the promised good has already been given to the Prophet. It was in the fitness of things that in order to prove the Divine origin of the Sūra it should have been revealed at a time when, humanly speaking, there was hardly any possibility of fulfilment of the promise and that it should have been placed at the end of the Qur’ān when the promise had already been fulfilled.

The connection of the Sūra with its predecessor consists in the fact that whereas in the preceding Sūra four prominent moral sins of the hypocrites and of Muslims of weak faith were mentioned, in the Sūra under comment the corresponding four virtues of the righteous believers have been referred to, viz., generosity, regularity in saying daily Prayers, devotion to God, and willingness to make sacrifices for national causes.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. Surely, We have given thee abundance of good."\(^{4855}\)

\(^{a}\)See 1:1.  \(^{b}\)93 : 6.

**4855. Important Words:**

- **کوثر (abundance of good)** is derived from which means, it was or became much, copious, abundant, many, numerous, great in number or quantity; it multiplied or accumulated. **کوثر** means, abundance of good; a lord or master abounding in good; a man possessing good or much good, and one who gives much and often. According to some of the sayings of the Holy Prophet it is a certain river in Paradise, from which flow all other rivers. It is whiter than milk and sweeter than honey and has its margin composed of pavilions of hallowed pearls. (Lane, Aqrab, Mufradāt and Jarīr).

**Commentary:**

The Sūra refers to the Holy Prophet as one on whom abundant good has been bestowed. It was revealed at a time when the Prophet had nothing to give. He was living the life of a poor man and his claim to prophethood was looked upon with contempt and as unworthy of serious consideration. For years after the Sūra had been revealed he was mocked and jeered at, opposed and persecuted and at last had to leave his native town as a fugitive, a price having been laid on his head. For several years at Medina, too, his life was in constant peril and Islam was eagerly expected (and humanly speaking justifiably) by its enemies to come to an early and tragic end. Then towards the end of his life abundance of good in every shape and form began to pour down upon him like a cataract, and the promise contained in the Sūra was literally fulfilled. The “outlaw” of Mecca became the arbiter of the destinies of the whole of Arabia, and the unlettered son of the desert proved to be the eternal Teacher of all mankind. God gave him a Book which is humanity’s infallible guide for all time to come. He imbibed and manifested in his person Divine attributes and rose to such high degree of nearness to his Creator as is possible for any human being to attain. He was blessed with a company of devoted followers whose loyalty and devotion has never been equalled, and when the call came to him from his Creator to leave the world he was satisfied that he had fully discharged the sacred task entrusted to him. In short, all kinds of good, material and moral, were bestowed upon the Holy Prophet in full measure. He, therefore, eminently deserved the title, “the most successful of all Prophets” (Enc. Brit.).

The word **کوثر** also signifies, a man possessing much good and one who gives much and often (Lane). The Holy Prophet was given the کوثر in this sense also, because God raised among his followers a galaxy of Divinely-inspired Reformers who successfully defended him and Islam in every age and guided and led the erring Muslims to the right path. Haḍrat Mirzā Ghulām Aḥmad, Founder.
3. So pray to thy Lord, and offer sacrifice.\textsuperscript{4856}

4. Surely, it is thy enemy who is without issue\textsuperscript{4857}
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4856. Commentary:

The verse enjoins the Holy Prophet to turn to God with utmost devotion and be prepared to undergo all manner of sacrifice for the achievement of his great goal—the attainment of the kingdom.

4857. Important Words:

- \textit{ابتر} (one without issue) is derived from which means, he cut off or cut off utterly or entirely. means, he cut off his tail. means, any beast having the tail cut off; a short-tailed serpent; one in want or poor; defective, deficient, imperfect; suffering loss; from whom all good or prosperity is cut off; having no offspring or no male issue (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

It is very significant that in this verse enemies of the Holy Prophet have been emphatically referred to as \textit{ابتر} i.e., having no male issue; while the historical fact is that all the sons of the Holy Prophet himself born before and after the revelation of this \textit{Sura} died and he left no male issue after him. This shows that \textit{ابتر} mentioned in the verse only means, one deprived of spiritual issues and not of sons commonly so called. In fact, it was God's own design that the Holy Prophet should leave no male issue as he was destined to be the spiritual father of a multitude of sons in all ages to the end of time, sons who were to be far more faithful, obedient and loving than the sons of any father. He was not only the spiritual father of the Faithful but in a sense the father also of all the Prophets of God before and after him. This is the significance of the verse which says: (33:41). And this also seems to be the significance of the verse which says: (33:7). Thus, it was not the Holy Prophet but his enemies who died issueless, since by joining the fold of Islam their sons became the spiritual issues of the Holy Prophet, who felt a sense of shame and humiliation at their pedigree being attributed to their own fathers.

The verse may also signify: “Surely, it is thy enemy who is cut off from all good or prosperity.”

2898
CHAPTER 109

SŪRA AL-KĀFIRŪN

(Revealed before Hijra)

Date of Revelation, and Context:

It is generally agreed that this Sūra was revealed at Mecca. Hasan, 'Ikrama and Ibn Mas‘ūd are of this opinion. Ibn Mas‘ūd being one of the earliest Companions of the Holy Prophet, his opinion about the date of revelation of a particular Sūra naturally carries great weight. Noldeke places this Chapter in the beginning of the fourth year of the Call. This fact, incidentally, belies the baseless accusation of some Christian hostile critics of Islam that the Holy Prophet had agreed to make a compromise with idolatry at the time of revelation of Chapter 53, which by common consent was revealed in the fifth year of the Call, as in the Sūra under comment which was revealed only one year before the supposed compromise with idolatry in every shape or form has been emphatically rejected.

Subject-Matter

The subject-matter of the Sūra has a deep connection with that of the Sūra preceding it. No two Sūrās, perhaps, are so intimately connected with each other as these are. The subject dealt with in the opening verses of the Sūra inevitably flows from, and is the direct result of, the subject treated in Sūra Al-Kauthar. In Sūra Al-Kauthar it was stated that spiritual and material blessings will be bestowed upon the Holy Prophet such as have no parallel or precedent in human history. As a new Adam, he will be the progenitor of a new world, and his progeny alone will continue to prosper. In the Sūra under comment those disbelievers against whom a Divine decree had gone forth that they will not accept Islam are admonished that if having seen manifest Signs in support of the Holy Prophet they refused to accept him, how could they expect Muslims to give up their Faith and accept their foolish and fantastic doctrines? If disbelievers entertained any such hope they were mistaken. The only reasonable course left to them was to wait for God’s judgment to come into operation.

In view of the importance of the subject-matter of the Sūra the Holy Prophet enjoined its frequent recital. He is reported to have said that Sūra Ikhlāṣ was equal to 1/3 of the Qur’ān, the present Sūra to 1/4 of it, and whosoever would frequently recite these two Sūras and deliberate over their subject-matter would command great respect and prestige, (Ibn Marduqaih), meaning, that as Sūra Ikhlāṣ, deals with a basic principle of Islam—Divine Unity—and as in the present Sūra believers are enjoined courageously to stick to their Faith, in an hostile environment or under adverse circumstances, he who will comprehend and realize the significance and importance of these Sūras will necessarily command great respect.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.

2. Say, 'O ye disbelievers!'

3. 'I worship not as you worship;'

4. 'Nor do you worship as I worship,

5. 'And I shall not worship that which you worship;

6. 'Nor will you worship Him Whom I worship.

\[\text{AL-KAFIRUN}\]

\[\text{CH. 109}\]

\[\text{aSee 1:1.} \quad \text{b10 : 105; 39 : 15-16.}\]

4858. Commentary:

The Divine command expressed by قُلْ (say) applies, besides the Holy Prophet, to every Muslim. Besides the present سورة, this word is placed at the beginning of Chapters 72, 112, 113 and 114, and is used in about 306 verses of the Qur'an, and wherever it is used it emphasizes the importance of the subject governed by it. Thus believers are enjoined to proclaim loudly and repeatedly, and to convey to disbelievers in clear and definite terms, the great principles of Islam enunciated and emphasized in the present سورة.

The use of أئها (O ye) is intended to draw pointed attention to the subject-matter of the سورة and to emphasize its importance. The expression has frequently been used in the Qur'an to serve this purpose.

The word الكافرون (the disbelievers) has a general application, or it may refer to those confirmed disbelievers who by their persistent and defiant rejection of Truth rule out all possibility of accepting it and disbelief becomes, as it were, a part of their being.

4859. Commentary:

Various explanations have been given to the present and the next three verses by Commentators. Some say that as the pagan Meccans had put their question in two forms, therefore two forms have been adopted in answer to their question. Others say that the repetition is for the sake of emphasis. Yet some others like Zajjāj are of the opinion that the first two sentences signify denial of worship in the present time and the last two sentences denial of it in future. As against this Zamakhshari says that the first two sentences stand for denial of worship in future while the last two for that in the past. Be that as it may, when ي (no, not) governs مضارع, it signifies future tense. According to this use of the particle the expression لَأُعِبِدُ would mean: "I will never worship."
Moreover, particle م. is used in two ways; as مَصْرِئُه transforming into infinitive the verb which it governs, and as موصوله meaning i.e., “that which.” Sometimes it is also used for rational beings and means من i.e., “he who.” According to the various uses of the particle the verses would mean: I will not adopt your way of worship, or, I will not worship those that you worship, whether rational beings or irrational inanimate things. But the verses have a better and more appropriate translation if م. is taken as مَصْرِئُه in the former two verses and as موصوله in the latter two. Thus, the four verses would be interpreted something like this: “I will never adopt your mode or manner of worship, nor will you adopt the manner in which I worship. And I shall not worship those things (idols) or rational or irrational beings whom you worship, nor will you worship Him Whom I worship.”

4860. For different meanings of دين see 107:2. According to these the verse signifies: “As there is absolutely no meeting ground between your way of life and mine and as we are in complete disagreement not only with regard to the basic concepts of religion but also with regard to its details and other aspects, therefore, there can possibly be no compromise between us.”
CHAPTER 110

SŪRA AL-NAṢR

(Revealed at Mecca after Hijra)

Introduction:

This is a Medinite Sūra in the sense that it was revealed after Hijra in the Medinite period, but is a Meccan Sūra in the sense that it was revealed at Mecca on the occasion of the Last Pilgrimage, only about 70 or 80 days before the Holy Prophet's death. All relevant historical data, coupled with reliable traditions and supported by such eminent authority as 'Abdullah bin 'Umar, one of the very early and distinguished Companions of the Holy Prophet, have assigned this date to its revelation. This was the last whole Sūra to be revealed, though the last verse with which the Quranic revelation came to an end was the 4th verse of Sūra Al-Mā'idah, viz: "This day have those who disbelieve despaired of harming your religion. So fear them not, but fear Me. This day have I perfected your religion for you and completed My favour upon you and have chosen for you Islam as religion." In the preceding Sūra disbelievers were plainly told that as their outlook on life, their ideals and principles, their religious practices and mode and manner of worship were quite different from those of believers, there was no possibility of a compromise between the two. They shall reap the consequences of their deeds while the Muslims will enjoy the fruits of their labour. In the present Sūra believers are told that the victory promised to them has already come and people have joined the fold of Islam in large numbers. Therefore, they, particularly the Holy Prophet,—should give thanks to his Lord, extol His praises and seek protection from Him against shortcomings and moral weaknesses that generally find their way into a new Movement at a time when large groups of people join its fold, because, in view of a vast number of new converts and owing to lack of adequate number of experienced teachers to teach them the essentials of the new Movement, they fail to comprehend and assimilate properly its teaching or imbibe its spirit.
1. In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.
2. When the help of Allah comes, and the victory, 4861
3. And thou seest men entering the religion of Allah in troops,
4. Glorify thy Lord, with His praise, and seek forgiveness of Him. Surely, He is Oft-Returning with compassion. 4862

4861. Commentary:

The expression means, the promised victory.

4862. Commentary:

The Holy Prophet is here enjoined that since God's promise has been fulfilled and large masses of people have begun to enter the fold of Islam, he should give thanks to his Lord for fulfilling His promise about victory, sing His praises and seek His protection and forgiveness.

The expression has a very wide significance. The Holy Prophet is here told that since victory has come to him and Islam has become predominant in the land and his erstwhile enemies have become his devoted servants, he should ask God to forgive them the grave wrongs they had done to him in the past. This seems to be the meaning and significance of the injunction to the Holy Prophet to seek God's forgiveness. Or the Holy Prophet might have been enjoined to ask God's protection against weaknesses and shortcomings that might find their way into the Muslim Community on account of lack of adequate training or education for the new converts. It is significant that whenever mention is made in the Qur'an of a destined victory or some great success falling to the Holy Prophet, he is generally told to ask God's forgiveness and to seek His protection. This clearly shows that he is enjoined here to ask for God's forgiveness and to seek His protection not for himself but for others; he is asked to pray that whenever there was any danger of his followers deviating from Islamic principles or precepts, God may save them from such a crisis. Thus there is no question here of the Prophet's asking forgiveness for any of his own actions. According to the Qur'an, he enjoyed complete immunity from every moral lapse or deviation from the right course (53: 3). For a detailed treatment, however, of the word see 40: 56 & 48: 3.

The expression, "He is Oft-Returning with compassion," holds a message of hope to the Holy Prophet. He is told that whenever there was any danger of his followers deviating from the path of Islam and falling victims to moral decay on a large scale, God will return to them with compassion and will raise from among them a Reformer who will lead them to the right path.
CHAPTER 111

SŪRA AL-LAHAB

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introductory Remarks:

There is complete unanimity of opinion among Muslim scholars and Commentators, that this Sūra was revealed at Mecca during the early years of the Call. Noldeke and Muir also subscribe to this view. Some scholars, however, are of the opinion that the Sūra was the fifth to be revealed, the four Sūrās—‘Alaq, Nūn, Muzzammil and Muddaththir, preceding it. The Sūra seems to deal with people having red-faces and fiery tempers; hence its title.

In Sūra Al-Kauthar the Holy Prophet was given a two-fold promise about the great and rapid increase of his following and about the failure of the machinations of his enemies against Islam. In the preceding Sūra—Al-Naṣr—reference was made to the first part of the promise; the present Sūra refers to its second part.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.
2. "Perish the two hands of Abū Lahab, and perish he! 4863
3. "His wealth and what he has earned shall avail him not. 4864

4863. Important Words:

 две (two hands), is the dual form of which among other things means, power, influence: assistance, help, protection; troops, host, army; possession; wealth. (Lane). See also 5:65, & 38:46.

 تَبُ (perish) means, he suffered loss; he became lost; he perished; he died. تَبُ (tabbun) are all infinitive nouns meaning. loss; death; destruction; perdition. They say تَبُ i.e., may he perish; may perdition be his lot. تَبُ (stab) also means, may he perish (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

 "أبو لهب" (Father of Flame) was the nickname of 'Abd al-'Uzza, the Holy Prophet's uncle and his inveterate enemy and persecutor. He was so called either because his complexion and hair were ruddy or because he had a fiery temper. The سِنَار recalls an incident during the early preachings of the Holy Prophet. On being informed by God to call together his relatives and to deliver to them the Divine Message the Holy Prophet stood on mount ٱلماض and called the different Meccan tribes by name—the tribes of Lawwl, Murra, Kilāb and Quṣṣayr, and his near relatives, and told them that he was God's Messenger, and that if they did not accept his Message and did not give up their evil ways, Divine punishment would overtake them. The Holy Prophet had hardly finished his speech, when Abū Lahab stood up and said, تَبُ وَنَفْعًا لِّلَّهِ (i.e., ruin seize thee, is it for this that thou hast called us together (Bukhari).

The sobriquet "Father of Flame" may either refer to the Holy Prophet's uncle or to any hot tempered enemy of Islam or better still it may apply to Western Powers of the Latter Days who own and control atomic and nuclear weapons—one group of them repudiating God altogether, and the other denying His Unity but both being equally opposed to Islam. In this sense "the two hands" would signify these two groups.

The verse purports to say that all endeavours and machinations of the enemies of Islam, particularly of the two groups of Western Powers and their satellites, would utterly fail and all their nefarious designs would recoil on their own heads; they would burn with rage at seeing Islam progressing, and their own wealth, power and possessions (أي) perishing before their very eyes.

4864. Commentary:

 This verse appropriately may also apply to the wealthy Western Powers who have great material resources at their disposal. The words "his wealth" may mean the wealth produced in their own countries, and "what he has earned" may signify the riches they have earned by exploiting weaker nations and despoiling them of their natural resources.
4. Soon shall he burn in a flaming fire; 4865

5. And his wife the carrier of the firewood.4865-A

6. Round her neck shall be a halter of twisted palm-fibre.4866

4865. **Commentary:**

The expression بَ يْلُوهِم may also mean, one who invents something which produces fire and flames, or one who is himself consumed in the flames of fire. In this sense, the verse may be interpreted as predicting the destruction of the two major political Blocs of the Latter Days by their own fire-producing weapons, such as atom bombs and other nuclear weapons. The verse also shows that the day of reckoning for these nations is not far off. It seems to have already arrived.

4865-A. **Important Words:**

حَطَبُ (the carrier of firewood). حمَالَةُ الحَطَبِ (hātāba) which means, he collected firewood; حَطَبُ (hātaba) means, he slandered him. They say هو يُحِمِّلُ الحَطَبَ بين الناس i.e., he goes about spreading calumnies or slander among the people (Lane & Aqrab).

امِرْتِهُ (his wife) is syn. with زوج which among other things means, an associate, a comrade, wife (Lane).

**Commentary:**

The reference in the verse seems to be to Abū Lahab's wife, Umm Jamīl who strewed the Holy Prophet's path with thorns and went about spreading calumnies against him. The verse may also apply to people in Western Democracies or in the Communist Bloc who spread calumnies and false accusations against Islam and urge their leaders to break its power.

The verse may also signify that these nations would be constantly engaged in manufacturing weapons for their own destruction.

4866. **Commentary:**

Though apparently free, these nations will be so strongly tied to their respective political ideologies and systems that they will not be able to break away from them. Or like Umm Jamīl who is said to have become strangled by the very rope by which she carried fire-wood, these nations would perish by the very means by which they would seek to destroy others.

As a fitting postscript to the Sūra two of the prophecies, one from the Qur'ān and the other from the Bible which speak of the terrible fate of these nations may be given below:

But when the promise of My Lord shall come to pass, He will break it into pieces. And the promise of my Lord is certainly true. And on that day We shall leave some of them to surge against others and the trumpet will be blown. Then shall We gather them all together. And on that day We shall present Hell, face to face, to disbelievers (18 : 99-101).

And it shall come to pass at the same time when Gog shall come against the land of Israel, saith the Lord God, that My fury shall come up in My face. For in My jealousy and in the fire of My wrath have I spoken. Surely, in
that day there shall be a great shaking in the land of Israel. So the fishes of the sea and the fowls of the heaven and the beasts of the field, and all creeping things that creep upon the earth, and all the men that are upon the face of the earth, shall shake at My presence, and the mountains shall be thrown down, and the steep places shall fall and every wall shall fall to the ground....And I will plead against him with pestilence and with blood: and I will rain upon him, and upon his bands and upon the many people that are with him an overflowing rain, and great pestilence, fire and brimstone (Ezek. 38:18—22).
CHAPTER 112
SŪRA AL-IKHLĀṢ

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introduction:

That this is one of the earliest Meccan Sūrās is the view of Ḥasan, ‘Ikrama and, above all, Ibn Mas‘ūd, one of the earliest of the Holy Prophet’s Companions. But, Ibn ‘Abbās, though much younger than ‘Abdullah bin Mas‘ūd but regarded as one of the most learned Companions, thinks that the Sūra was revealed at Medina. In view of these conflicting opinions of these two very respected Companions of the Holy Prophet some Commentators of the Qur’ān are inclined to think that the Sūra was revealed twice, first at Mecca and then at Medina. Among Orientalists, Muir places it among the earliest Meccan Sūrās, while Noldeke assigns it to the end of the first period—about the fourth year of the Call.

In view of the importance of its subject-matter, the Sūra has come to be known by several names, of which some are: Al-Tafrīd; Al-Tajrīd; Al-Tauhīd, Al-Ikhlāṣ; Al-Ma’rifah; Al-Ṣamad; Al-Asās; Al-Nūr, etc.

Because it deals with the basic religious belief—Unity of God—the Sūra has the distinction of being called by the Holy Prophet as the greatest of all the Quranic Sūrās (Ma’ṣnī). ‘Ā’ishah is reported to have said that before going to bed the Holy Prophet used to recite this and the last two Sūrās, at least thrice (Abū-Dāwūd). The Sūra is entitled Ikhlāṣ because its recitation and deliberation over its subject-matter, is calculated to foster in the reader a deep attachment to God.

What adds to the great importance of the Sūra is the fact that while Al-Fāṭiḥah is considered to be a resume of the whole of the Qur’ān, the present Sūra, together with the two succeeding it repeats and rehearses the theme of the subject-matter of Al-Fāṭiḥah.
1. In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.
2. Say, 'He is Allah, the One and only,' \( \text{\textcircled{4867}} \)
3. 'Allah, the Independent and Besought of all.' \( \text{\textcircled{4868}} \)

4867. **Commentary:**

The word \( \text{الله} \) (say) here embodies a permanent command to all Muslims to keep proclaiming "God is One."

\( \text{هو} \) (He) used as ضمير الثانى and meaning, "the truth is," signifies that the truth is embedded in human nature that God is One and that He is One and Alone.

\( \text{الله} \) is the distinctive name used for the Supreme Being in the Qur'an. In the Arabic language the word is never used for any other thing or being. It is a personal name of God, neither attributive nor descriptive. See also 1:1.

\( \text{الله} \) (the One) is an epithet applied to God alone and signifies, the One; the Sole; He Who has been and will ever be One and Alone; Who has no second to share in His Lordship, nor in His Essence (Lane).

According to Aqrab the difference between \( \text{الله واحد} \) and \( \text{الله واحد} \) when used about God is that whereas \( \text{الله واحد} \) signifies Oneness of God in His Person, the idea of a second being inconceivable, \( \text{الله واحد} \) signifies uniqueness of God in His attributes.

**Commentary:**

In view of the above-mentioned significance of \( \text{الله واحد} \) and \( \text{الله واحد} \) the expression \( \text{الله واحد} \) and \( \text{الله واحد} \) would signify that God is that Supreme Being Who is the Source and Fountain-Head from Whom all creation has emanated; and \( \text{الله واحد} \) would mean that Allah is that Being Who is One and Alone in the sense that when we think of Him, the very idea that there is any other being or thing is absent from our minds. He is One and Alone in every sense. He is neither the starting link of any chain, nor its last link. Nothing is like Him nor is He like anything else. This is Allah as conceived and presented by the Qur'an.

4868. **Important Words:**

\( \text{الله} \) (Independent and Besought of all) is substantive noun from \( \text{الله} \). They say \( \text{الله} \) \( \text{صمد} \) (say) \( \text{الله} \) \( \text{صمد} \). \( \text{الله} \) \( \text{صمد} \) means, a person to whom one betakes oneself in one's needs. \( \text{صمد} \) (\( \text{samad} \)) means, a chief to whom recourse is had; a lord to whom obedience is rendered; without whom no affair is accomplished. \( \text{صمد} \) also means, a person or place above whom or which there is no one. \( \text{الله} \) \( \text{صمد} \) means, the Supreme Being to Whom recourse is had for the accomplishment of needs; Who is Independent of all and upon Whom all depend for their needs: Who will continue for ever after all creation has ceased to exist; above Whom there is no one. (Lane & Aqrab).
4. 'He begets not, and is He beget-

5. 'And there is none like unto Him'.

Commentary:

In the preceding verse the claim was made that God is One, Alone, and Unique. The present verse substantiates that claim. It says that God is the Independent and Besought of all. i.e., all things and beings depend upon Him and He is Independent and Besought of all. All have need of Him and He has need of none. He needed the help of no being or material to create the universe. So when all things and beings are dependent on Him and to Him we have recourse for our needs and requirements and He fulfils them, then where is the necessity of any other God?

In fact, nothing in the universe is complete in itself, not even the smallest atom. Nothing is self-subsisting; everything depends on some other thing for its existence. God alone is such a Being Who depends on no being or thing. He is above conception and conjecture. His attributes know no bound or limit. This is the meaning of the Independent and Besought of all.

4869. Commentary:

The Divine attribute of the Independent and Besought of all (One, Alone, the Unique) was mentioned in the previous verse to establish the claim that Allah is the One (One, Alone, the Unique), and now in the verse under comment the Divine attribute of the God Who begets not, nor is He begotten is mentioned to show that He is Independent and Besought of all i.e., God is above need, because the presence of need presupposes that He requires the assistance of someone without whom He cannot carry on His work, and who should continue His work, after He is dead, inasmuch as all those beings that succeed or are succeeded by others, are subject to death, but those things which need no successor and do not die before fulfilling the object of their creation, such as the sun, the moon, the oceans, the mountains, etc., are not subject to death or destruction. Thus Allah Who has succeeded no one and will be succeeded by no one is complete in all His attributes and is Eternal, Everlasting and Absolute.

4870. Commentary:

This verse disposes of a possible doubt that the previous verses might have created. Granted that Allah is One, Alone, Absolute and Independent of all and that He neither begets nor is He begotten, but there might be in existence another being who, like Him, might also possess all the attributes He possesses. The verse effectively removes this misgiving. It says that there is none like Allah. Human reason demands, and the Qur'an has conceded the reasonableness of this demand, that there should be One Creator and Controller of the whole universe. The perfect order that pervades and permeates it leads to the inevitable result that one uniform law must govern it, and the unity and uniformity of the law and the design proves and proclaims the unity of its Maker (21 : 23). Thus the Sura cuts at the root of all polytheistic beliefs that exist in one form or other in other Faiths—belief in two, three or more gods, or the belief that soul and matter or any other thing co-exists with Allah.
God, as conceived and held out by Islam, is a personal God and not a mere philosophical conception; One, Alone, Unique, Eternal and Absolute, without beginning or end, Incomparable, above the need of being succeeded by any one, nor ever having succeeded any one.

This is the sublime definition of the Supreme Being as given in the Qur'an; and nothing in any other revealed Scripture touches even the fringes of the beauty, sublimity and majesty of this definition.
CHAPTER 113

SŪRA AL-FALAQ

(Revealed before Hijra)

Date of Revelation, and Context

This and the next Ṣūra are so closely linked as regards their subject-matter that though they are complete in themselves and independent of each other, the Ṣūra that follows viz., Al-Nās, may be regarded as complementary to the present Ṣūra. This Ṣūra deals with one aspect of the same subject while the next Ṣūra deals with the other. Both the Ṣūrās together are called Mu'awwidhatin meaning, "the two Ṣūrās that afford protection," because both of them open with the expression "I seek refuge in the Lord."

There is a wide divergence of opinion among scholars regarding the place where these Ṣūrās were revealed. In view of this divergence it is rather difficult to determine the exact date of their revelation. Some scholars, including 'Ībn 'Abbās and Qatādah, assign them to Medina while according to Hasan, 'Ikrima, 'Atīr and Jābir, they were revealed at Mecca. Among Western scholars Noldeke and Muir hold no definite opinion, but Weil thinks that they belong to Mecca. Taking all relevant facts and historical data into consideration, the majority of Muslim scholars and Commentators of the Qur'ān are inclined to place them among the Meccan Ṣūrās. The present Ṣūra is entitled Al-Falaq (the Dawn).

Subject-Matter

The connection of these two Ṣūrās with Ṣūra Al-Ikhlaṣ consists in the fact that in that Ṣūra believers were enjoined to proclaim to the whole world that God is One and Unique, that He is far above anything or any person being a partner in His Divinity. In these two Ṣūrās the believers are told that they should not be afraid of any tyrant, dictator or ruler in the discharge of this sacred duty and should hold the firm belief that God is the sole Director and Controller of the whole universe and that He has the power to protect His votaries from any harm or injury which the forces of darkness might seek to do them.

Though constituting an integral part of the Qur'ān, these two Ṣūrās may be regarded as forming a sort of epilogue to it. The main body of the Qur'ān seems to end with Ṣūra Al-Ikhlaṣ, which recapitulates, as it were, in a nutshell, the basic Quranic principles, and in these two Ṣūrās believers are enjoined to seek Divine protection against deviating from the right path and against the mischiefs and evils which might adversely affect their material well-being and spiritual development. The Holy Prophet used to recite these two Ṣūrās regularly before going to bed.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.
2. Say, 'I seek refuge in the Lord of the dawn',
3. 'From the evil of that which He has created,
4. 'And from the evil of darkness when it overspreads.'

4871. Important Words:

الفَقَ (dawn) is subs. noun from فَقَ الصَّبحَ i.e., He (God) made the dawn to break. 'Ali, the Holy Prophet's Fourth Successor used generally to swear by the words والذَّي فَقَ الحَيَّةَ وَابْرَاءَ النَّسْمَةُ i.e., By Him Who clove the grain, making it to germinate and Who created man or the soul. فَاقَ , among other things means, the daybreak or dawn; the whole creation; Hell; the plain appearance of the truth after it had been dubious; a low or depressed place of the earth between two hills; an elevated ground (Lane & Aqrab).

Commentary:

A believer is enjoined to invoke the protection of God, the Lord of فَاقَ . In view of different meanings of the word, he is told to pray:

(1) That when the night of darkness over Islam has passed away and the morning of its bright future dawns, its sun should continue to shine till it reaches the Meridian.

(2) That God might protect him from the hidden and manifest evil of all that He has created, including the evils of heredity, bad environment, defective education or other corrupting influences.

(3) That God should save him from the torments of Hell in this life and in the Hereafter.

(4) That God should enable him to avoid extremes and to adopt the middle course in all things which is the safest course, since the idea implied in رُوْبِيْةُ is development by degrees and in stages. See also v. 6 below.

4872. Important Words:

غَاسِقَ (darkness) is derived from غَسِّقت the eyes flowed with water. غَسَّقَ means, the milk poured fourth from the udder. غَسَّقَ means, the night; darkness; the Pleiades when it sets; the moon when it is eclipsed; the sun when it sets; the day when it enters upon the night, etc. (Lane & Aqrab).

وَقَبَ (overspreads). They say وَقَبَ الْقَالَمَ i.e., the darkness overspread. وَقَبَ الدُّمَالَ means, the sun set. وَقَبَ الْأَرْجَلَ means, the eyes of the man sank. وَقَبَ الْقَمَرَ means, the moon became eclipsed (Aqrab).

Commentary:

The verse may refer to the evils of the time when the light of truth becomes extinguished...
5. 'And from the evil of those who blow upon the knots of mutual relationships to undo them.'

6. 'And from the evil of the envier when he envies.'

and the darkness of sin and iniquity spreads over the entire face of the earth. Or it may refer to the evils of the time when one is overwhelmed by distress and privation, when it is darkness all around him, and the last ray of hope disappears. See also last verse of the Sūra.

4873. Important Words:

- النافث (who blow) is derived from نفث which means, he spat. نفث الله الشماء في النلب (God inspired him with a thing.) نفثات means, those groups that spit or emit much poison; those who whisper evil suggestions (Aqrab).

Commentary:

The reference in the verse is to those whisperers of evil suggestions who cause solemn contracts and friendships to break down, and who inspire people with a spirit of defiance of established authority or with violating the oath of fealty, and thus seek to create discord and dissension in the Muslim Community and to encourage fissiparous tendencies among them. For a detailed note on the whole Sūra see next verse.

4874. Commentary:

The Sūra deals with the material side of man's life as does the next Sūra with its spiritual side. Man is confronted with various kinds of dangers and difficulties in life. When he is engaged in an undertaking of a serious import, particularly when he takes upon himself to spread the light of Truth, forces of darkness surround him on all sides; and when he proceeds further men of evil designs bar his way and create all sorts of impediments and difficulties. When at last success dawns on him, persons of a jealous nature seek to deprive him of the fruit of his labour. As protection against all these difficulties, obstacles and perils in life, a believer is enjoined to invoke the help and assistance of the Lord of فات (dawn) to give him light when there is darkness all around; to protect him from the evil designs of mischief-makers and the nefarious machinations of jealous persons. What a complete and comprehensive prayer!

The last two Sūrās of the Qur'ān may also specially refer to the time of the Promised Messiah and Mahdi. Verse 4 of the present Sūra may refer to the eclipse of the sun and the moon which, according to a well-known saying of the Holy Prophet was to take place in the time of the Mahdi (Quṭni), and the last two verses may refer to his enemies who will create all sorts of difficulties for him and will burn with rage as they will see his mission making rapid progress.

جاسد (the envious one) may also refer to the Dajjāl, the Arch Envier who will give the Promised Mahdi an obstinate fight.
CHAPTER 114

SŪRA AL-NĀS

(Revealed before Hijra)

Introduction:

This Sūra, the second of the Mu'awwidhatan, constitutes an extension of its predecessor and is in a way complementary to it, in that in Sūra Al-Falaq the believers were enjoined to seek protection from God against the hardships and privations of life, in the present Sūra protection is sought from trials and tribulations that hamper man's spiritual development, and the protection is to be invoked not only by verbal solicitation but by deeds and actions that may attract God's Grace. This is the true significance of the commandment conveyed by the word قل (say). The Sūra is quite fittingly entitled الناس (mankind), since protection has been solicited from the Lord, King and God of mankind الناس (الناس) against the mischief of whisperers from among Jinn and men, who whisper evil thoughts into the hearts of men الناس (الناس). The Sūra was evidently revealed at the same time as Sūra Al-Falaq, both the Sūrās constituting an appropriate ending of the Qur'ān.
1. "In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful.
2. Say, 'I seek refuge in the Lord of mankind,\(^a\)
3. 'The 'King of mankind,
4. 'The God of mankind,
5. 'From the evil of the whisperings of the sneaking whisperer.
6. 'Who whispers into the hearts of men,

\(^a\)See 1:1.
\(^b\)59:24; 62:2.

4875. **Commentary:**

In the present Sūra three Divine attributes viz., ملك الناس (Lord of mankind), ملك الناس (King of mankind), اله الناس (God of mankind), have been invoked as against one attribute, رب الفلك (Lord of the dawn) in the preceding Sūra, because this one attribute comprises all the three above-mentioned attributes. Whereas One Divine attribute, viz., رب الفلك (Lord of the dawn) has been invoked against four kinds of mischief in the previous Sūra, in the Sūra under comment three Divine attributes have been invoked against one mischief i.e., whispering of the Evil One. This is because promptings or insinuations of Satan cover all conceivable evils.

Mention of three Divine attributes in the Sūra implies that all sin proceeds from three causes, viz., when a person looks upon other men as his رب (Lord) or ملك (King), or اله (God). that is to say, he regards them as the main prop or support of his life or slavishly surrenders to their undue authority or makes them the object of his love and adoration. A believer is enjoined here to look up to God alone as the real support of his life, and to render Him alone true and unconditional obedience and to make Him alone the real object of his love and adoration. Or, the believer may have been enjoined in these verses constantly to seek protection against the ravages of exploiting capitalists, tyrannical rulers and from the crafty priestly class who, taking undue advantage of the unwary and simple-minded folk exploit them mercilessly. The reference seems particularly to be to the conditions obtaining in the Latter Days.
7. ‘From among Jinn and men.’

4876. **Commentary:**

The verse may mean that the Evil One whispers evil thoughts into the hearts of Jinn (big men) and common men, sparing nobody. Or it may mean that whisperers of evil are to be found both among Jinn and common men. The verse may also refer to the evils of Western Democracies and of the Communist Powers that work from behind the iron curtain.